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NEW ISOPOD CRUSTACEANS OF THE.
FAMILY SPH^EROMID^.

DESCRIPTIONS OF

By Harriet

tiicHARDSON,

Collaborator, Division of

in

Marine

Invertebrates.

In order to give fuller diagnoses of some genera recent!}^ established
my monograph on the Isopods of North America and to illustrate

some of the parts which were taken

as a basis of generic distinctions

have prepared the following- paper, in which I also offer descriptions
of a few new species and one new genus.
Five of the species are
from South America, two are from Japan, one comes from Cape
Town, Africa, and the localit}' of another is unknown. All, with
the exception of Isodadus magellanensiH^ are in the collection of the
United States National Museum.
I

Genus TECTICEPS Richardson.
Body oval and somewhat flattened.

Head

sulxjuadrangular, broader

anteriorly than posteriorly with the anterior and lateral margins pro-

duced, concealing the antenna?.

The antenuc^. which are entirely hidden, extend backward and lie
under the epimeral plates at the sides of the thorax. The first and
second pairs of legs in the male are subchelate; the first pair terminate in a large hand and finger, bearing a small hook; the second pair
terminate in a more irregularly shaped hand. All the other legs are
In the female onl}^ the

simple in structure.

first

pair of

legs are

subchelate.

The terminal segment
is

abdomen is triangular and entire, and
The uropoda are double- branched and
Both
those of the genus Sphxroma.

of the

pointed at the extremity.

and resemble closely
branches are well developed and similar in shape.
This genus differs from the genus Ancinus of Milne Edwards
1. In having uropoda with two branches instead of one.
2. In having the abdomen entire and not truncate at the tip.
3. In the prominent projection of the anterior and lateral margins

lateral,

of the head.
4.

In the concealment of the antennae, which are very conspicuous

in Ancinus.

The type

species of the genus

Proceedings U.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

S.

xxxi— 06

is

Tecticeps alasceitsis Richardson.

National Museum, Vol.
1

XXXI— No.

1479.
1

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
TECTICEPS ALASCENSIS
Tecticeps

figs.

Nat. Hist.
276-278,

Localities.

9-12; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

(7),

figs.

Richardson.

Eichard.sox, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington,

alascensls

181-183,

IV, 1899,

p.

VOL. XXXI.

XXI,

XI, 1897, pp.

1899, p. 837;

Ann. Mag.

181; Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 54, 1905, pp.

286-289.

— North of

Aiiiak Island; off Cape Menchikoff; south of
Ha^emeister Island; North Head, Akutan Island;
off Bristol Ba3';

Alutian Islands,

off

Unimak

Island;

Kamchatka; off .Stiirup Island, Kitrile Islands,
Okhotsk Sea; latitude 60^ 16' north, long-itude 167^
41' west; Bering Sea, west of Pribiloff Islands,
between Pinnacle and Ulakhla, Unalaska; Bering
Sea, off' Nunivak Island,

—0-106 fathoms.

Dej>th

.

U.

National

S.

The

Museum

outline of the

body

collection.
is

oval.

quite smooth, but covered with
Fig. 1.— Tecticeps ala.s
cEN.sis.

Male, x

'1\.

The surface

little

is

points of de-

Length 16 mm.; width 10 mm.
The head is large, twice as long as any one of the
The anterior margin is produced in a wa}^ to conare also the ahtero-lateral margins, making the

pression.

thoracic segments.
ceal the antenna?, as

anterior portion of the head in front of the eyes

much broader than

the posterior portion, and forming very acute antero-

This frontal margin forms a very broad
obtuse angle with its apex in the median line. On either
lateral angles.

side of this

of the head

apex to the antero-lateral angle
is

somewhat depressed.

this portion

The antennae are

not conspicuous, lying concealed beneath the frontal
margin of the head. The first pair extend to the posterior angle of the first thoracic segment; the flagellum
is

composed of ten

articles.

The second

pair reach the

Fig. 2.— Tecticeps

ALASCENSIS.

a,

Mandible.

6,

Mandibular APPENDAGE.

X

5f.

middle of the second segment; the flagellum consists of
twelve articles. The eyes are dorsally situated on the posterior half
of the head in both sexes.
Oli^^:^^
The thoracic segments are about equal in length.
The first one extends laterally around the posterior
portion of the head, forming a broad plate at the
side of the segment.
The epimera of all the segFig. 3.— Tecticeps alasments
are about twice as broad as long, with the
CENSis.
a, Antenna
OF first pair, b, Anexception of those of the fifth segment, which are
tenna OF second pair.
nearl}^ square and verj^ conspicuous.
X5|.

The first segment of the abdomen has three suture lines, and its posterior margin projects down at the sides over
the terminal segment. The terminal segment is triangular and has

.V^]T^

ISOPOD CRUSTACEAXS—BICHARDSOX.

more acute in the male than in the female.
The inner one
broad and tapering and does not reach the tip of the abdomen. The outer one is slen-

a very pointed extremity,

The

iiropods differ considerably.

i,s

der and sharpl}" pointed, and extends beIn the female the

yond the abdomen.
outer branch

is

not longer than the inner

branch.

The

first

pair of legs are subchelate, as

are also the second pair in the male.

the

first

pair the propodus

is

In

large and

oval in shape,
-Tecticeps alascexsis.
JIEX OF FEMALE. X4f.

and bears in
the palma a

row

of

stifi'

bristles at regular intervals

and pointing obliquely

in the

same

direc-

while a thick row of fine cilia, pointing obliquely in the opposite direction,
tion,

cross these almost at right angles.

The

dactylus terminates in a single hook, at
the base of which two smaller hooks are
situated.

In the legs of the second pair

the propodus

an

indication

is

irregular in shape with

rudimentary pollex.

of a

There are no hairs or

The

bristles in the palma.

legs of the third, fourth, and fifth

pairs present nothing unusual in structure,
l)ut

resemble the ambulatory legs

to this family.

In

pairs the structure

is

common

sixth and seventh

tiie

the same as that of

the preceding legs of the third, fourth,

and

Fig.

5.— Tecticeps alascensis.

a,

Leg OF FIRST PAIR OF MALE. X 5|. b.
Last two joists of same, x lOf c,
Leg of second pair of male, x 5|.
d, Leg of third pair, x 5|. e. Leg
of sixth pair, x 5|. /, Leg of seventh pair. X 5f.
.

fifth pairs, but with an increasing disproportion in the length of the propodus
and dactylus. In the seventh pair of legs
these joints, but more especially the propodus, attain a size most conspicuous for
The propodus becomes over
their length.
than the carpus which
times
longer
3i

immediately precedes

it.

more or less dotted
with black. In the darker specimens the epimera and the uropods are
almost white with scattered spots of black. Other specimens are
brown, with markings of red and some are 1)luish-gra3' in color tinged
with brown or orange.

The

color varies

from dark brown

to yellow,

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
TECTICEPS CONVEXUS
Tectivc'pi<

Richardson.

I". S. Nat. Mus., XXI, 1899, pp. <S37-838, fig.
IV, 1899, pp. 181-183; American Naturalist,
223; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 54, 1905, pp. 278-280, figs.

coiirexus Kichakd.sox, I'roc.

15; Anil.

Mag. Xat. Hist.

XXXIV,

1900, p.

(7),

290-291.

Lovalitij.

— Monterey Buy,

California.

—

Depth. 30 feet, in sand}' mud.
U. S. National Museum collection.
The body
oval and some\yhat flattened.
The surface is smooth. The color is light
yellow, with markings of ))rown.
The head has the anterior mai-gin much
])roader than the posterior margin, and produced in front, but not wholly concealing
i.'^

the basal articles of the

tirst

pair of attenn^,

Fig. 6.— Tecticeps

convexus
domen of female. x

and somewhat raised, forming two small
convex elevations. The antero-lateral margin is likewise produced, forming an acute angular projection, which
extends in a lateral direction beyond the post-4ateral margin of the
head.
The eyes are dorsally situated in a median transverse line in
-1

both sexes. The tirst pair of antenuiv, with a flagellum of K!
extend to the posterior angle of the third thoracic segment.
The second pair of antenna?,
with a flagellum of 13 articles, extend to the
middle of the fourth thoracic segment and

articles,

exceed by one article
the length of the flrst
pair of antenute.
pairs

of

disposed

antennae
to

lie

Both
are
con-

cealed under the broad

epimeral plates of the
thoracic segments.

The thoracic

Fig. 7.— Tecticeps

seg-

ments are su))equal in
length.

ment has

The

flrst

convexus.

x 5i. 6, Abdomen
AND LAST THORACIC SEGMENT. X '1%.

a,

Head,

seg-

produced
around the anterior portion of the head, forming a broad plate at the side of the segment.
The epimera are almost twice as broad as long;
Fig. 8.—Tecticeps
convexis those of the fifth segment extend downward,
Seventh leg of male.
4|.
with the anterior margin straight, making the
length and breadth about equal and forming almost square epimera;
in the epimera of the sixth and seventh segments the anterior margins
are in the same direction as the posterior margins, which extend
downward.
:<

its

antero-lateral angles

NE W ISO POD CR IJSTA CEA NS— RICHARDSON.
segment of the abdomen has three suture lines, and its
is produced in two small points, one on either side of
the median line, about equidistant from it and the lateral margin of
the segment. The terminal segment is widely rounded posteriorly.
The inner branch of the uropoda is of nearly equal width throughout
its length and is rounded at its extremity; the outer branch is slender
and sharply pointed. Both branches are of nearlj^ equal length, and
This is true of both
neither extend beyond the tip of the abdomen.

The

first

posterior margin

sexes.

The

first

reflexible.

pair of legs have the propodus dilated and the dactylus

The propodus

is

large and oval

of the second pair the propodus
reflexible dactylus in the

female.

The

is

in shape.

In the legs

irregular in shape, dilated with

male and simple in the

legs of the other five pairs are sinii

lar in structure, am})ulatorv,

and show^ a gradual

increase in length.

This species difi'ers from 2\ alascensis in having
longer antenna? and antennulaj; in having a rounded
terminal segment, which in that species is very
pointed but more acute in the male than in the
female; in having the outer branch of the uropods
in both sexes as short as the inner, while in that
species it is much longer in the male but not in
the female; in having only a gradual increase in
the length of the legs, which in that species show
such marked disproportions in the propodus of the
sixth and seventh pairs; and in the position of the
eyes,

which

in this species are situated in the

dian transverse line of the head,

whih in

me-

Fig.

9.

VEXUS.

T. alascen-

MALE.

Tecticeps

con-

Second leg op
X 4|.

they are placed in the posterior half of the head.
This species was considered by Hansen, who had not examined any
specimens, to be a synonym of T. alascensts." Having sent specimens,
a male and female of both species, to Doctor Hansen, 1 received a

sis

courteous and speedy recognition of his error. Doctor Hansen states
in his letter that ''both species are well founded," and that "7! convexus is a fine species; especially the difi'erences in the shape of the
first and second hand and seventh thoracic leg in the males of both
species are realh" interesting."

Genus

CYMODOCE

Leach.

Seventh segment of thorax not produced backwai-d in any process.
Abdomen composed of two segments, the first of which is Avithout
Terminal abdominal segment in both sexes with a
mesial process.
«

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,

133-134.

XLIX,

Pt.

1,

October, 1905, pp.
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notch

in center of

of uropod

which

is

a

median process or

Exopod not capable

W(>11 d(>veloped,

lobe.

of

vol. xxxi.

Endopod

folding under

endopod.

Exopod
Fourth

of third pleopod always two-jointed.
and iiftli pleopods with endopods thick, fleshy, Avith trans-

verse folds; exopods two-jointed.
Maxillipeda with the second, third, and fourth articles of the palp

produced into

lobes.

metamorphosed.
Cymodoce trancaia Leach.
of the genus

jSlouth parts in female

The

tj^pe

is

CYMODOCE ORNATA,
Head

new

species.

broad as long, 3i mm.: 8 mm., rounded
median point separating the antenna'. E3^es

large, nearly twice as

anteriorly, with a small

round, post-laterally situated. The tirst pair of antenna? extend to the
first thoracic segment; the flagellum is com-

posterior angle of the

posed of ten to eleven

articles.

The second

pair of antenna? reach

margin of the fourth thoracic
segment; the flagellum consists of from eighteen to
fully to the posterior

nineteen articles.

The segments

of the thorax are subequal in length,
being somewhat longer.
The epimera are
posteriorly produced into very acute angles, gradually
becoming less acute, the last one being quite rounded.

the

The

Fig. 10.— cymodoce

OKNATA.

ABDOMENOFMALE. X oj.

tirst

,.

^'^'^^^

first
,

segment of the abdomen
i

i«Ti1ijIcomposed
is

of

i_

coalcsced segments, mdicated by three suture

which forms a ridge in the center.
segment are produced into rounded lobes, provided
with fine hairs, and overlap the terminal segment. Two small tubercles
on either side of the median line are situated on the posterior margin.
The terminal segment is thickly tuberculated. At the base are four
tubercles, situated in a transverse row.
Below these are four others,
similarity situated, but farther apart, and difiering in size, the two
center ones being more prominent.
Below this row, and placed in
the median line, is a small triangularly shaped prominence, in the
center of which is a tubercle.
The posterior margin of this segment
has a quadrangular excavation, in which there is a central tooth which
does not extend beyond the lateral teeth formed b}- the excavation.
The entire margin is fringed with thick hairs.
The uropods, which are about equal in length, extend considerably^
beyond the extremity of the abdomen. The inner branch is rounded
on the inner post-lateral angle and ends in a spinelike process at the
outer post-lateral angle; the external one is lanceolate, with upper
inner surface very concave; the outer margins of both are fringed
lines, the third of

The

sides of this

with hairs.
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is brown, more or less marked with black
The lower half of each segment of the thorax and the tuberthe abdomen are a dull yellow.

color of the body

spots.
cles of

This species is closel}' allied to C. longlstyUs Miers," but ditfers in
the absence of tubercles on the thoracic segments, and in the disposition of those

on the terminal abdominal segment.
The type and only specimen, a male,

Locality unknown.

U.

S.

National

Museum,

CYMODOCE JAPONICA,
Bod}' Ti

Head

mm.

wide; ITi

mm.

new

the

species.

long.

large, longer than the second thoracic segment, its anterior

margin ridged and sinuated and produced

The

is in

Cat. No. 32242.

in a large

median

basal joint of the peduncle of the first pair of antennae

elongated; the second joint

is

point.

large and

is

small and short; the third joint
is

The flacomposed of nineteen
and extends to the pos-

long and slender.

gellum
articles

is

terior angle of the first thoracic

segment. The flagellum of the
second pair of antennae is composed of twent3"-four articles
and reaches the posterior angle
of the third thoracic segment.
Cymodoce japonica. Abdomex and last
The thoracic segments are Fig. 11. thokacic
segment of male. x 4f.
The
about equal in length.
epimera are broader than long and are produced into acute angles,
becoming more rounded and obtuse in the three posterior ones.
The first segment of the abdomen has two suture lines on either side
indicating coalesced segments, and a transverse line indicating still
another coalesced segment. Its posterior margin bears two tubercles,

downward and on either side of these a small tooth overlapping the terminal segment. The last segment is posteriori}^ excavated,
with a large and broad median tooth within the excavation. This
median tooth has a truncate extremity, while the lateral teeth, formed
by the sinus, are more acute and rounded. Two small tubercles are
situated at the base of this segment in the line with those of the first
segment. Following these, and in the same line, are two very large
tubercles. A longitudinal furrow or groove in the median line is formed
by these two sets of tubercles. The inner branch of the uropoda is
truncate at the extremity, is of equal breadth throughout its length, and
does not extend ])ey ond the extremity of the abdomen. The outer branch
is rounded on the inner side, but has a straight thickened outer edge,
terminating acutely; it is about as long as the inner branch.
pointing

«Zool. Coll. of Alert, 1884, p. 305.
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The whole surface of thebodj^is granulated and covered with minute
which increase in number and leng-th on the abdomen and the
edges of the uropods, where thej form a thick fringe. The color
hairs,

light brown.

This species can not be identitied with Cymodoce jjlUmi Edwards'^*
from the Mediterranean, and from the "east and west coast of Algeria,"
for
is

it differs

in a

number

The surface of the entire bod}^
Edwards species only the posterior half

of points.

granulated, while in Milne

There

no elevation at the extremity of
by Edwards and
figured by Lucas.'' Moreover, two tubercles are found on either side
resent species, while in C. p'dvm there is but
of the groove in the
one mentioned and figured. Lastl}", the uropods do not extend a great
deal beyond the extremity of the abdomen, as in C. 2)'dosa^ but reach
the extremit}' o\\\y.
It differs also from Cymodoce aculeata Haswell in
the different arrangement of the tubercles on the terminal abdominal
segment. The species is founded on three specimens, all males, from
Hakodate Bay, Japan, which are in the collection of the U. 8. National
is

covered with granules.

is

the longitudinal groove, as in C. pilom^ as described

j:)

Museum.
7///>^.s".— Cat.

No. 32243, U.S.N.M.

CYMODOCE AUSTRALIS,

new

species.

Body ovate, 3 mm.
mm.
Head wider than long, with the front marginate and produced in a
small, median point.
The e3'es are large, composite, and situated in
the post-lateral angles.
The first pair of antenna3 have the first article
:

(>

oblong, longer than wide, and produced at the outer distal angle in a
small truncate process; the second article is small, oval in shape, about
one-third as long as the

first; the third article is narrow, elongate,
about one and a half times as long as the second. The flagellum is
composed of about fifteen joints. The first antennae extend to the
posterior angle of the first thoracic segment.
The second pair of
antenna% with a fiagellum of about seventeen articles, extend to the
posterior margin of the third thoracic segment.
The first segment of the thorax is longer than any of those following
and has the post-lateral angles produced backward. All the following
segments are crossed transversely by a carinated ridge. The epimera
are not distinctly separated, but faint lines of depression indicate the
place of coalescence.
The lateral parts of the segments have the
posterior angles produced in narrow pointed processes directed

posteriorly.

The abdomen

is

composed of two segments and is broader than the
it does not show any increase in breadth.

thorax, although dorsally

«Hist. Nat. des Crust., Ill, 1843, p. 213.
^ Explorations Sctientifiques de I'Algerie, Atlas, 1849,

pi. vii, fig. 8.
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segment has suture lines andicating other partly coalesced
On the posterior margin are two prominent tubercles, one
either side of the median line, directed backward as two points.
le second or terminal segment terminates in three teeth, the median
tooth completely tilling the notch, of which the other teeth form the
The median tooth is not longer than the lateral teeth
outer angles.
and is acute at the apex. At the base of the segment are two small
tubercles in a transverse series just below the large tubercles of the
There are
preceding segment and situated a little outside of them.
two other small tul)ercles just below this series in another transverse row and situated a little within the
two upper tubercles. A transverse row of four large

The'

first

nents.

se,

Just
tubercles is phiced ])elow this second series.
above the median tootli of the posterior margin and
below the last series of four tubercles is a small median
tubercle.

fig. 12.— cymodoce

The inner immovable branch

of the uropods reaches
^

.

|-

.

but little beyond the lateral teeth of the posterior
margin of the terminal abdominal segment. It is
posteriorly transversely truncate and has the sides parallel.

The outer branch

is

australis.

ab-

DOMEN AND LAST
thoracic seg°''

'"^''^•

^^J'^^

nearly twice as long as the inner branch,

pointed at the extremity, and is leaf-shaped.
The entire surface of the abdomen is thickly tuberculate. The
posterior margin of the terminal segment and the ])ranches of the

is

uropods are beset with hairs.
The specimen described is a male and is the type and only specimen.
It was taken by the V. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Alhatnm off
Cape St. Roque, Brazil, at a depth of 20 fathoms, among broken shells,
and is preserved in the U. 8. National Museum, Cat. No. 3224-1:.

CYMODOCE MERIDIONALIS,

new

species.

Body with the sides almost parallel, -ii mm. 10 mm.
Head wider than long, and produced in a small median
:

point.

situated in the post-lateral angles.

The

Eyes
first

and
pair of antenna^ have the

first article oblong, nearly twice as long as

wide; the second article

small, oval,

large, composite,

is

and

less

than half the length of

as long as the second, but narrower, and
The flagellum is composed of seventeen

first; the third article is
twice as long as wide.
articles, and extends to the post-lateral angle of the first thoracic segment. The second pair of antennae, with a flagellum of twenty-two
articles, extends to the post-lateral angle of the thiixl thoracic seg-

the
is

ment.

The first segment of the thorax is longer than any of the others.
The epimera are not distinct from the segments. They are laterally
produced in narrow processes. The first segment has the post-lateral
angles also produced.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
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The

first

segment of the alxlonien has two suture

side, indicatino-

other coalesced segments.

vol. xxxi.

lines

on either

The terminal segment has a

xery deep median notch, the lateral angles l)eing rather acute.
the cmargination, and completely filling

it, is

a large triangular

tooth, broad at the base and ending in a very sharp spine.

Thi.s

Within
median
median

tooth extends considei'al^ly bej'ond the lateral angles.

At

the base of the segment

is

situated in a transverse line.
side of

it

a series of four tubercles

Below

thi.s

row and

out-

are two prominent tubercles, one on either

Below this transverse row of two tubercles is
another row of two tubercles, one on either side of
side.

the median line, and situated closer together than the

Fig. 13.— cymodoci;

MERiDioNALis.

preceding tubercles. At the base of the median
.,.',
.,
,.
withiu the terminal notch is a small median
tubcrclc.
Both brauchcs of the uropoda extend be^^yy

Abdomenand

,

tootfi

LAST THORACIC
SEGMENT OF MALE,
X 4~.

yontl the abdomen.
as wide, with sides nearly parallel

The inner branch is twice as long
and posteriorly obliquely truncate,

with a spine at the outer and inner post-lateral angles. The outer
branch is leafed-shaped and longer than the inner branch, and terminates in a spine.
There is also another spine on the outer margin
near the extremity.
The type and only specimen, a male, comes from off Cape St. Roque,
Brazil.
It was taken by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Alhatross at a depth of 20 fathoms, among ))roken shells, and is in the U. S.
National

Museum,

Cat. No. 32245.

CYMODOCE BRASILIENSIS,

new

species.

Body ovate, more or less contractile, 4 mm. 8 mm.
Head wider than long, w4th the front produced in
:

a small median
Eyes small, composite, and situated in the post-lateral angles.
The first pair of antennae have the first article oblong, al)out twice as
long as wide; the second article is short and small and is one-third as
long as the first article; the third article is narrow and elongate and
about twice as long as the second article. The flagellum is composed
of fifteen articles, and extends to the post-lateral angle of the first
thoracic segment.
The second pair of antenna, with a fiagellum of
eighteen articles, extends to the posterior margin of the fourth thoracic
point.

segment.

The
ing.

The
The
in

first

segment of the thorax

is

longer than any of those follow-

The epimera are not distinctly separated on any of the segments.
post-lateral angles of the first
lateral parts of the following

segments arc produced backward.
segments are posteriorly produced

narrow processes.

The abdomen

is wider than the thorax, but this increase in width
not apparent in a dorsal view. Tlie first segment has suture lines
indicating other partly coalesced segments.
It is produced at either

is

NEW ISOPOD
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side in a small point, overlapping the terminal segment.
The terminal
abdominal segment has two large elevations or prominences on the
convex basal part, one on either of the median line, the two being

separated by a furrow.

The terminal part

of the

segment has a median notch, which is conipletel}"
filled )>y a large, triangular lobe, rounded at the
apex and slightly exceeding in length the lateral
angles, which are truncate posteriorly.
The uropods do not extend beyond the lateral angles of the
terminal segment of the abdomen. The branches
are about equal in length, the outer, movable
V,!'
11
1'J}1T
iU'
t)euig capable ot toldmg under the inner
branch
the exThe
inner
branch
is
truncate
at
branch.
1

1

tremity, with a slight excavation about the center.
lateral angle of the outer liraiich

is

p^^ ^^

—

cymodoce brasiliexsis. abdomex
AND LAST THOBACICSEGmeni- offemale. x eh

The inner

post-

rounded, the outer post-lateral

angle being acute.

The specimen descril)ed is a female.
Four perfect specimens and one imperfect specimen come from off
Cape St. Roque, Brazil. They were collected by the U. S. Bureau of
Fisheries steamer Alhatross^ at a depth of 20 fathoms,

among broken

shells.

The types are

in the

U.

S.

National

CYMODOCE

Museum,

AFFINIS, new

Cat. No. 32246.

species.

Body ovate, a little more than twice as long as wide, 8 mm. ITi mm.
Head transverse, twice as wide as long, 3i nun.: 7 mm., with the
The eyes
front margiuate and produced in a small median point.
pair of
first
The
situated.
posteriorly
and
composite,
are large,
:

antenna? have the first article elongate, about twice as long as
wide; the second article is small and less than half the length of the
first; the third is narrow, about one-fourth the width of the first
article, and elongate, being about two and a half times as long as wide.
The llagellum is composed of about sixteen articles and does not extend
to the post-lateral angle of the first thoracic segment, but to the posThe second pair of antcnucV, with a
terior margin of that segment.
flagellum of nineteen articles, extend to the post-lateral angle of the
first

thoracic segment.

of the thorax are subequal, with the exception of the
about twice as long as those following. The post-lateral
angles of the first segment extend backward. The epimera of the six
following segments are not distinct from the segments, but faint lines
Tlie lateral parts of these segments are
indicate the place of union.

The segments

first,

which

is

drawn out in narrow triangular processes.
The abdomen is composed of two segments, the

first

of which has

three suture lines on either side indicating partly coalesced segments.
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The terminal abdominal segment is

acutely pointed, with a small lateral

tooth on either side, which does not extend to the tip of the large,
median t(M'niinal tooth. The uropoda are shorter than the terminal

segment and do not extend beyond the apex of the
The outer movable branch is capable
lateral teeth.
of folding under the tixed inner branch and is not
Both branches are acutely
longer than that branch.
^
Fig.

,^

15.

AFFiNis.

pointed at the outer post-lateral angles. The inner is
the
obtusely ijointed on the inner post lateral angle;
&

^
Cymodoce

'

.

outcr branch

Abdomen

OF FEMALE.

^^^^

way between

is

.

rounded

.

at this point.

On

the con-

portiou of thc terminal abdominal segment, half-

the base and the extremity arc

two

small, low tubercles

or elevations, one on either side of the median line.
1 place this species in Cymodoce with some hesitation, because the

specimen, which is a female, has not the mouth parts metamorphosed
as is usual with the females in this genus, according to Hansen's recent
definition.

very similar to Sj>hxn>iiia granuldta Edwards from
according to Edwards, and from ''the east and west
coast of Algeria." according to Filhol.
A single female specimen comes from Hakodate Ba}^ Japan.
Depth. 9 fathoms, in gravel.
Tij2)e.—QAi{. No. 9840, U.S.N.M.
This species

unknown

is

locality,

—

Genus

ZUZARA

Leach.

Last thoracic segment in the male with a slender mesial process
produced V)ackward. Abdomen composed of two segments. Terminal abdominal segment in female ''somewhat produced; in the male
strongh" produced with a pair of lateral notches, so that the mesial
part is shaped as a process narrowed at the base."
Branches of the uropods in the male are large, broad plates.
Maxillipeds with the second, third, and fourth articles of the palp
.produced into lobes.

Exopod
iifth pairs

Pleopods of the fourth and
have the endopods thick, fleshy, with transverse folds, the

of third pleopod two-jointed.

exopods two-jointed.
The type of the genus

is

Zusara sewipuvctata Leach.

ZUZARA INTEGRA
Zuzara

in(e</rii.

Haswell, Proc. Linn.

Haswell.

Soc. X. S. Wales, VI, 1S81-82, pp. 186-188,

pi. in, t\^. 6.

Bod}' 1-i nun. long: 8 mm. wide, increasing gradually in width
toward the posterior extremity.
The head is wider than long, 2 nun.: 5^ mm. The anterior margin
is produced in a small median point.
The first pair of antennte have
the first article of the peduncle dilated; the second article is half as
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long as the first and narrower; the third article is twice as long as the
second and is slender; the flagellum is composed of 23 articles and
extends to the posterior margin of the first thoracic segment. The
second pair of antennte extend to the posterior margin of the third
thoracic segment; the flagellum is composed of 18 articles.
The eyes
are large and composite and are post-laterally situated.

The first segment of the thorax is nearl}^ twice as long as the following segments which are subequal. The epimera ai-e produced
laterally in processes which have rounded extremities.
They are not
separated from the segments. The seventh thoracic segment is produced backward in a long
median process, with truncate extremity, which
extends beyond the first al)dominal segment and
some distance over the terminal abdominal seg
ment. In the female this process is much shorter,
more

in the form of a triangular tubercle.
segment of the abdomen is short and Fig. 10. — ZuzARA integr.\.
Abdomen of male, x 21.
has three suture lines on either side indicating
partly coalesced segments.
The terminal abdominal segment in the
male has the sides converging toward the posterior extremity, which
has a shallow quadrangular excavation, with a long median process
extending some distance beyond the post-lateral angles of the segment.
The fixed, inner branches of the uropoda are veiy large and broad,
and surround the posterior part of the abdomen, meeting the produced median process on either side. The outer branches are long
and broad, leaf shaped, and extend some distance beyond the inner branches. In the female, the terminal
abdominal segment is triangular, with the apex produced in a very acute point. The branches of the
l)eing

The

first

lu-opoda are similar in shape to those of the male, but
Fig.

it.

— Zuzara In-

are not as long or as broad, and the inner branches

do not extend to the median point of the terminal
segment. The outer branches are but little longer
than the inner branches.
The legs are all similar and amliulatory.
A large number of individuals of both sexes was collected in rock
pools, Hallets cove, St. Vincent Gulf, Australia, by Edgar J. Bradley.
The specimens are in the U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 32217.
tegra. Abdomen
and last two thoracic segments of
FEMALE. X 2|.

Genus ISOCLADUS Miers.
Last thoracic segment in the male with a slender median process
produced backward. Abdomen composed of two segments. Terminal abdominal segment similar in both sexes, without notch.
Branches of the uropoda in the male are large, In-oad plates.
jVlaxillipeds with the second, third, and fourth articles of the palp
produced into lobes.
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Exopod of third pleopod two-jointed,
Pleopods of the fourth and fifth pairs have the endopods thick,
fleshy, with transverse folds, the exopods two-jointed.
The type is Jmrladm^ armatu.^ (Milne Edwards)."

ISOCLADUS MAGELLANENSIS, new
Body
than

species.

Head Avider
than twice as long as wide, 4 nnn. 7 mm.
with the front marginate and produced in a small median
The eyes are small, composite, and situated in the post-lateral
less

:

long-,

point.

The

angles of the head.

first

pair of antenna have the first article

somewhat shorter than
one and a half times longer

a little longer than wide; the second article is

the

first

— about half as long;

the third

'is

is composed of 11
and extends to the middle of the

The flagellum

than the second, and narrower.
articles

second thoracic segment.

The second pair

of antennt^?, wnth a flagellum of 13 articles,

extend

to the

posterior margin

of

the

third thoracic segment.

The

first

segment of the thorax

is

longer

than any of the six following segments.

The seventh segment
middle in
Fig. IS.— isocLADus MAGELLANENSIS.

ABDOMEN AND LAST THREE THoRACIC SEGMENTS OF MALE.

X

9|.

a

is produced in the
backwardly directed

long,

proccss, whlcli cxtcuds almost to the tip

^

The
^j
tcrmiual abdomiual segment.
»
epimera are not distinct from the seg_

_

_

ments, but are produced post-laterall}" in narrow processes.

The abdomen

composed of two segments, the

is

first

of which has

suture lines at the sides, indicating other coalesced segments.
terminal segment

is

The

apex rounded. The branches
and shape and are subequal in length.

triangulate, with the

of the uropoda are alike in size

Each

is nearly three times as long as broad, with the extremity
roundly truncate. All the legs are ambulatory.
This species is close to Isocladus splnujer (Dana), but differs in the
much wider exopod of the uropoda, which is not acuminate and curved

outward at the tip, in the more rounded apex of the endopod of the
uropoda and in the longer process of the first abdominal segment.
Only one specimen, a female, comes from Mayne Harbor, Owen
Island, Straits of ]Magellan,

The type
University,

is

Museum

in the

Cat, No. 6960,

Genus

M.

of Comparative Zoology at

Harvard

C, Z.

DYNAMENKLLA

Hansen.

Sixth and seventh thoracic segments without processes. Abdomen
composed of two segments, the first of which is not produced back«

Sphxroma armata Milne Edwards,

NEW ISOPOD
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ward

may

or

may

Sexes

verse foramen.

alike.'*

Uropods always with exopod

Exopod

15

Terminal abdominal segment usually with a
not be connected anteriorly' with a trans-

in an}^ process.

notch, which
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at least half as long as endopod.

of third pleopod unjointed.

Fourth and

fifth

transverse folds,

pleopoda have both branches subsimilar, with deep,
and without marginal seta?. Exopod of fifth

flesh}-,

pleopod generally distinctly two-jointed.
Hansen makes Dyvataene perforata Moore the type of this genus.

DYNAMENELLA AUSTRALIS,
Body 4 mm. wide:

To-

nun. long.

new

species.

Head quadrangular, frontal marThe first pair of antenna?

gin produced in a small median point.

extend to the post-lateral angle of the first thoracic
segment; the flagellum is composed of ten articles.
The second pair of antenna? reach the posterior angle
of the fourth thoracic segment; the flagellum is com-

posed of sixteen articles.
The segments of the thorax are similar in shape
i'->-dyxame*"'•
are not distinct from the segand size. The epimera
"
^
XELLA AVSTRALIS.
abdomen and
ments. The lateral edges of the segments are almost
thoracic
^•^''^
Two rows of tubercles extend along the SEGMENT.
straight.
O
X Dj.
posterior margin of the seventh segment, the two
middle tubercles of the last row being very broad; the other segments
'='

are entirely smooth.

The two segments

tubercles are placed in a transverse
the terminal segment there are three
row in transverse series. In some of
tubercles of the last

Eight
first
segment.
On
the
on
line
rows of four tubercles in each
the specimens the two middle
The abdomen narrows rapidly
excavate, the excavation being

abdomen are

of the

row are wanting.

thickly granulated.

toward its extremity, which is deeply
wider anteriorly than posteriorly. A small tubercle is placed just
above the excavation. The uropods extend but a little beyond the
extremity of the abdomen. The inner branch is narrow, long, and
rounded posteriorly. The outer branch is leaf -shaped, bi'oad. pointed
at its extremity, and somewhat longer than the inner l)ranch.
Both branches of the fourth pleopods are similar, fleshy, crossed
with transverse folds, and the exo^wd is unjointed. The exopod of
the thij-d pleopod

is

also unjointed.

Although the forms which I believed to be the females of Dynameneila perforata
prove to be young males, those supposed by Doctor Hansen to be the females
this species can not be so considered, inasmuch as adult males are found exactly

«

may
of

similar to them.
as

do the females

The females

of

Dynameneila perforata probably resemble the males,
which I have referred to Doctor Hansen's genus.

of all the species
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of the specimen

is

marked with patches

The abdomen

is

dark, as well as the head, and there

surface.

of black over a
is

a broad stripe of the darker color on the imier nropod.

The two sexes are

similar in every respect.

This species differs from SpJicvroina scahricuJa Heller" in the absence
of granules on the seg-nients of the thorax, the absence also of the
two carinated ridges on the terminal segment of the abdomen, and
the difference in the shape of the uropoda, the inner branch in Sphperohui scahriciila being broad

and obtuse at the apex, and the outer
branch narrow, lanceolate, and longer, while in the present species the
iimer one is long and narrow, the outer one being broad, but pointed
posteriorly.

This species also differs from Cymodoce c<>rdiforaminali)< Chilton,^
from New Zealand, in the difference in the arrangement of the tubercles of the abdomen, in the narrower inner branch of the uropoda, and
in the

A

absence of the spine in the foramen.

luunber of specimens, some imperfect, both males and females,

from Cape Town, Africa.
The types are in the U. S. National Museum,

are

Genus

DYN AMEN ISCUS

Cat. No. 32248.

Richardson.'-

Seventh segment of thorax not produced l)ackward in any processes.
of two segments, the first of which has indications of parth' coalesced segments and is not produced backward in
any process. Terminal abdominal segment with a median notch,
which has no median lobe or tooth.
Both branches of the fourth pleopoda are similar, with transverse
folds, fleshy, and without plumose marginal setaj.
Exopod of the fourth pleopod unjointed.
Exopod of the third pleopod unjointed.
Endopod of second pleopod without st3det in male. Branches of
uropods strongly unlike; inner branch short, rudimentary; outer
branch, long and curved.
The type of the genus is CiUcsea carinatn Richardson.

Abdomen composed

DYNAMENISCUS CARINATUS
Cilicxd carinatn

Richardson.

Richardson, Am. Naturalist, XXX1\',

U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1901, pp. 535-536,
Mus., No. 54, 1905, pp. 319-320, figs. 350-352.

Dynameniscas carinatus Rich.\rdson, Bull.

U.

S.

figs.

l!i()0,

17-19;

Nat.

]>.

lUill.

]\Ius.,

No.

224;

U.

S.

54,

Proc.

Nat.

1905,

pp. X, xi.

aReise der Osterr-Fregatte Novara
p. 141, pi. XII, fig.

um

die Erde, Zool., Part

II.

New Zealand Institute, XV, 1882-83, pp. 188-190.
^Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 54, 1905,
pp. x, xi.

''Trans.

2,

1865, 3 Abth.,

XEW
Locality.
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— Coast of Georgia.

Depth.—^^'^)

fathoms.

Collection of the U. S. National

The head has

Museum.

median projection on the anterior marj^nn, produced
forward in the form of a large tubercle. The e^'e.s arc colorless. The
first pair of antenna? reach the posterior margin of the head; the
flagellum is composed of eight articles.
The second pair of antennae
a

d, Second pleopod
6. Abdomex.
a, Head.
c, Lateral view,
(RIGHT SIDE). X 27. C, THIRD PLEOPOD OF RIGHT SIDE. (ONE BRA^CH.) ,< 52. /, THIRD PLEOPOD
OF RIGHT SIDE. (OTHER BRANCH.) X 52. g, FOURTH PLEOPOD OF RIGHT SIDE. INNER BRANCH.
X 39. /(, Fourth pleopod of right side. Outer branch, x 39.

Fig. 20.— Dynameniscus CARiNATUs.

.

reaches the posterior margin of the

iirst

thoracic segment.

The

seg-

ments of the thorax are roughh" granulated. A transverse median
ridge or elevation appears on each one of the segments, giving the
dorsum, from a lateral view, a very rugged appearance. The epimera
are rough and are drawn out laterally in very acute angles.
The abdomen is composed of two segments, the first segment beingformed of several coalesced segments, as indicated by two suture
lines.
In the center of this segment are two longitudinal ridges,
placed obliquely, so as almost to meet anteriorly and to diverge at the
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi—06

2
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This segment projects down over the last segment
last segment has a deep excavation at its posterior
at either side.
and
above which is a carinated ridge extending
around
extremit}',
other extremit3\

The

Two

entirely around the whole of the posterior half of the segment.

The inner
small longitudinal ridges are in the center of the segment.
the
short,
not
reaching
extremity
is
ver}'
of
uropoda
of
the
branch
the

abdomen by some

distance;

it

is

quadrangular in shape, with

The outer
sides nearly parallel, and obliquely truncated at the end.
and
pointed
long,
curved,
at
the
end,
is
resemburopoda
the
branch of
ling a

The

hook somewhat.
color

is

a light yellow.

In appearance the

little

isopod

is

very

rough and rugged looking.
The onl}^ specimen is a male.

Genus DISCERCEIS Richardson."
Thorax composed of seven segments, the seventh segment not being
produced backward in any processes. Abdomen composed of two
segments, the first of which has indications of partly coalesced segments, and is not produced backward in any processes. Terminal
abdominal segment Avith a median notch, which bears a tooth or lobe
in the center.

Both branches of the fourth pleopoda are similar, with transverse
and without plumose, marginal satfe.
Exopod of the fourth pleopod unjointed.
Exopod of the third pleopod jointed, and composed of two segments.
Branches of uropoda unlike, strongly dissimilar; inner branch short,
rudimentary; outer branch long and somewhat curved.
The type of the genus is Cilicsea granulosa Richardson.

folds, fleshy,

DISCERCEIS GRANULOSA

Richardson.

granulosa Richardson, Proc. U. 8. Nat. ]\Ius., XXI, 1899,
Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7), IV, 1899, pp. 186-187; Bull. U.

Cilicsea

No. 54, 1905, pp. 309-310, tig. 335.
Discerceis granulosa Richakdson, Bull. U.

Local ity.—Cerros Island,
Depth.— 20 fathoms.

Lower

Collection of the U. S. National

The surface

S.

p. 841, tig. 18;
S.

Nat. Mus.;

Nat. Mus., No. 54. 1905, p. x.

California.

Museum.

body is densely granulated; the granules are
large and close together.
Width, 4^ mm. length, 9 mm.
The head has the anterior margin thickened and produced in a small
median point, on either side of Avhich the margin is lobate. The eyes
of the

;

are situated post-laterally. The first pair of antennje extend to the
posterior margin of the first thoracic segment; the first article of the

peduncle

is o])long; the second article is short.
The second pair of
antennae extend to the posterior margin of the third thoracic segment.

«Bull. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1905, No. 54, p. x.
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longer than any of the foHowino- seg
as broad as long.

abdominal segment is short and has indications of three
There are three transverse elevations on this
segment which are densely covered with
g-ranules. The terminal segment has three
transverse elevations at the base, the median one terminating in a spine. On its
posterior margin is a <{uadrangular excavation with a long median tooth, l)earing a
first

coalesced segments.

extremity.

At

spine at

its

tooth

a small ehnation.

is

the l^ase of the

On

either side

of the terminal excavation, a short distance

up the lateral margin, is
The fixed inner branch of

small and short, the outer branch
l)lunt at the extremit}^,

21.— Discerceis granulosa.
thoracic segment and abdomen. X 8.

a small spine.

the uropoda
is

Fig.

La.st

is

long,

somewhat incurved, and reaches, when open,

much be^'ond the terminal segment.
The margins of the terminal segment and

the edges of the outer

branch of the uropoda are pubescent.

The

legs are all simple, aml)ulatorv.

There are but two specimens of

Fig. 2'2.— Discerceis

granulosa.

«,

(exopod).

this species,

both of which are males.

Second pleopod of right
X 52. c, Fourth pleopod.

DISCERCEIS LINGUICAUDA

.side.

x

:,

52.

6,

Third pleopod

51.

Richardson.

5S6-587,
CiliciealingtiicaitdaUicnARiiSO^, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., XXIII, 1901, pp.
334.
fig.
309,
No.
54,
1905,
Mas.,
p.
fig. 20; Bull. U. S. Nat.
Discerceis

Locality.

Unguicmtda B,iCHARnso^, Bull. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., No. 54, 1905, p. x.

— Cape Catoche, Yucatan.

Depth.— "1^-1^ fathoms.
Collection of the U. S. National Museum.
Bod}^ 3i mm. long: 7 mm. wide.
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Head subtriangular
point; eyes

in shape; frontal

po.st-laterally situated.

The

margin with a small median
first

pair of antenna? reach

the posterior margin of the iirst thoracic segment; the
second pair touch the fourth segment.

segment of the thorax is a little longer than
which are similar in size. The epimera
are not distinct from the segments, and are produced

The

iirst

an}' of the others,

Fig.

23.— Dis-

cerceis lin-

into acute points, with the exception of the last segment,
which has the epimera quite rounded.
The abdomen is composed of two segments, the first of which gives
indication of three coalesced segments, and has a small tooth on each
The la.st segment is
side on its post-lateral margin.
swollen anteriorly, and bears three low tul)crcles

guicauda.
Abdomen.

The extremity of the abdomen is
this portion.
marked by a sinus, which is almost completely filled
by a single large tooth, which is posteriorly triangular and extends beyond the lateral teeth formed by
on

the sinus.

This central tooth bears a small, pointed
The branches
tul)ercle near its base.
of the uropoda are strongh' unlike;
the iiHier branch is short, rudimen-

the outer branch is slighth' in- Fig. 24.— Discerceis
n g u c u d a
curyed and is somewhat longer than Third
PLEOPOD. x52.
Fig. 25.— Discerthe abdomen.
ceis LINGUICAUDA.
The lower part of each
Tiie color is a dull yellow.
Fourth pleopod.
X 52.
thoracic segment is densely granulated as well as the
whole surface of the abdomen. The edges of the segments and the
uropoda are fringed witii hairs.
The only specimen is a male.
tar}';

i. i

i

.\

.

Genus CASSIDIAS, new genus.
metamorphosed. Seyenth segment of thorax
not produced backward in any process.
Abdomen composed of two segments, the first of which is not produced backward in a median process. Terminal abdominal segment,
with a narrow notch, which is sometimes coi^cealed dorsall}', but a
groove is formed beneath by the infolding of the margins.
Both i)ranches of the fourth pair of pleopods are similar, fieshy,
with transverse folds and without marginal seta?. The exopod of the
]VIouth parts of female

the third pleopod

The branches

is two-jointed.
of the uropods are similar, the outer one being capable

under the inner one.
is nearest to Cassidinojms Hansen than to any other genus,
but diflers in ha^'ing the mouth parts metamorphosed in the female
and in havinsf the head of normal size.

of folding

This genus

NEW ISOPOD
The

t3'pe of the
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Cassidias argentinea, the description of

which follows.

CASSIDIAS ARGENTINEA, new

species.

Body oval, contractile into a ball. Head wider than long, with the
front marginate and produced in a small median point.
The eyes are
small, composite, and placed in the post-lateral angles.
The first pair
of antenna have the first article oblong, about one and a half times
longer than wide; the second article is minute, round; the third article
is narrow, elongate, and about twice as long as the second.
The fla-

gellum

is

composed of nine

articles

and extends to the middle of the

e>-^^-A.
/
Fig. 26.— Cassidias

X
e,

argentinea.

h

a

a,

Maxilliped of female.

x52.

ft,

First maxilCa of female.

Abdomen AND last thoracic segment of female. x4f. d, Third pleopod. x 39.
Fourth pleopod. x 39. /, Lateral view of abdomf.n. a. Abdomen, h, Terminal view of
52.

c,

abdomen.

The second antennw, with a flagellum of ten
extend to the posterior angle of the first thoracic segment.
The first segment of the thorax is a little longer than any of those
Epimera are not distinct on an}^ of the segments, but they
following.

first

thoracic segment.

articles,

are indicated

b}^

faint lines of depression.

The

lateral parts of the

narrow processes.
The abdomen is composed of two segments, the first of which has
three suture lines on either side, indicating coalesced segments. The
terminal segment is produced in a truncate extremity, which has a
The notch is entirely consmall rounded excavation in the center.
the infolding of the sides.
formed
by
is
cealed in a dorsal view, and
segments are drawn out

in
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At

the base of the segment is a large prominent median elevation or
The inner innnovable branch of the uropoda is long and

tubercle.

narrow, leaf -shaped, and pointed at the extremity. The outer branch
is a little shorter than the inner branch and has the posterior extremity
rounded. The cndopod and exopod of the fourth pleopod are similar,
rather Heshy, with transverse folds, and without marginal sette. The
exopod of the third pleopod
is

two-jointed.

All the legs are ambulatory
in structure.

This genus, to which Cymodoce darxolnii

Cunningham*

should be referred, comprises
as yet but
Fig.

27.

Lateral
Abdomen.

-Cassidias darwinii.

Abdomen,

h.

two

species.

sldias darwinii in the

longer exopod of the uropoda, in the

much

on the terminal abdominal segment, and
the extremity of this segment.

Two

specimens, both females,

tine Republic.

They were

The

present one differs from Cas-

a.

in the

come from

collected

b}^

much

larger median tubercle

more shallow notch

off liio

de

la Plata,

at

Argen-

the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

steamer Albatross in 1887, at a depth of lOi-lli fathoms, among sand
and broken shells.
The type is in the U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 32249.
London, XXVII, 1871, pi. lix, figs, la, b; Studer, Abhandlungen
Koniglichen Akademie d. Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1883, pp. 18-19, figs. 6a, b;
Dollfus, Mission Scientifique du Cap Horn, 1891, pp. 65-66, pi. viii, figs. 8a, b.
« Trans. Linn. Soc.
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SCHIZOPOD CRUSTACEANS IN THE U. S. NATIONAL
MUSEUM. THE FAMILIES LOPHOGASTRID^ AND
EUCOPIID^.
By Arnold
Of

the Carnegie

Museum,

E.

Ortmann,

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

INTRODUCTION.
The paper submitted herewith forms

the

lirst

installment of a series

of articles describing the Schizopod collections in the United States

Museum.

It treats of the families Lophogastridee and
which consist almost exclusively of deep-sea forms. The
material at hand, chiefly in the genus Gnathophaitsia^ is so rich that
it has been possible to prepare a complete revision of that genus, and
it has been found that some characters, which were regarded hitherto
as of specific value, are but differences of age in the same species.
This made it necessar}' to prove the changes of these characters with
age, and consequently, the discussion of some of the species is somewhat lengthy.
Other families of the Schizopods will be taken up successively, and

National

Eucopiidi^e,

the results will be published similarly, as the time at the disposal of
the writer will permit.

Family
I.

Ortmann,

LOPHOGASTKID.E

G. O. Sars.

LOPHOGASTER TYPICUS

M.

Sars.

Comin. for 1903, Pt. 3, 1905, p. 967 (see for complete list
South African Crustacea, Pt. 2, Cape of Good Hope Dept.
Holt and T.\ttersall, Rep. Fisher. Ireland, Pt. 2, Append.,

Bull. U. S. Fish

of literature).— Stebbixg,

Agric. 1902, p. 43.

IV, 1905,

p. 141.

material was available from two regions, from
which it was not hitherto known, namely, the western Atlantic (coast
of United States and Gulf of Mexico), and the western Pacific (Japan).
The specimens from the western Atlantic are divided into three

Of

this species,

the coast of the Carolinas {Albatross stations Nos.
2314, 2601, 2602), consisting of together 10 males and 3 females; the
second from the Gulf of Mexico (Stations Nos. 2399, 2401, 2403),
sets:

One from

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1480.
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together 9 males and 1 female; the third from Key West {Fii<h Hcmvk
stations Nos. 7282, 7283, 7286).
Tlic northern specimens, from the Carolinas, compare with the
European (and Soutli African) form in the following particulars:
(1) The rostrum is longer, generally about as long as the peduncle
of the antennula, but in two specimens (males) it is shorter than this
peduncle, although longer than in the t3'pical form; and in 2 females
from Station No. 2602 it is slightly longer than this peduncle but distinctly shorter than the antennal scale.
scale has on the outer margin a greater number of
normal number seems to be 6 or 7; five specimens have 6
teeth on both sides; two specimens have 6 on one side, and 7 on the
Besides, there is one
other; one female has 7 teeth on both sides.
specimen with 6 teeth on one side, and three with 7 teeth on one side,
while the other side could not be determined owing to its damaged
Finally, one female has 6 teeth on the right, and 5 on the
condition.
(2)

The antennal

teeth; the

left side.

Thus

5 to 7 are the luimbers found, 5 once, 6 fourteen

times, 7 seven times.

In the number of lateral teeth of the telson, these specimens agree
European form, the usual number being 3 on each side.
There are, however, a few exceptions. Four specimens have 3 teeth
on one side, but only 2 on the other; one specimen has 3 teeth on one
(3)

well with the

and 4 on the other (female. Station No. 2602), and one (male,
Station No. 2601), has 1 spine only on each side, placed at a differ-

side

more proximal than the left one.
Those from the Mexican Gulf have the following characters:
(1) The rostrum is in one case only shorter than the peduncle of the

ent level, the right one being

antennula; in seven specimens

it is longer than this peduncle, but
shorter than the antennal scale; and in one case (Station No. 2399) it is
about as long as the antennal scale (in the remaining individual it is

Thus the average
The antennal scale has

damaged).

slightly exceeds that of the northern set.

in seven cases 6 teeth on both sides; in
(2)
one case there are 6 on one, 7 on the other side; and in two cases there
are 7 teeth on both sides.
This agrees well with the condition found
in the northern set.
(3) The telson has uniformly 3 teeth on both sides, with one exception, where there are 2 on the right and 3 on tiie left.
This seems to
be the normal condition in Atlantic specimens.
The specimens from Key West (6 males, 2 females), collected by
the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries vessel Fish llawl:., agree very well with
the Gulf form.
The rostrum is as long as the peduncle of the antennula, except in two cases, in which it is slightly longer.
The antennal

scale has generally 6 teeth,

but in two specimens there are 7 on the
two specimens
there are 2 teeth on one side and 3 on the other.
right side.

The

telson has 3 teeth on each side, but in
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West Atlantic specimen is a male from Station No. 2401,
mm. The few females at hand arc all small and measure
and 18 mm.

largest

measiirino- 29

between 16

A series of fifteen specimens, 9 males and

6 females, from six stations
was examined. None of them were found
to be smaller than 21 mm.; the females were between 21 and 2T mm.,
and two of them (24 and 27 mm. ) were gravid; the males being between
22 and 32 nmi. Tliey have the following characters:
(1) The rostrum is comparativeh' long, even longer than in the
West Atlantic form, which in turn exceeds the average found in the
There is not a single individual in which it is shorter
Hawaiian.
than the peduncle of the antennula. In three (2 males and 1 female)
it is about as long as this peduncle, while in all others it is distinctly
off

Honshu

Generally

longer.

few cases
(2)

Island, Japan,

it is

it is

shorter than the scale of the antenna, but in a

of equal length.

The antenual

scale has generally onh" 3 teeth

gin; in one individual (male, 31

mm.)

on the outer mar-

there are 2 on the right and 3

and in another one (male, 27 mm.) the reverse is the
Thus these specimens represent the opposite extreme of that
case.
The Hawaiian form is intermediate
seen in the West Atlantic form.
with 3 to 5 teeth.
(3) The telson generally has 2 spines on the lateral margins on
each side. Four specimens, however, constitute an exception, having
1 spine on the right side and 2 on the left.
The above records show that these characters can not be regarded as
Taking the European and South African form as
of specific value.

on the

left side,

the type, the

West

Atlantic specimens agree with

them

in the spines

specimens possess the tendency to
is shortest in the typical form,
The
rostrum
reduce their numl^er.
become longer; the Hawaiian
to
tendency
but in all others shows a
respect, while both the West
this
typical
in
form comes close to the
In the number of
distinctly.
more
differ
Atlantic and the Japanese
of the telson, while all the Pacific

teeth of the antennal scale the typical

West

form

is

varies in one direction (6 to

intermediate

(5);

the

while the Pacific

7),
Atlantic form
varies in the other: the Hawaiian with 3 to 5 teeth

allied to

is more closely
only 2 or 3
has
which
Japanese,
the
than
form
the typical

teeth.

very likely that intermediate localities, when found, will tend
to connect these forms more closely, and it would be interesting to
know particulars about these connecting links.
It is
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Localities represented in the U. S. National

FROM
2314.

U.

vol. xxxi.

Musemn.

BUREAU OF FISHERIES STEAMER AlbatvOSS STATIONS.

S.

—4 males.

Between Charleston and Savannah,

off

South Carolina

coast; 159 fathoms.

2399.— 1 male.
2401.^1 male.

Gulf of Mexico; 196 fathoms.
Gulf of Mexico; 142 fathoms.
Gulf of Mexico; 88 fathoms.
7 males, 1 female.
Between Cape Hatteras and Charleston,
5 males.

—
North
—
Carolina coast; 107 fathoms.
2602. — male, 2 females.
Between Cape Hatteras and Charleston,
North Carolina coast; 124 fathoms.
3707. — 1 female.
Honshu Island, Japan; 63 to 75 fathoms.
Off Honshu Island, Japan; 48 to 60 fathoms.
3714. — male, 1 female.
3715. — 4 males, 1 female.
Off Honshu Island, Japan; 68 to 65 fathoms.
3717. — male.
Off Honshu Island, Japan; 100 to 03 fathoms.
3718. — 3 males, 2 females.
Off Honshu Island, Japan; 65 fathoms.
3740. — 1 female.
Honshu Island, Japan; 65 fathoms.
2403.
2601.

off'

1

oft'

Oft'

1

1

Off'

FR03I U.

S.

BUREAU OF FISHERIES STEAMER

Fisll

Hwwk

STATIONS.

7232.-4 males, 2 females. Gulf Stream, off Key West; 109 fathoms.
7283.— 1 male. Gulf Stream, off Key West; 127 fathoms.
7286.— 1 male. Gulf Stream, off Key West; 133 fathoms.
Localities previously recorded.
Norway, Shetland Islands, Ireland,
Ba}^ of Biscay, Mediterranean, Cape of Good Hope, 20-300 fathoms;
off'
Cape St. Blaize, South Africa, 40 fathoms; Hawaiian Islands
(Pailolo Channel, Molokai and Laysan Islands), at about the same

—

depth.
2.

LOPHOGASTER SPINOSUS,
Plate

I, figs,

new

species.

la, 16.

Type.—Q^t. No. 11464, U.S.N.M.

IT. S. Bureau of FishFemale.
between Bahamas and Cape
Fear, North Carolina.
Latitude 30° 47' 30" north; lonoitude 79'^ 49'
west; depth, 270 fathoms.

eries steamer Albatross station No. 2666,

Although built in the main according to the pattern of the typical
and hitherto only known species of the genus, this species differs from
the latt(n- in several well-marked characters.
(1) Rostrum greatly elongated, almost as long as the carapace in the
median line. It exceeds the antennal scales, which also are greatly
elongated, and it is without teeth or denticulations.
It is directed
forward, and is almost straight.
(2) Antennal scale greatly elongated and lanceolate; its outer margin
is formed by a strong rib, which extends into a long spine; the inner,
lamellar part

is

much

third of the spine.

shorter, and reaches only to about the distal
Outer margin of the spine with 9 spiniform ser-
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rations on right side, and with 10 on the left; and, further, tliere is a
similar serration on the inner margin, just above the upper end of the

lamellar part, and opposite to the second tooth (counted from the tip)
of the outer margin.

Lateral wings of carapace produced posteriorly into a long spine
side, which is^almost one-third as long as the carapace (exclud-

(3)

on each

ing rostrum).
(4) Sixth abdominal segment with a subdorsal spine directed straight
backward on posterior margin, at the base of the telson, on each side.
(5) Telson slightly more elongated than in Z. typicus^ and with five
marginal spines on each side. The terminal spines are similar to those
of L. typisus: two pairs, and between them at the posterior termination a serrated crest, which, however, has only four teeth.
(The tip
of the telson is not very well preserved in the type, as the two outer,
smaller terminal spines are broken otf.)
Measurements. Total length: 39 mm.; length of rostrum (in front of
ej'es): 8; length of carapace along dorsal line, including rostrum: 19.

—

GENUS GNATHOPHAUSIA
KEY TO THE

Willemoes-Suhm.

SPECIES OF GNATHOPHAUSIA:

Antennal scaie small, not jointed, no strong rib terminating in a spine on outer
margin outer margin serrate. Epimera of sixth abdominal segment united venDorsal keel
trally, forming together a cordiform, concave plate, incised at apex.

a.

;

Lower lateral keel not curving upward behind, but
of carapace interrupted.
terminating in a spine at the postero-inferior angle. Branciiiostegal lobe genMaxillipeds with a
erally with a well-developed spine (sometimes obsolete).
small exopodite."
h.

Both lappets of the epimera of the second to fifth abtlominal segment pointed
and sjiiniform. Antennal scale subovate, apex shortly pointed.
ingens
c. Rostrum and all spines of carapace comparatively short or obsolete
Rostrum and spines of carapace well developed and comparatively
c'
.

calcarata ( «
long
y. Anterior lappet of the epimera of the first to the fifth abdominal segment
Antennal scale
small, rounded; posterior lappet pointed and spiniform.
sublanceolate, tapering to a sharp, spiniform point.. r/ir/o.s {A-drepanephoraf)
a' Antennal scale large, of usual form, jointed at the extremity, outer margin formed
.

by a strong
ft.

rib terminating in a spine.

Epimera

of sixth

abdominal segment

not confluent ventrally.
Lower lateral keel of carapace not curving up behind, but terminating in a
spine on the postero-inferior angle of the carapace. Median keel of carapace
Median line of abdominal segments
interrupted, with spiniform serrations.
with strong spines. Upper lateral keel of carapace wanting. Two epimeral
spines on each side of the anterior section of

sixth abdominal segment

gracilis
Maxillipeds with exopodite
¥. Lower lateral keel of carapace curving up behind; no spine at ]K)stero-inferior
angle of carapace. Median keel of carapace not interrupted, without spiniform serrations. Median line of abdominal segments— if armed at all— only

with posteriorly projecting, small spines. Upper lateral keel of carapace
Maxillipeds without exopodite.

present, very rarely wanting.

« G. calcarata ma}' be the

young stage

of G. ingens.
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vol. xxxi.

epimeral spines on each side of anterior section of sixth abdominal segUpper lateral keel of carapace present. Antennal spine obsolete.

ment.

Branch iostegal lobe with a well-marked, triangular spine. Spine of outer
margin of antennal scale projecting considerably beyond terminal lobe,
longisjyina
serrated on both margins
One epimeral spine on each side of anterior section of sixth abdominal segment. Antennal spine more or less distinct. Branchiostegal lube without
Spine of outer margin of antenspine, generally rounded, rarely angular.
nal scale not, or only slightly, projecting beyond terminal lobe.

c'.

d.

Upper lateral keel of carapace present.
Abdominal segments dorsally slightly keeled, with small, posteriorly
projecting spines. Epimera of fiveanteriorabdoniinalsegments pointed

e.

posteriorly.
Branchiostegal lobe rounded.
Carapace not suddenly constricted anteriorly, and forming no shoulder.
Branchiostegal lobes moderately developed
20m
j' Carapace suddenly constricted anteriorly, forming a distinct shoulder
in front of the anterior ends of the upper lateral keels.
Branchi/.

.

e'.

ostegal lobe greatlj' expanded
scapuktris
Abdominal segments dorsally not keeled, without spines. Epimera of
five anterior abdominal segments rounded posteriorly.
Branchiostegal

lobe slightly angular
d^.

Upper

ajfin>s

lateral keel of carapace wanting.

Branchiostegal lobe rounded or

Abdominal segments dorsally without keel,
but posteriorly with a small, depressed, triangular projection. Epimera
of five anterior abdominal segments ending in small points posteri-

angular, but without spine.

orly

elegans
3.

GNATHOPHAUSIA INGENS

Lophogaster imjenx Dohrn, Zeitschr. wiss. Zool.,

(Dohrn).

XX,

1870, p. 610, pi. xxxi,

figs.

12-14.

Gnathophausia ingensG. O. Sars, Forh. Selsk. Christiania,
lenger, XIII, 1885, p. 30, pi. II.
I

have never seen

this

species.

It

is

188.3,

No.

founded upon

3; Eej).

ti

Chal-

veiy old

female, sexually" mature, and a similar female has served as the basis
for Sars's description.
It is very closely allied to G. calcarata., and 1

opinion that it will prove to be G. calcarata^
representing an old female of that species, in Avhich case it will be

strong-l}^ incline to tiie

name calcaraia becoming' a synonym.
G. ingens especiallj^ agrees with G. calcarata in the following
important characters:
called G. ingen^., the

(1)

General form of ])ody, and arrangement of keels and spines of

carapace.
(2) Sculpture and armature of abdomen, especially as the epimera
of the live anterior segments are identical in both forms.
(3)

Shape of antennal

scale.

from G. calcarata in the following respects:
In the shorter rostrum and the inferior development of

It differs
(1)

all

spines

of the carapace, the supraorl)itaI spine being even wanting, the branchiostegal spine being obsolete.
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In the absence of the two pairs of oblique keels on the superior

face of the carapace.
(3) In the shape of the ventral epimeral plate of the sixth abdominal segment, which, although closely approaching the shape seen in

the largest specimens of G. calcarata^ has the tips separated and

l)itid,

the inner spine being slightly longer.

The first of these characters can not be regarded as of specific value.
Dohrn's specimen measured 155 mm., Sars's specimen 157 mm. The
largest G. calcarata at hand (and ever observed) measures 115 mm.,
and consequently, is cgnsiderably younger than the known specimens
Now, as shown below, it is a general rule in this genus
of G. ingens.
that all the spines of the carapace and the rostrum decrease in relative size with advancing age, and thus it is easy to believe that the
slight development of these spines in G. ingens is due to old age only.
In fact, if we imagine that G. calcarata grows larger and that the
spines decrease proportionall}^, we would obtain, at about the size of 150
to 160 mm., the conditions found in G. ingens.
As to the second differential character, the lack of the two oblique
keels on the upper face of the carapace, this may have ])een overlooked by Dohrn and Sars. In fact, these two keels were overlooked
by Sars in G. calcarata; at any rate, they are not mentioned in the
description, although one of the figures (Plate IV, fig. 2) shows traces
of them.

The

third character offers only a slight difference

tion seen in large specimens of G. calcarata.

from the condi-

In the latter the tips

of the epimeral plate of the sixth abdominal segment are in contact in
the median line, while in G. ingens they are separated, according to
Sars's

fig.

of the bifid

on Plate 11. Moreover, in G. calcarata the outer spine
end of each of the tips is greatly longer than the inner,

w^hile in G. ingens the inner spine is slightly the longer.

present this last character remains the only one upon which
G. ingens and G. calcarata can be separated, and it is not improbable
that further material will demonstrate that one form passes into the
other when we consider the changes in the sixth epimeral plate in its

At

development from the young G. calcarata, to the old.
Dlstrihntlon of G. ingens.— 00. the west coast of Africa: " Laos,''
depth not recorded (Dohrn). Near Aru Island, Arafura Sea (New
Guinea), 800 fathoms (Sars).
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GNATHOPHAUSIA CALCARATA
Plate

I, figs. 2c(,

vol. xxxi.

G. O. Sars.

2h.

Gnathoiihausia cnlcarata G. O. Sars, Forh. Selsk. Christiania, 1883, No. 5; Rep.
Challenger, XIII, 1885, p. 35, pi. iv.— Oktmann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm.
for 1903, rt. 3, 1905, p. 968.

Gnathophaima

hcngalaisis

Wood-Mason, Ann.

Nat. Hist. (6), VIII, 1891, p. 269.

—

A«ide from the group characters (see a in the
Specific characters.
key), the following are to be considered as of specific value:
the antennal scale.
(1) The subovate, not lanceolate, shape of
(2)

The presence

of two pairs of oblique keefs on the

upper surface

of the carapace.
fifth abdominal seg(3) The shape of the epimera of the second to
ment, both lappets of which are pointed and spiniform.
(-t) The bifid points of the epimera of the sixth abdominal segment,
Avith the inner point much shorter than the outer (in old specimens

only).

—

Carapace with dorsal, upper, and lower lateral keels.
Description
Lower lateral keel ending
Dorsal keel interrupted in the middle part.
On upper
in a spine at the postero-inferior angle of the carapace.
face of carapace, between median and upper lateral keels, there are

two oblique keels on each side, conv^erging posteriorly^, the anterior
pair running toward the anterior end of the posterior section of the
dorsal keel, but not joining it; the posterior pair running almost parhind ends not joining the dorsal keel. Rosto age, about as long as the rest of
In older ones, the part in front
specimens.
in
j^oung
carapace
very
the
of the length of the rest
one-third
is
about
spines
the
supraocular
of

allel to

the

first pair, their

trum of various lengths, according

Supraocular spines very small, sometimes obsolete.
Antennal spines small, but well developed, the most constant spines
Branchiostegal spines quite large and well developed in young
in size.
In old specimens they
specimens, and longer than the antennal spines.
are not only relatively, but absohitel}' smaller, and become shorter

of the carapace.

than the antennal spines.

Postero-dorsal spine of various lengths,
is not very great; it is always well

according to age, but the variation

developed, but shorter than the postero-inferior spines.

Spines of

postero-inferior angle greatly varying in length with age; very long,

almost half the length of the carapace (excluding the rostrum) in youngspecimens, and distinctly diverging and spreading out in a posterolateral direction.
In old specimens they are much shorter, even absolutely shorter, and are as short as about one-seventh of the carapace

(without rostrum); they are not divergent, but directed straight backBranchiostegal, postero dorsal, and

ward.

when

well developed, with

become

indistinct with age,

more or

less

postero-inferior spines,

distinct serrations,

and even disappear entirely.

which
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Antennal scale small, subovate, pointed; point not produced. Outer
margin serrate, serrations three to six (sometimes different on right
and left sides), the distal serration at a certaiji distance from the tip of
the scale, and the margin between this serration and the tip either
straight or slightly emarginato, thus giving a

more or

l(>ss

truncate

appearance to the scale.
Abdomen sculptured ])y a distinct transverse groove near the posterior margin of each of the live anterior segments; there is a similar
but fainter groove near the anterior margin. The posterior groove
is continued down to the epimeral lappets, and here its anterior edge
This sculpture is seen clearly onl}' in
is marked on an elevated ridge.
well-preserved specimens, and sometimes there are traces of a subAlso a l)lunt median keel is
dorsal longitudinal keel on each side.
sometimes indicated. The epimera of the second to the iifth segment
consist of two lappets, which are both produced and acutel}' pointed,
the posterior being somewhat longer than the anterior. The anterior
lappet of the first segment is considerably shorter than the spiniform
posterior lappet, and is not produced into a spine, but bluntly pointed
or even obtuse. The epimera of the sixth abdominal segment unite
ventrally to form a concave, cordiform plate, which, in old individuals, is produced be3'ond the posterior margin of the sixth segment.
In 3^oung individuals the right and left lappets are short and simpl}^
pointed, and separated from one another

AVith increasing age they become

much

by a shallow emargination.

elongated, are separated bv a

and the tips become bitid, a second point developing on
the inner side, which is alwaj's much shorter than the outer point.
In old individuals the inner tips are in contact in the median line and

narrow

slit,

may even

overlap.

Variations with

ar/e.

—I

had an excellent opportunity to study

this

species, as over 40 individuals in good condition were available, of
very different sizes and ages, ranging from ^'2 nnu. to about 115 mm.

The three first-named
fourth

is

always present, but the

specific characters are

observed only in older individuals.

The

spines of the cara-

rule in this genus, for

to age, and
specimens and

development according

pace are vevy
generally they are comparatively longer in young
Sometimes, in the cases of the
shorter in old ones.
even the absolute length
spines,
and postero-inferior
This seems
ones.
younger
in
that
mens is inferior to
variable in their

l)ranchiostegal
in older speci-

to be a general

was discovered by the writer

it

in

another

species of the genus, G. longispina.^

Another important

variation,

epimeral plate (see Plate I,
mm., Station No. 3627, fig.
«Bull. U.

S.

figs.
2^^)

Fish

due

to age,

2«-2/).

is

The

found

in

the ventral

smallest individual (42

has this plate very short; the two tips

Comm.

for 1903, 1905, p. 970.
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are simply pointed and widely separated bj^ a shallow and wide incision.
With advancino- ag-e the tips of this plate are more produced (specimen
of 55 mm., Station No. 2980, fig. 2/*, and specimen of OS mm., Station
a slight angulation appears on the inner side of the
tips, which are not so widely separated, the incision ))ecoming narrower
and longer. Farther on the tips are gradually produced beyond the

No. 2929,

fig. 2c'),

posterior margin of the segment (specimen of 81 mm., Station No.
2919, tig. 2(7, and specimen of 91 mm.. Station No. 4389, tig. 2r), the inner

angle develops into a distinct spine, which is shorter than the tip, and
the two tips approach each other closely, finall}^ coming in contact at
The incision becomes long and
the level of the smaller inner point.

narrow, slit-like. In the largest specimen at hand (115 mm., Station
No. 3HT0, tig. 2f) the two tips approach so closely to each other that
the inner point of the left side overlaps that of the right.
Wood-Mason gives
Identity of G. hengalensis with G. caharata.

—

the following differential characters for his G. hengalensis:
(1) "Carapace covers the whole of the first and part of tlie second abdominal
somite," while in G. calcarata the carapace does not cover the trunk entirely.
" The antennal, branchiostegal, and postero-inferior spines appear quite smooth
(2)

to the

(3)

eye, being only obsoletely or microscopically serrated."
" The supraorbital spine is readily distinguishable by its shape from the rostral

naked

denticles."

(5)

"The upper lateral keels are strongly roof-shaped."
"The oblique subdorsal keels are more pronounced."

(6)

"Antennal

(4)

scale

more

Ijroadly emarginate at the apex."

abdominal somite are terminated by two very
unequal spines (of which the outer is longer and sharp, and the inner short and
blunt), and are separated from one another posteriorly in the mid-ventral line by a
(7)

"The

pleural lappets of the last

long and narrow incision."

Length of Wood-Mason's specimen (female with a rudimentary
brood-pouch): 91

mm.

Of

these characters, the following ma}^ be remarked:

(1)

It

depends entirely on the state of preservation how much of
abdomen is covered by the carapace. In my speci-

the trunk or the

mens, there are the following limits: The minimum, when only the
trunk is covered, the maximum, when the whole of the first and the
anterior part of the second abdominal segment
case corresponds to
is

found

all

Wood-Mason's

in a small individual (55

is

covered.

species, ])ut, as

mm.

it

The

latter

happens, this one

Station No. 2381), which

other respects, and especially in the ventral epimeral plate, a

ical calcarata.

In

many

of

\\\\

the degree of covering of the abdomen,

(2)

The

in

t3'p-

specimens, in which the state of pres-

ervation permits, they being rather flal)bv, I

pushing in the

is,

am

b}^

able at will to change
simply pulling out or

latter.

serrations are

to

mj^

ej'es,

which are normal-sighted,
Some-

always invisible, and I have to use a lens to discover them.
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times, chiefly in old individuals, they are actually wanting.

Their
presence or absence cannot constitute a specific character.
(3) The supraorbital spine is sometimes distinctly visible, sometimes entirely obsolete. If present, it is always marked by its
Even when developed, it is so small that its presence or
position.
absence cannot be of specific value.
(i)

What Wood-Mason means by " roof -shaped " upper

lateral

cannot imaoine.
The oblique dorsal keels are also found in Sars's species; they

keels, I
(5)

are slig'htly indicated in his

fig.

2 (chiefly the posterior pair, which

is most important).
have undergone nuich rough handling, they are sometimes indistinct.
They are present in all nn" individuals, and hence this character can
not be accepted as constituting a diflerence between heiigalensis and

In poorly preserved, flab])y specimens, which

calcarata.
(6)

The degree

of emargination or truncation of the antennal scale

ofiers variations, as is already indicated in Sars's figures (Plate IV, figs.

have called attention to this fact in connection with the
', wh':.n is further confirmed by the present material.
emargination
{i. e., a concave marginal line) is comparatively
real
A
rare; generally there is a truncation, with the marginal line between
2, 4, 5).

I

Hawaiian

matej-ial

tip

and

(7)

first

The

tooth straight.

description of the epimeral plate given

by Wood-Mason

corresponds exactly to what we see in my figs. 2« to 2/^ with the
exception that the inner tip of each epimeral lappet is sharp, not
In younger specimens, however, it /6' blunt (see my figs. 2^
blunt.
and 2t'). Thus tiiis character agrees well with the assumption that
G. hemjalen^h

is

an older and larger G. calcarata.

Thus of the seven characters given by Wood-Mason

for G. hengaJen-

and one, the fourth, is unintelligible.
The only real difference from Sars's description and figure is found in
the epimeral plate of tiie sixth abdominal segment: but this organ, as
shown, changes its foi-m with age, and G. htn<j(ilens!s is a rather large
Specimens from my material of the same size
individual (91 mm.).
present an epimeral plate (see fig. 2c) closely corresponding to W'oods/.y,

six are not actual differences,

Mason's description.
Sars had two specimens of this species; the large one was 98 mm.,
and to it belong the figures of the whole animal (slightly enlarged,
The carapace of the smaller one (<i8 mm.) is
Plate IV, figs. 1, 2).
Sars does not say from which individual the
figured in his fig. 3.
other figures are taken, but it seems from the latter. Then his figure
of the epimeral plate

same plate

(fig.

(>)

belongs to this smaller individual.

of an individual of the
n Bull.

Proc. N. M. vol.

U. S. Fish

xxxi— 06

3

same

Comm.

size (08

mm.)

is figured in

for 1903, 1905, p. 989.

The

my
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iind sliows a nitlicr

more advanced

vol. xxxi.

stage, although

it

comes

very close to Sars's figure, and ditlers considerably from the epimeral
Sars's tigure is about intermediate between
plate of larger specinuMis.

my

figures

'Ih

and

2c,

representing specimens of 55 and &% mm.,

lespectivel}'.

G. calcarata. — li

is rather hard to distinguish male and
gemis unless full-grown individuals are at hand. Old
females are readily recognized by the presence of mai'supial lamella
These lamelhii "are absent in the
at the bases of the thoracic legs.
male, l)ut the male has, at the coxa of the last pair of legs, posteriorly
and on each side, a small tuberculiform prominence, representing the

Sex

female

in

in this

outer sexual appendage.""
In voung and not quite adult females, however, the marsupial

lamelhe are comparative!}^ small.

In

all

the females of the present

were not fully developed, bemg
short and narrow, not folding over one another in the median line, so
In younger individuals
that a '•maisui)ial pouch" is not formed.
species, even the largest, the lamelhe

these lamelhe are very small, hardh^ distinguishable.

The

smallest in

found traces of them was 64 mm. long (Station No. 2980).
In all smaller specimens there was no trace of them, and 1 was unable
to make out whether they were 3'oung males or _young females, as the
male tubercle is generally not visible; in one indi\'idual only (55 mm.,
Upward of the
Station No. 2980) I thought 1 could see this tubercle.
size of about ()5 nuu. it is possible to tell the males from the females,
and it is remarkal)le that in the material examined females were
more abundant, there being only 9 males, as against 23 females. It
is remarkable, further, that the largest male was only 76 nun. lou'j-,
and that all specimens above this size were females (17 of them).
which

I

Sars's largest s[)ecimen of 98

mm.

said to be a male, while

is

Wood-

Mason's specimen (91 mm.) was a female.
The fact that even the largest females did not have the marsupial
pouch completely developed indicates that they were not fully mature
This makes it prol)able that they would have to develop
sexually.
further before being able to propagate, and suggests the possibility
that they

may

attain the size of G. inycns^ in

assume the characters of the

which case they might

thus making G. ingens the

latter,

full-

grown female of this species.
Most of the specimens were from the Eastern Pacific (California
region), onl}' one young one (55 mm., Station No. 238-1:) being from the
Gulf of Mexico. This is distinguished by a very long rostrum and
very long postero- inferior spines. The rostrum, in front of the supraocular spines,

IS slightl}' longer than the restof the carapace (excluding the postero-dorsal spine), and was even longer than that, since the

«!Sars, p. 27,

and Plate

111, figs. 14

and

15.
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postero-inferior spines are as long as the distance

to the posterior base of the branchiostegal lobe

(i-e-

sembling closel}^ Sars's tig. 3 on Plate IV). (A specimen from Station
No. 2980, also 55 mm. long, has the rostrum slightly shorter than the
carapace, and the postero-inferior spines arc only half as long as in
the specimen from the Mexican Gulf.) For the rest, this specimen
shows no differences; especially the epimeral plate agrees exactly with
the specimen from Station No. 2980, shown in my lig. 2h.
The carapace covers the anterior part of the second abdominal segment, representing the maximum among my material, but this is probably due
to the method of preservation.
It has the appearance of having been
put into strong alcohol at first, and consequently is much contracted.
In slightly j^ounger specimens from California the rostruiu is relatively of the same length, and the postero-inferior spines at least
approach the condition found in the Gulf specimen.
Localities represented in the U. S. National Miiseani.

FKOM

U.

S.

BUREAU OF FISHERIES STEAMER

2384.— 1 young.

— male,
fathoms.
2919. — female.
2839.

1

1

1

AlhatvOSS STATIONS.

Gulf of Mexico; 940 fathoms.
female.
Santa Barbara Islands, California;
Off'

-Jrl-i.

southern California; 984 fathoms.

2923.— 1 female. Off southern California; 822 fathoms.
2929.— 1 male. Off southern California; 623 fathoms.

— 1 niale, 3 females. Off southern California; 359 fathoms.
— 2 males, 1 female. Off southern California; 603 fathoms.
2986. — 1 young.
Lower California; 684 fathoms.
3127. — 2 females.
Off central California; 62 fathoms.
3348. — 1 young.
Off northern California; 455 fathoms.
3627. — young.
West of Cortez and Tanner Banks; 776 fathoms.
3670. — 1 female.
Monterey Bay; 581 fathoms.
2936.

2980.^

Off"

1

4333.-2
4334.-1
4335.— 1
4336.— 1
4337.-2
4339.-1
4351.-1
4353.— 1
4354.-2
4379.-1
4380.— 1
4381.

females.

Off San Diego; 301 to 487 fathoms.
Off San Diego; 514 to 541 fathoms.

male, 1 female.

Off San Diego; 500 to 530 fathoms.
Off San Diego; 518 to 565 fathoms.
Off San Diego; 617 to m) fathoms.
males, 1 female.
female.
Off San Diego; 241 to 369 fathoms.
male ( 3^oung, 1 female. Off San Diego; 423 to 488 fathoms.
male.

male, 1 female.

female.

young.
female.
female.

— 1 female.

Off San Diego; 628 to 640 fathoms.
San Diego; 646 to 650 fathoms.
Off San Diego; 257 to 408 fathoms.

Off'

Off San Diego; 530 to 618 fathoms.
Off San Diego; 618 to 667 fathoms.

4382.-1 female, 1 young. Off San Diego; 642 to 666 fathoms.
4389.— 1 male, 3 females. Off San Diego; 608 to 671 fathoms.
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4390._i female. Off Santa Catalina Islands, 1,350 to 2,182 fathoms.
4528.— 1 male. Monterey Bay; 545 to 800 fathoms.
Arafura Sea, SOO fathoms (Sars); vicinity of
Pn'iu'oit.-i records.
INIindanao, Philippines, 500 fathoms (Sars);
of
S.
TahiLir Island,
Channel, and vicinity of Kauai Island,
Kaiwi
Islands:
Hawaiian
•11:2-881 fathoms (Ortmann); Bay of Bengal, 1718 fathoms (Wood-

—

Mason).
5.

GNATHOPHAUSIA GIGAS
Plate II,

Gnathopluvrn'm

(jigai^

Willemoes-Suhm.

tigs. \h, I'l.

Willemoes-Suii.m, Trans. Linn. Soc. London, Zool. (2), I,
figs. 16, 17; pi. x, figs. 2, 3.— G. O. Sars, Forh. Selsk.

1875, p. 28, pi. IX,

Christiania, 1883, no. 4; Rep. Challenger, XIII, 1885, p. 33, pi.

mann, Bull. U.

This species

is

S.

it is

Comm.

in.— Ort-

for 1903, Pt. 3, 1905, p. 968.

closely allied to G. calca/rata., but differs in certain

constant characters.
species,

Fish

On

account of the general resemblance of both

hardly necessar}^ to give a complete description of G. gigas,

mention the differential characters.
of the keels of the carapace is essentially the
same in both species, with the exception that the posterior oblique
The
keels of the upper face are entirely wanting in G. gigas.
anterior oblique keels are present, occupying the same position as in
and

1.

it

will suffice to

The arrangement

G. calcarata.
2.

The

spines of the carapace, in

young specimens, are aliout the
is more distinct,

same as in G. calcarata, but the supraocular spine
and as large as, or even larger than, the antennal
individuals

all

exception of the supraocular, which
spir^e small,

spine.

In older

the spines are shorter than in G. calcarata.^ wdth the
is

always

distinct.

Antennal

branchiostegal generally slightly larger than the latter,

The

postero-dorsal very short.

largest are the postero-inf erior spines,

which approach closely those of G.

calcarata.^

although they are

shorter in the average.

Antennal scale of G. gigas oi slightly different shape; itisrathei
and the terminal point is longer and more
tapering.
The outer margin has four or five spiniform serrations,
the anterior sharp and strong, the posterior small and sometimes obso3.

lanceolate, and not ovate,

lete; these serrations, generall}", are
4.

The epimera

stronger than in G. calcarata.

of the five anterior abdominal segments are differ-

While

both lappets of the second
and are both spiniform, in G. gigas
only the posterior lappet is produced and spiniform in all five segments, and the anterior is small and rounded (see Sars''s fig. 1 on
ent in both species.

in G. calcarata

to fifth are strongl}- developed

Plate HI).

The ventral cpimeral plate of the sixth abdominal segment differs
both species in the larger individuals.
In 3'oung specimens of G.

5.

in

^o.im.
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from a small individual, 56 mm. long,
rather indifferent in shape, the two tips being
widely separated by a very shallow incision; the two halves are not
(jl(j<is (.see

Plate II,

Station No. 3829),

1«, taken

fig.

it is

coinpletehj united in the

lb on Plate II, taken

median

tion No. 2741) the tips are

the segment, are

line.

In larger individuals (see \ny

from an immature female about 90 mm.

more

produced almost

to the posterior

fig.

long, Sta-

margin of

closely approached, and separated b}^ a narrower

and longer incision. This incision, however, is wider than in specimens of corresponding size of G. calcarata., and the tips on both sides
are simple, not bitid as in G. calcarata.
However, Sars in his fig. .5 on
Plate III draws an accessory terminal spine on the outer side of the left
tip, while the right tip is entire.
In our specimens I have never seen
a condition like this.

mm.) has

Our

largest individual (Station No. 2860, 119

the epimeral plate similar to that

Plate II, but

slightly shorter

it is

rounded, not angular, as in the

The characters given under

my

shown

in

and the outer margin

our
is

fig.

\h on

more evenly

latter.
1,

3,

and

-1

are most important, and

experience always hold good.

Characters 2 and 5
although they may prove to be of some help. With
regard to the relative length of the rostrum and the spines of the
carapace, again the fact will have to be stated that they all are comparatively longer in young specimens, as I have already pointed out.
The epimeral plate of the sixth abdominal segment, although different
from that of G. calcarata., is not very reliable on account of the
marked changes in shape taking place during development.
Our largest specimen (Station No. 2860) is 119 mm. long; and is a
female with the marsupial pouch fullv developed. Sars's specimen
was a male, 142 mm. long. Our second largest individual (Station No.
2741) is an immature female about 90 mm. long, with small, but disAll other
tinct marsupial lamellaj, which do not form a "pouch."

according to
are not so

relial)le,

specimens that have come under my observation are much smaller;
is 50 mm., another from Sitka Sound, Alaska, (to
be "described elsewhere) is 55 mm. long, and the present young one
from Station No. 3329 is 56 mm. long. The^^ have no traces of marsupial
But I am not quite
lamellae, and have been regarded by me as males.
sure as to this point. They may be young females. The two specimens from Station No. 3340 consist of two badly damaged carapaces
with remnants of the trunk, while in both the abdomen is entirely
However, they undoubtedl}- belong to this species, since
missing.
the one from Hawaii

characters 1 and 3 are clearly observable.
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FROM

—

2741.-

U.

in,
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the U. S. N(iti(»Kil Jfuxeuni.

BUREAU OF FISHERIES STEAMER AUmtrosS STATIONS.

S.

adult.

1 feniiile

Between Gape Charles and Long- Island; 852

fatlionis.

2860.

—

Between Sitka and Columbia River; 870 fathoms.
Bering Sea; 399 fathoms.
Between Unalaska and Kadiak; 695
2 specimens (damaged).
L

female.

3329.— 1 young.
3340.

—

fathoms.

Pre r ions

records.

Islands, vicinity of

Another
6.

locality

— West of Azores. 2,200 fathoms (Sars);

Hawaiian
Kauai Island; 850-767 fathoms (Ortmann).
is off Sitka Sound, Alaska, 922 fathoms.

GNATHOPHAUSIA DREPANEPHORA

Holt and Tattersall.

Gnathophausia drepanephora Holt and Tattersall, Rep. Fisheries Ireland, Pt.
2, Append. No. 4, 1905, p. 113, \A. xviii; Ann. Nat. Hist. (7), XVI, 1905,
p. 9, pi.

I

II.

have not seen this species,

young stage

of

))ut I strongl}"

suspect that

it is

only the

(r. (jigax.

Holt and Tattersall create for it a separate section of the genus,
uniting characters of the two main divisions; it agrees in every respect
with our first division {a of the key), with the exception that the

epimera of the sixth abdominal segment are said to be not united
ventrally.

Disregarding the latter character, G. drepanephora agrees in every
making allowance for the much less advanced
age of the former (only 39 mm.); thus the spines of the carapace,
chiefly the postcro-dorsal and the postero-laterals are much more
developed relatively. Further, in G. drepanephora, the epimera of
particular with G. gigas,

the five anterior al)dominal segments are described and figured as possessing only a posterior lappet, which

produced and spiniform while
may be due to age.
As regards the epimera of the sixth abdominal segment. Holt and
Tattersall descri))e them as not united ventrall v.
We have seen above,
under G. gigas., that in young individuals (56 mm. long) these parts
the anterior lappet

is

absent.

is

This also

are not completely united in the

median

lino,

and thus

sible that G. drep>anephora represents only a stage that

it
is

appears pos-

younger

3"et

known specimen of G. gigas.
Lack of material of the young of G. gigas prevents the settlenuMit
of this question finally, but I am inclined to regard G. drepanephora
than the youngest

young stage of G. gigas.
G. drepanephora has been found ofi' the western coast of Ireland,
latitude .52'^ 27' 06" north; longitude 15 40' west, in 1,770 fathoms.

as the

SCITTZOPOD CRUSTACEANS—ORTMANN.

NO. 1480.

7.

GNATHOPHAUSIA GRACILIS

Gnalho]/h((iisi(i gmcilis
p. 33, pi. IX, fig.

f/racilis var.

80c.

London

(2) I, 1875,

O. Sars, Forh. Selsk. Christiania, 1883, no. 11; Rep.

Challenger, XIII, 1885, p. 48,

Gnathophaima

Willemoes-Suhm.

Willemoes-Suhm, Trann. Linn.

L— G.

39

pi. vii, figs. 6-10.

brerispims

Wood-Mason and Alcock, Ann.

Nat. Hist.

VII, 1891, p. 188.
Gnnthophausia brevispinis Wood-Mason and Alcock, Ann. Nat. Hist. ((>), Vll,
1891, p. 269.—-Faxon, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895, p. 216, ]>!.
(6),

.t.

Gnathophaufiia de7iiataFAX0'{^, Bull. Mus. Comp., Zool.,

XXIV,

1893, p. 217."

Carapace with keels and spines of the tj^pe of the first oroup, but
upper lateral keel entirely absent. Lower lateral keel terminating in
a spine at the postero-inf ei'ior ang-le of the carapace.
There is another
smaller spine just below this one, which is directed outward and sometimes obsolete.

form

Median keel interrupted,

serrations.

its

Postero-dorsal spine short.

posterior part with spini-

From

the anterior end

of the posterior part of the dorsal keel a pair of oblique keels runs

forward and downward.

Anterior part of dorsal keel

triang-ularl}^

elevated upon the g-astric region, forming- a prominent dentate crest,

which extends forward to the rostrum.

Supraocular spines small;

antennal spines larger; branchiostegal spines very large.

Antennal scale of the type of the second group, large, of usual
shape, formed by a lanceolate-ovate lamella, the outer margin of
which has a strong spine, which is serrated at the outer edge and projects slightl}^ be3^ond the terminal lobe of the lamellar part.

Abdomen of the general t3'pe of the second group, but peculiar on
account of the great development of dorsal spines. The first and second segments have each 2 large, triangular spines in the median line,
the posterior of them at the posterior margin of the segment; the
segment is generally smaller than the possegments (third to fifth) have each a posteriThe two lappets
orly projecting spine on the posterior dorsal end.
of the epimera of the first to the fifth segments are short and pointed,
the posterior slightly longer than the anterior.
Epimera of the sixth abdominal segment of the type of the second
group, not united ventrally to form a ventral plate. There are 2 tri-

anterior spine of the
terior.

first

The following

3

angular, pointed epimeral lappets on each side of the anterior part of
the sixth segment.

do not entertain the slightest doul)t that G. hrev!sj>!n!s ^VoodFaxon'' admits
is identical with G. gracHls Suhm.
the following diti'erences of G. hrevl.y)mis from G. graeH/s:
1. Prominent, dentate gastric crest.
I

Mason and Alcock,

«The Gnathophamia figured on the colored plate opposite p. 500 in Chun, Aus den
Tiefen des Weltmeeres, 1900, resembles this species, except for the spine just back of
the cervical groove.
ft

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XVIII,

1895, p. 218.
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Small size (or even absence'^ of the lower spine of the postero-

inferior anolc of the carapace.
3.

(Ireat ])rea(lth of the anteunal scale.

4.

Pleura of

5.

A

lirst 4 abdominal segments expanded posteriorly.
transverse fold separating the 2 dorsal spines of the second

abdominal segment.
I have to make the following remarks as to these points:
1. According to Willemoes-Suhm, the gastric region of G. gracilis
has 2 small teeth in the median line; according to Sars, who examined
This diti'erence is apparently due
the sam(> individual, it is unarmed.
to the poor state of preservation of the Challenger specimen, and, as
Sars's figure is proliably inaccurate in this respect, we can not depend
on this character.
2. The lower spine of the postero-inferior angle of the carapace is
certainly subject to variation.
Faxon saj's that it is sometimes nearly
or quite obsolete; my specimen, which agrees in most respects with
G. hrevispinis^ has it well developed, although smaller than the upper
spine and not quite so large as in Sars's figure.
Consequently this
character

is

not reliable.

In the width of the antennal scale I fail to observe any difference
between Sars's (Plate VII, fig. 8) and Faxon's (Plate J, fig. 1'*) figures.
In the latter, it may be slightly wider in the l)asal part, but this does
not constitute a specific difi'erence.
As to 4 and 5 we can not compare G. hrevL'^pinis with G. gracilis,
as Sars does not mention these characters.
His figures, indeed, do not
show the features given for G. hrevispinis^ but it nmst be borne in
mind that this may be due to the poor condition of the CTiallenger
specimen. My specimen agrees with G. hrevinpinii^ in these respects.
The very peculiar association of characters found in l»oth of these
species (which are supposed to be distinct) on account of which it is
necessary to place them by themselves within the genus, renders it
probable, from the start, that they arc identical. The al)ove consider-

remove any proba])le necessity for their separation, and hence I
have no hesitation in uniting them in one species.
The size of Sars's specimen is 41 mm.; of Wood-Mason and Alcock's
82 and 92 ram. Faxon gives 60 mm. My specimen is about 60 mm.
long, and seems to be a male, since no traces of marsupial lamella?
ations

;

are present.

This species seems to attain a larger size, since the
known (92 mm.) was. an "immature female with the
last pair of incubatory lamelUu only 3 mm. long" (Wood-Mason).
Locality.
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Alhatross station
3128—1 male. Ofl" Central California; 627 fathoms.
Previous records.~Ki\ixnt\v, between Africa and Brazil, latitude
largest specimen

—

1° 22' north, longitude 26° 36' west, 1,500 fathoms (Sars);
Bay of
Bengal, 920-690 fathoms and 1,74S fathoms (Wood-Mason and
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Alcock); off Panama, 1,201 and l,l7l fathoms (Faxon); off Galapagos
Islands, 551, 1,189, and 1,322 fathoms (Faxon).
If the specimen figured by Chun« is this species, we have to add:

Gulf of Guinea, 1,000 meters.
8.

GNATHOPHAUSIA LONGISPINA

G. O. Sars.

(liutthophansla lum/isplna G. 0. Sars, Forh. Selsk. Christiania, 1S88 no. 10; Rep.

Challenger, XIII,

U.

S.

Fish

This species
quite a

number

Comm.

is

188.5,

p.

46, pi. vii,

fig.s.

1-5; pi. viii.— Oktmanx,

Bull.

for 1908, Pt. 3, 1905, p. 969.

not represented in the present material,

of specimens

when

1

l)ut

worked on the Hawaiian

I

had

material,

and thus I am able to give a good account of it.
Carapace with keels of the type of the second group: An upper lateral
keel is present; the lower lateral keel curves up })ehind, and runs
toward the postcro-dorsal spine. The dorsal keel is continuous, and
projects as a long postero-dorsal spine.
Rostrum long. Supraocular
spines well developed; antennal spine ol)solete (very small or even
absent) branchiostegal spine well marked and triangular.
No posteroinferior spines, but posterior angles of carapace rounded off.
(With
;

the exception of the branchiostegal spine, the spines of the carapace

are of the t3'pe of the second group.)

Antennal scale of the type of the second group, and remarkabl}' long;
is greatly produced, projecting consideral)ly beyond
the terminal lobe of the lamellar part, and serrated at both the inner
and outer margins.
Abdomen of the type of the second group, with a small posteriorly
projecting dorsal spine at the hind margin of each of the live anterior
segments.
Epimera of the five anterior segments with the two lappets
acute, the anterior short and small, the posterior longer and spiniform;
in the male, the posterior lappet of the second segment is greatly
elongated, with a long spiniform tip; in the female, it does not differ
essentially from those of the other segments.
Epimera of sixth abdominal segment of the type of the second group,
but there are two triangular, acute lappets on each side, as in (r. (jraciUs.
the marginal spine

The

chief specific characters are:

The presence

of a branchiostegal

shape of the antennal scale, and the character of the
abdominal segments. The remarkable posterior lappet of the second
abdominal segment is found only in the male sex, and thus males and
females may be easil}' distinguished.
As I have demonstrated with the help of Hawaiian material, the
rostrum, the dorsal and ])ranchiostegal spines, and the marginal stn-raspine, the

tions of

the antennal scale change with age, being

developed

in

young

individuals.

«Aus den Tiefen des Weltmeeres,

1900, p. 500.

more strongly
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specimens, the largest being a male, 59 mm.
From the Hawaiian Islands consisted of 40 specimens, the largest of which was a female, 62 mm. long, with the
Since there were other females, in
mai'supial pouch fully developed.
which at about the size of 50 nun. the marsupial lamellae were well
Sisc.

long.

M\

had

5

niiitorial

formed, it is pi'obable that this species does not attain the gigantic
dimensions seen in others.
Off Samboangan, Philippines, 250 fathoms (Sars).
D!sfr!hiif!(ni.
Not rare at tiie Hawaiian Islands (found at 15 stations), near the islands

—

of Oahu, Molokai, and
g.

m

Kaiwi Channel, 222—tDS fathoms (Ortmann),

GNATHOPHAUSIA ZOEA
riate II,

fig.

Willemoes-Suhm.

2a, 2h.

Gnathophmisia zoea Willemoes-Suiim, Nature, VIII, l87o,
Linn. Soc.

London

fig. 6;

Trans.

(2), I, 1875, p. 32, pi. xix, figs. 2-15; pi. x, fig.

4.— A.

Milne-Edwards, Rec.

fig.

Crust, nouv.,

I,

1883.

p. 401,

— G. O.

Sars, Rep. Chall.,

6-10.— Faxon, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool, XVIII,
Caullery, Ann. Univ. Lyon, fasc. 2, 1896, p. 368. Alcock and
Anderson, Ann. Nat. Hist. (7), III, 1899, p. 3. Holt and Tattersall, Rep.
Hansen, Bull. Mus. Monaco,
Fisheries Ireland, II, App. 4, 1905, p. 141.
XIII, 1885,

p. 44, pi. VI, figs.

1895, p. 215.

XXX,

1905, p.

5.

GnatJiophansia iviUemoesi G. 0. Sars, Forh. Selsk. Christiania, 1883, no. 6; Rep.
Challenger, XIII, 1885, p. 38, pi. v, figs. 1-6.— Faxox, Mem. Mus. Comp.
Zool.,

XVIII,

for 1903, Pt.
lo.

1895, p. 215, pi. k,

3,

fig.

1.— Ortmann,

GNATHOPHAUSIA ZOEA SARSI

Gnatliophmii^'ui. sarsi

mann, Bull. U.

Bull. U. S. Fish.

Comm.

1905, p. 969.

Wood-Mason, Ann.
S. Fish.

Comin.

(Wood-Mason).

Nat. Hist. (6), VII, 1891, p. 187.

Ort-

for 1903, Pt. 3, 1905, p. 969.

The following are the characters

of the species:

Carapace with keels and spines of the t^^pe of the second group:
upper lateral keel present; lower lateral keel curved up behind; dorsal
keel continuous. Rostrum, ticcording to age, longer or shorter. Dorsal
spine long in the young; shorter in the old.
Supraocular and antennal spines well developed; branchiostegal spine absent, and branchiostegal lobe roinided.
No postero-inferior spines, but postero-inferior
angle of carapace rounded off or (in the variety) rectangular, forming
a narrow laminar expansion behind the marginal rim, which also
curves upward. The carapace is not suddenly constricted in the
anterior part.

Antennal scale of the type of the second group: large, spine of outer
margin projecting slightly beyond the terminal lol)e of lamellar part
in the young, slightly shorter than the latter in the old.
Outer margin of spine slightly serrated in the young, smooth in the old.
Al)domon of the type of the second group: the five anterior segments dorsally indistinctly keeled, and produced into small spines at
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Epimera of the
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segments,

five anterior

witli

the anterior lappet small, the posterior produced and aciitel}^ pointed.

There is, on each segment, an indistinct subdorsal keel on each side.
Epimera of sixth abdominal segment of the type of the second group,
formed by onh' one triangular, acute lappet on each side of the anterior section of the segment, and not forming a ventral plate.
The only difference of the variety sarsi from the t3'pical form is
found in the shape of the lamellar expansion of the postero-inferior
angle of the carapace: in the t3"pical form, this expansion is rounded
off',

while in the variety

character

it is

rectangular.

It is possible that the latter

only restricted to the voung, and that

is

pears with advancing age, but then

it

stages in different individuals, in the average,
lialf

grown

it

generally disap-

would disappear

at different

when they

are about

(see below).

—

The identity of G. zoea and G. nullemoesi. I have devoted much
time to the study of the differential characters of these two species,
as

determined by Sars (1885), pnd have the following

to say

with

ref-

erence to them:
In Sars's synopsis of the species
dorsal spine

is

paramount:

it is

(p. 29), the length of the postero"greatly produced" in 6^. .3y>/V/, and

"comparatively short'' in G. unlJeinoesL
The differences between the species, taken from Sars's diagnosis and
description (pp. 38 and 4'1) are the following:
1. The length of the postero-dorsal spine just mentioned: in G.soea
this spine reaches sometimes beyond the fourth abdominal segment,
while in G. irilJemoesi it is onl}^ slightl}^ longer than the first abdominal segment.
2. The posterior margin of the carapace, and the margins of the
postero-dor.sal spine are "coarsely denticulate" in G. zoia^ and
"decidedly glabrous" in G. inillemoesi.
3. The rostrum is very elongate (even exceeding the carapace without posterior spine), and strongly denticulate in G. zoea; it is shorter
than the carapace, and provided with small, comparativeh" few, denticles in
4.

G. wiltenwesL

The spme

of the

antennal scale projects somewhat beyond the

terminal lobe of the lamellar part, and is slightly denticulate at the
outer edge, in G. zoea/ it is a little shorter than the terminal lobe, and
not denticulate, in G. wille7noesi.

Discussing these four points in detail:
Sars seems to lay nuich stress upon this character.
I have shown,
however, in several of the foregoing species, that the relative length
of the spines of the carapace changes with age, being generally longer
in young individuals.
As regards the present case, G. zoea is founded
upon specimens much younger than those of G. ivillenioes!. Moreover, I have extracted embryos from the marsupial pouch of a large
1.
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ypecimen (from Station No. 2728, about 105
edlv belongs to G.

young ones

mm.

irlllciiwcs! accordino- to Sar.s's

(Plate II,

tig. 2r/)

lono),

which und()ul)t-

conception, and these

have the postero-dorsal spine well devel-

oped, and comparatively much longer than any specimens ever
Thus the
described, extending to about the middle of the telson.
length of the postero-dorsal spine depends without cjuestion on the

age of the individual.

The denticulations or serrations of the posterior margin of the
carapace, the postero-dorsal spine, the spines of anterior margin of
carapace, and of the rostrum are generally in this genus more distinct
2.

vounger individuals than in older ones. I have called attention to
In the present case the large indithis above (under G. calcamta).
is surely G. irillemoef^i, has the
which
No.
Station
2723,
vidual from
glabrous,'" as Sars states, but
"decidedly
not
carapace
the
margin of
in

there are a

number

individuals, but

of tine denticulations, less distinct than in young-

easil}^ seen.

Faxon

(1895) says that in G. irUIeinoesi

there are denticulations along the margin of the dorsal spine.

Thus

this character does not hold.
3. That the relative length of the rostrum, like that of the spines of
In the young
the carapace, changes with age is now well established.

specimens extracted from the pouch of the mother, the rostrum is
decidedly longer than the carapace (Plate II, fig. 2a). If the rostrum
becomes shorter with age it is not astonishing that the denticulations
become less pronounced, and this is entirely in keeping with what I
have shown in the second character. Thus the length of the rostrum
does not possess any systematic value.
4. The fourth character needs special attention, but I think 1 am
able to prove that it also is influenced by age.
In young specimens
the spine of the outer margin of the antennal scale is longer than the
With
terminal lobe, and it is slightl}^ serrated on the outer edge.
increasing age it becomes slightly shorter than the terminal lobe, and
the serrations disappear.
The following ma}' be said in support of
this view:
a. The specimens representing the original G. zoea are small or of
medium size (not longer than 70 mm.), while the specimens upon which
G. 'ii-illemoesl was founded are veiy large, one measuring 136 mm.,
and the other being "somewhat smaller;" that is to say, they were

about double the size of G. zoea.
h. A large specimen (Station No. 2723) is about 105 mm. long, and
has the antennal scale of G. wiUemoesi; another (Station No. 4306)
is 88 mm, long, and has the antennal scale intermediate between G.
zoea and vjillemoesi; the spine is about as long as the lamellar portion
on the left side and very slightly longer than the latter on the right
side, and it has on the outer margin veiy indistinct indications of serrations, visible only under the microscope.
The latter specimen is
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also inter mediate vrith

iudividuals

among

regard

to the

,
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characters i, ^, and 3.
Younger
by the writer possess invari-

the material examined

it must be added that the sermargin are very tine. I can not see them with
the naked eye, and an ordinary magnif3ang lens scarcely shows traces
of them, but stronger instruments reveal them distinctl}' as sharp points
for quite a distance along the margin of the spine.
c. Young specimens extracted from the marsupium of a typical
G. vnllemoesl have an antennal scale, which, in shape, is that of

ably the antennal scale of G. soPa, but
rations of the outer

G. 2oea^ the marginal spine being longer than the lamellar portion.
I could not ascertain the presence of serrations on the

However,

margin. Under the microscope, there
margin, but no sharp, spiniform teeth.

is

a kind of undulation of the

But

this is not astonishing,

keeping with the fact, that the serrations or denticulations of rostrum and postero-dorsal spine are not present in these
embryonic individuals, while they are well developed in young specimens
after they have left the marsupium.
d. Similar changes in the length of the spine of the antennal scale,
due to age, have been fovmd in another species, G. longispina.
Thus, I think, the assumption well supported, that the characters
given for G. zoea are only such as are due to the immaturity of the
specimens, and that those assigned to G. wiUemoesi belong to the older
since

it is

in

stages of the

over G.

same

The name

species.

of G.

zoiki

has the priority

ivlllernoesi.

G. sarsL

—For G.

sarsi, the

following diiierences from G. iiuJlemoesi

are given by Wood-Mason".
1.

inal

The

dorsal spine reaches to the posterior end of the third

abdom-

segment.

2.

"Extreme edge

(of carapace)

expanded

at the postero-inferior

angle into a conspicuous rectangular lamina, into which neither

lower lateral keel nor

its

its

raised rim enters."

3. Upper half of the posterior margin of the carapace on each side
and the lateral edges of the dorsal spine are minutely denticulated.
•i.
Five anterior abdominal segments with two subdorsal keels.
5. The telson is tricarinate, having a tine median carina, and " ap})cars
to be more produced at the tip than in any other species.""
The following remarks are to be made:
1. As I have already shown, the length of the dorsal spine can be

disregarded; in the present case, the length agrees well with the size
of Wood-Mason\s specimen; in the typical G. zoea^ not longer than
70

mm.,

of

it;

in

it

reaches beyond the fourth abdominal segment or falls short
mm.) it reaches to the end of the third segment;

in G. sarsi (75

one of our specimens, 88

mm.

long,

third segment; in another, about 105
a

Ann. Nat.

it

reaches to the middle of the

mm.

long, to the middle of the

Hist. (6), Vll, 1891, p. 187.
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second; and in thet3''pe of G. willemoexi^ 136 mm. lonj)-, slig-htly beyond
In the hirva before leaving the marsupium, as lias
the first segment.

middle of the telson, and thus the length of
depends upon age.
2. The second is the most important character of G. sarsi^ and I
The lower lateral keel,
find it in all the 3^ounger individuals at hand.
and also the marginal keel or rim, curve upward near the posteroinferior angle of the carapace; ]>ut the actual margin of the carapace
extends behind the point, Avhere the marginal rim begins to curve up,
and runs for a short distance straight back; then it forms a right
Thus there is, l)ehind the
angle, extending toward the dorsal spine.
marginal rim, a ''rectangular lamina" as described b^' Wood-Mason.
Sars does not mention such a structure, neither in G. willenioesi nor in
G. zoea, he only sa3's that the lower lateral keel curves upward before
reaching the postero-inferior corner, and that the latter, in G. willeHe does not mention the fact, that the
moesi, is evenl}^ rounded off.
marginal rim curves upward Ijcfore reaching the posterior margin,
and that there is a "lamina" behind the marginal rim. Such a lamina,
however, is distincth^ seen in Sars's figures of G. vnlle7noesi and zoPa
(Plate V, fig. 1, and Plate VI, fig. 6). This is the more important, and
clearly establishes the presence of this lamina in Sars's specimens,
although he did not pay much attention to this feature, he gave a fair
representation of it in the figures. The lamina, however, in both
cases, is not rectangular, but evenly rounded off.
Looking at the specimens at hand, I find that the largest, a typical
willemoesi., represents this character as described and figured b}" Sars,
onl}^ the lamina is somewhat wider than in his figure; but it is evenly
rounded off'. Exactl}^ the same condition obtains in our second largest
individual, 88 mm. long. From the Hawaiian Islands 1 have mentioned
two specimens of G. wlllemoesi^ which I identified chiefly according to
this character, which measure 73 and 52 mm.
The largest individual
observed by myself among the Ha^vaiian material, possessed a rectangular lamina, and conse(|uently was recorded under G. sarsi. It
measured 62 ram. The smallest measured 34: mm.
Considering that Wood-Mason's G. sarsi was 75 mm. long, and that
Sars's specimens of G. zoea., which have apparently' a rounded lamina,
were 70 mm. and less, the conclusion is reached that all specimens
hitherto observed that are over 75 mm. long, have this character
developed according to tho, 'ioillemoesiiy^Q\ all specimens smaller than
52 nun. have it corresponding to the sarsity^Q\ specimens between 52
and 75 mm. may possess either a rectangular or a rounded lamina.
But it can not be said positively that this character is due onl^^ to
age.
It may be that the rectangular lamina becomes rounded with
advancing age, and that this transition takes place at a different period
in different individuals, in the average, when thcN' are about half grown
been

said, it reaehes to the

this spine entirely
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I5ut I am not quite sure of it, and so I prefer, for
(50 to To mm.).
the present, to regard G. sdvsi as a variety of G. soea {= irUleinoesl).

should be mentioned that Faxon" thinks that G. sarsi is "a form
from G. willemoesi.^''
The young specimens extracted from the pouch of the old female
show a distinct angle or point behind on each side of the carapace,
but as the carapace is rather shapeless, being represented by a kind of a
It

probabl}' not specifically distinct

bag

filled

partly with oily or fatty substance (yolk),

correlate these

it is

impossible to

two small points with the infero-posterior corners of

the carapace, although this correlation

is very probable.
have shown that the denticulation of the posterior margin of
the carapace and of the dorsal spine does not constitute a specific

I

3.

character.

The subdorsal

keels of the abdomen, mentioned b}^ Wood-Mason,
specimens at hand. They are formed I)}" rather faint,
blunt elevations, and I should not call them keels. They are easily
overlooked, especially in poorl}" preserved material.
4.

are present in

A

5.

all

third, fine

median keel of the telson

is

distinctly seen in Sars's

V, fig. 6), and is present
specimens examined by myself. On closer examination 1 find
that this median keel is rather a fine double keel.
AVood-Mason's sentence that the telson "appears to be more produced at the tip than in any other species" is, as I have already
remarked in the report on the Hawaiian Schizopods, unintelligible to
me.
I do not see an}' diflerence from other species in the shape of the
illustration of the telson of G. willeinoesl (Phite
in all

telson.

localities represented in the U. S. National

YB.OM U.

S.

BUREAU OF FISHERIES STEAMER

Museum.

AlhatrOSS STATIONS.

GNATHOPHATJSIA ZOEA.

2723

—

1

female (gravid).

Between Nantucket and Cape Charles, 1,685

fathoms.

4306—1 male.

Ofi'

San Diego, California, 207-497 fathoms.
GNATHOPHAUSIA ZOEA

2351

—

1

young.

SARSI,

Between Havana and Yucatan; 426 fathoms.
Previous records.

Tyj>icaJ foriji, as G. zoi'-a: West of Azores, 1,000 fathoms (Sars);
Tropical Atlantic, 1- 47' North, 24^ 23' West, 1,850 fathoms (Sars);

770 fathoms (Sars); Pacific, north of Kermadec Island, 60(>
fathoms (Sars); ofi' Galapagos Islands, 384 and 5S1 fathoms (Faxon);
ofi lirazil,

"Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zcol.,

Xyill,

1895, p. 215.
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of Biscay, 800-1,900 meters (A. Milne-Edwards and Caullery);
west coast of Ireland, 3S2-(jO0 fathoms (Holt and Tattersall); Azores,
1.000 meters (Hansen); near Maldive Islands, 430 fathoms (Alcock and
Typical form as G. loillenioesi : Banda Sea, 1,425 fathoms
Anderson).
(Sars); Gulf of Panama, 1,270 fathoms (Faxon); off Aeapulco, 193-664

Bay

^

fathoms (Faxon); Tres Marias Islands, 680 fathoms (Faxon); Hawaiian
Islands, Molokai and Hawaii, 552-809 fathoms (Ortmann).
G. zoeamrsl: Bay of Beng-al, 840 fathoms (Wood-Mason); Hawaiian
Islands, vicinit}^ of Kauai and Modu Mann, 293-800 fathoms (Ortmann).

THE LARVAL FORM OF GNATHOPHAUSIA ZOEA.
As previously mentioned, among

the material

is

a large female of

form G. willemots!^ which has the mardeveloped and filled with larva\ Since larval stages

this species, representing Sars's

supial

pouch fully

of this genus have

known about

never been described, indeed, since nothing

is

the development, with the exception that on account of

the presence of a marsupial pouch and in analog}^ to LophoiiaHter it is
presumed that the development of the 3'oung form probal)ly reaches a
ver}^ advanced stage before it leaves the motliei-, it is advisable to give
here a more detailed account of these young specimens.
The number of the young is 21, a remarkabh" small number, but

we know about the numlier of the progeny of
They are all uniformly developed and represent a

agreeing well with what
deep-sea animals.

they are no longer eml)ryos, but have
Probably they were a)>out ready to leave the
pouch of the mother, as all parts of the body had attained, in a general
way, the condition found in the free swimming form.
Within the pouch the young Gnathophausite are so arranged that
they lie firmly packed together, the head of each directed toward the
posterior end and the sternum of the mother, and the tail toward the
anterior end of the mother, each overlapping in part the individual in
front of it. That is to sa}^ the heads are directed toward the liases,
the tails toward the tips of the marsupial lamella.
The dorsal face of
the larvffi is concave, the ventral face convex, corresponding to the
curvature of the lamellae, since the back is turned toward the sternum
of the mother, the ventral side toward the enveloping lamella\
In each of the young ones (see Plate II, fig. %i) the body is distinctl}^
divided into an anterior (thoracic) and posterior part, which forms a
distinctly and completeU' segmented abdomen.
The carapace is represented b}^ a bag-like excrescence, which is provided with distinct
and long rostral and postero- dorsal spines. It is filled wnth the remnant of the yolk.
Its keels are very indistinct, but there is a small
point posteriorly on each side, possiblj^ representing the postero-inferior corners of the carapace.
The dorsal spine is long and closely

verv advanced stage, in
left the

egg completely.

fact,
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appressed to the back of the abdomen, and reaches as far as the middle
The rostrum is very long, longer than the carapace. It
of the telson.
appressed toward the ventral side, and directed backdown
and
bent
is
nor dorsal spine show any serrations.
Neither
rostrum
ward.
All appendages, except the eyes, are closely appressed to the ventral face of the bod}'

and are directed backward.

In

my

figure they

drawn in the natural position, but are slightly spread out and
removed from the ventral side in order to show them more distinctly.
The eyes are well developed and of 3'ellowish color. All other
appendages resemble more or less those of the adult form, with the

are not

general exception that the hairs and bristles are absent or less devel-

oped and with the following special exceptions (compare Sars's
Plate VIII):

The marginal spine

of the antennal scale

is

longer than the laminar

part and has no serrations on the outer margin.

The second maxilla possesses an

additional joint at the end of the
endognath (called "palp" by Sars, see his fig. 7^
on Plate VIII). This joint is very small, only about one-fifth as long as
the preceding joint (the terminal one in the adult) and less than half
(In the adult it seems to be fused with the penultimate joint,
as wide.
The "pigas is indicated b}' the shape of this joint in Sars's figure.)
mented basal protul^erance " (or luminous organ) is indicated in the

distal portion of the

larva.

The maxilliped resembles
no exopodite, as
(excepting

(J.

is

gracilis),

but

fig. 8) and also has
group of the genus

Sars's figure (Plate VIII,

characteristic of the second
it

is

more

slender, the third of the five

free joints being not enlarged and about half as wide as in the adult

G. longis^nna.

The gills are vestigial and less complex than in the adults.
The tip of the telson has not 3xt assumed the shape of the adult form
(see Plate II, fig. 2(6).
It is not terminated by two strongly-curved
spines forming an "almost semilunar" projection, but

is

terminated

by a cordiform or, rather, reniform plate, which carries on each side
a larger and a smaller spine and is fineh^ denticulate at the posterior
border.
The marginal spines of the telson are more uniform than in
the adult form, only a few smaller spines being found between the
larger ones.

appears that these larvie come very near to the adult form, only
what might be called "embryonal" in shape.
From the presence of a marsupial pouch it was to be expected that
the young reach a high stage of development before being set free
and dismissed from the mother's protection. As it happens this has
been fully confirmed by the present study, the young contained in
the pouch of the mother having passed completely through all enibryIt

the carapace remaining
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and through almost all larval stages; they seem to be
ready to leave the marsupiam, for it is clear that the}^ need only to
stretch out their appendages in order to be al)le to use them for free
swinuning.
oiial stag-es,

II.

GNATHOPHAUSIA SCAPULARIS,
Plate

— U.

new

species.

II, fig. 3rt-3c.

Museum,

2 males, U. S. Bureau
No.
2992, Revillagigedo Islands,
of Fisheries ni^^Aw^x Albatroas., Station
No.
32327.
Lower California; 460 fathoms. Cat.
recognized
the
anterior constriction of
by
Near G, zoea^ but easily
branchiostegal
expanded
lo])es.
the carapace. and the greatl}^
Tt/j)e

and

cotiipe.

S.

National

Shape of bod}^ rather stout. Carapace covering almost completely
Postero-dorsal spine indistinctly denticufirst abdominal segment.
late toward posterior margin of carapace, rather short, projecting- to
al)out the middle of the second abdominal segment.
Rostrum short,
mucli shorter than carapace, denticulate.
Supraocular spines strong.
Antennal spines small, but distinct. Branchiostegal spines wanting.
the

All keels of carapace well develo])ed.

Upper

Median keel iminterrupted.

lateral keels strong, curved, including a lanceolate,

almost plane

upper face of the carapace, widest anteriorh\ Anterior ends of upper
lateral keels strongly curved downard.
In front of the anterior ends
of these keels the carapace is suddenly constricted and depressed, thus
forming' a very marked shoulder on each side. This constriction
affects g-reatl}^ the course of the lower lateral keels, Avhich suddenl}^
begin to converge at a point just above the branchiostegal lobes.
Above this point and below the anterior end of the upper lateral keel
there is an almost pit-like depression, which sends a slight groove
upward, toward the median keel. For the rest, the lower lateral keel is
similar to .that of G. zoea^ curving up behind toward the posterodorsal spine.
It projects, however, in its whole length, considerably
beyond the keel of the lower margin of the carapace. Thus the whole
carapace becomes rather prismatic, almost hexangular, the upper face
being flat, but interrupted by the dorsal keel, and the lower surface
being wanting (between the two lower margins); compare the cross
section of the carapace, Plate II,

fig. Zc.

Branchiostegal lobes rounded, vault-shaped, and greatly expanded,
rendering the carapace at this point as wide as in the middle, in spite
of the great constriction above the branchiostegal lobes.

Abdomen very similar to that of G. zoea, practically identical with it.
Five anterior segments slightly keeled dorsal ly, with a small, posteriorly projecting spine at the hind margin.
On each side a blunt subdorsal keel.
Epimera wdth the anterior lappet small and rounded or
slightly angulai"; the posterior lappet produced into a sharp spine.
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a small spine at the base of the basal joint of the pleopods (as
Only one epimeral spine on each side of anterior section

G. soea).

of sixth abdominal seg^ment.

All other parts are similar to the corresponding parts of G. soea,
but the antennal scale has the marginal spine considerably shorter than
the terminal lobe, without serrations on the outer edge.

This very remarkable species is so closely allied to G. zoea that I
should have taken the peculiar conformation of the carapace, caused Ijy
the constriction of

its

anterior part, for a monstrosit}', were

two individuals are at hand.

the fact that

it

not for

The comparatively short

spine of the antennal scale possibly constitutes another specific character; in

specimens of G. zoea of the same size

it

is

longer than the

terminal lobe.

Both specimens are apparently males, since no traces of marsupial
and the coxopodite of the last pair of thoracic legs
has, posteriorly, a small tubercle, which undoubtedly represents the
male orifice.
Measurements of the tyjJes. Total length of larger individual, 75 mm.
length from tip of rostrum to tip of posterior spine of carapace, 46
nun.
Total length of smaller individual, about TO nun., but exact figures can not be given, since the rostrum is broken oft" near the base.
lamellic are visible,

—

12.

Gnatlioplumsia

GNATHOPHAUSIA AFFINIS
njfinis

(I.

().

Saks, Forh. Selsk. Christiauia, 1883, no.

Challenger, XIII, 1885, p. 41,
I

have never seen

and

dift'ers

G. O. Sars.

this species.

7;

Rep.

pi. v, tign. 7-10.

It is

very closely

allied to G. zoea,

only in the following points:

Supraocular and antennal spines smaller, the latter almost obsoBranch iostegal lobe slighth" angular, l)ut having no spine.
2. Abdominal segments not keeled above, and possessing no dorsal
projections or spines on the hind margin.
3. Posterior lappet of the epimera of the five anterior abdominal
segments rounded, not spiniform.
Distribution: Only one specimen, a female, of this species is known
up to the present time, the one taken by the Challenger in the tropical Atlantic Ocean, midwa}' between Africa and Brazil (latitude 1 22'
It measured 81 ram.
north, longitude 23^^ 36' west), in 1,500 fathoms.
1.

lete.

13.

GNATHOPHAUSIA ELEGANS

G. O. Sars.

Gnathojyhausia clegans G. O. Sars, Eep. Challenger, XIII, 1885, p. 42,
figs.

pi. vi,

1-5.

Carapace with keels and spines of the type of the second group, but
upper lateral keel absent. Lower lateral keel curving up behind and
much farther distant from the marginal rim than in G. zoea. Dorsal
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Rostrum and dorsal spine comparatively long.
Supraocular spine well developed. Antennal spine very small, almost
Branchiostegal lobe rounded or antrular, but without spine.
obsolete.
No postero-infcrior spines. Marginal rim following closely the margin and leaving no laminar expansion at the postero-inferior corner.
keel continuous.

Carapace not constricted in anterior part.
Antennal scale of the type of the second group and very similar to
that of the .young G. zoPa; it is large, and the spine on the outer marThe outer edge with
gin is slightly longer than the laminar portion.
verv minute serrations in j^oung specimens, smooth in older ones.
Abdomen of the tj^pe of the second group, at least in the young, but
the five anterior segments without median keel, although with short,
In older
flattened, spiniform projections at posterior dorsal margin.
Epimera of all
individuals these dorsal projections are wanting.

abdominal segments similar to those of G. zoPa.
The young specimen at hand diflers from Sars's original description
in the following particulars:

2.

The carapace completely covers the trunk.
The rostrum and the postero-dorsal spine are

3.

Branchiostegal lobe not rounded, but angular.

4.

Five anterior abdominal segments with flattened median posterior

1.

longer.

projection.

Spine of antennal scale finely serrated on outer margin.
first, second, and fifth characters are of no consequence, since
similar variations are found in other species, and are plainly due to
Our specimen is young, -iS mm. long,
state of preservation or to age.
while Sars's was 56 mm.
The angular (triangular) shape of the branchiostegal lobe (third
character) differs markedly from what is seen in Sars's species, and
the presence of flattened spines on the posterior margins of the abdominal segments (fourth character) might also be of importance.
Since
the present specimen is only the second individual of this species ever
reported, 1 am not prepared to say whether these two characters are
of specific or varietal value, or whether the}^ simpl}^ constitute additional variations of age.
Further material is necessary to decide this
5.

The

question.
Locality.
3697, 1

— U.

young;

S.
off

Previous record.

Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross Station No.

Honshu

Island, Japan; 265 to 120 fathoms.

— South of Fiji Islands, 610 fathoms (Sars).

SCHIZOPOD CRUSTACEANS— ORTMANK

NO. 1480.
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Family EUCOPIIDJ^] G. O. Sars.

Eucojyia austndis

Hansen,

The

EUCOPIA AUSTRALIS

14.

,

Dana.

Dana, U. S. Expl. Exp. Crust., 1852,
Mus. Monaco, XLII, 1905, p. 6.

p. 609,

pi.

xl,

fig.

10.—-

Bull.

species of this genus have been largely confounded, as has been"

The following specimens all agree with E. ausDana, as reidentitied by that author. All my specimens are in
poor state of preserv^ation, but the ej^es are present in all of them.
The distribution of this form can not be made out satisfactorily
until the older material has been reexamined.
It is known from the
Antarctic Ocean (Dana, Hansen), and the present localities are of
interest, since they extend the range into the northern Pacific and
pointed out by Hansen.
trails

tropical Atlantic oceans.

Localities represented in the

FROM

U.

S.

63'^ 12'

—6

Lesser Antilles, latitude

Bering Sea, latitude 54°

59' west; 1,401
1 3"oung.

3783.-1 female.
4397.

16'-'

54' north;

longitude

west; 687 fathoms.

Bering Sea, latitude 56°
(3 female, 3 3^oung).
north; longitude 172° 07' west; 1,625 fathoms.

3604.-1 male.

—

AlhatvOSS STATIONS.

specimens
12'

3696.

S. National Museum,.

BUREAU OF FISHERIES STEAMER

2751.— 1 young.
3308.

TJ.

—1 young.

Off

54'

north; longitude 168°

fathoms.

Honshu

Island, Japan; 501 to 749 fathoms.

Off Kamchatka; 1,567 fathoms.
Off Santa Catalina Islands, California;

2,196 to

2,228 fathoms.
4403.

— 2 females, 1 young.

Off'

San Clemente Island, California; 505

to 599 fathoms.
15.

EUCOPIA UNGUICULATA

Willemoes-Suhm.

Eucojna ungulculata Hansen, Bull. Mus. Monaco, XLII, 1905,

A

single individual, female, about

species.

It is rather well

by Hansen for
Locality.

mm.

p. 3.

long, belongs to this

preserved, and the characters pointed ont

this species are present.

— The U.

No. 4383, 1 female.
395 fathoms.

Found previously
(Hansen).

3i»

S.

Bureau of Fisheries steamer Alhatross Station

Off North Coronado Island, California; 287 to
in the Atlantic

Ocean and East Indian Archipelago
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.
Plate
Fig.

Fig.

la.

1^>.

Fig. 2a.

Fig. 26.
Fig. 2c.
Fig.

2(1.

Fig. 2e.
Fig. 2/.

Lophogaster sjnnoms, new species. Type from U. S. Bureau of Fisheries
steamer AUxitross Station No. 2666. View from above, 2/1.

The same.

Lateral view of carapace,

Fig. 2a.

Fig. 26.

Fig. 3a.

The same,

of

mm.

Suhm. Epimeral
long,

about 3/1.
Gnathophausia 20m Suhm. Larva, extracted from marsupium of mother, from
Side view, about 3/1.
Station No. 2723.
The same, end of telson, greatly enlarged.
GnatJiophausia scapularis, new species. Type, from Station No. 2992.
Lateral view of body, natural

Fig. 36.
Fig. 3c.

II.

plate of sixth abdominal segment of a
from Station No. 3329, about 4/1
a specimen, about 90 mm. long, from Station No. 2741,

Gnathopliausia gigas

specimen, 56
Fig. 16.

2/1.

Gnathophausia calcarata Sars. Epimeral plate of sixth abdominal segment
of a specimen, 42 mm. long, from Station No. 3627, about 4/1.
The same, of a specimen, 55 mm. long, from Station No. 2980, about 4/1.
The same, of a specimen, 68 mm. long, from Station No. 2929, about 4/1.
The same, of a specimen, 81 mm. long, from Station No. 2919, about 3/1.
The same, of a specimen, 91 mm. long, from Station No. 4389, about 3/1.
The same, of a specimen, 115 mm. long, from Station No. 3670, about 3/1.

Plate
Fig. la.

I.

The same.
The same.

A-B

in

Upper view

size.

of carapace.

Diagrammatic cross section
fig. 36.

of carapace at the level of the line

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXXI

2a
2f

26

2e

ScHizopoD Crustaceans.
For explanation of plate see page 54.

PL.

I

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXXI

Irt

ScHizopoD Crustaceans.
For explanation of plate see page 54.
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MAMMALS COLLECTED BY

DR. W. L. ABBOTT IN THE
KARIMATA ISLANDS, DUTCH EAST INDIES.

By Gerrit

S.

Miller,

Assistant Curator, Dirision of

Jr.,

Mammals.

the northern extremity of Karimata
passage separating the west coast of Borneo
from the large island of Billiton. They are about 30 miles southwest
of Pulo Ma3'a, on the Bornean coast, and twice this distance northeast
of Billiton.
On both sides the surrounding water reaches a depth of
Karimata, the principal island of the group,
about 20 fathoms.

The Karimata

Islands

lie at

Strait, the wide, reef -beset

10 miles across from northeast to southwest, and is nearly as
In its interior the surface rises to
broad along its north coast.
3,500 feet, while a hill half this height occupies the southwestern

is

Fulo Serutu is a])out a mile wide, and extends in an east
and west direction about 7 miles. Though its eastern extremity is
only 4 miles from the southwest point of Karimata, Serutu is sepaIt is high,
rated from the larger island b}- a strait 22 fathoms deep.
surface
the
where
places,
rocky, and densely forested, except in some
reaches
land
"the
the
interior
In
is mostly bare or covered with scrub.
an elevation of 1,600 feet. In addition to these two principal islands
there are half a dozen islets lying off the northwest extremity of Karimata.
The group was visited by Dr. W, L. Abbott during August 16
to September 5, 1904.
His collection of niannnals, made exclusively
on Serutu (August 16 to 19) and Karimata (August 20 to September
It
5), has been presented to the United States National Museum.
contains 17 species (12 from Karimata only, 3 from Serutu only, and
region,

2 from ])oth islands), 9 of which are new\

SYSTEMATIC IJST OF SPECIES.
Earaily

TRAGULID^.

TRAGULUS CARIMATiE,

new

species.

Type.—Yoxmg adult female (skin and skull). No. 125062, United
Museum. Collected at Telok Pai, Karimata Island,

States National

August

25, 1901,

by Dr. W. L. Abbott.

Proceedings U.

S.

Original number, 3651.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1481
o5
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Chai'acters.

— Externally

like

Tragulus

Icmicliil.

Skull

VOL. .XXXI.

slightly

larger and broader than in the Sumatran animal, and teeth notioeabl}^
hea\ier.
Color.

—The color so closely resembles that of the Sumatran

Irayn-

Ins kanchil that 1 can detect no constant differences between the two
Among the specimens of T. carlmatx^ however, occur the
animals.
individuals with the underparts most strongly suft'used with huffy and
with the most heavily marked nape stripe.
Sl'idl and teeth.
The skull does not differ very noticeably from
that of Tragidus kanchil^ except that the specimens average somewhat
larger and broader, as may be readih' seen on comparing series.
The
differences in the size of the teeth of the two animals are shown in the

—

following table:"
Measurements of Tragulus

Name and

locality.

kancJiil

and Tragulus

carimatse.

NO. 1481.

MAMMALS FROM KARIMATA ISLANDS— MILLER.
Measurements of Tragulus carimatm.

Name and

locality.

57
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SCIURUS SERUTUS, new

VOL. X.XXI.

species.

and .skull) No. 125025, United States
Collected on Pulo Serutu, Karimata Islands,
National Museum.
Auo-ust 17, 1904, by Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number, 3584.
7^yy;^,._Adult male

Characters.

—A

(skin

member

of

resembling the small Sciurus

the

^Sch/rus

aoris in color,

o-roup,

luttatas

closely

but size about as usual

in

the larger species.
Color.

— The color

so closely resembles that of Sciurus aorls^^ as to

require no very detailed description.
coarse grizzle of black and pale buff.

somewhat

The upper parts
The under parts

are the same
are,

however,

brighter than in the related species, deepening to orange-

buff posteriorly; cheeks rather strongly suffused with

buff';

lateral

stripes rather short and wide, the dark stripe slightly washed with

color of

Skull

bell}".

and

teeth.

— The skull resembles that of Sciurus mttatus., but

rather longer and narrower.

Teeth not as large as

in the

is

Sumatran

animal.

Measurements.
of tvpe:

— For external measurements see table, page

Upper length, 48.8; condylobasilar

58.

Skull

length, 42. G; basilar length,

zygomatic breadth, 28; interorbital constriction, 16.8; breadth of brain case above roots of zygo30; palatilar length, 21; diastema, 11;

mata, 21; mandi})le, 31; maxillary tooth row (alveoli),
tooth row (alveoli), 8.
Specitnens examined.
One, the type.

9;

—

3feasureme7its of Sciurus cdrhiiatir (ind Sriiinis serutus.

Name and

looality.

mandil)ular

.MAMMALS FROM KARUfATA ISLANDS—MILLER.

NO. 1481.
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Family MURID.?^].

MUS NEGLECTUS

Jentink?

Four skins from Pulo Serutu and three from Karimata represent a
species closel}^ resembling- the Bornean Afns neglectm Jentink.
Without material for direct comparison it is impossible to identify the Karimata form. For measurements, see table, page 60.

MUS SERUTUS,
Tijpe.—kAvM male
National Museum.

(skin

and

new

skull)

species.

No. 125032, United States

Collected on Pulu Serutu, Karimata Islands,
W. L. Abbott. Original numlier, 3590.

August

17, 1004, ])y

Dr.

—A

dark form of the 3£us snrifer group resembut color darker and skull with less broadened
rostrum; size greater and color not as dark as in 2fas pagensis.
Ground color dull tawny, darkening slightly on hind legs,
Color.
and fading on front legs nearly to ochraceous-buff. On ])ack and sides
this is nearly concealed by the bristles, which are dark brown at
Nape, crown,
tip, ecru-drab through the greater part of their length.
and face tawny washed with dark brown.
Cheeks ochraceous buff.
Feet dull white, with no trace of the dark clouding present in 3£us
Under parts pale cream-butf. Tail sharply bicolor, dark
pagensis.
brown above, whitish below, and at tip.
Skull and teeth. The skull differs from that of Mas lingensis in the
distinctly less broadened rostrum, in this respect resembling the skull
Characters.

bling

M.

large,

lingensis.,

—

—

of

Mas

surifer.

Otherwise neither

it

nor the teeth show au}^ special

peculiarities.

—

external measurements see table, page 60.
length, 49 mm.; condylobasilar length, 41;
length, 19.8; diastema, 12.6; breadth of
palatilar
basilar length, 38;
rostrum midway between base of zygoma and tip of nasals, 7.2;
interorl)ital constriction, 7.6; breadth of braincase above roots of

Measurements.

Skull of type:

For
Upper

zygomata, 18; mandible, 26.6; maxillary tooth row
dibular tooth

row

(alveoli), 7.6;

man-

(alveoli), 7.

—

Specimens examined. Twelve, all from Pulo Serutu.
Although in a general way resembling the two other
dark members of the group, this species is readily distinguishable
from Mus lingensis by its slender rostrum and from Mas pagensis by
In two of the skins
its less darkened color and its clear white feet.
there is a complete collar of dull ochraceous buff, and in three others
RemarTis.

there

is

—

some indication of a similar band.

MUS
Tijpe.

CARIMAT.(E, new

—Adult male (skin and skull), No.

species.

125079, United States National

Collected at Telok Pai, Karimata Island, August 20, 1904, by
Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number, 3612.
« In two skulls of Mas lingensh, female, No. 113040, with basilar length 37 mm.,
and male, No. 113048, with basilar length 38 mm., their breadth is 8 mm. and 8.4
mm., respectively.

Museum.
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Characters.

—A

small brig-ht-colored

member

of the

Mns

surifer

from JIus seruti/s, but somewhat closely
From this it ditiers
icscnibliiio- J/if.s .sxrifer of the Malay Peninsula,
ill smaller size, relativel}^ larger teeth, and shorter, wider incisive fora-

or()up,r(';ulilv distinguishable

mina.

—

(xround color, between ochraceous and ochraceous-bufi',
Color.
becoming somewhat lighter on cheeks and front legs, slightly darker
on hind legs. Back somewhat clouded by the blackish tips of the
Under parts and feet bufiy white. An
bristles, but sides almost clear.
ochraceous buti" collar in the type, and two other skins.
The skull and teeth resemble those of Mus surifer.,
Shull and teeth.
but the average size of the skull is less and that of the teeth greater.
Measurements. For external measurements see table, page 60.

—

—

Skull of type:

Upper

basilar length, 34;

length, 43.6

mm.; condylobasilar

palatilar length, 17.8;

length, 37;

diastema, 12; breadth of

rostrum midwa}^ l)etween zj^goma and tip of nasals, 7; interorbital
above roots of zygomata, 16;
mandible, 21.1; maxillary tooth row (alveoli), 6.8; mandibular tooth
constriction, 7; breadth of braincase

row

(alveoli), 6.2.

Specimens examined.
RemarTis.

—Though

nearest ally,

J/v/.s-

— Eleven,
strikingly

serutus.,

all

from Karimata Island.
from its geographically

different

this species

rather closel}^ reseml)les the

mainland meml)er of the group.
Measurements of Mas from

Name and

locality.

the

Karimata

Islands.

MA.\nfALS

FROM KA RIMATA ISLANDS— MILLER.
Family VIVERRID.E.

VIVERRA TANGALUNGA

61

•

Gray.

Three specimens from Karimata Island. The}^ are not as dark as
The two adults measure as follows: Adult female, No. 125U95,
usual.
total length 935 mm.; head and bod}' 610; tail 325; hind foot 108;
weight 3.17 kg. Adult female, No. 125118, tail 350 mm.; hind foot
The second specimen has two well-developed
105; weight 3.63 kg.
mamma?, both ventral.
Family TUPAIID.E.

TUPAIA CARIMATiE, new

species

Tyjje.—AiluM male (skin and skull), No. 125123, United States
Museum. Collected on Karimata Island, Septem])er 2, 190J:,
by Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number, 3716.
Like Tapaia chryHOinalla of the Anambas Islands, but
Characters.
general size less, skull shorter and relatively broader, and teeth
National

—

much

smaller.

—

The color throughout agrees with that of Tiipaia chri/somalthough the back averages slightly darker and the ferruginous is
perhaps faintly less bright.
The skull is noticeal)ly smaller than in Tupaia
Skull and teeth.
chrysomalla^ that of full-grown males being- exceeded by that of
females of the related species. The rostrum is considerably shortened, giving an outline much like that in Tupiiia malacca,na.
Teeth
like those of Tujxua chrySomalia., QxcQ^t that they are smaller through
out, a difference particularlv noticeable in the first and second upper
Color.

1(1.,"

—

molars.

Measurements.

— Skull of

dylobasal length,

23.4 (27.2); least distance
least distance

t3'pe:

1:2.2 (47.2);

from orbit

Greatest length, 46

basal

from

mm.

(51)^,

con-

length, 39 (44.6); palatal length,

orbit to tip of premaxillary, 18.8 (23);

to posterior point of occiput, 21 (21)

;

dias-

tema, 3.4 (4.4); width of rostrum at middle of diastema, 6.8 (6.4);
width of palate including m^, 15 (15.8); zygomatic breadth, 24.6 (24.8);
interorbital constriction, 13.2 (13.8); breadth of braincase, 18.8 (18.4);

mandible, 31 (34.4); maxillary toothrow, exclusive of incisors, 20.2
(24); mandibular toothrow, exclusive of incisors, 16.8 (19.6).
Proc. Washington Acad. Sci., II, pp. 232-233, August 20, 1900.
Measurements in parenthesis are those of an adult male Tupaia chrysomalla from

« Miller,
&

Pulo Jimaja,

Anambas

Islands (No. 101,743).
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External measurements of Tupaia carimatse.

Locality.

VOL. XXXI.

JfAMMALS FRO^f KABUrATA ISLANDS— MILLER.

NO. 1481.

Sl-uU (ind

men

teeth.

— The

63

skull and teeth agree with those of the speci-

from elohore except for the slightly greater
former and the distinctly increa.sed robustness of the latter.
Anterior and posterior premolars practicall}" in contact, the second
crowded inward from the toothrow and quite invisible from outei
Third upper molar with well-developed metacone and third
side.
commissure. Middle lower premolar with area of cross section only
of 2Ii/ottx

hi<y(il(>j>n.s

size of the

about one-third that of

first

— For

or third.

mea.surements see table, page G-i.
mm.; upper length, 13.6; condylobasilar length, 11; basal length, 11; palatal length, 6; zygomatic
breadth, 10; interorbital constriction, 4; breadth of braincase, 7.8;
mandible, 11.4; maxillary toothrow, exclusive of incisors, 5.8; manJfca.sin'ements.

external

Skull of type: Greatest length, 15.8

dibular toothrow, exclusive of incisors, 6.2.

Specimens e'xamined.

—Two, both from the type

locality.

EMBALLONURID.E.
EMBALLONURA ANAMBENSIS Miller.
Family

1900. Einhallonura annmbensis Miller, Proc.

August

20, 1900

(Anambas

Washington Acad.

Sci., II, p. 236.

Islands).

Twentj-six specimens (one skin) were taken at Telok Edar, Karimata Island, August 27 to September 4, 1904. They are readily distinguishable from Emhallonura peninsular is by the more .slender form
of the braincase, and from E. monticola by their larger size, but I am
unable to find any tangible character to separate them from the species
For measurements see table,
occurring in the Anambas and Natunas.
page 64.
Family MEGADERMID.E.

MEGADERMA CARIMAT^E,
Type.

—Adult female

(in alcohol).

new

species.

No. 125185, United States National

Tanjong Karimata Tua, Karimata Island,
August 31, 1904, by Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number, 3709.
Characters.— ^oi as large as Megaclerma spasma from the JNIalay
Peninsula, but ear distinctly longer, so that its height above crown is

Museum,

noticeably

Collected at

more than

half length of forearm.

Ears., membranes., etc.

—As in Meqaderma spasma.

Color.—T\iQ color does not differ appreciably from that of Megaderma spasma. In two skins (male. No. 125126, and female, No.
125127) it is a uniform gray throughout, about the gray No. 6 of
Ridgway on upper parts, slightly less dark below, the hairs everywhere inconspicuously tipped with ecru-drab.
Shall and teeth.— The skull and teeth show no peculiarities except
that the}' are perceptibly smaller than in the related species.
Measurements. For measurement see table, page 64.
Proc. N. M. vol. xxxi— 06
5

—
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Specimens examined.— Thivtj-onQ (two skins),

VOL. XXXI.

from the type

all

locality.

—

This is a well marked local form, easily recognizable by
reduced general size and lengthened ears. This is best illustrated
by the ratio of height of ear above crown to forearm; 47+ in 7 mainlaud specimens of Megaderma spasma., 58+ in 10 of 2£. cai'imatve.
BeiiKd'l's.

its

Family RHINOLOPHID.F..

RHINOLOPHUS BORNEENSIS SPADIX
1901. Bhinoluphus spadiv JMiller,

Proc.

(Miller).

Washington Acad.

Sci.,

Ill, p. 136.

March 26, 1901 (South Natunas).
Andersen, Proc. Zool. Soc, London,
(Karimataand Pulo Serntu).

1905. Rhinolophus borneensis spadix
II, p. 87.

October

17,

1905

1905,

Three specimens from Pulo Serutu and two from Karimata Island
have been identitied as above b}^ Mr. Knud Andersen.

HIPPOSIDEROS LARVATUS

(Horsfield).

Six specimens of a bat provisionally identitied as lUpposideros

lar-

vatm by Mr. Knud Andersen " were taken on Pulo Serutu. An adult
male (No. 135049) measures, total length, 99 mm.; head and l)od3^, 68;
tail,

31; tibia, 21; foot, 9; forearm, 54.8; thuml), 9.2; second linger,

44; third linger, 80; fourth linger, 62; ear

from crown,

Meusarements of hats from

Name and

from meatus,

23.4; ear

18; width of ear, 19.2.

loculitv.

Do

Karirnata Islands and Malay Pen'msida.

Cat. No,

KARIMATA ISLAND.
Myotis carimatic.

tlie

mm mm mm mm mm

mvi

125153
Female 44. 38. 16.010.0 37.2
38.0
125154a.... do... 48.0!40.0 16.810.4 38.6 9.0 41.0

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
69

15.0 12.0 10. ...
16.0 12.4 IO.4I....

59 53.
60 55.

Emballonura anambcii
125140
125142
125144
125148
125149
125128

sis

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Megadermii

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

1-'5130

carim<it:v

;

125131
125132
125137
125165
126167
125169
125170
125171
125177
125179
125183
125185«
125187

Male
....do...
....do...
....do...
....do...

Female.
....do...
....do..,
....do...
....do...

Male...,
....do...
....do..,
....do..,
....do...

Female,
....do..,
....do..,
....do..,
....do...

44.4 14.017.0 8. 45.
43.6 13.4 16.
45.
6.
47.0 10. 6 1.5.4 6.6 44.
45.
13.0 17.0 7.4;46.
44.0 14.0 16.4 7.6
46.0 13.8 17.0 7.2
44.0 13.0 16.4 7.6
45.0 15.0 17.2 7.0
46.0 13.4 18.0 7.0
44.4 15.0 16.
7,0
69.0 2.0 32. l(i.,s,-,i;.
65.0
31.4
66.0
31.0 l,"),r,
.:;.
61.0 3. 6 2.S. ,s 1.
65.0 2. 4 31. li,(i.^t;.
31.,
63.0
67.0
31.0 li.i;:.!.
ir,.ii:,t;.
72.6
32.
63.0
32.0 17. (I ..A.
67.0 4.0 33. 4 16.4|58.
a Type.
:.(•,.

1

I

7.

6 36.

8.

37.

5043. 013.011.
13.411.
5l|47.
4743. 13. 8 10.
5047. 014.212.
5147. 13.4 11.
49 46. 12.811.

7.4:37.0
8.0,36.4
8.0135.0
7.6;36.0
7.4i36.0
7.4 36.0
7.0 39.0
8.0 37.0
.s

IV.d.'iO.ll

I

IS, (i."i_!.(l

II

17.11 IS.

(I

494(1.
52 IS.
53r,o.
,^i2

111.

1

11.

li

•H.O

.

19.0
IS.O
IS.O

10.0
OilO.4 ....
4|10.0

11. 4 10.

1

12.

II

Ifi.s

II :;'.!.

1 1

|-_'.
1-;:;.

s:; .1140.1133.

T'.isl

9.2....
10.2....

610.(1 ....

.

.

.

s;i0.4 ....
9. 6 ...

t.li 12. 01

II

II).

U32.

72 75 .0 11.0 34.
77,80.0 40.0 31.
80 84,.0 38.0 31.
78 83,.0,39.031.

11.0

« Under date of January 17, 1906, Mr. Andersen writes:
have to separate these from Hipposideros larrafus."

IS.
.

si

014.0

4

sn.o

....
27. U 63.
27. 0(12.0
4 211.0 62.4
1

0i2H. 0(11.0
6:2(1.0 61.0

4:26.

(12.

4

6J26.4 62.0
7985,.039.4 33. 6J27. 64.0
81184, 0j42. 4 35. 0127. 0,65.
.

8ll83, 0142. 4:35.
.

'I

do not think

29.

66.

I shall

MA3IMALS FROM KARIMATA ISLANDS— MILLER.
Measurements of

Name and locality.

hats from the

Karlmata Islands and Malay Peninsula
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mandible, 68; maxillaiy toothrow, exclusive of incisors, 30.4; mandibular toothrow, exclusive of incisors, 34.4:
Seven, all from Karimata Island.
jSpeci?ne7is examined.

—

Measurements Presbytis carirnatx and Macaca fascicularis.

Name and localitj'.

Gat. No.

Sex.

KARIMAT.\ ISLAND.
125103

Presbytis carimatx

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

12510-1

(t

,

Macaca /asciculnrU

Do
(I

Type,

125105
125106
125157
125158
125159
125101
125102

Male ..
Female
....do.
....do.
....do.

...do.
....do.

Male

..

....do.

Head and

NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF FISHES FROM ARGENTINA,
SOUTH AMERICA, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THREE NEW
SPECIES.
B}"

Barton Warren Evermann
and

William Converse Kendall,
Of the

U. S.

Bureau of

Fisheries.

based on a collection of fishes made in Argentina by
in 1903 and 1904, while engaged in inaugurating fish-cidtural operations for the Argentine Government. The
collection contains 52 species, of which about half are from fresh

This paper

is

Mr. John W. Titcomb,*

The marine species are from Mar del Plata or the market at
Buenos Aires. The latter are mostly from Uruguayan fisheries. The
freshwater species are from Rio Primero in the Province of Cordoba,
and from the headwaters of the Rio Negro, chiefly Lakes Nahuel
Huapi and Traf ul and tributary or neighboring waters. Unfortunately
when received some of the labels had become partly efi'aced, makingsome of the localities uncertain.
Mr. Titcomb has kindly furnished us the following interesting information regarding the lakes and streams of Argentina:
water.

In general, leaving out the larger

rivers,

the fresh waters of Argentina

may be

divided into three classes:
First,

the cold clear waters of the Cordilleras and rivers having their sources in the

Andes from the Limay south.
Second, clear-water streams constantly flowing and not having an excessively high
temperature in summer; clear-water ponds supplied with water from such streams
and having a constant inflow and outflow. The streams flowing south from the
Sierras in the Province of Buenos Aires are examples of the streams above described,
and in the same region Lago de Bravo and Lago de los Padres are examples of the
ponds coming under this head. In the northern provinces the Rio Primero and the

Dique San Roque belong to the same

class of waters.

All of

them

are practically

unproductive, containing only small fishes.

more or less muddy, and which have an
summer; ponds and lakes which are natural basins

Third, streams which are sluggish and
excessively high temperature in

«See Boletin del Minesterio de Agricultura, No.
Proceedings U.

S.

3, I,

National Museum, Vol.

May,

1904, pp. 253-278.

XXXI— No.

1482.
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which never go dry, and which have no regular supply or
Lake Nahuel Huapi is the largest of a chain of lakes in the
Andes Mountains, which may be called the sources of the Rio Limay. These are
found in latitude 38J° to 4l2° south. Lake Nahuel Huapi is almost on the Chilean
border, the dividing line being a series of steeple-shaped peaks which are snow-clad
for catching surface water,

discharge of water.

about 2,500 feet. The waters are very clear
about 20 or 30 feet. The shore line is very irregular,
of the lake can be seen at any one time by a boatman on
Tliere are several islands in the lake one of which contains a small pond of ab<iut

throughout the year.

Its elevation is

and one can see to a dej^th
and only a very small i^art
it.

of

The lake is fed by innumeraljle small streams, and several
Lake Traful is about 2,300 feet elevation, and is much smaller than

15 or 20 acres in area.

quite large ones.

It
It covers perhaps one-tenth of the area of the larger lake.
probably about 10 miles long and 2 miles wide at its widest point. It is surrounded
by mountains, and the shore line is precipitous, so much so that in many places it is
impossible to make a landing from the lake. This lake is apparently very deep, and
V^arious
its waters are clear and cold, similar to those of Lake Nahuel Huapi.
other lakes in the same district mentioned above were reported to be similar in character.
Some of them are larger than Lake Traful. Lake Nahuel Huapi reminds
one very much of Lake Winnepesaukee. It is quite as irregular, has clearer water
It must be very deep in
of a lower temperature, and not nearly so many islands.
some parts. The shores rise abruptly several hundred feet in places.
The nature of the waters of the Limay River may be judged pretty accurately from
the description of Lakes Nahuel Huapi and Traful. These and many other lakes in
the Andes flowing into the river cause it at times to overflow its banks and spread
over quite a large territory. At the outlet of Nahuel Huapi, which may properly be
called the source of the Lhnay, the lake itself rises 15 or 20 feet.
When the river is
at its normal height it is in places only 200 or 300 yards wide, but quite deep.
In
other places it is a mile wide. In many places there are rapids dangerous to navigation in small boats. Owing to the fact that the river spreads out in width so frequently, and also because it breaks up in small channels, it can not be called navigable
for any but small boats.

Lake Nahuel Huapi.

is

We are

indebted to Dr. Carl H. Eigenmann, of Indiana Universit}^,

for assistance in the identification of the C^^haracins.

Family GALEID^E.
I.

MUSTELUS CANIS

(Mitchill).

TIBURON; CAZ6n.
Squalus canis Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Philos. Soc.

New

New

York,

I,

1815, p. 486,

York.

3fustelus

vulgaris, GtJNTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 5th ser.. No. 3, July, 1880, p. 7.
Galeus canis, Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV" (2d ser., I), 1895, p. 7
(Bahia Blanca; Mar del Plata; Montevideo; Rio de la Plata).

Berg says that this species is rather common on the coast and ascends
the Rio de la Plata almost to fresh water.

We

have 4 specimens,

inches total length.

all

males, measuring from 17.25 to 22.75

ARGENTINA FISHES— EVERMANN AND KENDALL.
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Famil}^

SQUATINID^].

SQUATINA SQUATINA

2.

69

'Linnaeus),

ANGEL.
Squalus squatina Linn^us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed.,

18;58, p. 233, Europe.
Perugia, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. (jeiiova, 2d ser., X (XXX),
1890-91, p. 608 (Mar del Plata).
Squatina squatina, Berg, Anal. Mas. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I), 1895, p. 9
(Bahia Blanca; Mar del Plata; Montevideo).

Rhina

squat! no,

Berg

.^aj's

Blanca,

Mar

this .species occurs in considerable

Our collection
at

abundance

at

Bahia

del Plata, Montevideo, and along the whole south coast.

contains one specimen 20 inches long from the market

Buenos Aires, probably from Urug'uayan
Family
3.

fisheries.

NARCOBATID^.

DISCOPYGE TSCHUDII

Heckel.

RAYA ELECTRICA.
Discopyge. tscnudil
pi. VI,

p. 10

Peru.

Heckel

— BER(i,

(Mar del

in Tsehudi, Untersuch.

Fauna Peruviana, 1845,
IV (2d ser., I),

Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires,

p. 33,

1895,

Plata).

Two specimens
the market of

16 and 12.5 inches in total length, respectively^ from
Buenos Aires, agree very well with Berg's description.

Family RAJIDJE.
4.

RAJA PLATANA

Giinther.

Raja platana Gunther, Challenger Rept., ZooL, I, 1880, p. 11, pi. iii, Rio de la
Plata, in 13 fathoms.
Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser.,
I), 1895, p. 13 (Mar del Plata; Montevideo; Rio de la Plata).

comparatively more abundant than
He has seen individuals a meter
in diameter.
He sa3^s that they have the antero-lateral border somewhat sinuous rather than straight, as figured by Giinther.
We identif}" the single specimen in our collection with this species.

Berg

states that this species

is

the others and reaches a larger size.

although

it

differs

somewhat from

Total length 23.5

eye 8.63

Giinther's description and figure.

inches; length of disk about 2 in total length;

in snout, 2.36 in interorbital; teeth short, bluntly conic in

front, nearly flat at ends of jaws, 40

lower.

rows

Body smooth above, excepting

in the

upper jaw, 44

in the

a patch of scattering prickles

about halfway between eye and lateral border; a group of small
spines on snout; scattering prickles in front of and between eyes; a
short spine before each eye and 2 behind, near inner end of each
spiracle; 3 short spines and a few prickles on back near junction with
head; scattering prickles along back and front of and between ventral
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an interrupted series of spines along median
spine between dorsals; below smooth, except-

ing a moderatel}' broad patch of fine prickles on antero-lateral border
and on each side of snout; snout smooth.

in reg-ioii anterior to nostrils

Color in alcohol, above light brown with large faint dark-brown
giving it a coarsely mottled appearance; a large ocellus at
middle base of each pectoral, the center dark brown, surrounded b}"
gra>^; traces of dark brown cross-bars on tail; each side of snout
with pale area, probably hyaline in life; below entirely white, excepting a long triangular dark-brown spot on the snout, its apex toward
mouth; sj^mmetrically arranged bluish pores, thick anteriorly, becoming fewer and disappearing on abdomen.
spots,

5.

RAJA MICROPS

Giinther.

Raja microps Gunther, Cliallenger Kept., ZooL, I, 1880, p. 11, pi. iv, mouth of
Rio (le la Plata. Beiuj, Anal. Mus. Nac. Bueno.s Aire.s, IV (2d ser., I),
1895, p. 14 (Mar del Plata; Rio de la Plata).

Concerning

this species.

Berg

saj^s that it

occurs with less frequency

and R. platana] from which it is
distinguished principally by the much shorter snout; and usuall}" there
are 34 series of pavement teeth.
The only example in our collection is a female from Buenos Aires
market.
We have identified it with this species, although it does not
agree in ever}" wa}- with Giinther's description and figure. There is
no trace of the conspicuous fan-shaped patches of muciferous tubes
just posterior to the head, mentioned and figured by Gunther.
The following notes are taken from our specimen: Total length
20.87 inches; length of disk about 2.31 in total length; width of disk
about 1.51; snout about 3.34 in length of disk; interorbital space about
3.11 in snout.
Teeth flat, -l^ series in upper jaw and 3<» in the lower;
snout short, its angle greater than a right one; anterior margin of
pectoral slightly sinuous from snout to the rounded outer margin.
than the former species

[li.

agasslzl

Ventrals deeply emarginate, with crenate edges;

tail

flat,

with a

narrow fold on each side; series of spines along the hack and tail to
the first dorsal, and one spine between the fins; a spine behind each eye
and opposite the spiracles; a spine in front of the upper margin of
each eye and one on each side of the body opposite the spiracle and in
line with the anterior margin of pectoral fin; a broad patch of prickles
along anterior margin of pectoral, diminishing in width to the snout;
space betAveen the eyes prickly; a line of prickles along each side of
median line of spines of the back, also along each side of base of tail
for a short distance beyond base of ventrals; a narrow strip of prickles

on each side of lower part of snout.
traces of darker spots.

Color olivaceous gray, with faint

NO. US2.
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(Philippi).

RAYA.

Raya

scobina Philippi, Weig. Arcliiv

fiir

Naturg.,

XXIII,

1857, p. 270, Chile.

Psammobatis ™c/(S Gunther, Cat., VIII, 1870, p. 470, Sandy Point, Chile. Berg,
Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I), 1895, p. 14 (Mar. del Plata).
Raja scobina Philippi, Anal. Mus. Nac. Chile, Zool., 1892, p. 2, pi. i, fig. 1 (Chile).

Berg records Psarmnohatis rtidis Glinther,

in the .synon3^my of

he doubtfully includes Baja scohma Philippi.
"This species, which, according to Gunther,

Regarding-

which

he says:
is identical with Raya
scohina Philippi of the Pacific coast of Chile, is comparatively rare.
The longest of those examined was 28 cm. The number, form, and distribution of the spines and sharp tubercles, as well as the coloration
and the extent of the pale spots, vary greatly in this ray."
Giinther's t^^pe of his species,

it

Psammobatis rudis^ was an immature
some of the characteristics of which

individual only 7 or 8 inches long,

were the perfectly circular disk; snout short, overlapped b}^ the anterior portions of the pectoral fins; tail with no distinct terminal fin, and
each ventral divided into two b}^ a deep notch.
In the Challenger report he presents additional notes on the species
and gives some figures, stating that a male example 11.5 inches long
was still far from mature; the disk not circular, but the anterior margins
more rectilinear; a thin rostral appendage present; the tail showing a
distinct terminal fin.
His figures show the ventral fin divided almost
into two.
report
Gunther doubtfully includes Philippics Paja
In this
scobina in the S3monym3' of Psammobatis rudls.
In the Anales del Museo Nacional de Chile, 1892, in which he redescribes and figures Paja scobina., Philippi says of a specimen 27 cm. in
length, that the disk

is

circular; but he italicizes the statement that

the ventrals are situated wholl}" behind the vent, their margins rounded

and not divided into two lobes. We have no way of definitely deciding whether these two forms are specificall}^ identical; but we have
one specimen which seems to be closely related to them, yet not fully
agreeing with the description of either. Inasmuch as it agrees with
one al)out as well as with the other and as P. scobina is the older
name and regarded by Gunther as probably synonymous with P. riidis.,
we adopt it as the name for our specimen which w^e provisionally
identify as a Psammobatis.

Following

is

a brief description of our specimen: Total length 23.5

inches; width 17 inches; disk with nearly rectilinear
its

width greater than

its

length, measured

from

margins forward,

tip of snout to pos-

terior base of pectoral fin; a short filamentous rostral projection; eye

8.63 in snout, 2.36 in interorbital; teeth short, bluntly conic in front,
nearly flat at end of jaws, -10 rows in the upper jaw and 41 in the lower;

ventrals not wholly behind vent, deeply notched but not divided into
two distinct lobes; on about the middle of the back 3 short bluntish
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which are traces of other spines; broad patch of prickles

anterior marg-in of pectoral nearly to snout where the patch
becomes narrower and the prickles more scattering; scattering minute

alonj^-

prickles between and in front of eyes, and on back arranged in 3 or 4

rows extending- from spines about middle of back on tail to about oppodepressed with fold along each side and a single
row of stout spines along the median dorsal line from between ventrals
to first dorsal and one spine between dorsals; no spines on side of tail;
dorsal fins each with a cartilaginous support or ray similar to that in
site tip of ventral; tail

Symjyterygia., not present in the other skates.
7.

SYMPTERYGIA BONAPARTII

Muller and Henle.

BAYA.
Sympterygia 5o?iapaW('/

Muller and Henle, Wieg. Archiv

fiirNaturg., Ill, Pt.

1,

p. 155, pi. XLix.

Sympterygia honapartei, Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires,
1895, p. 15

(Mar

Symplerygia

acuta

Buenos

Aires.

IV

(2d

ser., I),

del Plata; Montevideo; Rio de la Plata).

Garmax,

Proc.

Bost.

Soc. Nat.

Hist.,

XIX,

1877, p. 206,

Recorded by Berg from Mar del Plata, Montevideo and Rio de la
He observes that this species of ray, which is very connnon
in the localities mentioned and whose countr}^ was known neither to
Muller and Henle, nor to Giinther, is very variable in respect to the
prolongation of the snout, the width of the tins, the length of the tail,
and the shape of the antero-lateral border. This last in one example
is rectilinear, in other instances curved, and in others, principall}" the
males, sinuous.
The males usually have various series of dorso-lateral

Plata.

spines.

In the identitication of our specimens of this genus we follow Berg,
although the character.'^ of the type, a female in the Berlin Museum,
as shown in the brief description and the figure b}^ Muller and Henle,
But Berg found
are widely difl'erent from those of our specimens.

much

Garman's /S. avuta from
which agrees fairly well with our

variation in the species, and includes

Buenos Aires

(the description of

specimens) as being conspecific with his specimens.
of S. honapartu seems to be sine patria, although

came from South America.

Besides, the type
it is

not impossible

and Henle sa}^ that the thin
teeth are flat, while Garman says: "Teeth small, subquadrangular on
the base, sharp in the middle series, blunter to flat toward the angles
of the mouth, in 42 series on the upper jaw and 40 below."
The following are descriptions of 2 of the specimens in our collection
Description of male: Length of disk slightly over 2 in total length;
width of disk 1.75; eye small, 4.5 in interorbital; snout long and
sharp, about 2.35 in length of disk; interorbital 3.77 in snout, wider
than the distance of eye and spiracle taken together.
that

it

Miiller
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Teeth in 47 series above and 45 below; in upper jaw 7 rows at each
rows at each end of lower jaw are flat,
end are flat, the rest sharp;
the remainder sharp; all the sharp teeth hooked inward; margin nearly
straight from tip of snout to about opposite anterior margin of eye,
then abruptly curving outward as the anterior margin of the pectoral;
pectoral rounded, the exsertion of the rays giving it a crenulate margin
and for the same cause the ventrals being crenate; dorsal moderately
high, the second deeply notched near the tip of the tail, each with a thick
cartilaginous ray; a series of strong spines from the middle of back to
tirst dorsal and one spine between the dorsals; no other large spines;
about 4 rows of small hooked spines near the edge on the widest part
of each pectoral; whole anterior margin of pectoral nearly to tip of
snout with a broad band of prickles; a band of small prickles from
base of snout on the translucent area, between the eyes and whole
length of back nearly to tip of tail.
Color in spirits, brownish above
with streaks and cloud}" efi'ects of darker, as if soiled.
Description of female: Length of disk 2 in total length; width of
disk about 1.81; snout about 2.27 in length of disk; interorbital about
4.35 in snout; eye 3.85 in interorbital;

teeth 42 rows in each jaw;
about 6 rows in the upper jaw and 8 in the lower at each end are flat;
the remainder pointed on an expanded base.

Body

same general shape, and spines arranged about the same as
Below there is a dense patch of prickles over the whole
area between the rows of gill-openings; a large irregularl}^ arranged
patch on each pectoral base opposite and posterior to gill-openings;
anterior concave margins of pectorals prickl}^ as in male, and others
in

of

the male.

about the same.
This description from a male 20.12 inches long and a female 21
inches long, both

from Buenos Aires.

A

third female 22 inches long-

has the teeth in 48 rows in upper jaw and 50 in the lower.

Family
8.

CALLORHYNCHID^E.

CALLORHYNCHUS CALLORYNCHUS

(Linnaeus).

GALLO.
ChimR'ra caUorynchus Linnjeus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 236, "Habitat in

Marl ^thiopico."
Callorhijnchus callorhynchus,
1), 1895, p. 18

Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser.,
Mar del Plata; Montevideo; Rio de la Plata).

(Santa Cruz;

Berg says that this species is not rare in the waters of the Atlantic
from Bahia de Santa Cruz to Montevideo; the usual length 70 to
80 cm., but individuals of 1 m. are ver}^ rare.
We have one specimen something over 77 cm. (30.5 inches) total
coast

length.
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CLUPEID.E.

SARDINELLA ARCUATA

(Jenyns)

4, Fish, 1842, p. 134, Bahia Blanca.—
Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Geneva, 2d ser., X (XXX), 1890-91, p. 655
("Canaledella Beagle"). Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser.,
I), 1895, p. 19 (Bahia de Santa Cruz; Bahia Blanca).

Clupea arcuato Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Ft.
PerucxIA,

Three specimens
lowing table:

in

our collection furnish the figures for the

Proportional measureynents of Sardinella arcuata.

Total
length in
inches.

fol-

NO. 1482.
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a Brevoortia and was regarded by

as a distinct species, taking the place of

Goode ^
B. tyrannus mirea south of

Brazil, from which it was distinguished chiefl}^ b}^ the fewer scales in a
transverse series, the formula for which was in 3 specimens 50,-1 8 to 20.

One of these specimens was from Rio Grande, Brazil, Goode did not
give the scale formula for aurea., but in his figure, Plate III, fig. 3,
there are over 60 laterally and 23 or 24 transversely. There are,
however, just as many scales in one figure of a menhaden from Woods
Goode had a large number of northern menhaden in which he
Hole.
found great variation in the proportional measurements; in fact, in all
their characters, sufficient indeed to cause him to regard local groups
as varieties.

He had comparatively few Brazilian specimens, and only 3 which he
regarded as B. pectinata. It is probable that if he had had more of
the latter he would have found as great variation in them as he did in
We have examined a small series of northern menthe northern fish.
haden, but none of awrea and but 1 oi j^ectinatavfKioh

We

aguayan example.

is Goode's Parare therefore not in a position to reach any

regarding the identity or distinctness of these
have, however, 2 specimens in the present collection

positive conclusion

forms.

We

which in the number of scales agrees with B. jjectlnata., but compared
with the above-mentioned Paraguaj^an example of that species, is as
different in other respects as are specimens from Chesapeake Bay.

The most notable

difierence

is in

the position of the ventrals and the

consequent difierence in the extent of the pectorals. In northern menhaden Goode states this character is variable and unreliable. Our
specimens, compared with 2 Chesapeake Bay specimens of somewhat

They have deeper heads, fewer longiand a more posterior situation of the ventrals. With

smaller size, are very different.
tudinal scales,
all

these difficulties before us

we deem

it

inadvisable to attempt to

draw any conclusions further than that intergradation probably exists
and that B. i)ectinata is not more than a subspecies at most; and that
an examination of a larger series of menhaden from the habitat of this
form would reveal that it is the only menhaden there, but subject to
great variation as in the north.
Being unable more closel}" to identif}"
our specimens with B. pectlnata than with aurea or ty7'annus we provisionally designate

them

as Brevoortia tyrannus^ in as

much

as Berg-

records this species from those waters.

being somewhat broken we have to give their lengths to
Lengths 12.27 and 11.67 inches, respectively;
head 3.37 and 3.35 in length; depth 2.76 and 3.01; eye 7.75 and 7.33
in head; snout 4.01 and 4.40; maxillary 2.11 and 2.39; mandible 1.72;
scales about 50-15 (vertical); D. 14 ? and 17; A. 21 and 20.

The

tails

base of caudal only.

«Rept. U.

S.

Fish Comm., V, 1877 (1879), pp.

18, 30.
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ENGKAULID.^.

LYCENGRAULIS GROSSIDENS

(Cuvier).

SARDINA.

Engrmdh

grossidnif^ Cuvikr in Spix (Agassiz) Pise. Brasil.,
1829.— Perugia, Ann. Mas. Civ. Stor. Nat. Geneva,

p. 50, pi.
2(1

ser.,

1890-91, p. 654 (Montevideo).
Lycengraulis ijrossidens, Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires,

xxiv,

fig. 1,

X (XXX),

IV (2d

ser.,

I),

Montevideo).

1895, p. 21 (Mar. del Plata;

Conoornino- this species Berg- states that it sometimes reaches the
markets of Bvienos Aires and Montevideo in considerable abundance.
We have the bones of the lower part of the head, a part of the vertebral column, and the stomach of an individual found in the stomach
of

Acan tJustius ixitaclion'icus.
The teeth sufficiently indicate the genus, but

it

is

impossible to

determine the species with certainty.
The stomach was distended with fragments of minute crustaceans.

LEPTOCEPHALID.E.

Family
12.

LEPTOCEPHALUS ORBIGNYANUS

(Valenciennes).

Conger oi-bignyanus Valenciennes in D'Orbigny, Voy. L'Amer. Merid., V, 1847;
Poiss., p. 10; Atlas, pi. xii, fig. 1.

Oastelnau, Anim. nouv. I'exped. L'Amer. du Sud, Poiss.,
fig. 1, "De Rio de Janeiro".
Conger mdgaris, Gunther, in part, Cat., VIII, 1870, p. 38 (South America). Peru(iiA, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Geneva, 2d ser., X (XXX), 1890-91, p. 656
(Montevideo). Bekg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I), 1895,
p. 23 (Mar del Plata; Montevideo).
Conger conger Linnaeus {= C. orhigmjanus, Valenciennes ?). Gunther, Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hist, 5th ser., 3, July, 1880, p. 13 (La Plata).
f Lejitocephcdusmultideiis, Jordan and Davis, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm., XVI, 1888

? Conger midtidens

1855, p. 84, pi. xLiv,

(1892), p. 664 (coast of Brazil).

Leptocephalus conger,

Jordan and Davis, Kept.

U. S. Fish

Comm., XVI,

1888

(1892), p. 664.

The most prominent character used b}" Gunther and l)y Jordan and
Davis to distinguish the species of conger eels is the position of the
origin of the dorsal iin with reference to the tip of the pectoral.
Giinther'* definitely recognizes 4 species, Conger jnarginafuf^, C.
vulgaris^ C. multldens^ and C. macrops., of which 6'. vulgaris and C.
multidens are represented from South America.
In a footnote Gunther says of Conger orhlgtiyanus^ that

it is

prob-

ably identical with one of the species described; that D'Orbigny represents the origin of the dorsal as being a short distance behind the
extremit}' of the pectoral
entire length of the latter

tin,

hn

while this distance

in

is

increased to the

Doctor Kaup's description.

«Cat., VIII, 1870.
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Regarding the position of the dorsal

in C. vulgaris, Giinther states
begins opposite or nearly opposite the extremity of the pectoral; that in C. multidens it begins the length of the pectoral behind

that

it

the extreniit}' of that

tin.

Jordan and Davis recognize 3 species of Lej>tocephalvx. in America
and Europe Z. viuJfid&ns^ L. comjer^ and L. caudiliinljatas. The

—

onl}' stated

distinguishing character of L. muUidens

the front of the dorsal, which

is

the position of

the length of the pectoral behind the
L. conger has the position of the dorsal origin
is

extremity of that fin;
opposite or just behind tip of pectoral, and L. caudillmhatus above
middle of pectoral.

We

have 3 specimens of LejAocephcdus which we have compared
North Atlantic
examples seem to have the dorsal more advanced than those from the
soutk Atlantic, but wo do not regard the position of the dorsal as of
>

with other specimeiis from North and South America.

much

diagnostic importance.

The

figure of Valenciennes's

C. orhig-

v//anus represents the origin of the dorsal about 0.40 the length of the

from

its tip.
In Castelnau's figure of C. midtldens the dorsal
about the length of pectoral posterior to its tip.
In our specimens the dorsal origin ranges from about 0.40 of the
pectoral to nearl}^ its whole length behind the tip of the latter fin.

pectoral
origin

is

While

this character is of little value, there are others exhibited

by

our spe<'jmens which indicate that they are distinct from North Amer-

and

north European congers.

Valenciennes gives but a
it is remarkable for its
length of snout and the development of the lips, and that there is only
a little patch of teeth on the head of the vomer.
ican

at least

brief note regarding C, orhignyannn^ stating

Aside from the more posterior situation of the dorsal, Castelnau's
show only a somewhat larger eye to distinguish
it from G. orbigiiyanus.
The proportionally larger e^'^e ma}^ be due
Our 3 specimens seem to be much
to the smaller size of the specimen.
more slender than north Atlantic examples, and appear to difter also
Thej^ prein that respect from figures of north European congers.
sent also other distinguishing characters, the most prominent of which
are the proportional]}^ shorter head, smaller eye, and somewhat larger
mouth. In view of the foregoing facts, while from lack of material
sve do not feel justified in uniting L. orhtgnyavus and L. multidens,
description and figure

\y<d

believe that an examination of

disposition of them.

We

more material

Avould result in that

do, however, believe that the difi'erences

our specimens from L. conger justify the adoption for them
name, which seems to be L. orhignyanus Valenciennes.
Berg records th(i present species as Leptocephdnx covger,
regarding which he says, "It is found rather frequently, but in limited numbers.
Examples of this species present great variation in
respect to the coloration of the upper half of the body; some are of a

shown

in

of the oldest available
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pale gra}^, others bluish or brownish gra}^ or wholly brown or black;
the lower part is whitish or pale or dull ash}'; the tins are uniform in
coloration or bordered with black."
Proportional measurements of North Am.erican specimens of L. conger and of L. orhi(jni/am(s.

Name
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PROCHILODUS PLATENSIS
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Holmberg

SABALO.
Procliilodiis pl((teiixif<

Holjiberg, Kev. Argent. Hist. Nat.,

I,

1891,

]).

]8(),

Rio de

la Plata.

is the most common "Sabalo" of Buenos
caught with nets, is a common article of consumption,
its abundance making it cheap, and that it is prett}' good eating.
There are some discrepancies between the description of this tish by
Holmberg and the notes taken on a single specimen from Rio de la
Plata, but on]}' such as can be accounted for by dili'erencc in size.
Holmberg's t3'pe was a little over 20 inches in length (52 cm.).
Our specimen is about 12.5 inches. It is close to P, Jineatus
(Valenciennes), according to the description, but hick of material for
comparison prevents certainty regarding the identity of the two.
The following is a brief description of our specimen:
Head 3.S8 in length without caudal; depth 3.05; eye 5.15 in head
without flap; interorbital 1.81; snout 3.16; length of pectoral 1.26 in
head; D. 11, its longest ray about 1.06 in head; A. 11, its longest

Holmberg-

Aires, that

ra}"

siiys

that this

it is

1.91 in head; ventral nearly as long" as pectoral, 1.28 in head.

Two

weak, flexible teeth in each jaw; outer series
and sharp; inner series widely V-shaped, apex
directed inward, teeth dilated and crenulated at tips; teeth in both
series of lower jaw more closely set, overlapping each other and all
dilated at tips; inner series with a wide curve inward.
series of close-set,

curved, teeth

flat

16.

PARODON NASUS

Kner.

Denks. Ak. Wiss. Wien, XVII, 1859, p. 167, "Cujabaflusse."
Berg, Anal. JMns. Nac. Buenos Aires (2d ser., II), 1896-97, p. 280 (Rio Cuyaba, Republica Argentina [Provincias de Ccjrdoba, Tucuman y Salta]).

Paro(io)ina.w.s Kner,

Berg states that a study of specimens from the province of Salta
and an examination of the descriptions and flgures given by Cuvier
and Valenciennes, Reinhardt, and Liitken incline him to the opinion
that Parodon vasns Kner is a good species and not a synonym of
Parodon suhorhltalis Cuvier and Valenciennes; that his examples correspond very well with Kner's dcsscription of P. va^m, with the exception that there are only 2 teeth instead of 3 on the ascending ramus of
the lower jaw, a peculiarity that he does not consider suflScient for the

establishment of a

new

species.

He

says that the figures given by Cuvier and Valenciennes, Reinhardt, and Liitken represent a rather graceful and slender form, while
his examples are very robust, plump, or broad, having the anterior
part of the back arched, the belly broad and nearly flat, and the caudal
end relatively deep.
The fins, especially the pectoral, broad, and

somewhat

falcate or emarginate, characters that the figures of P. suh-

Proc. N.
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orlntalU Cuvier und Valenciennes and P. hiUtw'ii Rcnnhardt do not
show. Berg gives the fin ra3^sand scale counts of P. na><\m as follows:

D. 12; A. 1>; P. 15; scales 5-38 to 40-4 or 5.
gives them as D. 11; A. 9; P. 15; scales 1^(3 to 38-3^ to 1.
Steindachner has described and figured a Pdrodon. affinls from La
Plata" of which he gives D. 12; A. 8; P. 12; scales 5 to 5^-44 to 15-3^

Kner

and which differs in other respects from description of figures
In his account of this species he expresses the opinion
that P. nasus Kner and P. liUldr'il Reinhardt are synon>^mous with
P. sahoi'hltalls Cuvier and Valenciennes.
In specimens which Berg identifies with P. affinh he gives D. 11 or
12; A. 8; P. 12 or -13; scales 5^-42 to 47-4 (Rio de la Plata; Rio
to 4,

of P. nasus.

Paraguay).
Perugia'' lists Parodon nasns Kner from Tucuman and Cordoba,
regarding which he says ""Doctor Steindachner in descrilnng a new
species of Parodon., P. ajjinis (Denk. Ak. Wien, XLI, p. 20) expresses
the opinion that P. siiborMtalis, P. nasus., and P. Jiillarii Reinh. (LiitFloden Fische, p. 194, figs. 3, 4) are sj^nonyms. From the
ken, Velhas

—

comparison I

am

able to

make

of our specimens with the figure

and

description of Cuvier and Valenciennes, Kner, and Liitken, I agree

exacth' with Steindachner's view."

Parodon suborbital is Cuvier and Valenciennes'" has head less than 5;
4; D. 11; A. 9; scales 37.
The very limited material at our command prohibits our expressing
an}^ decided opinion regarding the value of one or the other of these
somewhat contradictory views, and we are, therefore, unable to identify
our 2 specimens with certaint}'. It is especially hard since the}" are
3^oung individuals not over 1.87 inches long; P. suhorhltalis was 5 inches
long; P. nasns Kner, over 4 inches; P. nasus Berg, 4.75 to 5^; P.
ajffnis, about 4.
However, since our specimens agree so well with
Kner's description and Berg's account, we believe it safest to follow
Berg and record them as P. nasus Kner.
We regard this as perhaps justifiable also from the fact that
J\ sxdjorhitalis is from a region widely remote from that of the present species.
The tj^pe of P. nasus was from Rio Cuyaba, in southwest
Brazil, a tril)utary of the Parana flowing into La Plata.
Other specin)ens of ^^'eyenbergh and Berg were from the provinces of Cordoba
and Salta, respectively. Ours were taken, perhaps in Rio Primero,
Cordoba, or perhaps in some of the tributary waters of the Rio Negro,
or possibl}' from La Plata.
depth

« Ueber einige neue und seltene Fish-Arten aus deni La Plata, Denks. Ak. Wiss.
Wien, XLI, 1879, p. 20, n. 1, pi. iii, fig. 3.
''Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Geneva, 2d ser., X (XXX), 1890-91, p. dcxxxvii.

<Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

XXII,

1849, p. 51, pi. dcxxxvii, Maracaibo.
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2 specimens present the following characteristics: Total length
1.S7 and 1.68; head, 4.44 and 4.35 in length without caudal;

in inches,

depth 5 and 4.11; 3.6 and 4.25 e^^e in head; snout 3 and 3.4; scales
6-39-4 and 5-39-5; D. 11 and 10;"^ A. 8; P. 15.
Color, after preservation first in formalin and later in alcohol,
])rownish olive; from 7 to 9 large dark spots along side of back and
about 17 or 18 upright oblong dark spots along side, coalescing more

or less on lateral line,

making

a sort of irregular lateral stripe; belly-

pale; fins all pale,
17.

ASTYANAX FASCIATUS

Tetrngonopierui<fasciatuii
fig. 2,

Cuvier,

rivers of Brazil.

Mem. Mus.

"

(Cuvier).

Hist. Nat., V, 1819, p. 352, pi. xxvi,

Eigenmann and Bray, Ann. N. Y.

Ac. Sci.,VII,

1892, pp. 94, 634.

In our collection from Rio Primero, Cordoba, there are examples
from about 1.65 to 3.12 inches in total length. In the majority of
individuals, after preservation in formalin, there is a narrow lateral
plumbeous, black stripe widening toward the tail, where it becomes a
large black spot, from which the black extends upon the middle rays
of caudal; a vertically oblong spot on shoulder, in some instances
extending nearly to pectoral.
The dorsal and anal are sometimes
tipped with dusky; dorsal origin a

little

behind insertion of ventrals;

pectoral reaching quite to ventral and ventral nearly or quite to anal;

which is indistinct in some lights and very disno shoulder spot evident; a very faint duskiness indicates a caudal spot; flap of skin on base of each dorsal ray mentioned
by Jen3ms in T. rutihis^ white.
a silvery lateral stripe
tinct in others;

Proportional measxirements of Astyanax fasciatus.

Head

in
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ASTYANAX RUTILUS
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(Jenyns),

Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Fish, 1842, p. 125, pi. xxiii,
P^igenmann and P^igenmann, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mas., 1891
(1892), p. 52 (Cauca; Canelos; Ecuador; Rio San Francisco to Rio Plata
[Xamapa, Mexico]).

Tetragonopterus
fig. 2,

i-utilus

Rio Parana.

The present collection contains
is unknown.

3 specimens, the definite locality of

which

Proj}ortional measurements of

Total
length
in
inches.

Astyanax

rutilus.

NO. 1482.
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Body comparatively deep;

dorsal outline

83

more strongly arched than

ventral, beginnino- rather abruptly at occiput; greatest depth in a line

beginning- immediately in front of dorsal; dorsal high, about equal to
length of head, somewhat behind line of insertion of ventral; pectoral
reaching ventral, ventral to vent.

Color, after preservation in formalin, then in alcohol, straw with

with dusky punctulations on edges of scales above latpronounced on back; a diffuse silvery lateral
stripe; a faint dusky shoulder spot, none on caudal peduncle; membranes of dorsal and anal and sometimes caudal finely punctulated
with dusky, making the fins dusky when depressed.
silver}^ luster,

eral

line,

especially

Proportional meamiremmts of Astyanax iheringii.

Total
length.
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head, the height of anterior rays about 1.5 in head; external rays of
ventral and anterior rays of anal scabrous; head short, eye comparatively largo; snout short and somewhat blunt; lower jaw much shorter

than upper; 3 teeth on inner surface of upper end of maxillary; 2
rows of teeth on premaxillarics and 1 on mandible; all teeth 3-pointed,
the middle point largest.
Color, after preservation in formalin, then in alcohol, light greenish
gray; an indistinct, broad silvery lateral stripe; an indistinct, vertical,

duskv shoulder spot; no spot on caudal peduncle; tips of dorsal, anal
and caudal rays fainth^ dusky.
No. 55570, U.S.N.M., a specimen about 3 inches long (76
Type.
mm.) from Rio Primero, Province of Cordoba.

—

— No. 11071, Ind. Univ.

Mus., about 2,87 inches (73 mm.) in
depth
eye 3.33; snout 4.28; interorbital
3.21;
06;
A. 18; scales 6-37-5. Ventral reaching vent. Color similar
the lateral silvery stripe more distinct; shoulder spot fainter;

Cotype.

total length; head
3;

D.

9;

to tj^pe,

tt.

anterior half of anal

Named

membrane dusky between

for Dr. Carl

H. Eigenmann,

the rays.

in recognition of his valual)le

work on the Characins.
22.

Ilydrocyon

XIPHORHAMPHUS JENYNSII

hepsetus,

Jenyns, Zool.

(Maldonado) not of Cuvier.
Xiphorhamphns jenynsll Gunther,

Voy.

Beagle,

Giinther.
Pt.

4,

Fish,

1842,

p.

128

;

Cat., V, 1864,

j).

356 (after Ilydrocyon hepsetus,

Jenyns).

Our

collection contains 2 specimens of

Xiphorhamphus which agree

hepsetus., which
from II. hepsetus of Cuvier
and has described under the name Xiphorhamphus jeiiynsll.
Eigenmann and Eigenmann " include X. jenynsii in the sj^nonj^my of
X. hi;pxetus Cuvier, the reason for which we are not able to understand.
X. jenynsli has fewer anal rays and fewer scales in longitudinal series.
The following data are given by Jenyns: Length k.'io inches; head in

ver}^ well with Jenyns^ description

species Gunther has considered

of Ilydrocyon

distinct

length without caudal 3.5; depth 3.5; eye in head not quite 4; D. 11;
A. 25; scales 57 or 58-16.

The corresponding measurements in our 2 specimens are: Total
length 8.75 and 8.87 inches; head 3.71 and 3.73 in length without
caudal; depth 3.30 and 3.36; eye 5.15 and 5 in head; snout 3.76 and
A. 25; scales 10-55-6 and 10-56-6; in the first the upper
head slopes straight from the nape, in the second this
outline is somewhat concave; teeth on the maxillary of uniform size;
large on premaxillary and in front of lower jaw; longest dorsal ray
1.32 and 1.10 in head; longest anal ra}" 1.88 and 1.15 in head; pectoral
1.32 and 1.15; ventral 1.75 and 1.80.
3.75; D. 11;

profile of the

«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XIV,

p. 58.

NO. 1482.
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Color in alcohol: Top of head olive; black bluish gray; side silvery;
trace of spot on caudal peduncle and shoulder when scales are removed;
dusky punctulations on tip of dorsal and anal rays anteriorly; middle
caudal rays dusky.
23.

CYNODON VULPINUS

Rhaphiodon ndpinus Agassiz in Spix,

(Agassiz.)

Pise. Brasil., 1829, p. 77,

"Habitat in

Brasilite

fluviis ".

Cynodon vulpinus Agassiz in Spix, Pise. Brasil., 1829, pi. xxvi. Castelnau,
Anim. Nouv. Exped. I'Amer. Sud, Poiss., 1855, p. 75, pi. xxxix, fig. 1 (Amazon; Ucayale).
Perugia, Aim. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova, 2d ser., X
(XXX), 1890-91, p. 649 (La Plata; Santa Fe; Ascuncion, Paraguay).

There are 5 specimens in the present collection; definite
unknown, probably from the market at Buenos Aires.
Proportional measurements of Cynodon vulpinus.

Length
in
inches.

locality

^6
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beyond eye; top of head somewhat rougher than

in

the preceding specimen; D. I, Y; distance from dorsal to adipose 8.66
in base of dorsal; A. 10.
in length of adipose, 2

A

25.

LUCIOPIMELODUS PATI

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

PAT; PATI.

Pimelodus pati Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XV, 1840, p. 176
Parana; La Plata; Corrientes; Buenos Aires. Valenciennes in D'Orbigny,
Voy. Amer. Merid., V, 1847, p. 7; Atlas, pi. i, figs. 7-8 (Corrientes). Peru(XXX), 1890-91, p. 631
gia, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Geneva, 2d ser.,

X

("Rio

della Plata").

Lurinpimelodus pall,
p.

Eigenmann and Eigenmann,

Occ. Pap. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

I,

1890,

106 (Rio Plata; Rio Branco near British Guiana).

One specimen, total length 18.75 inches. Head 3.67 in length;
depth 5.22; eye 13.5 in head, 2.75 in intcror})ital, 6.75 in snout; snout
about 2 in head; interorbital 3.09 in width of head; maxilhuy l)arbel
1.59 in length without tail; postmental barbel 1.98, mental 1.12 in
head; pectoral 1.15; ventral 1.75; dorsal I, 6, height 3.11 in head; anal
11; adipose 2.95 in length without caudal, its' height 11.33 in its
length
26.

PSEUDOPIMELODUS ZUNGARO

(Humboldt).

MANGTJRUYN.
Pimelodus zungaro Humboldt, Observations, II, 1833, p. 170, pi. xlvi, fig. 1.
Pseuduphnelodus zungaro, Eigenmann and Eigenmann, Occ. Pap. Cal. Ac. Sci.,
I, 1890, pp. 110, 112 (Rio Plata; Rio Magdalena and the region between).

One specimen

15.25 inches total length.

Head wider than

long, 3.61 in length without caudal; width of head
about 3.4 in length without caudal; eye 17.6 in head, 8.4 in interorbital; maxillary barbel 1.42 in head; length of base of adipose 2 in
head; D. I. 6; A., 8.

Family
27.

PYGIDID^.

PYGIDIUM AREOLATUM

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

ANGTTILLA.

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XVIII,
1846, p. 492, Riviere de San Jago.
Pygidium areolatum, Eigenmann and Eigenmann, Occ. Pap. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1,
1890, p. 330(Mapocho, Chile).— Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV,
Trichomi/cterua areolatus

1895, p. 143 (Catamarca).

Nineteen specimens, 2.18 to 6.5 inches long, easily referable to this
In some of the proportional measurements there is consider-

species.

able individual variation not depending upon the size of the tish, which
the following table indicates.
Six of these were labeled from Rio

NO. 14S2.
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Coniajo, Territory of Newquen, one from a tributary of Lake Traful,
two from a small tributary of the Limay, and the rest were without
label, ])ut were probably from one or another of these places.
Proportional measurements of Pygidium areolatum.
£
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Regarding P.
it

tenuis^

We3'enbergh

new genus, but

to represent a

treat the subject with caution.

states that he

is

vol. xxxi.

inclined to believe

him

the lack of literature forces

He

to

therefore provisionally describes

the species under the generic name of Trychcmiycteriis. The most
important specific characters given b}' him are the following:
D. 6; A. 5; P. 8; V. 6; C. 10.
Color: Dusky gray, with dull yellow belly, and yellowish

fins;

base of caudal

dusky.
It

was found

in a little lake in the Sierra

de Cordoba, near the town
3 cm. (about 1.18 inches).

Length of largest individual

of Cruz-del-Eje.

The figure represents a fish similar to ours in color.
The most important points given in Weyenbergh's description

of

P. cordovensis are as follows:
D.

7;

A.

5; P. 8;

V.

5; C. 14.

Color: Clear sepia; fins colorless excepting middle of caudal

which

is

dusky or

plumbeous; some have dusky spots or wavy markings on the back and are somewhat
dusky about the lateral line; belly pale; top of head with a dusky spot between the
eye and upper barbel; this barbel dusky, the others pale. Length of largest individual 8 cm. (about 3.1:^ inches).

Regarding the habitat and habits of the
This

where

little fish is
it

fish

Weyenbergh says

that

caught in the Rio Primero and in the channels of Cordoba,

searches for aquatic insects, especially larvte of the friganids.

It

moves

about amongst the rocks with remarkable swiftness, emptying the shells of the larvse
mentioned, constructed of gravel and stuck to the larger rocks; it is diflftcult to catch,
since it disappears and conceals itself under the rocks and in the mud at the first
sign of danger.

Description of the larger of our specimens: Total length 1.75 inches.

Head

4.75 in length without caudal; eye 10.6 in head; snout 2.06;
longer maxillary barbels about 2 in head; nasal barbel scarcely reach-

ing front of
pectoral ray

e^^e;

depth of bod}^ 7.60

somewhat produced,

its

in

length without caudal;

without produced ray 1.15 in head; base of ventral a
of origin of dorsal; D. 9, its base 2 in head; A. 6,
ately

under

last

first

total length 1.23 in head; length

ray of dorsal; length of anal base

its

little in

advance

origin immedi-

'yl^.^SQ

in

head; dis-

tance from posterior base of anal to lower base of caudal ecpialing

length of head; caudal emarginate.

Small example: Total length 1.62 inches.
Head 5; eye 7; snout
and longest maxillary barbel 2 in head; nasal barbel just reaching front of eye; depth of body 8.75 in length without caudal; first
pectoral ray somewhat produced, about 1.16 in head; without produced ray, pectoral fin 1.10 in head; base of ventral somewhat in
advance of origin of dorsal; D. 9, its base 1.75 in head; A. 6, its
origin under posterior end of dorsal, its base 2.11 in head; distance
from posterior base of anal to lower base of caudal a little greater
than length of head.
2.80,
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The
diisk}^

coloration of both specimens

is

89

essentially the same.

punetiilations; a clu.sky stripe on side of back

from thick

nape along base of dorsal to
stripe of straw, with

its

Back
from

posterior end; below this a narrow

dusky punctulations,

to base of caudal; again,
along lateral line, a sharph^ defined ])lack stripe to base
of caudal, continued on the caudal tin as a dusk}' shade; side -below
al)ruptly pale, probabl}- white in life; fins all pale; barbels dusk}';
head dusky above and on snout, to a littk^ below eye; abruptly pale

below

this,

below.
Locality unknown; perhaps from Rio Primero, Cordoba.
The most pronounced ditferences between P. cordovensis and J\

areolatum are:
P. coTdovensis has a considerably longer head; first pectoral ray
produced; pectoral length without produced ray shorter; distance
from tip of snout to origin of dorsal in length without tail is somewhat less, 1.66 to 1.69 in head; length of dorsal base very much
shorter; dorsal rays fewer; anal rays fewer; and a great difference in
coloration.

Family LORICARIID^E.
29.

PLECOSTOMUS CORDOVA

Giinther.

Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., II (5th ser.), 1880, p. 11.
Cordoba.— EiGENMANN and EigeNxMann, Occ. Pap. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1, 1890, pp.
357 and 409 (Bon Jardin on the Rio San Francisco; Port Alegra).— Regan,

Plecostomus conlonc

Monogr.

Loricariidte, 1904, p. 212, pi. ix,

Gunther had

1

fig.

3 (Cordoba).

specimen, 9.5 inches long, from Cordoba, as the type

of this species.

We have 7 specimens, 3.7.5 to 13.5 inches long, from Rio Primero,
Province of Cordoba, which agree essentially with Giinther's description.

The
to

principal difference

is in

the coloration of the

fins.

Gunther, "each ray of the caudal and pectoral

number

of short black streaks, whilst the dorsal

fin is

is

According

crossed by a

crossed by 6 or

7 black zigzag stripes."

In our examples the fins are all spotted; membranes of all fins
excepting caudal with round and elliptical spots in rows on each side of
and close to each ray, arranged pinnately in relation to the ray; only
the first ray of each of these fins with spots; in the caudal the spots
are on the rays only, sometimes extending on the membrane, making
If the dorsal is not fully expanded the spots have
short crossbars.
somewhat the appearance of zigzag stripes; in the smallest '2 examples
the spots of

all

the fins coalesce to

some extent, and

in

the dorsal,

especially in the smallest specimens, are actually cross stripes.

In the smallest specimen the spinules on the posterior edge of the
lateral plates are proportionally larger than in the larger examples.

90
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plates counted in the series in the middle line of body are uniformly 28, in the series just below the dorsal, 30; the dorsal formula

The

always I, 7, and the anal rays 5. There are minute spines on the
edge of the ope role; dorsal base considerably shorter than the distance
from posterior dorsal ray to adipose, pectoral reaching somewhat
is

beyond base of ventral and the ventral a little beyond anal.
The accompanying table shows some unimportant variation in proportional measurements according to the size of the individual:
Proportional measurements of Plecostomus cordovx.

NO. 1482.

ARGENTINA FISHES— E VERMANN AND KENDALL.
Comp.

Cnesterodon decemmaculahift, (tarman, Mein. Mus.
1895,

p.

44,

pi. V, fig.

13,

teeth; pi. viii,

fig.

Maldonado).— Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos
tina;

16,

Zool.,

91

XIX, No.

1,

male (Uruguay River,

Aires, V, 1897, p. 290 (Argen-

Uruguay; Brazil; Meridional).

According- to Jenjais, one specimen taken by Charles Darwin at
in a lake that had been suddenly drained, was 1.33 inches

Maldonado,

in total leng'th,

One

of our

and the vertical

fin

fovniuUe were D. 8; A. 10.
(which

3 specimens, 1 inch long, without caudal

is

broken off), and another about 1.18 total length are females containing
well-grown embryos; D. 8 and A. 8 in each; scales 29 or 30-8.
Berg sa3^s that it is very abundant in quiet waters of the Province
He gives the dorsal and anal
of Buenos Aires and eastern Ecuador.
formulaj as D. 8; A. 9 or 10; and the scales as 29 to 31-8 or 9.

Family
32.

GALAXIID^E.

GALAXIAS MACULATUS

(Jenyns).

Jenyns, ZooI. Voy. Beagle, Pt. 4, Fish, 1842, p. 119, pi. xxii,
del Fuego; River Santa Cruz, Patagonia.
Galaxias maculatus, GuNTHER,Cat., VI, 1866, p. 212(Tierradel Fuego; Patagonia).
Perugia, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova, 2d ser.,
(XXX), 1890-91, p.
654 {" Lago e torrenti di Porto Cook"). Philippi, Verhand-Deutsch. Wiss.
Santiago de Chile, III, 1895, p. 21 (Valdivia and Chile). Delfin, Revista
ChilenaHist. Nat., Ill, 1901, p. 33 (Puerto Mont, Valdivia; Tierra del Fuego;
Malvinas i Puerto Santa Cruz, Patagonia). Steindachner, Abhandl. Kent.
Zool. Chil., I, 1898, p. 328 (" Rio Pescado, Punta Arenas, Magellanstrasse").

Mesites maculatus
fig. 4,

Hardy Peninsula, Tierra

X

Eighteen specimens from 1.5 to 2.66 inches in total length; 12
most of which are gravid females, and 6 young, collected November 23, 1903, in Lake Nahuel Huapi.
The adults are clouded and marked with large spots, which consist
of groups of fine dusky dots.
The young are colorless or with a few very fine dusky dots, thickest
on the back and along the bases of the vertical fins.

adults

Proportional meafturements of Galaxias viaculatus.
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33.

GALAXIAS TITCOMBI Evermann

and Kendall, new species.

4 in longlh without caudal; depth o.i)!;

eye 4.23 in head;
moderate, slig'htly
shorter than snout; dorsal outline arching- slightly from occiput, thence
nearl}' straight to front of dorsal; height of dorsal 8.56 in length without caudal, its base about 2.20 in head, the first raj^s when depressed
not reaching tip of last rays; distance from tip of snout to origin of
dorsal about 1.46 in length without caudal; height of anal about 8.46
in same length, its base about 2.20 in head, the tips of first raj^s not
reaching- tips of last when depressed; distance from tip of snout to
anal origin about 1.32 in length without caudal; pectoral short, rounded;

Head

.snout 8.!>2;

D.

10;

11; snout bluntlsh;

A.

e^^e

ventral ver}^ short, about 2.5 in head, the distance

from

its

origin to

base of pectoral about 3.35 in length without caudal, and distance
from its origin to point of anal about 5.25 in same length; caudal

deeply emarginate.
Color, very pale gray, slightlj'^ more dusky on back from thick
minute punctulations; irregular groups of black dots on side extending

Fig.

2.

Gal^xias titcombi.

(From the

type.")

not quite to belly, giving a clouded effect and the appearance of broken
and entire crossbars; belly pale with very few dots in front of ventral;

row of black

dots from base of each ventral to each side of vent; fins
some punctulations, head thickly punctulated above, on
snout, and on side about to level of upper jaw, abruptly pale below.
Ti/pe.
Cat. No. 55571, U.S.N.M.,a specimen 5.62 inches long, collected December 13, 1903, by Mr. John W. Titcomb, from Rio Traful
near Lake Traful, Argentina.
We take pleasure in naming this interesting species for Mr. John

a

pale, with

—

W.

Titcomb, assistant in charge Division of Fish Culture, United
Bureau of Fisheries, under whose direction the present collection of fishes was made.
We have a second specimen (cotype, No. 1439, Bureau of Fisheries)
which may be briefly described as follows:
Total length about 2.5 inches.
Head 4.15 in length without caudal;
depth 6. 75; eye 4.33 in head; snout 3.71; D. 10; A. 10, its height 7.71
in length without caudal; pectoral rounded, about 1.85 in head; ventral
States
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short, its height 2.16 in head.

Coloration similar to that of the type,
but the groups of spots forming somewliat more definite crossbars.
Ten species of GaJa.r/'as are recorded from South American waters.

These are founded upon specimens ranging from 2 or 3 to 13 inches in
It is not improbable that some of these nominal species may
length.
be based on characters due to differences in size and age, and therefore
not of specific value.
the

young

of

It is

some known

not impossible that the present species

species, but the data available do not

is

show

It is closely related to (r. maculatus (Jenyns), as indicated b}^
specimens before us which we have identified as that species. It is
also close to Ct. alpinus Smitt" from R. Azopardo, Admiralt}^ Sound.
Smitt suggests the possibilit}' of G. alpinus being identical with
G. maculatns^ or G. coppingerl (Gunther), saying "The length of
the head prevents me calling this fish Galax las itiaculatiis, and the
length of the ventrals, compared with the post-abdominal, is very
much greater than in Galaxlas coppingerl, as described by Gunther.
Nevertheless I am of the opinion that the difference in this respect
it.

ma}^ be transitory."
Qui- specimens differ

from G. macidatus

chiefly in the blunter snout,

smaller eye, usually higher dorsal and anal, fewer anal rays, and some-

what different coloration; the group of dots being more irregular and
fewer, this giving the fish less of a clouded or marble appearance.
From G. aljnnus Smitt, it differs amongst other things, in having a
much smaller ej^e, somewhat longer snout, higher anal, and much
shorter pectoral compared with the length of the head, and there are
fewer anal rays.
Proportional measurements of species of Galaxiar.
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Family

ODONTESTHES
Odontt'sthes

vol. xxxi.

ATHERINID^.

Evernnann and Kendall,

Evermanu and Kendall, new

new

genus.

g-enus of Atherinidffi {O.

2)erugise).

This genus differs from BaslUchthys in having 2 rows of comparaon each jaw, and conspicuous vomerine teeth,
instead of several series of fine sharp jaw teeth and no teeth on the
tively long, sharp teeth

vomer

as in the latter genus.

{odov?:^ tooth
34.

and

iffdloo^ eat.)

ODONTESTHES PERUGI^E

Atherinichihys vomerinaf, Perugia,

(XXX),

Evermann and

Ann. Mus.

Kendall,

new

species.

Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova, 2d ser.,

X

1890-91, p. 621 (Montevideo).

Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., 1,)
Mar del Plata, Montevideo); not Atherina
vomerina CvviER and Valenciennes.

Atherinichthi)s vomerina,

1895, p. 26 (Costa Patagonica;

Head 4.17 in length without caudal; depth 7.31; e^^e ii.M in head,
1.08 in interorbital; snout 3.11; D. IV-S; A. 11; scales 50-10.
Body
head

comparative!}' slender,

flat

somewhat compressed,

belly rounded;

above, scaleless; snout long, depressed, lower jaw slightly

Fig.

3.

Odontesthes

perxjgi;e.

(From the

type.)

shorter than the upper, with comparatively long, sharp, somewhat hook-

ed teeth, in 2 rows in each jaw; somewhat smallar but similar teeth on

head of vomer arranged in 3 groups, connected by a single row of still
smaller, similar teeth; no teeth on palatines; eye moderate; scales
entire; pectoral moderately long, 1.27 in head; posterior portion of
first dorsal about over anterior portion of anal; second dorsal inserted
posterior to middle of anal.
Color (after preservation in formalin and later in alcohol), generally
pale yellowish gray; a silvery stripe below spinous dorsal occupying
lower part of fourth, whole of iifth and upper part of sixth scale of
the tranverse series; margin and tip of snout black; few black dots on
back, thickest on margins of scales posterior to dorsal; bases of
posterior .5 dorsal rays duskj^; extremity of caudal broadly dusky,
other fins pale.

One specimen,

the type. Cat. No.

55572, U.S.N.M., 5.62 inches

long, Argentina; locality label lost; probably

from fresh water.

ARGENTINA FISHE^-EVERMANN AND KENDALL.

NO.US2.
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Named for Alberto Perugia, of the Natural History Museum of
Genoa, in recognition of his work on South American fishes.
Perugia describes a specimen from Montevideo as doubtfully At/ieriniddhys 'vomerina Cuvier and Valenciennes.
Athertna vomerina Cuvier and Valenciennes was from Mexico, and
is now considered identical with ^1. kumboldtiana of the same authors,
and as ])elonging to the genus Chirostoma, with which the generic
name Athermichthys must be considered synonymous, since it was
based on A. vomerina.
Berg also records Atherimchthys vomerina.^ regarding- whitli he says
that it affects salt water, and is rarely found in the mouths of rivers
and those lakes which have immediate communication with the Atlantic
Ocean; that it is distinguished from other species which reach a considerable size in ha\'ing 2 or 3 groups of small teeth on the vomer, in
some examples, abnormalh', a single group. He states that he had
some examples in which the upper lobe of the caudal was the longer,
and others with a triangular spot on the pectoral, and that the number
of dorsal and anal spines and ra3^s are very variable, giving the fin and
scale formula? as follows: D. IV to VII-9 to 11; A. 17 to 20; scales
48 to 56-10 or 11.
In the synonymy of this species he includes A. vomerina^ Perugia.
On page 27 of Berg's Enumeracion he describes a new closely related
species, from Mar del Plata, under the name Aflur! n ichfJnjs plafens/'s.,
which differs from the present species principally in the number of
This species evidently
scales, which he gives as about 70-15 or 16.
belongs in our genus Odontesthes and should stand as Odontesthes
platensis (Berg).
35.

BASILICHTHYS BONARIENSIS

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

PEJERREY.
Atherina bonariensis Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 1835, X,

p. 469,

near Montevideo.
AtherinicJdhys bonariensis, Perugia, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat! Geneva, 2d ser.,
(XXX), 1890-91, p. 620 (Laguna Ihera, near Corrientes). Ber(;, Anal.
Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I), 1895, p. 30 (Montevideo; Mal-

Rio de

la Plata,

X

donado; Mar Chiquita)

According to Berg this species is rare in salt water, but abounds in
He says that the species
the lakes and rivers, attaining a large size.
mentioned (A. vomerina,
he
has
is distinguished from the others that
and A. argentine^isis)
latielavia,
A. platensis, A. mierolepidotus, A.
contained
6 or 7 times in head,
is
principally by its smaller eye, which
and the head about -t in length of the fish.
In our collection there are specimens from -l to 21.5 inches long.
The proportional size of the eye alone is an unreliable character, since
it is

somewhat
Proc. N.

M.

in inverse ratio to the size of the fish.
vol.

xxxi

—06
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B. lonariensis is distinguished from B. ^nicrolepidotus by the rather
longer and sharper snout and larger scales.
According to Mr. Titcomb the pejerre3\s are regarded in Argentina
They inhabit
as the most valuable fresh-water fish of the country.
species at
one
both fresh and salt water. During the winter months
Rio de la Plata above
Buenos Aires where it is caught by anglers with two or three hooks
attached to one line very nmch as smelt are caught through" the ice in
the tidal rivers of New England. However, they do not have any ice
Mr. Titcomb found. this pejerrey in Lake
in the Rio do la Rlata.
hours'
railroad journey from Buenos Aires,
Chascomus, about two
where commercial fisheries have their existence. The Chascomus is
almost a sea-level lake, having an outlet to the sea during periods of
high water. The lake is shallow and is reported to have run dry on
one occasion so that the fish were all exterminated. Apparently the
pejerrey enter this lake from salt water for the purpose of spawning.
The first examples seen in this lake were observed by Mr. Titcomb
October 20, and he thinks the spawning season of the pejerre}^ in the
latitude and elevation of Chascomus would be about the latter part of
October and the early part of November. The water temperature in
Chascomus Lake must become very high in midsummer, and the water
He next encountered the pejerrey {B.
is rather sluggish and roily.
iniGrolepidotiis) in the Rio Negro in latitude 39
south but found no
spawning fish among them. They were seen at several points on the
Rio Limay and its tributaries in the early part of November, and they
were found spawning in tributaries of Lake Nuhuel Huapi in the latter
part of November. The species seems to be fairly abundant in the
Rio Limay and in tributaries of the lake. They evidently go to the
lakes and enter the tributary streams for spawning purposes.
At
Lake Traful the pejerrey was found spawning December 13. It evidently spawns on a rising temperature. The wind blows for days at
a time on these lakes in the Andes ]Mountains, sometimes for two
weeks without ceasing. Apparently the fish in Lake Traful had been
waiting for the wind to go down, and when it did go down the afternoon in question they entered the small ba3's for spawning purposes,
where about 500 pounds were taken at one haul with a 100-foot Baird
seine.
Mr. Titcomb was informed by responsible persons that the
pejerrey is found in waters of Argentina as far south as the Strait of
Magellan. Both the trucha and pejerrey are said to be abundant in
the latitude of Chile corresponding to those in which it is found in
least {B.

honariemis),

is

said to ascend the

',

Argentina.

Some of the fish enter rivers tributary to the lakes to spawn, and
others select the shallow sandy bottoms of the lakes near the shore,
but not necessarily in sheltered places.

NO. 1482.
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Both pejerrey and trucha,

in ripe

spawning condition, were

97
fre-

quently caught in one and the same haul of the collecting nets.
The pejerrey is quite as prolific as the trucha, its eggs are capable
of artiticial fertilization, and the species can be artiticiall}^ propagated.
Since Mr. Titcomb's return from Argentina the pejerrey has been

propagated to a limited extent. The eggs were obtained from fish
caught in Lake Chascomus, transferred to Buenos Aires and placed in
McDonald jars. After being eyed they were distributed in lakes not
known to contain any tish and left to nature's care. Fish Culturist
Tulian, who was placed in charge of the work after the methods had
been developed by Mr. Titcomb, states that when the eggs were thus
placed in the lakes he sheltered them with a network of brush to keep
away predaceous birds. He reports that he has heard from one of the
lakes where these eggs were planted, that numbers of small fish have
since been seen, and he believes the plant was a success.
The eggs are quite adhesive in their nature, and should apparently
be handled much like those of the pike perch. It is the policy of the
present administration in Argentina to propagate the pejerrey on a
large scale and distril)ute them in waters not now productive.
The largest pejerrey seen by Mr. Titcoinb was taken in Lake Traful
and measured i8 cm. long (probably B. inicrolejndotus).
Proportional meanurerneNts of BusUichthys honariensis.

Total
length in
inches.
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mann

it

inhabits fresh water, but that he

knows of

it

of rivers, in brackish water; for example, the Rio

vol. xxxi.

only in the mouth

Negro

in

northern

Patagonia.

We have 24: specimens that we identify as tnis species from lakes
Nahuel Huapi and Traf ul and from Nirihuahu, tributary' of liio Limaj^
Our specimens range in total length from 1.43 to 13.5 inches, agreeing very well with Jen3ms' description and ligure.
The following table of proportional measurements indicates the
range of variation in specimens of the various sizes:
Proportional measurements of Basilichthys microlepidotus.

NO.

14.82.
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Family
38.
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SCOMBRID^.

SCOMBER JAPONICUS

Houttuyn.

CABALLA.

Scomber japonicHs HovrTVYN, Verhand. Holland. Maate. Weet. Haarl., XX, p. 21,
Japan.
Scomber colias Gu^hiN, Syst. Nat., I, 1788, Ft. 4, p. 1329, Sardinia.
Scomber scombru>f, Bercj, Anal. Mus. Nac. Bnenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I), 1895,
p. 40 (Mar del Plata; Montevideo).

Regardiug
says that the

this .species,

which he believes to be S. Hcomhrus, Berg

swimming bladder

is

absent, rendering the determination

absolutely certain, and

that individuals have been
observed with only 10 spines in the dorsal fin. According to Jordan
and Evermann," the dorsal fin formula of S. scomhrus is XI-12 with 5
finlets; and of S. coUas=japoniciis^ IX-1, 12 and 5 or 6 finlets.
Thus
the number of dorsal spines given by Berg applies to the present .species rather than to S. scor/ihrus, yet the number of spines doubtless
varies somewhat in both species.
If the air-bladder is really absent,
the fish mentioned by Berg was xS'. .seonJrrus, but it ma}' be that the airbladder was overlooked, as it may easily be under certain circumUnder
stances, especially when the viscera are somewhat macerated.
these circumstances, and since the single specimen in our collection is
undoubtedly /S. jaj^oiiieus^ it is not improbable that Berg's specimen
of

the

species

also w^as of this species.

Regarding its abundance, Berg states that it has been observed a
very few times at Montevideo and Mar del Plata, where many were
caught near the end of January and first of Februar}'^, 1895.
Our specimen from Mar del Plata presents the following characters:
Head 4:
Total length, 13.5 inches; length without caudal, 12 inches.
maxillary
in
head;
in length without caudal; depth 1.26; eye 4.8
about 2.08, and mandible 1.81; D. VIII-1, 11+5 finlets, the longest
spine 2 in head; A.

I,

10+5

finlets;

Family
39.

pectoral 2 in head.

CARANGID^.

PARONA SIGNATA

(Jenyns).

PALOMETA.
Paropsis signata Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Pt.

4,

V, Fish, 1842, p. 66,

pi. xiii,

northern coast Patagonia.— Perugia, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova-.
(XXX), 1890-91, p. 614 (Montevideo; Baeinodel Rio Santa Cruz),.
2d ser.,
Parona signata, Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I), 1895, p. 39
(Bahia de Santa Cruz; Bahia Blanca; Mar del Plata; Montevideo).

X

this species is very common along the whole coast,
caught at Montevideo at certain times of the year in enormous

Berg says that
and

is

« Fishes

North and Mid. Amer.,

Pt. 1, 1896, pp. 865, 866.
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attention to the fact that the description

by

Jonyns has been corrected and added to by Steindachner, Liitken, and
Perugia, and that the black spot under the pectoral is variable in
intensity and extent, and is occasional!}' absent.
Regarding the size attained 1)}^ this i<pecies, Berg says that he saw
one measured at Montevideo that was 45 cm. [over 18 inches] long
without the tail, and 18 cm. in height.

Our

collection contains 5 specimens 11.25 to 16.5 inches in total

length,

from Mar del

Plata.

The following notes were taken from our

largest example:

Total length from tip of lower jaw to tip of caudal 16.5 inches;
length to fork of caudal 14.75 inches, and to Imse of caudal 14; depth
2.33 in length without caudal; I). I-I-I-I-I-I, 32, the longest soft

rays or anterior lobe, 1.46 in head; A. I-I, 32, the longest rays or
anterior lobe, 2.03 in head; head from tip of lower jaw to gill-opening,
3.92 in length without caudal; eye 6.33 in head; snout 4.07; distance

from

tip of

snout to posterior extremity of maxillary a

little less

than

7 in head; width of posterior extremity of maxillary 1.4 in snout.

The

soft dorsals of our other specimens contain 33, 39, 34,

and 35

rays, respectively.

Berg gives the
36);

A.

II, I,

vertical fin counts as D. VII, 1,

34-36

Family
40.

33-34 (rara V. 35-1,

(II, I, 37).

SERRANID/E.

PERCICHTHYS TRUCHA

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

TRUCHA.
Perca trucJia Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IX, 1844, p. 429, Rio
Negro, Patagonia.
Perca hrris Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Pt. 4, Fish, 1842, p. 122, pi. i, Santa Cruz
River, Patagonia.

Cuvier and Valenciennes say that this fish seems to abound in the
fresh waters, neither ascending from nor descending to the sea; that
the inhabitants call it "trucha," which is the Spanish name for trout.
It attains
It is also said to be "delicate eating" and highly esteemed.
a foot in length.

Mr. Titcomb found the trucha along with the pejerrey in the Rio
Negro in south latitude 39°, but no spawning fish were among them.
He found them together at several places also in the Rio Limay and
its tributaries early in November.
Late in that month they were
found spawning in Lake Nahuel Huapi. They seemed to be abundant
both in the Rio Limay and in tributaries to the lake, which they
ascend at spawning time, w^hich appears to be in December, as Mr.
Titcomb obtained spawning fish December 13.
The largest trucha seen by Mr. Titcomb was taken in Lake Traful,
and measured 48 cm. long.

NO. 1482.
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The eggs

mature female trucha were counted and measured.

of a

From these data
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estimated that the trucha yields about 35,000 eggs

it is

to the pound.

number of specimens 1.5 to 16.5 inches
some specimens from Chile kindly loaned by
Prof, Samuel Garman, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and have examined the types of Percic/Uh//.^
chilensis Girard, which are in the United States National Museum. A
study and comparison of this material indicate that there may be two
Among them are three large examples (15 to
species represented.
In the present collection are a

long; and we have before us

which have about their heads a Scifenoid appearance,
mentioned by Cuvier and Valenciennes, and b}^ Kner. There are
also about a dozen of smaller size (from 1.5 to 12.5 inches) which bear
10.5 inches long)
as

more resemblance

to a perch than to a Sci^noid.

They agree with

the

description of P. trucha Cuvier and Valenciennes and with the description

and figure of P.

Isevis

Jenyns.

Between these two sizes there are some notable differences, but
none, perhaps, which may not be accounted for by the difference in
In the large specimens the eye is somewhat smaller, the intersize.
and the maxillary longer than in the others. The}' have
appearance about the head, and the caudal peduncle
seems stouter. The evidence, however, is insuflicient to justify us in
regarding them as distinct.
The following table shows the variation in proportional measurements, etc., in the two sizes:
orbital wider,

also a heavier

Proportional measurements of PercU-ldhys trucha.

Head
Locality.

Total
length

in

length
Eye in
Depth.
No.
head.
in
withinches.
out

Snout.

caudal.

Lake Traf 111....
Do

Do

...

Arroyo Coma jo

Do
Do
Do

16.5
16. 25
15
12.5
11.5
9
7.37

3.33
3.68
3.92
3.31
3.62
3
3.10

3.S8
3.83
4.45
3.88
3.52
3.36
3.29

7.13
7.14
7.39
6.56
6.14
6.50
5.26

3.56
3.70
3.40
3.72

3.93
3.57

Maxil-
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ACANTHISTIUS PATACHONICUS

voi. xxxi.

(Jenyns).

MERO.
Pledropuimt patadionku Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Pt. 4, Fish, 1842, ji. 11, off
mouth Rio de la Plata, coast of Patagonia.
Acanthistms patagonicufi, Berg, Anal. Mas. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I),
1895, p. 46 (Costa patagonica; Bahia Blanca; Mar del Plata; Montevideo;

Maldonado).

Berg- reports this species as abundant in all the places mentioned,
and points out marked differences l^etween it and ^1. l/r(silie>isis.
Eight specimens in our collection from the market at Buenos Aires
measure from 7.75 to 19 inches in total length. There is some variation,

according to

size, as

shown

in the

accompanying

table:

Proportional measurements of Acanthistius patachonicus.

ARGENTINA FISTTES—EYERMANN AND KENDALL.
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Family SCI.ENID.E.
43.

MACRODON ANCYLODON

(

Bloch and Schneider).

PESCADILLA DEL RED.
Lonrhurus aneylodon Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 102, pi. xxv,
Surinam.
Anojlodon jaculidens Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1830, p. 81,
Cayenne.
Aneylodon atricauda Gunther, Challenger Rept., Zool., I, 1880, p. 12, mouth of
the Rio de la Plata.
Aneylodon aneylodon, Jordan and Eigenmann, Rept. U. S. Fish Comni., XIV,
1886 (1889), pp. 372, 373 (both coasts of tropical America; Surinam;

Panama)
tSageniehtlii/s

aneylodon, Berg, Anal.

1895, p. 52

(Mar

Mas. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d

ser., I),

del Plata; Montevideo; Maldonado).

Maerodon aneylodon, Gill, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXVI,

1903, p. 1015.

is very highl}^ esteemed for its delicate
comparative scarcity, it brings a rather high

According- to Berg, this fish

On

flesli.

price

ill

Our

account of
the markets.

its

collection contains 5 individuals

from Mar

del Plata,

which the following notes were taken:
Proportional measurements of Maerodon aneylodon.

Total
length.

from i of
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We

have 2 specimens 18.5 and 19.5 inches long, respectively, presenting the following proportional measurements: Head 3.30 in
length without caudal; eye 6.20 and 5.90 in head and 1.20 and 1.01 in.
interorbital; snout 1.27 and 1.33; maxillary 2.33 and 2.32; mandible
1.85 and 1.88; scales 6-57-5 and 6-62-7; D. VIII-I, 20, and VIII-I,
18; A. I, 8 and I, 9.
45.

MICROPOGON UNDULATUS

(Linnaeus).

CORVINA; CURVINA; CTTRBINA; RONCADERA.
Perca undulaia Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., 1766, p. 483.
Micropogon undulatus, Gijnther, Challenger Rept., Zool., I, 1880, p. 13 (Montevideo); Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 5th ser., 3, July, 1880, p. 9 (Rio de la Plata).—

X

Perugia, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova, 2d ser.,
(XXX), 1890-91,
613 (Montevideo). Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I),
1895, p. 54 (BahiaBlanca; Mar del Plata; Montevideo; Maldonado).
Micropogon furnieri, Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I), 1895,
p. 55 (Embocodura del Rio de la Plata; Montevideo).
p.

According

to

Berg, this species

Parrelo to Maldonado, and the

is

very

common on

number caught

in the

the coast from
Urugua3^an region

reaches 3 or 1 millions annually.

Berg, on the authority of Giinther, records also Micropogon f%irfrom the mouth of Eio de la Plata.
Giinther did not consider the South American Micropogon as dis-

nieri

from the northern M. undulatus.
The stated distinctive characters of M. furnieri in Jordan and Eigenmann's Review of the Scisenidse, from an examination of our specimens
and comparison with northern M. undulatus^ and M. furnieri from
the West Indies, do not seem to obtain. The point regarding the
tinct

greater regularity of the oblique color-bars perhaps holds good, but
these markings are fuU}^ as distinct as in M. undidatus.
The accompan3dng table shows the proportional measurements of

our 9 specimens.
Proportional measurement of Micropogon undulatus.

Total
length
in
inches.

ARGENTINA FISHES—EVERMANN AND KENDALL.
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Family PINGUIPEDID.E.

PINGUIPES SOMNAMBULA

46.

Berg.

SALMbN.
Pinguipes snmnambula Eerg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires,

"Mar

1895, p. 61,

IV

(2d

ser.,

I),

del Plata, Oceanicus Atiantus coste Provinciee Bonae-

rensis."

One specimen, 24

inches long, which agrees very well with Berg's

description.

Head 3.65 in length without caudal; eye 6.08 in head; snout 2.43;
maxillary 2.21; mandible 2.11; D. V, 26, lifth spine longest, 4.56 in
head, fourth ray longest, 2.51 in head; A. 24; pectoral 1.69, and ventral
1.62 in head; scales 16-102-26.
Family
47.

PERCOPHID^.

PERCOPHIS BRASILIENSIS Quoy

and Gaimard.

CONGRIO REAL.

Quoy and Gaimard, Voy. Uranie, Zool., p. 351, 1824,
Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d ser., I), 1895,
Montevideo;
p. 63 (coast of Patagonia; Bahia Blanca; Mar del Plata;
Maldonado).
Percophis fabre Quoy and Gaimard, Voy. Uranie, Zool., 1824, Atlas, pi. liii, fig. 1.
Percophis brasiliamis, Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Pt. 4, Fish, 1842, p. 23
(" Northern Patagonia, Maldonado " ).
Perugia, Ann. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat.
(XXX), 1890-91, p. 616 ("Rio della Plata").— GunGenova, 2d ser.,
THER, Challenger Rept., Zool., I, 1880, p. 13 (Mouth of the Rio de la Plata,

Percophis brasiUensis
Bresil.

X

21 fathoms).

common during

the winter months,
have 2 specimens about 16 and 24
inches long, presenting the following proportional measurements

According to Berg

this fish is

attaining a length of 70 cm.

We

respectively

Head 4.05 and 4.16 in length without caudal; eye 9.1 and 9.35 in
head and longer than interorbital width in one and 1.21 in this width
in the other; snout 3.65 and 3.74 in head; maxillary 1.93 and 1.83; D.
IX-31, the longest spine 2.67 and 3.27 in head; A. 40 and 37,
Family TETRAODONTID.F..

LAGOCEPHALUS LiEVIGATUS

48.

Tetraodon Iwvigatus Linn.eus, Syst. Nat.,
S.

C— Perugia,

Ann. Mus. Civ.

12th ed.,

Stor. Nat.

1890-91, p. 657 (Montevideo).
Lagocephalus Uevigatus, Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac.
1895, p. 82

(Linnaeus).
1766,

p.

Genova, 2d

Buenos

Aires,

411, Charleston,
ser.,

X

IV

(2d

(XXX),
ser.,

I),

(Montevideo; Maldonado).

According to Berg, the most southern point f i-om which this species
is Montevideo, where many, from 25 to 30 cm. in

has been obtained
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sons of the

We

have been collected.

It

VOL. .XXXI.

appears to be present at

all sea-

3'ear.

have 2 specimens 12.75 and 13.5 inches in

total length, respec-

from the market at Buenos Aires. The following notes were
taken from these examples: Head about 3 in length, without caudal;
tivel}',

depth 3.95: eye about 4.53 in head; snout 2.03; D.

l-l;

A.

12.

Family TRIGLIDJ^l
49.

PRIONOTUS PUNCTATUS

(Bloch).

RTJBIO.

Tr Igla punctata Bloch, Syst. Ichth., 1793,

Martinique.

pi. cccliii,

Prionoius punclatus, Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Pt.

4,

Fish, 1842, p. 28

Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, IV (2d
72 (Mar del Plata; Montevideo).
Rio de Janeiro).

Berg says that though not numerous

in

of

individuals this species

occurs frequently in the places mentioned, and that
coloration, he having seen specimens of a very

of a reddish gray, and of a clear

(Bay

ser., I), 1890,

it

varies

pronounced

plumbeous with more or

much

in

ros}^ hue,

less distinct

black or brownish spots.

Six specimens in our collection, from the market at Buenos Aires,
probably from Montevideo, having first been preserved in formalin
and afterwards kept in alcohol, show almost uniforml}'^ the following
pattern of coloration: Ground-color on back and sides, dark gray with
some indistinct dark spots of various sizes, on some individuals having
an appearance of crossbars; spinous dorsal transparent, whitish at
base and near spines, sometimes with irregular, faint, dark lines;
sometimes with a black margin in the membrane connecting the first
5 spines; second dorsal with -i or 5 dark spots on each ray; pectoral
dark bluish gray with large black spots along upper 6 ra3\s and white
between the spots, lower 7 rays with pale membrane between, bluish
black on the rays with here and there thin washes or dashes of white.
In two specimens we count 95 scales, in the others 100 in longitudinal series.
The dorsal formula is uniformly X, 12; the anal 10 in
one specimen and 11 in all the others.
Proportional measurements of Prionoius punctatns.

Total
length in
inches.

ARGENTINA FISHES— EVERMANN AND KENDALL.
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Family

PLEURONECTIDyE.

PARALICHTHYS PATAGONICUS

50.

Paralichtliys patagonicus

107

Jordan and Goss.

Jordan and Goss, Rept. U.

H.

Fish Coniiu.

XIV, 1886

,

Berg, Anal. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires,
77 (Montevideo).

(1889), p. 245, east coast of Patagonia.

IV

(2d

ser., I), 1895, p.

Berg remarks that it is much less abundant
than P. hrasiliensis and is rather smaller, and that it is distinguished
from the latter principally by the shorter gillrakers which are stouter
and wider apart, 3 + 11 instead of 4+ 15; by the rather smaller maxRegarding- this species,

eyes closer together; arch of lateral line lower; the salient

illary teeth;

point of the caudal

fin;

the body bespattered with small gra}^ spots,

and the pectoral bearing black transverse bands.

We have one specimen from the market at Buenos Aires.

The

total

12 inches; length without caudal 10.5 inches; depth 2.31 in
without
caudal; head 3.8; eye 5.63 in head; snout about 1.78;
length
length

is

maxillary 2.16; mandible 1.21; lengthwise series of scales about 100;
and caudal scaly nearly throughout; D. 80, beginning

dorsal, anal,

opposite front of orbit; A. 65 or 66; teeth sharp, equalh' developed

on both sides of each jaw, canine-like
gillrakers 3

+

in front

51.

ACHIRUS JENYNSI

Achirus Uneatus, Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Pt.
Plata).

pi.

4,

p. 476, after

X

Achirus

(Gunther).
Fish, 1842, p. 139 (Rio de la

Valenciennes in D'Orbigny's Voyage,

(Cayenne); not of Linnaeus.
Solea jenynsi GtJNTHER, Cat., IV, 1862,
Civ. Stor. Nat. Geneva, 2d ser.,
de la Plata).
f

and smaller posteriorly;

11.

lorentzii

Weyenbergh,

(XXX),

1847, p. 10, pi. xvi,

Jenyns.

fig.

2

Perugia, Anii. Mus.

1890-91, p. 628 (Belgrano e Rio

Act. Acad. Nac. Cien. Cordova, III, 1877, p. 13,

I.

Jordan and Goss include Achirus Uneatus of D'Orbigny's Vo3'age,
synonymy of Achirus Uneatus Linnaeus, which has a pectoral
tin.
A. Uneatus of D'Orbigny has no pectoral tin and should therePerugia has thus disposed of it.
fore be referred to A. jenynsi.
Perugia also states that, excepting some trifling di&evQnce Achirus
lorentzii Weyenbergh could be referred to A. jenynsi, and he doubtin the

.,

fully places

Two

it

in the

synonymy

of that species.

specimens in the present collection agree essentially with the
Total length,
description of A. jenynsi as given by Jordan and Goss,
and 3.37 in
Head
3.63
inches.
respectively, about 7.25 and 6.75
and 3.68 in
snout
3.72
and
1.19;
1.61
length without caudal; depth
and
A.
and
43
D.
58
12; scales
head; interorbital 6.83 and 7.77;
61;
85 or more.
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52.

SYMPHURUS JENYNSI

Phujuaia

/

vol. xxxi.

Evermann and Kendall, new

Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, Pt.

4,

Fish, 1842, p. 140,

species.

San Bias, coast

of Patagonia.

?

Symphurus plngusla, Berg, Anal. j\Ius. Nac. Buenos
p. 79 (Mar del Plata; Montevideo).

Head

Aires,

lY

(2d

ser., I), 1895,

G.66 in length without caudal; depth 3.71; eye 13 in head;

snout 1.33; D. 108; A. 93; C. 12; scales about 120.
Body outline nearly straight from about the first third of its total
length to about the posterior two-fifths w^here it tapers to the base of
the caudal, differing in this respect from ,6'. plagusia, which begins to
taper at about the anterior third of the length.
Teeth small, sharp, close-set, in several series in each jaw, on blind
side;

no teeth on upper

the lower,

if

side; eyes close together,

about on same line,
about over

either, slightly advanced; origin of dorsal fin

front of upper

e^^e.

Color (after preservation in formalin and later in alcohol), light yellowish l)rown, with faint darker streaks along the rows of the scales;

^pp^
Fig.

4.— Symphurvs jenynsi.

(From the

type.)

body also with cloudings and irregular, clouded crossbars; dorsal and
anal dusky posteriori}^, caudal dusky.
The single specimen in our collection differs greatly in several
respects from S. plagusla, hrisiliejisis, ornata, tesselata^ and all others
that have been included in the synon3"m3^ of S, ijlagusia.

In shape and number of dorsal and anal
xS'.

nehulosus (Goode and Bean^), but

it

ra3's

our specimen resembles

differs

from that species

in

having no teeth on the upper or ej'ed side. In S. nehulosus the teeth
are said to be equally developed on both sidetj.
In S. nehulosus the
color is clouded, while in our specimen there are traces of clouded,
irregular crossbands.

—

Tyjpe.
Cat. No. 555T3, U.S.N.M., a specimen T.18 inches long, probably from the market at Buenos Aires.

Named

Leonard Jenyns, an excellent naturalist, who wrote
Darwin during the memorable voj^age of the Beagle around the w^orld.
for Rov.

the report on the fishes collected by Charles

O'Aphoristia nebulosa

Goode and Bean,

Bull.

Mus. Comp. Zool., XI, No.

5,

1883, p. 192.

THE UROCOPTID MOLLUSKS FROM THE MAINLAND OF
AMERICA IN THE COLLECTION OF THE UNITED STATES
NATIONAL MUSEUM.
By Paul Baktsch,
Assistaiit Curator,

The United

States National

Dimsion of 3[oUusks

Museum

has from time to time received

some of which have been
reported upon by Dr. R. E. C. Stearns," Dr. William H. Dall,^ and
Dr. H. A. Pilsbry.'^

additions to

By

its

collections of this group,

far the greater part of the material added in recent years

collected

hy Messrs. E.

W.

was
Nelson and E, A. Goldman in their explo-

under the auspices of the Biological Survey of the
United States Department of Agriculture. Dr. J. N. Rose and Mr.
J. H. Painter, of the U. S. National Museum, and Dr. Edward Palmer
have also made some interesting discoveries of mollusks in their botanThe very latest donations have
ical excursions in the same countr}-.
come from Dr. H. Pittier, from Guatemala, and Prof. A. L. Herrera,
from Mexico.
The two new forms from the United States were collected by Drs.
T. W. Stanton and T. Wayland Vaughan, of the United States Geological Survey, and Dr. Edward Palmer.
This report would be incomplete without mentioning my indebtedness to Dr. William H. Dall, Curator of the Division of Mollusks, for
many kind suggestions, and to Dr. H. A, Pilsbry for critically comparing several forms with specimens in the Philadelphia Academy of
Natural Sciences.
rations of Mexico,

EUCALODIUM DECOLLATUM
There are two specimens of

Nyst.

No.
Nelson and E. A. Goldman, at

this species in the collection, Cat.

186131, U.S.N.M., collected by E.

W.

Teapa, Tabasco, Mexico.
S. Nat. Mus., XIII, 1890, pp. 208-211; XIV, 1891, p. 100.
Nautilus, IX, 1895, No. 5; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., XVIII, 1895, pp. 3-5; XIX,
1896, pp. 344-357; Smith Misc. Coll. (Quart. Issue), XLVIII, 1905, pp. 187-190.

«Proc. U.
&

"Manualof Conchology, XV,
Proceedings U.

S.

1903;

XVI,

1904.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1483.
109
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EUCALODIUM DECOLLATUM GUATEMALENSIS,
Plate III,

new

subspecies.

fig. 9.

Enrnlodinm decollntum Fischer and Cros&e (in part), Miss. Seient. Mexicjue,
o(i3, pi. XIV, figs. 3 and 3a; not Eucalodium decoUatnrn Nyst.

p.

Shell subcylindric, truncated, strong, of lig-ht reddish chocolate
Whorls ten and one-fonrth,
Pluo- convex and granulose.

color.

moderately rounded, increasing gently in size, marked by many
poorh^ defined, irregular, wavy, thread-like riblets, which are best
developed on the posterior whorls. Sutures well marked. Periphery
Base short, of lighter color than the
of the last whorl angulated.
spire, well rounded, showing a strongl}^ impressed umbilical chink,
but no perforation. Aperture oblique, suboval; peristome continuous,
free, decidedly expanded, and somewhat reflected, white; columella
somewhat curved, obsoletel}^ truncated below. Aperture smoky white
within.

Internal pillar with a strong, smooth, spiral fold.

The type, Cat. No. 162307, U.S.N.M., was collected in Guatemala
by Godman and measures: Length, 60.9 mm. diameter of penultimate
whorl, 17.5 mm.; greatest diameter of aperture, from the posterior
;

angle to the angle at junction of outer lip and columella, 15 mm.
This subspecies appears to agree well with the form cited by Fischer
and Crosse as E. decollatum Nyst. The true E. decollatum Nyst is a
much larger form. E. decollatiim guatemalensis lias the color of the

form known

as ghieshreghti Pfeiffer.

In the structure of the internal

agrees with E. decollatum. In guatemalensis.^ however, the
lamella is a little less strongly developed.

axis

it

EUCALODIUM MEXICANUM MAJOR

Fischer and Crosse.

There is one specimen. Cat. No. 162500, U.S.N.M., in the collection
from Guatemala, donated by Dr. H. von Ihering. This has 10 whorls
remaining, which measure: Length, 65 mm.; diameter of penultimate
whorl, 16.8

mm.

EUCALODIUM (OLIGOSTYLUS) BLANDIANUM

Fischer and Crosse.

There are five specimens of this form in the collection. Two, Cat.
No. 25029, U.S.N.M., labeled, Mexico. Two, Cat. No. 28787, U.S.N.M.,
Eastern Mexico with a ? and one, Cat. No. 10526, U.S.N.M., Orizaba,
Mexico. The last was collected by G. Strebel, in 1866.

EUCALODIUM (OLIGOSTYLUS) BLANDIANUM MINOR

Fischer

and

Crosse.

There are three specimens of this subspecies in the collection. Cat.
Nos. 185932 and 185933, U.S.N.M., all from Aculzintgo, Vera Cruz,
Mexico, presented b}' Prof. A. L. Herrera. One of these is a young

UR COPTID MOLL USES— B A R TSCH.

NO. 1483.

Ill

The two adults have 8i and 9 whorls remaining, and
measure: Length, 72.3 mm. and 67.8 mm.; diameter of penultimate
whorls, 18.4: nmi. and 17.3 nmi., respectively.

individual.

EUCALODIUM (OLIGOSTYLUS WALPOLEANUM
)

Fischer and Crosse.

There are three lots of this species in the collection. Cat. No. 32078,
two specimens collected by F. Sarg-, with the locality label Guatemala.
Two, Cat. No. 162308, LT.S.N.M., from Coban, Guatemala, collected by
Godman, and one, Cat. No. 117157, U.S.N.M., collected at the last
The last two have a decidedly stronger
locality b}' C. M. Wheatley.
and are also of lighter color than the preceding three
specimens. There are two oval white eggs with Cat. No. 32078,
U.S.N.M., which have the entire surface uniformly granidose and
measure Length, 5.8 mm. diameter, 3. 5 mm. The five shells measure
spiral sculpture

;

:

MeamremenU

of Eiicalod'mm (Oligostylus) walpoleanum.

Number
Cat. No.

whorls.

32078
32078
162308
162308
117157

of

remaining
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EUCALODIUM (OLIGOSTYLUS SPECIOSUM STREBELI
)

There

is

one specimen

in

von Martens.

the collection of this form, Cat. No.

10828, U.S.N.M., which has 9 whorls and measures: Length, 44.6 mm;
The locality given is
diameter of antipenultimate whorl, 11 mm.

Veracruz?, Mexico.

EUCALODIUM (OLIGOSTYLUS) CEREUM
The

contains one

Strebel.

specimen of

this species, Cat. No.
whorls remaining which
measure: Length, 37.3 mm.; diameter of antipenultimate whorl, 10.8

collection

25033a, U.S.N.M., labeled Mexico.

mm.

The

tine spiral striations

placed thread-like

rililets

It has 9

between the sinuous, oblique, closely

are well marked.

ANISOSPIRA DALLI

von Martens.

There are twelve adult shells and three apices of this species in the
but one collected by E. W. Nelson :it the type locality,
Huilotepec, Oaxaca, Mexico.
One specimen domted by Bland, Cat.
No. 58055a, U.8.N.M., is said to have come fiom near Mazatlan.
The ten perfect specimens from the type locality neasure:
collection, all

Measurements of Anisospira

Cat. No.

dalli.

NO. 1483.
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Pfeffer.

There are three specimens of this species in the collection, Cat. No.
162306, U.S.N.M., collected b}^ Godman at Cerro de Plumes, Oaxaca,
Mexico,
Measurements of Anisosplra

Number of
whorls.

strebeli.
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abruptly anteriorly and more gradually posteriorl3\ The insertion of
this lamella is near the floor of the whorl; from that point it curves
upward and outward, then aoain downward at the free edge. The
latter in the penultimate whorl is at about one-third of the distance

between the floor and the roof above the floor, and extends about onefrom the columella to the wall. In the penultimate whorl the lamella is thickened at regular intervals on its upper
These thickenings
surface, lending to this a somewhat beaded effect.
In the antipenulare not very prominent but rather low and broad.
timate whorl the lamella is cut by a series of regularly spaced, obliquely
forward curved slits, which extend about one-third of the way from
The type. Cat. No.
the peripher}^ of the lamella toward its insertion.
186161, U.S.N. M., was obtained by Dr. R. E. 0. Stearns from Bland
third the wa}' across

Fig. 1.— Interior

view of

Fig. 2.— Detail

of pillar of
Anisospira steaensi.

Anisospiea stearnsi.

and is said to come from near Mazatlan. It has T whorls and measures:
Length, 30 mm. diameter of penultimate whorl, 11.6 mm. diameter of
;

;

fourth to last whorl, 12.5

mm.; diameter

of first whorl, 7

ANISOSPIRA (DISSOTROPIS) BLANDI, new
Plate III,

mm.

species.

fig. 3.

Shell subcylindric from the last to the seventh to last whorl, the next
two evenly and suddenly contracted, the first is less sloping, and lends
the spire a capped appearance.
Decollated apex very minutel}^ punctured.
Plug evenly, finely granulose. Whorls moderately rounded,
marked by numerous, equally developed and evenly spaced, low
rounded, obliquely backward curved thread-like riblets, of which about
120 occur upon the fourth to last whorl. The spaces between these
riblets are a little less than twice as wide as the riblets.
Sutures well
impressed. Periphery of the last whorl angular.
Base somewhat

VROCOPTID MOLL VSKS—BA R TSCH.
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pinched immediately anterior to the periphery, which renders this
area slightl}' concave; the rest of the base well rounded and marked
by the riblets, which are rendered somewhat sinuous in passing over
the peripher}^ and the depressed area.
Aperture not entirely completed in our specimen, showing- the almost obsolete fold.
Internal
pillar thin in the last whorl, graduall}" increasing in diameter to 2.3
mm. in the third to last volution, diminishing from there to the decolThe pillar has a spiral twist running throughout the spire
lated apex.
a little posterior to the middle, and a spiral lamella, which is inserted
on the columella, a little above the floor. This fold is
almost obsolete in the
stronger posteriorly.

maximum development

last

It

whorl, growing gradually
attains its

in the antipe-

ludtimate volution, where it extends
almost one-third of the way across the
inside of the whorl; from this point it
gradually diminishes in size and disappears altogether in the sixth to last

In the third and fourth to

volution.

last volution the lamella is incised at

regular intervals

b}' slits,

which extend

about one-sixth of the way from the
edge to the insertion of the columella.
The type and only specimen, Cat. No.
Fig. 3.— Interior
58055, U.S.N.M., was obtained from Fig. 4.—Detail of
PILLAR of ANIVIEW OF AnisosMr. Bland by Dr. Stearns, and is said to
SOSPIRA BLANDI.
PIRA BLANDI.
come from near Mazatlan. It has 9.1
whorl which measure: Length, 33.7 nmi.; diameter of penultimate
whorl, 11.5 nnu. diameter of fifth to last whorl, 12 mm. diameter of
;

first

whorl, 6.1

The present
the decollated

mm.

somewhat puzzling form; the puncture at
apex and inflated pillar would place it in Cocloeeiitruin.,
species

is

a

but the peculiar sculpture of the lamella allies

it

closely to Anisospira

(Dissotropis) stearnsi.

CCELOCENTRUM NELSOTH
There are two

Dall.

lots of this species in the collection, the type. Cat.

No. 10736S, U.S.N. M., and four other specimens. Cat. No. lcS5902,
U.S.N.M., collected by E. \V. Nelson and E. A. Goldman, respectively,
at Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas, Mexico.
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Measurements of Coelocentrum nelsoni.

Cat. No.

VOL.

X.X.XI.

NO
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somewhat sunk, lending it the appearance of a broad, shallow
The remainder of the base is well rounded and marked bv

groove.

the continuation of the riblets which pass undiminished over the
periphery and the groove to the umbilical region, where they become
Last whorl free for about 1^ mm. Aperture
decidedly crowded.
suboval, somewhat angulated at the posterior lateral margin and at the

junction of the columellar edge and the

lip, showing the edge of the
Peristome yellowish white, somewhat thickened, decidedly expanded but not reflected. Internal pillar,
2.5 mm. in diameter in its widest part, provided with a thickened
twist in each whorl about one-fourth the height of the whorl above
In addition to this the pillar is marked, posterior to the
its base.
twist, by irregularly developed, low, rounded, smooth, cord-like,

obsoletely truncated pillar within.

oblique folds or threads; in most instances these are not continuous,

but are interrupted, forming a series of low, oval, or elongated protuberances.
The space anterior to the twist is smooth. There are

two specimens of

Museum

this species in the collection of the

U.

S. National

by Dr. H. Pittier in the Cave of
Sakalkunte, near Senahu, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala at an altitude of
Cat. No. 185492, collected

1,800 meters.
Measurements of Ccelocentrum

Number

of

whorls.

pittieri.
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hanging, giving rise to channeled sutures. The internal cohimn
from C. pittlerl in having much more regular lamclhv, which
are rarely interrupted. Between these lamclke there appear irregudiffers

rounded nodules and elongate tubercles. The base of the
smooth below the twist in each whorl, as in 'piUieri.
The type has 9,9 whorls and measures: Length, 41.8 mm.;

larly

pillar is

diameter of p(Mudtimate whorl, 14 mm.; diameter of fourth to
whorl, 14.3 mm.; diameter of tirst whorl, T mm.
PTYCHODONTA, new

subgenus.

Shell with the exterior aspect of

trum

last

Coelocen-

Internal pillar about one-third the

ss.

diameter of the inside of the shell, thin, crossed
The
l)y many thin, obsolete, oblique lamelhe.
pillar liears a moderately strong spiral lamella
situated a little below the middle in each whorl,
from which a series of slender, curved teeth
project outward and forward into the cavity.

0.— a, Pillar of the third and fourth
LAST WHORL OF CCELOCENTRUM ASTROPHOREA; 6, The pillar of the penultimate
WHORL OF CCELOCENTRUM ASTROPHOREA.

Fiii.

Fig. .5.— Interior

view of Ccelocenteum astrophorea

TO

In the penultimate whorl and the early whorls these teeth give place
which gained the name astrophorea for
the type species.
to broad, triangular spines,

CCELOCENTRUM (PTYCHODONTA) ASTROPHOREA

Dall.

There are four specimens and two fragments of this form in the
collection. Cat. No. 134690, U.S.N.M., collected l)y E. W. Nelson at
Encarnacion, Hidalgo, Mexico.
Measuremi'nta of Onlocentram {Pli/chodonfa) anfrophorea.

Number of
whorLs.

NO. 1483
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CCELOCENTRUM (SPARTOCENTRUM) IRREGULARE
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Gabb.

There are two specimens of this species in the collection, Cat. No.
The}" are part of the tj^pe
107326, U.S.N. M., donated b}^ the author.
Both are decolCalifornia.
collected
Mnlege,
Lower
at
which
was
lot,
lated.

Measurements of Qelocentrum {Spartocentrum)

Number of
whorls remaining.

irrec/vlare.
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Fred Button. One of these specimens
apex decollated.

is

complete, the other has the

Measurements of Ccelocentrum (Spartocentruni)

Number
of whorjs.

VOL. XXXI.

eiseni.
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EPIROBIA COAHUILENSIS, new
Plate IV,

Shell small, subulate-conic,

121

species.

fig. 8.

horn yellow.

Nuclear whorls
Succeedino- whorls very low between the sutures, moderately rounded,
ornamented hy many, very regular and regularly spaced, decidedly sigmoid, thread-like riblets, which are about one-half as wide as the
spaces that separate them.
I counted tifteen in the space of 1 millimeter.
The sigmoid curve of the riblets is better expressed on the
later whorls than on the early ones.
Some of the riblets are white
and this lends the spire a somewhat mottled apY)earance. Sutures well
impressed.
Periphery of the last whorl decidedly angfular, base v^ery
short, almost flattened, widely umbilicated, marked by the continuations of the ribs, which extend into the umbilicus.
Last whorl
shortly free, having the parietal wall of the aperture projecting for a
lig-ht

three, moderately inflated, smooth, forming- a cylindrical tip.

short distance bej^ond the penultimate whorl.
in the type.)

(Aperture fractured

Internal column without twist or fold, large, fully one-

third the width of the entire shell, thin, translucent, concave in the

center of each whorl, broadening- toward both ends, crossed

by rather

distant, thread-like, axial riblets.

The two specimens

in the

U.

S.

National

Museum

collection, Cat. No.

by E. W. Nelson in the Sierra Guadalupe,
Coahuila, Mexico.
They are not quite adult and it is possible that
full}' adult specimens may show less of the umbilicus, or may have
it completely closed, as in the other known Epirobia.
The free last
187505, were collected

whorl of the type, however, arg-ues against

this.

Measuninenls of Epirobia coahuilensis.

Number of
whorls.
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band bears small, forward-slanting
the blade of a narrow saw.
this

Type.

teeth, the

VOL. XXXI.

whole resembling

—Epirohia {Propilsbrya) nelsoni, new species.
EPIROBIA PROPILSBRYA) NELSONI, new
(

Plate IV,

species.

fig. 8.

Nuclear whorls two
under
ordinary
magnitication,
smooth
and one-half,
the
compound
microwhen
viewed
under
granulose
minutely
but very
slender,
quite
well
lounded,
crossed
by
many
whorls
Later
scope.
regular, obliquely curved riblets, which are about oneThe riblets
third as wide as the spaces between them.
Shell subulate, horn colored with white riblets.

somewhat

inflated,

are less developed on the early whorls than in the middle of the spire; in the middle I counted 11 in the space

They

of 1 millimeter.

are strongest on the penultimate

whorl, where only 8 were counted in the space of 1 millimeter.

Periphery of the

last

whorl somewhat angulated,

the angulation becoming less

apparent toward the aperture. Base rounded, pierced
by the small open umbilicus

and marked by the continuation of the ribs which extend
over it and into the umbilicus.
Last whorl solute for
al>out li

mm.

Parietal wall

of the solute portion decid

edly pinched at about onethird of the

way

to the left

of the posterior lateral angle,

which lends the parietal wal
FlG. 7.— IXTERIOB

VIEW OF EPIROBI.\ NELSONI.

a sinuous aspect.

The

1

so-

lute portion of the parietal

wall

is

Fig.

8.

Detail of interior of Epirobia nelsoni.

crossed by the con-

tinuation of the ribs of the outer wall,

Aperture semi-oval, the

parietal wall representing the short diameter of the oval, angulated

margin and at the junction of the columella
and parietal wall; well rounded anteriorly, showing" the weak parietal
fold within.
Peristome moderately effuse, but not revolute. Internal
column slender, perforate, having a somewhat submedian thread-like
In the antipenultifold, which extends throughout the entire spire.
mate and penultimate whorl, this fold becomes very much enlarged,
forming a strong lamella, which extends one-fourth of the waj" across
the space between the pillar and the wall.
This lamella tapers very
rapidlj" both anteriorly and posteriori}'.
Transverse septa thin, transat the posterior lateral

UROCOPTID MOLL USKS—BARTSCH.
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parent,

marked by a narrow

spiral lamella,

which

is

123
pendant almost

from the middle of the roof of the whorls and extends throughout
the entire spire.

In the three whorls preceding the penultimate

whorl this lamella

is

furnished with slender, forward-slanting- teeth,

There
the whole, in this part, resembling the blade of a narrow saw.
are two specimens of this species in the U. S. National Museum
No. 187504, and one in the Academy of Natural
by E. W. Nelson in the Sierra
Guadelupe, Coahnila, Mexico.

collection.

Cat.

Science, "Philadelphia, all collected

Measurements of Epirobia (Propilsbrya)

Number of
whorls.

nelsoni.
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Measurements of Holospira {Holospira) goldfussi.

Cat. No.

VOL. XXXI.

NO. 14S3.
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Measurements of Holospira {Holospira) goldfussi anacachensis

Cat. No.

125

— Continued.
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Variation in the

Cat. No.

number of rihs in

Ilolospira {Ilolospira) goldfussi.
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HOLOSPIRA (HOLOSPIRA) MEXICANA, new
Plate IV,

'
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species.

fig. 9.

Shell suhcylindric, Avith gradually tapering- teriiiinul cone, yellowish
horn color, with irregularly distributed whitish areas, resembling
frosting.
Nuclear whorls two and one-half, the second one inflated,
all very finely granulose.
Post-nuclear whorls quite well rounded,
the greatest convexity falling a little posterior to the middle between
The last three or four whorls are somewhat contracted
sutures.
The whorls are marked by irregular and irregularly
anteriorly.
riblets, which are best developed on the early
whorls and the last half of the last volution. On the fifth w^horl there
are about 56 of these slender, oliliquely backward slanting threads,
while the tenth shows no less than 80. On the penultinate whorl
the riblets number 48, but are almost obsolete.
Periphery and
base of the last whorl w^ell rounded, crossed by the ri])lets which
continue into the small perforate umbilicus. The last two millimeters of the last wdiorl are solute and built out. There is a
well-marked angle extending over the solute portion, at the junction of the parietal wall and the columellar margin.
The outer
surface of the solute portion is marked by quite strong riblets, which

spaced, ill-defined

form concentric

rings,

and these are more closely crowded immediPeristome decidedly

diately l)ehind the peristome than farther back.

expanded but not reflected (accidentally bifid in the posterior lateral
margin in the type), white-edged, fading gradually to light brown
within.
Folds not apparent in the aperture. Internal pillar thin,
polished, hollow throughout, of almost uniform diameter posterior to
the thirteenth whorl,- where it is equal to about one-sixth the diameter
of the shell, tapering gently anteriorly from the thirteenth whorl,
marked by many irregularl}^ spaced, obliquely backward-curved
whitish lines.
A low, obsolete, somewhat submedian twist extends
over the entire pillar. In the antepenultimate and the whorl preceding this, the axis bears a strong lamella, which attains its maximum
development in the whorl preceding the antepenultimate, beyond which
it

extends only a half of a turn posteriorly; anteriorly the fold
till it disappears in the penultimate whorl.

diminishes gradually

In the whorl preceding the antepenultimate, a strong,

somewhat

out-

ward-curved spiral lamella hangs from the middle of the roof and
extends about halfway down across the chamber, while a strong, low,
spiral lamella is raised up from the middle of the floor, leaving onW
the space of about one-third of the height of the chamber open

between these two lamelke. On the inside of the outer lip of the
same whorl there is a low spiral keel, which is opposite the open
space between the two spiral lamelhx; just described, that is, a little
posterior to the junction of the floor and outer wall.
Proc. N,

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

9
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The unique type, Cat. No. 73987 U. S. N. M., was collected by
It has 17 whorls and measures:
E. Lehnert in southwest Mexico.
Lenc^tli, 17.1 mm.; diameter of penultimate whorl, 3.0 mm.; diameter
of tenth whorl, 1.1

mm.; diameter

of second whorl, 0.8

HOLOSPIRA (HOLOSPIRA) PALM ERI, new
Plate IV,

mm.

species.

fig. 6.

Shell small, slender, subcylindric, terminal cone tapering very gently;
light-brown to flesh color. Nuclear whorls two and one-half, very
minutely granulose. Succeeding whorls well rounded on the terminal
cone, almost flattened on the C3'lindrii'al portion of the spire, crossed

by many subequal and subequally spaced, regular, obliquely backward
These riblets are less strongly developed
and more closel}^ spaced on the middle of the spire than on the two
In the type 1 counted about 16 on the flfth, 80 upon the tenth,
ends.
Sutures well marked.
Last
and 5<) upon the penultimate whorl.
whorl prolonged, having the peripher}" and ])ase well rounded, both of
which are crossed by the ribs, which extend into the deep and broad
umbilical rimation.
Base not perforate. The last two millimeters of
The outside of this part is
the last whorl are solute and built out.
marked by strong continuous ribs, which form a series of concentric
slanting thread-like riblets.

circles

about

it.

The

parietal wall in the free part

at about one-third of the

way

is

decidedl}' pinched

to the left of its junction

with the outer

which renders the posterior lateral angle keeled. Junction of
parietal wall and columella well rounded.
Outer wall of solute portion
somewhat concave in the middle. Aperture subtriangular, white at the
edge, grading to light brown within, peristome expanded but not reflected.
Internal pillar slender, of uniform size, and hollow throughout,
marked by an inconspicuous, submedian twist which appears to extend
through the spire. In the penultimate whorl this twist is replaced by
a strong spiral lamella, which does not extend much either way beyond
the conlines of this turn.
A strong spiral lamella hangs from the roof
in the penultimate and antepenultimate whorl; this is situated a little
lateral to the middle of the space between pillar and wall and extends
about one-third across the chamber. This lamella is strongly outward
curved in the antepenultimate whorl. It is marked by man}^ white
wall,

with hyaline ones. The lines run parallel with the
long axis of the lamella. The basal lamella is low, coextensive with
lines that alternate

the parietal one and opposed to

it.

The fourth

lamella

is

represented

by a low cord on the inside of the outer wall opposite the space between
the parietal and basal lamella in the antepenultimate whorl.
None of
the lamellge extend to the last whorl.
The collection contains 18 adults and 29 immature specimens and
fragments of this species. Cat. No. 100388, U.S.N.M., from Alvarez
Mountains, San Luis Potosi, Mexico, where they were collected by

NO. 1483.
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Dr. E. Palmer, at an altitude of 7,200 feet. The following table gives
measurements and average of twenty specimens:
Measurements of IJoluspira {Holospira) palmeri.

Cat. No.
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restricted to this vokition, appearing only as a strong twist in

the last and in the anteponiiltimate turns.

The

parietal, basal,

and

The

peripheral lamella3 are also confined to the penultimate whorl.

is large and very strongly outward curved, the free edge
bent toward the peripheral lamella, which forms a strong; keel and is
located al^out one-third the height of the chamber above the floor.

parietal one

The

basal lamella

is

thick and strong and apposes the outer edge of

the columellar fold and not the parietal one as is usually the case.

Two narrow

slits

are thus formed, one between the parietal and

peripheral fold, the other between the columellar and basal folds.

The unique

type, Cat. No. 187650, U.S.N.M., was collected by
Nelson in the Sierra Guadelupe, Coahuila, Mexico. It has 13i
whorls and measures: Length 9.T mm.; diameter of tenth whorl 2.9
mm.; diameter of penultimate whorl 2.7 mm.
The diminutive size and the very regular cylindric outline distinguish this species from all the other known Ilolospiras.

E.

W.

HOLOSPIRA (HOLOSPIRA) PAINTERI, new
Plate III,

species.

fig. 5.

Shell small, pupoid, flesh colored to light brown.

Nuclear whorls
Succeeding
whorls rather inflated, those of the conical portion decidedly rounded,
the rest rounded on the posterior third between the sutures, the lower
two-thirds becoming flattened and somewhat contracted anteriorly.
Penultimate whorl somewhat lower than the rest and well rounded.
two, well rounded, shining, very minutel}^ granulose.

The

entire surface is marked by well developed, regular, and regularlj'^
spaced obliquely backward-slanting riblets. These riblets are a little

more crowded on

the middle of the spire than on the cone; in general,
they will average about one-half the diameter of the spaces that separate them; this, however, docs not hold on the last two turns; here
the}' are decidedly more distantly spaced.
The type has about 67 ribs
upon the fifth, 86 upon the eighth, and 60 upon the penultimate
whorls.
Periphery of the last whorl ver}' slightly angulated. Base
3'ellow horn-color, imperforate.
Both periphery and base are
crossed bv the riblets which continue into the umbilical rimation.
Last whorl free and built out for about one millimeter. The free
portion is crossed by sublamellar riblets, which form a series of wavy,
concentric rings, that become closely crowded behind the peristome.
The solute portion of the outer wall is concaved in the middle and the
parietal wall

is

decidedly pinched about one-fourth of the

way

to the

with the outer wall. This renders the posterior lateral angle keeled, and gives to the aperture a channeled appearance at
this place.
Aperture well rounded anteriorly, having the parietal and
lateral walls somewhat sinuous.
The parietal and columellar folds are
both visible deeply within the aperture. Peristome decidedl}' ex-

left of its junction

NO. 1483.
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pandcd and somewhat rcvolute, white, fading- to light brown within.
Internal piUar .slender, hollow throug-hout, having a low submedian
twist, which extends over the entire spire.
In the last and penultimate whorl this twist is replaced by a moderately strong, rather thick
spiral lamella, which is of about equal strength in the two whorls mentioned; it can be easily seen within the aperture, but does not extend
The parietal lamella extends through the
into the penultimate whorl.
last two turns and is also visible deeply within the aperture
it is
slender, quite wide and decidedly outward curved, the free edge pointing toward the rounded, cord-like peripheral fold, which is located a
little below the middle on the inside of the outer wall; it transverses
only part of the penultimate whorl. A narrow slit only separates
The basal lamella is very much reduced and surthese two lamelh\3.
passes the peripheral lamella in height only for about a quarter of a
turn.
The peripheral fold is visible on the outside of the whorl as a
white thread. The collection contains 4-i specimens. Cat. No. 187675,
U.S.N.M., all collected by J. N. Rose and J. H. Painter, at Tehuacan,
Puebla, Mexico. The following table gives measurements of twenty
;

specimens:
Meamrements of Ilolospira

Cat. No.

{Ilolospira) painteri.
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HOLOSPIRA (HOLOSPIRA) NELSONI

Pilsbry.

The U. S. National Mu.seum has 43 specimens of this species, Cat.
No. 187785, collected by E. W. Nelson and E. A. Goldman at Sierra
Guadelupe, Coahuila, Mexico, at an altitude of 9,500 feet. The following table gives measurements of twenty individuals:
Measurements of Holospira (Holospira) nelsom.

Cat. No.

NO. 1483.
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by a moderately developed, spiral lamella, which extends feebly into
first half of the last whorl anteriorly, and hardly reaches to the
antepenultimate posteriorly. The parietal lamella is one turn longand is chiefly located in the penultimate whorl, the very much attenuated anterior portion only extending partly into the last volution.
In its greatest development the lamella extends about halfway across
the chamber; the lamella is thin and decidedly outward curved in the
direction of the peripheral fold.
Peripheral fold slender, a mere thread
extending- through about half a volution, situated about one-third of
the height of the chamber above the floor.
Basal fold low, coextensive
the

with the parietal member.
There are three specimens in the collection of the U. S. National
Museum, Cat. No. 175085, collected by C. R. Orcutt at Tomellin,
Oaxaca, Mexico.
Measurements of Holospira [Iloluspira) oaxacana.

Number of
whorls.
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HOLOSPIRA (EUDISTEMMA) ARIZONENSIS
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Stearns.

There are fourteen fragments and one perfect specimen of this species in the collection of the U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 104392,
The
collected by Vernon Bailey in a cave at Dos Cabezas, Arizona.
measures:
has
whorls
ancj
type,
12
is
the
which
specimen,
perfect
Length, 12.8 mm.; diameter of tenth whorl, 4,2 mm.; diameter of
penultimate whorl, 3.8 mm. This is the t^'pe of Exidistemma Dall.

HOLOSPIRA (DISTOMOSPIRA) BILAMELLATA
The U.

S. National

Museum

Dall.

collection contains 35 fragments

perfect specimens of this species, Cat. No. 129990, collected

and 8

by Maj.

E. A. Mearns, on the top of Hachita Grande Mountains, New Mexico.
This species is the type of '"''Distoinospira^'' Dall. The eight perfect
specimens measure:
Meusuremenis of Holospira (Disiomo.'^pirn) JiUameUala.

Cat. No.
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Thi.s species was made the type of the section ILtjylosfeiinna by
Doctor Dall, which is characterized as havinga short, stout, axial himella
There was one specimen in the collection which had the outer
only.
wall on one side removed to expose the pillar; the removal of the wall
seems to have carried away a small portion of the septum, separating the
last whorl from the penultimate, and this unfortunately happened to
be just the place upon which the short (poorly developed) basal fold
is

situated.

Jlaplostemma., therefore, nmst

The

m,ospira.

floor of the

l)e

considered a

sjmonym

of Disto-

basal fold extends over about one-fifth of a turn on the

penultimate whorl.

HOLOSPIRA (BOSTRICHOCENTRUM) TRYONI

Pfeiffer.

this species. Cat. No. 107325 U.S.N.M.,
which comes from Salle, and was collected at the type
The specimen has
locality, Matamoras de Izucar, Puebla, Mexico.
15 whorls and measures: Length, 12.5 mm.; diameter of tenth whorl,

There

is

one specimen of

in the collection

4.4

mm.

;

diameter of penultimate whorl, 3.8

mm.

HOLOSPIRA (BOSTRICHOCENTRUM) PILSBRYI

Dall.

There are two lots of this species in the collection, one specimen.
U.S.N.M., labeled Mexico, without specific data, the
other, ('at. No. 56932, U.S.N.M., containing 120 specimens, was collected about the sulphur springs around the city of Puebla, Puebla,
Mexico, by the Mexican Geographic Commission. The followingtable gives measurements of 20 specimens from the last lot containing
Cat. No. 21762

the type:
Measurements of Holospira {Bostrichocentrum)

Cut. No.

pllshryi.
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HOLOSPIRA (BOSTRICHOCENTRUM) VERACRUZIANA

Ball.

There are three specimeus of this species in the collection of the
U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 569,33, collected by the Mexican
Geoo-raphic Commission, at Mizantla, Vera Cruz, Mexico. They give
the following measurements:
Measurements of

I/o/osjiint

Number of
whorls.

{Bostrichocevtrum) veracrnziana

NO. 1483.
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Measurements of Holospira {Bostrichocentrum) goldmani.

Cat. No.
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As Doctor
more

vol. xxxi.

Pilsbry has pointed out/' there is a weak, short fold,
upon the axis, in the penultimate whorl, near the

like a tooth

basal wall.

There

through

spire.

th(^

shown

decided, as

is

also a

The

weak submedian

ribbing- of

twist,

which extends

the exterior varies from

in the figure of the type,^ to sul)obsolete

ver}'-

on the

middle of the cylindrical portion, as shown by Doctor Pilsbry's figure/

HOLOSPIRA (BOSTRICHOCENTRUM) HIDALGOENSIS, new
Plate IV,

species.

fig. 12.

Terminal cone gradrounded,
increasing
Nuclear whorls 3, moderately
ually tapering.
tirst
nuclear
whorl
regularly in size, very minutely granulose. The
appearance.
Sucis broad and lends the apex a somewhat truncated
ceeding whorls flattened, the earl}^ ones of the terminal cone slightly
overhanging, alf marked by strong, curved, somewhat distantly spaced
sublamellar ribs, of which about 28 occur upon the first sculptured
Shell slender, elongate, c^iindric-conic, white.

whorl (i. e., the fourth whorl), -±0 upon the tenth, and 26 upon the
penultimate whorl. The ribs are placed closest posteriorly and
become gradually more distantly spaced toward the penultimate
whorl. The wide spaces between the ribs are crossed b}^ several
irregular secondary riblets, which lend them a longitudinally crinkled
appearance. Periphery of the last whorl somewhat angulated. Base
well rounded; the strong continuation of the ribs extend into the
The last portion of the last whorl free for about
umbilical rimation.
3 mm.
Parietal wall somewhat pinched a little to the left of its junction with the outer wall, which lends the posterior lateral angle a
slightly carinated appearance.

The

free parietal w^all

is

marked by

the continuation of the ribs, which are less strongl}^ developed and

Aperture
closely crowded immediately behind the aperture.
subquadrate, parietal border somewhat sinuous, owing to the pinched
portion alluded to above; peristome decidedly expanded, but not re vo-

more

lute.

Internal pillar slender, bearing an obsolete submedian spiral

strengthened to form a low lamella, which extends through
There are two specimens in the collection
of the U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 1S70S2, donated l)y A. L.
Herrera. They were collected at Zimapan, Hidalgo, Mexico.
twist that

is

the antepenultimate whorl.

«Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1905, p. 217.
&Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, 1896, j)l. xxxi, fig. 2.
cProc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1905, pi. xxvi,

fi^

NO.

1-183.

I
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Measurements of Holospira {Bostrichocerdrum) hidalgoensis.

Number
of whorls.
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The following

table gives

measurements of the

t3^pe

VOL. XXXI.

and 14

mens:
Measun'meids of Holosplra {Boslrichocentmm) tamanUpensis.

Cat. No.

speci-

UBOCOPTID MOLLWKS—BARTSCIL

NO. 1483.

lected
Qiist

by

J.

141

H. Ferris, at Cave Creek, Chiricahua Mountains, southlocalit}', which were donated b\' Dr. H. A.

Arizona, the type

Pilsbry.
Measurements of Holospira {Bostrichocentruvi) cJiiricalmana.

Cat. No.

142
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The following

table gives

measurements of the

8 specimens:

Measurements of Ilolospira {Liostemma) hamiltoni.

Number.

VOL.

."^.XXI.

Vll
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There are two specimens of
U.

S.

Prof.

this

143

species in the collection of the

Museum, Cat. No. 1S79S1, which were received from
A. L. Hcrrera. They were collected at Durang-o, Duraugo,

National

Mexico.
Measurements nf Ilolosplra {Liostemiiui) durangoensis.

Number of
whorls.
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HOLOSPIRA (HAPLOCION) PASONIS

VOL. XXXI.

Dall.

Of this, the type species of the sub^^enus Ilaploclon., the U. S. National
Two, Cat. No. 129032, U.S.N.M., the
collection has 3 lots.

Museum

and Cat. No. 134210,. U.S.N.M., two specimens, were colat an altitude of 4,000
152(342, U.S.N.M., 12
feet,
specimens, was collected by Dr. T. W. Stanton, at Red Bull Canyon,
El Paso County, Texas. The following- table g-iv^es the measurements
type

lot,

Mule Canyon, El Paso County, Texas,
by J. A. Singley. The third lot," Cat. No.

lected in

of the perfect specimens:
Measurements of Holospira {Haplocion)

Cat. No.

j.asonis.

UROCOPTID MOLLUSKS—BARTSCH.
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Cienaga Grande, Coahuila, Mexico. The perfect specimen has 12
whorls and measures: Length, 23 mm.; diameter of eighth whorl,
6.5 mm.; diameter of penultimate whorl, 5.6 mm.

HOLOSPIRA (HAPLOCION) MINIMA
There are two

von Martens.

lots of this species in the collection of the

U. S.
One, Cat. No. 126124, U.S.N.M., collected by G.
Eisen, in Sonora, Mexico, contains 5 specimens.
The other. Cat. No.
56960, U.S.N.M., 6 specimens, donated by W. M. Gabb, comes from
These specimens giv^e the following
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico.
measurements:
National

Museum.

Measiirements of Holospira

Cat. No.

{

Haploclon) minima.
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Internal column thin,
panded, flattened, but not revolute peristome.
by
marked
only
lines
of growth, somethroughout,
smooth,
hollow
what ol)lique and contracted in the last whorl, wider in the penukimate
and increasing gently in diameter posteriorly to the beginning of the

terminal cone.

The column

in its widest place is equal to

fourth of the diameter of the shell.

about one15 whorls

The unique type has

and measures: Length, 16 mm.; diameter of eleventh whorl, 4.5 nun.;
diameter of penultimate whorl, 4.2 mm.
The type. Cat. No. 109215, U.S.N.M., was collected by C. H. T.
Townsend, at Cerro Chilicote, Chihuahua, Mexico.

HOLOSPIRA (HAPLOCION) FUSCA

von Martens.

There are three specimens of this species in the collection of the
Museum, Cat No. 1()2323, U.S.N.M., collected by (lodman, at Omilteme, Guerrero, Mexico. The two perfect specimens
U. S. National

measure:
Mensaremenls of Ilolospirn Haplocion fusca.

Number of
Whorls.

riiOCOPTTD MOLLU.SK.S—BARTSCH.
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The entire free portion is encircled b}' strong;Hnes of o-rowth, which as usual become weaker and more crowded
behind the peristome. Aperture small, o])lique, broadl}^ oval, the
but somewhat .sinuous.

wall representing the short diameter of the oval.
Peristome
very thin, moderately expanded and somewhat reflexed.
Internal
piUar large, about one-lifth the diameter of the shell, straight and
pari(»tal

narrowed to

less

than half the diameter in the last whorl, thin, marked
There are three specimens of this

only by whitish lines of growth.

S. National Museum, Cat. No.
Nelson at Encarnacion, Hidalgo, Mexico.
The perfect specimen, the type, has 17 whorls and measures: Length
15.2 mm.; diameter of thirteenth whorl, 4.2 mm.; diameter of penultimate whorl, 4 mm.

species in the collection of the U.
13J:69i»,

collected

by E.

W.

HOLOSPIRA (HAPLOCION) TANTALUS,
Plate III,

new

species.

fig. 6.

Shell small, pupoid, yellowish white.

Nuclear whorls one and onerounded, very minutely granulose. Terminal cone gently
tapering, having the sloping whorls somewhat overhanging; whorls of
the cylindrical portion of the spire moderately rounded.
The entire
post-nuclear spire is marked by feeble, obliquely backward slanting
half, well

riblets, which are better developed and a little more distantl}- spaced
on the terminal cone and the last two volutions than on the middle of
the spire.
There are about 52 of these riblets upon the thiixl whorl,
al)out loo upon the seventh and about 85 upon the penultimate turn.
Sutures well marked. Peripher^^ of the last whorl slighth^ angulated.
Base short, well rounded, deeply rimate, marked b}^ the little riblets.
Last whorl scarcely free, the peristome adnate to the outer wall of the
preceding volution. Aperture moderately large, subcircular, with a
decidedly thickened white peristome, which is broadly expanded and
very slightly reflected. Internal column slender, straight, increasing
gradually in diameter from the last whorl to the early whorls of the
terminal cone, smooth, marked onl}^ by whitish lines of growth.
There are two specimens of this species in the collection of the U. S.
National Museum Cat. No. 29303. They were collected l)y Dr. Edward
Palmer somewhere in Arizona or New Mexico. They have been cited

in several places as Ilolosjjira jnlshri// Dii\\,

ture, as well as other features,

s^iecimens measure:

mark them

but their internal struc-

as quite distinct.

The two

148
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Measurements of Holospira {Haplocion) tantalus.

Number

of

whorls.
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HOLOSPIRA (CCELOSTEMMA) ELIZABETH/E

149
Pilsbry.

There are 3 lots in the collection, 20 specimens, all from Amula,
which has an altitude of about 6,000 feet and lies between Tixtla and
Chilapa, in the State of Guerrero, Mexico.
The specimens give the
following measurements
Measurements of Holospiaa [Crelostemma) eUzahethie.

Cat. No.
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Measurements of Holospira

Cat. No.

(

Ccdostemnta) dallL
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spire, and continue into the perforation.
Last whorl free at its anterior
extremity for about li mm., the free portion marked by rings of riblets, which become crowded behind the peristome.
Free portion of

the parietal wall

somewhat sinuous.

Junction of the parietal and
Aperture moderately large,
brown within, semioval, the short diameter of the oval being represented by the parietal wall.
Peristome decided^ expanded, and somewhat reflected, edged with white. Internal column very large, about
one-half the greatest diameter of the shell in its widest part, widest
near the terminal cone, tapering gradually anteriorly. In the penultimate whorl it is only about one-half as wide as it is at the junction
of the cylindrical portion of the spire with the terminal one.
In the
last whorl it is much narrower and smooth.
The column is thin, semitransparent, marked by thread-like riblets, which extend from the
roof of the whorls to the floor.
There are about twenty-four of these
riblets in the penultimate and thirty-two in the twelfth whorl.
In
outer wall slightly obtusely angulated.

weak spiral fold, which is situabove the floor. There is also a tendency to form nodules
at the place where the riblets cross this fold.
There are two specimens of this species in the collection of the
U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 188180. They were donated by Prof.
A. L. Herrera, and come from Siiaca Yoapan, Oaxaca, Mexico.
addition to the riblets the column has a
ated a

little

Measurements of HoJospir a {Ckdosternma)

Number

of

whorls.

herrerse.
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somewhat contracted at the periphery, thus forming decidedly strongly
marked sutures. The whorls are crossed by numerous, quite regularly spaced, ohliquel}" backward slanting thread like riblets, which
These
are about one-tifth as wide as the spaces which separate them.
riblets are not as well developed on the middle of the spire as on the
Antepenultimate whorl
anterior and posterior extremity of the shell.
Base
decidedly less high than the preceding or succeeding volution.

and outer wall of the last whorl pinched to form a low keel at the
periphery, which extends l)ack from the peristome over the solute
Anterior part of base well rounded, marked
portion.
b}" the strong continuation of the riblets, which pass
uninterrupted from periphery over the base into the
Parietal wall of the free
rather broad, open umbilicus.
portion somewhat sinuous and pinched a little to the
loft

of the junction with the outer wall.

The junction

and outer wall is marked by a low broad
Junction of the
keel that extends over the solute area.
The entire solute
parietal and columellar wall angular.
portion is marked 1)}^ concentric rings of riblets, which
become crowded behind the peristome. Aperture irregularly semioval, somewhat contracted in the middle of
the outer and parietal wall, having the posterior lateral
angle decidedly rounded and forming almost a right
of the parietal

angle at the junction
of

the

parietal

and

columellar walls, well
Fig. 11.— Ixtekiok

view of holospira rosei.

rounded,

what

and

some-

effuse anteriorh",

white.
Peristome expanded and slightly reflected. Internal colunm slender, very thin, translucent, showing many oblique white
lines of growth and bearing a low
keeKor swelling, which is located a
little

posterior to the middle in each

w^horl.

In the last three turns this

keel

replaced by a very strong-

is

lamella,

which attains

its

Detail ok interior of Hulospira
ROSEI.

maxinmm development

in the

middle and

gradually decreases in size posteriorly and anteriorly, the attenuated
extremity })eing visible deeply within the aperture on the columellar
wall.

The

greatest width of the lamella

of the diameter of

the whorl and

more than one-fourth

its

is

equal to about one-half

greatest thickness to a

of the height of the chamber.

In the

little

last three

whorls, coextensive with the columellar fold, there is a spiral line
af slender, sharp, regularly spaced, forward and outward curved

UROCOPTJD MOLLUSKS—BARTSCH.
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pending from the parietal wall. These teeth are placed upon a
slender raised spiral thread, which disappear anteriorly and posteriorly

teeth,

The

with the teeth.

teeth are not apparent in the aperature.

internal septa are extremely thin and transparent.

The

The

tj'pe has 17

whorls (the nucleus and probably the first two of the succeeding- turns
being lost), and measures: Length, 11.5 nun. greatest diameter, 3.6 mm.
Two specimens and three fragments of this species, ('at. No. 188181
U.S.N.M., were collected by J. N. Rose and J. H. Painter at TehuThe other specimen also has the nucleus and
acan, Puebla, Mexico.
It has 13 whorls
a few more of the succeeding whorls, decollated.
remaining and measures: Length, 12.2 mm.' diameter, 3.6 mm.
;

HENDERSONIELLA

Dall.

Shell discoid, with a single internal parietal lamina, the aperture
last whorl free from the disk and recurved so that the
holostomatous aperture lies above the disk and with the plane of its
margin nearly or quite parallel with the plane of the shell coil. Soft
parts resembling those of Holoiiplra.

and part of the

This genus

dedicated to John B. Henderson,

is

jr.,

nection with his studies of the Antillean land shells.

known
It is

in con-

an animal

group which has taken upon itself a discoid form,
something hitherto unknown in that assemlily and therefore of unusual

of the Urocoptid

interest.

HENDERSONIELLA PALMERI

Dall.

Ilendersonia palmeri Dall, Smith. Misc. Coll. (Quart. Issue), III, 1905, p. 187,
pi.

XLiv

=

Henikrsoniellajmlmeri Dall, Idem, p. 239.
Plate V,

figs.

1-4.

Shell thin, depressed, nearl}^ fiat above, with the periphery compressed and keeled; the umbilicus wide, shallow, saucer like, its margin
subangular; the suture distinct, rather deep, not channelled but with

the whorls between distinctly rounded; nuclear whorl polished, rather
prominent, the eight subsequent whorls subequal, closely coiled; the
termination of the last whorl divergent, wholly free from the body,
curved upward with the aperture nearly or quite in the plane of the

surface of the spire, dilated and cup-like toward the aperture, the
peristome continuous, expanded, and slightly reflected, with an obscure
wave on the proximal side; surface striated with feeble lines of growth,
color about that of J*oIt/gf/ra microdonta Deshayes, a pale horn color
or ashy brown, whitish on the peristome; lumen of the whorls subrectangular before becoming solute; about one-fourth of the last whorl
contains a single prominent, somewhat oblique elevated lamina on the

body side, which diminishes gradually toward each end, the distal end
becoming obsolete about the point where the last whorl leaves the coil
and begins to grow independently; the wave in the free portion seems
to be a reminiscence of the infold in ordinary IIoloKpirds^ but is

almost
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evaneacent; diameter, major, 12.5; minor, 9.0; iieight, 2.0; length of

from

free portion of whorl varyingture, long, 3.0; .short, 2.0

Hahitat.
tion; Dr.

1.0 to 3.0

mm.

Diameter of aper-

mm.

— Alvarez iSIountains,

Edward Palmer,

San Luis Potosi,

at 7,200 feet eleva-

of the U. S. Agricultural Dept.

Type.~OAi. No. 110385, U.S.N.M.
The remarkable feature of this animal, apart from its discoid form,
is the manner in which the termination of the last whorl is freed from
the rest and turned upward, as in Anostoma or Ilypselostoma^ so that,
in crawling, the shell must be dragged on what would ordinaril}' be the

f^-^

^,
Fig. 14.

..p.v.

-//-

-^4

Fig. 16.

Fig. 15.

Fig.

13.

— Sketch of jaw of Hendersoniella palweri.
(1) rhachidian, first three laterals, ninth lateral, and outer lateral.
kidney; O. I, intestine; p. r., pulmonary vein; d, lung.
m., mantle; c. m., contractor muscle, h, heart: k, kidney; G. 3, undeveloped genitalia;
All magnified; taken from drawings by Dr. H. A. Pilsbry.

Fig. 14.— Teeth of radula,
Fig.

15.

Fig. 16.
L, liver.

showing

—Anatomical details;

k,

upper surface; a fact which

is

confirmed by the worn condition in each
The aperture strongly recalls that of
glance that we have to do with a discoid

case of this pai't of the shell.
UTocoptlx^ suggesting at first

member of

that family.
However, the internal lamina and the general
aspect of the shell, except the umbilical region, are not very unlike

the discoid Polygyras.

One of the two specimens containing the animal was su))mitte(l to
Doctor Pilsbr}' as the most competent expert in the anatomy of the
Pulmonata, who reports as follows:
"The specimen was preserved in alcohol and had retreated somewhat more than
one whorl within the aperture. It was otviic by ilissolving the upper surface of
1
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the shell with acid until the body could be lifted out unbroken. The foot projected
sliortly from the rather thick collar of the mantle.
It is short and proportioned

The narrow lung extends somewhat more than half a whorl.
without perceptible venation, except for the long pulmonary
The kidney ( A' ) is wedge-shaped and but slightly longer than the peri-

al)out as in Ilolo.ynrn.
Its

surface

vein

(

p.

r. )

is
.

plain,

cardium, exactly as in Holospira as figured in the Manual of Conchology, Uroroptidn;
It is bright pink and 3 mm. long. There is apparently no secondary
pi. 27, fig. 37.
ureter, nor is there any groove along the intestine {G. 4).
The intestine is of the
usual four-folded type,

and penetrates only a short distance behind the heart and

kidney.

The very long liver and the ovotestis occupy the whole of the earlier whorls.
"The genitalia were undeveloped and thread-like. There is a ratiier long atrium
and an excessively long vagina. The penis was represented ])y a minute bud-like
tubercle only, and was evidently not yet developed.
Its retractor was not seen if
present.

"The jaw is very thin, arcuate with
The radula has teeth of the Holosj)ira
cuspid, the cusps obtuse

faint,

well-spaced vertical

strife,

as in Holospira.

The rhachidian and six laterals are unithe basal plates. The marginal teeth have a

type.

and as long as

small ectocone and the mesocone becomes longer."

In a letter Doctor Pilsbry adds: "This
turned up in ^Mexico since Metostraam,
.

is
.

.

the most interesting thing which has
Your surmise that it was a Urocoptid

The very short kidney, scarcely longer than the pericardium, alone settles it. These organs, as well as the jaw and teeth, are exactly as in
Holospira, next to which it evidently belongs."
turns out to be correct.

Since the edition of the orig-inal publication of this remarkable spewas rather limited, I have 'considered it advisable to repeat Doctor

cies

and to give his figures in this connection.
There arc eight specimens in the type lot. Six of these are perfect
and p-'ive the followinof measurements:
Dall's description

Meusureincids of Hciidergouiclla jialmcri.

Cat. No.
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Measurements of Urocoptis {Cochlodinella) poeyana variegala.

Cat. Xi>.
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BRACHYPODELLA MORINI
There arc two specimens of
National

Museum,

Both have

Morelet.

this species in the collection of the

Cat. No. 32083, collected

by Sarg,

lost the apex.

Measurements of Brachypotlella mnrini.

JJumberof
whorls.

157

in

U. 8,
Guatemala.
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MICROCERAMUS FLORIDANUS
There are eiyht
National jNIusenni,

lots of this species in
-is

specimens

in all.

VOL. XXXI.

Pilsbry.

the coHection of the U, 8.

Two

lots, Cat.

Nos.

47-184:

S.N.M., and 188182 U.S.N.M., are labeled Florida, without
locality.

The other

six lots furnish the following data:

Measurements of Microceramus foridanus.

Cat. No.

U.

specific

NO. 1483.

UROCOPTID MOLL USKS—BARTSCH.
Measurements of Microceramus texasianus.

Cat. No.
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160
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U.S.N.M., one specimen from Dr. H. von Ihering,
The latter is decidedly more
collected at Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala.
following
table gives a list of
The
from
Campeche.
oliese than those
measurements:
Cat. No. 162507,

Measurements of Microceramus eoncisus.

Cat. No.

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXXI

North American Urocoptid Mollusks.
For explanation of plate see pace 160.

PL.

Ill

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXXI

North American Urocoptid Mollusks.
For explanation of plate see page 160.

PL. IV

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXXI

Mexican Urocoptid Mollusks.
For explanation of plate see page 160.

PL. V

A KEVIEW OF THE FLOUNDERS AND SOLES OF JAPAN.
By David Starr Jordan and Edwin Chapin
Of Stanford

In this paper

is

Starks,

Uidirrsit)/, California.

g-iven a descriptive catalogue of the species of the

families Fleuronectidse

and

Soleidffi,

tiounders and soles,

known

inhabit the waters of Japan and the shores of the Japan Sea.

to

It is

based primarily on the collection made by Professors Jordan and
Snyder in the summer of 1900. Series of these specimens are in the
United States National Museum, in the British Museum, and in the
museum of Stanford University. The new illustrative figures are the
work of Mrs. Chloe Leslie Starks and Mr. William S. Atkinson.

The

flounders and soles together constitute the suborder Hetero-

somata.

The

relations of this

that these fishes have no

group are

uncei'tain, but it

is

evident

special affinity with the Gadidse or with

other forms with jugular ventral

fins.

Boulenger associates the

floun-

ders with the Zeid», and suggests the derivation of both groups from
But there is no positive warrant for
the extinct family Amphistiidte.
this ingenious guess.
Suborder

HETEROSOMATA.

FLATFISHES.

Cranium posteriorly normal; anteriorly with twisted vertex, to
allow two orbits on the same side of the head; basis cranii not quite
long, of jointed rays; superior pharyngeals 4, the
third longest, much extended forward, the inferior separate; ventral

simple; dorsal
fins

fin

thoracic rarely wanting; of

more than

five rays, all articulate;

fin-spines; shoulder-girdle normal, the hypercoracoid perforate.

the very

young

two sides of the body are
with normal cranium.

fishes the

are one on each side,

alike

no
In

and the eyes

KEY TO FAMILIES OP HETEROSOMATA.
Preopercular margin more or less distinct, not hidden by the skin and scales of
the head; eyes large, well separated; mouth moderate or large; teeth present.
Pleuronectid.e, I
(la. Preopercular margin adnate, hidden by the skin and scales of the head; eyes

o.

small, close together;

mouth very

small,

much
'

wanting.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

twisted; teeth rudimentary or
Soleid^, II

XXXI— No.

1484.
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Family

I.

PLEUKONE(^TID^..

FLOTTNDERS; HIRAME OR KAREI

Body strongly compressed,

vol. xxxi.

in Japanese.

oval or elliptical in outline; head unsj^m-

metrical, the cranium twisted, both eyes being on the same side of the

body, which

is

horizontal in

life,

the ej^ed side l)eing uppermost and

colored, the blind side lowermost and usuall}^ plain.

young

fish

In the very

the bones of the head are symmetrical, one eve on each side,

and the body is vertical in the water. In most species the cranium
becomes twisted, bringing the upper eye over with it. P]yes large,
well separated;

mouth small or

large, the dentition various, the teeth

always present; premaxillaries protractile; no supplemental maxillary
bone; pseudo-brancln^y present; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; lower
pharyngeals separate; no air-bladder; preopercle with its margin usually distinct; not wholly adnate or hidden by the skin of the head;
vent not far behind head, the viscera confined to the anterior part of
the body; scales various, rarely absent, usually small; lateral lines
usuall}" present, extending on the caudal fin, sometimes duplicated or
wanting. Dorsal fin long, continuous, of soft rays only, beginning on
the head; anal similar, shorter; caudal various, sometimes coalescent
with dorsal and anal; pectorals inserted rather high, rarel}^ wanting;
ventrals thoracic under the pectorals, usuall}^ of several soft rays, one

them sometimes wanting. Fishes mostly carnivorous, inhabiting
sandy bottoms in all seas, some species ascending rivers.
Most of the flounders are valued as food, the flesh being Avhite
and wholesome, but rather tasteless, and in some species somewhat

of

known

Japanese as Karei, usually with
as Kurokarei,
an adjective prefix,
Ishigarei,
rock
flounder.
black flounder; Mizugarei, water flounder;
broad;
ina^
eye).
The larger ones are called Hirame or halibut {Idra^
tribe
are
or
Turbot
Apparently the members of the Psettina3
in
The
represented
Japan.
more primitive than the other subfamilies
relative simplicity of structure in the Halil)ut tribe is of the nature
coarse.

These

fishes are

in

indicating the different species,

of degeneration.

The

from the European Cretaceous, are
the genus ^o^A^^s, which contains the Brill, Bothus I'Jiomhus^

earliest fossil flounders,

related to

an ally of the Japanese genus, PlatophryK.
KEY TO SUBFAMILIES OF
A. Ventral

fins

PLEI'RONECTID.E.

unsymmetrical, dissimilar in position and usually also in form, the

ventral fin of the eyed side being extended along the ridge of the abdomen.
Psettin.k, I
Eyes and color on the left side. (Turbot tril)e)

symmetrical, similar in position and

form of base, the ventral
abdomen.
Mouth nearly symmetrical, the dentition nearly equally developed on both

AA. Ventral

fins

in

of the colored side not -extended along the ridge of the

a.

JAPANESE FLOUNDERS AND SOLES— JORDAN A STARRS.
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the gape usually, but not always wide. Eyes and color on the right
most northern forms, on the left side in others. (Halibut tribe.)

sides,

side in

HiPPOC.LOSSIN.K, II

Mouth unsymmetrical, the jaws on the eyed

aa.

side with nearly straight outline,

the bones on'the blind side strongly curved; teeth chiefly on the blind side.
Eyes and color on the right side (with occasional excejjtions). (Plaice

h.

tribe)

Pleuronectin.e, III
I.

SuT^faiiaiiy r'SE;TTiisr..gEc;.
TTJRBOT TRIBE.

with the ventral

Large-Tifiontlied fiounders^

finft

unsymmetrical.

—

Mouth

^symmetrical, the dentition nearly equally developed on both
sides; g-ape usually wide (narrow in Platophrys., Etropus^ etc.), the

commonly more than \ length of head; lower pharyngeals
narrow, each with one or more rows or a narrow band of small, sharp
teeth; teeth in jaws acute; eyes not minute; pectorals and ventrals
maxillary

usuall}^ well

form or

developed; edge of preopercle free; ventral

fins dissimilar

eyed side inserted on the
ridge of the abdomen, its base extended along this ridge, its rays more
or less wide apart; caudal tin rounded or subtruncate; no accessory
lateral line; anal spine usually weak or obsolete; a pelvic spine sometimes developed; vertebrte in moderate or small number, 31 to 45.
in

in position, that of the left or

Bod}^ sinistral.

Species chiefly tropical or subtropical in distribution,

scantily represented in Japan.

The Turbots are here placed at the beginning of the flounder series
most primitive of flounders, though not the most simple in

as the

anatomical structure.
KEY TO GENERA.
a.

septum of gill-cavity below gill-arches without
foramen; a deep emargination near the isthmus; ventral fins free from anal.
Vomer toothless; ventral fins free from anal; caudal fin subsessile.

Pectoral fin of both sides present;

h.

c.

Lateral line with a distinct arch in front; teeth small, uniserial, or biserial.
Interorbital space more or less broad, deeply concave, at least in the males;

(L

form broad ovate; gillrakers short and thick.
e.

Scales small, ctenoid, adherent, 75 to 100 or more; teeth mostly uniserial;
anterior rays of dorsal not elevated; pectoral of left side usually fila-

mentous
ee.

in the male; vertebra? (in P. lunatus)

9+30=39.

Scales large, deciduous; anterior dorsal rays not elevated

.Platophri/s, 1
Sea-ops, 2

sometimes reduced to a simple ridge; dorsal
scales large, firm; gillrakers slender; teeth in two

dd. Interorbital space narrow,

not elevated in front;
series

Engi/pnmpoii, 3

".

II.

SuTafainily

HIPPOGLOSSIISr^^.

HALIBUT TRIBE.

Large-mouthed Jlou7ide7's, with the ventral fn.^ sym metrical.— Mouth
symmetrical, the jaws and the dentition nearly equally developed on
both sides; gape usually wide, the maxillary more than i length of
head; lower pharyngeals narrow, usually with but 1 or 2 rows of sharp
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teeth; teeth in jaws usually acute; eyes large;
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edge of preopercle

free;

pectoral and ventral tins well developed, the ventral fins similar in position and in form of l)ase, the ventral fin of the eyed side not being

Septum

attached along the ridge of the abdomen.

of gill cavity with-

out foramen.
existing species are mostly arctic or subarctic, and mostly dex-

The

the

tral, ))ut

more primitive forms

(allied to PandicJitJiyx) are largely

semitropical and sinistral.
KEY TO GENERA.
Vertebra^ and fin rays in moderate nund)ers (vertebrae fewer than 46, dorsal rays
fewer than 95, anal rays fewer than 75) caudal fin not concave, the middle rays

a.

;

longest.

Dorsal fin beginning in advance of eye; teeth sharp, uniserial; eyes sinistral
(rarely reversed) lateral line with a strong arch in front; no anal spine.

h.

;

Species tropical or semitropical, allied to Paraliddliys.

some

Scales moderately ctenoid; gillrakers slender;

c.

noni' of the rays

much produced;

vertebn^e

.30

of the teetli canine-like;

to 40.

Lateral line with a short accessory branch extending from near the opercu-

d.

lar angle to base of dorsal fin

;

l)ody rather deep

Lateral line without accessory liranch;

(/(/.

Psrndorli<»i)bvs, 4

body more elongate; mouth

large.

5

J'ardlirlilln/s,

beginning above the pupil.
Lateral line with short more or less semicircular arch in front; vertebra' .35 to
41; anal spine present or absent; body normally sinistral; scales ctenoid;
teeth rather small (genera allied to Veraspcr, in the temperate Pacific).

Dorsal

hh.
e.

(in

Anal spine weak or obsolete; teeth in two series.
Gillrakers long and slender
gr/. Gillrakers short and broad
//'.
Anal spine strong; teeth uniserial; interorbital area scaly.

/.

Ni/striuK, 6

g.

ee.

.J(v//*^//oy«e//a, 8

Lateral line without distinct arch in front; vertebra 40 to 46;
dextral; scales ctenoid; anal spine usually present.

7

]'er(it<per,

body

normallj'^

Species of subarctic dis-

tril)ution, allied to Hlppoglossokles.

Lateral line simple, without accessory branch; teeth sharp, uniserial below.

It.

Upper eye lateral; no bony or wartj^
Jaws with distinct canines; lateral

('.

plates.

line

j.

descending in a long curve.
(

jj.

Jaws with subequal
X.

Scales small, chiefly ctenoid; flesh firm; gillrakers rather few, 10 to 15

below angle; teeth uniserial

in

both jaws; vertel)ra

45.

III])j)0(jlus.<iul<1('i<,

XX. Scales mostly cycloid;

ii.

flesh

gillrakers

feeble;

about 25 below angle
Upper eye nearly vertical, on the midcUe
as in

Vertebra and
sal

Cleistlienpx, 1

upper outline of body,
Atheredhea, the dorsal beginning behind it; head with warty

fin

Protopsetta, 12

rays

much

increased in

number

(the vertebra^ about 50; dor-

body comparatively elongate; caudal
and spine mostly obsolete. Dextral species,

rays about 100, anal rays about 85);

fin lunate;
arc;tic in
y.

10

rather numerous,

line of

plates
an.

9

'i/iiopseftd,

teeth; lateral line nearly straight.

lateral line simple;

distribution,

((jenera allied to Illppoylon^ns.)

Large teeth not arrow-shaped, biserial above, uniserial below; scales very
small, cycloid; gillrakers long and slender; eyes strictly lateral.
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Lateral line with an anterior arch; lower pharyngeal teeth biserial; vertebne
84
(in H. hippoglomis) 16
50
IFippnglossus, 13

z.

=

+

zz.

Lateral line nearly straight; lower pharyngeal teeth in one row.
Reinhardtius, 14

yy.

Large teeth in both jaws arrow-shaped, biserial, some of them depressible;
njjper eye with vertical range; gillrakers short; scales deciduous, ciliated;
lateral line without arch; flesh soft.
Vertebrae 12 + 37 =49..AthereKthes, 15
III. Siilalainily

PLKTlTROlSrECTIN'^'E.

PLAICE TRIBE.

Mouth

small, unsymmetrical, the jaws on the eyed side with nearly

bones on the blind side strong-ly curved; dentition
developed on the blind side; eyes large; edge of preopercle not
hidden by the scales; pectoral fins well developed; vertical fins well
separated; ventral fins nearly or quite symmetrical, that of the eyed
side not prolonged along the ridge of the abdomen; anal spine usually
strai^'ht outline, the

chiefly

strong (obsolete in Mic7'ostomus and Veraetpta).
frequently in

Body

dextral (except

Species arctic or suliarctic in

Plat)chtliiji< stellatus).

distribution.
KEY TO GENERA.
a.

number

Vertebrte in moderate

(36 to 44)

;

dorsal rays 65 to 80; anal rays 45 to 60.

Teeth in bands, small, acute; lower pharyngeals narrow, with small teeth,
usually two-rowed.
c. Lateral line without branch, and with a broad arch in front; scales large,
Ahvops, 16
ctenoid, caducous; gillrakers short and sharp
cc. Lateral line with an accessory dorsal branch, without arch in front; lips
..Plenroulrftfhi/s, 17
thick, folded; dorsal fin beginning on l)lind side
III).
Teeth in a single row, usually bluntish or incisor-like.
d. Lateral line with an accessory dorsal branch, and with a distinct arch in
Lepidopsetta, l^
front; scales imbricated, firm, rough-ctenoid.
b.

dd. Lateral line without accessory branch.

Lateral line with a semicircular arch in front.

e.

Body

/.

robust

;

anal

spine

present

;

scales

Body

ff.

slender

and

fragile

;

scales

very

small,

but

;

Yerxqiia, 20

spine
ee.

not always
Lbnandu, 19
cycloid
no anal

usually

ctenoid

Lateral line with(^ut arch in front.
h.

Scales present.
i.

Bases of vertical fins without stellate tubercles.
Scales regularly imbricate, all on eyed side, ctenoid in both sexes.

j.

k.

Scales large (60 to 65), loose, with slender spinules; interorbital

space narrow, naked; teeth not
Eyeball scaly above

I.

close-set.

Dexistcx, 21

Araias, 22
Eyeball scaleless
Scales imperfectly imbricated or else not ctenoid; teeth blunt, closeU.

jj.

set.

m. Scales chiefiy cycloid in both sexes; lower pharyngeals each with
Pleuronedey, 23
one row of small teeth
7nm. Scales rough-ctenoid in the male, mostly cycloid in the female;

lower pharyngeals large, with 5 or 6 rows of large blunt,
set teeth

close-

Liopsettd, 24
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Bases of fin rays with rough tubercles; scales rough, stellate, scattered,
mostly not imbricated; head with stellate tubercles; lateral line
scaleless; lower pharyngeals broad, each with three rows of blunt
Phdiclitliijs, 25
teeth; teeth in jaws incisor-like
hh. Scales none; body naked or with rough warts or tubercles.
n. Body naked in youth, the adult with irregular rows of horny elevations,
Kareius, 26
two or three on the eyed side; blind side naked
ii.

,

nn.

Body naked in youth, the adult with many rows of warty tubercles,
some of them regularly arranged, these on the eyed side; blind side
naked

aa.

Vertebne

Clidodenna, 27

,

in increased

dorsal rays 90 to 120; anal rays 70

numljer (48 to 65);

to 100; teeth broad, incisor-like; lateral line simple, straight; scales small all

cycloid; l)ody elongate.

m. Anal spine obsolete; skull with few mucous cavities

mm. Anal

Microdomus, 28

spine present; skull with large mucous cavities
1.

PLATOPHRYS

Glyptocephalus, 29

Swainson.

Solea Rafinesque, Indice di Ittiologia Siciliana, 1810, p. 52 (/-/(om^o/V/c)

;

not of

QUENSEL, 1806.
Platopfiri/s SwAii^so-N, Nat. Hist. Class' n Fishes, 11, 1839, p.

Peloria Cocco, Intorno ad Alcuni Pesci del

mar

o02 {oeellalus).

di Messina, (iiorn. del Gabin.,

1844, pp. 21-30, Lettere di Messina [Iwckcli, a larval form
Pelorns of INIonti'^ort, 1808.
? Coccolu.s

larval

<if

P. poda-s); not

Bonaparte, in Cocco, Alc-uni Pesci Messina, 1844, p. 21
form probal)ly of /'. podus, with the right eye in transit

—

{(UDiectcns;

to the left

side).

Bothus Bonaparte, Catologo Metodico, 1846, p. 49 (podm); not of Rafinesqie.
Rhomhoidichthys Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Nederl. Manad. and INhikassar,
1857-58, p. 67 {myriaster).
Com ptes

Platophrys Bleeker,

Rend us Acad.

Sci.

Amsterd., XIII, 1862, Pleuron.,

5 (ocelldtus).

Eyes and color on the left side. Body ovute, strongly compressed;
mouth of the large type, but comparatively small; the maxillary ^ or
head; teeth small, subeipial, in 1 or 2 series;
no teeth on vomer or palatines. Interorbital space broad and conDor.sal fin
Gillrakers moderate.
cave, broadest in adult males.

less of the length of the

beginning in front of eye, all its rays simple; ventral of colored side
on ridge of abdomen; caudal convex behind; pectoral of h^ft side
usually with one or more tilamentous rays, longest in the male.
Scales very small, ctenoid, adherent; lateral line with a strong arch in
front.

Coloration usually variegated.

This well-marked genus

is

widely

difl'used in the

sexual ditferences are greater than usual

among

warm

seas.

The

flounders, and the

different sexes have often been taken for different species.

Asa

rule,

on the left side is much prolonged, the
interorbital area is much widened and ver}" concave, and there are
some tubercles about the snout and lower eye. The young fishes, as
is usually the case, resemble the adult females.
The very young are translucent, with the eyes symmetrical. The
species of Platophrys are widely distrit)utod through the warm seas, no
in

the males, the pectoral

fin

NO.

14.S4.
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tropical waters being- wholly without them.
All the species of Platophrys are extremely closely related, and can be distinguished with diffiOn the other hand, the variations due to differences of age and
culty.
sex are greater than in any other of our genera.
[TtXcuTvg^ ])road; ofppvg^ eyebrow.)
I.

PLATOPHRYS MYRIASTER

(Temminck and

Schlegel).

Rliomhus myriaster TEMMiyiCK and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846,
pi. xcii, fig. 2 (Nagasaki).
•

Ehoviboid'ichthys mi/riastcr

Macassar,

p.

Bleekeh, Act. Soc. Ind. Nederl.,

67 (Celebes); Atlas, Pleuron.,

Cat, IV, 1864,

p.

Cat., 1897, p. 25

pi. ix, fig.

I.

p. 181,

Manado and

4 (Celebes).

Gunther,

436 (Celebes; China).— Ishikawa and Matsu'Ora, Prel.

(Kagoshima).

Jordan and Snyder, CJheck-List Fish, Japan, 1901, {). 122.
Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, p. 865 (Keerun,

Platophrys myriaster

Formosa).

Habitat.

— Southern Japan, southward

to China,

Formosa, and the

East Indies; north to the island of Kiusiu.
Head, 4} in length to base of caudal; depth. If; upper eye, 3 in
head; maxilhay, 3f snout, 4i; interorbital space, 3; dorsal, 94; anal,
J,

;

71; scales, 104.

Body rather broad; the anterior upper outline a short, even curve,
becoming nearly vertical in front of eyes; snout somewhat projecting,
its upper outline not continuous with that of head; mouth arched;
each jaw with a row of sharp, slender, recurved teeth, outside of which
toward front is another row of more irregular stouter but shorter
reaching very slightly past anterior rim of lower
broad and concave, rising on each side to a high,
smooth orbital rim; middle of upper eye over posterior edge of lower
eye; a slight projection near tip of snout on blind side; gillrakers very
teeth; maxillary

orbit; interorbital

short and l)lunt, 6 developed on lower limb of arch, only very small
tubercles above.

Origin of dorsal just above snout, a little below the level of superorbital rim of lower eye; longest dorsal rays equal to those of anal;
their length, 2^ in head; pectoral long and very slender; its length, 1 jV
in head; caudal double truncate; arch of lateral line small, its length
twice as great as its height, and contained (5 times in straight part of
Scales very small and everywhere
lateral line or two times in head.
of dorsal and anal tins, which is
base
cycloid except a definite area at

roughly ctenoid; at al)out middle of fins this area is 3 or 4 scales deep,
but it tapers at each end and disappears. Scales on opercles, cheeks,
posterior half of interorbital space and top of head to front of upper
eye; front of head, snout, and mandible naked.
Color, rather light brown, everywhere on head and body with small
brown spots ringed with light brown, lighter than ground-color, and
light-blue spots ringed with dark ])rown; an irregular, blended, dark-
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and another

at middle of

brown blotch

just behind arch of lateral line

straight portion of lateral line; dorsal and anal inconspicuously and
irreg'ularly dotted with }>rown dots, and at regular intervals, alxnit 10

rays apart is a round spot, dark, nearly as large as pupil, at l)ase of
rays; 1 or 2 very faint bars on pectoral; caudal dark at base and tip
of rays, a broad light l)and across its middle.

The above description is drawn from a female example 16 cm. in
did not find the species in Japan,
length from Keerun, Formosa.
although originally described from Nagasaki.
(/ifp/og-, m3^riad; aGri)p^ star.)

We

SCyEOPS Jordan and

2.
Scxo-ps
(

Jordan and Starks, BulL U.

Starks.

Comni., XXII, 1902 (1904),

S. Fish.

p. 627

grandisquama)

This genus
scales; the

tin

in

near

differing

Platop}ir[i><^

the large, caducous

in

rays are not produced in the male and the sexual differ-

ences are less pronounced than in Phitoplinjx. Teeth one-rowed; gillsecond species, 8cse,ops pmcilura
Size small.
rakers very short.

A

(Bleeker), verj^ similar to the type of the genus, occurs in the East

Scxops xcna/idrla

Indies.

{GKixiog^ left;

oDip^

is

found

KEY TO
a.

in

Hawaii.

eye.)

Scales large, 36 in a lateral series.

SPECIES.

Color plain brownish; caudal fin with a black

spot al)ove and one below

grandiscjuitnia, 2

aa. Scales smaller, 45 in a lateral series; u])per eye

brown, freckled with darker brown; caudal

fin

more

Color light
with three dark cross-shades.
posterior.

Ivberms, 3
2.

SC.EOPS GRANDISQUAMA

(Schlegel).

DARTJMAGAREI (DARUMA 'r-FLOUNDER); MARUTAGAREI (LOG-FLOUNDER).
Rhoinbiifi fjrandisqaauia Scmlecjel,

Fauna

.Taponica, Poiss., p. 183, 1846, pi. xni,

4 (Nagasaki).
Rhomboidirldhys grand isfjuama Gunther, Cat., IV,
figs. 3,

ascribed to theGulf of Fonseca).

Namiye,

Check-List, 190,

Sca:o]»^

p.

437 (China, also by error

Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 25

(

Kishin).

Class. Cat., 1881, p. 110 (Kishin).

Eng!,'prosopo)i grandm]u<i)na
'

Ishikawa,

p.

Jordan and Snydek, Fish

.Tapan,

Annot. Zool. Jap.

122 (Nagasaki).

grandisquama Jordan and Starks, Bull. U. S. Fish Comn., XXII, 1904,
(Owari Bay, Saganu Bay).

p. 627, pi. VIII, fig. 2

Habitat.

— Sandy coasts of Japan,

northward

to Misaki.

m

m

length to base of caudal; depth, 1|; upper eye, 3i
Ihead; maxillary, 3^; snout, 4|; dorsal, 79; anal, 60; series of scales, 36.
Body rather broad; the anterior upper profile steep; snout a little

Head, 41

projecting with a shallow notch above; maxillary reaching past front
(iDaruma, a squat image of Buddha, a

and

cottoid fishes.

name

also applied to certain Scorpa^noid

Karei, garei for euphony, flounder.

NO. 1484.
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of lower eye, nearly to antei*ior
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margin of pupil; interorbital space of

male, 2j in head; of female, 4 in head (much narrower in small indiMale with a sharp spine on colored side of snout near tip,
viduals).
projecting-

outward and forward; another on anterior upper margin

of lower eye,

and a few rough serrations behind

it;

lower margin of

upper eye serrated, the serrffi coarser anteriorly, these serrations and
very slight projection on snout,
spines all absent in the female.

A
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but no spine as in the male; the orbital rims raised but smooth. Six
short o-ill rakers developed on lower limb of arch, none on upper.
Orioin of dorsal on blind side opposite upper rim of lower e3^e; pectoral of colored side long, narrow, and pointed, its length equal to
that of head; pectoral of blind side blunt and only half as long- as its

mate; arch of lateral line, 3| in straight part, li in head.
Color rather light, mottled with dark brown, lighter than in S.
Jcohensis; the tins all with small dark spots on the rays; a conspicuous
black spot nearly as large as pupil on the upper and lower edges of
the caudal at about the middle of the length of the rays.
Specimens were collected at Wakanoura and Nagasaki. The above
description

of specimens 11 or 12 centimeters long.

is

The specimen here drawn is of a male with a wide interorl)ital space.
Females of the same size as our type of S. l'ohemii< have the interorbital space

no wider than

in that species.

{grandi^^ large; stjuama, scale.)
3.

Head, 4

SC/EOPS KOBENSIS
in

Jordan and Starks,

new

species.

length to l)ase of caudal; depth, If; eye, -4 in head; snout,
<)3; pores, in lateral line 5t;; 45

4|; maxillary, '6\\ dorsal, 80; anal,
series of scales.

Shape of body

as in Scfleops r/r(indmj>/an/a; the snout slightly pro-

duced; a slightly siiarper notch above its tip; mouth very oblique, the
maxillarj^ reaching to front of lower eye; teeth small and rather sharp,
in a single even row on jaws; middle of upper eye a little })ehind
posterior edge of lowei- eye; interorbital space rather deeply concave,

width equal to vertical diameter of upper eye; no tubercles al)out
prominence at tip of snout; gillrakers very short and
rather blunt, 7 developed on lower limb of arch, none on upper.
Origin of dorsal at notch above snout opposite front of lower eye;
height of longest dorsal rays near middle of tin, 2 in head, equal to
those of anal; pectoral of eyed side long, narrow, and pointed; its
length ecjual to that of head; pectoral of blind side short and rather
blunt, its hMigth 2^ in head; ventral of eyed side O-rayed, extending
its

eyes, a slight

farther forward but not so far t)ack as that of l)!ind side, its rays nuich
wider apart; length of arch of lateral line lU in straight part, contained

If times in head; height of arch equal to width of interorbital space;
eyed side everywhere finely ctenoid; the spinules long, slender, and very immerous, easily broken oti', leaving the scale nearly

scales of

smooth; scales of blind side cycloid; head with scales everywhere
except on tip of snout, mandible and maxiUary; interorl)ital closely
scaled.

Color light grayish brown, everywhere mottled with irregular spots
much shaded into each other and
in sharp contrast; dorsal, tinal, and ventral with tine spots of dark

of very dark lirown; the colors not

NO.
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brown on the rays; not

involving- the membrane; caudal with three
dark cross-bands; pectoral with fine, inconspicuous, dusky
spots; a dark spot on base of rays.
This species may be known from Seieop.s <jrandi.s(puuna by the
smaller scales and more posterior upper qjq,.
indistinct

,,,^if^fmif^fff//i/: '-'-^J,

%
III

-Scoops kobensis.
Ti//ic.

leno'th

— The

and

is

only specimen was collected at Kobe.
lumjbered 1)S'22, Stanford University.
3.

Eii(/i/j>ri)soi)<>ii

ENGYPROSOPON

GvNTiiEn, Cat.

Fi^:h,

IV,

18(54,

i>.

It is

s;3

nun. in

Gunther.
4;>1

(mogkii).

Body elliptical, covered with rather large, tirm scales; teeth tworowed; gillrakers long and slender; interorbital space narrow; tin
Sexes similar. Small sand-colored
rays not produced in either sex.
flounders of the Pacitic, allied to Ai-noglossus, but less fragile in habit,
and with the teeth biserial, not sharp and uniserial as in Arnoglossus.
The interorbital space, though narrow, is ])roader than mArnoglossns,
and in some species somewhat concave.
{eyyvg^ contracted; Ttpoacsonov^ forehead.)
4.

Lhgypwsopon

ENGYPROSOPON IIJIM^
iijinuf

p. 626. pi. viTi,

Jordan and

fig. 1

Jordan and Starks.

Stark.s, Bull. U. S. Fi?h Conni.,

XXII,

litOJ,

(Suruga Bay, Japan).

in length; depth, 2.33 to 2.5; I). 80 to SU; A. CK to 72;
50 to 53; eye, 3 in head; maxillary, 3.5; pectoral of eyed side,
Anterior
1.2; of blind side, 3; ventral, 2.25; caudal, e(iual to head.
profile evenly carved, the orbits not reaching to its edge; eyes sepa-

Head, 4

scales,

rated by a

narrow sharp

ridge, the lower the

more

anterior;

mouth

172
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small, the maxillary very

much curved and reaching

to a little past

set in a single row; six very short gill-

front of orbit; teeth small and
rakers on lower arch of first gill.

Scales finely ctenoid, the spinules
on the scales slender and very numerous; blind side with cycloid
,-irv»v

with a very a])rupt, short, high curve, its height
contained 1.83 in its chord, which is half length of head, its beginning
Dorsal beginning in advance
opposite the terminal third of pectoral.
of blind side less than
slender,
of eye; pectoral of eyed side long and

scales; lateral line

JAPANESE FLO UNDERS AND SOLES— JORDAN dt STARKS.
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half as long; ventral with 6 rays, that of blind side not j^rolonged,

its

base beginning behind front of ventral of eyed side and its tip reaching farther past front of anal; caudal rounded behind, its outer edges

broadly rounded, scarcely angulated.
Color light brown, spotted with dark brown, ocellated spots, 3
a ove and 3 below lateral line, the anterior upper spot in advance of
that belov,-; 5 spots with edges more blended along body near ba.se of
4 similar ones along body near base of anal, these involving
tins; one on opercle just above gill-opening; pectoral of eyed

dor.sal,

base of

side dark

Two

brown.

small specimens taken in from 45 to 60 fathoms, in Suruga

Bay; the former, the type, 65 mm. in length, is numbered 51461,
U.S.N. M.; the other is No. 838T, Stanford University.
The species differs somewhat from the type of Engyjwosopon^ but
doubtless referable to the same genus,

it is

(Named for Dr.

lijima, professor of zoology in the Imperial Uni-

versity of Tokyo.)
4.

PSEUDORHOMBUS

Bleeker.

Pxeudorhomhns Bleeker, Coniptes Rendus, Amsterd., XIII, 1862, p. 5 {polynpilos)
Rhombiscus J oRDAtf AND Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 379 {ciniiamomeus).

This genus

is

closelv related to Paraltchthys,

the East Indian region.

It differs in

which

it

replaces in

the presence of a short accessor}'^

branch of the lateral line, extending upward and forward from near
The bod}^ is less elongate
tlie angle of the opercle to the dor.sal tin.
than in ParaUehfhys^ the mouth smaller, with feebler teeth, and the
All Ijelong to the fauna of southeastern
species are smaller in size.
Asia.
{fevSf}?;^ false; po^fioff^

rhomhus^ flounder.)
KEY TO

o.

SPECIES.

Scales small, 65 to 89 in lateral line series.

on blind side, as well^ as on eyed side; D. 80; A. 60. Scales 80;
Gillrakers 8 below angle of arch; color dark; a black blotch on lateral
cinnamomi'us, 5
lii-ie

Scales ctenoid

h.

bb.

on blind side,
Gillrakers rather few, 8 to 11 below angle of arch.

Scales cycloid

c.

d.

Scales moderate, 74 to 80 in lateral line.

Pores in lateral line 79; D. 80; A. 63; depth

('.

I'i

in length; canines rela-

mimkius, 6
Pores 74; D. 78; A. 62; depth 2^0; canines few (about 20-12 ).o;/(;orfon, 7
dd. Scales very small, 98 in lateral line; D. 74; A. 56; depth 2= in length.
tively

numerous (22-18)

ee.

duplmoceUatut<, 8
cc.

Gillrakers numerous, 16 or 18 below angle of arch;

body with about
aa. Scales large,

pale sjjots

5 dark ocelli

I).

77; A. 52; scales 60;
orelU/er, 9

40 to 50 in lateral series; D. 66; A. 48; mouth small; body with
oligolepis, 10
besides dark ones ..-.
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PSEUDORHOMBUS CINNAMOMEUS

vol. xxxi.

(Schlegel).

GANZOBIRAME (GANZO.a HALIBUT),
Rhoinhutf chnuuiioiiu'tis Schlegel,

Fauna Japonica,

Bleeker, Act. Soc. Ind. Nederl.,

(Nagasaki).

Poiss., 1846, p. 180, pi. xciii
Ill,

Japan

p.

25 (Nagasaki).

Pscudorlinnihus cirniamomeus GvtiTBER, Cat., IV, 1862, p. 427 (Nagasaki).
iye, Class.

Cat, 1881,

Tokyo, 1897,
p.

p.

Nam-

Otaki, Journ. Imp. Bureau Fish,
E. Japan). —Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,

110 (Tokyo).

p. 6, pi. iii, lig. 2 (S.

25 (Kishin, Tosa).

JiliDuilnscns cinv(i)iiO)iiens

379 (Tokyo);

Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900,
Jordan and
121 (Yokohama, Nagasaki).
p.
[>.

Check-List,

Seale, Proc. Davenport Ac.

llahlt(d.

Sci.,

X,

1905, p. 16, (Ilong

— Coasts of SoutluTn Japan and China,

Head. 8f

in

Kong).

north to Tokj'o.

lon^^th to l)ase of caudal; depth, 1,%; 03^0, 5f in head;

snout, 5; niaxilhiiT,

^ij;

dorsal, 79; anal,

E^-es nearly vertical or the

separated by a narrow, rather

(II;

lower ver}'
hig'h,

pores

in lateral line, SO.

slig"htly

more

posterior;

sharp, naked ridge; maxillary

below posterior edge of lower e3"e; gape of mouth
sharp and irregular in position and
size; front of mandible truncate and subvertical; lower margin concave, and posterior end forming a conspicuous angle on lower side of
head; gillrakers, short and pointed, teethed on the inner margin, the
longest % of diameter of pupil, S or 9 developed on lower limb c^f arch.
Dorsal l)eginning on blind side opposite front of upper e5^e; pectoreaching- to

ver}' nuich arched; teeth rather

ral rather slender, its base nearly- horizontal, reaching- a little past
angle of lateral line; length of pectoral of eyed side If in liead; that
of blind side 2i; ventrals rather small, that of eyed side a little nearer

aV>dominal ridge than the other and a verv

little

more

anterior; length

of ventral of eyed side contained 4 times in head; caudal double trun<'ate,

the nnddle ra3's reaching a sharp point, their length contained

head; height of curve of lateral line 3| in head; length of
curve li; scales everywhere ctenoid except anteriorly on blind side;
posterior part of mandible and maxillary- with a few rough scales,
otherwise naked; snout and interorbital ridge naked.
Color of bod3' uniform brown ista with a spot at angle of lateral line,
sometimes large and diffused, sometimes small and distinct; tins light
and indefinitely speckled with light brown; slight traces of crossstreaks on ventral, none on pectoral.
Here describe from a specimen 23 cm. in length from Tokyo.
Other specimens from Tsuruga, Wakanoura, Kobe, Onomichi, Nagasaki, Ilukata, Kawatana, and Tokyo.
We have also a young example
If

in

from Hongkong.
This species is one of the commonest of eTapanese floiuiders, standing
regard next to ParcdicJdhys oUvaceus.

in that

« Ganzo, a

proper name, as Johnny-halibut.
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may be known from Pi misakius and P.

ocellifer by the ctenoid
from the latter by its few gillrakers, and
its more angulated head and higher and sharper
Other difi'erences appear in the description of

scales of the l)lind side;

from the former

b}^

interorbital ridge.

Pseudoi'homhus misakius.
{cin7ia7no7netis, cinnamon-colored,
6.

PSEIXDORHOMBUS MISAKIUS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

—

Coasts of Southern eTapan.
Head, 3| in length to base of caudal; depth, 1|; eye,
Habitat.

5 in head;

maxillary, 2i; snout, 5; dorsal, 80; anal, 63; pores in lateral line, 79.

Anterior upper profile descending more abruptly than in P. cimimnomeus, the snout not so nuich produced, and the notch in front of upper
eye smaller and sharper; mouth very

Fig.

4.

— PsEUDORHOMBUS

much

arched; maxillary reaching

MISAKIUS.

(Kobe.)

below posterior margin of pupil; teeth smaller than in P. eiivnamomeus, but otherwise similar; canines 17 or 18 in lower jaw, on each side,
20 to 24 on each premaxillary. Tip of mandible truncate, even with
to

is closed; lower edge of mandible nearly
concave toward its tip, but not strongly concave,
thus making a sharp angle below its blunt tip as in P. oinnamomeus
neither does its posterior end form an angle at lower outline of head;
interorbital space low, not projecting above level of cheek; it is rather
narrow but smoothly rounded (interorbital space a high sharp ridge
in P. cinnavwmeus); gill rakers very slightly longer than in P. cinnainomeus and not sliarply pointed; the longest as long as diameter of

premaxillary when mouth
straight, slightly

pupil; 10 or 11 of

them developed on lower limb

Origin of dorsal opposite notch in
front of anterior
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

upper

of arch.

profile, or

somewhat

in

margin of upper eye; pectorals broadly rounded,
xxxi—06

12
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that of eyed side reaching two-thirds of diameter of eye past arch of
lateral line, its length contained 2 times in head, its )»ase scarcely
so nearl}' horizontal as that of P. cinnamoDieas; pectoral of blind side
2| in head; ventrals both longer and wider than in P. ciuRanioineus^

though having the same number of rays
side 2| in head,

pointed,

its

eral line

4:\

its

(6);

length of ventral of eyed

origin slightly in front of that of l)lind side; caudal

posterior margin double truncate; height of curve of latin head, its length 2 (shorter than in P. chinainomeiis);

snout and lower jaw naked; a few scales on posterior edge of maxillary;
scales on eyed side everywhere strongly ctenoid, including a row on
each ray of vertical fins; scales of blind side everywhere cycloid.

Fig.

5.

Pseudorhombus

misakiu.s.

(Misaki.

Color brown, indetinitely mottled with darker brown; vertical fins
brown; a dark spot at tip of |)ectoral more
or less definitely ocellated, with light l)rown or white.
The above description is of the type, 25 cm. in length. Other specimens vary as follows: Dorsal from 79 to 80; anal (51 to 67; pores of
flecked and spotted with

lateral line 79 to 85.

Of this species we have numerous specimens from Misaki, Kobe,
Tsuruga, and Wakanoura. The type is from Kobe and is numbered
55043 U.S.N.M. Others are No. 9828, Stanford University.
This is one of the common Japanese flounders, but it appears thus
far to have escaped notice, unless PseadorJiomhits ollgodon proves to
be the same species.
(Misaki, m/, red; sahi^ point; one of the best known of flapanese
fishing villages, the location of the marine zoological station of the
-Imperi,al University of Tokyo.)

NO. 1484.
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7.

PSEUDORHOMBUS OLIGODON

Rhombus oligodon Bleeker,
p. 121

Verli. Bat. Gen.,

XXVI,

(Nagasaki); Natuur. Tyds. Nederl., VI,

177

(Bleeker).

Nieuw, Nalez, Japan,
ActSoe.Sci. Ind. Ned.,

1857,

p. 419;

V, Japan, pi. in, fig. 2.
Pseudorhombus oUgodun Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902,
XXV, p. 365 (Formosa); (scales of blind side ctenoid; gillrakers x+11.
A. 57; scales 78).

— Nagasaki to Formosa.

Habitat.

Head, 3i

iu length to base of caudal; depth, 2^V; eye, ^\\x\. head;

snout, to edg-e of

upper eye, 4^; maxillar}^ 2|; dorsal,

78; anal 62;

scales, 74.

Upper eye

slightly anterior to lower; interorbital space very narrow;

margin of lower eye or a
fewer than in related species, about 20 on each side
of upper jaw; lower jaw with about 12, said to be in two rows of 6
maxillar}^ reaching to opposite posterior
little

past; canines

each.

Second

raj-

of dorsal opposite front of upper ej^e; pectoral bluntly

pointed reaching to angle of lateial line;

its

length 1| in head; middle

rays of caudal longest, forming a slight broadly rounded angle, arch of

contained 2f in straight part.
Color uniform dusky on body with a dark blended blotch at angle of
lateral line; pectoral without markings, other fins with small round

lateral line

dusk}' spots scattered over them.

(Here described from the plate of the type specimen published by
Bleeker.)

This species we did not find
specimen from Formosa.
few:

(o/V/;Kocr,

8.

odox'^z.,

in

Japan.

known

It is

to us

from a

tooth.)

PSEUDORHOMBUS DUPLICIOCELLATUS

Pseudurliombtis dapliciocellalus Re(;an,

Habitat.

— Inland Sea of Japan.

Head, 4

in length; depth, 2f

Ann. Mag. Nat.

Regan.

Hist., 1905, p. 26 (Kol)e).

eye, 4f in head; dorsal, 74; anal, 56;
transverse series above curve of lateral line, 18.
Snout a little shorter than eye; eyes separated by a ridge; maxillary
extending to l)elow middle of eye; gillrakers short and stout, 8 or 9
;

scales, 98;

on lower part of arch; scales ctenoid on ocular side; c3'cloid on blind
side; pectoral of ocular side three-tifths of head; of blind side twofifths;
middle caiulal rays longest; two-ninths of length; caudal

peduncle one-half as long as deep.
Color olivaceous, with darker spots and markings and with 5 confins with small dark
spicuoirs ocelli or double ocelli arranged thus ::
•

spots.

Total length 380 nmi.

This species

is

unknown

(Regan.)

to us.

{duplex, double; ocella, eye-spot.)

;
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PSEUDORHOMBUS OCELLIFER

voi,.

xxxi.

Regan.

Pseudorhombus peniophthalmus Gunther Cat. Fish, IV, 1(S62, p. 428 (China).
Pscudurhombus penlophihalmm Gunther, Shore Fishes Challenger, 1880, j). 69,
(Inland Sea of Japan) not of Gunther, 1862, according to Regan.
Pseudorhombus russelli Otaki, Journ. Fish Bur., 1897, p. 6 (S. E. Japan), nut
f f

Platessa russelli

Gray.

Pseudorhomlms ocelUfer"- Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1905,
Japan), from Giinther's specimens.

p. 25,

(Inland Sea of

—

A\\ coasts of southern and central Japan, north to MoroHahitat.
ran on Volcano Bay.
Head, 3.33 in length without caudal; depth, 2; D. 71; A. 52; pores,
in lateral line 68; upper eye, 5 in head; snout, 3.87; maxillary, 2;
pectoral (eyed side), 1.75; blind side, 2.1; caudal, 1.33.

Body broad and thin, ^ventral and dorsal outlines evenly curved;
snout blunt, obliquely truncate, separated from anterior profile by a
notch; eyes separated by a narrow sharp ridge which is continuous
backward and upward above cheek; anterior edge of eyes about even,
posterior edge of upper eye a little more posterior than that of lower;
mouth much curved, the maxillary reaching to posterior edge of lower
e3^e;

teeth sharp and curved, set in a single

them very

row on each jaw, some

of

slightly arrow-shaped at tips; on blind side teeth on pre-

maxillary grow smaller backward and disappear opposite the middle
of length of maxillary; gillrakers moderately slender and long, the
longest slightly exceeding half diameter of eye,

(J-H-IO

to 18 in

number.

Dorsal l)eginning slightly tow^ard blind side a little in front of anterior
edge of upper eye, the first ray at notch separating the snout, anterior
rays somewhat produced be3"ond the membrane; pectoral of eyed side

longer than that of blind side; ventrals similar in size and position;
caudal with the middle rays produced and with no lateral angles, the
Scales ctenoid on eyed side, spinules
and numerous; cycloid on blind side; scales on all fin
rays rather large, even, and ctenoid on eyed side; lateral line strongly
arched anteriorly, a branch from above gill opening running to dorsal
profile above posterior edge of eye, opposite eighth ray of dorsal.
Color light brown, with dark spots nearly as large as eye, and sometimes indefinitely ocellated, scattered over the body, one at angle of

sides being broadly rounded.

short, sharp,

« Head, 3| in length; depth 2 to 2|; dorsal 68 to 73; anal 53 to 57.
Snout shorter than eye, the diameter of which is 3^ to 3| in head; eye separated
by a ridge; maxillary extending to below middle of eye or beyond; gillrakers longer
than gill fringes, 17 or 18 on lower part of arch; scales ctenoid on ocular side, cycloid
on blind side, 64 to 72 in a longitudinal series; 11 to 13 in a transverse series from

dorsal to curve of lateral line; pectoral of ocular side two-thirds to three-fourths of

length of head; of blind side one-half; caudal with the middle rays longest, 4 in
length; caudal peduncle one-third to one-half as long as deep.

Color brownish with darker spots and markings, of whicli 5 ocelli arranged
thus
are most prominent.
Fins with small dark spots. Total length 125 mm.
(Regan.)
.'.

•
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on back in a row following dorsal outline and a distance below base of dorsal equal to postorbital length of head, three
on lower part of side similarl}^ arranged and opposite those on baciv;
lateral line, three

speckled with brown.
According to Regan, this Japanese species is distinct from /^seudorhomlms prntophthdJinus^ described by Giinther, from China. It has
much in common with I'seHdorJiomhus russell! described from Canton
by Gray. It seems to differ in color and also in the larger size of the
mouth. Psevdot'Jtonihus arsiuKi from the (ranges, as descriljcd b^^
Bleeker, is different from our species, l)ut it may be identical with
fins irregulp.rly

uhorh on hus russelli.
This species resembles P. misdl'hiH and P. chmamomeus^ but may
be known by its fewer fin rays and l)y the more numerous giHrakers.
Our numerous specimens, none of them more than S inclies long,
are from Nagasaki (17), Kobe (17), Tok^-o (6), Wakanoura (1), and
^^^6^

I

Mororan

(1).

{ocellifer^

bearing eye-like spots.)
lo.

Rhomhvx
saki)

PSEUDORHOMBUS OLIGOLEPIS

Bleeker, Vifde
(young example).

nJir/olepis

Bijdra^; .Tapan, 1S69, p. S,

Psevdirrhomhus oligolepis Guntiier, Cat. Fish, IV,

Habitat.

— Nagasak

Bleeker.

j).

i>l,

ii,

Hi;. 2,

(Naga-

copied.

4.'j0;

i

Dorsal, Q6; anal, 48; lateral

line, 38.

Teeth in jaws conical, small subequal, more than 30 on each side of
upper jaw and about 16 on the lower; height of the bod}'^ two-fifths
of total length; eyes very close together, the upper being scarcely in
advance of the lower; lateral line with a strong curve anteriorly;
scales ciliated; pectoral a little shorter than head.
Olive, with brownish and pear colored spots.
(Giinther, after Bleeker.) Length, (U mm.
Bleeker's plate shows the dorsal to have 69 rays, the anal -17; pores
of the lateral line, 48; scales about 40; head 3^ in length to base of
caudal; depth, 2; pectoral li in head; maxillary reaching to below
front of pupil; lateral line with a small auxiliary branch.
a small specimen obtained by Bleeker
very large scales should apparently entitle it to
The character, however,
generic separation from Pseudorhomhus.

This species

from Nagasaki.

is

known from

Its

needs verification.
(oXiyos^ few; XsTti^;, scale.)
S.
Paralichthys Girard,

PARALICHTHYS

Girard.

U. S. Pac. R. R. Snrv., X, 1858,

p.

146 {mamlosus—cali-

famicus)
Urnpselta (Jii.i-, Proo. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 330 {callfornicus=maculosus)
Chxnopsetta Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. 8ci. Phila., 'iSM,p.2]'f< ( <>r,Hiiris=dentatus).
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Eyes and color normally on the left side. Body oblong; mouth
jaw with a single row of usually slender and sharp
teeth, which are more or less enlarged anteriorly; no teeth on vomer
Gillrakers slender.
Scales small, weakly ctenoid or
or palatines.
ciliated; lateral line simple, with a strong curve anteriorly and with
large, oblique; each

beginning ])efore the eye, its
tin double
truncate, or double concave, its middle rays produced; no anal spine.
This genus, as now restricted,
Species numerous, in temperate seas.
contains a considerable number of species, inhabiting both coasts of
America and the eastern coasts of Asia.
Dorsal

no accessory dorsal branch.

fin

anterior rays not produced; both ventrals lateral; caudal

(rrapaXXf/Xog^ parallel; iX^^'^i Hsh.)
KEY TO

SPECIES.

Dorsal rays about 72; anal rays 57; scales 120
aa. Dorsal rays about 80; anal rays about 60; scales

oUvaccus, 11

a.

aaa. Dorsal rays about 69; anal rays 51

;

1

scales 110

percocephohis, 13

PARALICHTHYS OLIVACEUS

II.

coreanicns, 12

10

(Schlegel).

HIRAME.i (HALIBUT), MAKAREI (TRUE FLOUNDER), AOBAKAREI (GREEN-LEAF FLOUNDER).
Ilippaglossiis olii'aceus Schledei,,
fig.

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss.,

1846, p. 184, pi. xciv,

94 (Nagasaki).

429(Amoy); Shore
Namive, Class. Cat,
110 (Tokyo).— Ot.vki, Journ. Fisheries Bureau Tokyo, 1897, p. 5,

Fseiulorhombus olivacens Guntuer, Cat. Fish, IV, 1862,
Fishes Challenger, 1880, p. 69 (Inland Sea of Japan).
1881, p.

pi. V, fig. 2

p.

(Japan).

Chxnopsetta oliracea Bleeker,

Enum.

Poiss.

Connues du Japan,

1879,

p.

21

(Nagasaki, Osaka, Yedo).

Steixdachner, Reise Aurora, 1896, p. 217 (Kobe). Jordan
and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 379 (Tokyo, Hakodate); CheckList, 1901, p. 121 (Yokohama, Nagasaki).
Chunopsetta wolffi Bleeker, Enum. Poiss. Connues du .Japan, 1879, p. 21.

Paralicltllnis olirucens

(

Nagasaki )
Bleekeh, Japan,

Ehotiibus woljfi
fig.

Hahitat.

p.

421 (Nagasaki); Vifde Bijdrag Japan,

pi. ii,

2 (D. 79; A. 61).

— All coasts of Japan,

Head, 3f

in length to

north to Volcano Bay.

base of caudal; depth,

i^^;

eye, 1\ in head;

interorbital space, 9^; snout, 4^; maxillary, 2^; dorsal, 72; anal, 57;

pores of lateral

Lower jaw

line, 120.

truncate, nearly vertical at the tip, and strongly pro-

end forming an angle at lower outline of head;
maxillary reaching to slightly past posterior margin of lower e3'e;
gape of mouth strongly arched; teeth sharp, slender and irregular in
jecting, its posterior

and position, usuallv covered by skin nearly to their tips, which
and anterior part of maxillary naked; mandible sometimes entirely naked, usually with a small patch of scales posteriorly; interorbital space ilat and rather wide, covered with fine

size

easily slips back; snout

«/aro, broad; me, eye;

Mrame becomes birame in composition, a matter of euphony.
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lower e3'e very slightly posterior to upper; gillrakers rather
and slender, the longest nearly as long as diameter of eye; 6 + 16
in number.
Pectorals rounded, that of eyed side reaching a little past arch of
lateral line, its length 8 in head; ventral of eyed side a little nearer to
abdominal ridge than that of blind side, its length equal to distance
from tip of snout to middle of lower eye; origin of dorsal opposite
front of upper eye; caudal doul)lc truncate.
Color brownish gray speckh^l with dark })rown and white, the former
color often arranged in rings and half rings, the white in small round
spots scattered irregularly and sparsely over the bod}^ often entirely
scales;
long-

absent, or in a single

more or

following the dorsal

less definite series

and ventral outlines; vertical tins colored like body; pectoral and ventral with irregular broken lines across the rays.
The above measurements were made from a specimen 32 cm. in
length from Hakodate.
Other specimens are from Mororan, Same, Hakodate, Misaki,
Aomori, Matsushima, Tokyo, Wakanoura, Kobe, Kawatana, Onomichi,
Hiroshima, and Nagasaki. It is the largest as well as the most abundant of all the Japanese iiounders, the halibut excepted, everywhere used
as food.

{oUvaceus^ olive-colored.)
12.

PARALICHTHYS COREANICUS

(Schmidt).

Pardlichthys olivaceus var. coreanicus Schmidt, Pise. Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 230

(Gensan, Korea).

—

Korea, not known from Japan.
Habitat.
Dorsal rays, 80; anal rays, 60; scales, 110 (Schmidt); otherwise
essentially as in ParalichtJn/s olivaceus, from which it ma}" not be
separable.
(

Coreanicus, Korean).
13.

PARALICHTHYS PERCOCEPHALUS

Platessa jiercocephala

(

Basilewsky).

Basilewsky, Bull. Soc. Nat. ^loscow, 1855,

p.

lM5 (Japan

Sea, Peking).

Pseudorhojnbus sumihonis Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1873,

p.

379 (Chifu,

China).

Habitat.

—Japan Sea, not known, on the Japanese coast.

Head 3^

in length

without caudal; depth 2|; dorsal 69; anal 51;

lateral line 110.

Jaws nearly even in front, longer than eye, which is y\ of the head;
mouth wide; length of maxillary 2^ in head and extending
beyond eye; upper jaw with 3 pairs of canine teeth anteriorly; lower

cleft of

jaw with 8 or 10 strong teeth on each side; interorbital space rather
Hat, not so wide as vertical diameter of orbit; lower eye scarcely in
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advance of upper; gillrakers rather wide
as

set, lanceolate,

vol. xxxi.

and not quite

as eye.

lon*»-

of dorsal opposite front of or))it; dorsal terminating at a

Orijj-in

distance

from caudal equal

portion of the

tail, its

to three-fourths of the depth of the free

longest ra3's at posterior one-third of

tin,

nearly

and contained 2^ in head; caudal subtruncate or
rounded; scales ciliated: maxillary and interorbital space scaly poste-

as long as pectoral,

riorly; tin rays scaly.

Color brownish gray; head, l)ody, and pectoral tins sprinkled over
with brown dots. (Giinther, from specimens 10 inches in length from
Chifu (Chefoo), China.)
This species is not known to us.
(;rfp/c7/,

perch;

Ke4>a\t}.^

XYSTRIAS Jordan and

6.

Xystrias

head.)

Jordan and Stakks,

Bull. U. 8. Fish

Starks.

Com., XXII,

11)02 (1904), p.

623

{(/rigorjeu'i).

Form

of

Ilippoglossoides.

— E3^es

and

Lateral line with a low arch in front;

color on

the

mouth rather

right side.

large; the teeth

rather small, in two rows; gillrakers long and slender; scales of eyed

One

side tinely ctenoid, those of blind side smooth.

species, a large

flounder of Japan,
{^vffry'jp^

a raker;
14.

from the long

gillrakers.)

XYSTRIAS GRIGORJEWI

(Herzenstein).

MIZUKAREI (WATER FLOUNDER).
Hippoglossus grigorjewi Herzenstein, Bull. Ac.

Sci.

Imp. Petersb.,

1890, p. 134

(Hakodate).
Xystrias grigorjewi

Jordan and Starks,

Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm., XXII, 1902

(1904), p. 624 (Suruga Bay).

Hippoglossoidcs

s]>.

Otaki, Jouni. Fisheries Bureau, 1897,

p. 2, pi. v, fig. 1

(South-

eastern Japan)

Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900,
from Otaki's specimen); Check-List, p. 121, 1901.

Verasper otakii

p.

378 (Tokyo

Head, 3f in length; depth, 2^^; dorsal, 80; anal, 6S; scales, 92, on
blind side, 98; lower orbit, 1 in head; snout, 5^; maxillary, 2^; width
of interorbital space, 6 in diameter of eye; height of longest dorsal
rays, 2| in head; anal rays, 2f
pectoral, 11.

Body dextral, dorsal
Mouth wide, oblique;

;

rays of right pectoral, If; ventral, 3^;

outline a

little

more convex- than

ventral.

outline of gape strongly curved; maxillar}-

reaching a vertical from posterior edge of pupil; symphvseal knob
small.
Teeth of both jaws small, growing larger anteriorly, those of
upper jaw in two series, the inner ones small, the outer larger and
canine-like; teeth of lower jaw in a single series; gillrakers 6

+ 17, rather

NO. 1484.
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slender, length of longest 4 in maxillary; anterior nostril with a dermal flap which extends to posterior edge of second nostril; anterior

margins of eyes opposite each other; interorbital space narrow, convex; lateral line arched above pectoral, the width of arch equal to
length of pectoral; right side of body and head, except snout, lower
jaw, and a small space near vent, covered with .small, strongly ctenoid
scales; left side of body with smooth scales; on both sides of ))odv are

wedged in between the larger ones; rays of dorand caudal tins with small scales; posterior edge of maxillary,
with a few small scales; dorsal tin beginning over anterior edge of
pupil, each ray with a small, projecting filament; anal with a naked
spine at its insertion, i*ays with filaments; dorsal and anal ending
small, elongate scales
sal, anal,

\

H

'
'-'*<

Pig. 6.— Xystkias urigobjewi.

opposite each other; edge of caudal l)luntly angular; upper rays of
right pectoral longest; pectoral of blind side shorter, its length con-

Color in alcohol, brown2iT in head, its middle rays longest.
head with an indistinct dark spot just below angle of preopercie;
two similar spots on a line behind upper eye; bod}^ with 6 welldefined dark spots with indistinct light markings, arranged 3 above
and 3 below lateral line; of the anterior pair, the upper is a little in
tained
ish;

advance of the lower one, others opposite each other; 2 indefinite
spots above the lateral line, just posterior to angle of opercle; fins
without spots; snout on blind side with a transverse black blotch,
which is continued on the lower jaw.
Of this common species we have specimens from Hakodate, Matsushima, Aomori, and Tokyo. Mr. Masao Nakamura sends a photograph
of a specimen from Uzen in Echigo.
(Named for Professor Grigorjew.)
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(

Body

VERASPER

Jordan and

Verasper

OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.

(Jilbert,

Jordan and
Kepiirt

vol. xxxi.

Gilbert.

Fur Seal

Invest., Ill,

1899,

p.

490,

moseri)

dextral; dorsal inserted al)ove the front of pupil; lateral line

stronoly arched above the root of the pectoi'al, without recurrent dor-

branch; scales firm, extremely spinous. Mouth large; upper teeth
uniformly small, without canines. Gillrakers short,
thick, and triangular, few in numl)er; none of the fin rays notably
sal

in 2 series, teeth

produced or exserted,
(w/v/x, true;

(t.yjer,

rough, the word being suggested by Veratrum.)
KEY TO

a.

.SPKCIES.

Vertical fins with large, round, blended spots, not reaching to edge of fins; arch

low
with streaks following the rays from base to
line more al)rupt and higher

of lateral line rather
cut.

Vertical

fins,

15.

VERASPER VARIEGATUS

mriegahis, 15
tips;

arch of lateral
moseri, 16

(Schlegel).

HOSHIGAREI (STAR-FLOUNDER); ISHIAMATE (ROCK-FLOUNDER); MEDAKAKAREI (BAMBOOFLOUNDER).

Fauna Japonica, Poiss.,
Gunther, Cat. Fish., IV,

xc (Nagasaki).

Flatessa variegatn Schleq-el,

1846, p. 176, pi.

Pleuronedes

1862, p. 45.3 (copied); Shore

rariegatus

Fishes Challenger, 1880, p. 69 (Yokohama).— Namive, Class. Cat., j). 110,
1881 (Tokyo).— OTAKi,Journ. Fish. Bur., 1897, p. 7, pl.vii, fig.9.— Ishikawa,
Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 25

Verasper rariegaius

(Tokyo).

Jordan and Snyder, Check-List,

1901, p. 120

(Yokohama);

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1901, p. 378 (Tokyo).

Ilahitat.

— Southern Japan,

north to Matsushima Ba}".

base of caudal; depth, 2^\; eye, 6 in head;
maxillary, 3; snout, 5i; dorsal, 80; anal, 61; pores in lateral line, 95.
Mouth oblique, the gape strongly arched; maxillary reaching to

Head, 3i

in length to

below posterior edge of pupil; lower jaw strongly projecting; posterior end t)f mandible forming a slight angle at lower outline of head;
teeth in two series in upper jaw, in 1 on side of lower jaw and in
2 in front; posterior margins of e3'es opposite; interorbital space
slightly convex, cov^ered with rough scales; its width equal to diameter
of pupil; gillrakers flat and short, 6 of them on lower limb of arch.
Arch of lateral line rather low and followed b}" a wav}' portion,
before it becomes straight posteriorly; height of curve, three-fifths
diameter of eye; length of curve, 2^ to 2| in head; scales everywhere
very rough on eyed side, cycloid on blind side except an area along
middle of body anteriorly, where they are rather rough b}^ reason of
a few small spinules on each scale, or in many instances a single
spinule.
Dor.sal

beginning above front of pupil of

upper eye; pectoral

roiuided at tip, that of eyed side, 2 in head, the other 2^; ventrals
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even on both sides, 3^ in head; caudal broadl}' rounded, not angulated
at tips of outer rays.

Body uniformly dark brown;

dorsal with
or 7, and anal 5 or (>, large
dark-brown spots with ])londed edges, the largest covering
3 or 4 rays; these nearly round near the base of the fins and not reaching the outer edge of the tin; usually 1 or 2 other spots irreo-ularly placed opposite the interspaces and nearer edge of fin; caudal
('>

black or

with 2 or 3 similar but smaller spots irregularly placed; blind side of
to pectoral irregularly s[)otted with dark brown, the

body posterior

spots usually round, and as large, or sometimes larger than, the pupil,
these present in all of our larger specimens and absent in the smaller
ones up to 5 or 6 inches in length, except in one example, where they

show

faintly; tip of caudal of blind side soiled with

on the vertical
to the

fins

edges of the

The

lateral line.

Vera»per moseri by having spots
rather than well-defined regular streaks extendino-

and by the higher, more abrupt arch of the
side of F. inoi<eTh is sometimes irregularly
our specimens, so thickly or so conspicuously.

fins

))lind

spotted, but never, in

In both species the blind side

The spots on
gat%t><

dusky brown.

may be known from

This species

is

shown

the fins

largely rusty red in

in Schlegel's plate

'^'

life.

of Vi ranjjer varie-

are not nearly so large as in our specimens, hut they are simi-

larly placed.

Of

this

common

species

we have specimens from Yokohama, Tokyo,

Onomichi, and Matsushima.
while VerasjM'v niosen

is

Its

range

is

almost exclusively southerly,

confined to northern Japan.

{variegatus^ varied.)
i6.

VERASPER MOSERI

Jordan and Gilbert.

Jorpan and Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal Invest., Ill, 1898, pi. lxxxv,
(Shana Bay, Iturup Inland, Kuril Group. ) (Type, No. 48797. Coll. Albatross,
Jordan and Evermann, Fish North Mid. Amer., 1898,
Capt. J. F. Moser.
and Snyder, Check-List, 1901, p. 121
III, p. 2619 (Iturup).— Jordan
(Iturup, Hakodate) Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1901, p. 378 (Iturup, Hakodate).—
Schmidt, Faune Mer. Och. Jap., 1903, p. 19 (Ochotsk Sea).

Verasper moseri

)

;

Habitat.

— Northern Japan, south to Aomori.

Head, 3i

in length

to base of

caudal; depth, 2;

D. 82; A. 58;

pectoral, 12; pores in lateral line, 81; depth of caudal peduncle 1 in
greatest depth of body; length of caudal peduncle, measured axiall}^

1| in

its

depth.

Head much

depressed, with rather wide,

flat

interor-

thickness at interorbital space equaling distance between
pupils of upper and lower eyes.
Mouth small, very oblique, the gape
))ital

space,

its

strongly arched, the broad maxillary reaching a vertical behind middle
of pupil, 2| in head; mandible nai-rowing toward tip, with very rudi-

mentary symphyseal knob.
«

Teeth in upper jaw

Fauna Japonica,

pi. xc.

in

two

distinct series
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throughout, those of the outer series increasing slight y in size toward
front of jaw, but none of them canine-like; mandibnhir teeth in one
row, except at symphysis, where a few teeth form a short outer series.
Nasal openings of eyed side approximated in front of middle of interorbital space, the anterior with a short tube, the posterior with a raised
rim.
Eyes small, their anterior margins opposite, the diameter of
lower eye equaling distance from tip of snout to posterior nostril, 6^
Interorbital space rather l)road and flat, not ridge-like, its
width equaling- i diameter or orbit. Gillrakers short, broad,
triangular, minutely toothed on inner margin, one-third diameter
Lateral line
of eye; 7 present on horizontal limb of outer arch.
with a short high anterior arch, the cord of which is one-fifth the
straight portion; heiglit of arch one- third its length; l)ehind the arch
lateral line descending in a gentle curv^e to middle of sides, the scales
in head.
total

w-v

^
IP

Fig.

7.

i

Hj

#-''

""^j

Verasper moseri.

very rough, each possessing several long, sharp spines diverging from
median portion of po.storior margin; anterior and posterior portions
of dorsal and anal fins naked, the rays of the middle portion each with
a series of strongly ctenoid scales; caudal densely scaled to tip; pectorals and ventrals naked; head covered with strongly spinous scales,
excepting snout, maxillary, and mandil)lo; on blind side of head the

snout, jaws, preopercle, subopercle, lower half of opercle, and

all l)ut

a central strip on interopercle, scaleless; on blind side the scales are

rough on head, ventral area, and along bases of ventral fins, lai'gely
smooth elsewhere. Dorsal beginning above front of pupil, the rays
increasing in length to the forty-fifth, which is 2f in head; longest
Caudal ])roadl3" rounded, If in
head; pectoral short and broad, 2| in head; ventrals of nearly equal
length, reaching origin of anal, 3| in head; no anal spine.
Color in

anal ra}^ (the seventeenth) 2\ in head.
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light or
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centers of the scales light gray, the margins dark brown; fins
dusky, the vertical fins with conspicuous black bars, parallel

w ith the

most evident on under side where the pigment seems
more faintly on the
lining of cheeks and gill cover of colored side dusky;

rays, these

principally to occur, and are seen through the fin

colored side;

peritoneum gray.

Of this species, we have specimens from Mororan, Hakodate, Same,
It is common in northern Japan, its range
and Iturup Island.
nowhere meeting that of VeraKper vatiegatm.

(Named for Jetferson Franklin Moser, U. S. Navy, lieutenant-commander, in charge of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross,
and a member of the United States Fur Seal Commission for 1896.)
8.

ACANTHOPSETTA
Faune Mer. Och.,

Arnnthop^ettn Schmidt,

Schmidt.

1903, p. 19;

name only

{iiadesJinyi).

This geiuis is allied to Verasper: Mouth large, teeth small, in one
row; lateral line with a long low arch in front; scales moderate, ctenoid; interorbital space scaled; anal spine strong; dorsal rays about
Ochotsk Sea.
75; anal rays about 60; caudal fin rounded.
[(XKavBa, spine: ff/TTa flounder.)
,

17.

ACANTHOPSETTA NADESHNYI

Schmidt, Faune Mer. Ochutsk, Jajjan, 1908,

loanthojiscttu nadetfJmyi

mouth

Sea, Vladivostook,
1904, p. 237, pi. V,

Amur, Broughton

Schmidt.

fig. 1

of

Amur,

etc.);

name

]>.

19,

(Japan

only; Pise. Orient., Mar.

(Vladivostok, Aneva, Askuld, Khaliz,

mouth

of

Gulf, Paratondra, etc.

—

Sea of Ochotsk.
Head, 3i in length to caudal base; depth, 2i; eye, -If in head; snout
to upper e3^e, 5; maxillary, 2|; dorsal, 74; anal, 58; pores in lateral
Ilahltat.

line to

base of caudal, 69.

Upper eye very

slightl}^

posterior to lower; maxillary reaching past

anterior edge of eye, scarcely to pupil; interorbital space narrow and

rounded, covered with small scales;

its

width

less

than half the diam-

eter of pupil.

Origin of dorsal above middle of upper eye; longest dorsal rays
2yV in head; pectoral broadly rounded, its ^ength 1| ir. head; caudal
rounded, equal in length to head; lateral line with a lo./ arch in front
Uniform dusky without markings;
contained 3 times in straight part.
dorsal and anal a little lighter than the body.
The species is unknown to us. It is here described from the plate
published by Schmidt.
{^Nadesluiijl,

a personal name.)
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9.
Cipiopst'.ltd ficTiMiDT,

This genus

CYNOPSETTA

Faune Mer. Ochotsk,

is allied

Schmidt.

Jap., 1903, p. 19,

name only

(dubia)

to Ilqjpoglossoides., differing in the presence of

lower jaw and some above. Eyes
defined, and in a later paper,
Schmidt merges it in HijJj^oglossoides, from whicli it is apparently
separable by its dentition and by the long low curve of the lateral line,
which is however not properly arched.
[kvgov^ dog; iptfrra^ flounder.)
canine teeth,

-l

in the front of the

The genus has never been

dextral.

i8.

CYNOPSETTA DUBIA

Schmidt.

ABURAGARAEI (FAT-FLOUNDER),
OifnopKetta dubia Sch.midt,

Ochotsk Sea), no

Faune Mer.

(_)chotsk, Jap., 1903,

dubms Schmidt, Pise. Mar. Orient,
(Mayka and Gulf of Aniva; Sea of Ochotsk).

Hippoglossoides

?

p.

19 (Japan Sea,

de.scription.

1904, p.

Hippoglossoides sp. Otaki, Journ. Fish. Bur., 1897, p. 5 (S.

227,

W.

j)!.

vi,

fig.

i

coast of Japan)

(D. 79 to 87; A. 58 to 64; scales 88).

llah'itat.

Head,

— Ochotsk

\\\

ma.xillarv,

in
2iy;

Sea, south to Northern Japan, not seen

b}' us.

length to base of caudal; depth, 2^; eye, 6i in head;
snout to upper eye, 5; dorsal, 87; anal, 65; scales, 88.

Eyes about opposite each other or the upper very slightly behind
the lower; separated by a very narrow space whicli is scaled posteriorly; mouth undulating, the mandible turned up at the tip, concave
behind the tip, convex at the middle, and slightly concave behind the
middle; teeth rather large and unequal; maxillary reaching to posedge of pupil; anterior nostril ending in a tube.
Origin of dorsal opposite front of eye; longest dorsal rays equal to
those of anal; 2| times in head; pectoral short and rounded, 2| in
head; caudal l)roadly rounded.
Color everywhere uniform dusky without markings except a few
dark, blended, ver}^ irregular spots of darker, one above middle of
anal, and 4 or 5 above anterior pai"t ot" lateral line.
Here described from Schmidt's plate, except for the nundjer of scales,
which is given as 88 by him. The plate shows 75 pores in the lateral
line and over a hundred transverse series.
terioi-

{duhias, doubtful.)
lO.
Hijjpoglossoidcs

HIPPOGLOSSOIDES

Gottsi'iik,

Gottsche.

Archiv fur Xatnrgesch., 1835,

p.

164

{^^

limaudd'^

=

]>latessoides).

CUharus Reinhardt, Kong. Dansk. X'id. Selsk., 1838, ]). 116 {jdutessoides); not
Ciiharus Bleeker, 1862.
Drepanopsetta Gill, Cat. Fish. East Coast N. A., 1861, p. 50 {platcssoides)
PoiiKdopsetta Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 217 {"dentata"~platessoides).
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Eyes and color on the right side (except sometimes

in 11. elamodoii).

Bod}' oblong, moderately compressed;
of sharp teeth on each jaw; no teeth
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mouth rather large, with row
on vomer or palatines; gillrakcrs
1

rather long and slender; scales ctenoid; lateral line nearly straight,
simple; dorsal tin low in front, beginning over or before the eye;
ventrals both latter; caudal doable truncate, produced behind.
This
genus, as here restricted, contains 3 closely related .species, 2 of the

North

North Altantic. All are essentially arctic speshallow waters in the regions where they are most

Pacific, 1 of the

cies inhabiting

abundant.
[iTtTtoyXoDffffoz, Ilipiioglossus;

eT6o^^ resemblance.)

ff^^

Fig. 8.— HiPPOGLuSHuJi.i..-^

KEY
a.

D. 80:

A

T(l

h],.\^,->uDON.

SPECIES.

63: Scales 100: interorbital space narrow,

aa. D. 72: A. 56:

naked

^elacsodon.

luunUtoni.
ig.

19

Scales 91: interorbital space with two rows of scales.

HIPPOGLOSSOIDES ELASSODON

Hqypoglossoides

flassodon

Jordan and

20

Jordan and Gilbert.

Ctilbekt, Proc.

U.

S.

Nat. Mns., 1880,

454.— Beax, Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mns., 1883, p. 20. (Alaska).—Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. Fur
Seal Invest., Ill, p. 1899, p. 489 (Bering Sea, Kamchatka).—Jordan and EverMANN, Fish North Mid. Amer., Ill, 1898, p. 2615, pi. cccLXXii, fig. 920
p.

278 (Seattle, Tacoma), Proc. U.

(Seattle,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, p.

Bering Sea, Kamchatka).— Schmidt, Pise.

]\Iar.

Orient, 1904, p. 226

(Rimnik and Terpienia, Okhotsk Sea).

—

Hahitat.
Bering Sea, Okhotsk Sea, south to Puget Sound.
Head, 3i; depth, 2i; eye, 4 in head; D. 77 to 87; A. 59 to 67; V.
Body, oblong-elliptical; caudal peduncle about
6; scales, 45-100-40.
:asilong as deep; upper profile of head continuous with the outline of
back; depression.over eye slight; mouih rather large, the gape curved,
considerably wider on the blind side; lower jaw projecting, with a
symphyseal knob; maxillary .narrow, reaching beyond middle of
pupil, 2i head; .teeth small, closeset, nearly uniform, iii a single row.
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Gillrakers slender, smooth, 14 to 16 below arch, the longest nearly onehalf diameter of orbit.

Eyes

large, separated

by a narrow,

knife-like

naked, or with a single series of scales. Scales small,
firm, rough, those on tail roughest, those on blind side similar, mostly
smooth anteriorl3\ Lateral line rising anteriorly, but without arch;
dorsal beginning innnediately in front of pupil; anal preceded by a
spine; caudal long; pectoral of eyed side one-half length of head; ventral reaching past front of anal; pectoral and ventral of eyed side with
Brownish, nearly uniform, sometimes spotted
prickle-like scales.
with darker; fins gra3dsh, irregularly blotched with dusky. Body
sometimes sinistral. Length, 18 inches. Bering Sea south to Cape
Flattery; a rather abundant shore fish in Puget Sound, and it seems to
be still more common northward, being, in Alaska, a food-fish of
some importance. Abundant north and south of the Aleutian Islands
and in Bristol B^y. Recorded b}^ Schmidt from the Sea of Okhotsk.
ridge,

which

is

Our specimens from Kamchatka agree in all respects; D. 77 to 84;
A. 60 or 61. Pectoral not quite one-half head. Interorbital ridge
-|- 14.
sharp, with 1 series of scales; gillrakers
(eAo-crcoct), to diminish; odovg^ tooth.)
,/'

HIPPOGLOSSOIDES HAMILTONI

20.

Jordan and Gilbert.

JiamlUoni Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal Invest., Ill, 1899,
Lxxxiv (Dalnoi Point, Kamchatka) (Coll. Albatross). Jordan and
EvERMAXN, Fish. North Mid. Amer., Ill, 1898, p. 2611 (Kamchatka).—
Schmidt, Faune Mer. Jap. Och., 1903, p. 19 (Okhotsk Sea) Pise. Mar. Orient,
1904, p. 226 (Terpienia, Okhotsk Sea).

IIij)poi/losf<oides

p. 489,

—

j)l.

;

ILalj'itat.

— Okhotsk Sea.

diameter of upper eye, 3^ in
head; snout (measured from upper eye) 5 in head; maxillary of colored
side, 2iT, of blind side, 2^, in head; depth of caudal peduncle equaling
its lengtl, ?)i in head; D. 72; A. 56; P. 11; pores in lateral line 91.
Upper profile of head continuing the dorsal curve without interruption, there being a slight depression above the eye and an increased

Head,

2>\

corivexitj'

in length; depth, 2|; longest

o\s.

the snout; mandible ver}' heavy, projecting anteriorly,

symphyseal profile completes the curve of the snout; a very
short prominence at symphvsis directed verticalh^ downward; gape
strongly curved and the mouth narrowed anteriorly, so that the maxilhuy and premaxillary are almost wholly concealed along the middle
of their length by the overarching prefrontal; teeth acute, in a single
series in each jaw, all except the anterior teeth in each jaw short; at
the symphysis of lower jaw the teeth are longer and directed inward,
while in the anterior end of each premaxillar}^ the teeth are still more
enlarged, and the series on each side describes a strong curve with its
convex side toward the median line; maxillary reaching vertical from
slightly ])eliind middle of lower eye; nostril tubes conspicuous, the
anterior in closest proximity to the upper lip, which it entirely overso that

its

NO. 1484.
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hangs; posterior nostril tube wider and slightly shorter; eyes of nearly
equal size, and opposite, separated by a wider ridge than in JI. elassodon^ the ridge bearing in

its narrowest portion 2 well-defined rows of
strongly spinous scales; a conspicuous series of pores joining lateral

with upper margin of upper eye, and another encircling the lower
eye below and behind; a third series along mandible and preopercle; 1
large pore above posterior nostril; gillrakers slender, unarmed, 2
line

above the angle, 11 or 12 below it, the longest 2f in eye; dorsal fin
beginning above front of pupil, the longest ray 2f in head; anal preceded by a strong spine, its height equaling that of dorsal; pectoral
very long and slender, f length of head, that of blind side shorter, \
leno'th of head; ventrals reaching to base of fourth or fifth anal ray,
caudal long, evenly rounded behind, the middle rays not longer than
those adjacent, their length equaling distance from tip of snout to
preopercular margin; scales on colored side strongly ctenoid except in

Fig.

9.

—HipruuLossoiDES

hamiltoni.

a strip along middle of sides anteriorly; elsewhere each scale provided
with 2 to 1 long spines; on blind side they are smooth except on nape

and caudal peduncle; cheeks, opercles, and interorbital space covered
with larger, rougher scales than those on sides; mandible and snout
naked; a single series surrounding each eye anteriorly, and 1 on maxillary or colored side; blind side of head with maxillary naked; cheeks
covered with minute smooth thin scales, the opercles with a few scatColor nearly uniform
tered spinous scales, the preopercle naked.
])rownish, without distinctive markings on body or fins.

The type
16 fathoms.

is

17 cm. long, from
It is also recorded

ofi' Dalnoi Point, Kamchatka; depth,
from the sea of Okhotsk.

Edwin H. Barrett-Hamilton, of Dublin, memlx^r
of the British Commission of Fur Seal Investigation, 1896 and 1897,
who made valuable collections of Kamchatkan fishes.)
(Named

for Gerald

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06-

-13
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11.
Cleisihenes

CLEISTHENES

Jordan and Starks,

vol. xxxi.

Jordan and Starks.

Bull. U. S. Fish

Com., XXII, 1902 (1904),

p.

622^

{pinetorum).

This genus

is

closely allied to Hippoglossoides^ differing in having

cycloid scales everywhere in the ^^oiing, and an increased number of
The adult has a single row of ctenoid scales along anterior
gillrakers.

base of dorsal and anal, a few on snout on ridge behind interorbital
The dorsal begins at the orljital rim slightly
space, and on opercle.

on the blind

side.

Eyes and color on right

side.

Teeth

in a single

row.
{Cleisthenes^ the effeminate, an

CLEISTHENES PINETORUM

21.

Cleisihenes

Athenian noted by Aristophanes*)
Jordan and Starks.
S. Fish Com., XXII, 1902
Matsushima).

pinetorum Jordan and Starks, Bull. U.

(1904), p. 622, plate

(Kinkwazan

Island,

Bay

of

Habitat.— MRtsushima,^ in deep water.
Head, 3.66 in length; depth, 2.6; D. 76; A. 56; scales, 80; upper
eye, 4.6 in head; snout from upper eye, 4.6; pectoral of e^^ed side, 2;
of blind side,

2..5;

ventral, 3; caudal, 1.4.

Dorsal outline of anterior part of bodj'^ and head an even concave
curve to near tip of snout, broken only by protruding upper eye.
Upper eye cutting into protile, and ranging nearly vertically upward,
about two-fifths of it being visible from the blind side. Tip of snout
blunt and rounded; mouth rather strongly curved; maxillary reaching
scarcel3'to middle of lower eye, not covered along middle of its length
by the prefrontal; teeth small, acute, in a single series in each jaw,
scarcely enlarged anteriorly; nostrils moderate, the anterior in a short
tube which does not reach to edge of preorbital; preorbital with a
blunt spine on anterior edge; eyes about equal in size, separated by a
flat interspace, covered with cycloid scales; gillrakers slender, equal to
half the e^'e in length, 8 to 10 above and 24 to 27 below the angle.
Dorsal fin beginning slightly on blind side at edge of orbit opposite
posterior margin of pupil; anal preceded by a strong spine; ventrals not
reaching to anal (reaching to base of second anal ray in young); caudal
evenly rounded behind; scales everywhere cycloid and with concentric
rings in specimens 4 or 5 inches long.
A specimen 10 inches long has cycloid scales except a single row of
ctenoid scales along base of dorsal and anal anteriorly, a few in front
and behind the interorbital space, and some on opercles. The t3'pe
(8.5 inches long) has onl}" an occasional ctenoid scale along base of dorsal
and anal, and the ctenoid scales on head are very sparse. A specimen
7 inches long has only a few ctenoid scales remaining on head behind
interorbital space.
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Color every where dark brown, dorsal and anal a little lighter at base
membrane of caudal darker than the rays making- longitudi-

of ra^^s;

nal streaks; dorsal, anal,

and caudal of blind side dark toward

tips of

rays.

Numerous specimens were dredged
shima Bay, at stations 376U and 3770.

Cat. No.

Kinkwazan Island, MatsuThe type is 22 cm. in length,

off

5U02, U.S.N.M.; cotypes are No. 8391, Stanford Univer-

sity.

ipinetorimi^ of the pines; in reference to
pine; shima, island.)
12.
Protopsetta

PROTOPSETTA

Schmidt, Pise. Mar. Orient, 1904,

This genus

is

the upper eye,

p.

Matsushima Bay: matsu,

Schmidt.
230 {herzemteini).

allied to Hlppoglossoides^ differing in the insertion of

which

is

placed on the upper outline of the head, as in
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Atheresthes and Reinhardtius. The dorsal begins over the posterior
part of the eye, and the teeth are rather small and close together.
The fin ra3's are in relatively small numbers (D. 74, A. 54), and the

+ 29),

vertebra? also (11

Reinhardtius.

characters which separate this genus from
is truncate and not lunate. Okhotsk Sea.

The caudal fin

(;r/)o5ro?, first; t/:jJTTa^ flounder.)
22.

PROTOPSETTA HERZENSTEINI

(Schmidt).

Hippoglossoicks herzcnsteird Schmidt, Pise. Mar. Orient, 1H04,

Bay, Gensan, Korea, Bay of
Gaghalin, Lake Khalizan).
ILdi'itid.

— Japan

-Paris at Vladivostok,

j).

229 (Bronghton

Mauka, North Coast

of

Sea and Okhotsk Sea, south to Korea.

Dorsal, To to 75; anal, 53 to 56; pectoral, 11; ventral, 6; scales, 82
29=40.
tc 84; vertebra?, 11

+

Upper eye with

range vertical and a little posterior to lower eye.
Teeth very small, sharp, and recurved; in two rows on lower jaw.
Head covered with scales covered by skin and armed above with sharp
bony papilhe; interorbital space rough and almost equal in width to
short diameter of lower eye; front nostrils ending in short tubes;
gillrakers, 7+16, the longest equal to the vertical diameter of lower
Some of the scales,
eye; body of eyed side covered with ctenoid scales.
especiall}" anteriorly, have in addition to the marginal spinules rough
bon}' papilla? on their surface; lateral line nearly straight and
unbranched; height of caudal peduncle equal to its length; no anal
its

spine; vertebric, 11

+ 29.

Origin of dorsal somewhat on blind side and opposite beginning of
the posterior fourth of upper eye; first ra}^ etjual in length to half the
diameter of upper eye, the longest rays equal to combined length of

snout and eye; rays of dorsal and anal covered with small rough plates;
caudal truncate; covered almost to tip with small scales.
Color, uniform brown without markings; the tins all dark.
This species is here described from the account given by Doctor

Schmidt.

(Named

We

have specimens from Port Arthur.

for

the

late

Dr. Solomon Herzenstein, of the Imperial

Acadeni}^ of Sciences, St. Petersl)urg.)
13.

HIPPOGLOSSUS

Hippoglosms Cuvier, Regne Animal,

Cuvier.

1st ed., II, 1817, p. 221 (hijypoglossns).

Form ol)long, not strongly comside.
wide, oblique; teeth in the upper jaw in 2 series,
those l)elow in 1; anterior teeth in upper jaw, and lateral teeth in
lower, strong; no teeth on vomer or palatines; lower pharyngeal teeth
Dorsal fin begimiing above the eye, its middle rays elein 2 rows.
Eyes and color on the right

pressed.

Mouth

vated, the posterior rays of dorsal and anal bifid; caudal fin lunate;
Scales very small, cycloid; lateral line with
ventral fins both lateral.

i

1.0.

Hs

1

J.

.

I
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in front.

Gillrakers few, short, compressed, wide
Largest of the flounders. This genus contains the well-known halibut; abundant on both coasts of the North
Atlantic and of the North Pacific.

Vertebra, 16+34.

set.

{Mppoglossus^ the ancient

yXwGGa^

name

of the hali))ut from innoz^ horse;

tongue.)
23.

HIPPOGLOSSUS STENOLEPIS

Schmidt.

Hlppoglossm

name
Hahitat.

— Okhotsk Sea, probably south to Hokkaido.

Head, 1.5
dible, 2.8

stenolepis Schmidt, Fauiie Mer. Och. Jap., 1903, p. 19 (Okhotsk Sea,
only); Pise. Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 224 (Gulf of Aneva).

in length; depth, 3.3; eye, 8.2 in head, 2 in snout;

man-

in head; least depth of caudal peduncle, 1.6 in depth of

body; dorsal, 95; anal, 71; pectoral, 17; caudal, 16; branchiostegals, 6.
General shape of body as in Ilippoglofisus hippoglossus^ the head
more blunt and convex; eyes equal in size, on right side, and separated b}" a space li times the length of the upper eye; teeth large, in

two rows on upper jaw, in a single row on sides of lower jaw and

in

double row in front; scales everywhere cycloid and covered by skin;
at the posterior
easily detached;

end of some of them a rough bon}"
no supplementar}^ scales.

Origin of dorsal opposite front of pupil,

its

plate,

which

is

greatest height one-third

of depth of body; length of pectoral equal to postorbital part of head;

caudal

somewhat concave; ventral reaching beyond front of anal.
brown with bright spots corresponding to the bony

Color, olive
plates.

This species

difi'ers

from H.

hipj)ogloss)/s in the construction of its

and in having a smaller numl)er of fin
Length of specimen described, lt)l7 millimeters.
scales

known to us solely from Schmidt's account.
common halibut in the Sea of Okhotsk.

[ffTSvog,

narrow;

gillrakers.

(Schmidt.)

It is

the

and

ra3^s

It

seems to replace

AfTr/g, scale).

14.
Reinhardtius Gill, Cat.

REINHARDTIUS
Fislie.s,

Gill.

East Coa^t N. A., 1861,

p.

50 {hippoglossoides; no

description).
PInli/somatichthys
p.

Bleeker, Comptes Rendus, Ac.

Sci.

Amsterdam, XIII,

1862,

426 {pinguis^hippoglossoules).
Reinhardtius Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1864, p. 218 {hippoglossoides).

Eyes and color on right
pressed; head long and large;

side.

Bod}^ more or less elongate, comlarge; maxillary reaching beyond

mouth

eye; jaws with strong, unequal teeth, the

upper wath 2

series in front,

these converging behind; lower jaw with a single series of strong,
Gillrakers few, short,
distant teeth; no teeth on vomer or palatines.
stout,

and rough. Fins rather low; caudal fin lunate. Lower pharynin one row.
Scales small, cycloid; lateral line without

geal teeth
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Fin ra3^s and vertebrse numerous, as in the halibut.
known, arctic fishes, in some degree intermediate between
the true halibut and Ather<sth(s.
(Named for Prof. Johanu lieinhardt, of the University of Copenanterior curve.

Two

species

hagen, an able investigator of the fishes of Greenland).
24.

REINHARDTIUS MATSUURiE

Jordan and Snyder.

Hippoglossus grcenlandicvs Ishikawa and Matsu'ura, Prel. Cat., 1897,

(Not of Authors. )
Reinhardtius matsuurie Jordan and Snyder, Journ.
1901, p. 309, pi. XVI, figs. 7, 8 (Sagami Bay).

p.

25

(Sagami Bay).

Habitat.

in length; depth, 3^^; dorsal, 96; anal, 69; scales, 117.

dextral; interorbital width 3 in maxillary; a

longitudinal diameter of lower e3'e; cleft of
lateral line single, not sharply

downward

Imp. Univ., XV,

— Sagami Bay, probably in deep water.

Head, \\

Body

Coll. Sci.

little

less

mouth same on both

than
sides;

curved anywhere, running obliquely
body and posterior to

to a point a little a})ove middle of

base of pectoral a distance equal to 2 times length of niaxillar}^, then

backward

to end of caudal fin, similar on blind side; dorsal
behind
inserted just
eye; anal inserted below 26th dorsal ray; dorsal and anal extending an equal distance posteriori}^; length of caudal
peduncle 2^ times in head; minute scales on intcrradial membrane of'
both dorsal and anal; length of pectoral equal to maxillary.

straight
fin

Color plain brown.
stuffed specimen about li feet long, No. 156, Imperial Museum,
Tokyo. Localit}^ Misaki. This species is allied to Reinhardtius. hippoglossoide.s, the Greenland Halibut, diflcring in the larger scales and

A

No second specimen

in other characters.

(Named
University

is

known.

for Mr. K. Matsuura, curator of fishes in the Imperial

Museum
IS.

at

Tokyo.)

ATHERESTHES

AtheresthcH ioKYiAS

Jordan and

and Gilbert, Pror. U.

S.

Gilbert.

Nat. Mus., 1880,

Body

j).

51 {sloiirias).

ver}^ long and slender,
and slender caudal peduncle;
head elongate, narrow; mouth extremely large, oblique; the long and
narrow maxillarj^ extending beyond the eye; each jaw with 2 irregular series of sharp, unequal, arrow-shaped teeth, some of them long
and wide set, and others short and close set, sharp; the long teeth
Gill rakers numerous, long, slender, and stiff,
freely depressible.
strongly dentate within. Scales rather large, thin and readily deciduous, slightly ciliated, those on the blind side similar, smooth; lateral
line without arch.
Fins low and fragile; dorsal beginning over the
eye, its anterior rays low, the posterior rays somewhat forked; no
anal spine; pectorals and ventrals small, both of the latter lateral;

Eyes and color on the right

side.

closely compressed, tapering into a long

caudal lunate.

N0.1484.
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genus of subarctic flounders, doubtless degenerate, rather than

primitive in
(aOtjp, the

its traits.

beard or spike of an ear of corn;

e'ff^ico^

to eat;

from

the arrow-shaped teeth.)

25.

ATHERESTHES EVERMANNI

Atheresthes evermanni

Jordan and Starks,

1902 (1904), p. 630,

pi. v, fig. 1

Jordan and Starks.

Bull. U. S. Fish

Commission, XXII,

(Matsushima Bay).

Habitat.— Mixtsushimn Bay, in deep water.
Head, 3.3 in length; depth, 3; D. lU; A. 94;

scales, 109;

upper
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head; snout from upper eye, 4; maxillary, 1.9; pectoral
of eyed side, 2.1; of blind side, 3.25; upper lobe of caudal, 1.75.
Profile of snout on same curve with that behind eye; very slightly
depressed above eye; eyes scarcely reaching to upper profile, the
63^6, 4. T6 in

lower one the more anterior; interorbital appearing rather flat and
moderately broad, the bone, however, narrow and convex, its width
less than half diameter of pupil; nostrils close together, the posterior
of eyed side in a broad, short tube, anterior in a narrower, longer tube;
anterior nostril of blind side with a long flap nearly a third as long as
upper eye, broadening toward its tip and becoming conspicuously
opaque white; snout with many pores scattered among the irregularly
placed scales; mouth reaching to or very slightly past the vertical
from posterior margin of lower eye; teeth long and slender and with
lance-shaped points, in a single row on lower jaw, their length unequal;
a double row of smaller teeth on side of upper jaw, the outer row the
smaller; they grow larger anteriorly, become curved inward, fang-

and some of them depressible;

gill rakers rather slender, the
than half length of eye, their number 3+10; scales
very finely ctenoid, the spinules short, fine, and numerous, only seen
upon careful examination with a lens; many scales have only a few

like

longest a

trifle less

irregular spinules; others are entii'ely without them, appearing as

if

they had been rubbed off; head and body everywhere with numerous,
small, cycloid supplementar}^ scales crowded in; scales of blind side all
cycloid; snout, mandible, maxillar}^, and interorbital with numerous
small cycloid scales, those on latter extending out on e3^eball to edge
of

iris;

all

rather closely covered with fine scales; lateral line

fins

slightly bending

upward from opposite

tip of pectoral.

Pectoral of

eyed side longer and more pointed than that of blind side; first rav of
dorsal inserted above anterior margin of pupil; ventral short, scarcel}'
reaching to front of anal. Caudal fyhallowly concave on posterior
outline.

Color uniformly dark brown, without markmgs.
This species differs from AtJieresthes stomlas^ of the Alaskan fauna,
in having only a single row of teeth on lower jaw, and the upper eye
not reaching the upper protile. The scales are more strongly ctenoid
and the anterior nostril bears a long flap.
The type and sole specimen is 270 cm. in length; it is from station
3772 in Matsushima Bay, and is numbered 51490, U.S.N.M.
(Named for Dr. Barton Warren Evermann.)
16.
Alseops

ALy^OPS Jordan and

Jordan and Starks,

Bull. U. S. Fish

Starks.

Com., XXII, 1902 (1904),

p.

623

{plinthus).

This genus is allied to Pcecilopsetta. Body covered with large ctenoid scales which are somewhat caducous; eyes and color on the right
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with a broad flat-topped arch in front; mouth
moderate; teeth small in bands; ^illrakers short and sharp.
side; lateral line simple,

(«, not; Xaiog^ left;

26.

coi/^,

eye.)

ALiEOPS PLINTHUS

Jordan and Starks.

Fish Com., XXII, 1902 (1904),
Al^ops plinthus JonBA^^ and Starke, Bull. U.S.
Owari Bay).
p. 623, pi. V, fig. 2 (Suruga Bay,

HaMtat.—Soiithesist coast of Japan, in deep water.
scales, 6d (pores);
Head, 4 in length; depth, 2.4; D. 61; A. 53;
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upper eye, 3 in head; snout from upper eye, 4.16; maxillary, 3.16;
pectoral of eyed side, 2.25; ventral median; caudal rays, 1.
Anterior body outline strongly arched above; orbital rim of upper
eye protruding beyond rest of profile; snout a little produced, blunt;
anterior nostril in rather broad, short tube, which does not reach to
edge of preorbital; maxillary curved, reaching to below or very
slightly past anterior rim of pupil of lower eye; teeth small, in a very
narrow band on eyed side, growing wider anteriorly, somewhat
On blind side the teeth on both jaws are in
smaller on premaxillary.
moderately wide bands. Eyes equal in size, the lower slightly more
anterior, separated by a narrow naked ridge; vertical limb of premaxillary short; gillrakers short and rather sharp, the longest onehalf to one-third diameter of pupil, 6 + 10 in number; caudal peduncle
very wide and flat, its length one-third of its width; scales large,
rather finely but very evidently ctenoid on eyed side, cycloid on
blind side; head on eyed side, anterior to posterior rim of pupil above,
and posterior end of mandible below, without scales; lateral line
turning abruptly upward at a sharp angle two-thirds the head's length
behind head, and forming a conspicuous flat-topped arch, as high as
half length of head; dorsal beginning slightly on blind side, a little

behind middle of eye, length of

first

longest rays near posterior end of
torals equal

in

size; caudal

ray contained 1.1

fin,

in

upper eye,

the longest 2.25 in head; pec-

broad and pointed behind; no lateral
from tips of the long median rays

angles, the sides broadly rounded
to lateral edges of fin base.

Color piidvish slat3^-brown, usually mottled with black; 2 inconspicuous semiocellated spots, one near doi'sal and one near anal base a head's
length anterior to base of caudal less conspicuous dark irregular spots
along side above anal and below dorsal, one below arch of lateral
;

black spot on outer rays of caudal; all fins except ventral and
pectoral of blind side irregularly spotted and mottled with black. The
membrane has drawn away from the scales in our specimen leaving
line; a

them light at ))ase.
The type is 155 mm. in entire length, taken at station
Bay. It is numbered 51106, U. S. N. M.
Others were taken in Suruga Bay and in Owari Bay.
(rrXivdos, tile, from the color.)
17.

PLEURONICHTHYS

37(>8 in

Suruga

Girard.

Plerironichthys GiRARi-), Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, p. 139 (ccenoms).
Heteroprosopon Bleeker, Comptes Rendus Acad. Amsterdam, XIII, 1862,

p. 8

(cornutus).

Parophrys Gunther, Cat. Fishes, IV, 1862,

p. 454;

not of Girahd.

Eyes and color on the right side. Body deep; head short, with very
mouth small, with several series of slender, acute

short, blunt snout;
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which are most developed on the blind side, and are often wanting in one or both jaws on the colored side; no teeth on vomer or
teeth,

palatines; lips thick, with

several lengthwise folds within which

a series of short fringes.

Lower pharyngeals narrow, each with

is

a

double row of very small teeth. Gillrakers wide set, very short and
weak. Lateral line nearly straight, with a dorsal branch in our species.
Scales small, cycloid, nonimbricate, embedded.
Dorsal fin anteriorly
twisted from the dorsal ridge toward the blind side; anal fin preceded

by a spine; caudal

fin

convex behind.

Intestinal canal elongate.

bivorous species, feeding chiefly on alga.

The

Her-

Pacific Ocean.

spawn in the spring and live in comThe protruding e3^es are both turned to the

species of Pleuronichthys

paratively deep water.

right side very early in specimens i inch long.
(TtXevpov, side; ix^'^^i fish.)
27.

PLEURONICHTHYS CORNUTUS

(Schlegel).

BIKIKAREI (FROG-FLOUNDER); MOCHIGAREI (RICE-CAKE-FLOTJNDER);
MITIGAREI (BOARD-FLOTJNDER); OMIGAREI (FLOUNDER OF

OMI).

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 179, pi. xc, fig. 1
Bleekek, Verh. Bat. Gen., XXVI, Japan, p. 121.
Heteroprosopon cornutus BhEEKER, Compt. Rend. Ac. Sei. Amst., 1862, Pleuron.,
Platissa cornuta

(Nagasaki).

p. 8 (Nagasaki).
Parophrys cornuta Gunther,

Cat.

Fish,

IV,

1862, p.

455

(copied); Shore

Fishes, Challenger, 1880, p. 70 (.Kobe).— Namiye, Class. Cat., 1881, p. 110

—

(Tokyo). IsiriKAWA and Matsu'ura, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 24 (Yeshigo).
Otaki, Journ. Bur. Fish, 1897, p. 7, pi. vm, p. 90 (Japan).
PleuronlcJtthi/s cornutus Steindachnee, Reise Aurora, 1896, p. 217 (Kobe).
Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North Mid. Amer., Ill, 1898, p. 2637 (Japan).
Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1901, p. 769 (Yokohama); p. 900 (Hakodate, Tokyo). Jordan and Stares, Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm., XXII, 1902
Hahitat.

(1904), p. 923 (Suruga Bay).

— Entire coast of Japan,

north to Hakodate.

length without caudal; depth. If to If.
Upper eye, 3i to 4 in head; snout to upper eye, 5; maxillary, ^\.
Scales, 80.
Dorsal, 70 to 76; anal, 52 to 54.
Mouth very small; the maxillary reaching to below anterior margin

Head, from 4 to 4|

in

Teeth in villiform bands, mostly on the blind side of mouth.
Eyes large; opposite each other; separated by a sharp, naked ridge.
A strong sharp spine, directed backward, on interorbital ridge opposite posterior margin of eyes; another, directed outward, and curv^ed
slightly backward, on anterior part of ridge, a little behind front of
eyes; a short-pointed tubercle of bone directed forward at tip of
Gillsnout; and a similar one directed outward in front of each eye.
rakers scarcely developed; 4 or 5 small tubercles on lower part of arch.
of pupil.

Origin of
Scales small and embedded; not imbricated anteriorly.
little above the level of front of pre-

dorsal on blind side at a point a

Longest dorsal rays
maxillary, and opposite middle of upper eye.
Pectorals bluntly
in head.
equal to those of anal and contained

H
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pointed; that of eyed side If to If in head; that of blind side twoVentral of blind
thirds as long- as its mate and contained 2^ in head.
side placed more anteriorly and farther from the ventral ridge of body

than its mate. Caudal rounded.
Color rather light gray, everywhere spotted with irregular, or more
or less round spots of dark brown. These are sometimes very small
and scattered, sometimes lighter in the center, or arranged in irregular

sometimes large and narrowly separated. The edges of the
dusky or dark brown on the blind side. A few specimens were colored and spotted on both sides and in these cases the
front of the dorsal is usually not on the blind side, but is on a free lobe
which overhangs the head; the upper eye is more on the dorsal outline
of the head than in normal examples; the ventrals are usually more
symmetrical; and the pectorals are both of the same length, these
characters possibly indicating that the lish may swim on either side.
We have numerous specimens from Kobe, Aomori, Hiroshima,
Nagasaki, Hakodate, Onomichi, Wakanoura, Tsuruga, Tokyo, and
rings, or

vertical tins are

Misaki.

This species

is

one of the commonest of the small flounders

of Japan.
{c07'nuhis,

horned.
18.

LEPIDOPSETTA

Gill.

Lepidopsetta G\iaj, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 195 {umbrosus).

Body robust; mouth

small.

Teeth stout, conical,

little

compressed,

Fig. 13.— LEPIDOPSETTA BILINEATA.

bluntish, in one series, rather irregularly placed.

Lateral line with a

and accessor}^ dorsal branch; scales imbricated,
rough ctenoid, smooth in the very 3'^oung. A single species, abundant
on the Pacific coasts. It is close to Llttianda^ from which the accessory branch of the lateral line albne separates it.

distinct arch in front

(XsTtig^ scale; tpt/TTa^ flounder.)
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(Ayres).

Platessa biUneata Ayres, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Cal., 1855, p. 40 (San Francisco).
Platichthys uvibrosus Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 1.36 (Puget

Sound).
Plenronectes perarcuafus Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1873, p. 30 (Unalaska).
Pleuronectes umbrosus Gunther, Cat., IV, 1862, p. 454.

Pleuronectes bUineatus

Gunther,

Cat., IV, 1862, p. 444.

Synopsis, p. 833, 1883.
Lepidopsetta bilineata Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Jordan and Gilhert,

Pliila., 1864, p. 195.

Lockington,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., 1879, p. 103; Rep. Com. Fisheries, CaUfornia, 1878-79,
p. 46.—Jordan and Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, p. 453; Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., 1881, p. 68.— Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, p. 241; Cat. Coll.
Fish. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, p. 19; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, p. 353.— Jordan, Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim., 1884, p. 184, pi. l. Jordan and Go,ss, Review

—

Flounders and Soles, 1889, p. 286. Jordan and Evermann, Bull. Fish North.
Mid. Amer., Ill, 1898, p. 2643, pl.cccLxxvi, fig. 928 (Alaska, etc.).— Schmidt,
Poiss. Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 232 (Bay of Shogun, Shendagen, Japan, INIauka,
Gensan, Atka).

—

Bering Sea, south to Monterey and to Korea.
Head, 3f depth, 2^. D. 80; A. 60; teeth, |$^o; scales 85. Verte])ri\? 11+29=4:0.
Body, broadly ovate, thickish; mouth moderate,
turned toward the left side; teeth stout, conical little compressed,
Lower pharyngeals
bluntish, in one series, rather irreg-ularh" placed.
broad, with two rows of ])lunt teeth.
Gillrakers few, very short, thick
and weak, without teeth. Snout projecting; e3'es large, separated by
a prominent ridge, which, like the cheeks and upper portion of opercle, is covered with rough stellate scales; lower eye advanced; opercle,
subopercle, and interopercle of left side scaly; preopercle naked.
Scales rather small, mostl}^ ctenoid, not closely imbricated, those on
the blind side smooth; scales on cheeks and other parts of head very
rough; scales of body smoother and less closely imbricated anteriorly,
the degree of roughness variable, northern specimens (var. uv}hrosui<)
being roughest. Lateral line moderately arched anteriorh', with an
accessory dorsal branch, which is less than one-half length of head;
Habitat.

;

height of arch less than one-third

its

length.

Dorsal l)eginning over

eye, its anterior ra3^s low; caudal convex; anal preceded

by a spine; a

concealed spine behind ventrals; rays of dorsal and anal all simple;
dorsal and anal somewhat scaly; caudal three fifths length of head;

Lower pharyngeals broad, each with two rows
Yellowish brown, with numerous round, pale blotches.
Pacific coast of America and Northern Asia, Bering Strait to Monterey and to Sakhalin.
This species is one of the connnonest of the
flounders of the Pacific coast, its abundance apparently increasing
pectoral one-half head.
of blunt teeth.

toward the northward. In Bering Sea it far outnumbers all other
flounders.
Schmidt records it from the Sea of Ochotsk and the Sea
of Japan.
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LIMANDA

19.

vol. xxxi.

Gottsche.

Limanda Gottsche, Archiv fur Naturgsch.,

18;:55, i>.

100 {liniatula).

Myzopsetta Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 217 (ferruginea).
Limandella Jordan and Starks, new subgenus {yokoharax)

Teeth uniserial; lateral line with a distinct arch in front, and without accessory dorsal branch; scales more or less imbricated, roug'h
ctenoid in the typical species but cycloid in one of the Japanese species;
This genus is closely allied to Pseudopleuronectes^
vertebrte about 40.
from which it differs onl}^ in the presence of an arch on the anterior
part of the lateral

line.

Color of e3^ed side Ijrownish; the blind side usuall}^ washed with
rusty red or with yellow in life.
The genus may bo divided into two groups in accordance with the
dentition. In Z/;«a;i6?rt proper, the teeth are bluntish conical not close
set, in an irregular row, which extends on the blind side of each jaw.
In certain Japanese species {LtinandelJ<() the teeth are broad, truncate,
set, restricted mainly to the blind side of each jaw.

evenh'

KEY TO
a.

—Teeth conical,

SPECIES.

an irregular row extending on eyed side of jaws.
h. Dorsal rays about 66; anal rays about 50.
aspera, 29
c. Scales about 80, those of blind side rough; snout not projecting
cc. Scales about 90, those of blind side smooth; i^nout produced, .probosciden, 30
bb. Dorsal rays about 60; anal about 45; scales about 70; a rough area behind eye;

Limanda.

in

iridorum., 31

scales all cycloid
aa.

Limandella.

—Teetli broad, truncate,

close-set,

confined chiefly to

each jaw.
d. Dorsal rays, 62; anal, 48; scales, 75
dd. Dorsal rays, 65 to 75; anal rays, 50 to 55; scales, 75 to
e. Head with the snout slender and produced
ee. Head with the snout not notably produced

tlie

blind side

of

29.

LIMANDA ASPERA

Fleuroncck's asper Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso- Asiat.
Guntuer, Cat., IV, 1862, p. 454.
Siberia).

aus Decastris Bay, 1870-1875.

"etc.,
~

schrencki, 32
80.
angufttirostris,

33

yokohamse, 34

(Pallas).
,

III, 1811, p. 425 (east coast of

Steindachner, Pleuronectiden,

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis,

1883,

p. 835.

Limanda aspera Bean,
Nat. Mus., 1883,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, p. 242, Cat. Coll. Fish, U. S.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, p. 354; Hist. Aquat. Anini.,

p. 20;

Jordan and Goss, Review Flounders and Soles, 1889,
Jordan and Evermann, Fish, North and Middle Amer., Ill, 1898, p.
2645, pi. ccc'Lxxvii, fig. 930 (Alaska to Saghalin).— Jordan and Gilbert,
Rept. Fur Seal Exp., Ill, p. 491 (Robben Reef, Petropaulski, etc. ).— Schmidt,
1884, p. 184, pi. XLViii.
p. 288.

Pise.

Mar. Orient, 1904,

—

p.

233 (INIauka, Usta, Gulf of Aniva, Papou).

Bering Sea and Okhotsk Sea.
Head, 3i; depth, 2. D. 69; A. 53; scales, about 80. Form of
Lepidopsetta hilineata. Teeth small almost conical, on both sides of
the mouth; interorbital space narrow, scaly; opercle and preopercle
Hahitat.
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naked below; gillrakers veiy feeble; pharyng-eals not very broad,
their teeth bluntish, not paved; scales .small, wide apart, partly
embedded, each one with 1 to 4 spinules, which are almost erect;
anterior scales with 3 to 4 of these spinules; posterior mostly with 1;
scales of blind side smoother; only middle rays of dorsal and anal
scaly; no accessory lateral line; anal spine present; twentieth anal ray
and thirtj^-seventh dorsal ray longest; caudal, double truncate. Brown,
nearly plain, the blind side with tinges of lemon yellow.
Bering Sea,
generally common, south to Vancouver Island and to the Okhotsk Sea.
We have specimens from Petropaulski and liobben Reef, Bristol Bay,
and Herendeen Bay.
{asper, rough.)
30.

LIMANDA PROBOSCIDEA

Gilbert.

Limanda prohoscidea Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Com. for 1893 (1896) j). 460, pi.
XXXIII (Bristol Bay, Herendeen Bay). Jordan and Gilbert, Kept. Fur Seal
Expl., Ill, 1898, p. 491 (Bristol Bay, Herendeen Bay). Jordan and Ever-MANN, Fish North and Mid. Amer., Ill, 1898, p. 2645 (Bristol Bay, Herendeen Bay).— Schmidt, Faune MerOch. Jap., 1903, p. 19 (Okhotsk Sea) Pise.
Mar Orient, 1904, p. 236 (Mauka, Ustil R., Lutogi, Moloro R. Okhotsk Sea).

—

Bering Sea, Okhotsk Sea.
Depth, 2i to 2^ in length; head, large, 3 to 3^ in length in a specimen 7 inches long.
D. 63 to (J7; A. 47 to -49; scales, 86 to 95.
Resembling L. ferruginca^ but having fewer rays in dorsal and anal,
larger scales and longer snout.
Profile sharply angulated above front
of upper eye, the snout convexly protruding; form varying from very
slender to broadly elliptical, the 2 outlines equally curved; caudal
peduncle short, widening backward, its least depth twice its length;
mouth ol)lique, ma.xillary reaching beyond front of lower eye, 4 in
head; teeth narrow, little compressed, in a single series on both sides
of the jaw, extending farther back on the blind side; eyes on right
side; lower eye well in advance of upper, the diameter of upper eye
Hahitat.

5i to 6 in head, 1\ in snout; vertical from front of upper eye, falling
orbit and front of pupil of lower eye; inter-

midway between front of
orbital space a

very narrow, sharp ridge, naked in females, with a

single series of ctenoid scales in males; gillrakers short, about equal
to

diameter of pupil, 13 or 14 in number, 9 or 10 on lower limb; scales

loosely imbricated, ctenoid in males

on colored

side,

smooth

in females;

blind side of both sexes smooth; head scaled on eyed side in males; the

subopercle, interopercle, and preopercle mostly naked in
females; head on blind side naked; rays of vertical tins with a single
series of ctenoid scales; dorsal fin beginning slightly behind front of

opercle,

upper eye, the first 3 rays usually higher and wdth membranes more
deeply incised than in those which follow; highest portions of both
dorsal and anal fins behind the middle of the body; these tins about
equal, their longest rays equal to the snout and eye; caudal two-thirds
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head; pectorals short, one-third in head; vcntrals reaching beyond front
of anal, 3^ in head; the usual small antrorsc spine in front of anal fin.
Color light grayish or brownish, thickly covered with small whitish

and anal fins
LhtKUida ferrM<jine(i)\ vertical fins grayish,
Specimens described 7i inches
with an occasional dark-browMi \-^\.
Bering Sea, liristol Bay, Ilerendeen Bay.
long.
{prohoscideus^ having a long snout or pro])oscis.)

spots; entire left side with margins of dorsal, caudal,

bright lemon yellow

(as in

Fia:.

31.

II.— LiMANDA IRIDOKUM.

LIMANDA IRIDORUM

Hah 1 inf. — Seas
Head, 3 to 3i

Jordan and Starks, new species.

of Hokkaido.

in kMigth to base of caudal; depth,

U

to 2^.

Dorsal, 57 to

Eye, 6i

anal,
4i
Pores of lateral line,
to 72.
Upper outline of head very concave; the snout produced and turned
upward; the backward extending processes from the premaxillaries
forming a prominent projection on the upper edge of the snout. A
vertical line drawn upward from the posterior edge of the lower eye
cuts through the beginning of the posterior fourth of the upper eye.
Interorbital space a very high, sharp, naked ridge; smooth between
eyes, but becoming rough directly behind them and passing into a
rather broad rugose area running above opercles to beginning of
lateral line.
A similar rough area following ridge of preopercle. A
rough ridge, rather high anteriorly, rumiing from snout to beginning
Mouth rather large and obliciue;
of lateral line on blind side of head.
Mandible
the maxillary reaching to edge of lower orbital cavity.
oblique and rather straight; its posterior end forming a prominent
Teeth
angle on ventral outline; its tip projecting beyond snout.
rather sharp and irregular, in an uneven row^ on both sides of jaws,
in head; maxillary, 4 to 4i; snout,
44:

to

4().

m

to 5.

(33;
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but extending farther around on blind side. Gillrakers pointed, the
longest equal to half the diameter of lower eye; 11 developed on loAver
limb of arch.
Scales everywhere cycloid,

embedded anteriorly and not imbricate,

posteriorly they are slightly imbricate and not embedded.

Height of
curve equal to long diameter of upper eye; length of curve
equal to half the length of head.
Pectoral rather pointed, reaching past curve of lateral line; its
lateral line

length equal to half length of head.
side,

opposite front of upper eye.

rior to that of ej'^ed side.
tips of

Origin of dorsal slightly on blind
Ventral of blind side a little ante-

Caudal slightly rounded and angulated

at

outer rays.

Slate color, finely speckled,

and spotted

all

over by small, brown,

irregular marks; these especially conspicuous on the

fins.

This species somewhat resembles Z. proboscidea., but
known by its larger cycloid scales.

may be

at oiice

It is represented by six specimens from Mororan, Aomori, and
Hakodate.
The type is from Mororan, and is 25 cm. in length. It is numbered
65644, U.S.N. M.
A cotype is No. 9824, Stanford University.
{Iridorwn of the iris; from Mororan, which means Iris-huts).

LIMANDA SCHRENCKI

32.

Schmidt.

Limanda scltrencki Schmidt, Faune Mer. Okhotsk, Japan, 1903, p. 19 (Japan Sea,
Okhotsk Sea), (name only); Pise. Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 235 (Aneva, Mauka,
Saghalin).

—

Japan Sea.
Head, 4 to 4^ in length; depth 2 to
Habitat.

2^.

Eye

5y\ to

<oj%

in head.

Dorsal 61 to 63; anal 47 to 49; scales 75 to 78.
Eyes about equal in size; the lower are slightly the more anterior;
interorbital space less than half the length of upper eye. Nostrils end-

Lips thick and fleshy; upper
jaw with 12 to 15 teeth on blind side, none on colored side, except in one
specimen, which has 2; lower jaw with 15 to 17 on blind side; 2 to 4
on colored side. Two rows of blunt, fiat teeth on lower pharyngeals;
12 to 15 in each row.
Lateral line rough, with a bon}- outgrowth.
Whole head covered with ctenoid scales, except between eyes and on
ing in tubes, the anterior are the longer.

cheek; nape with large scales.

Color of

fins

black spots in

and body dark brown, with yelloAV spots and 6
life;

to 9

often a black spot at tip of blind side of caudal.

Not seen by us.
This species is nearest to Z. yoiohanise, but has fewer
eyes are smaller than in other species.
Japan Sea (Schmidt).

(a

personal name.)
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

—

r-14

fin

rays; the
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Habitat.

LIMANDA ANGUSTIROSTRIS

Kitahara,

new

VOL. XXXI.

species.

— Shores of Hokkaido.

Upper eye,
length to base of caudal; depth, 2i.
Dorsal,
08 to
5 to 5| in head; snout, 5i to 5^; maxillary, 4^ to 4:^.
Fores in lateral line, 74 to 78.
7-i; anal, 52 to 55.
Head rather skMider, the snout produced, forming- a conspicuously
Head, 2|

to

-il

in

Upper eye a little posterior to
concavity in outline above upper eye.
Maxillary
Interorl)ital space, a high, sharp, naked ridge.
lower.
reaching to anterior edge of lower eye, a little past front of orbital
Twenty-two to 24 teeth on blind side of lower jaw, 5 or 6 on
cavity.
the other side; lU to 22 on l)lind side of upper jaw, none on the other.

Gillrakers short,

flat,

and pointed,

ti

on lower limb of arch.

Dorsal beginning above middle of upper eye or sometiuies a little
Pectoral pointed; its length 1^ to 1| in head; its
in front of middle.
^^^^^v.

'%-

y^^"
Fig. 15.— Limanda angustirostris.

tip reaching to, or a little past, angle of lateral line.

Caudal very

slightly convex, angulated at tips of outer ra^'s.

Scales large, embedded, and not imbricated; 13 to 15 scales between
middle of lateral line curve and back; 21 to 24 between angle of lateral line and anal.
In Z. iiol'oliaiin^ there are from 22 to 25 scales in

the same place on back, and from 30 to 36 on lower part of sides.
Scales every Avhe re cycloid except on posterior half of eyed side of

Height of curve of

body.

lateral line equal to length of

length of curve contained \\ to 1^ in head.
Color uniform slaty ))rown, without definite markings.

cavit}'

upper

orbital

;

The unpaired
no color on blind side.
This species differs from Lluianda yohohannv in having the snout
more pointed, the head more slender, the teeth smaller, the interorbital
space .sharper, higher and naked, the scales farther apart, more embedded, and fewer of them counting trans\ersel3\ The ridge rumiing
from upper eye to lateral line is more rugose.

tins lighter;
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We

have eight .specimen.s taken at Aomori.

length and

is

numbered 55645, U.S.N.M.
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The type

is 28 cm. in
Cotjpes are No. 9825,

Stanford University,
Mr. T. Kitahara of the Imperial Fisheries Bureau, sends us a manuscript description of this species, from a specimen from Aomori.
We adopt the specific name chosen by him in place of the one we had
devised.

{angustus, narrow; rostru/a^ snout.)
34.

LIMANDA YOKOHAM.(E

(Giinther).

AKAGAREI (RED-FLOtTNDER); AMATE OR YAMATE FLOUNDER
(

).

Gunther, Shore Fishes Challen^ef, 1880, ji. (19 (Inland
Japan, Yokohama). Otaki, Journ. Bur. Fish., 1897, p. B, pi. vi,

Pleuronecles yokoliamic

Sea of
fig. 4.

Limandd ijokohamx .Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII,
1900 (Tokyo, Hakodate); Check List, 1901, p. 121 (Yokohama).

p. 379,

Pleuronedes japonicus Herzenstein, Bull. Ac.

Sci. Petersb., 1894, p. 130 (Hako(Not Pleuronectes japonicus Houttuyn.
Limandajajjonica ScHMinT, Faune Mer. Jap. Och., 1903, p. 19 (Japan Sea); Pise.
Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 234 (Mayka, Hakodate, Vladivostok).
Limanda herzensteini Jordan and Snydek, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, p. 740,
Jordan and Starks, Bull. U. S. Fish. Comm., XXII,
1901, after Herzenstein.
1904, p. 623 (ilatsushima Bay, scales 84 (88 pores); Tsuruga, Matsushima,
Hakodate, Aomori, scales 80 to 85).

date, Vladivostok).

Hah'dat.

—All

shores of Japan,

north to Vladivostok, south to

Obama.
Head, \\ to 4|
53.

depth, 2^ to 2^.
Upper
Dorsal, 65 to 70; anal, 50 to

in length to base of caudal

eye, 5^ in head; snout, 6; maxillary, 4.

;

Pores

Head
dorsal.

in lateral line, 77 to 80.
rather small, a depression above upper eye at beginning of
Snout short, slightly produced but not so much as in L.

Upper eye a little posterior to lower. Interorbital
space not very high, slightly convex and covered with small ctenoid
scales, its width equal to one-third of long diameter of upper eye.
angustirostris.

Maxillary reaching a

little

past front of lower eye.

teeth on left side of lower jaw, 4 or 5 on right side

;

Fifteen or 16

14 on left side of

upper jaw, none on right side.
Dorsal beginning over anterior third of upper eye.

Pectoral of

from 2

to 2i in head.
Caudal convex, slightly angulated at tips of outer rays. Scales of
blind side cycloid, those of eyed side usually strongly ctenoid, some-

right side

from li to 1|

in head, that of left side

times cycloid on anterior part of back and cheek.
Color of eyed side uniform dark brown, or indistinctly l)lotclied with

Caudal usually colorless on blind side, but sometimes
irregularly placed, and moi'e or less conspicuous even on the l)lind
side.
In some these spots are very distinct, in others wholly obsolete.
Blind side in life washed with rustv red.

lighter brown.
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This is one of the most abundant of Japanese shore flounders, being
everywhere common.
We have numerous specimens from Mororan, Hakodate, Aomori,
Tsuruga, Onomichi, Yokohama, Tokyo, and Ko])e. We have also a
Mr. Kitahara
photograph of a specimen from Uzen in Echigo.
The species is unusually
records it, in letter, from Obama in Kiusiu.
variable.

(From Yokohama;
20.
T

yol'o, flat; Jiama^ beach.)

VER^^QUA

Jordan and Stakks,

m/e^ita

Bull. U. S. Fish Coram.,

Allied to Mlcrostonms and to

Body

Jordan and Starks.
XX,

1904, p. 628 (acJine).

Linumda.

rather elongate, covered with very fine cycloid scales; lateral

lino with a

small

arch

in

mouth small and with about

front, without accessory dorsal

branch;

row on
by a high naked ridge which
is continued backward; gillrakers very small, not numerous; no anal
spine; caudal rounded; eves and color on right side.
7 large blunt teeth in a single

blind side; eyes close together, separated

35.

Yerxqua
pi.

acline

vu,

Ilahitat.

VER^QUA ACHNE

Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Starks, Bull. U.
(Matsushima Bay).

S.

Fish Comm., XXII, 1904,

p. 625,

fig. 1

— Matsushima Bay in deep water.

Head, 4.33

in length;

depth, 2.87; D. 85; A. 69; scales, 135; upper

eye, 3.16 in head; snout

highest dorsal

ra3\s, 2;

from upper eye,

1; pectoral, 2; ventral, 1;

caudal, 1.1.

Form rather slender, the outlines forming low even curves; anterior
upper outline of head unbroken and continuous with body curve;
mouth very small, the maxillary reaching a little past front of lower
eye but scarcely to edge of pupil; 7 large and very blunt teeth, set in
a single row on blind side only; C3^es narrowly separated by a high
naked ridge, the lower the more anterior; interorbital ridge continued
backward and upward along lower margin of upper e3'e, forming a
high, conspicuous, smooth ridge; a slight angle on lower edge where
it turns upward, but no tuljercles developed; nostrils close together,
in short broad tubes, anterior reaching to edge of preorbital; gdl slit
stopping at upper edge of pectoral; gillrakers very small 8 on lower
limb of arch. Scales ver}^ fine, everywhere cycloid; ver}' small nonimbricated scales present on dorsal and anal nearl}^ to tips of rajS
except on the brown streak behind each ray; caudal thickly covered
with similar scales; scales on pectoral rays only on base of ventral onl}'
on both ra3's and membrane; small imbedded scales on snout; lateral line
perfectly straight and horizontal to tip of pectoral, where it turns up
and forms a low but conspicuous arch, the cord of its curve 3 times its
height.
Dorsal l)eginning .^^lighth' on blind side above middle of eye;

—

;

I
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low anteriorl}^, gradually growing higher to beginning of its last third
it reaches its greatest height; pectorals rounded, that
our
in
specimen, very slightly longer than that of blind
side,
eyed
of
or fourth, where

side; ventral short

the fin pointed

;

and rather broad, the second ray longest, making

caudal broadly rounded.

Color slaty brown, mottled with darker brown blended into the
ground color; a brown streak behind and partly on each dorsal and
anal ray; caudal uniform dark brown; pectoral with dark 1)rown

membrane.

2

1
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specimen, the type, dredged at .station 3772, Matsushima
Jt is 18 cm, in length, and is numbered 51147

79 fathoms.

in

U.8.N.M.
(«jr7/, a whiff of foam.)

2^.
Dexiates

DEXISTES Jordan and

Jordan and Starks,

Bull. U. S. Fish

Starks.

Com., XXII,

190-t, p.

624 {rikuzenius)

This genus differs from Pseudopleuronectes in having large scales,
and the large eyes narrowly separated b}^ a high, sharp, naked interE3^es and color on the right side.
orbital ridge.
P2ye])all scaly above.

Body

fragile.

[de^iog^ right handed.)

DEXISTES RIKUZENIUS

36.

Dex'istes rikuzenius

624, pi. vi,

Habitat.

Head,

3.

Jordan and Starks.

Joed.\x and Starks, Bull. U.

fig. 1

S.

Fish Com.,

XXII,

1904, p.

(Matsushima Bay, Suruga Bay).

— Shores of eastern Japan in deep waters.
SB in length; depth, 2.75; D. 73; A. 59; scales 61 (pores);
from upper eye, 4.83; maxillary of eyed

uppei" eye, 3.1 in head; snout

side, 3.83; of blind side, 3; pectoral of ej^ed side, 2; of blind side, 3;

median caudal rays,

ventral, 3.1; highest dorsal ra3"s, 2.5;

Body moderately narrow; anterior

1.5.

dorsal curve slightly l)roken by

the raised orbital rim; snout blunt, lower jaw projecting, and with a

knob developed

at S3^mphysis

below

tip;

eyes large, upper slightly the

larger and placed farther back; narrowly separated by a high sharp,

naked ridge; mouth much larger on blind

side; maxillary of

eyed side

reaching to opposite anterior edge of pupil; teeth blunt and not very
even or closely set, in one moderatelv straight row except on blind
side of lower jaw, where three or four are irregularlv placed inside
the row; gillrakers short and triangular, 7 on lower liml) of arch, 1

developed and 2 rudimentary ones on upper limb; scales lai'ge and
ctenoid on eyed side, c3^cloid on blind side; spinules on scales very
slender, sharp, and numerous; a few scales on anterior pai't of interor})ital where it widens on snout; upper eye with apatch of ctenoid scales,
each with two or three spinules; a row of small scales running out on
each fin ra3^; lateral line without an arch, a branch of it curves down
behind eyes and around lower edge of lower eye; dorsal beginning
above middle of e3'e; pectoral of e3^ed side longer and more pointed
than that of blind side; ventrals equal in length, the last rays the

upper edge obliquel3^ truncate,
lower slightl3' concave.
Color brown, with a few irregular inconspicuous dark brown spots,
one on lateral line at begiiming of its posterior two-tifths, one near
base of caudal, one below middle of lateral line, one near top of pectoral; small on(\s show^ little color except a few l)rown spots, the one on
longest; median caudal rays produced,

lateral line the

most conspicuous.
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The type from which this description is taken is 22 cm. in length,
and was taken at station 3774, in Matsushima Bay, in 84 fathonjs.
Two small cotypes were taken at station 3717, off Ose Point, Suruga
Bay, in 65 to 125 fathoms.

The type

is

Cat. No. 51423,

U.S.N.M.

A

cot^^pe

is

No. 8388, Stan-

ford University.

(Name from the province
located.

of Rikuzen, in which

Matsushima Bay

is
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'2.2..

ylnmi.s Jordan

This genus

ARAIAS Jordan and

and Stakks,

Bull. U. S. Fish

Starks.

Com., XXII, 1904,

p.

624 {ariommus).

also a degenerate ally of Pseudopleuro}iectes.

is

It is

very close to Dexistes^ the only tangible character of importance being
the naked e^^eball. The eyeballs are scaly above in Dexistes. The
body is still more fragile than in Dexistes.^ and the scales are thinner.

[apawz,

thin.)
37.

ARAIAS ARIOMMUS

Jordan and Starks.

Araias ariom.)nus Jordan and Starks, Bull. U.
pi. VI, fig.

S.

Fish Com.,

XXII,

1904, p. 624,

2 (Matsushima Bay).

ITahitat.—Msitsashmvd Bay in deep water.
Head, 3.8 in length; depth, 2.(); D. 71 to 74; A. 57 to 60; scale, 60;
upper eye, 2.8 in head; snout from upper eye, 4.33; maxillary, 3.75;
pectoral of eyed side, 1.87; of blind side, 2.75; caudal, 1.16.
Rim of upper orbit veiy slightly protruding above rest of upper profile; eyes separated by a narrow sharp ridge; anterior rim of lower eye
scarcel}' or veiy slightly anterior to that of upper, posterior rim anterior to that of upper (to a greater degree in the type than in cotype);
mouth very small, considerably larger on blind side, the maxillary
reaching to just below anterior edge of orbit; teeth blunt, set in a
single, very irregular row, those of lower jaw projecting around on

eyed side farther than those of premaxillary; gillrakers short and tri3+7 on first arch; dorsal beginning above middle of upper
eye; pectoral of eyed side a little longer and not so bluntly rounded
as that of blind side; caudal doubly truncate, median rays the longer;
lateral line not arched, gradually curved up anteriorly; scales c3'cloid,

angular,

with occasionally a ctenoid scale with long irregular spinules (as the
spinules arc easily broken, leaving no trace, it appears probable that
the scales may have all been ctenoid); a few small scales running out

on

fin rays.

Color light pinkish brown, without definite markings; dorsal, anal,
and caudal with very faint wavy cross marks.
Two specimens taken in Matsushima Ba}', at stations 3770 and 3773.
The type is the larger, and is 13 cm. in length. It is Cat. No. 51417,
U.S.N.M. The other from station 3773 is No. 8386, Stanford Uuiversity.
(«'Pi, large;

o/xfua^ eye.)

23.

PLEURONECTES

(Artedi) Linnaeus.

Pleuronectes Artedi, Genera, etc., in part, 1738, p. 16.
Pleuronectes Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 268 {platessa); included all

known Pleuron^ldw.
Platessa Cuvier,

Regne Animal,

1st ed., II, 1817, p.

220 {plates.m).

Pleuronectes

Sw Aisiiovs

P/atrom'd^'S

Bleekek, ComptesRendus Acad. Amsterd., XIII, 1862

of

,

Nat. Hist. Class'n Anim., II, 1839, p. 302

most recent authors.

(plate.'^.m).

(platessa)

;

and
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Body oblong, with firm

flesh.

Mouth

215

small, teeth uniserial, incisor-

compressed, forming a continuous cutting edge. Lateral line
straightish, without arch or accessoiy dorsal branch.
Scales imperlike,

fectly imbricated, chiefly cycloid in both sexes; lower pharyngeals
small and narrow, separate, each with one or two rows of small bluntish

No stellate scales along bases of dorsal and anal. A row of
bony tubercles behind eye. Species mostly European, valued as food,
typified by the common Plaice, Pleurcmectes i^latessK.
{jrXsvpov^ side; vrjKTyfg^ swimmer,)

teeth.
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PLEURONECTES QUADRITUBERCULATUS

38.

Pleuronectea rpiadrituberculatus

Pallas,

Zoogr. Rosso- Asiat.

,

vol.

xxxi

I

Pallas.
III,

1811, p. 423

between Kamchatka and Alaska). Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881,
p. 241.—Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 836; FurSealExpL, III, 1898,
Jordan and Evermann, Fish North Mid.
p. 491 (Robben I, Avatcha Bay).
Amer., Ill, 1898, p. 2648 (Bering Sea; Robben I, etc.).— Schmidt, Pise. Mar.
(sea

Orient, 1904, p. 239 (Gulf of Aneiva, Gulf of Sakhalin, Popora).

Gunther, Cat., LV., 1862, p. 456.
Jordan and Goss, Review Flounders and

ParophTysf quadrituberculatus
Plalessa qiiadrituberodata

Soles, 1889,

p. 292.

Pk'uronecte^ paUasii

Habitat.

—

Steindachner, Ichth.

Beitr.,

VIII, 1879,

p.

45 (Kamchatka).

Bering Sea, Japan Sea, south to Southern Sakhalin.

Mouth very small,
rounded
separated by a
at
tip.
Eyes
with small, incisor-like teeth,
conical,
obtuse,
bony tubercles
small,
prominent,
narrow ridge; about 5
with
the
direction
of the latin a row above the opercle, continuous
dorsal
branch;
tubercle
eral line, which is straight, without accessory
cycloid
in
all
specimens
examabove opercle largest. Scales small,
mottled
with
paler
and
with
ined.
Anal spine present. Grayish,
round black spots; tins very dark. Bering Sea on both coasts, south
Our specimens from Avatcha Bay,
to Kodiak and Okhotsk Sea.
Bristol Bay, Herendeen Ba}^, Chernofsky Harbor, Grantley Harbor,
Chignik Bay, and Robben Island. The above description from a small
specimen (Cat. No. 2802.5, U.S.N.M.) collected by Mr. W. J. Fisher at
Kodiak. The species proves to be a true Pleuronectes., having the
lower pharyngeals narrow, separate, with 2 rows of bluntish teeth.
{quadrituherculat'us., having four tubercles.)
Head, 3f

;

depth,

2.

D. 68; A. 50; scales, 78.

24.

LIOPSETTA

Gill.

LiopseUa Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 217 {glaber); females.
Euchalarodus GihL,, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 222 {putnami); males.

Teeth chiefly uniserial, incisor-like; scales imperfectly imbricated,
rough ctenoid in the male, more or less cycloid in the female (tin rays
seal}' in the male, naked in the female); lower pharyngeals very large,

more or

less

united in the adult, their surface somewhat concave, with

teeth in 5 or 6 rows, large, blunt, close set; lateral line without arch

or dorsal branch.

This genus comprises several species of small floun-

ders of the Arctic seas.

The genus

is

distinguished by the large, half-

united pharyngeals, as also by the peculiar squamation, the scales in
This difl'erence
the males being very rough, in the females smooth.

has given rise to the nominal genus Euclmlarodus., based on the males,
while Lwpsetta was based on the smoother females, which were erro-

neously supposed to be scaleless.
(Affo?, smooth; tjnjrra.^ flounder.)
KEY TO
a.
act.

SPECIES.

Dorsal rays 59 to 62; anal 45 to 46; scales 80, dark brown, the finn barred .obscura. 39
pinnifasciata. 40
Dorsal rays 58; anal rays 38; scales 70; l)r()wn, the fins ))arred
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LIOPSETTA OBSCURA

39.
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(Herzenstein).

Plenronectes obscurus Herzenstein,

Melanges Biologiques, 1890, p. 127 (Chemulpo, Vladivostok).
LiopseUa ohscura Jordan and Gilbert, Eep. Fur Seal Invest, III, 1898, p. 492
(Iturup). Jordan and Evermann, Fish North Mid. Amer., Ill, p. 2657
(Iturup).— Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. '379
(Iturup).
Schmidt, Pise. Mar. Orient., 1904, p. 244 (Vladivostok, Mayka,

Chemulpo).

—

Okhotsk Sea, south to Kuril Islands.
Dorsal rays, 59 to 62; aual, 45 to -±6; tubes, 79. Head, 8^V; doptli,
2|; scales in males everywhere strongl^r ctenoid, smooth in females;
interorbital space covered with ver}" tine scales, not naked; curve of
Habitat.

the lateral line marked,

cord contained 5 times in the straight porcaudal 1}^ the ventral
the
highest
head,
and
dorsal
ray
Lower
pharyngeals short
If.
i
and broad, the two closel}^ appressed but united in our specimens,
its

tion; the pectoral of colored side If head, the

27 and 29 cm. long.

The

teeth are large and very blunt, like cobble

row along the outer edge, a row of
row along the posterior edge of the triangle.
Color on eyed side uniform dark brown
on bod}^ and fins, the extreme tips of the tin rays white; on l^lind side
yellowish white, with a few irregular scattered dark spots; dorsal and
anal yellowish at base, becoming more or less mottled with dusky on
distal half, the fins marked with broad dark bars parallel with the
stones,

and are arranged

in 1

larger teeth along the inner edge, and a short

rays,

about

7

on the anal

fin,

10 or 11 on the dorsal; caudal light on

more or less blotched with darker, becoming black posteThe young from 9 to 15 cm. long have the scales perfectly

basal half
riorly.

smooth, but in other respects they agree perfectly with the adult
males, except in their more varied coloration; head and body brownish, profusel}^ spotted in coarser or finer pattern with light gray; also
with a few scattered black spots edged with gray markings on the
fins as described for adults.
Sea of Okhotsk. Our specimens from
Shana Bay, Iturup Island, one of the Kurils, originally described from
;

Vladivostok.
{ohseu7'us,

dark.)
40.

LIOPSETTA PINNIFASCIATA

Pleuronecte-'i jiittnifaftclaius

Kner,

in Steindachner,

aus Decastris Bay, 1870,

etc.,

p. 422, pi.

i,

(Kner).

Ueber einige Pleuronectiden,

fig. 1

(Decastris Bay,

mouth

of

Flounders and Soles, 1889, p. 290—
Jordan and Evermann, Fish North Mid. Amer., Ill, 1898, j). 2B49.
lAopsetta pinnifasciata Schmidt, Fauna Mer. Okhot. Japan, 190o, p. 19 (Okhotsk
Sea); Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 245 (mouth of Amur, Lintog, Busse Bay, etc.).

Amur Eiver).—Jordan and Goss, Review

Habitat.

— Japan Sea, from Amur River to Kamchatka.

D. 58; A. 38; scales, 70; eye, 51 in
in body; depth, 2^.
Body
head; the highest anal ray, 2; pectoral, 2; caudal, 4^ in body.

Head, 3i
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pointed and not forming an angle above
eye; mouth rather small, maxillary reaching scarcely to the middle of
the lower eye; interorbital space rather broad, one-half width of eye;
a rather prominent rugose ridge above opercle, with a smaller similar
subellipticjil, tho .snout rather

ridge behind it; both sides of jaws with teeth, those on blind side
Color brown,
stronger; origin of dorsal over middle of upper eye.
with vague dusky spots; 6 or 7 blackish vertical bars on dorsal and
anal;

similar lengthwise blotches on caudal.

Kamchatka

(Steindachner.)

Schmidt refers the species
{pinna^

tin;

Not seen by

Okhotsk Sea,

east to

us.

which

to Liopi<etta., to

it

probably belongs.

fasciatm^ banded).
25.

PLATICHTIIYS

Plafichthiis CrUiMiu, Proc.

Ac. Nat.

Girard.

Sci. Phila., 1854, p.

"

186 {rngosus—stellatus).

compressed. Mouth small;
all in both sexes and on
both sides of body reduced to coarse scattered stellate tubercles, which
are not imbricated; similar tubercles l)etween bases of dorsal and anal

Body

ver}^ robust, )n-oad, not greatly

teeth chiefly uniserial, incisor-like.

Scales

rays; lateral line without scales, with no interior arch or accessory
lower pharvngeals broad, each with 3 rows of blunt coarse

lateral line;

A single species, the largest of the small-mouthed flounders,
and distinguished from related forms chiefly by the development of

teeth.

coarse stellate tubercles instead of scales.
{TtXaTvg^ flat; iX(::>v?:, flsh.)
41.

PLATICHTHYS STELLATUS

(Pallas).

TAKANOHAGAREI (HAWK'S CREST FLOUNDER); NUMAGAREI (SWAMP FLOUNDER).
PI r uronectes

stellatus

Fali. AS, Zoographia Rosso-Asiatica, III, 1811, p. 416

chatka, Aleutian, and Kuril Islands).

(tunthek, Cat.,LV, 1862,

Steindachnek, Pleur. von Decastris Bay, 1870,

p. 1.

(Kam-

p. 443.

Jordan and Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Ill, 1880, p. 453; IV, 1881, p. 68.— Bean, Proc. U.S.
Nat. Mus., IV, 1881, p. 420.—Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 835.—
S. Nat. Mus., VI, 1883, p. 353; Cat. Coll. Fish., U. S. Nat.
Mus., 1883, p. 20.— Jordan, Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim., 1884, p. 184, pi. xlvi.—
Otaki, Journ. Bureau Fish, 1897, p. 7, pi. vi, fig. 6 (Northern Japan).
IsiiiKAWA and MATSu'tJRA, Prel. Cat., p. 25 (Hokkaido).
Storer, Synopsis,
Platessa slellata De Kay, N. Y. Fauna, Fishes, 1842, p. 301.

Bean, Proc. U.

1846, p. 478.

Com. Fish. Cal., 1878-79, p. 43; Proc.
Jordan and Goss, Review Flounders and
Soles, 1889, p. 296.— Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North. Mid. Am., 1898,
III, p. 2652 (Robbenl., Saghalin, Alaska, California, etc.).— Jordan and
Gilbert, Fur Seal Explr., Ill, 1898, p. 492 (Alaska, etc.).—Jordan and
Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 379 (Robben I).— Schmidt,
Faune Pise. Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 240 (Japan Sea; Ochotsk Sea; Vladivostok;
Mayka; Makliodka; Arakul; Shumanshin; Amur River; Petropaulsky;

Platichthys stcllatns Lockington, Rep.

U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1879, p. 91.

Hakodate; Saghalin).
rugoans Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, pp. 139, 155 (San
Francisco; Presidio; Petal uma).— Girard, U. S. Pac. R. R. Surv., X, Fishes,

Platirlitliys

1858, p. 148.

NO. 1484.
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Ilahitat.

—

North

Pacific

on both

coasts, south to

Tokyo and

2iy
to

San

Luis Obispo.

Head, 3f depth, 2. D. 58; A. 42. Vertebra3,
and short, the snout forming a slight angle with the

Body, broad
lower jaw
projecting; interocular space rather broad, with very rather rough
scales; large rough scales at base of dorsal and anal rays and on sides
of head; similar but smaller scales scattered over the body; lateral line
smooth; fins without scales; a cluster of bony prominences above
Teeth incisor-like, truncate, rather broad, ^g.
opercle.
Lower
pharyngeals broad, with coarse paved teeth. Dark brown or nearlv
black, with lighter markings; fins reddish brown; dorsal and anal with
;

34.

profile;

4 or 5 vertical black bands; caudal with 8 or 4 black longitudinal

^-M

^.

mm
Ik

Fig. 19.— Platichthys stellatus.

Pacific coast of America, from Point Concepcion to the Arctic
Ocean and south to northern Japan. This is one of the largest of the
American flounders, reaching a weight of 15 to 20 pounds. Of the
small-mouthed flounders it is much the largest species known. It is
an abundant species, constituting half the total catch of flounders on
the Pacific coast of America, and it is equally abundant in Bering Sea.
It
It lives in shallow water and sometimes ascends the larger rivers.
IS one of the most widely distributed of all the flounders, its range
extending from San Luis Obispo, California, to the mouth of the
Anderson and Colville rivers on the Arctic coast, and to Port Clarence,
thence across to Japan, whence we have specimens from Mororau,
Hakodate, Aomori, Same, Matsushima, and Tokyo. We have also
specimens from Petropaulski, Bering, Medni, and Robben islands.
Also seen from Bristol Bay and Saghalon. It is a coarse fish, not
valued as food, either in ,Iapan or America.

bands.

{stellatus, starred.
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KAREIUS

26.

Kareim Jordan and Snyder,

vol. xxxi.

Jordan and Snyder.

Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

Mus., XXIII,

1900, p. 379

[scutifer=hicoloratus).

This ^enus is allied to Plenronectes and Liopsetta, differing in the
scaleless body, the adult having two or three irregular bony or warty
areas on the eyed side. Teeth even, in one row.
{karei, flounder in Japanese.)
42.

KAREIUS BICOLORATUS

(Basilewsky).

ISHIGAREI (ROCK FLOXTNDER); MAKOGAREI (MAKO FLOUNDER); YANAGIMTJSHIGAREI
(WILLOW WORM FLOUNDER).
Platessa bicoloratuft

Basilewsky, Num. Mein. Soc.

Moscow, X,

1855, p. 260

(Shantung).
rieuronectes bicolorahis Herzenstein, Bull. Ac. Sci. Petersb., 1890, p. 133.

Kareius

bicoloratus

(Yokohama).
date,

Jordan and Snyder,
Schmidt,

Pise.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1901,

Mar. Orient,

190-4,

j).

p.

769

243 (Gensan, Hako-

Manchuria).

Akad. Wiss. Wien, XXI, p. 628, pi. 11
(Chifu).— Otaki, Journ. Bur. Fish, 1897, VII, pi. vi, fig. 5 (Japan).
Kareius scutifer Jordan and Snvder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1901, p. 379
(Tokyo); Check List, 1901, p. 122 (Hakodate, Yokohama).
Pleuronectes scutifer Steindachner, Sitzber.

JIaMtat.—Cosistii of Japan, south to Tokyo, also in northern China.

Eye, 5i in
in length to base of caudal; depth, 2|,
dorsal,
anal,
50.
maxillary,
snout,
head;
(39;
4;
5;
Body moderately slender, the upper anterior outline concave oppo-

Head, 3i inches

front of eye, and the snout somewhat produced, but without an
abrupt sharp notch. Upper 63^6 slightly more posterior than lower.
Interorbital space flat, rather narrow, and not elevated; its entire
width two-thirds of diameter of pupil, bone only one-third. Mouth
arched; maxillar}^ reaching to below anterior edge of pupil of lower
Teeth compressed and set in a single, even, row on both sides of
eye.
Gill
jaws; the row on eyed side not so long as that on blind side.
Origin of
rakers short and pointed; 4 or 5 on lower limb of arch.
dorsal above anterior edge of upper eye or slightly posterior to edge.
Pectoral of e^-ed side usually somewhat pointed at ends of upper rays;
Pectoral of blind side rounded, its
its length contained If in head.
Ventrals reaching to front of anal, that of blind
length 2f in head.
Caudal truncate or ver}^ slightly
side slightly the more anterior.
convex.
A row of contiguous, rough plates between lateral line and outline
of back, following the contour of the latter and running back to a
little past middle of entire length.
A shorter row of smaller plates,
which are not in a contiguous row, but irregularly separated, is on
lower part of side; its length considerably shorter than that of head.
A row of narrow plates follows lateral line immediatel}^ above and
below; the rows not at all continuous, but sej^arated (sometimes
site
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when separated the interval i.s filled
or two plates on base of pectoral and often

irreoular intervals, and

One

dermal channel.

one or two a short distance below and behind base.

A

few plates on
Plates irregularly scattered over opercle and preopercle, an area just behind eyes, and sometimes on intereach edge of caudal peduncle.

by thin skin, and apparently the roughened
skin otherwise smooth and naked.

orbital space, covered

The

bones of the cranium.

Specimens up to cm. in length are entirely smooth. In specimens
from 10 to 12 cm. long the ridge running back from the interorbital
space is becoming rough.
Specimens from 11 to 16 cm. long have the
row of rough plates on the back well developed, but not so conspicuous as in the adult; the row on lower part of sides and the rows
{)

In one specimen 22 cm. long the ventral
and lateral series have not developed. Apparently the last plates to
appear are those on base of pectoral and on preopercle, though occasionall}' they are slightly developed in specimens 15 cm. long.
Ail of
the plates become more elevated and rougher with age.
Color uniform, brown or drab, often irregularly flecked with dark
spots on the tins and body.
These more conspicuous, and probably
alwaj's present in the young.
Usually a row of round white spots, set
at rather wide intervals, follows the dorsal and ventral outlines of the
Itod}'^ at a short distance from the base of the tins, and often other
light spots are scattered irregularl}^ over the body.
Specimens from Tokj^o, Otaru, Aomori, Hakodate, Same, Matsushima, and Mororan, and the largest 27 cm. in length. The species is
generally common in northern Japan and in northern China.
{Jns, two; coloratus^ colored.)
along lateral line appearing.

CLIDODERMA

27.

Bleeker.

Clidoderma Bleeker, Comptes Rendus, Amsterd., XIII, 1862 {asperrima).

This genus

is allied

to Pleuronectes.

presence in the adult of

many warty

Its principal character is the

tubercles, the largest arranged in

about 6 longitudinal rows. The very young are naked; the very old,
The body is l)roader than in most related
almost evenly warty.
genera.
(/cA.f/s-,

key; Sep/xa^ skin).
43.

Plater ra

CLIDODERMA ASPERRIMUM

(Schlegel).

aspernma ScKLEGKh, Fauna Japan, Paris, 1846, p. 172 (Nagasaki).
Gunther, Cat. Fish, IV, 1862, p. 453 (copied)— Namiye.

Pleuronectes asperrimus

Class. Cat., 1881, p. 110

vm,

fig.

(Tokyo).— Otaki, Jonrn.

Clidoderma asperrvnum Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U.
p. 379 (Tokyo).— JoKDAN and Starks, Bull. U.
p.

Fish. Bur., 1897, p.

7, pi.

8 (Tokyo).

Nat. Mus.,

S.

Fish Com.. XXII, 1904,

625 (Matsushima Bay).

HaUtat.— Coasts

XXIII,

S.

of Japan, chiefly northward.

1900,
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Head, 3

in length to ba.se of caudal; depth, If.

Upper

eye, 6 in

head; maxillaiy, 3f snout to upper eye, 4^.
Gape nearly straight, curved down under tip of snout. Teeth
bluntly pointed and irregular; in a single uneven row on eyed side of
mandible, which is straight and higher than the curved, blind side of
;

mandible, and shuts well past and within the premaxillary teeth of the
eyed side; in 2 uneven rows on blind side of mandible, those of the
outer row nuich the larger; in two rows on premaxillary of Idind side
similar to those of blind side of mandible; and in two very irregular

rows on premaxillary of eyed side similar to the small inner row on
Maxillar}^ of eyed side reaching to opposite front of pupil;
its length two-thirds of that of blind side, which reaches almost to
posterior margin of e^^e and is contained 2^ times in head.
Interorblind side.

FlG.

bital

20.

CLIDODERMA ASI'EREIMUM.

space very narrow, but not sharp, continued })ack as a blind ridge

])ehind

upper eye.

Gill rakers short, conical,

and sharp, their number

4+10.
Origin of dorsal on blind side opposite front of e3'e and on a level
with posterior' nostril of blind side. Highest dorsal rays 2f in head;
Pectorals l)roadl3' rounded;
a little shorter than highest anal rays.
Caudal rounded
that of eyed side 2i in head, that of blind side 2|.
or double truncate. Body and everywhere on head, including snout,
mandible, maxillary, and interorbital space, very rough with close-set
bony plates. Larger plates, their tops more conical and extending
in 5 or 6 rather definite longitudinal
the fins on eyed side and the surface of the

above the others, are arranged
series.

The

bases of

all

eyeballs with fine, rough plates.

Lateral line with a low curve ante-

Jl
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but not angulated at posterior end of curve. Blind side of
body with thin, smooth, naked skin.
Color dark brown with some indefinite blotches of darker.
Here described from a specimen 34 cm. in length from Mororan
We have specimens from Mororan, Hakodate, Aomori, Matsushima
Bay, and Tokyo*
{asperrhnus, very rough.)
liorly,

28.

MICROSTOMUS

Gottsche.

Microstomus Gottsche, Archiv fur Naturgesch., 1835,
stoma Risso, 1826.
Cynicoglossus

Bonaparte, Fauna

p. 1.50 {latidens);

Italica, 1837, Pt. 19 {cynoglotisus

not Micro-

Nilsson, not of

LiNN.EUs).
Cynoglossa Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico Pesci Europei, 1846, p. 48 {microcephalus); not Cynoglossus Hamilton, 1822.

Brachyprosopon Bleeker, Comptes Rendus Acad.

Body
like,

Sci.

Amsterd., XIII, Pleuron.,

1862 (microcephalus)

p. 7,

elongate, compressed;

on blind side

mouth

ver}" small; teeth broad, incisor-

onl}^; scales small, all cycloid; vertebra?

numerous

(48 to 52); dorsal ra3\s, 90 to 100; anal rays, 70 to 85; anal spine obsolete;

left side of skull

normal, without mucous cavities; ventral

Arctic seas.

with 5 rays each.

This genus

is widel}-

tins

separated from

PIeur on ectes and its allies b}^ its greatly increased number of vertebrte,
accompanied bv a similar increase in the number of tin rays.

a character

It is close to GlyptoeephaluSj

but the lack of the cavernous structure

of the bones of the head, a structure peculiar to the species of that

genus sufficiently distinguishes it,
{juiKpog^ small; ffrojua, mouth.)
KEY TO

Body slender and

SPECIES.

the depth 3^ in length; dorsal rays about 93; anal 80;
hUahara.', 44
scales 90; color uniform
Dorsal rays about 92; anal 76;
aa. Body rather robust, the depth 2 J in length.
stelleri, 45
scales 112; color brown, often blotched with rusty red
a.

44.

fragile,

MICROSTOMUS KITAHAR^

Jordan and Starks.

Pleuronectes cynoglossus Otaki, Journ. Fish. Bur., 1897, p.

7, pi. vi, tig.

7

(Japan;

not of LlNNvEUS. )
Mi/rostomus kUaharse Jordan and Starks, Bull. U. S. Fish. Com., XXII, 1904,
p. 625, pi. VII, fig. 2 (Matsushima Bay, Suruga Bay, Tsuruga, Japan Sea;

Tokyo).

Habitat.

— Coasts of northern Japan south to Tsuruga.

in length; depth, 3,5 to 3.75; D. 91 to 96; A. 75
87 to 96 (pores); eye, 2.83 to 3.16 in head; snout from
upper eye, 4.33 to 4.75; maxillary, 3.75 to 4; pectoral of eyed side,

Head, 4,25 to 4,5

to 83; scales,

1.83 to 2.33, of blind side, 2.25 to 3; ventral, 3,5; caudal, 1,25,

Anterior upper profile evenly convex; the upper eye protruding
above it; lower eye much in advance of upper, the eyes separated by
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

15
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curved, reacha very narrow ridge; maxillary short, rather strongly
blunt,
ing to below anterior edge of pupil of lower eye; teeth rather
bony
small
edge;
a
cutting
in a single row, forming a continuous even
side
in
eyed
of
I^aob developed below tip of mandible; anterior nostril

a short broad tube; gillrakers very short, 8 of them on
arch; scales everywhere cycloid, the snout, maxillary,
naked; lateral line conspicuous, curving up just behind
above upper end of gill opening, but not at all arched;

lower limb of
and mandible
tip of pectoral

dorsal begin-

JA PA NESE
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ning above posterior margin of pupil of upper e3^e; the longest dorsal
and anal ra3'S are at beginning of posterior fourth of body length;
pectoral narrow, pointed, variable in length, the upper edge of its base
distant one diameter of pupil from upper end of gill slit; ventrals
reaching just to front of anal; caudal rounded or double truncate, the
middle rays projecting beyond outer rays a distance slightly greater
than half eye.
Color uniform brown, pectoral and caudal growing black toward

no color on blind side except black toward end of caudal.

tips of rays;

The type is 18 cm. in length, taken with several cotypes at station
3770, Matsushima Bay, in 42 to 45 fathoms.
Other cotypes were taken
near the same locality at stations o76l>, 3771 (in 61 fathoms), and 3772
(in 79 fathoms); at station 3717, off Ose Point, Suruga Bay, in 65 to
125 fathoms, and station 3699, Suruga Bay, in 400 to 726 fathoms;
others were collected by Jordan and Snyder in the market at Tokyo,
several of
at

Tokyo.

which were deposited as cot^'pes in the Imperial University
Dried salted specimens were obtained in the market of

Tsuruga.

7y^?6^— Cat. No. 51418, U.S.N.M.

Cotypes are Nos. 8390, 8995,

8996, Stanfoi-d University.

(Named for Mr. T. Kitahara, of the Imperial Bureau

of Fisheries of

Japan.)
45.

MICROSTOMUS STELLERI

Schmidt.

BABAGAREI (OLD WOMAN FLOUNDER).
Schmidt, Pi.sc. Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 247 (Mayka, Gensan,
Shogun, Lake Askold, Shendogan, Gulf of Broughtoii, Gulf of Aneva.

Microstomus

Hah/tat.

utelleri

— Northern Japan to Sakhalin and Korea.

Head, 4^

in length to base of caudal; depth,

2^;.

Upper

eye, 4i in

Fig. 22.— Microstomus stei.leri.

head; snout to upper eye, 4f; interorbital space, 8i; interorbitalbone,
19; maxillary, 4^; dorsal, 92; anal, 76; pores in lateral line, 112.
Mouth small and curved, the maxillar}^ reaching to below front of

lower eye.

Teeth on blind side of jaws, extending very slightly around
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on colored side, especially on lower jaw; 112 to 14 teeth on mandible,
lU to 12 on premaxillary. They are strong and blunt in a single even
row, forming a continuouiB cutting edge. Upper eye a little posterior
to lower; interorbital space rather wide and convex, the bone narrow
but not sharp, continued backwards and upwards on head behind eyes
as a blunt, scaled ridge.
Gillrakers short and pointed, 6+10 in number.
Origin of dorsal opposite middle of eye and slightly on blind side of
body. Longest dorsal niys equal in length to those of anal and conPectoral usually rounded, its length 1^ in
tained 2f times in head.
head; that of blind side 2. Caudal rounded, slightly angulated at ends
Lateral line with a low arch anteriorly; length of arch
of outer rays.
contained

.5^

in straight

part of lateral line;

its

height i the long

diameter of upper eye.
Cok)r brown, indistinctly mottled with darker brown; some specimens show a dark blotch on lateral line at tip of pectoral, another just
behind middle of straight part of lateral line, and very inconspicuous
Blind side more or less spotted
V)lotches at base of dorsal and anal tins'.
blind
brown;
the
side of the vertical tins always
and soiled with dusky
in
life
sometimes
very
much blotched with rusty
Both sides
dark.

sometimes without red.
Here described from a specimen 35 cm. in length from Hakodate.
We have examples
It is rather common on the shores of Hokkaido.
from Hakodate, Mororan, and the Ainu village of Edomo.
red,

(Named

for Dr.

Georg Wilhelm

Steller, naturalist

of

Bering's

Expedition.)
29.

GLYPTOCEPHALUS

Glyptocepliahis Gottsche,

Archiv

Gottsche.

Naturgsch., 1835, p. 156 (type saxicola=cyno-

fiir

glossus Linna'us).

Eyes and color on the right

side.

Body extremely

elongate,

more

Head very small and
than twice as long as deep, much compressed.
short, its blind side with many excavations and mucous cavities in the
Mouth very small; teeth moderate,
skull, mandible, and preopercle.
incisor-like, broad, equal, close set, in a single series;

no teeth on

Lower

phar3'ngeals

vomer or

palatines.

Gill rakers short, weak.

Lateral line nearly
1 or 2 rows of conical teeth.
simple; scales very small, smooth; dorsal and anal very
long, there being more than 90 rays in the dorsal and more than 80 in

narrow, with
straight,

rounded; anal spine present; ventral vays 6. VerNorthern seas, in deep water.
This genus is one of the most strongly marked in the family, being
distinguished from most of the genera by the greatly increased number of vertel)r<e, and from all of them by the remarkable cavernous
An undescribed species of this
structure of the bones of the head.
genus was seen by us in the museum at Hakodate. Our notes do not,
the anal; caudal

te))r{e in

tin

increased number, 58 to 05.

however, justify the publication of the species.
(yXvTTTos^ sculptured;

/c-f^orA./;,

head.)
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SOLEID.E.

SOLES.

Body oblong or

elongate, usually scaly;

mouth very

much

small,

twisted toward the eyed side; the teeth in villiform bands, very small
or obsolete; eyes small, close together, with or without a bony ridge
between them; edge of preopercle adnate, concealed by the skin and
scales; gill

openings narrow, the

gill

membranes adnate

to the shoulder

girdle above; pectoral tins small or wanting; ventral tins small, one or

both sometimes wanting; small fishes, living on sandy bottoms, similar to the

Pleuronectidm in structure, but nuich degraded, the

teeth having lost

many

are usually in increased numbers.

and those of

seas,

are collectively

They are numerous

sufficient size are valued as food.

known

The

of their distinctive <|ualities.

tins

in the

warm

Japan they

In

The SoWmm

as Usinoshita (cow-tongue).

and

vertebra?

are

quite unlike the Cynoglossinx^ and are perhaps independently derived

from a tlounder ancestry.
KEY TO GENERA.
a.

Dorsal and anal free from caudal; eyes and color on the

AcHiRiN.E.

h.

— Ventral lins unsymnietrical,
abdomen, more or

ridge of

less

right, side.

that of the eyed side extending along

united to the anal; vent to the

left of

median

line; lateral line single.
c.

Body

broad-lanceolate; upper jaw prolonged in a long hook, surrounding
Ainate, 80
lower jaw; scales cycloid; pectoral fins obsolete
Ventral fins nearly symmetrical, each with short base and free from
SoLEiN.^c.
anal; vent on median line; lateral line single; upper jaw moderately hooked.

—

bb.

Scales ctenoid; rays of dorsal

d.

and anal

fins scaleless or

nearly so; no pectoral
Asernggodt',^, 31

fins

dd. Scales cycloid; vertical fins scaleless;

no pectoral

fins;

snout

little

hooked.

Ijiarhiriis,

and anal joined with the caudal.
Synapturni.k.— Eyes and color on the right

82

aa. Dorsal
e.

side; ventrals free

from anal; body

broad.
Scales ctenoid; left pectoral rudimentary, reduced to a small flap;

/.

ff.

Scales cycloid; pectorals rudimentary;

first

dorsal ray prolonged

Cynoglossin-e.— Eyes and color on the
together;

g.

;

body

cross-

Empia, 34

barred
ee.

body with
Zebrias, oo

black crossbars

body

lanceolate;

no pectoral

left side;

eyes very small, close

fins; scales ctenoid.

Lateral line present, on the left side.
h.

Lips with tentacles or fringes; blind side without lateral

taking
i.

ii.

jj.

line,

a depression

place.

Pnraplagmia, 35
Left side with two lateral lines, right side with one
Left side with three lateral lines, rightside without lateral line. . Vs-inosita, 36

hh. Lips
j.

its

without

fringes.

Lateral lines, two on the left side, one on the right

Cynoglossus, 37

side (two in

young), one on the

Lateral
yiqYiI

lines,

three

on

the

left

AreliscKS, 38

wanting; ventral of eyed side only present, free from anal; lips
Symphurus, 39
without fringes

gg. Lateral line
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AMATE

80.

J rno/f Jordan and

Starks,

VOL. XXXI.

Jordan and Starks.

new genus

{japoniciis).

This genus has the form and general proportions of Solea^ but with
the ventrals unsynimetrical as in Achirus^ that of the eyed side having

abdomen,

its last

anal; vent to the left of the

median

a prolonged base, extending along the ridge of the

ray united

b}^

membrane with the

line of the abdomen; body lanceolate; upper jaw forming a long hook,
extending around the lower jaw. Scales cj^enoid, vertical fins scaly.
Lateral line single.
This genus resembles the ordinary Soles, but its
relations are with the American genus AcMms.
The type of the genus is the following species, Amate japonica.
{amate, or yamatt\ a Japanese name of IJmanda yolvhamix, from
ame, rain; or perhaps ama^ a fisherman.)
46.

AMATE JAPONICA

Acliirus japonicu^ ScHLEtiEL,

Fauna Japonica,

(Schlegel).
Poiss., 1846, p. 186 (Nagasaki).

Solea japonica GiitiTBEn, Cat. Fish, IV, 1862, p. 471 (eojiied).

Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 122 (Misaki).
Bleeker, Aniboina, III, p. 123 (Aniboyna).

Aseraggodes japoincns
?

Achirus

liartzfeldii

? Solea hartzfddii (jVJ^tukr, Cat. Fish,

Aiieraggodes liartzfeldii

— Sandy bays of

Hahititt.

Amate

IV, 1862,

p. 471 (copied).

Jordan and Snyder, Check

lim'tzfeldii is the

List, 1901, p. 122.

southern Japan, also

same

in the

East Indies,

if

species.
~'-,,\~"^"

^?''

.,'^^.-~
,;X f.r,k''%'"f'

'

4^.

.1"

"^'.r^'

.

Fig. 23.— Amate japonica.

Head, 3|

in length to base of caudal; depth, 2i.

Upper

eye, 8 in

Dorsal, 84; anal, 55.
Scales from opposite upper end of gill
opening to base of caudal, 72; from upper e}^^ to oppo.site gill openhead.

ing, 18.

Hook

upper jaw extending around lower jaw usually to a point
(somewhat anterior to this in
the specimen figured).
Fine teeth in bands on blind side of jaws.
Middle of upper eye opposite front of lower. Interorbital space flat
of

vertically opposite front of upjoer eye
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or a

little

concave;

its
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width equal to the vertical diameter of upper

Nostrils of eyed side close together, just in front of lower eye,
and ending in tubes; the posterior tube short and broad, the anterior
Nostrils of blind side farther apait, the posterior
long and slender.
one not ending in a tube, the anterior in a wide fleshy tube having a
valve at its orifice and broadly fringed around its entire edge with
tentacles; blind side of head witli tentacles which are nuich larger
toward the ventral edge.
Origin of dorsal on front of head just above tip of hook of upper
Dorsal or anal not joined to caudal; ventral rather broadly
jaw.
eye.

united to front of anal; caudal rounded, not angulated at tips of outer
rays.
Scales everywhere ctenoid; the lateral line extending a short
distance on head but not reaching to ujjper eve.

Color dark slate gray, marked with irregular, indefinite spots, more
or less round, or forming obscure broken rings, the largest about twice
the diameter of eye and composed of black on the posterior margins

These are arranged more or less definitely;
and several along body near base of dorsal and
anal fins.
The latter in small specimens interspaced with small white
spots, slightly out of line with the black ones, and nearer the base of
the fins.
Other smaller spots are scattered o\gv the head and bod3%
and some specimens show slight traces of liglit vermiculations. All
of scales in small groups.
3 or

on

-1

lateral line

of the fins thickly spotted with small irregular spots of various sizes

sharp contrast with the nearly colorless surrounding areas.

in

Here described from specimens from Wakanoura, the lai'gest 135
nun. in length.
Other specimens from Tokyo, Tsuruga, Misaki,
Kobe, and Nagasaki.

It is

common

in

sandy bays of southern Japan.

{jcqjon leus^ Japanese.)

31.
Aseragyodes

This genus
difl^^ering

ASERAGGODES

Kaup, Wiegmann's

('

is

from

allied to Solea
all

Kaup.

Art-hiv., 185S, p. 103 {gutUdatus).

and other genera of European

these in the entire absence of pectoral

fins.

soles,

The

ventral fins are nearl}^ sj^nimetrical, that of the eyed side being free

from the

anal.

ctenoid; e3'es
caudal.

Vent nearly on the median line of abdomen. Scales
and color on the right side; dorsal and anal free from

Small fragile soles of the East Indian region, the

fewer, the snout less hooked than in the genus Amate.
sal

fin ra^'s

Ra3's of dor-

and anal

(«,

scaleless or nearly so.
without; ff)]payyGD6ij5, full of pores.)

«This genus is thus defined by Kaup: "Achiren ohne Poren au den verticalen
Caudal rund und bestimmt getrennt. Mehr oblonger form." {Guttulatm,

Flossen.

poropterus,

and

hartzfeldi.

)
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47.

ASERAGGODES KOBENSIS

VOL. XXXI.

(Steindachner).

Solea {Achirus) kohensis Steindachner, Reise Aurora, 1896, p. 218 (Kobe).

Aseraggodes

Habitat.

kobeiisis

Jordan and Snyder, Check

List, 1901, p. 122.

— Sandy shores of southern Japan.

Head, 4^ to base of caudal; depth, 2|. Eye, 6 in head; snout (to
upper eye), 3i; depth of caudal peduncle, 2. Dorsal, 70; anal, 51.
Scales, counting from opposite gill opening to caudal, 61; from opposite upper eye, 76; in a transverse oblique series near middle of body,
24

+

1

+

26.

Snout but little hooked; the tip of the hook slightly in advance of
tip of the mandible and on a level with lower margin of lower eye.
Fine teeth in
Gape ending opposite front of pupil of lower eye.
rather broad bands on blind side of jaws, 3 or 4 teeth in a single row
on front of premaxillary of e^'ed side. Interorbital space concave;
Middle of upper eye directly over
its width equal to length of pupil.

Fig. 24.— Aser.vggodes kobensis.

front of lower eye.

Anterior nostril of colored side ending in a wide
tube above the middle and close to the edge of mouth; that of blind
side higher, the tube slightly longer.
Posterior nostril of eyed side
under front of lower eye and with a thin tiap at its anterior margin.
Length of gill opening 2 in head.
Origin of dorsal on front of head on a level with middle of upper
eye.
Longest dorsal rays equal to length of longest anal rays and
contained If in head.
Ventral of e3^ed side not joined to anal, its tip
just reaching to first anal ray.
Caudal tin rounded and with no angles
at tips of outer ra3's; its length one diameter of eye shorter than head.
Lateral line straight and simple, extending a short distance on head,
but not reaching to upper eye. Scales everywhere ctenoid except on
anterior part of blind side of head.

Color grayish brown, with 3 or 4 irregular and indefinite dark spots
or sometimes rings on lateral line.
Small dark points scattered ovei*

I
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the body, with slightly larger ones spaced near the base of dorsal and
anal fins and interspaced with bluish white spots.
Many specimens

from Nagasaki from 7

to 9 cm. in length.
sandy bays of southern Japan.

It is rather

common

in

{Kobe7isis^ ivon\^o\)Q.)

32.
Liachirus

Gunther,

LIACHIRUS

Gunther.

Cat. Fish, IV, 1862, p. 479 {rtitldus).

Eyes and color on the right side, mouth narrow, more developed
on the blind side; teeth minute, on the blind side only. Dorsal and
anal rays scaleless, without pores at base; dorsal beginning on the
snout; caudal free from dorsal and anal; no pectorals; ventrals both
developed, free from anal. Scales small, cycloid. Lateral line straight;

an accessory lateral line on blind side, from snout along upper pi-ofile
Gill openings narrow, the membranes broadly united.
of nape.
One
species

known, differing from Aseraggodes mainly

(A-fTog,

in the cycloid scales.

smooth, AchJrus.)

Pig.

48.

25.

Liachirus nitidus.

LIACHIRUS NITIDUS

Gunther.

Gunther, Cat. Fish, IV, 1862, p. 479 (China). Jordan r.nrl
EvERMANN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1902, p. 366 (Giran, Formosa).

Liachirus nitidus

—

Habitat.
Coast of China, north to Formosa and Kiusiu.
Head, 4i in length to base of caudal; depth, 2^. Snout, 3^

in head.

Body dextral,
Dorsal, 63; anal, 48; ventral, 5.
Scales, 25-92-35.
large, the
rather
Mouth
oblong elliptical; snout bluntly rounded.
gape reaching eyes. Eyes close together, small. Scales very small,
smooth and rather loosely attached; lateral line extending from near
upper eye nearly straight to middle of caudal. Dorsal and anal tins
rather high, the longest rays 1| in head.
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Color yellowish gray, the body and head sparsely covered with
few of these upon dorsal and anal fins.
Dorsal and anal rays black edged; caudal with a few dark specks.
One .specimen was taken by Dr. Hugh M. Smith at Suzaki in 8hikoku, province of Tosa, and at Yamagawa, in Kagoshima Bay, the
above account from a specimen 4 inches long from Giran, Formosa

small, roundish, black spots, a

{nitidus, shining.)

33.

ZEBRIAS Jordan and

^sop'a Kaup, Weignianns Archiv., 1858,
Zebrias Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U.

p.

Snyder.

95 {zebra, corimta, etc.).

S.

Nat.

Mus., XXIII, 1900,

380

p.

(zebrinus).

Allied to Synaptura^ differing in

havmg

the pectoral

of the left

tin

Bod}^ with black cross bars, more or

rudimentary or wanting.
arranged in pairs. Bod}' broad-ovate; dorsal and anal united
with the caudal. Eyes and color on the right side. E3^es rather
Mouth small, twisted to the
small, the upper in advance of lower.
Scales small, ctenoid.
left side; teeth minute, on blind side only.
In our judgment, the name jE)iopia
Lateral line single, straight.
side
less

should replace

ZehrkiK., for this

genus.

{zehra^ zebra.)

KEY TO
«.

aa.

SPECIES.

Caudal with yellow spots; dorsal and anal fully united to caudal
Caudal without yellow spots; dorsal and anal not fully united to

zebrinus, 49

japonicus, 50

caudal
49.

ZEBRIAS ZEBRINUS

(Schlegel).

SHIMA USINOSHITA (STRIPED COW-TONGUE); SHIMAGAREI (STRIPED FLOUNDER).
,Sb/ea zeftnna

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1846; p. 186, pi. xcv, fig. 1 (Nagasaki).
Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 900

Zebrias zebrinus

(Nagasaki); Check List, 1901, p. 123 (Nagasaki).
o»;mo/.»ra Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 279 (Canton).

^Wra

Synaptura ommatnra Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7), XI, 1903, p. 56 (southern
Japan).
Pleuronectes fasc'uttus Gronow, Syst., Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 91.
Synaptura zebra Gunther, Cat. Fish, IV, 1862, p. 484 Amoy, Pinang).— Namiye,
Class. Cat., 1881, p. Ill (Tokyo).— Otaki, Journ. Fish. Bur., 1897, p. 8, pi.
vni, fig. 11.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat, 1897, p. 24 (Tokyo).
(

Brachirus zebra Bleeker, Atlas Pleur., 1870, pi. ix,
Conn. Japoni, 1870, p. 22 (Nagasaki, Shinioda).

fig.

3 (East Indies); Poiss.

(Not Pleuronectes zebra Bloch, Ausl. Fische, III, 1790, p. 27, pi. clxxxvii=
Synaptura zebra Day, Fishes Indi&^Aesopia quagga Kaup, Wieg. Archiv.,
1858, p. 98.

Zebrias zebra

Jordan and Snyder,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

(Yokohama).— Jordan and Evermann,
p.

367 (Formosa, not of Block)

Habitat.

XXIII,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

1901, p. 769

XXV,

1902,

.

—Coasts of Japan, north to Hakodate, south to Formosa.
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in length to base of caudal; depth, 2i to 2|.
Upper
Dorsal, 72 to 76; anal, 63 to 66.
Scales from

eve, 6i to 7i in head.

opposite gill opening to caudal, 89 to 96; 15 or 16 on head between
upper eye and gill opening.

Mouth terminal and curved, but

the tip of upper jaw scarcel}-

hooked. Small teeth in bands on blind side of jaws. Eyes separated
by a narrow, scaly interorbital space, less than half the diameter of
upper eye. Anterior fourth to two-tifths of upper eye a])ove front of

lower eye.

Upper

3

or 1 rays of pectoral of eyed side produced but not

abruptly, the lower outline concave and the length of the rays from
the

first to

its length of the produced rays variable,
Ventrals nearly S3Mumetrical and Avell sepaLast rays of dorsal and anal reaching to tips of

the last graduated,

from li to 2i
rated from the

in head.

anal.

caudal rays, so that the outline

is

continuous around the

caudal.

Fig. 20.— Zebrias zebrinus.

Length of last dorsal ray li in head, equal in length to that of anal.
Caudal rounded narrowly; its length nine-tenths of that of head.
Pores of lateral line equal in number to
Scales everywhere ctenoid.
series of scales; the lateral line

extends onto the head over

(>

or

7

scales.

gray crossed with l)lack bars more or less defiThese may be uniform black or a little
nitely ai-ranged in
conspicuously lighter as in Z. japoninever
lighter in the middle, but
involving base of pectoral, its posopening,
rus.
gill
A bar across
Behind this are 8 pairs of
terior edge just behind base of pectoral.

Head and body

light

pairs.

one of the last pair much the widest, its posterioiedge just at or somewhat anterior to base of caudal. Base of caudal
rays of the gray body color; the greater part of the caudal, iiu-luding
the tips of the dorsal and anal rays, marked with a large round di>ad
black spot two-thirds of the length of the head in diameter anil bear-

bars, the posterior

ing several milk-white, clear-cut oblong spots of irregular size, often
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arranged as an obscure ring. Two small specimens have the white
spots fewer, larger, and not so sharp cut. The bars of the body extend
to the edges of the dorsal and anal fins, running longitudinally with
Posteriorly the dorsal, anal, and caudal are narrowly edged
the rays.
with white. Vertical fins of the blind side uniform black, edged with
Pectoral black.
white, growing light toward base of rays.
Many specimens from 12 to 24 cm. in length collected at Nagasaki,
Tokyo, Kobe, and Hakata. The species is common in southern Japan,
where it reaches a considerable size. It is valued as a food fish.
{sehrim(.s, zebra-like.
50.

ZEBRIAS JAPONICUS

(Bleeker).

^sopia japonica Bi.EKKER, Japan, VI, 1869, p. 71 (Nagasaki; (young).
Gunther, Cat. Fish, IV, 1862, p. 485 (copied.)
Brachiru>i japonicus Bleeker, Enum. Poiss., Conn. Jap., 1879, p. 22 (Nagasaki).
Synaptura smithi Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1903, p. 57, pi. vi (Inland Sea
of Japan )
Sj/naptura japonica

—

Shores of southern Japan, north to Tok3^o.
Head, 5^ to .5f in length to base of caudal; depth, 2^ to
Habitat.

eye, 5 to 5^ in head.

Dorsal, 73 to 79; anal, 59 to 64.

2f,

Upper

Scales

from

opposite gill opening to caudal, 80 to 98; 15 or 16 from upper eye to

opening.
This species differs from Z. sehrinus in having the eyes larger.

gill

In

some specimens the upper e} e is scarcely in advance of lower, in others
the anterior third of upper eye overhangs the front margin of the lower,
and in others the upper e3^e varies between these extremes. Upper
2 pectoral rays abruptl}" produced beyond the short lower ones; not
Last rays of dorsal and
so long as in Z. zehrinus, 2 to 2^ in head.
caudal,
leaving
the
latter
distinct and the outanal attached to base of
The
line of fins not continuous around caudal, as in Z. sehrinus.
])apilL'e on the blind side of head are much more numerous.
The cross bars on body not so dark or not so uniform in color as in
Z. sehrinus; the middle of each bar alwaj's

edges, often so light as to

space

is

subdivide some

much

lighter than the

of the bars.

A

light inter-

across the gill opening, and instead of the posterior edge of a

dark bar being just behind the pectoral as in Z. seh'inus, the anterior
edge of a bar is in this place. Behind the pectoral are 8 or 9 pairs of
dark bars, the last bar crossing the base of the caudal, about half of it
being on the caudal rays; behind this is a gray or white bar, and the
posterior third of the fin is abruptly black.
Pectoral light or dusky.
The species otherwise as Z. zehrinus. The attachment of the dorsal
and anal to the caudal is not variable in our specimens as described by
Regan.
Specimens from Tokyo and Wakanoura, from 100 to 165 mm. in
length.
Southern Japan, rather rare.
(japoniciis, Japanese.)
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.^SOPIA Kaup.

^sopia Kaup, Wiegmanns Archiv.,
THER, Cat. Fish, IV,

235

1858, p. 95.

{Cornnta, as restricted by (lUN-

p. 487.)

Scales e3^cloid, smooth; first dorsal ray prolonged; pectorals rudimentary. Otherwise as in Zebrias. As originally constructed, ^Empia
was equivalent to Zehruis, but ^E. cornuta was included among the
species, originally renumerated by Kaup, and the name ^Esop/d was

by Giinther. Nevertheless we think that
name ^Emj)ia should be used for the genus here called Zehriax.
that case, cornuta should receive a new generic name.
restricted to that species

the

In

(^Esop, the author of classic fables, in allusion to the slave costume of
stripes, worn b}' ^Esop, and by these fishes.)

many

51.

Jerree potoo

Russell,

i^SOPIA

CORNUTA

Fish Coroniandel, 1803,

Kaup.
pi.

lxxii

(Vizagapatam,

Cornue").— CuviER, Regiie Animal, 2d ed., 1828; after Ru.'^sell.
rornutd Kaup, Wiegm. Archiv., 1858, p. 95 (British India).
Gunther,

La

Sole
^Efiopia

Cat.

Fish, IV, 1862, p. 487 (copied).— Day, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1873, p. 238 (India);
p. 438, pi. xciv, fig. 4 (Coromandel).
Bleeker, Bengal en Hindustan, p. 76, after Russell.

Fishes India,

Synaptura

Habitat.

2)otoo

— India,

Head, 4f

north to Nagasaki.

in length to base of caudal; depth, 3.

Fig. 27.— ^SOPIA

Eye, 5i

in head.

CORNUTA

Scales f rem jopposite gill opening to caudal, 9-i;
from upper eye to gill opening, 19.
Jaws even in front, the gape extending back to below front edge of
pupil of lower eye.
Teeth very small, in bands on blind side of jaws.
Eye contiguous, the upper very slightly in advance of lower. Anterior nostril of colored side in a large tube, much longer and wider
than its mate of the opposite side.
Eirst ray of dorsal swollen, produced, and covered with small tentacles or villffi.
It is situated vertically above anterior nostril and its
Dor,sal 79; anal, 66.
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contained 1^ times in head. The dorsal and anal are attached
to the entire length of the outer caudal rays, so that the outline around
them is unbroken. Ventrals symmetrical and well separated from

length

is

Pectorals of both sides rudimentary, represented by a short
Lateral line
flap broader than long- in which the rays are evident.
not
reaching
to upper
straight, continued on head over 11 or 12 scales,

anal.

Scales everywhere c3'cloid.

eye.

Color grayish l)rown crossed with wide, dark-brown bands, rather
lighter in the middle, and extending to the tips of the dorsal and anal
Four bands on head, the one at posterior part of eye divided
rays.
into 2; one across rudimentary pectoral and gill opening, behind which
are 11 bands, counting a small spot at base of caudal rays; caudal and

and anal rays black; a round opaque
Dorsal and anal rays opposite the
white spot at middle of caudal.
light bars on body are opaque white and sometimes a suggestion of the
same color opposite the middle of the dark bars. Dorsal, anal, and

distal half of posterior dorsal

caudal uniform dark on blind side growing light toward base.
Here described from a single specimen 125 mm. long from Nagasaki.
It

has not otherwise been recorded except from India.

horned.

{cornutus.,

PARAPLAGUSIA

35.

Bleeker.

Plagusia (Brown) Guvier, Regne Animal, II, 1817, p. 224 {hilineata, etc.) (not
Plagusia Latreille, 1806, a genus of Crustacea).

Paraplagnsia Bleeker, Atlas Pleuron., 1870, p. 26 [hilineata).
Rhinaplagusiu Bleeker, Atlas Pleuron., 1870, p. 26.

?

Left side with two

lateral lines, right side

Otherwise as

with one.

in Usinosita.

[Ttapa, near; I */<(</ ifsitr.)
52.

Plagima

PARAPLAGUSIA DIPTERYGIA

(Riippell).

dipteri/gia RItppell, Atlas Fische, 1828, p. 123, pi.

Plagusia marmorata Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen.,
Nederl. Tydsch,

I,

p.

411.— GOnther,

xxxi,

XXIV, Pleuron,

Cat.

fig.

p. 20

Fish, IV, 1862,

(Red Sea).
(Amboyna);
p. 491 (Am3

boyna). Bleeker, Enum. Poiss. Conn. Japon (Kiusiu).
Paraplagnsia inannorafa Bleeker, Enum. Poiss. Connus Japon, 1879,

(No

locality specified, proliably

99 to 106; anal, 75 to 85.

Two

22.

—

East Indies, doubtfully recorded from Japan.
Head, two-ninths of total length; depth, over one-fourth.

Habitat.

p.

Riu Kiu Islands).

lateral lines

on

Dorsal,

Lateral line, 100.

left side

separated by 17 longitudinal series
Length of snout

of scales at the point of their greatest distance.

Rostral hook very long, extending far
Color brownish finely marbled with dark brown.

two-tifths of that of head.

behind lower eye.
(Giinther.

Not seen
((J/?,

b}^ us.

two; TTTtpv^.^

fin.)
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USINOSITA Jordan and

36.

Jordan and Snyder,

Usinostia

Proc. U.

S.

Nat.
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Snyder.
Mus., XXIII, 1900,

p. 380.

{japonicn.

Jordan and Snydkr, Check

Usinosta

and

Usinosta

Jordan and Evermann,

Usinosita

List, 1901, p. 123.

both accidental misprints for
Proc. U.

S.

(japonica.)

(

Usinostia

Usinosita.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1902, p. 366.

{japonica.

Eyes and color on the

left side; no pectoral tins; dorsal and anal
ventral of the blind side absent, that of eyed
side so connected to anal as to be scarcely distinguished from it;

united around the

tail;

scales ctenoid, small; lateral lines 3 on the left side, a rudimentary one
on the right without pores; upper jaw ending in a hook, surrounding
the lower jaw; lip of colored side with tentacles; teeth minute on blind
side only.
One nostril, on the left side, before angle of lower orbit.
Gill opening very narrow; body lanceolate.
{uslnoshita, the Japanese name; usi., cow; shita, tongue in Japa-

nese; no,

is

the

mark
53.

of the genitive case.)

USINOSITA JAPONICA

(Schlegel).

USINOSHITA (COW-TONGTJE); SHITA-BIRAME (TONGTJE-FLOTJNDER); AOSHITABIRAME (BLUE
TONGUE-FISH).
??

Pleuronecles japonicus
(

c-

Houttuyn, Holl. Mats. Weet. Haarlem,

1782, p. 311

Nagasaki.

Plagusia japonica Schlegel, Fauna Jap. Poiss., 1846, p. 187, pi. xcv, fig. 2 (Nagasaki).
Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Ind. Nederl. Japan, IV, p. 26 (Nagasaki).

GfNTHER, Cat. Fish, IV, 1862, p. 492 (copied.)— Namiye, Class. Cat., 1881,
(Tokyo).— Otaki, Journ. Fish. Bur., 1896, p. 8.— Ishikawa, Prel.

p. Ill

Cat, 1896,

24 (Tokyo).

p.

Jordan and

Usinostia japonica
.380

Sny'der, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1900, p.

(Tokyo).

Jordan and Snyder, Check

Usinosta japonica

List,

1901,

p.

123 (Nagasaki,

Shimoda).
Usinosita japonica

Jordan and Evermann,

Proc. U.

366 (Keerun).— Jordan and Starks, Bull. U.

S.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

Fish Com., 1904,

1902, p.
p.

628

(Suruga Bay).

Habitat.-

—Coasts of Japan and Formosa,

north to Aomori.

Eye, 12
-ii to 4i in length to base of caudal; depth, 3i to 3i.
to 14 in head; interorbital space, 13 to 14; distance from front of head

Head,

Dorsal, 104 to 110; anal, S3 to S6.
longitudinally to upper eye, 2i.
Scales, from opposite gill opening, 92 to 96.

Hook

of

upper jaw very long, extending around lower jaw to oppofrom posterior margin of lower eye, or often considerably

site vertical

a Form of the European sole.
Eyes on the left side. P. 9; V. 5; C. 16. Dorsal
and anal rays not counted, for the large numbers. Body 6 inches long, somewhat
round on the dorsal side, white below. ( Houttuyn. ) The enumeration of pectoral
rays prevents us from identifying Houttuyn' s description with this species. The
only soles in Japan with pectoral fins have the eyes on the right side.
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Teeth in bands on blind gide of jaws.
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Lips of eyed side with

long, fringed tentacles, larger on lower lip; anterior nostrils in tulies.
flat or slightly concave, covered with scales, in large
specimens (28 cm. long) 1^ times long diameter of upper eye; equal to
diameter of ej^e in smaller specimens (20 cm. long). Relative position
of eyes somewhat variable, in some specimens the anterior two-thirds
of upper ej-e is in front of the vertical from anterior edge of lower
eye, in others the upper eye varies from this point until its posterior
edge is vertical from anterior edge of lower eye.
Outline of dorsal, anal, and caudal continuous around tail, the caudal
not differentiated by a notch at last raj^s of dorsal and anal. Ventral
4 rayed, and scarcely differentiated from anal: ventral of blind side
absent.
Scales ctenoid on e}' ed side, cycloid on blind side.
A slight
depression on blind side along middle of body sugg'ests a lateral line
but it is without pores; ?> lines on blind side of body, one median, and
one following each the dorsal and anal outline of bodj^
Color uniform brown usually with irregular dark specks scattered
irregularly and sparsely over the body; tins uniform darker brown
with pale margins, similar but darker on blind side.
Here described from specimens from 20 to 28 cm. in length from
Wakanoura, Kobe, and Tokyo. It is a common market fish of south
ern Japan.

Interorbital space

{japonicus^ Japanese.)

87.
Ci/noglossu!^

Body

CYNOGLOSSUS

Buchanan-Hai-nilton.

Buchanan-Hamilton, Fishes

of the Ganges, 1822, p. 32.

lanceolate, covered with ctenoid scales;

two

{lingaa.)

lateral lines

on

the left side, one rudimentary' on the right as in Vsinosita; Ej^es and
color on the leftside; snout produced into a hook;
lips

mouth narrow,

the

not fringed; two nostrils on the left side, one of them between the

Gill opening very narrow.
East Indian Seas: The genus is here restricted by the separation of
fhe species with two lateral lines on each side (Arelia), of those with
three lateral lines {Areliscus). of those with peculiar nostrils {Cantoi'la), of those with one nostril (Tru/la), arid of those with none

eyes.

(kv&ov, dog; yXc^ffffa, tongue.)
KEY TO
:i.

Eye about

12 in liead.

F).

125, A. 98.

SPECIES.

Scales about 70; about 10 series of scales
robust us, 54

Vjetween lateral lines
'Id.

Eye

Ts in head.

lines

D. 129, A.
,„....

10-1.

Scales 74.

Nine rows

of scales

between

lateral

brunneus, 55
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CYNOGLOSSUS ROBUSTUS
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Giinther.

Cynoglossus robKstvs GItnther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1<S7:3, p. 248 (Shanghai).
Scales 83. )— Steindachner, Reise Aurora, 1896, p. 219 (Kobe).—
(D. loO.

Jordan and Snyder, Cheok
Habitat.

List, 1901, p. 123.

— Coasts of Japan and North China, north to Tokyo.

Head, from -If to 5 to l)a.se of caudal; depth, 3f to 3|.
Vl\ to 13i in head.
Dorsal, 122 to 127; anal, 96 to 100.
opposite gill opening, 69 to 71.

Upper jaw moderately hooked, the point

Upper, eye,
Scales from

hook reaching

to below
Lips not fringed;
fine teeth in bands on blind side of both jaws.
Anterior nostril of
e3^ed side in a tube, the posterior nostril wider, without a tu})e, its
position on interorbital space just behind front of eyes.
Both nostrils
of blind side in short tubes, the posterior are«mch the wider.
Upper
eye slightly in advance of lower; interorbital space slightly concave,
covered with scales, its width equal to vertical diameter of upper ej^e.
Ventral -1 rayed, broadly joined to the anal; its rays closer together
than the anal rays, and its distance from anal somewhat greater than
distance between anal ra3'S.
Outline of dorsal and anal unbroken
around caudal. Scales ctenoid on posterior part of eyed side of body;
cycloid on anterior part and on blind side.
Ten scales between lateral
lines at middle of bod}'; 76 to 79 longitudinal series of scales, counting from the line of pores connecting upper and lower lateral lines (as
counted ])y Steindachner).
Color uniform light brown; the fins darker brown, growing light at
edges; fins on blind side colorless.
We have specimens of this species from Tokyo, Kobe, Onomichi,

anterior nostril, or a

little

of

anterior to this point.

and Nagasaki; the largest 36 cm. in length.
It is the largest and most abundant of the Tongue-fishes

in flapan,

next to ZTslnosita jajionica. It is valued as a food-fish. It is somewhat doubtful whether the Japanese species is indentical with the
Chinese form called rohustus.
{I'ohuKtHs.,

strong.)
55.

CYNOGLOSSUS BRUNNEUS

Regan.

Cynoglossus brunneus Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1905,

p.

26 (Inland Sea of

Japan )

Hah /tat.
Head,

— Coasts of southern .lapan.

-11

in length; depth, 4.

Eye, 7i in head; snout,

2|.

Dorsal,

129; anal, 104; scales, 74.

Tv/o nostrils on eyed side, one
Interorbital width 3 times in eye.
between anterior parts of eyes, the othei' in front of lower eye.
Maxillary extending to below posterior nrirgin of eye; rostral hook
extending to below mandibulary sjmphysis. Two lateral lines on
Proc. N. M. vol. xxxi— 06
16
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eyed side with 9 rows of scales between them. Color, uniform brownLength 200 mm. (Regan.) Inland Sea of Japan.
ish.
This species differs from Cyjxx/lomys rohustus particularly in having
We have seen no specimens.
a larger eye.
{brti?mei/s^ brown.)
88.

ARELISCUS

Jordan and Snyder.

Arelisms Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1900,

p.

380.

{joj/neri.)

This genus differs from Cyiioglossus in the presence of three lateral
on the left or eyed side of the l)od3\ The third or lowest of
The genus is therefore little
these is often obsolete in the young.
lines

different

from Cynoglossus.

{Arel, an Indian

name

of

Ardia
KEY TO

«.

arel.)
SPECIES.

Scales moderate, less than 100 in lateral line.

Eye, 7 in liead; lower lateral line obsoDorsal rays, 104; anal, 83; scales 70.
iiiterniptns, 56
lete in yonng, the upper more or less interrnpted

h.

bb.

Dorsal rays, 110; anal, 85; scales,

75.

Eye, 15 in head; lower lateral line well

joinieri, 57
developed
aa. Scales, very small, 120 to 150 in lateral line.
jmrpurcotiKiculalus, 58
Eye, 8 in head
c. Dorsal rays, 128; anal, 104; scales, 120.
semihvris, 59
Eyes very small
cc. Dorsal rays, 123; anal rays, 95; scales, 145.

56.

ARELISCUS INTERRUPTUS
GENCHO (ORIGINAL

(Giinther).

ONEi.

Cynoglusi^us Intrriviptus (it'NTiiEK, Sliore Fishes Challenger, 1880, p. 70, pi. xxx,

B (Yokohama, Swatow). Steindachner, Reise Aurora, 1896, p. 220
(Kobe, Hiogo, Nagasaki). Otaki, Journ. Fish. Bur., 1897, p. 8. Jordan
and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., XXIII, 1900, p. 380 (Tokyo); Check
fig.

List, 1901, p. 123

Head, 5| to 5i

(Yokohama).

in length to base of caudal; depth, 8i to 3f.

eye, 7 to 7^ in head.

Dorsal, 102 to 106; anal, 80 to 86.

Upper

Scales

from

opening to caudal base 05 to 70; from upper posterior
edge of opercle 5 or 6 more.
Eyes very close together, but with an evident septum; anterior edge
of pupil opposite anterior edge of lower eye.
End of maxillary under
posterior edge of pupil of lower eye.
Anterior nostril in a tube in
front of lower eye; posterior nostril rather small, without a tube and
placed between front of eyes.
Ventral joined to anal. Scales everywhere ctenoid except on anterior part of blind side of head.
Three lateral lines usually present,
the upper and lower ones not so well developed as in the genus
Usifiosita.
Frequently the lower one is broken at irregular intervals,
and often, especially in the smaller examples, it is entirel}' absent, in
opposite

gill
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which case the upper one
as described

I)}-

is contined to the anterior part of the body
Giinther for the type.

Head and body uniform dusky brown; the tins darker and slio-htly
mottled, growing- lighter toward the tips of the rays; fins dusky on
blind side.

Of

this species

we have specimens from Tokyo, Nagasaki, WakaThe largest 17 cm. in

noura, Matsushima, Onomichi, and Hiroshima.
length.
It is

size

generally

common

than Cynoglossus

in the

markets of Japan, reaching a smaller

rohustiis.

{mt€rriq)tus, interrupted, in allusion to the broken
57.

Cynoglossus joyneri

ARELISCUS JOYNERI

Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Fisli Cliallenger, p. 70, pi.

1896, p. 9, pi. vni,

xxx,

fig.

upper

lateral line.)

(Gunther).

Hist., 1878, p. 486 (Tokyo);

a (Tokyo).

Shore
Otaki, Journ. Fish. Bur.,

fig. 12.

Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII,
(Tokyo); Check List, 1901, p. 123 (Yokohama).

Areliscus joyneri

Ilahitat.

— Coasts of kSouthern Japan,

1900, p. 380

north to Tokyo.

Head, 4| to 4f

in length to base of caudal; depth, 8f to 3|.
Dorsal, 106 to 112; anal, 83 to 86. Scales,
15 or 16 in head.

Eye,
from

opposite gill opening, 70 to 75; from upper end of opercle, 5 or 6

more.

Eyes small, separated by a tlat or slightly concave space, covered
with scales, and equal in width to vertical diameter of eye; middle of
upper eye over front margin of lower. Rostral hook reaching around
mandible to a point vertical from front of upper eye or sometimes a
little anterior to that point.
Lips not fringed; teeth rather coarse, in
bands on blind side of jaws. Anterior nostril of eyed side in a tube,
postei'ior
in front of, and on a level with lower edge of lower 63^6
nostril ending at surface of skin between front of eyes opposite middle
;

of interorbital space.

Ventral connected with anal by membrane.

Scales everywhere

on eyed side except posteriorly where a few scales are ctenoid,
the spinides rather few on each scales, some scales with only one.
cycloid

Lateral lines three, separated at the middle of body by 12 series of
scales.

Color uniform ])rownish, the

tins

darker, but growing white at the

edges; fins on blind side colorless.

Of
225

this species

mm.

we have

several specimens

long.

(Named

for Mr. Joyner,

its

discoverer.)

from Tokyo, the largest
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ARELISCUS PURPUREOMACULATUS

58.

Cynogloi<s>(K j)urpureomacnl.atus

Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat.

vol. xxxi.

(Regan).

Hist., 1905, p. 26 (Inland

Sea of Japan).

Ilah itat.— CoAnts of Southern Japan.

Head, 5|

in length; depth, 4^.

Eye, 8 in head.

Dorsal, 128; anal,

104; scales, 120.

Snout a

little

more than one-third length

one-half of diameter of eye.

Two

of head; interorVntal width

nostrils

on

left side;

one between

anterior parts of eyes, the other in front of lower eye.

Maxillar}'^

extending to below middle of eye; rostral hook extending a little
beyond mandibulary symphysis. Three lateral lines; the two upper
separated by 18 scales.
Color brownish with numerous irregular purplish spots.

mm.

Total

Inland Sea of Japan.
This species has much smaller scales than A. Interruptus or A.
We have seen no specimens.
joyneri.
length 215

(Regan.)

-

{purpureus^ purple; maculafris^ spotted).
59.

Cynoglossus

ARELISCUS SEMILiEVIS

seinila'vis

(Giinther).

GtJNTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1873,

Habitat.

— Chinese shore of

Head,

in length to base of caudal; depth, 3^.

.5

379 (Chifu).

p.

Sea of Japan.
Dorsal, 123; anal,

95; scales, 145.

Two

one between the eyes, the other opposite lower margin of lower eve. Eyes extremely small, the upper not in advance of
Length of snout
lower; interorbital space much wider than orbit.
nearer
margin of snout
two- fifths of head; angle of mouth below eye;
than hind margin of opercle.
Color uniform brown; vertical tins with a white edge; 3 distinct
round blackish spots on lateral line. Length, 18 inches. (Giinther.)
nostrils,

Chifu, China, not seen by us.
{seriiildevis^

half smooth.)

39.

SYMPHURUS

Symphurm Rafinesque,

Rafinesque.

Indice d'lttiologia Biciliana, 1810,

Bibronia Cocco, Alcuni Pesci del mare di Messina, 1844,

p.

p.

52 {nigrescens).
15 {Ugidata; larval

form).

CvwKU, Regne Animal, 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 344 (based on Plagnaia of
Brown); name preoccupied in Crustaceans, Latreille, 1806.
Ptof/tusa Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico, 1846, p. 51 (lactea); substitute lor Pla-

Plagusia

gusia preoccupied.
ApJioristia

Kaup, Archiv

fur Naturgesch, 1858, p. 106 {ornata).

Gihh, Cat. Fish. E. Coast N. A., 1861, p. 51 (plagiusa).
Ammopleurops GtJNTiiER, Cat., IV, 1862, p. 490 {lactcus= nigrescens).
Gloi^fiichthys

f

Bascanim Schiodte, Naturhist. Tydsskr., V,
form).

1867,

p.

269 (Lrdifer; larval

NO. 1484.
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p.

821

{nehulosus).

Bod}^ elongate, more or less lanceolate in outline, with the eyes and
color on the left side; eyes small, very close together, with no distinct

between them; mouth small, twisted toward the
developed, in villiform bands; edge of preopercle covered by the scales; gill openings narrow, the gill membranes
adnate to the shoulder girdle above, joined together and free from the
isthmus l)elow; pectoral fins wanting (in the adult); vertical fin.s more

interorbital ridge

blind side; teeth

little

or less confluent; scales ctenoid; lateral line wanting.

Ventral fin of
eyed side only present, free from the anal; head without fringes.
[ffvv^ together; ^t'cy, to grow; ovpa^ tail; from the united vertical
tins).
6o.

SYMPHURUS ORIENTALIS

Aphorislla orientnlis Bleeker,
fig.

1

Enum.

Foiss.

ConnuH.

(Bleeker).
dii Japoii, 1879,

]>. ;!1,

pi. ii,

(Japan).

SympJiurns orieutdlis Jordan and Snyder, Check-List, 1901, j). 122.
Symphurus sp. Schmidt, Pise. Mar. Orient, 1904, p. 249 (Vladivostok).
f Achirus plagusia Basilewsky, Soc. Nat. Mosc.,1855, p. 245 (Tchili; Pekin): not
Pleuronedes plagnsia Block and Snyder, a Jamaican species of

Ilah/tat.

Sipnjiltimiit.

— Coasts of Japan, north of Vladivostok.

Head, 5

in

maxillary, 3f.

length to caudal base; depth, 3i.
Dorsal, 100; anal, 86; scales, 90.

Mouth curved but
jecting a little

scarcely hooked at
beyond mouth. Eyes

tip of

Eye, iOi

in

head;

upper jaw; snout proupper slightly in

small, the

advance of lower; interorbital space about half vertical diameter of
eye.
Anterior nostril in a tube near front of upper jaw; posterior
End of maxillary
nostril in front of upper margin of lower eye.

below posterior edge of pupil.
Origin of dorsal above front of upper eye.

Ventral not joined to

anal.

Color, dusky with 5 diffused dark cross bands, one across opercular
region in front of ventral; one across body a little behind front of
anal; the other three equally spaced, the last one just anterior to base
of caudal.
Fine points of dark color scattered profusely over the

and anal; the ventral uniform.
Here described from the plate published by Bleeker. The counts
of tins and scales are from Bleeker's description and do not agrct^ with

dorsal, caudal,

the plate.

We have
ascribed to
scales lost,

not seen this species, and do not feel sure of the ciiaractcrs
A young specimen of Areliscus tnterraptux, with the

it.

may

be easily taken for 8y7n2)hwrus.

{oriental is^ Eastern.)
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SUMMARY.
Suborder

HETEROSOMATA.

Family Pleuronectid^.
Platophryu Swainnon, 1839.

1.

1.

and Schlegel),

myriasfer (Teminini'k

Scieops

2.

2.
3.

Jordan and Starks, 1904.

grandisqvama (Schlegel), 1846; Nagasaki, Owaii Bay, Sagami Bay, Wakanonra.
kobensis Jordan and Starks, 1906; Kolje.
Engyproftojxm (ii\nther, 1864.

o.

4.

1846; Keerun.

iljirmt'

Jordan and Starks, 1904; Suruga Bay.
J'fieudorhomhux Bleeker, 1862.

4.

5.

cinvamoinens (Schlegel), 1846; Tokyo, Tsnruga, Wakanonra, Kobe, Onotnichi,

6.

«;ysaA"fH.s'

7.

oligodon (Bleeker), 1857; Formosa.

8.

dupUoceUatus Regan, 1905.

9.

ocellifer

Nagasaki, Hakata, Kawatana, Hongkong.

Jordan and Starks, 1906;

INIisaki,

Kobe, Tsnruga, Wakanonra.

Hegan, 1905; Hakodate, Yokohama, Tokyo, Kobe, Wakanonra, Mororan,

Nagasaki.
10.

olkjoleph Bleeker, 1869.
Paraliditliys Girard, 1858.

5.

11.

(Schlegel), 1846; Hakodate, INIororan, Same, Aomori, Matsnshima,
Tokyo, Yokohama, Misaki, Wakanonra, Kobe, Onomichi, Hiroshima, Kawa-

olivaceus

tana, Nagasaki.
12. coreaniciis
13.

(Schmidt), 1904.

percocephalus (Basilewsky), 1855.
6.

14. grigorjeiiu

Xi/slri((!^

(Herzenstein), 1890; Hakodate, Matsushinui, Tokyo, Aomori, Uzen.
Verasper Jordan and Gilbert, 1899.

7.

15.

variegatus (Schlegel), 1846;

16.

j»os<'ri

Jordan and

Tokyo, Yokohama, Matsnshima Bay, Onomichi.
Mororan, Hakodate, Same.

Gill )ert, 1898; Iturup,

Acanthopaetta Schmidt, 1903.

8.

17.

riadeshnyi Schmidt, 1903.

18.

dnliia

9.

Oi/Dnpsettd

Schmidt, 1903.

Schmidt, 1903; Uzen.
10.

19.

Jordan and Starks, 1904.

elassodon Jordan

20. hamiltoni

and

Gilbert, 1880.

Jordan and Gilbert, 1899.
11.

21. pinetorujii

IIipj)ogl osso I d rs (iottsche, 1835.

('/m<//e?*^.s

Jordan and Starks,

Jordan and Starks, 1904; Matsnshima Bay.

1904.

NO. 1484.
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ProtopseUa Schmidt, 1904.

12.
22. herzensteini

(Schmidt), 1904; Port Arthm\
Hippoglossus Cuvier, 1817.

13.
23. stenolepis

Schmidt, 1903.
Reinhardtius Gill, 1861.

14.
24.

mntsuura; Jordan

and Snyder,
15.

25.

245

1901;

.l//(tTCs</(fs

Sagami Bay.

.Jordan and Gilbert, 1880.

evermanni Jordan and Starks, 1904; Matsushima Bay.
Alieops

16.
26. plinth u.^

Jordan and Starks,

1904.

Jordan and Starks, 1904; Snruga Bay, Owari Bay.
17.

I^/eitronielitliyt^

Girard, 1854.

27. cornutus (Schlegel), 1846; Hakodate, Aomori, Tsuruga, Tokyo,

Yokohama, Misaki,

Wakanoura, Kobe, Onomichi, Hiroshima, Nagasaki.
Lepidopi<etta Gill, 1864.

18.
28.

hilineata (Ayres), 1855.
19.

Lijiumda Gottsche, 1835.
(^Lirnanda.)

29.

Robben

aspera (Pallas), 1811;

Island.

30. probosciden Gilbert, 1896.
31.

indorum Jordan and

Starks, 1906; Mororan, Hakodate, Aomori.

(^LiriKDidc/ln

Jordan and Starks, 1906.)

32.

schrencki Schmidt, 1903.

33.

angustirostrts Kitahara, 1906;

34.

yohohamx (Giinther), 1880; Mororan, Hakodate, Aomori, Tsurnga, Onoiuichi,
Yokohama, Tokyo, Kobe.
Terav/Ho Jordan

20.
35.

36. rikuzenias

De.visfes

1904.

37. ariomtiiKs

1904.

Araias Jordan and Starks, 1904.

Jordan and Starks, 1904; Matsushima Bay.
23.

J'teuronectes

quadrituberculatus VaWas, 1811;
24.

39. obscura

Jordan and Starks,

Jordan and Starks, 1904; Matsushima Bay, Snruga Bay.
22.

Linnaeus, 1758.

Robben

Island.

Liopsetfa Gill, 1864.

(Herzenstein). 1890; Itiirup Lsland.

40. jnnnifasciata

(Kner), 1870.
25.

41.

and Starks,

aclme Jordan and Starks, 1904; Matsushima Bay.
21.

38.

Aomori.

PlatlchUu/s Girard, 1854.

stdlatm (Pallas), 1811; Mororan, Same, Tokyo, Hakodate, Matsushima,
Island.

Robben
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Karehis Jordan and Snyder, 1900.

26.

42.

vol. xxxi.

1855; Otaru, Hakodate,

hiroloratus (Basilewsky),

Same, IMororan, Tokyo, Mat-

sut'hinia Bay.

Clkloderma Bleeker, 1862.

27.

43. aaperrimnm (SchleseU, 1846; Hakodate, Mororan, Matpusliima, Tokyo.

Microstomus Gottsche, 1835.

28.
44.

Jordan and Starks, 1904; Tsuruga, Suruga Bay, Tokyo.
Schmidt, 1904; Hakodate, Mororan, Edomo.

l-it<ili(ir:r

45. sfeUtrl

29. Glyptocephalus

Gottsche, 1835.

(Species nndescribed); Hakodate.

Family Soleid.e.
Amate Jordan and Starks,

30.

46. japoaica

(Schlegel),

Misaki,

1846;

Kobe,

1906.

Wakanoura,

Tokyo,

Tsurnga,

Nagasaki.
Aseraggndrs Kaup, 1858.

31.
47.

l-obe7ii<is

(Steindachner), 1896; Nagasaki.
Liac/(/r(/.sGiinther, 1862.

32.
48.

Formosa, Suzuki, Yamagawa.

nitidns Giinther, 1862;

Zebrins

33.
49. zehrinns

(Schlegel),

Jordan and Snj'der, 1900.

Hakodate, r)nomichi,

1846;

Hiroshima, Tokyo,

Kol)e,

Nagasaki, Formosa.

Wakanoura, Tokyo.

50. japunlcus (Bleeker), 1869;

.Esopia Kaup, 1858.

34.
51.

corn»^/

Kaup, 1858; Nagasaki.
35.

52.

Pdraphtgnsia Bleeker, 1870.

dipteryf/ia (Riippell), 1828.
36.

Usinosita

53. japonica (Schlegel), 1846;
37.

brunneus Regan, 1905.

56.

interruptus (Giinther), 1880;

Arelii^cus

Jordan and Snyder,

1900.

Tokyo, Matsushima, Onomichi, Wakanoura, Naga-

Hiroshima.

57. joyneri (Giinther), 1878;
58.

Buchanan-Hamilton, 1822.

Yokohama, Tokyo, Kobe, Onomichi, Nagasaki.

55.

saki,

1900.

Tokyo, Same, Matsushima, Suruga Bay, Nagasaki.

Ci/noglossus

54. robustus Giinther, 1873;

38.

Jordan and Snyder,

Tokyo.

purpureomacidatus (Regan), 1905.

59. semilxvis (Giinther), 1873.
39.
60. orientalis (Bleeker), 1879.

Symplnirus Rafinesque, 1810.

Map of the Rhio-Linga Archipelago.

THE MAMMALS COLLFXTED BY DR. W. L. ABBOTT
THE RHIO LIN(;A ARCHIPELAGO.
By Gerrit
Assistant Curator,

S.

Miller,

Divmon

IN

Jr.

of Mamriuth.

The Rhio-Linga Archipelago is a series of small islands extending
southeastward along the east coast of Sumatra from the southern
extremity of the Malay Peninsula. The northeriunost of the islands,
Karimon, Batam, and Bintang are separated from the mainland by the
narrow Malacca Strait on the west and Singapore Strait on the east, the
average width of which is only about ten miles.
Singapore Strait contains a mass of small islands on the north side, west of Singapore, which
narrows the open water at that point to live miles. The easternmost,
Karimon, Kundur, and Durei, are ecjually near the coast of Sumatra.
From Karimon, the northeasternmost of the group, to the south shore
of Sinkep, the southernmost, is a distance of about 150 miles, while
Near the midthat from Karimon east to Panjang is about 125 miles.
dle the Archipelago is partly divided by the Rhio Strait into two main
groups, the Rhio" Archipelago proper at the north and the Linga
Archipelago at the south. The principal islands of the Rhio Archipelago, the main axis of which extends east and west, are: Karimon^^
Durei., Durian, Sugi, Chom])ol, Bulang, Batam,'' Rempang
Galong, Bintang, and Panjang. Of the Linga Archipelago, the main
axis of which is nearly north and south, the more important islands
In addition to these, the
are Sehang, Bakong, Linga, and Sinl-ep.
largest of which, Bintang, Linga, and Sinkep, are from 25 to 35 miles
across, the Archipelago contains an almost infinite number of smaller

Kundur,

islands

and

islets (see

Map).

group of islands lies in shallow water, mostly within tlic
20-fathom line, though Malacca and Singapore Straits reach a depth

The

entire

is found on mostGerman, English, and American maps; accordDutch authorities it should be Eiouv.
^The names of islands visited by Dr. Abbott are printed in italics.
'Visited by Mr. C. B. Kloss.

"The

spelling Rhio

ing to the

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.
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an isolated sounding of 49 fathoms is
recorded between Singapore Island and Batam. The average depth
of the water between the Archipelago and Sumatra is less than in the
of about 30 fathoms, while

separating the Linga group from the larger island nowhere
exceeding 20 fathoms, while that between the Rhio group and the coast
The causes which have led to these
scarcely reaches 10 fathoms.
peculiarities in the conformation of the sea bottom have probably
influenced the distribution of the mammals of the Archipelago, but
our present knowledge of the fauna of the extreme southern portion
of the Malay Peninsula is too imperfect to furnish an}' satisfactory
straits, that

proof.

The Archipelago has been visited four times by Dr. Abbott, in July,
1899 (Linga^')i August, and September, 19(»1 (Linga and Sinkep''),
August and September, 1902 (Bingtang, Sugi, Sugi Bawa') and May,
June, July, and August, 1903 (Karimon, Karimon Anak, Kundur,
Ungar, Durian, Little Durian, Jan, Moro Kechil, Sanglar, Bakong,
Panaga, Sebang, Penuba, Sinkep''). His collections of mammals, numbering about 700 specimens, all of which he has presented to the U. S.
National

Museum, form

the subject of this paper.

The}^ are sup-

plemented by a small but interesting lot from Batam, presented by
Mr. C. B. Kloss.
So far as I am aware, the mammal fauna of the Rhio-Linga Archipelago was quite unknown previous to Dr. Abbott's explorations.
Thus far the number of species takenjs 49, l)ut this will undoubtedly
be nuich increased when the important islands of Chombol, Bulang,
Rempang, Galong, and Panjang are visited. More than half of these,
28 in all, are, so far as is now known, peculiar to the Archipelago:
Tmgidus nixjrocinctiis^ T. Jvrmos'u.s\ T. It/teNcens^ T. flavicoUh^ T. prrflavus^ T. pretiosus,

-T. pretiellus^

T. niyrleoUis^ T. ruheus^ T. Huhrufus^

Sus rhionis^ Ratiifa notahilis^ R. conspicua^ R. carimonensis^ R. inslgnis, R. condurensu^ R. eonfinis^ Sciurus cariinonensis^ 8. condurensis^
,Scl'uropterus ariioenvs^ Arctogalidia simplex^ A. fusca, Paradoxuriis
hrunneipes^ Tiqmia castanea^ T. jj/ixura, JVannoscirus pnlcher Preshytis
Of the remaining species, 13 {3fanis jaivinica,
rhionis^ and P. cana.
«See

Miller, Proc.

Washington Acad.

Sci., II, pp.

203-246, August 20, 1900.

See Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, 1902, pp. 143-159, June 11,1902.
c No general account of this collection has been published, but the following new
species were described in 1903: (a) in paper entitled. Descriptions of Eleven new
Malayan Mouse Deer (Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XVI, pp. 31-44, March 19, 1903),
Tnujulus lulescens (p. 32), T. Jiavkollu (p. 33), T. formosus (p. 34), T. subrufm (p. 37),
T. rubeus (p. 40); {b) in paper entitled. Seventy new Malayan Mammals (Smith6

XLV,

pp. 1-93, November 6, 1903), Ratufa insignls (p. 4),
Tupaia cnstanea (p. 54), Prc^ibytia rJiionis (p. 64).
rf On this collection nothing has hitherto been
])ublished except the description of
Sus rhionis and the record of Smoi from Kundur (Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus., XXX, 1906,

sonian Miscell. Coll.,

Ratufa coiispicna

p. 741).

(p. 5),
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Miu

Aonyx clnerea, Ttipaia ferruginea, T.
malaccana., Oynocephalns volan.s, EmhaUonura peninsularis, Pterojnis
vampyriis, and Macaca fascieularis) occur also in Sumatra and on
the Malay Peninsula, 6 {Sus oi, Mu8fir7nns, M. llngenKls, M. fi-emens,
Tupaia tana, and Preshytis cristata) are known elsewhere from Sumatra only, and 2 {Mus concoloi\ and Cynopterus inontanoi) from
near rattus, Viverra tangalunga,

Among the 27 peculiar species the affini22 (the 10 Traguli,{Sus rhionh^Ratufa notahllh, R. (fovspieim,
R. carhnonensis, R. insignis, R. condurensis, Sciuropterus amcemis,
Arctogalldla simplex, A. fusca, Paradoxuras hrunneipes, Tupaia cas-

the

Malay Peninsula only.

ties of

and

tanea,

T. p>1ixura) are geographically neutral, those of 4 Sciurus

and P. cand) incline distoward Sumatra; while in only a single instance {Ratufa (onJini.'<)
is there any marked likeness to a type apparently characteristic of the
Malay Peninsula. From this analysis it seems evident that the relationships of the mammal fauna are more with Sumatra than with the
carinionensis, S. condurensis, Preshytis rhionis,

tinctly

Of

mainland.

the 49 recognized species 34,

respect neutral or noncommittal, but 11
affinities,

it

is

true, are in this

show noticeable Sumatran

while only 4 are specially related to peninsula forms. It
mammal fauna of the

should be remembered, however, that while the

Archipelago

is

large land areas

now

fairly well elucidated, that of the neighboring

is still

very imperfectly known.

SYSTEMATIC LIST OF SPECIES.
Family MANlD^l^.

MANIS JAVANICA
1902.

Desmarest.

Manis javanka Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Philadelpliia, jx 14H,

June

11, 1902.

An

was dug from a burrow in a hillside on Sinkep
September 4, 1901 (Cat. No. 113114). Total length, 440 mm.;
head and body, 220 mm.; tail, 220; weight, 4.7 kg.; skull (sutures
distinct except in occipital region and floor of brain case), upper
length (from upper rim of foramen magnum), 82.6 mm.; condylobasal
adult female

Island

length, 91; basal length, 85.4; palatal length, 57; length of nasals, 34.8;
breadth of both nasals together at posterior extremity of premaxil-

lachrymal breadth, 24; breadth of l)raincase above roots
zygomata, 33.8; zygomatic breadth, 30.6; mastoid breadth, 34;
depth of brain case, 23.4; mandible, 65. The uterus contained a foetus
laries, 9.8;

of

92

in length, but with the tail only 25 mm.; scales clearly outon head, body, and tail, but very indistinct on legs.

mm.

lined
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Family

TRAGULID^.

TRAGULUS NIGROCINCTUS,
Type.—AA\x\t male (skin and

skull), Cat.

new

species.

No. 122863, U.

S. N.

M.

Collected on Pulo Kundur, Rhio Archipelago, June 21, 1903, by Dr.

W.

L. Abbott. Original number, 2531.
Resembling Tragiilus annm Matschie, but ear not
Chmncters.
specially elongated (about 30 mm. instead of 37-38 mm.); neck and
back distinctly contrasted in color, and a faint but evident supraorbital

—

.

stripe always present.

—

Colo?'.
Type: Upper parts raw-sienna, fading to a buff considerably
yellower than that of Ridgway on sides and darkening noticea))ly on
outer surface of legs; the hairs everywhere light drab at base and
black at tip. The black tips everywhere produce a heavy shading.
This is distinctly in excess of the raw-sienna on back, but on sides the
lighter color predominates.
Neck clear black, contrasting rather
noticeably with back.
Crown and face very dark brown, fainth' griz-

zled with a dull, light russet which becomes sufficiently concentrated

over eye and along edge of naked loral area to form a slight though
evident stripe. Cheeks and haired portion of interramia a grizzle of
black and dull russet. Throat clear black, without trace of light markings, except that posteriorly a few annulations slightl}' paler and more
yellow than those on cheeks occur in the region usually occupied by
the transverse band.
Under parts yellowish buff like that of sides,
fading to whitish gray in inguinal and hypogastric regions. On chest
and anterior portion of belly the hairs are tipped with black, produc-

ing a grizzle as on sides; median line on chest blackish; this bordered
anteriorl}^ by an area of l)right, clear ochraceous, into which the dark
stripe quickly fades.

A

clear, nearly white, spot

20

mm.

long by 10

mm. wide on

each side of median line between front legs. Tail an
Ears
indefinite dull tawny throughout, washed with blackish above.

and feet blackish.

—

teefJi.
The skull is slightly larger than that of Tragulus
but without making direct comparisons it is impossible to enter
into details concerning the form.
Teeth apparently as in T. anndd.
MeasuremenU. For external measurements see table, page 255.
Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 210 mm. upper length,
97.4; condylobasal length, 104; basal length, 97.8; palatal length, 70.8;
diastema, 9.6; length of nasals, 29; greatest breadth of both nasals

Skull and

amis'.,

—

;

together, 11,6; zj^gomatic breadth, 45.8; least interorbital breadth, 28;

mandible, 89; maxillary toothrow

(alveoli), 38.6;

maxillary premolars

(crowns), 20; mandibular toothrow (alveoli), 44.2; mandibular premolars (crowns), 20.

Specimens examined.

—Pulo Kundur, 19;

Great Karimon,

2.
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— Individual

variation in color is not very noticeable in
In some specimens the light grayish of the inguinal
replaced by a clear yellowish buff; while in four, including the

this species.

area

is

two from Great Karimon, the light color is intensified almost to a
definite white, this taking place also in the axillary region.
In one
skin (female. Cat. No. 122851) from Pulo Kundur the black of the
upper parts is so reduced that the raw- sienna is much in excess.

TRAGULUS FORMOSUS
1908.

Miller.

Tragidus formosus Miller, Proc. Biol. Soo. Washington,

XVI,

p. 34,

March

19, 1903.

Eleven specimens were trapped by Malays at Telok Pemudong, on
August 11 to 18, 1902. For measurements see table, page 254.
the north shore of Bintang,

TRAGULUS LUTESCENS
1903.

Tragulus

March

Two were
19(»2,

and

9,

Miller,

lutesceiis

Pror.

Biol.

Miller.

8oi'.

Washington, XVl,

p.

32,

1903.

snared in the jungle on Pulo Sugi Bawa, September 2,
trapped by natives on Pulo Jan, July 5 to 9, 1903. On

five

both islands the animal was abundant.

The

confirm the characters of the species.

All have the dark nape stripe

five additional

well developed, none showing any tendency to approach
For measurements see table, page 254.

TRAGULUS FLAVICOLLIS
1903.

TriKjulusflancollis

Miller, Proc

Biol. Soc.

specimens

T. jlavicoUis.

Miller.

Washington, XVI,

p. 33,

March

19, 1903.

The single known specimen of Tragulus flavicollis was trapped by
Malays on Pulo Sugi, August 4, 1902. For measurements see table,
page 254.
TRAGULUS PERFLAVUS, new species.
Ty2>e.~M\\At female (skin and skull), Cat. No. 142125, U. S. N. M.
Semimba Bay, Batam Island, September 21, 1905, by
C Boden Kloss. Original number, 28.
Characters.
A member of the 7iapu group resembling Tragulu.^
fiavicoUis in the absence of the dark nape stripe, but with general
color more strongly yellow and white throat markings noticeal)ly
Collected at

—

reduced.
Color.

— General color above a light bright tawi\y-ochraceous fading

on sides and median underparts and
between these two on cheeks and sides of
neck.
Middle area of crown and face darkened by a sprinkling of
blackish hairs.
Back and sides with the usual clouding of black, but

to a yellowish ochraceous-bufl'
to a color intermediate
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this

nowhere

in excess of the g-round color.

Neck
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clear and uniform,

entirely without darker markings, the hairs noticeabl}^ whitish basally.

On back

is ecru-draV).
Muzzle and lorali
Region bordering upper edge of loral stripe noticePattern of throat markings
ably paler than general hue of upperparts.
abnormal, the white stripes reduced both in length and width. Collar
light yellowish ochraceous-bulf, its width at middle about 15 mm.
Dark stripes in front of collar darker and more brownish, with a few,
Median and transverse white stripes
blackish hairs and annulations.
not confluent anteriorly, 5 8 mm. in width, the median becoming indisBetween the anterior termination of these stripes
tinct at middle.
and the naked chin area the interramia is crossed b}- a band of light,
This is bordered on each side b}- the distinct antedull, orange-buff.
A white median
rior white stripe 55 mm. long by about 10 mm. wide.
area on chest and another in hypogastric and inguinal region, the latter
continuous wiCh the narrow w^hite stripe extending downi inner surface
Axilla and inner side of forearm graj'ish.
of thighs.

the basal portion of the hairs

stripe blackish.

i

i

—

•

i

—

Skull and teeth. The skull is larger than that of TragulusfavlcoUis^
but perhaps no more so than might be expected in an older individual.
In general form it shows no peculiarities except that the rostrum is
more produced, as shown by the longer nasals and diastema. The
nasals are actually as well as relatively longer than in any skidls examined of female T. formosus or T.
species

from the northern

lutesceiiH^

the most nearly related

islands of the archipelago.

Teeth

large,

but apparently in no respect unusual.
For external measurements see table, p. 254. Skull
2reasurement8.
of type: Greatest length, 112 mm.; upper length, lOii; condylobasal

—

length, 102.8; basal length, 98; palatal length, 72; diastema, 16; length
of nasals, 36.8; greatest breadth of both nasals together, 11.6;^ zygomatic

breadth, 17; least interorbital breadth, 27.8; mandible, 87; maxillary
toothrow (alveoli), P>7; maxillar}" premolars (crowns), 18; mandi)>ular

toothrow (alveoli), 41.1; mandibular premolars (crow^ns), 18.
Specimens examined. One, the t3"pe.
Remarks. With its large size, strongly yellow color, and uniform
pale neck, this species needs comparison with Tragidus JfavleolJ Is only.
Though the material representing each animal is unsatisfactor3% it
appears to point unmistakably to their distinctness. Doctor Abbott
writes that a second specimen of the Batam form taken by Mr. Kloss
and now in the Singapore Museum exactly resembles the type.
''Several specimens since obtained from Pulo Galang by Kloss are
either identical or closely allied to this.''
W. L. A.

—

—

i
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TRAGULUS PRETIOSUS
Tragulusnapu Miller, Proc. Washington

1900.

Not

1900.

Miller.

Ac-ad. Sci., II, p. 227,

August

20,

of F. Cuvier.

Traguius pretiosns INIiller, Proc. Acad. Nat.

1902.

253

Sci.

Philadelphia, p. 144, June

11, 1902.

During- his lir.st visit to Linga Doctor Abbott procured only one
specimen of Traguius pretiosus. In 1901 he took nine more. For
measurements see table, page 251.

TRAGULUS PRETIELLUS,
Type.— A.&\i\i male

(skin

and

new

skull), Cat.

species.

No. 122991, U.S.N. M.

Collected on Pulo Bakong, Rhio Archipelago, Jul}' 18, 1903, by Dr.

W.

Original number, 2613.

L. Abbott.

Characters.

— Like

Traguius

jyretiosxm^

but noticeabh^ smaller, and

with relatively larger teeth.
Color. —The color so closely resembles that of Traguius pretiosm that
no detailed description is required.
Measurements. For external measurements see table, page 251. Cranial measurements of type (those of the type of T. pretiosus in parentheses): Greatest length, 101.1(108) mm.; upper length, 89.8 (98); con-

—

dylo-basal length, 96.1 (101. 6); basal length, 90.6(96); palatal length, 66.2
(69.1);

diastema, 10(10.1); length of nasals, 29 (33.6); greatest breadth
zygomatic breadth, 15 (19); least

of both nasals together, 10.2 (11.8);

interorbital breadth, 27 (28.8); mandible, 83 (89); maxillary

toothrow

37.1 (36); maxillary premolars (crowns), 19(18); mandibular
toothrow (alveoli), 12(11.1); mandibular premolars (crowns), 18.1(19).
(alveoli),

—

Spechnens examined. Pulo Bakong, 19; Pulo Sebang, 16.
This species is readily distinguishable from its nearest
geographical ally, Traguius pretiosus., by its smaller size, as shown in
From Traguius kitescens of the
the table of measurements (page 251).
more northern islands it differs in its much brighter color. The series
of thirty-five specimens shows no specially noteworthy variations in
color, and I can detect no tangible difference between the skins from

—

Remarl's.-

the

two

islands.

TRAGULUS NIGRICOLLIS
1902.

Miller.

Traguius nigrkollu Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat.

June

Sci.

Five specimens were taken in September, 1901.
in the

Philadelphia,

p.

145.

11, 1902.

jungle by natives.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi—06

For measurements
17

All were trapped

see table, page 255.
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TRAGULUS RUBEUS
190;i

Tntf/ulus rcheuf! ]\Iiller, Proe. Biol. Soc.

Miller.

Washington, XVI,

March

p. 40,

19, 1903.

Five specimens were taken during Aug'ust, 1902.
ments see table, page 255.

TRAGULUS SUBRUFUS
1902.

Trayuliis javanicux

June
1903.

11, 1902.

Tragulus

March

19,

For

ineasure-

Miller.

Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

]*hiht<lelphia,

]>.

143,

Not Cenmn jamnicus Osbeck.

t<ul/rufus

Miller,

Proc. Biol.

Soc.

Waf^hington,

XVI,

j).

39,

1903

Common

on both Linga and Sinkep, and pr()ba))iy confined to these
Fourteen were taken on the former and live on the latter,
Forineasurements see table,
all during August and September, 11)01.
page 255.
islands.

Measurements of Tragulus from

Name.

the Rluo-L'nuja Archipelago.

MAMMALS FROM

NO. 1485.

RIIIO-LINGA ISLANDS-MILLER.

Measurements of Tragulns from

Name.

Locality.

the

Rhio-IAnga Archipelago

Total

Number.

length.

mm.
Tragulus nigrocinctiif

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Dd
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Pulo Kundur...
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
Great Karimon.
do

Tragulus nigricoliis

Do
Do
Do
Do

.

Sinkep
do
.do.
.do.
.do.

Pulo Bintang.
do

Traquhis riibeus

Do
Do
Do

do
do

122850
122855
122856
122857
122860
122861
122862
« 122863
122864
122867
122851
122853
122858
1228.59

122865
122866
122789
122791
113121
113122
113124
113120
113123
115.519

115521
a 115.522
115520

Male adult
do
....do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Female adult..
do
do
do
do
do
do
Male adult
do
do
do
Female adult..
do
Male adult
do
Female adult..
Female imma-

575
580
585
615
625
570
598
578
.595

570
645
635
625
598
615
590
590
620
647
655
645
670
540
612
543
460

ture.

Traquhis suhrufus

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

."

. .

Sinkep
do.
do.
Linga
do.
do.
.

.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.

113117

1113119
113116
113017
113020
113022
113014
113015
113016
113018
113021
113024

Female adult..
do
Male adult
do
do
do
Female adult..
do
do
do
do..

do

540
.528

500
505
490
500
497
465
535
535
510

— Continued.
Head
and
body.

255
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b}^ a Mr. Romenij, of Singapore/'
The
occurrence of this animal on Batam was recorded by Mr. R. Lydekker
in The Field, Auj^ust 18, I'JOi/^ but apparently under the misunderstandino" that this locality is part of the Malay Peninsula, an error
repeated in a recent number of Nature. * The mistake is unfortunate,
as no member of the S>ix harljatns gi'oup is at present known from an}^
part of the mainland, and the evidence that we now have, particularly
Doctor Abbott's information that tlie Singapore hunters have never
found Siis o! elsewhere than on Batam,'' tends to indicate that no such
pio- occurs north of Sinoapore Strait.
The essential part of Mr.

adult male taken on the island

Lydekker's note

is

as follows:

have received from Dr. H. M. Ridley, superintendent of the Botanical Gardens
at Singapore, two photographs of a wild boar recently shot by Mr. T. C. Romenieg
in Pulan Battam, ten miles south of Singapore, which appear to indicate a species new
These photographs clearly show that the pig in question
to the Malay Peninsula.
belongs to the long-nosed group represented typically by Sus verrucosus of Java, and
Sus barbatus of Borneo. The animal is, however, identified by Mr. Ridley with the
Sumatran representative of Sus barbatus, which an American naturalist, Mr. G. S.
Miller, has recently described as a distinct species, under the name of Sxs oi, from an
abbreviation of the native term "nang-oi"
As Doctor Volz remarks [Zool.
Jidirb., Abth. Syst., XX, p. 535, July 14, 1904], the discovery of the so-called
oi
in Sumatra rendered the range of Sus barbatus coextensive with that of the orangutan.
Now that S. barbatus is known to occur in the Malay Peninsula, one can not
help wondering whether there is any possibility of theorang turning up in that area.
I

.

.

.

/S'w.s-

SUS RHIONIS
1906. Sus rhionis

Miller, Proc. U.

S.

Miller.

National

Museum,

XXX,

1906, p. 749.

While only VI specimens were procured (1> on Pulo Ungar, 2 on
Pulo Sugi Bawa, and 1 on Great Karimon) the Rhio form of the Sas
'vlttatus group is abundant throughout the archipelago.
A single
immature female (No. 113034, August 25, 1901) from Linga I am
unable to identif}^ satisfactorily as

it is

too

young for the characters

of

the skull to be definitely shown.
«

While

"Up

visiting the IT. S. National

Museum

in June, 1904,

Doctor Abl)ott said:
have been taken

to the present time aljout twenty-five to thirty of this species

on Batam, mostly by Mr. Romenij; some by Mr. Maw.
"Batam is largely open ground; pineapple plantations, etc., with small patches of
It is the only island in
jungle, and is therefore easily driven with men and dogs.
the Rhio Archipelago which could be shot over in this way. Some very large pigs
inhabit Pulo Bintang, which are doubtless Sus oi. The mounted specimen in the
Singapore Museum was shot by ]Mr. Romenij, but it is not any of those whose photographs were seen by Lydekker."
6 The Field, CIV, p. 327.
Nature, LXXIII, p. 35, Novem])er 9, 1905.
<•

f'See Miller, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXX,

1906, p. 741
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Family SCIURID^E.

RATUFA NOTABILIS
1902. Ratufa notaUlis

June

The

Miller.

Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Philadelphia, 1902, p. loO,

11, 1902.

two specimens of Ratufa notahilk are all that have yet
They were shot on a hillside covered with secondary
Mentuda Bay, west coast of Ling-a Island, August 24, 1901.

original

been taken.
jung-le at

For measurements see

table,

page

26().

RA-fUFA CONSPICUA
1903. Ratnfd consjyicva JMillek,

ber

6,

Miller.

Smithsonian Miscell.

Coll.,

XLV,

p. 5,

Novem-

1903.

Seven were taken by Doctor Aljbott at Telok Pemudong, on the north
August, 1902. The animals were common, but not
For measurements see table, page 260.
easy to catch sight of.
side of Bintang, in

RATUFA CARIMONENSIS,

new

species.

Type.— Aduh female (skin and skull). Cat. No. 122813, U.S.N.M.
Karimon Island, Rhio-Linga Archipelago, June 2,
Original number, 2465.
1903, by Dr. W. L. Abbott.
CharacUrS: Similar to Ratufa eonsincua. but with more white on

Collected on Great

—

face

and on under side of

Color.

tail.

—The color so closely resembles

that of

Ratufa conspicua

as

need no general description. Entire face so thickl}" sprinkled with
whitish cream-buff that it appears to be an almost uniform dirty white
Under surface of tail
as far back as a line joining middle of eyes.
with a clear whitish median area about 35 mm. in width extending
from base to pencil.
8kuU and teeth. The skull and teeth resemble those of Ratufa conThe difference is by no
spicua., but are apparently somewhat larger.
to

—

means constant.
page 260.
—For measurements see
Karimon.
from
Great
Speciinens examined. —Three,
table,

Mea>iureinents.

all

Reiiiarl's.^~\u the strong suffusion of w^hite on the face,

and

in the

broad whitish median stripe on the tail, this squirrel closely resembles
Ratufa notahilis of Linga. Its size is, however, distinctly" less, agreeing more closely with that of R. conspicua.

RATUFA INSIGNIS
1903. Ratufa inslgnis Uii^hER,

6,1903.

Miller.

Smithsonian Miseell.

Four specimens, Pulo Sugi, August, 1902.
table,

Coll.,

XLV,

p. 4,

November

(pidoSugi.)

page 260.

For measurements

see
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RATUFA CONDURENSIS
Ti/pe.—Adu\t mule (skin and

.skull),

new
Cat.

vol. xxxi.

species.

No. 122879, U.S.N.M,
11)03, by

Collected on Pnlo Kundur, Rhio-Lin^a Archipelago, June 25,
Dr. W. L. Abbott. Orioinal number, 2552.
C7i(fracters.

— Like

Ratufa

in^'igvix^

but underparts more washed

with >'ellowish brown, feet heavily grizzled with tawny and black, and
hairs of upper surface of tail noticeably pale through their basal half.
Color.

—The general color

is

similar to

tlfat

of

Ratufa

tnsU/nis, but

the entire underparts are strongly suffused with buft'-yellow.

This

deepens to orange-buff on throat and fades rather abruptly to a light
cream-buff' in hypogastric region and on inner surface of thighs. The
evident though ill-detined line separating color of sides from that of
underparts is very nearl}' the tawny of Ridgway. Feet grizzled with
tawny and blackish, the ends of the toes darker. Entire face in front
of ears lightly grizzled hj minute whitish annulations on most of the
hairs.
The grizzle tends to become a whitish wash in front of eyes.
Tail as in Ratufa inmgnls., but liasal half of the hairs of upper surface
cream- buff', whitening proximally, and showing through noticeabl}' at
surface even when the hairs are not disarranged.
The skull and teeth do not differ appreciably from
Sl'ull and teeth.

—
Measurements. — For measurements see table, page 260.
Reniafrks. — This squirrel
a member of a group of closely-related

those of

Ratufa

insignis.

is

forms which

are, so far as

now known,

conffned to the Rhio-Linga

Archipelago. As a group they may be at once recognized by the uniform
dark umber-l)i"own upper parts and tail (most of the hairs of the back
and sides showing minute inconspicuous annulations near tip), sharply
contrasted whitish cheeks, muzzle, and underparts, and usually whitish
feet.

The

pale thigh patch

color of inner side of leg.

known

is

present but conffuent with the light

Among

themselves the ffve species

now

differ as follows:

KEY TO

SPECIES.

Entire face conspicuously suffused with white.

Hind

foot al)out 82 (78); greatest length of skull about 68

Ratufa notabilis

Hinrt foot about 75 (65); greatest length of skull al)out 64.

•

Ratufa

cai'imoriensis

Entire face brown, rather inconspicuously grizzled with white.
Brown of sides sharply contrasted with cream-buff of underparts without
intervening tawny line

Brown

of sides separated

Ratufa conspicua

from cream-buff or orange-buff of underparts by

a noticeable tawny line.
Feet clear whitish; hairs of upper snrface of

tail

not conspicuously pale

on basal half
Feet heavily grizzled; hairs of upper surface of

on basal half

tail

Ratufa insignis
conspicuously pale

Ratufa condurensis
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RATUFA CONFINIS,
1902. Ratufa affinis

new

Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat.
affinis Raffles.

259

species.

Sci. Philadelpliia, p. 149,

June

11,

Not Sciurus

1902.

Ti/pe.— Adult female (skin and .skull), Cat. No. 113134, U.S.N.M.
Collected on Sinkep Island, Rhio-Linga Archipelago, September 3,
Original number, 1265.
1901, by Dr. W. L. Abbott.
C/iaracters.

larger and
Color.

—

— Similar to Rat-ufd affinh but slightly larger;

more elongated audital bullae
The color so exactly resembles

that of

Ratufa

skull

vvitli

affinis as to

need no detailed description.
Skull and teeth. In general the skull and teeth resemble those of
Ratufa affinis. The size of the skull, however, is slightl}^ greater,
and the difference aj^pears to be constant.
In seven adults of the
Sinkep animal the greatest length of the skull averages ^'o mm, with

—

,

extremes of 'oAi.'Q and 68, while in eight adults of Ratufa affinis the
average is 63.3, the extremes 63 and 64. The audital bulla3 are relatively larger than in Ratufa affinis., and with the same constancy.
In
the specimens just mentioned their greatest diameter is: confinis., 16.4
The teeth of the two animals do
(1.5.8 to 17); affinis., 14.5 (14 to 15).
not

diti'er

appreciably.

Measurements.

— For external measurements see table, page 260.

Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length,

'io'6

(64)"

mm.;

basal

length, 52.4 (49); length of nasals along
median suture, 21 (20); breadth of both nasals together anteriorly, 11.8
(12); breadth of both nasals together posteriorly, 8 (10); diastema,
length, 57

(54);

basilar

14.8 (14.4); least interorbital breadth, 20 (22); zygomatic breadth, 40

mandible, 42 (40); maxillary molar series
mandil)ular molar series (alveoli), 13.8 (14).
(40.4);

(alveoli), 13 (12.6);

—

Specimens examined. ^Twelve; all from Sinkep Island.
Remarks. Since I recorded this animal in 1902, Doctor Abbott has
obtained a sei-ies of Ratufa affinis in Joliore and Pahang. This addi-

—

tional material
«

Measurements

Rnmpin

River,

shows that the Sinkep form
in parentheses are those of

Pahang (No.

116ii88).

is

distinct.

an adult female Ratufa

affinis

from
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Measurements of Ralufa from

Name.

Locality.

Ratufa notabilis
i)o

Ratufa conspicua

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
.

Do
Do
Ralufa insignis

Do
Do
Do
Ratufa condurensis

Do
Do
Do
Do
Ratufa confiiiis

Do
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

. .

1130fi5
1130(;4

115525
115526
115527
115523
115524
115528
115529
122813
122811
122812
115530
115532
115531
115533
122878
122881
122882
122879
122880
113132
113134
113138
113139
113140
113141

do.
....do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Total
length.

ber.

I'ulo Bintaiig'

do
do
do
do
Great Karimon
do
do
Pulo Sugi
do
do
do
Pulo Kundur ..
do
do
do
do
Sinkep

Rhio-Linga Archipelago.

Num-

Linga
do
....do
....do

Ratufa carimonensis

tlie

Female.
Male
Female
. .

....do..
....do..

Male

...

....do..
....do..
....do..

Female
Male ...
....do..

Female.
....do..

Male

...

....do..

Female
....do..

do
Male

..

. .

....do..

Female.
....do..
....do..
....do..
....do..
....do..

11313ti

Male

113137
113142

....do..

...

...do..

MAMMALS FROM RHIO-LING A ISLANDS— MILLER.

NO. 1485.

—

2()1

Measurements. For measurements see table, page 262.
Speclnwns examined. Eight, all from Pulo Kundur.

—

—

Remarhs. The differences in color l)et\ycen this squirrel and Senrrus
melanops though slight are very constant. The Sumatran animal is
now represented in the U. S. National Museum by ten specimens, three
from the Indragiri River and seven from the Kateman. In all of these
without exception the shoulder is distinctly red, concolor witli outer
surface of upperarm, and the white stripe ends abruptly at its narrowest region, just l)ehind shoulder. In the eight 8. enriinonen.Kl.s,
on the other hand, the white extends across shoulder to base of neck,
with merely a faint, indefinite wash of red near juncture of arm.

SCIURUS CARIMONENSIS, new

species.

Type.— A.(\\\\t female (skin and skull). Cat. No. 122800, U.S.N.M.
Karimon Island, Rhio-Linga Archipelago, May 24,

Collected on Great
1903,

by Dr.

Characters.

W.

L. Abbott.

— A member

Original number, 2423.

of the prevostii

group similar

to Sciftrus

melanoj)s but smaller, shoulder less washed with red, and side of neck

below and behind ear grizzled gra}^
rounding parts.
Color.

—The

color

is

in

noticeable contrast with sur-

in general exactly like that of

Sciurus eondu-

Shoulder mostl}^ white, but strongly washed with orange-rufous,
the red becoming along border of dark neck area as clear and bright
Face slightly more grizzled than in Sciurus
as that of upper arm.
melanops and
condurensis., but the usual whitish spots of normal
size and character.
On side of neck below and behind ear the white
becomes the predominant element in the grizzle, producing a distinct,
though not sharply defined light area.
Except that they are smaller the skull and teeth
Skull and teeth.
do not difi'er appreciably from those of Sciurus melanops and S. conrensis.

iS'.

—

durensis.

Measurements.

— For external measurements see table, page

Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 56

(.57) "

262.

mm.

;

basal

length, 49 (51); basilar length, 46 (48); palatal length, 24.6 (26); diastema, 13 (14); length of nasals, 17 (18.8); interorbital breadth, 23.4

zygomatic breadth, 35 (34); mandible, 36.6 (38); maxillary tooth
mandibular tooth row (alveoli), 10.4 (11.4).
Specimens examined. Fifteen (one in alcohol), all from Great
Karimon.
(23);

row

(alveoli), 11 (11);

—

A*d;r^r/7'>?'-s.—

The characters of this form are quite as constant as those
The color of the shoulder is almost exactly

of Sciurus condurensis.

intermediate between that in the two closely related species, but the
smaller size, and the gray sides of the neck are sutiicientiy
diagnostic.
These two insular species together with the Sumatran

sliglitly

"Measurements

in parentheses are those of the type ot Sciurus melanops.
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jS. rajjiesi, and S. harrisoni.,"' form a section of the
group characterized by the dark-grayish or blackish cheeks
with conspicuous white patch on muzzle at base of whiskers and smaller
white spot below eye at base of cheek bristles. From each other they

Sciiirus -melanops,

prevost/'l

are distinguishable as follows:
KEY TO
Manyliairsof the

tail

SPECIES.

with whitish subterminal riiio;3-4

mm.

in width.,S'. Iidrrisoni

extreme base below.
Shoulder concolor with outer surface of upper arm:
H ind fo( )t about 56 ( 53 ) shoulder chestnut
rafflesi
Hind foot about 60 (56) shoulder orange-ochraceous
inelanops
Shoulder much lighter than outer surface of upper arm; more white than
black in grizzle on sides of neck; shoulder distinctly washed with red-

Tail not grizzled except occasionally at

.S'.

;

*S^.

;

dish

More black than white
washed with reddish

carmhmensis
shoulder scarcely
>S'.

in grizzle

on sides

of neck;

S.

condureims

Measurements of Sciurus carimonensis and S. condurensis from the Rhio-Llnga Archipelago.

Name.

MAMMALS FROM

NO. 1485.

RIIIO-LING A ISLANDS—MILLER.

SCIURUS PENINSULARIS
1900. Sciurus notaius

1900.

Miller,

(Linga).

I'roc.

Not Sciurus

263

Miller.

Washington Acad.

Sci., li, p. 221,

August 20

Boddaert.
1902. Sriunts vittatus Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1902, p. 151,
June 11 1902. ( Part, specimens from Linga and Sinkep. ) Not Sdurux viWdm
Kaffles.
7iotatus

,

1903. Sciurus

The

fifty

(>,

190:5.

squirrels of the vittatus

group taken

following- islands:

Bintang

(7),

Sinkep
(4),

(8),

Batam

Penuba
(2),

Linga
8ugi (9), and
(8),

in the

XLV,

p.

10,

archipelago

They are from

to be referable to Sciurus peiiinsularis.

appear
lar

Miller, Smithsonian Miscelh Coll.,
(Pahang, type locality, and Singapore.)

p^'/JUJ.s-H/dris

November

the

Sebang (4), SangLittle Karimon (3).

(5),

among themselves, I can find no tangion which to separate the forms occurring on the various
In general the specimens from the southern localities tend to

While the

series diti'er slightly

ble characters
islands.

be paler than those from farther north.
'peni)isul<iris

underparts.

and

differ

In none

measurements see

from
is

ta))le,

They

agree with Sciurus

there a trace of clear red in the

page

tail.

and
For

2(14.

RHINOSCIURUS LATICAUDATUS
Rhinomurus laticauiJatnK'NLiLLFAi,
June 11, 1902. (Linga.)

1902.

all

S. vitt((tus in the color of the cheeks

(Muller and Schlegel.)

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Philadel])hia, 1902,

p. 154.

A very
August
animal.
213;

by natives, was procured on Linga Island
have not been able to compare it with the Bornean
Its measurements are: Total length, 278 mm.; head and body,
vertebras, 65; hind foot, 11 (38.5); skull, greatest length, 56;
old male, snared

28, 1901.

tail

I

basal length, 49; basilar length, 46.4; nasals, 20.4; greatest breadth of

both nasals together, 5.8; diastema, 16.4; zygomatic I)readtli, 28; least
interorbital ])readth, 13.8; mandible, 35; maxillary tooth row (alveoli),
11.8;

mandibular tooth row

(alveoli), 11.
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Measurements of Sciu)-us peninsular Ik from

Name.

"

the

VOL. XXXI.

Ehio-Linga Archipelago.

NO

3fA3fMALS

1485.

FROM RHIO-LINGA ISLANDS— MILLER.

265

Under parts buify white, somewhat clouded
by the slate-gray bases of the hairs. Chest, scrotum, and under surface of membranes washed with oc-hraceous buff.
Extreme edg-c of
membranes cream-buff, becoming whitish posteriorl3^ Tail a yellowish ochraceous-buff at base and along edges; elsewhere heavily clouded
lowish ochraceous-buflf.

with a dark Front's ])rown. Feet scantily clothed with very short hairs,
these yellowish on front feet, the terminal phalanges of the lingers
brown, mixed brown and yellowish on hind feet, the terminal phalanges
of the toes white.

—

and teeth. As compared with a skull of Schiropterus auranfrom Banka, the type locality, figured by Jentink,'^' that of
S. anioenvs! is readily distinguishal)le by its larger size, broader rostrum,
and by the peculiar abrupt widening of the nasal bones anteriorly,
which causes the side of the rostrum to be distinctl}'^ concave immediSl'xll

tiacus

ately behind the region of their greatest width.

As

in S. aurantiacus^

the mastoid bulhe are considerably inflated, projecting backward sufficiently to be in line

with upper rim of foramen magnum.

Teeth as

in 8ciur<ypterus aurantlacus.

—

Measurements. Total length, 308 nnn.; head and body, 165; tail verhind foot, 31(28.6); skull, greatest length, 37.8; condylo-

tebra^, 143;

basal length, 35.-1; basilar length, 21>.6; palatal length,

li>;

diastema, 7.8;

length of nasal, 9; greatest breadth of both nasals together, 6.4; least
breadth of both nasals together, 2.8; z3'gomatic breadth, 23; interorbital constriction, 8; breadth of braincase above roots of zygomata,

toothrow (alvemandibular toothrow (alveoli), 7.
Specimens examined. One, the type.
Remarks. Doctor Jentink has kindly compared a photograph of
the skull of this animal with the specimen Seluropterus auranthicus^ in
17.6; mastoid breadth, 19; mandible, 22.8; maxillary

oli), 7.6;

—

—

the Lej'den

Museum.

natural size and that

He
it

writes

me that his

published figure

is

exactl}^

perfecth^ represents the original;'' further-

more, that he agrees with

me

regarding the Pulo

Kundur

squirrel as

distinct.

NANNOSCIURUS PULCHER
1902. NannosciunLs pulcher Miller, Proc.
p. 153,

June

Sci.

Philadelphia, 1902,

11, 1902.

1906. Nannosciurns pulcher
1,

Miller.

Acad. Nat.

Lyon, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XIX,

j).

53,

May

1906.

Doctor Abbott shot the type of this species on a small tree trunk in
heavy forest at Sakana Ba}^ northwest corner of Sinkep Island,
September 4, 1901. He did not meet with the animal again until
August, 1903, when he found it common in a patch of jungle near the
Notes from the Leyden Museum, XII, 1890, pi. vn, figs. 11 and 12.
^The excellence and accuracy of the plate I have myself verified in the

«

case of the

three type specimens figured on it.
Unfortunately, when examining the squirrels in
the Leyden Museum, I neglected to take notes on the skull of S. aunudiacns.
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shore a few miles farther east on the same island.
ber" lie writes, "bat only saw the two I shot.
hiyh-pitched thin

whistle, kept

little

up

vol. xxxi.

" I heard a num-

The voice

a very

is

several minutes at a time like

the 'scolding-'' of bigo-er squirrels."

MURID.E.

Family

MUS FIRMUS
1902.

Mas

1902.

//r/»».s

Mi LLKR,

Miller.

rroc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

rhilmlelphia,

p. 155,

June

11,

(Linga.)

Great Karimon (5), Sugi (5), Sugi Bawa(8), Moro Besar (2), Bakong
(4), 8ebang(2), Linga(5).
This is a common rat throughout the- Archipelago, though not as
abundant as the meml)ers of the rattus and surifer groups. For
measurements see table, page 268.

MUS LINGENSIS

1902.

Mus

1902.

20,

Vmgensis Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 154, .Tune

11,

Sci., II, p. 206,

(Linga.)

(

Linga and Sinkei^.

Great Karimon

Moro Besar

MiLLKH, Proe. Washington vVcad.

August

1900. Mils lingeiisis
1900.

Miller.

(1),

(21),

Moro

Sugi

(2),

Kechil

Sugi Bawa

(7);

Bakong

{-!),

(22),

Batam
Sebang

Bintang (6),
(8), Linga (17),

(4),

Penuba (6), Sinkep(33).
The local form of the Ifus

sui'ifer group appears to be the most
abundant and generally distributed member of its genus. Considerable
variation is shown by the 127 specimens collected 1\v Doctor Abbott;
but taken as a whole the series from the Archipelago is noticeabl}' less
brightly colored than that from the Malay Peninsula.
For measurements see table, page 267.

MUS

near

RATTUS.

Great Karimon (1), Sugi (2), Sugi Bawa (6), Batam (2), Kundur (1),
Moro Kechil (11), Bakong (4).
Members of the Mu8 roMus group are very generally distributed
throughout the Archipelago. The twelve skins collected by Doctor

Abbott are

all of the aJrxandrinus tj^pe of coloring, but the series are
not sufficiently extensive to show whether more than one local form
is represented.
In the six skins from Sugi Bawa the belly is uni-

forml}' light butf, conspicuously paler than the dull 3'ellowish-brown

underparts of the two from Pulo Sugi. The four from Bakong are a
peculiar slaty brown below.
Two of the skins from Batam (male No.
142128 and male No. 142129) show no special peculiarities; underparts
pale cream-butf.

The

third (male No. 142132) has

ing as those from Sugi.

The

tail is,

much the same

color-

however, more finely annulated

MAMMALS FROM RHIO-LINGA ISLANDS— MILLER.
than in any

member

of the group that I hav^e seen, having about 16

Both tail and ears of
For measurements see table, page 2GT.

rings to the centimeter near base.

are imperfect.

MUS FREMENS
1902.

Mus

267

fremens Millek,

Pmo. Acad. Nat.

this

specimen

Miller.
Sci. riiiladelphia,

]>.

154,

June

11,

1902.

A

specimen was taken on Linga August 29, ll>01, and another, the
week latei". These are the only records from any
of the islands of the Archipelago, though the animal occurs on the
mainland of Sumatra as well as on certain islands oti' the west coast."
type, on Sinkep a

MUS CONCOLOR

Blyth.

Two specimens (adult female. No. 142126, and inmiature female.
No. 142127) were taken at Semimba Bay, Batam, on September 20,
For measurements see table, page 268.
1005, by Mr. Kloss.
Measurements of Mas from

Name.

tJie

Rhio-Lhuja Archipelago.
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Measurements. of

Mas from

the Rliio-L'mga

Archipelago

— Continued.
Hind

Name.

Num-

Locality.

Total
length,

ber.

mm.
Pulo Batam.

Mus roncolor
Do

,

142126
142127

do

Female

adult...

Female, imma-

Head
and

Tail
verte

body.

brae.

mm.

mm.

262
224

123
109

139
115

505
520
471
492
504

250
256
234
247
247
249
225
218
245
232
264
246
230

2.55

Hind

foot

vim.
22
22

mm.

withfoot.
out
claws.

20
20

ture.

Mus

Great Karimon.

liniias

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Mux liiK/a)si)i

122820
122S38
122839
122821
122822

do
do
do
do
Pulo Sugi
do
do
do
do
Pulo Sugi Bawa.
do
do
Pulo Scbang
Pulo Bakoug
do
Linga

115.591
115.594

-.

11.5.596

115.592
115.595
115-590
115.589
11.5.588

123065
123021
123032
113035
113036
1113038
113039
122826
122828
122825

do
do
do
.

Great Karimon

.

do.

Do."

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

do
Pulo Sugi

11.5.569

do

11.5572

Pulo Sugi Bawa.
do

D^o.

11.5.566

115.568

do

Do.
Do.
Do.

11.5.571

.....do

115.570

Pulo Bintang

115573

...

Male adult
do
do
Female adult...
do
Male adult
do
do
Female adult...
do
Male adult
Female adult...
do
Male adult
do
do
do
Female adult..
do
do
Male adult
do
Female adult...
Male adult
do
do
do
do
Female adult...
Male adult
,

472
4.50

492
46';

520
518
487
517
452
450
538
488
500
490
361
369
356
426

406
378
359
373
360
398

2.50

226
230
269
234
245
230
207

264
237
245
2.57

247
232
247
230
256
272
257
267
226
220
269
2.54

255
260
1.54

201

1.58

202
234
229
207

1.54

191

205
200
219

192
177
171
168
168

160
179

50
49
47
45
45
50
49
50
49
47

47
45
43
42
42
46
45
46
46
44
46

.50

47
47

48
41.4
40.4
39
43

44
44
47
44
44
49
44
48.6
44
39.4
38
36
41

40.4
39
39
38.6
43

38
36.6
37
36
40.4

.50

47
47
52
48
.50

«Type.

Family VIVERKID.E.

VIVERRA TANGALUNGA
1902.

Viverra tangulunga Miller, Proc.

June

An

11, 1902.

Gray.

Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Philadelphia,

p.

156,

(Linga.

adult female was trapped by Malay.s on Linga Island, August

27, 1901,

and three others were taken on Bintang

in 1902.

These are

the only specimens that Doctor Abbott has secured in the Archipelago.

For measurements

see tal)le,

page 271.

ARCTOGALIDIA SIMPLEX
1902. Arctognlidki shnplcj-

June

11, 1902.

Miller.

Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Philadelphia, p. 156,

(Linga.)

Three specimens are now known: The type, an adult male, taken
30, 1901, on Linga, an immature male taken September 2, 1901,
on Sinkep, and an adult female shot in a cocoanut plantation on the
same island, August 7, 1903. The skins show no variations worthy of
note.
An adult female, of this or a closely related form, was taken on
Batam, September IB, 1905, by Mr. Kloss.
For measurements see
table, page 271.

August
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NO. 1485.

ARCTOGALIDIA FUSCA, new

269

species.

Type.— AdiwM male (skin and skull), Cat. No. 122920, United States
Museum. Collected on Pulo Kundur, Rhio Archipelago,

National

June
and

W.

22, 1903, b}^ Dr.

all

L. Abbott.

Original number, 2540.

— Size about as in Ardogalldia simplex.^ but color darker,

Characters.

three dorsal stripes well developed.

—T3^pe:

General color above a rather dark smoke-gra}^ or
narrow buffy gray subterminal
annulations and silvery gloss of the hairs.
On crown, ears, feet, and
distal two-thirds of tail the color deepens to nearly black.
Dorsal
stripes blackish, the central clear and sharply defined, the laterals less
distinct, though evident.
Sides of neck washed with light ochraceousbutf.
Underparts broccoli-brown washed Avith pale buffy, this color
running out faintly on basal third of tail. Foi-ehead with the usual
Color.

drab-gra}^, irregularl}- lightened by the

whitish stripe.

and

Skull

teeth.

—The skull and teeth do not differ appreciabl}^ from

those of Arctogalidla simplex.

Measurements.

—For

external

Skull of type: Greatest length, 98

measurements see table, page 271.
mm. upper length, 90; condylobasi;

lar length, 93.8; basilar length, 89.4; palatilar length, 51.2;

breadth of
palate between anterior molars, 15; zj'-gomatic breadth, 62; constriction in front of postorbital processes, 18; constriction behind postprocesses, 17; breadth of braincase above roots of zj-gomata,

orbital

34.4; mandible, 73.4; maxillary toothrow (exclusive of incisors), 35;
mandibular toothrow (exclusive of incisors), 37.

—

Specime7is examined.
Four, all from Pulo Kundur. The skull of
an adult female from Pulo Bintang (No. 115600, August 18, 1902) may
represent the same species.

—

Remarks. The Kundur Arctogalidla is fully as dark as the blackeared animals of Borneo and the Malaj^ Peninsula, but is readily distinguishable by its smaller size.
From the small members of the
genus

differs in its

it

dark color and well-developed dorsal

PARADOXURUS BRUNNEIPES,
Type.

—Adult male (skin and skull), Cat.

National

June

Museum.

24, 1903,

new

stripes.

species.

No. 122886, United States

Collected on Pulo Kundur, Rhio Archipelago,

by Dr.

W.

L. Abbott.

Original number, 2549.

— In

general like Paradoxurus hermaphroditus of the
Malay Peninsula, but ground color of upper parts more j^ellowish, and
Characters.

feet dull

brown

instead of nearly black; skull with audital bullae

noticeably reduced in size.
Color.

—Type:

Ground

color throughout ochraceous-buff, dull and

pale on back, brighter on under parts and base of

Crown,

and area below and behind
Proc. N. M. vol. xxxi— 06
18
ears,

ej^es

tail, gxayer on neck.
dark hair brown; face
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vol. xxxi.

^ray; feet broccoli-brown, scarcely darker than
leg^s; tail dull blackish on terminal half, except for a white ring 30 mm.
wide, SO nun. from tip; on basal half the black gradually gives place
to the ochraceous-buti'; dorsal markings normal, the clear bhick longi-

and cheeks

dull, buffy

tudinal stripes extending

become broken up
is indicated by a row of

onto base of

into spots.
spots,

tail,

where, however, they
stripe a second band

Beyond the lateral
and beyond this the

sides are irregularl}'^

spotted, especially at shoulder and in front of thigh.

Skidland

ieeth.

— Although similar in

its

structural details to that of

Paradoxuriis hermaphroditus^ the skull is larger, the rostrum and palate are broader, the audital bullse are distinctly smaller and less inflated.
Teeth as in the related species, but larger throughout.

—

Mecmurements. For external measurements see table, page 271.
Skull of type: Greatest length, 114 (112)«mm.; upper length, 102.8
(98.0); condylobasilar length, 109 (109); basilar length, 102.6 (104);
palatilar length, 49.6 (50); breadth of palate between anterior molars,
23 (21); breadth of rostrum through roots of canines, 23 (21); zygomatic
breadth, 65.4 (65); constriction in front of postorbital processes 19.4
(18.8); constriction

behind postor})ital processes, 9.4

(12);

breadth of

braincase above roots of zygomata, 32 (34); mandible, 84 (83); maxillary toothrow (exclusive of incisors), 42.4 (41); mandibular toothrow
(exclusive of incisors), 48 (46.4).

—

Specimens examined. Three, all from Pulo Kundur.
Remarks. This species is readily distinguishable from Paradoxurus
hermaphi'oditvs hy its brown feet, a character to which I find no
approach in a series of about fifty specimens. The cranial characters
may be of less importance, though the skull of the type can not be
matched among mmierous skulls of P. hev)iiap>hr(>dltitf<. collected b}'
Doctor Abbott. The three skins show" no variations worthy of special

—

note.

Family

MUSTELID.E.

AONYX CINEREA

(Illiger).

Two clawless otters have been taken in the Archipelago, an adult
female shot among the mangroves on Great Karimon, May 28, 19()3,
and a young male (no. 123068) caught by natives ofl' Pulo Sebang,
July 31, 1903. Their measurements are, respectively: Head and body,
468 mm.; tail, 270; hind foot, 89; and head and body, 330; tail, 180;
hind foot, 70.
^Measurements
the

Rumpin

mainland.

in parenthesis are those of

River,

Pahang

an older male P. hermaphroditus from
an extensive series from the

(no. 115487), the largest in

NO. 1485.
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Measurements of Viverra, Arctogalidia, and Par adoxurus fromthe Rhio- Linga Archipelar/o.

Name.
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except that the tail is slightly more gray. The material
not sufficient to show whether it is necessary to recognize the two

ties in color
is

forms by name.

For measurements see

ta])le,

TUPAIA MALACCANA
1879.

page 272.

Anderson.

Tupoia »K//«rc«na Anderson, Anat. and Zoul. Rewearches, Yunnan,

p. 134,

(Malacca.)

Tupaia malaccana Miller, Proc. Washington Acad. Sci., II,
August 20, 1900. (Linga.)
1902. Tupaia malaccana Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia,
June 11, 1902. (Linga and Sinkep.
1900.

p.

280,

p.

157,

Linga Island Doctor Abbott obtained two
A fourth
adult males and an adult female of the Malacca treeshrew.
island
in
1901.
Two
were
procured
specimen was taken on the same
on Sinkep in 1901 and four in 1903. On these two islands it is thereThe skins
fore apparentl}' the commonest member of the genus.
show no speciall}' noteworthy variations in color. For measurements
see table, page 272.

During

his first visit to

Measurements of Tupaia from

Name.

the

Rhio-Linga Archipelago.

3fAM3fALS

NO. 1485.

The

flying

lemur

FROM
is
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common and

Among
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generally distributed throughout

by Doctor
though the series from the different islands are not extensive enough to show whether more than one
For measurements see table, page 273.
local form is represented.
the Archipelago.

Abbott there

is

the fifteen specimens collected

some variation

in size,

Measun'inents of CynocepJialus from the RJtio-Linga ArcJirpekujo.

Name.
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Family

PTEROPID^E.

CYNOPTERUS MONTANOI
1881.

Cynopterus uionUvnoi Robin, Bull.

>Soc.

Robin.

Philomath. Paris, 7th

ser.,

V,

p_

90 (Malacca).
1901.

Cynopterus monlanoi Millkr, Proc. Washington Acail. Sci., HI,

March

p.

1.S7,

26, 1901.

Bats of this genus are evidently common throughout the Archipelago.
all appear to be referable to Cyiwpterux movtauol.

They

Measurements of Cynvpterus from

the

RJuo-IAnya Arrhipclago.

NO. 1485.
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Measurements.

— For

external measurements see table, page 276.

Skull of type: Greatest length, 80
(64.6); basilar length,

.58

{%'S) "

mm.

;

condylobasilar length, 66

(57); palatal length, 30 (28); palatal breadth

between front molars, 19

(19);

zygomatic breadth, 73

(68.8);

mastoid

breadth, 60.6 (60); breadth of brain case, 52.4 (50.4); postorbital constriction, 47.2 (44.8); interorbital constriction, 8 (6.8); least distance

from orbit

to alveolus of inner incisor, 19 (19.8); greatest depth of

brain case, 42 (44); mandible, 65.2 (62); maxillary tooth row, exclusive
of incisors, 28.4 (28); mandibular tooth row, exclusive of incisors,
32.4 (33.8).

—

Six from Pulo Kundur and two from near
Kateman River, eastern Sumatra.
The six skins from Pulo Kundur show no important
Remarlxs.
All have the gra}^ head markings well developed and the
variations.

Specimens examined.

the

mouth

of the

—

thigh patches large and conspicuous.

back

is

of bleaching.

are

In one female (No. 122911) the
and the legs are browner, probably the result
In the two from the Kateman River the thigh patches

lighter than usual

somewhat reduced.
Measurements of monkeys from the Rhio-Linga Archipelago.

Name.

Locality.

Total

Number.

lengtli.

mm.
Macaca fascicular is

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Presbytis ciistata

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Great Karimon.
Pulo Bintang...

1228-19
11 5676

do
PuloSugi
Linga
do

115677
115675
111602
111603
115670
115671
115672
115673
115674
123036
123037
123070

Male adult
do
do
Female adult...
Male immature.
do
Male adult
do
Female adult...
do
do
do
do
Female in\ma-

101601
113071
113070
115664
115666
a 115665
115667
115668
115669

Female adult...
do
Male adult
Male immature.
Male adult
Female adult. ..
do
do
Female imma-

122912
a 122915
122911
122913
122914
122916

Male adult
do
Female adult...
do
do
do

Pulo Bintang..

do
do
Pulo Sugi
do
Pulo Bakong

.

do
Pulo Sebang

.

Head

Tail

and

verte-

body.

brae.

mm.

mm.

920
1,010
928
942
905
1,020
1,130
1,225
1, 155
1,157
1,247
1,250
1,285
1,140

420
485
445
420
425
470
475
550
495
502
530
510
475
540

500
525
483
522
480
550
655
675
660
655
717
740
710
600

1,275
1,255
1,260
1,045
1,213
1,173
1,135
1,090
965

535
515
563
425
550
468
470
460
360

740
740
697
620
663
705
665
630
605

145
145
160
148

1,110
1,130
1,170
1,185

470
480
455
470
493
485

640
650
715
715
660
740

155
155

122
128
112
140
130
147
142
145
142
150
155
150
130

ture.

Do
Do
Do
Presbytis rhionis

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Linga
do
do
Pulo Bintang.
do
do
do

do
do

1.50

150
158
148
135

ture.

Presbytis cana.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Pulo Kundur.

do
do
do
do
do

1,

153

1,225

1.52

157
154
158

a Type.

«Measurement8 in parentheses are those of an adult male

Presbytis rhionis (No. 115666).
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OF SPECIES.

the species are arranged according to islands.

The descriptions of the localities and the field observations are mostly
from Doctor Abbott's letters, labels, and notebooks. For the spelling of the geographic names I have in most cases adopted that used by
the collector; the variants are from Findlay's Indian Archipelago
and China Sea Directory, Middel's (lids door Nederlandsch OostIndie, and from the standard maps.
GREAT KARIMON

The northwesternmost island

(Karimon).

Rhio Archipelago. It lies in the
Tanjong Bulus, the south
10 miles and its area about 30 geographiof the

Strait of Malacca, 11 miles southwest of

point of Asia.

Its

length

is

The northern part of the island is hilly, the surface
rising to 1,450 feetatGunong Santan.
Most of the low land has been
cleared and is now grown up to lalangand scrub jungle.
On the hills
the original timber is mostl}' small, though there is some heavy forest
Even here most of the best trees have been cut by the
at the north.
Chinese timber towkays from Singapore.
cal

square miles.

— Tragiill

were scarce and hard to get.
Those taken were snared by natives at Kampong Pemeral and at Mensuda Bay.
Sus rhionls. One was shot among the mangroves at Mensuda Bay.
Ratufa carimonensis. Shot at Mensuda Bay.
Sehnnis carimonensh. Taken at Kampong Punkah on the east coast,
and at Mensuda Bay, northeast corner of the island. These squirrels
were very common in the plantations of fruit and cocoa.
Tragidu)^

nigrocinctus.

—

—
—

Mus firmus. —
Mus lingensis. —
Mus near r<2^^?/,s.— The

three rats are not specially mentioned in

Doctor Abbott's notes.

Aonyx

clnevea.

— One shot

among

the mangroves at

—No notes.
montanoi. — One shot while

Mensuda Ba3\

Cynoceplialus volans.
Cynoptei'us

hanging on a palm

leaf in

den.se jungle.

Macaca fascicular is. — Taken

at

Kampong Punkah.

LITTLE KARIMON {Karimon

Karimon Anak

No

notes.

Anak).

northwest of Karimon, separated from the larger
island by a strait about one-half mile wide. It contains al)oat 1 square
miles, and is hilly; the surface mo.stly covered with heavy jungle.
Sciurus peninsulaTis. No notes.
EmbaUonu7ri peninsularis. Shot beneath an overhanging rock in
lies

—

—

the forest.
Pigs, monke3's, and Tragulns exist, but none were obtained.

Ratufa

is

also said to occur.

A
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KUNDUR
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(Konduur).

—

Pulo Kundur is not quite 16i miles long- 1 do not remember the
It is about 6 miles
exact size and contains about 90 square miles.
from the nearest point on the coast of Sumatra, and about the same
distance south of Karimon; between it and the latter there are, howSome islands to the north and separated
ever, numerous small islets.
by narrow channels from Kundur are given on the older charts as part
Thoug-h much of its surface is low and swampy,
of Kundur itself.

—

especiall}' alono- the coast, the interior is

somewhat

elevated, three of

Much

the hills rising- to a height of 400 to 500 feet.

of the interior

has been cleared for the cultivation of gambler and pepper, and

now

is

and low- scrul) jungle. There are many
sago plantations. The coast and lower portions of the island are still
heavily forested. There is a total population of about 1,000 Chinese,
Malays, and some Orang Utan and Orang Mantong; these last nonmostl\' covered with lalang

—

Mussulman wild

tribes like the Jakuns.

— Common.

All the specimens taken were

Traf/uJi/s nigrocincfus.-

No

snared by natives.

Sks

0).

—

Suii rhtonis.

small Tragidus occurs.

—Pigs swarmed

could not shoot, so

1

in

when 1
The Orang

the sago plantations at night

employed the wild men

to get them.

pigs in the following waj^: They make a screen of
branches 10 or 15 feet long and 3 feet high near the stumps of newly
When
felled sago palms which they know the pigs will visit at night.
they hear the animals at work they are able to come within striking-

Mantong spear

distance behind the screens, as the pigs are very fond of sago and are
easily

approached while eating

the smaller animal.

men wounded

it.

Sxs

oi

was much

In addition to the female and

less plentiful

than

young taken

the

a fine adult male, but their spears broke and the pig

escaped.

Ratufa condurensix.

— Shot

in

heavy

forest,

where they were quite

mmierous.

— No notes.
— No notes.
Arctogalidia fusca. —Those taken were shot in the tops of
Sciurus condurensis.

Sciuroptm'us am.(Enu8.

cocoanut

palms.

Paradoxurtis hrunneipes.—]^o notes.
Cynocephalus volcms.— No notes.
Cytwjjterus montanoi.

— A dense bunch of about 20 hung to

ti

cocoa-

Kampong Batu. Of these 17 were killed at one shot.
Pvaiihytis cana. — Common, but less so than Macaca fasclcularis.

nut leaf in

One

pair taken were mates.
came back and showed great

fled in terror.

The female was shot
anxiet}'^,

though

all

first

and the male

the rest of the drove

MAMMALS FROM
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In addition to the mammals obtained in Kundur a lar^e musang,
probably Vive7'ra tangalu7iga^ was said to exist, also a Manh. The
Orang- Mantong said that the binturong {Arctitis) occurs. A Fanamhulus was once or twice seen, and I think I saw a Nannosciurus.
3facaca fascicular is was very abundant.
UNGAR.

Pulo Ungar lies along the southeast coast of Kundur, separated
from it by a strait a quarter of a mile wide and or 7 fathoms deep.
Most of the surface is swampy, and great quantities of sago are grown.
The central part of the island is slightly elevated, and is covered with
Wild pigs, especially
alang-alang (long grass) and scrub) )y jungle.
(>

Sus rhio?iis, are very plentiful. aSus oi is less connnon. Birds are
numerous, but mammals are much fewer in species than on Kundur.
Musangs {ArctogaUdia or Paradoxurus) and Tragulus are said to exist.
Macaca fascicularis is ver}'^ numerous, and many are trapped and sent
to Singapore for sale.
There are no squiri'els. Dugongs are said to
be common, but none were seen.
Sus 7'hionis. The pigs speared by natives were the only mammals
procured on the island.

—

DURIAN

(Moro Bcmr, Durian Besar, .Tom).

on the east side of Durian Straits, a passage 5 to 8
Karimon and Kundur from the more easterly
island of the Rhio group.
It contains 8 square miles, and is very
hill}^, its highest point 1,031 feet.
Until recentlj^ it was covered with
forest, but within a few years most of this has been cut otf by Chinese
to prepare the land for pepper and gambler cultivation.
Some heavy
forest remains on the hilltops, and there are patches of it in other
places.
Most of the surface, however, is now covered with scrubby
jungle and alang-alang.
Moro Besar is li miles from Sugi Bawa, with
the islands of Manda and Jan in the strait.
It is 4 miles from Pulo
Sugi and 19 from the nearest point of Sumatra.
This island

lies

miles wide, separating

2fu:s jirmus.

Mus

—

lingensis.

— No notes on either of

the rats obtained.

Tragulus which is said bo exist. It was certainly very scarce, as the people could catch none, though they made
plenty of traps and 1 offered $2 apiece to stimulate their energies.
Sus rhiojiis and JJacaca fascicular is are both common. There are no
1 failed to get a large

squirrels.

JAN

An

(Djan).

Moro Besar and Sugi Bawa, separated
by only a narrow strait. This was not visited, but
specimens of Tragulus lutesce?is were brought from it by natives while
I was at Moro Besar.
islet in

from the

the strait between

latter
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MORO KECHIL

[Diirinn Kechil, Little Durian).

July

Moro Kechil

is

'2

(1-9,

1903.

from Moro Besar by a

scpariited

mile wide containing-

vol. xxxi.

strait one-fourth-

Tidal currents run swiftly through the

islets.

The island is rocky and hilly, its highest point 571
Surface covered with heavy forest of fine timber.

passage.

feet.

— No notes.

JIus

lingeQisis.

Mux

near rattns.

— No notes.

Rats of two species were the only mammals collected on Moro
Kechil.
As on Moro Besar, a large Tragulus^ a pig {Sus 7'Monls)^ and
a monk(\v {Maeaca fascicular if<) occur, though no specimens were proNo squirrels exist. The Mala3^s said there was one tiger on
cured.
the island, but this must have been a Riman hantu (ghost tiger), as
the island is small (2,000 acres) and there is no place such an animal
Besides, no tracks
could have come from. They never visit Kundur.
could l)e found, and the o\\\y available food would have been wild pigs.
Moro Kechil is uninhabited and is still covered with tine timber. It
appears to be a ghost island, and the Malay's are afraid to stay there.
Every place swarms with spirits in Malayana, and if these happen to
It would quite delight a
be had, the locality is left unoccupied.
spiritualist.

SANGLAR

{False Durian).a

July 10-n, 1903.

Pulo Sanglar contains about 2,000 acres and
point

6.51

Most

feet.

of the surface has

now

is

hilly, the

highest

l)een cleared

who have many pepper and gambler* kebuns.
lies about 3 miles south of Moro Besar,
Sciur us peninsular is. Common; in verj^ poor pelage.

Chinese,

by the

This island

—

—

EmhallcmK.ra peninsular is. Shot in caves on the shore.
Cynopterus montanoi. Shot in cocoa palm.

—

There are no monkeys or Tragulus. Tengeling {Maiiis) are said to
Did not try trapping for rats. Pigs are common. The inhabitants, in addition to Chinese, are Orang Mantong and Orang Tambus.

exist.

SUGI

BAWA

(Moro).

August 31-September

This island
north of
.5^

lies

Moro

2,

1902.

on the west side of Durian (Moro)

Strait, directly

Besar, separated by a strait about a mile wide.

It is

miles long and about one-fourth as broad, containing 4,000 to 5,000

acres.

The surface

is hill}',

the highest point about 500 feet.

thiidy inhabited and there are

heavy forest still remains.
Tragulus lutescens. Snared

—

«Not shown on the map
size of Jan. 2-3

mm.

many

old clearings, but a

in jungle.

good

It is

deal of

Apparently common.

(facing page 247) where it should be placed; about the
southeast of the southeast corner of Durian.
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Sus rhionis. — No notes.
Mus finnxis. —
Mus near rattus. —
Jfus lingensis.
juno'le,

No

where

—The

three species of Mus were trapped in heavy
were very abundant.
Viverrklai) were seen, and the natives say that none

the}^

miisangs

(

occurs.
SUGI

{Soojee).

August 22-29,

1902.

Pulo Sugi, on east side of Durian (Moro) Strait, is about 10 miles
long and contains about 30 square miles. Scarcely any original forest
remains, it having been cleared sometime since by Chinese to grow
gambler. The surface is now mostly covered with scrub and l)lukar
(secondary jungle), and there are wide areas of coarse bracken and
hilly, rising to al)ove 1,000 feet in Gunlalang.
Most of the island
ong Bekaka. A tract of heavy jnngle lay about 2 miles W. S. W. of
Nyor Kampong, and a hill with some original forest back (east) of
i.s

Kampong

Sisok furnished excellent collecting ground.

Tr(((j nlus flavicolUs.

— The napu was not common.

Many

traps and

snares were seen, but the natives succeeded in getting onlj' one speci-

men, though

RaUifa

the}^

were offered a dollar apiece for them.
Shot on a forest-covered hill. A number seen

insU/nis.

—

and heard.
Sc! ariis pen insularls.

— Very common

among

the cocoanuts.

Mas firmus. — No notes.
3£us lingensis. — No notes.
Mus near rattus. — No notes.

—

Cynopterus inontanoi. A large l)unch hanging beneath a cocoanut
Thirty-one killed at one shot; many of these \'Oung.

leaf in village.

Onl}" one adult male in the

Macacus fascicular is.
Preshytis cristata.

Shot

in

— Shot on forest-covered

patch of heav^y forest.
hill.

and Kubong {Cijnocephalus) were said
The natives said that there were no musangs on the island.

Pig tracks were
exist.

lot.

— Common.

plentiful,

BATAM

(Baltayi).

September 15-27,

Batam

is

Archipelago.

to

1905.

the second largest of the nortliern islands of the Rhio
It is the

fourth in size of the whole group.

miles southeast of Singapore, and

It lies 10

about 12
Doctor Abbott has not visited it, but Mr. C. B. Kloss
spent a week there in September, 1905.
Part of his collection of
mannnals, numbering 30 specimens, has been presented to the U. S.
is

about 15 miles long

miles wide.

National

Museum.

It contains the following species:

Tragulus perflavus.

b}^
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Sciurns 2^eninsnla7'u.
M(is

•

//'/!(/( /i.si.s.

Mu'S near rati as.

Mu-s concolor.

Arctogalidia xiniplexf.
Til paid ferriKj la ea.

Mr. Klos.s writes that the monkeys of the island are Preshytis crisHe saw
tata and Macaca fascicular Is., and also that a Ratafa occurs.
This
animal
is,
however,
obtain
it.
well
was
nnable
to
l)ut
one Sus ol,
island.
the
on
common
known to be
BINTANG.

August 5-20,

Pulo Bintang

is

the northeast island of the Rhio-Linga Archipelago.

It is the largest of the
is

1902.

group, containing about 3^5 square miles.

It

from the southeast point of the MaU\y Peninsula,
As Pulo Sau lies in this
separated from Batam by Rhio Strait.
As
the actual width of unbroken water is only about 2 miles.

11 miles distant

and

is

strait,

the tide sets strongly through the strait, unassisted migration of wild

mammals must be very

Originally covered with heavy forest,
rare.
most of the land has been cleared for the cultivation of gambler, been
exhausted, and is now covered with scrub and secondary jungle and

broad patches of lalong grass.
Traijulas fonaosHS.

—Trapped

by Malaj^s at Telok Penmdong, on

north shore of the island.

Tragulus ruheus. —Trapped at Telok Penuidong.
Ratufa conspicua. Prett}' common, but ver}' hard to catch sight of.
Common. Shot among rocks on shore and
Sci'uras penhisularis.

—

also in

heavy

—

forest.

on rock}' promontory by
—Trapped heav}"
Onel)ought from
Vive7'fa ta/u/atimi/a. —Trapped at Pasir Panjang.

Musliiu/eiisis.

in

]ii"g"lG

the shore.

natives at Rhio was said to have been taken at the
A?'ctof/alidia sp.

same

locality.

— One shot and two others seen.

with another in a big kaju ara

tree.

The one taken was
They were making most remark-

able cries like cats rutting> as these probabl}' were.

—

A female contained 2 embr3^os.
Cynocephalus volans. No notes.
EaihaUonura peninsular is. Roosting beneath a fallen tree in the
forest at Pasir Panjang.
Twelve specimens were obtained with 3 shots
from auxiliar}^ barrel. There were probably 100 individuals in the
colony.
Five others were shot while roosting beneath a slanting rock
Tupaia castanea.

—

—

in the forest.

Macaca fasciaalaris.

— No notes.
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Presbytis cristata.-

—The

voice of P. cristata

musical grunts, well represented
Presbytia r/uonis.-

which

— Common.

is

a series of rather

Malay name Ching-kau.
Malay name, Ka-Ka, from the

I)}-
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the

crj^,

exactly similar to that of P. femoralis and P. natunensis.
The inhabitants of Bintang said there were 2 or 3 other musangs;
one \Qvy big, probal)ly Viverra iiiegaspila^ was. rare; there was
is

another, smaller; then the tangalunga, of which 2 were taken, and
finally, the binturong, which the}' said was not common.
Otter of
2 kinds

were

and many tracks were seen.
one lone tiger.

plentiful,

wild-cats, except

BAKONG

There were no

(Sechava).

July 15-22, 1903.

Pulo Bakong is a narrow
more than a mile wide. It
arated hy Dasi (or Dangsi)

island about 14 miles long

and not nuich
north of Linga, from which it is sepStrait, half a mile wide.
Eastward lies a
lies

confused labyrinth of islands and islets.
The tidal currents set
strongly through the channels, which are 6 to 10 fathoms deep. The
shores have fringing reefs, and there are many isolated coral patches.

Bakong

some heavy timber, but most of it has been cut
There are some tracts of lahxng marking
the sites of former cultivation.
The hills rise to 200 or 300 feet.
Tragidus pretieUus. All the Tragult obtained were trapped by
natives and brought in alive.
They were evidently very plentiful, as
1 had at last to refuse to buy any more and refused a good many.
Some may have been caught on the islets off the shore of the main
island.
All the females were either pregnant or had recently had
young. Thi.s, and the fact tliat some had been kept 24 hours without
still

contains

for the Singapore mai'ket.

—

food before killing accounts for the variation in weight of the females.

— No notes.
— No notes.
Cynocephalus vol an — No notes.

2Iusfirinus.

Mus

Ungensis.

s.

Prtshyf/s cristata.

— No notes.

Monkeys and pigs are conmion.
There are no squirrels or Tupaia.
PANAGA
This

is

ijiitl

a small island off Bakong.

was brought from

it

on July

Otter are said to be numerous.

slidum on majt).

It

was not

visited,

but a Tragidus

17, 1903.

SEBANG.
July 26-31, 1903.

Sebang

H

is about 19 miles long by
to 3 miles wide.
It lies parallel
and about 6 miles east of Bakong. From Linga it is separated by
a strait 4i miles wide and 10 to 15 fathoms deep.
The hills rise gen-

to
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There was formerly considerable
by the Chinese, but it is now given up, and
there are man}- tracts covered with lalang and small scrub. There is
still a good deal of heavy forest, but many of the best trees have been
erally to a height of 200 to 400 feet.

cultivation of ganibier

cut out and the remaining jungle

is

nuich mangled.

— No notes.
—

Tragulus pretlell.us.
Sciurus peninsular is.

Mus firm.ns. —
Miis Ungensis.

Aonyx

— No notes on the rats or squirrel.

cinerea.

— Caught

by natives while swimming

in the strait.

Tracks were common among the mangroves.
Cynocephalus volans. No notes.
Presbytis cristata.

—
— No notes.

mammals

Macaca fascicularis was common,
Musangs were said to occur, but were rare.
A wildcat said to exist; described as "blang,'" which means piebald,
The human inhabitants are Orang Laut
or dark and light in patches.
and a few Chinese.
Besides the

and some pigs were

obtained,

seen.

LING A

(Lingga, Lingin).

July 7-25, 1899, August 23-30, 1901.

Linga Island, lying about midwa}^ between Banka and Singapore
about 33 miles in extent, W. N. W. and E. S. E. From the
nearest point. Point Baru (Datu), on the coast of Sumatra, the distance
Upon its southwestern part is a remarkable mounis about 35 miles.
tain, the peak of which, rising to an elevation of 3,920 feet, is split in
two, forming a sort of double peak, "rising like spires from the summit of the mountain," l)ut more generally thought to resemble asses'
ears, visible many miles in all directions.
Viewed from the sea, this
mountain presents a most beautiful and impo.sing appearance, which
is sure to arrest the attention even of the most careless observer.
Other hills rise to a height of from 600 to 750 feet. Heavy forests
still are found on the island, and there is also the usual cultivation.
(Account mostly from Findlay.)
Strait, is

—
Tragulus suhrufus. — Both

Tr((<jaliis

pretw.sus.

species were abundant and were brought
by the natives in quantities, owing to the high ])rico offered %1 (2
shillings) for napu and 50 cents for kanchil.
The natives spoke of a
larger species that was not obtained.
Sus rkionis f Pigs were not uncommon, but the only specimen
taken was a young female shot in a sago plantation at Mentuda Bay,
in

—

on the west side of the island.
Ratufa notabilis. Shot on a hillside covered with secondary jungle
and some large trees. Breeding.

—

—

Sciurus tenuis.
No notes.
Sciwrus peninsularis.- No notes.

—

MAMMALS FROM RHIO-LING A ISLANDS— MILLER.
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Rhinosciurus laticaudatus.
in a jerot

— Brought

in

by Malays, who secured

it

or snare.

Mus firnius. — Trapped on
est,
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the rocky promontory covered with
forming the north side of Mentuda Bay.

for-

— No notes.
Mus fremens. — No notes.
Viverra tangalunga.-— An

Miis lingensis.

adult female trapped by Malays, August
Uterus contained three embryos.
Shot in a ''tig'' tree in sago plantation.
Arctogalidia sirnplex.
Said to be frequent in the cocoanut plantations.
Tupaia tana. No notes.
Tupaia malaccana. No notes.
Tupaia phseura. No notes.
PterojMs vampyrus. No notes.
Macaca fascicularis. Two males were taken on July 23, 181)9.
Shot from drove of 20 or 30 in sago plantation.
Preshytis cristata.

27, 1901.

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

PENUBA

{Punoebo, Penoeba).

August

2-6, 1903.

Pulo Penuba lies between Linga and Sinkep, from each of which it
It is about 6 miles long and
separated by a strait about a mile wide.
The highest hill is about 950 feet. Concontains some 8,000 acres.
sideraljle heavy timber remains, but the greater part of the island is
covered with lalang and scrub. There are large plantations of cocoais

nuts.

—Trapped heavy forest near center of island.
—Trapped heavy forest near center of island.
Gynocephalus volans. — Common among the cocoanuts.

Sciu7'us peninsularis.

Mus

in

in

lingensis.

— No notes.
mammals obtained, monke3^s were

Cynopterus montanoi.
In addition to the

tracks of pig and otter

were numerous.

plentiful,

and

Natives said that both large

and small TraguU., tenggeling (Manis), and a large squirrel {R,atufd)
occur.

SINKEP
September

(Singkej), Sinfika2)).

1-9, 1901,

August

7-9, 1903.

This island with the .smaller ones close to its shores covers a space
Sinkep is of ver}^ irregular shape and of
considerable elevation, having on its eastern side a range of hills, with
There
a peak 1,440 feet high near the center of the range (Findlay).
appears to be nothing worthy of special note with regard to the
of 200 to 240 square miles.

vegetation of the island.

Manis javanica. —^An adult female was dug from
side by natives.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06
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a
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Tragulus nigricoUis. Only five were brought in by the natives. A
few were se(Mi in the jiuiole, ))iit could not be shot.
Tragulus suhrufus. More numerous than the last.
Ratufu conji'ius. Shot on a low hill b^^ the seashore west of Sakana
Bay. The hill is covered with heavy forest, with large trees, and the
squirrels appeared plentiful.
Shot on the same hill with the Ratufa;
Sclurui^ penitiSularU.

—

—

plentiful.

—

NunnoscluruH jyulcher. One taken at Sakana Ba}" in 1901 (no notes).
At another localit}^ thc}^ were found numerous in 1903. The voice is
a very high-pitched, thin little whistle, kept up several minutes at a
time, like the scolding of larger squirrels.

—
—
Musfreinens. Both species of rats were trapped in heav}' forest.
Arctogalldia simplex. — Shot in cocoanut plantation.
Mux

Ungen.sls.

—

Tupala plixura. Trapped in heavy forest.
Tupaia uialaccmia.— This animal has a low,
and is much more arboreal than other Tupalas.

soft, birdlike whistle,

A REVIEW OF THE PCECILIID.E OR KILLIFISHES OF
JAPAN.

By David Starr Jordan and John Otterbein Snyder,
Of Slaiiford

In this paper

i.s

University, California.

given a review

ot"

the species of Pwciliidse or

Gyprinodimtklix,^ found in the waters of Japan.

But two species are

recorded, both fishes of very small size, living in pools and ditches in

swamps of southern Japan, and doubtless feeding on moscjuiThe specimens examined were collected by the authors during

the rice
tos.

1900.

The}^ are in the United States National

museum

Museum and

in the

of Stanford University.

Family PCECILIIDyE.

Body oblong or moderately elongate, compressed behind, depressed
forward, covered with rather large c3'cloid scales, which are adherent
and regularl}^ arranged. Lateral line wanting or represented by a few
imperfect pores.

Head

scaly, at least above.

Mouth

terminal, small,

upper jaw formed by
the prcmaxillaries only; premaxillaries strong, extremely protractile.
Teeth incisor-like or villiform, sometimes present on the vomer, but
the lower jaw usually projecting; margin of the

usuall}' in the jaws only; lower phar3'ngeals separate, with cardiform
or rarely molar teeth; third upper pharyngeal enlarged, the fourth

wanting or united to the third.
free

from isthmus;

gill

Gill

membranes somewhat connected,

rakers very short, thick.

Branchiostegals 4

Dorsal iin single, inserted posteriorly,
Pseudobranchiie none.
of soft rays only, rarely with a single spine or a rudimentary spinous
dorsal; caudal fin not forked; ventral fins abdominal, rarely wanting;
Stomach siphonal, without
pectoral fins inserted low; no adipose fin.
])yloric appendages.
Air bladder simple, often wanting. Basis cranii
simple.
Sexes usually unlike, the fins being largest in the male, but

to

6.

in

some species the females are much larger

in size.

Many

of the

species are ovoviviparous, the .young well developed at time of birth.

In these species the sexes are very unlike, the anal fin of the male being
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developed as an intromittent organ. Fresh-water fishes of southern
Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, sonic of them occurrino- in bays
and arms of the sea. They arc mostly of small size, and the si)ecies
are very diiticiilt of determination. The species are known in Japan
as

Medaka.
KEY TO GENERA.

a.

nitesthml canal comparatively short, little convoluted; teeth little movable; bones of the dentary firmly connected; the lower jaw strong and usually projecting beyond npper; species
chiefly carnivorous.
h.

the male similar to tliat of the femalf anil not ii!(i<lili«Ml inlo an intromittent
Species oviparous,
Teeth all pointed, none of them comi>ressed or bicuspid or tricuspid.

Anal

fin of

organ.
c.

Fundulin^e:
d. Ventral flns well developed; pharyngeal bones and teeth not enlarged.
e. Teeth in villiform bands or at least in more than one series; no teeth on vomer;
jaws short.
/. Anal fin short, of about 10 rays, inserted behind last ray of the sborl dorFUNOITI.ICIITHYS

sal fin.
ff.

Anal

fin

very long, of about 20 rays, inserted before

first

ray of dorsal

fin.

Oryzias

FUNDULICHTHYS

Bleeker.

Fundulichthys Bleeker, Conspectus Syst. Cyprinorniii, 1860,

]>.

439

{rircscriis).

This genus is imperfectly known. It appears to difl'er from theAmerican genus or su))genus Zy(j07iectes in having the small dorsal
According to
inserted wholly in advance of the equally small anal.
the drawing of Burger, published
The single species is Japanese.

{fundulus, a related genus,
I.

l)y vSchlegel,

the caudal

(large killifish),

AKITABIRA

(Schlegel).

(autumn minnow).

Fimdulus pin'M-ens Scitlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846,
Namiye, Class. Cat, 1883, p. 107 (Tokyo, Nagasaki).

p. 225, pi. cii, fig.

Fundulichihys lirescenslsmK AW A Sind Mat.su' iJR A, Prel. Cat., 1897,

Jordan and Snyder, Check
Habitat.

— Brooks of

lunate.

ix^^'^, tish.)

FUNDULICHTHYS VIRESCENS
OMEDAKA

tin is

p.

18

6.—

(Owari).—

List, 1901, p. 58.

southern Japan.

is based solely on a drawing by
Burger. B. 4, D. 9, V. 7, P. 14, C. 18. Length of head etpial to depth
Jaws with
of trunk at pectorals, nearly one-tifth of total length.
many series of teeth, the median teeth largest. Eyes moderate.

Schlegel's description of this species

Scales of moderate

size,

the lateral line (rather a lateral streak of

back than belly. Vent nearer tip of caudal than tip of
Dorsal fin in the middle of the ])ack; it is small, as is also the
Caudal Hn a little notched. Pectorals inserted below the angle

color), nearer

head.
anal.

of opercle.

Color in life olive green, darker on the back, paler on the sides,
whitish l)elow; dor.sal, anal, and notal)ly the caudal orange yellow.

JA PA NESP: KILLIFTSnES—JORD.
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more than 2 inches. Very common in the brooks and
which How into the bay.of Nagasaki, (Schlegel.)
did not lind this species, and no one has described it since the

Length a
little

1

little

rivers

We

time of Schlegel.
(virescens, greenish.)

ORYZIAS Jordan and
Ori/zins

Jordan

ancl

Snyder, new genus

new

Snyder,

genus.

{Inlipes).

Body elliptical in form, compressed, coverea with large scales;
mouth small, with 2 rows of small, simple, pointed teeth; no teeth
on vomer; gill opening not restricted above; intestinal canal short,
about as long as body; peritoneum black.
Dorsal tin short, inserted
above middle of anal; anal ytvy long, of 17 to 20 rays; caudal lin trun-

Sexes similar, except in color; anal fin not modified in the male.
This genus differs irom Aj/lochellus {— Panchax) of India in the
short jaws and in the absence of teeth on the vomer.
From Zygonectcs

cate.

by the
approaches

distinguished

is

it

ApJocJicilichfJii/s

very
it,

loiuj

but

anal.

The African genus

sufficientl}-

is

distinct.

Rice

Japan.
{opvQa^ rice.)

fields of

Type of genu^.

— Oryzias
2.

lati2:>es.

ORYZIAS LATIPES

(Schlegel).

MEDAKA.
Pcecilia Iniipcs

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,

1846, p. 224, pi. en,

Poiss.,

fig.

5

(Nagasaki).
Aplochi'Uns latipcA Bleeker,

Art.

Soc.

Sci.

Ind.

Neerl.,

VII,

.lapan,

p.

99

Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 57 (Yokohama);
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1901, p. 530 (Tokyo).
Haplochelus latipes Gunther, Cat. Fish, VI, 1866 p. 311, (Nagasaki). Ishikawa
and MATSu'iJRA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 18 (Tokyo).
(Nagasaki).

— Rice fields and pools of

Japan, north to Tokyo.
depth 3i; depth of caudal
peduncle 7i; eye 2i in head; snout -i; interorbital space 2ii; D. 6;
Ilah'itat.

Head 3i

in

length to base of caudal;

A. 17; scales in lateral series 31.

Eye

ver}^

large,

interorbital

space

flat,

snout short, lower jaw

Gill openings not restricted

above b}^ menibrane,
upper edge of pectoral. Branchiostegals 5.
(irill rakers on first arch 13, short and rather ])lunt.
Jaws with 2 rows
of simple, pointed teeth, those in posterior row minute and difticult to
detect; vomer
smooth; pharyngeals witii minute teeth, mostly
arranged in 12 or 13 transverse rows above,
or 7 below.
Intestinal

slightly projecting.

the opening extending to

(i

canal about equal to length of ))od3^

Peritoneiun dense black within,

the outer surface next to the body wall bright silvery.
Top and sides
of head, throat, and chin naked; lateral line absent.
Dorsal fin short,
its

origin above middle of anal;

its

height equal to or greater than

rnocEEDixas of the national museum.
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distance between tip of snout and posterior border of eye, the depressed
Hu usiijillv lullin.u- short of base of anal, in some cases reaching it.

Anal base very

h)no-,

the posterior rays highest, about equal in height

to those of dorsal, oxtendino- to base of caudal

when

depressed.

Pec-

torals inserted partly below median line of body, their length contained
about -tiT times in body. Ventrals pointed, short; just reaching vont

Caudal truncate, -i^ in the loigth.
Color in alcohol, light brownish, the silvery coating of peritoneum
showing through walls of abdomen; a narrow, median, dusky stripe
extending along back from occiput to dorsal; sides of body sparsely
stippled with black, the edges of scales dusky; a median, dusky line
extending along sides of body from tip of pectoral to base of caudal;
mem))ranes of fins dusk}', the color deepening toward the edges; ventrals l)lack; a narrow light area on base of caudal.

when depressed.

^

4

J

Oryzias latipes.

The above description is of a male example. The female has a more
slender body, especially in the region posterior to anal opening; the
anal is lower and the ventrals are usually longer, often reaching
beyond base of
dusky.

No

anal.

The

ventrals are immaculate or only slightly

modification of the anal rays appears to distinguish either

sex.

Many specimens were secured from a stagnant pool at Wakanoura,
and an equal number from a ditch in a rice Held at Kawatana, on the
bay of Omura, to the northward of Nagasaki, in company with the
minnow B/iodeus oryzx. Specimens were also received from Prof.
Keinosuke Otaki from pools or brooks near Tokyo.
It is very common in all mosquito-breeding waters in southern Japan.
{I at us,

broad;

jh's, foot.)

THE DIGGER WASPS OF NORTH AMERICA AND THE
WEST INDIES BELONGING TO THE SUBFAMILY
CHLORIONIN^E.
By Henry
Of

T.

Fernald,

the Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Massachusetts.

INTRODUCTION.
The

studies contained in this paper have been based

upon the exten-

United States National Museum, supplemented
by the almost equally larg-e collections of the American Entomological
siv^e

collections of the

Societ}^ in Philadelphia.

In addition to these the collections of the

Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard University in Cambridge,
Museum in Pittsburg, American Museum of Natural
History in New York, and those of Cornell University, besides a large

the Carnegie

number

of smaller collections from all parts of North and South
America and the West Indies have been carefully examined, a total of
several thousand specimens in all.
All the types existing in this
country, so far as known, have been studied, and detailed descriptions
prepared directly from them, modified or added to by the study of
other specimens of the same species.
All work on the Chlorioninas must be based upon the admiral)le
paper Die Hymenopterengruppo der Sph(»cinen, ])y Fr. Friedrich
Kohl, published in Vienna in 181)0. This magniticent work leaves little to ))e desired for the Chlorioninse of the Old World, but for American forms it is hardly satisfactory, as Doctor Kohl was unable to see
most of the American types, and their descriptions are usually quite
inadequate.
The result has been the redescription of many American
forms and incomplete data of distribution for many more. Notwithstanding this, the present paper can hardl}" claim to ]>e more than a
supplement to the above-named work, intended to accomplish for
American species what that paper has done for those of Europe and
the East.
Even the analytical keys are in many parts only modifications of KohPs, and his kindly assistance has frequently been invoked
and always granted.
So many persons have been of great assistance during the preparation of this paper that it would be impossible to mention them all, but
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Vienna, I am deepl.y indebted to Dr. R. Rathbun,
assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution; and to Dr. L. O.
Howard, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture; Dr. W. H. Ashmead,
of the National Museum; to Dr. Henry Skinner, of the American Entobesides Doctor

Kohl

in

mological Society, for the loan of material from the collection at Philadelphia; to Mr. Samuel Henshaw, of Harvard College; Mr. William
Beutenmiiller, of the American

Museum

of Natural History; Dr.

W.

,1.

Holland, of the Carnegie Museum; Prof. J. H. Comstock, of Cornell
University; and Sir Daniel Morris, of Barbados, for the loan of material in their charge, besides nearly thirty other persons who have in

me

bringing together for study the largest accumulation of insects of this group ever made in this country.
At the time the work was begun it was proposed to limit its scope
It soon became evident, however, that it would
to the United States.
be necessary to include Mexico and the West Indies, and the discovery
a similar wa}^ aided

in

of species in Arizona not heretofore reported north of Venezuela has
led to the study of Central and South Amercan forms also. The intention in this paper

now

is

to include all the

Chlorioninw known to occur

North America to the Isthmus of Panama and the West Indies,
though the South American forms may perhaps be treated subsequently.
It is the hope of the writer to be able to extend his studies
to the Sceliphroninte and to the Sphecinie (Ammophilinfe of authors)
though such study as he has given to this last group has shown that its
in

present condition

is

anything but encouraging for systematic work.

CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLATURE.
wasps has been the su))ject
of many differences of opinion, the term Sphegoidea, as used by Ashmead, having been considered by some writers as including a number
of families, while others have regarded it as containing but one.
The main differences of these views may be found in Doctor Ashmead's paper, so that it is unnecessary to consider them here. The
studies of the writer, however, have led him to an opinion somewhat
different from any of those there given so far as the value of the minor
groups is concerned.
The different species included in this paper, for the most part, fall
without difficulty into one or another of six groups recognized by
Ashmead as genera. In some cases, however, species are met with
which are intermediate in character, linking different groups together
in such a way that it becomes difficult to characterize them without
making many exceptions, though in any two of these there are forms
which differ widely from each other. This is very suggestive of the
idea that the individuals of an old genus are now beginning to diverge
in different directions, and that the result will ultimately be the for-

For some

3"ears the classification of the

'^

oCanadian Entomologist,

XXXI,

p.

145

et seq.
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mation of several new genera among the descendants of the original
But while coniiocting links l)etween these groups are still in
one.
existence it would hardly seem safe to rate these groups as f uU-iiedged
genera, and for the present they should be regarded as of only subFor this reason the groups termed genera b}^ Ashmead
generic rank.
are here regarded as subgenera included in the genus Sphex^ the only
genus of the subfamily Sphecina?.
The genus Sphex was established by Linnn?us in 1758, with twentyWith the advance of entomological knowledge it soon
five species.
became evident that many of these species had no close relationship,
and they have gradually been withdrawn from SpJiex and placed elsewhere.
In fact this has been too well done, for at the end of the year
1805 not one of the original .species of the genus was left, but instead
an accumulation of otlier insects had been substituted, none of which
had any right to be there ac(;ording to the rules of nomenclature.
During the latter part of the eighteenth centur}^, then, the genus
Sphex was suffering from too nuich addition and subtraction, and the
final result was that during almost the whole of the nineteenth centur}^
the name Sphex was applied to a group of insects not one of which
was the same or even as much as congeneric with an}' of the species
for which the genus was established.
From this it is evident that Spliex^ as the name has been used during
the last century, does not apply to the insects Linnanis intended
condition in direct violation of that part of liulc 30 of the International
\\\ no case, however,
Code of Zoological Nomenclature which saysj
can the name of the original genus be transferred to a group containing none of the species originally' included in the genus; nor can a
species be selected as type which was not originally included in the
genus." Consequently not onl}' must the insects generally called
Sphex during the past century give up this generic name, but some
one of the original twentj^-five described as Sphex must now resume
it, together with all species with which it is congeneric.
In selecting the type of the genus Sphex as the next step which
must follow we are no longer guided by any laws, but onlv b}' recommendations of the Code. As these represent a weighty consensus of
opinion, however, it would seem desirable to follow them, if possible.
The first and second recommendations under Rule 30 do not have any

—

''''

first, the exclusion from
from the standpoint of the author.
This would leave eighteen species as possible types. The recommendation, then, is to reject " all species which have already been transferred^
to other genera.
The type is then selected from the species which

application in this case.

consideration of

all

The

third directs,

species exotic

remain." In the present case, unfortunately, no species remain, all
having been transferred to other genei'a; but if this method wei'e to
be applied and the last species {pectin /jx-^) thus eliminated were to be
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restored, the consequence would be that Sphex would replace Tachysphex as a genus of the Larridte, and the terms Sphecinti?, Sphecidse,
and probably Sphegoidea as well would hav^e to be abandoned.

As

selection of the t3^pe

by elimination would

in the present case

therefore produce great confusion not onl}^ in the group immediately

concerned but in the Larrid* as well,

it

seems desirable to turn to
is to "select as type

the fourth recommendation of the Code, which

known." On
two of the species given by Linnaeus in
1758 need consideration, namely, mhulosa and sjylrlfex. Of these, the
latter is omitted ])y Linnteus from his Fauna Suecica, indicating that
his familiarity with it was not as great as with .^ibulosa., which is
That sahulo><a is also in general the best known
included in that work.
is indicated by the fact that in Dalla Torre's Catalogue there are 115
references to that species, and only 50 to spirifex.
If page precedence
be given any weight in the selection of the type, mhulosa should be
the species which

is

best described, best figured, or best

this basis of selection only

chosen, as

it

precedes Hplrlfex; while those who regard the iirst species
would here either have to make the tj^pe

of the genus as the type

from Surinam, a species which has not since been recogremoving Sphex as a generic name together with its
subfamily and famii}^ compounds from use until argillacea is redisargillacea

nized, thus

covered, or, rejecting this, take the second species

sahulosa again

as the type.

Following the literature on Sphex down to the nineteenth century
find that almost everj^ writer on the group VQCogniz^d sahuloxa as a
Sphrx.^ wherever he might place the other species, and tliat even after
Kirby had placed it in Aiintiophila., in 1798, this change was onl}^ very
slowly adopted, as a new group of species grew up around the genus

we

SjjJiex.

For these reasons then, it seems best to regard mhulosa as the type
Sphex and allow Ammophila to sink into sjaionomy

of the genus

together with the subfamily Ammophilinte.

In this way the names Sphex, Sphecinw, and Sphecidte may be
saved for use in this group though appljing to a diii'erent subdivision,
but the insects hitherto called Sphex must receive another name.
For
this purpose the oldest subgenus, Chlorion, first proposed as generic
in value, may be raised again to that grade and also form the basis for
the

new

su])family

this place.

name

Chlorionin^e, which replaces the Sphecinaa in

A new name for the former subgenus S-pliex is also needed,

and for

this (no sjaionj'ms existing) the writer" has proposed the term
Proterosphex (from Trporepog older, c^//^ wasp) suggesting the name

used for these insects during the

last century.

« Entomological

News, June, 1905.
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showing these changes, ma}^ be of assistance

in

this connection:

PRESENT ARRANGEMENT.
Family.

Genera.

Subfamilies.

Su.hr/eriera.

Chlorion.

Palmodes.

Splieoinfe.

Sphex.

Priononyx.
Sphex.

Sphecidse

Isodontia.

Seoliphroiiinap.
A.iiinn<>})liilinep.

Ammophila.

Psamiiiophila.
NEW ARRANGEMENT.
II

Genera.

Subfamilies.

Famili/.

Subgenera.
Chlorion.

Palmodes.

Cln 1 ovion.in.fir'

Chlorion.

Priononyx.

Proterosphex

Sphecidae

Isodontia.

Seeliphroiainap.

Sphecinae.

)Sphex.
Ill

Psammophila.

being Sj^hecos instead of Sphrg/s it follows
that the subfamily and family names should be Sphecina^ and Sphecida^,

The genitive

of

Sj>]ii;r

respectively.

GENERAL CHARACTERS.
The

insects of the subfamily Chlorionina

found

in

North America

and the West Indies, are of moderate or small size, ranging from about
Generally speaking, they
half an inch to an inch and a half in length.
have rather robust bodies, large wings, and long legs. The surface of
Usually the plates of which it is
the body is rarely entirely smooth.
size and in their nearness to each
in
varying
punctures,
composed bear
of these punctures is the
character
with
the
correlated
Closely
other.
surface shows that the
the
examination
of
body,
and
clothing of the
which form the cloththe
hairs
origin
of
of
the
places
punctures are
punctures are almost or quite microscopic, close
together, and the hairs arising from them are exceedingly minute,
I
short, decumbent, and give a sort of silky sheen to the surface.
ing.

The

finest

have used the word "sericeous" to indicate
descriptive portion of this paper.

this condition

in

the

Somewhat coarser punctures and

correspondingly coarser hairs produce such an appearance as is found
on the posterior side of the hind tibije throughout this group. Still

punctures and a clothing which consi-sts of short
decumbent hairs placed close together constitutes the next step, and I
have used the term '••pubescent"' to express this condition, which occurs

slightly coar.ser
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with some exceptions on the

these insects.

cl3'^peus in

vm.: xxxi.

Still

coarser

punctures are the places of origin of coarser hairs, or of liairs perhaps
little coarser than those forming pubescence, but standing- erect and
not so close to each other but that the nature and color of the plate
beneath can be seen. These hairs seem in most cases to reach their

where

greatest size on the clj^peus, particularl}^ in Proterosphex,

thej'^

are almost bristles, erect, but with their outer portions bent downward.
At different places on the bod}' they vary in length and ainmdance,

being longest usually behind the lower part of the eyes, and on the
end and sides of the median segment.
Besides punctures, the surface of the ])ody frequently shows parallel
Whether they are
ridges or grooves, varying from fine to coarse.
ridges above the general surface of the plate or grooves in it, it is often
difficult or impossible to determine. When in doubt the terms "striate,"
"stri»," or "rugose" have been used.

Where

the punctures are usually in rows between
ridges.

Occasionall}', particularly

these markings occur
them rather than on the

on the mandibles, elongated punc-

tures resembling short grooves are found, cither scattered or

more or

These are termed "aciculations."
The colors present are limited, but the shades are numerous and
perplexing.
Black, ferruginous, and yellow are the leading colors,
with every intermediate shade present in one or another species. The
head and thorax are usually the location of the black, if present, while
less in rows.

the

abdomen may be partly

black, partly ferruginous, entirely ferru-

ginous, or even entirel}' yellow.

shade, ranging

from a dark

The ferruginous

of resin through lighter shades to a clear j^ellow.
is

is

ver}^ variable in

rich color resembling that of clear pieces

Where

the thorax

black the legs and petiole tend to be black also, and in the case of

when this fails the basal segments at least (coxse,* trochanand bases of the femora) are liable to be black, as are the tips of
the claws, while the mandibles are usually black, though it is not
unusual, particularly in species having more or less ferruginous on the
body, to find a ])and of this color on the mandibles also.
The wings, frequently hjaline, sometimes have a 3'ellow tinge, particularly on the basal half.
The outer margin is often darker, as
though somewhat smoky or fuliginous, and in man}' cases the entire
wing is fuliginous, and ma}' even be so densely so as to be nearly

the former
ters,

opaque.

Accompanying

this increase of the fuliginous is an increase

in a reflection color

seen at certain angles.

this is usually bhie

or violet, but in

is

In

North American forms

many South American

species

it

distinctly greenish.

Pubescence
its luster.

is

generally yellow and often golden, almost metallic in

If not yellow

it is

white, moi'o or lessjsilvery.

A sericeous

surface may be dull black, brown, gray, yellowish, whitish, etc., accord-

ing to the color of the minute hairs causing

it,

and a covering of

nature often conceals the color of the chitinous plate beneath.

this
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EXTERNAL ANATOMY.
Head.

— The hypog-nathous head

i.s

hirgo, ])roadcr than long-, giving

somewhat (Quadrangular (uitline when viewed
from above. The compound eyes are large and extend from the top
of the head almost to the base of the mandibles.
Viewed from in
front they form nearly half of the width of the head, while from the
side they occupy a greater proportion, the cheek which lies behind the
eye being- at its widest place rarely more than half the width of the
The anterior and lateral margins of the eye are quite sti-aight,
eye.
it

a transverse oval or

but in l\oterosp}iex this org-an near the top extends toward the middle
two eyes are nearer each other at
the vertex than a little lower down.
In some species the two eyes
converge somewhat below, particular!}^ in the males, till their distance
of the head somewhat, so that the

apart near the middle of the clypeus

through the posterior

ocelli.

is

(Plate VI,

less

than on a line drawn

tig. 1.)

The clj'peus occupies the lower portion of the front of the head
between the compound eyes and extends upward nearl3"to the antennae.
Its form differs in the different subgenera, but is more or less triangular, the truncated apex being above.
It is somewhat convex and
extends to varj-ing distances below the eyes in different species. The
outline of its anterior edge also varies and is made use of in the determination of the subgenera. (Plate X, tigs. 22-26.)
On each side of the cl3"peus is a wedge-shaped extension downward
from the f rons, separating the upper part of the clypeus from the compound eye. The dorsal edge of the clypeus is indicated by a transverse suture a short distance below the insertion of the antennae.
In
some cases the lateral sutures are continued upward as grooves of the
f rons which converge and meet between the antenna leaving a triangle
above the truncated apex of the clj'peus, which when the suture
Between it and the clypeus is not pronounced seems to be a part of the
latter plate.
From the junction of these two grooves between the
antennse a median groove (the frontal suture) extends toward the vertex to the median ocellus where it divides, a branch passing lateral to
the ocellus on each side.
Behind the ocelli a transverse groove connecting these branches is sometimes perceptible, thus inclosing the
ocelli in a triangular area.
Sometimes, also, traces of the frontal
suture may be found behind the median ocellus and between and even
behind the lateral ocelli.
The frons then may be regarded as extending upward from the
clypeus to the ocelli, with a downward extension on each side of the
former, and an upward extension on each side of the latter.
Near the
frontal suture, close together, and a short distance above the clypeus
are the antennal insertions.
The frons as a whole is usuall}^ sunken
below the level of the e3"es and clypeus, giving the front of the head
as viewed from above a somewhat excavated appearance.
•
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The

ocelli are three in

vol. xxxi.

number, arranged to mark the corners of a

anterior and median being the larger of the three,
while the others are posterior and lateral. The distance apart of the
lateral ocelli as compared with that between one of them and the com-

triangle, the

pound ey»

is

Behind the
often useful in the determination of species.
is sometimes a transverse oval area slightly

ocellar triangle there

raised abo\'e the surrounding surface

vertex of the head.

on a

lino

and perhaps marking the

In this paper the vertex

drawn through the posterior

ocelli.

is

real

considered as being

No

sutures separating

the vertex from the posterior portion of the head above or from the
cheeks at the sides behind the eyes are present, and the limits of
these parts are therefore

somewhat

indetinite.

compound eye is termed
and fullness vary greatly. When
full it gives to the head, as viewed from al)ove, an almost quadrangular
outline with rounded corners; when retreating the eyes also seem less
The width of the cheeks
full, giving to the head a more oval outline.
Below
is usually greatest a short distance below the top of the e3^e.
this point they may narrow rapidly or remain quite broad for some
distance, narrowing suddenly nearly at the level of the bases of the
The portion

of the head showing behind the

the cheek in this paper.

Its w^idth

mandibles.

The labrum is attached to the lower inner edge of the clypeus, leavIn preserved specimens
ing the outer edge of the latter well defined.
it is usually bent backward nearly at right angles to the cWpeus and
with the mandibles closed together over it so that it is not accessible
For this reason it has not seemed best to make use of the
for study.
characters it possesses for analytical purposes, though studies of its
some cases distinctive features may be found
structure indicate that

m

there.

None

of the

mouth

parts save the mandibles seem to be useful for

the determination of species and their description, therefore,

it is

not

included here.

The mandibles vary considerably within the limits of the group.
somewhat curved, stout and decidedl}^
rapacious in appearance, each reaching the base of the other when the
jaws are closed. The mandible may be considered as consisting of a
Ordinaril}^ they are quite long,

shank, a terminal tooth, and one, two, or three teeth on the inner or
upper face, these last being much shorter than the terminal one in
most cases. The proyjortions of the teeth to each other var}^ greatly,
however, not only in ditfcrent species but even in the same individual
at different ages, the digging, which the mandibles are used for, often
wearing them down to mere stubs. The posterior face and under
(outer) surface are smooth so far as teeth are concerned but particularly on the anterior surface grooves or rows of indentations, termed
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here aciculations, are often present, and on the upper and lower (inner
and outer) borders a row of quite long, stiff hairs is often seen.
The antennte are quite long and are usually carried in a somewhat
The basal portion or bulb of the proximal segment
curled position.
or scape is very small and articulates with the head in a socket.
Its
diameter at this end is about equal to its length to where it unites with
the enlarged portion of the scape, but it narrows rapidly till, at the
point where it enlarges into the scape proper, its diameter is but little
more than half that at the base, the narrowing being mainl}^ on one
The bulb has ever}- appearance of being an entire segment, but
side.
as this is not the generally accepted view it is here considered as a part

The scape

of the scape.

is

the stoutest portion of the antenna.

often ferruginous or partly so,
entirely black.

Smallest at

its

when
base

It

the remainder of the antenna
it

is

is

enlarges rapidl}' and suddenly

constricts close to its articulation with the next segment, the pedicel,

the increase in diameter, as in the case of the l)ulb, being chieHy on
It generally bears a number of hairs, most abundant
which may in some cases be even so coarse as to almost
The pedicel which articulates with
entitle them to be termed spines.
the scape proximally and the first segment of the filament distally is
a short, subglobular segment, sometimes differing with the scape in
color, from the remainder of the antenna, though more frequently
of the same color as the filament.
It also frequentW bears numerous
Kohl appears to consmall hairs most abundant on the inner face.
The filament
sider the pedicel as the first segment of the filament.
consists of ten segments in the females and eleven in the males.
These segments are generally longest proximall}^, being there two or
three times as long as broad, and the first one is usually the longest.
The ends of the segments are slightly larger than elsewhere and the

one side.

internally,

articulations are all

being very abrupt.

The
to the axis of the segments.
appears almost as though cut ofi', the end

somewhat oblique

terminal segment at

its tip

In the male there are two or three longitudinal
first and last (eleventh)

ridges on each filament segment except the

At the outer end of each of the segments
more or less joined to each other, so that any
two would have somewhat the outline of the letter U. Traces of these
with depressions between.
these ridges appear to be

ridges

may

also be found on the distal

of the last filament segments.

end of the

The surface

larly its outer half or two-thirds,

is

first

and

basal part

of the filament, particu

frequently sericeous, caused

l)y

the presence of a dense layer of short, decumbent, very minute hairs
which may give the surface a dull black, dull brown, or other color

from that of the chitin which always seems when
unclothed to have somewhat of a luster. (Plate YIII, fig. 12.)
Prothorax. The prothorax is naturally divided into two parts—the
slender, more or less elongated portion which articulates with the

quite different

—
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head, iind which

may

be termed the neck, and the larger, posterior

portion articiduting with the mesothorax, which may be termed the
The nock joins the head at the center of a circular concavity
collar.

movement of the head on the body.
neck
is rather flat; at its posterior end
The dorsal surface of the
with
the anterior face of the collar,
and
unites
it suddenly broadens
right angles to each other in
nearly
or
quite
at
the two faces being
the
neck
is
a pronounced double suture
some cases. On each side of
in
the
sutures
the
posterior
half separating someextending- ])ackward,
them
narrow
plate
between
which
may be pleural in
what, leaving a
shorter,
broadening
and showing
the
neck
is
soon
Beneath,
its nature.
After
thus
widening
narrows,
it
fitting
a median longitudinal groove.
like a wedge into the base of the collar, which enlarges, forming a pair
of lobes to each of which a coxa is articulated.
of the latter, which permits a free

The

anterior face of the collar

is

quite high, rising nearly or occa-

mesonotum. Above, it forms a
rounded crest behind which the posterior face lies, often nearly parallel with the anterior one, its lower edge articulating with the anterior
edge of the mesonotum. Sometimes the collar is closel}^ appressed to
the mesothorax; sometimes there is considerable space between them
sionally quite to the height of the

above.

At

the sides the surface of the collar

triangular in outline and

is

nearly vertical, rather

somewhat depressed near

its

middle, the ver-

tex of the triangle being the edge of the crest already referred

to.

The

width of the collar from front to rear varies in different subgenera, it
being most compressed in Proterosphex^ while in some of the other
subgenera it is quite broad and its anterior surface is rounded vertically, thus making less than a right angle with the dorsal surface of
the neck.

is

The lower back corner of the triangle forming the side of the collar
prolonged downward and Imckward and ends about opposite the

middle of the posterior side of the fore coxa.

From

near the middle

of the hinder margin of the side of the collar a lobe projects backward,

coming in contact with the lateral margin of the mesonotum above,
and overlying a depression of the mesopleuron in which a stigma is
located and which it conceals.
This lobe, called the "schulterbeule"
by the Germans, 1 have termed the prothoracic lobe. Its outline
varies somewhat in different subgenera.
(Plate VI, figs. 1 and 2.)
Mesothorax. The mesonotum is a broad plate lying between the
fore wings and in front of them, extending to the hinder part of the

—

and to the prothoracic lobe at the sides
It is somewhat convex, and its sides and posterior edge are bent slightly upward
or reflexed, forming a sort of flange varying in amount.
Starting at
the middle of the anterior margin and extending back one-third to onehalf the length of the plate or even more, a groove is sometimes seen,
varying in width, depth, and in the degree in which its edges are

collar anteriorly'
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developed, these last being- sometimes very sharp and giving to the

groove the appearance of a gutter. (Jecasionalh^ a trace of a short
lateral groove parallel with the central one may be seen lying a short
distance from the base of the wing, and representing the parapsidal
Directly behind the mesonotum lies the scutellum, at the
groove.
sides of which the hind wings are attached.
This plate is much broader
than long-, convex, and with a more or less developed central elevation
which is often partially divided into right and left halves by a weak
As a general thing the central elevation is higher than
central groove.

mesonotum.
The mesothoracic pleuron is large and

the highest part of the

lies below the wing, its posedge being approximately indicated by an oblic(ue groove extending downward and backward from beneath the wing nearly to the
anterior side of the mesocoxa, where it ends at a fswelling which
apparently serves to prevent too great a dorsal flexure of this segment
of the leg. Near the base of the fore coxa a groove is also present which
passes from beneath upward through the plearon somewhat behind the
prothoracic lobe.
This is known as the episternal groove, and it varies
in amount of development in difl'erent species. Immediately around and
behind the prothoracic lobe the mesopleuron is noticeably hollowed out
as though for the accommodation of this lobe.
There is no suture or
other mark of separation between the pleuron and sternum, and no
characters have been observed on the latter which are useful for the
distinction of species except a short longitudinal incision about halfway from the median sternal suture to the angle where the surface

terior

curves upward to foi'm the side of the body.
Metathorax.-

—The postscutelhun, which
somewhat

is

margin

nearly straight, but

is

a

slightly, the plate

middle.

The

having

lies inunediatel}^

similar but narrower plate.

scutellum,

scutellum, and like the latter

antei'ior

posterior margin curves backward

greatest antero-posterior length in the

its

central portion

its

behind the

Its

is

the highest, though not as high as the

may have

a slight median groove. The
metapleuron has a small, rounded, swollen area or metapleural lobe
near its middle dorsally, a little below the place of origin of the hind
wing. This area is often pubescent when the remainder of the plate
is not so, in which case it is very noticeable.
The meta})leuron narrows ventially, its narrowest point being a little below the middle.
Here it appears to turn and extend horizontally V)ack to the base of
the petiole, the sternum of the median segment not being visible.
The lines or sutures separating it from the mesopleuron in front and
the median segment behind disappear near the base of the mesocoxa,
and the dorsal line separating its lower part from the pleuron of the
median segment above is very faint or may even be absent. The real
Imiits of the pleura of the meso- and metathorax and of the median
segment can, indeed, be hardly regarded as having been tinally settled,
Proc. N.

M.
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and those here given are likely to be modified by more careful study
It is certain that the limits here
of the development of these insects.
As in the mesothorax
indicated are most unsatisfactory to the writer.
no dividing line between the pleuron and sternum is visible, and the
latter plate has no distinctive features of value.
Ahdomen. The median segment or propodeum is really the first
segment of the abdomen, which has assumed close connection with the
thorax and has often been considered as one of the segments of that
It is follow^ed b}^ a remarkably slender, constricted portion
division.
of the second abdominal segment, termed the petiole, at the hinder end
of which the plates of the segment suddenly enlarge to average size.

—

first segment of the abdomen then is closel}" joined to the thorax
and separated from the greater part of the abdomen by the constricted
This misleading appearance
petiolar part of the second segment.
should be kept in mind in any morphological considerations, but as a
matter of convenience in this paper the petiole together with its
enlarged posterior end is counted as the first abdominal segment.
The median segment lies between the metathorax and the petiole, and
Its dorsal surface
is more or less completel}^ fused with the former.
or dorsum lies immediate!}' posterior to the postscutellum and extends

The

some distance to where the
toward the petiole. At this point
there is a depression or fovea of the chitin on the median line, which
In some cases it is decidedly
varies in outline in different species.

backward more or

less horizontally for

outline of the bod}^ bends ventrally

crescentic, the concavity of the crescent being dorsal, wbile in other

cases

it

is

nearly circular in outline.

varies, being

much

The depth

greater in some cases than

of the fovea also

in others.

On each

side

of the median segment, nearly on the line of the attachment of the

wings and about halfway from the front to the rear of the dorsum is a
stigma the stigma of the median segment. A more or less well -developed line joins the upper end of the stigma with the fovea on the one
hand and with the side of the anterior edge of the dorsum at the postscutellum on the other, these lines taken together limiting the dorsum
and giving to it a somewhat shield-shaped outline when viewed from
above, the form varying somewhat in different species according as

—

the direction of these lines varies.
In

many

of the Chlorioninie a groove extends forward

from the

side

of the petiole, passing a short distance above the base of the metacoxa,

where it is interrupted by a small swelling serving to check too great
an upward movement of the coxa, and curving upward till it unites
with the ventral end of the stigma of the median segment. This groove
is known as the stigmatal groove.
The portion of the median segment
between the fovea and the petiole, and extending as far to each side
as this groove, may for convenience be designated as the posterior end
of the segment.

(Plate VI,

fig.

1.)
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About halfway or

a little less

faint horizontal ridge or line

from the metacoxa

may be

803

to the stigma a

seen, extending

forward

till

it

metapleural suture or line, often at the bottom of
In forms where the stigmatal line is absent this
a small depression.
line may sometimes be traced l)ackward to the petiole, its course being
a little above where the stigmatal groove would be in that region if it
joins the posterior

were present.

This line l)etween the stigmatal groove and the posmay Ije regarded as marking the line of separa-

terior metapleural line

between the lower part of the metapleuron and the pleuron of the
median segment, which would lie dorsal to this line, anterior to the
stigmata] groove, posterior to the vertical part of the metapleuron,
and below the front part of the dorsum of the median segment.
The petiole is cylindrical, ver}- slender, varying in length, and may
either be straight or curved, the arch of the curve when this occurs
being downward.
At its ))ase above is a small levator muscle or funiculus which is quite noticeable.
Measurements of the length of the
petiole are often difficult to obtain, as the posterior end of the median
segment is frequently densel}^ covered with long hair. The measurements of the petiole used in this paper are for this reason taken from
the posterior end of the levator muscle to the point on the dorsal surface where the abdomen begins to enlarge and turn dorsally.
The part of the abdomen behind the petiole is more or less ovate in
form, most pointed at the tip in the females, in which sex six segments
are perceptible.
The dorsal plate of the tirst segment rises sharply
from the petiole, the angle var3'ing, the plate being nearly or quite pertion

pendicular to the petiole in some cases.

The stigmata

of this plate

may

middle, or behind the middle of the plate, a charThe other segments, except
acter useful in subgeneric determinations.
lie

in front, in the

the sixth (terminal) usually have no structural features of importance
in the
is

female.

The

ventral plate of the terminal segment in this sex

frequently longer than the dorsal one, and just above

sting ma}^ be protruded.
distance.

The

its

tip the

In other cases the two plates extend an equal

outline of the posterior edge in these plates varies and

groups of hairs on the vensegment is frequentlv
quite strongly arched laterally, and in Palniodes it is even compressed,
so as to give a median longitudinal ridge which forms an edge between
the two sides of this plate.
In the male the abdomen is less pointed behind than in the female
and is more or le.ss curled downward near its tip. Seven segments are
perceptil)le on its upper side, and eight beneath.
The tirst four dorsal
plates are quite large and are wider from front to rear than the others.
The outline of the posterior edges of the hinder dorsal plates, particuis

a useful systematic character, as are also

ti'al

plates of these segments.

larly of the last, is of

also larger

The

importance.

sixth ventral

Beneath, the

than the others, the tifth, sixth,

first

four plates are

and seventh being much
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more narrow and liable to be flat or even somewhat hollowed inward.
The form of the eighth (terminal),plate is iisuall}^ more or less triangulai-

and

outline of

tlic

its

posterior edge

is

of systematic

value.

Tufts of hairs are frequentl}^ present at the sides of the hinder plates
beneath, and in Isodontia rows of stiff hairs along the posterior margins
of these plates

characteristic of the subgenus.

ai'c

In

some

species

the fourth and fifth ventral segments each have a median area densely

The

sericeous in nature and usually of a dark color.

genitalia of the

male often protrude somewhat between the last dorsal and ventral
plates and in some species are so large as to show their structure quite
well even when drawn in as far as possible.
Wings. The wings are quite large, and, though sometimes hyaline,

—

are usually
described.

more or

less colored, either in part or entirely, as

already

has seemed best in this paper to follow the nomencla-

It

ture of the veins and cells used by Cresson and others, but drawings

have been included which name the parts according to the Comstock
system, these having been obtained through the kind assistance of

A. D. MacGillivray, of Cornell University.'
VIII, tig. 10.)

Fore wings.
Separating

—The radial cell
from the

it

is

(Plate VII, hg.

elongated, rounded at

its

8;'

Plate

outer end.

costal celh is a well-developed stigma.

Three

closed cubital cells are present, except in cases of abnormal venation,

lying between the costal cell, the stigma and the radial cell in front,
and the first and third discoidal and second apical cells behind,
the vein between these last and the cubital cells being the cubital
vein.
Of the three closed
The second and third vary

cubital cells the first

is

uuich the largest.

according to the position of the
transverse cubital veins which separate them.
In some subgenera the
first

in size

and second transverse cubital veins, which run approximately

are so near each other that the second cubital cell is much
longer ])etween the radial and the two discoidal cells than it is in the
other direction, a condition usually expressed as "higher than })road."
pai-allel,

In P)'ofc/-osj>/itM'this cell has about the

same diameter

in

each direction,

while in Jsodoidia the breadth tends to be notici-ably greater than the
height.

The

thii-d cubital cell is

transverse cubital vein passing at

rougldy triangulaifirst oblitiuely

in

form, the third

outward and forward

from the cuVntal vein, then l)ending inward and joining the radial vein
not far from where the second transverse cubital vein unites with the
latter.

Two

of the three cells immediately behind the cul)itals are

closed and are termed the "'first and third discoidal cells." while toward
the tip of the
cell,

which

wing from the

lies

last

named

is

the unclosed second apical

posterior to the outer portion of the thii'd cubital

two

cell.

and third) discoidal cells and the second apical
cell are two recurrent veins, the first of which arises posteriorly from the
anterior outer angle of the second discoidal cell, which lies posterior
to the first discoidal cell, the second recurrent vein arising from the
Sepai'ating the

(first
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where these recurrent veins unite with

vein var}^ as regards the cubital

species but in different individuals of the

cells,

same

not only in different

As a o-eneral
some part of the

species.

rule the tirst recurrent vein joins the cubital opposite

second cubital cell, though it sometimes unites with the cubital directly
opposite the junction of this with the second transverse cubital, in

which case

it

spoken of as being

is

interstitial

with the latter vein.

Similarly the second recurrent vein usually joins the cubital some-

where on the inner half of the third cubital cell, though in Sphe.x
{Ammojjhila Authors) and Scellphron^ belonging to the other subfamilies of the Sphecida^,

second cubital

cell.

The

it

unites with the cubital vein behind the

distance apart on the cubital vein of the

second transverse cubital and second recurrent veins as compared with
the distance apart of the second and third transverse cubitals on the
radial vein is frequenth" a useful

The outer part

wing

comparison

in diagnosis.

from closed

cells, but the cubital
and sul)discoidal veins extend into this portion somewhat, partially
separating the fourth cu])ital, second apical, and tirst apical cells. The

of the

is

free

amount of development of these veins beyond the closed

cells differs

and Plate VIII, fig. 9.)
Along the outer portion of the 'hinder margin of the wing, on the
anal cell, is a fold known as the frenal fold, in which the frenal hooks
of the hind wing catch, so that the two wings may act together.
Tlmd ic'nigs. The more important features of the venation of the
hind wings are as follows: The radial vein varies somewhat in the angle
The
it makes in bending toward the apex just after leaving the costa.
path of the transverse cubital vein also varies, it in some cases being a
nearly straight cross vein between the radial and cubital, while in others
it curves so as to practically unite the last-named veins in a regular
in different species.

(Plate VII,

tig. T,

—

Sometimes the portion of the cubital vein outside the

curve.

trans-

developed to a greater or less degree, more often only
a dark shade is present in that place, and sometimes there is almost no
trace of it present.
The discoidal vein wvaj have the cubital either
external to the junction of the median, cubital, and transverse median
veins or at their junction.
The angle between the transverse median
and the median veins (whether less, equal to, or more than a right
angle measured internally) and the amount of curvature of the former
are sometimes of some distinctive value, as is also the presence and
amount of a slight backward curve near the middle of the cubital vein.
The posterior lobe of the wing which extends from the base to the
verse cubital

sinus

is

is

well developed and an axillar}^ vein besides two folds are

present.
Tegulge.

—The tegula

is

a small chitinous plate lying over the base

wing and separating it from the side of the mesothorax.
It is somewhat arched, frequently with slightl}^ reflexed edges, and is
often somewhat sericeous or pubescent, particularly near the middle.
of the fore
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The legs are long but not very stout, the coxae, trochanters,
Legs.
and femora unarmed with spines, but generally more or less hairy
The tibiae are
and frequently sericeous, sometimes even pubescent.
provided with spines on the sides and at the ends; the metatarsus is
similarl}' armed and the other tarsal segments are spiny beneath and
at their tips, but not above.

The fore coxfe are large and their basal articulations with the
body are close together. Each is conical or subconical in form, the
trochanter articulating at the apex. The trochanter is well developed,
larger distallv, and at its outer end joins the femur, which is smaller at
The fore femur is the shortest of
this articulation than elsewhere.
the femora, but is quite stout and frequently bears a row of welldeveloped hairs along its under surface. The fore tibia is the onl\"
tibial segment of either of the legs, which is much shorter than the
femur. It enlarges gradually toward its tip and bears rather short,
stout spines on its sides, which sometimes show a partial arrangement
in longitudinal rows.
At the tip of the tibia are several spines, two
of which are larger than the others, l^esides a long, curved, much
moditied spine bearing line hairs on

its

inner surface, which, in con-

nection with a corresponding modification at the base of the

first tarsal

segment (metatarsus), acts as a cleaning apparatus. (Plate IX, fig. 21.)
There are five tarsal segments: The first is much longer than the
next three, and considerabh" longer than the fifth, and is called the
This segment, in addition to short, irregularl}" distributed
of them on the inner side and a similar one on the
outer side.
In the females a second row of much longer ones, called
a "tarsal comb," is also present on the outer side of the metatarsus, the
metatarsus.

spines, has a

row

spines of the two rows alternating more or less regularly with each
other except at the distal end of the segment, where two or three of
the longer set are usually the only ones present.
This row of long-

spines appears to be utilized in digging the holes in which the eggs of
the insects and the food are placed, hence is absent in the males and in

the subgenus hodontia., which makes use of cavities in stems of plants
and similar places as its ])reeding places. (Plate X, fig. 27.)

At

the tip of the last tarsal segment

is

a pair of well-developed,

curved claws, between which is a large pulvillus. On the inner
(under) side of the claw, between its base and the middle, are from one
to five or even six teeth.
These may be pointed or blunt, well-developed or more or less rudimentary, and their number is useful in connection with other characters in determining the subgenera.
The middle coxte are somewhat more widely separated at their
articulations with the body than the fore coxre.
The femora and
tibiae are of nearly equal length, the latter being a ver}^ little the
shorter.
Aside from these difterences and the absence of a cleaning
apparatus at the tip of the tibia the mesothoracic legs difi'er little from
those of the prothorax.
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The articulations of the hind cox* with the body are close together
and at the very posterior end of the under surface of the thorax, the
coxte projecting- distinct!}^ backward.
The ti'oia is slightly longer
than the femur and its hinder surface is coarsely sericeous, almost
In some cases the inner side of the hind tibia is suddenly
swollen near the end, though the segment usuall}' only gradually
pubescent.

diameter in going out from the body. At the end of
spines, one of which has been modified to form
The outer edge of this spine is nearly straight,
a cleaning apparatus.
but its inner edge for the third of its length nearest the tibia rapidly
increases and apparently is formed by ver}" closely set hairs.
The
rest of the inner edge bears a row of stiff hairs or teeth, longest near
increases

its

the tibia are

two long

the middle.

The

differences in the structure of this inner edge are

The hind metatarsus is usually
In one case {P/'otero.sjjhex tepanicum. Saussure), however, it
noticeably curved near its base.
The tarsus as a whole is like those

useful in suligeneric determinations.
straight.
is

of the other legs.

(Plate VI, figs. 3, 4.)

—

Sexual distinctions. Aside from the presence of a sting in the
females and of more or less evident copulatqry organs in the males,
many differences ma}^ frequently be noticed in the two sexes. In the
females the antennae are composed of 12 segments while in the males
13 are present, and show several longitudinal ridges, as already
descril)ed.
The inner margins of the eyes generally converge down-

ward in the males. The outline of the anterior edge of the clypeus is
more strongW developed, a tarsal comb is absent, the outline of the
hinder end of the al)domen

more abdominal

less

pointed than in the females and

plates are present

and are of a different form, the

is

clothing of the bodv

is

generally more developed and in the species

here treated the male

is

smaller than the female.

CLIMATIC VARIATION.
Variation in members of the Chlorioninse in relation to climate is not
very marked. Certainly the more highh" colored forms are from the
tropical and subtropical regions, while black is more prevalent in
northern examples, but no striking differences in this regard are

In a general wa}", however, it may be said that in species
showing varying amounts of black and ferruginous the black covers
more of the surface and that the ferruginous is less rich and strong in
northern than in southern specimens. Pubescence in amount and in
richness of color has also the same characters.
In northern examples
there is less of it and it is usually rather pale, while in insects from
the Southern States, Mexico, and the West Indies it becomes more
abundant, often forming a dense covering for almost the entire body
In one
except the abdomen, and its color is much deeper and richer.
or two cases colors other than those usual to the group appear, as in
noticeable.
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Proterosphex tepanicum Saussure,
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which the greater part of the

iij

three dorsal abdominal plates has a distinct reddish, almost purplish, shade, and as in the case of 1\ latrcilln Lepeletier of Chili
first

(extra-limital to this paper),

where the thoracic pubescence is almost
what ma}" be termed typi-

All such cases of departure from

crimson.
cal colors

seem

to occur in tropical or subtropical regions, never in the

cooler ones.

ANALYTICAL KEYS.

An excellent table of the families of the Sphegoidea is given by
Doctor Ashmead," and those who wish to place Sphegoidea in their
There follows below a table of the
families should consult that table.
sii))families of the Sphecida\ which is practically only a somewhat
reai'ranged copy of the one l)y Doctor Ashmead:^
ANALYTICAL KEY TO SUBFAMILIES.
1.

Second cubital

cell

receiving only the

vein received by the third cul)ital

first

cell,

recurrent vein; the second recurrent

or at least

beyond the second transverse

(Both recurrent veins are received by the

cubital.

first

cubital cell in a few

extra-limital forms)

Second cubital
interstitial

recurrent

the
2.

3.

first

cell

2.

receiving both recurrent veins, or the second recurrent vein

is

the second transverse cubitus, although sometimes the first
interstitial with the first transverse cubitus, or then received by

ir'dli

is

cubital cell

Antennie inserted on the middle

3.

the face; claws with one to six teeth beneath;
tibice strongly spinous, or at least never with Aveak or feeble spines; tarsal comb
in female present (except in Isodontia) ...Chlorionin.e (Sphecin.e Authors).
of

Antennae inserted far anterior to the middle of the face; claws simple, without
teeth, or at most with a single small tooth near the middle; tibiae smooth, not
spinous; tarsal comb in female never present
Podiin.e.
Claws simple, without a tooth beneath; tibiae more or less spinous; tarsal coml) in
female present; abdomen most frequently very elongate, the jietiole composed
of 2 segments, rarely of only 1 segmetit; cubital vein of hind wings usually originating beyond the transverse median vein.

Sphecinje (Ammophilin.e Authors).
Claws with a single tooth beneath, although sometimes very minute; more rarely
without a tooth, the claws simple; tarsal comb in female absent; abdomen
always with a one-segmented petiole; cubital vein of hind wings interstitial or
nearly so
4.

Antenme

4.

inserted on the middle of the face; metathorax with a large U-shaped

area above; mesopleura not longer than the height of the thorax.
SC'ELIPIIROXIN.E.

Antenn;i^ inserted far anterior to the middle of the face, on or just above an

imaginary line drawn from base of eyes; metathorax without a large U-shaped
much longer than the height (5f the thorax. .Podiin.e.

area above; mesoi)leura

As, according to the views of the writer, there is but one genus
in the subfamily Chlorionina? the table above leads not only
"
to the Chlorioninse but also to the genus Chlorion.
Chlorion

—

"Canadian Entomologist,

XXXI,

p. 152.

?>

Idem,

p. 348.
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KEY TO THE SUBGENERA AXD SPECIES OF THE GENUS CHLORION.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Second cul^ital cell of fore wing higher than broad
2.
Second cubital cell of fore wing as broad or broader than high, rectangular, or
rhomboidal
17.
Claws with one tooth
(Subgenus Clt/orio)/) 3.
Claws with two or more teeth
4.
Cldorion cyaneum Dahlbom (p. 313).
Body bright blue or green
Cldorion cyaneum ;rrurium Patton (p. 317).
Body bronze blue
Claws with two teeth; clypeus with a median truncated lobe and a sinus on each
side
(Subgenus Palmodes) 5.
Claws with three to six teeth; clypeus without a median truncated lobe but often
with ii median emargination or notch
(Subgenus Pnononyx) 8.
Abdoinen black or at most only faintly brownish or ferruginous.
Palmodes Ixriventris (Cresson) (p. 318).

Abdomen more or
Abdomen entirely

less ferruginous or

yellow

6.

ferruginous or yellow

7.

Tip of abdomen black ...
Palinodes abdominalls (Cresson) (p. 322).
Wings yellow; female with seven comb teeth. Palmodes prwstans (Kohl) (p. 328)
Wings filiginous; female with six comb teeth.
Palmodes rufiventris (Cresson) (p. 325).
Females
9.
Males
: . . 13.
Clypeus slightly rounded anteriorly, with no median emargination or notch.
Priononyxferrugineum (Fox) (p. 331).
Clypeus with a median emargination or notch
10.
Abdomen black or dark brown
Priononyx atratum (Lepeletier) (p. 338)
Abdomen more or less ferruginous or yellow
11.
Mesonotum rugose
Priononyx striatum (Smith) (p. 335).
Mesonotum not rugose
12.
Prothoracic lobe pubescent (not always sufficient to separate from the
next
Priononyx thomse (Fabricius) (p. 342).
Prothoracic lobe not pubescent (not always sufficient to separate from the
last)
Priononyx bifoveolatum Taschenberg (p. 346).
Clypeus sligiitly rounded anteriorly, with no median emargination or
notch
Priononyx ferrugineum (Fox ) ( p. 33 1
Clypeus with a median emargination or notch
14.
Ventral plate of sixth abdominal segment broadly excavated on its posterior
margin
Priononyx bifoveolatum (Taschenberg) (p. 346)
Ventral plate of sixth abdominal segment not thus excavated
15.
Mesonotum noticeably rugose
Priononyx striatum (Smith) (p. 335).
Mesonotum not noticeably rugose
16.
Abdomen at least partly ferruginous
Priononyx thomic (Fabricius) (p. 342).
Abdomen black or dark brown
Priononyx atratum (Lepeletier) (p. 338).
Stigmatal groove rudimentary or absent
18.
Stigmatal groove present
( Subgenus Proterosjilux)
29.
Third cell not broader on the radial, vein than the distance between the
second tranverse cubital and second recurrent veins on the cubital vein.
(

13.

)

)

14.

_.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Proterosphex hicae (Saussure) (p. 365).
19.

Third cubital cell broader on the radial vein
(Subgenus Isodontia)
Mandible with two teeth (anterior tooth sometimes partly divided)
Mandil)le with three teeth

20.

20.

Petiole l)lack

21.

Petiole

more or

less ferruginous or

yellow

19.

27.

26.
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21.

22.

23.

Without golden thoracic pubescence
With golden thoracic pubescence

22.

Isaduntia coalipennis (Spinola) (p. 351).

segment of antennal filament longer than fifth or sixth.
segment of antennal filament shorter than fifth or sixth
3Iedian segment without long white hairs above.
First

23.

First

24.

Isodo)ilia aztecion, female, (Saussure)(p. 353).

Median segment with many long white

hairs above.

Isodontiaaztevitm civereu))), female, (H. Fernald)
24.

Body

25.

Body, hairs bhick
Front part of wings fuliginous

26.

(p.

356).

hairs gray

25.

Isodontla a -tecum var., male, (Saussure) (p. 356).
Isodontla aztecum, male, (Saussure) (p. 354).

Wings entirely fuliginous
Isodontia aztecum var., male, (Saussure)
Wings dark fuliginous
Isodontia e.rornatum H. Fernald
Wings yellowish: at most only somewhat fuliginous.
(

(p.

) (

356).

p. 350).

Isodontia costipennis (Spinola) (p. 351).
27.

Legs black
Legs more or

luirrisi

H. Fernald

Isodontia auripes

H. Fernald

Isodontia
less

(

p.

359 )

yellowish

28.

Abdomen black
Abdomen more or

29.

Females

less

28.

yellowish

(

p. 356).

Isodontia elegans (Smith) (p. 361).
30.

INIales

30.

49.

Hind

tibi;e

suddenly thickened at the end on the inner

Hind

tibi;e

not suddenly thickened

side.

Proterosphex cubensis H. Fernald (p. 367).
31.

31.

Abdomen more or less red or reddish
Abdomen black (one exception)

32.

Legs black
Legs more or

33.

yellow

32

40
33

less

red or rusty yellow

34

Abdomen

partly black; pubescence pale straw to silvery white.

Abdomen

entirely reddish

Proterosphex te.ranum (Cresson)(p. 414).
;

pubescence golden yellow.
Proterospjhex lautum (Cres8on){p. 371).

34.

Anal segment red; some of the abdominal segments black.
Proterosphex dubitatum (Cresson)(p. 394).

Anal segment red or black; when red the other abdominal segments are
red
35.

None

36.

Petiole black

also
35.

_

abdominal segments black
Hinder abdominal segments black; petiole black
of the

36.
39.

Proteroxphex resinipes H. Fernald (p. 386).

Petiole red, orange, or yellow

37.

37.

Hairs on dorsum of median segment gray.

38.

Hairs on dorsum of median segment not gray
Wings hyaline, with a yellow tinge.

Proterosphex ashrneadi,

new

species (p. 389).
38.

Protcrospliex icJineumoneum aurifluun) (Perty)(p. 403).

Wings more or

less fuliginous.

Proterosphex ichneumoneum fulvirentris (Guerin)(p. 403).
39.

Femora red

(rarely black

near base); a pubescent band along the stigmatal
groove
Proterosphex ichneumoneum (Linnaeus) (p. 399).
Femora black (sometimes red at tip); no pubescent band along the stigmatal
groove
Proterosphex viaximiliani ( Kohl ) (p. 397
Legs partly rust red or rust yellow
41.
Legs black
46.
)

40.
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41.

With a small pubescent spot above the middle and hind
rroferoxpltt'.v

42.

43.

coxse.

JiraMlUmiim (Saui?sure)

Without these pubescent spots
With pubescence on thorax and median segment
Froterosp]icr
Without such pul)escence
Tihipe and tarsi rusty j-ellow
Tip of hind tibia" and the hind tarsi black.

Wings

45.

Wings not fuliginous
Wings with a distinct yellow

43.
hridvelll.

(H. Fernald) (p. 384).
44.

(Kohl)

(p. 381).

H. Fernald

(p. 379).

fuliginous with violet reflection.
ProtcroKpJie.r Jlaritari^is

45.

tinge.

Protei'osj)}ie.r Jiarifarsis ifdussurel

Wings

pale,

47.

H. Fernald

(p. 381).

(Cameron)

(p. 381).

without a yellow tinge.
Proterosphe.r faritarsi!^ (jualemalensis

46.

(p. 412).

42.

Proteros2}hfi.rfairitarsisiheringii
44.

811

Longer body hairs jjlack
Longer body hairs not black

47.
48.

Wings rusty yellow or yellowish brown.
Proteroaplii'.r ((illginoi<inii

Wings deep

(Frichson)

(p.

403).

fuliginous, with violet reflection.
Proterosplicx pensylranicum (Linna'us) (p. 405).

48.

Pubescence golden yellow
Pubescence pale yellow or nickel in

ProterospJiex habeiium (Say)

(

p. 374).

color.

Pwterosphe.r brasilianum (Saussure) (p. 412).

49.

50.

Proterosphex mundibuluris (Cresson)
Pubescence dull white
Hind tibia- suddenly thickened at the end on the inner side.
Proterosphex ciibensis H. Fernald

Hind tibife not suddenly thickened
Hind metatarsus distinctly curved its

(p. 410).

(p. 367).
50.

entire length.

Proterosphex tepanecnm (Saussure) (p. 377).

51.

Hind metatarsus not noticeably curved
Hind edge of last dorsal abdominal segment above, truncated
Hind edge not truncated with a central emargination or notch in some
Tibia' and tarsi rusty yellow
Tip of hind tibia and entire hind tarsus black.
(

52.

51.
52.

cases)

Proterosphex flaritarsis iheringll (Kohl)
53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

55.
<^3.

[r>.

Wings fuliginous ^\^th violet reiiection. Proterosphex flavitarsis H. Fernald (p.
Wings not fuliginous
Wings with a distinct golden tinge.
Proterosphex flavltarsissaussurei a. Fernald (p.
Wings pale, without a yellow tinge.

381).
379).
54.

381).

Proterosphex flavitarsis guatemalensis (Cameron) (p. 381).
Seventh ventral abdominal plate with a central spine (sometimes hidden under
Proterosphex splniger (Kohl) (p. 392).
the sixth plate)
56.

Seventh ventral abdominal plate without a spine
Legs partly or wholly rust red or rust yellow
Legs black
Abdomen more or less red or yellow

Abdomen
58.

.

57.
*'•*•

*>0•'^8.

Ijlack

Wings nearly hyaline; hind

tibia-

(and

tarsi

except terminal segment) yellow

or red

Wings strongly

-

fuliginous;

^9.

hind legs entirely black.
Proterosphex beatiun (Cameron) (p. 411).
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pubescence abundant, golden or coppery.
Froterosplu'x brasilimium (Saussure) (p. 412).

pubescence pale yellowish, very sparse.
Protcroaphex nudum (H. Fernald) (p. 382 ).
61.
Pubescent l)and present on nietapleuron along stigmatal groove
63.
Without such a band

Wings without yellow

60.

61.

reflection;

Abtlomen entirely red
Hinder segments of abdomen black Proterosphex ichneumoneum Linuicus )
Wings more or less fuliginous.
.

62.

62.

(

(

p.

399 )

Proternsphex Ichneinnoncum fithriventris (Guerin) {p. 403).

Wings

quite hyaline, with a

weak yellow

tinge.

Proterosphex !chrieu)noneum aurifuum (Perty) (p. 403).
63.

With golden

64.

Abdomen
Abdomen

or coppery pubescence ..Protero,sy)/(e.r jHaximiltani (Kohl)
Pubescence silvery; usually almost entirely absent.
ProterospJicx asluneadi,

65.

66.

67.

new

(p. 397).

species (p. 389).

black

66.

in part or wholly red

65.

Proterosjjltex lautum (Cresson) (p. 371).
Pubescence golden, abundant
Proterosphex texanum (Cresson ) (p. 414).
Pubescence silvery white
67.
Longer hairs of thorax gray
68.
Longer hairs of thorax wholly l)lack
Wings quite fuliginous, with bluish or violet reflection; cubital vein of hind wing
well developed beyond transverse cubital.

Wings nearly hyaline;

Proterosphex cJtichimecum (Saussure) (p. 407).
beyond the transverse cubital.

cubital vein almost wanting

Proterosphex texanum (Cresson) (p. 414).
68.

Wings yellow
Wings deep fuliginous with

Proterosphex caiiginosum (Erichson) (p. 403).
violet reflection.

ProterospJiex peiisylranicurn (Linnteus) (p. 405).

DESCRIPTIONS.
The

lists

of literature of these insects g-iven b}' Kohl, and particu-

it has not seemed necessary to
Accordingly only the more important older
foreign references are given, though it has been my intention to make
the American references and those published since Dalla Torre's list as
complete as possible.
The characters given for the subgenera are correct for American
forms, but would need moditication if applied to certain Old World

larly b}' Dalhi Torre," are so full that

give complete

lists

here.

species.

Genus
C/iZorion

CHLORION

Latreille, Hist. Nat. Crust, et

Type. — Sphex lobatus Fabricius,

Latreille

Ins., Ill, 1802, p. 3,33.

Syst. Ent., 1TT5, p.

3-1:8.

This being the only genus of the Chlorionina?, the description of the
external anatom}^ already given will apply here and need not be
repeated.
a Catalogus

Hymenopterorum, VIII.
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Subgenus CHLORION Latreille (genus): Kohl.
Chlorion Latkeille, Hist. Nat. Crust, et Ins., Ill, 1802, p. 333.
Dry'uiux Fabricius, Syst. Piez., 1804, p. 200.

Proiunis Latreille, Gen. Crust, et Ins., IV, 1809, p. 56.
Chlorion KonL, Ann. natur. Hofmu.s. Wien, V, 1890, p. 112.

Jiypc.

— Chlorion

{CMoi'ion) lohatut-n Y'AhYiciwii, Syst. Ent., 1775, p.

348.'

Second culntal

cell of the

fore wing-

much higher than

with a single tooth near the middle of the inner edge.

broad.

(Jlaws

Anterior border

Median segment with a stigmatal groove.
dorsal abdominal plate placed in front of the midof the female well developed.
Body metallic,

of the clypeu.s with teeth.

Stigma of the

comb

Tarsal

dle.

lirst

(Plate

glistening.

The genus

IX,

tig.

18; Plate

X,

22.)

fig.

ChloTion9^% established by Latreille does not in

all

respects

was a monotypical genus,
and only later had compreasa added to it, and as the first reviser,
Jurine, retained lohatus as the type and removed compressa to his new
genus Ampulex^ this "assignment is not subject to subsequent
agree in diagnosis with the type," but as

change."*

it

Patton'" also takes this view.

CHLORION (CHLORION) CYANEUM
?
?

II

II

Sp)iex nrnih'it Lixn.eus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

Splx'x

'De Geer,

c.rnilea

Mem.

Hist.

1766,

I,

Dahlbom.
j).

941.

Nat.- Ins., Ill, 1773, p. 589, pi.

xxx,

lig. 6.

cxrulea Drurv,

Sp]ie.r
II

111.

Nat. Hist. Ex. Ins.,

II, 1773, p. 75, pi.

?

cyanea Fabricius, Syst. Ent., 1775, p. 346.
Sphex f-yanea Fabricius, Ent. Syst., II, 1793, p. 201.

?

Pepsis cyanea Fabricius, Syst. Piez., 1804, p. 211.

xxxlx,

lig. 8.

? Splie.r

Chlorion cyaneum.
Chlorion cyaneum
?

iSp/fg-i'

c«?r(iZea

Dahlbom, Hym. Eur.,
Dahlbom, Hym. Eur.,

I,

1843, p. 24.

I,

1845, p. 435.

Lepeletier, Hist. Nat. Ins. Hym.,

Chlorion cieruleum

Walsh, Am.

Ent.,

I,

Ill, 1845, p. 336.

1869, p. 164.

S. Ent. Com., 1878, p. 319 (in part).
Packard, Guide to Study of Ins., 8th ed., 1883, p. 167.
Sphex amdea Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1888, p. 29.
Sphex (Chlorion) nearcticus Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 186.
S])hex {Chlorion) occuUns Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 187.
Chlorion CRrnleiim Ashmead, Ins. Life, VII, 1894, p. 241.
Chlorion caruleum Ashmead, Psyche, VII, 1894, p. 65.
Chlorion cceruleum PECKHAMS,Wisc. Geo. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 2, 1898, p.

Chlorion avruleum Riley, First Rept. U.
Chlorion cyaneum

pi.

II, fig.

173,

3; pi. XI, fig. 4.

Chlorion cyaneum H. Ferxald, P>nt. News,

XV,

1904, p. 117.

Metallic blue, green, or greenish blue on the head and body; bod}"
its length, generally somewhat blackish sericeous
with minute punctures close tog'ether.

rather slender for

«See Westwood, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., Ill, 1841-184,3,
6 International Code of Nomenclature, Art. 30.
fProc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XX,

1880, p. 379.

p. 227.
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Female.
te<i'ula'.

— Head

])roader

narrow from front

than

distance

vol. xxxi.

between outer ed^es of

to rear; clypeus less than half as long- as

middle elevated, forming a ridge narrowest behind, broadening anteriorly; posterior outline of clypeus somewhat emarginate
near the middle of each side, extending l)elow the eye to the base of
the mandible; anterior edge l)lackish, with tive blunt teeth, the lateral
one farther from the three near the center than these are from each
other (the number of these teeth is subject to individual variation, and
I have seen one specimen with none); surface of clypeus rather
sparsel}^ coarsely punctured, bearing black hairs, some near the anterior edge l)eing quite long; least hairy near the posterior emarginations-,
frons with a more or less evident median elevation from the antenna?
part way to the median ocellus, this region being" quite closely, coarsely
punctured and sometimes slightly rugose; surface of frons hollowed on
each side of the elevation, most deeply so at the clj^peus; above and
between the antennae the surface is slightly rugose; surface of frons
more or less punctured, the punctures vaiying in size and abundance in
different specimens; bearing numerous short, black hairs, best seen in
profile; median ocellus largest; on the inner side of each lateral ocellus
is a long, black hair (macrocha^ta)and nearer the occiput is a second pair
farther apart; behind the ocelli is a faintly marked transverse oval
elevated area at the ends of which the posterior pair of macrochtetre
lie; surface of vertex and occiput with punctures varying in size and
abundance; cheeks quite broad above, narrowing rapidly below; above
with scattered punctures which become larger and closer below where
there are numerous long, black hairs; a row of black hairs is present
on the edge of the occiput; inner margins of the compound eyes converging above, parallel on their lower half; their lower edges nearly
at right angles to their inner ones; antenna?; scape black, glistening
somewhat, sometimes metallic like the body; remainder })rownish
sericeous; the scape has rather coarse punctures and numerous short,
stout hairs except externally; first segment of filament longest, sometimes slightly sw^ollen near its tip, which is surrounded ))y a number
of minute, black hairs, also present on the second, and sometimes on
the third and fourth segments; mandil)les with two teeth, the terminal
one forming half the length of the mandible; anterior tooth blunt; a
ridge extends from the base outward and soon forks, a branch passing
along each tooth; in the space behind each of these ridges the surface
is somewhat aciculated; the anterior tooth and the ventral side of the
mandible bear scattered black hairs; color of the mandibles black
except for a dull ferruginous area near the junction of the teeth in
some cases, and a slight ferruginous tinge near the edges.
Thorax. Collar rather narrow, its sides and posterior face quite
vertical, not closely appressed to the mesonotum; anterior face quite
vertical below, rounded or sloping backward above; dorsal edge and
wk1(\

its

—
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upper part of antorior face somewhat depressed

in the middle,

the dorsal edge two-humped, the height of these
siderably; neck transversely rugose, these

315

marks

making

humps varying

con-

var3'ing in strength

and frequentiv extending back onto the lower part of the collar, the
surface Ckf which is more or less punctured and bears short black
hairs varying in size and abundance like the punctures; side of collar
in front of prothoracic lol)e sometimes fainti}' rugose vertically; prothoracic lobe generally quite closely, sometimes sparsely, punctured and
with numerous, quite long, black hairs; its posterior edge with a dense
fringe of short, pale hairs; prosternum and propleuron with a thickening at their edges, thus placing their suture between two ridges; this is
also the case on the middle line of the prothorax beneath, thus dividing
the prosternum {() into right and left halves; sternal surface with numerous punctures and long, black hairs sericeous mesonotum sericeous,
with punctures varying in abundance and size, and Avith short, black
hairs; from the upper edge of the prothoracic lobe to the tegular, then
back along the side of the plate, and partly across the hinder end, the
edge of the mesonotum is upwardly reflexed; two short, faint, impressed lines are present on the middle anteriorly and a faint parapsidal groove is perceptible; scutellum without a median furrow, its
;

central portion elevated to

form a nearly

;

Hat, transverse, oval area

bearing a few scattered, rather small punctures, sometimes ver}- faint
or absent; at the anterior lateral sides the plate is not depressed and
is

somewhat triangular

smooth, wdiile
rugose, as
cases;

its

there, the

upper surface of

outer side which faces outward

this portion
is

being

usually slightly

also the posterior lateral face of the scutellum in

is

postscutellum with a slight median impression,

most

slightly

a

reflexed edge anteriorly, and in general minutely punctured and with

transverse aciculation; dorsum of median segment iiot
evenly rounded behind to the fovea, which is a narrow,

a tendenc}" to

pointed

Init

transverse depression; surface
ridges turning

of

dorsum

somewhat backward

transversely"

rugose,

the

laterally, the rugosity coarsest in

front, frequently nearly or (|uite obsolete behind; there

is

a distinct

median depression on the dorsum, sometimes slight or absent anteriorly; the surface is usually bare, but sometimes bears verv short,
black hairs; stigmatal groove well developed; posterior end of median
segment turning downward sharply from the dorsum, its surface
coarsely rugose and punctured; in some cases the lirst ridge below the
fovea is much higher than the others and sometimes near the dorsum at
the sides the I'ugosity becomes almost obsolete; the surface is quite well
provided with black hairs of
groove, are longer and

medium

length, which, near the stigmatal

more abundant and the ridges are

coarser;

mesopleura quite coarsely punctured, sometimes partly rugose, with
scattered black hairs; mesosternum marked like the mesopleura and
with a median suture; metapleura coarsely, obliquely rugose and with
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numerous black
groove;

petiole

hairs, longest

vol. xxxi.

and nearest together near the stigmatal

slightly longer than the first
punctured, and with numerous long, i)lack

straight, glistening,

filament segment,

finel}"

hairs.

— Ijong, ovate,

more pointed behind, rather rounded in
somewhat sericeous; stigmata of tirst segment
oblique, in front of the middle; the segments show a few faint, scattered punctures, becoming closer and larger on the last three segments; on the first two of these there is a row of punctures parallel to
and a little in front of the hinder margin, with a very few short, black
Alxlinnen.

front, glistening; above

hairs at the extreme side on the first of the two, Init extending nearer

the middle in the second;
bluntly acuminate and
the margin

is

its

sometimes

terminal segment has more and longer
over the surface; its hinder margin is
sides somewhat emarginate near the tip;

tlie

hairs generally distributed

pale,

and the entire segment

is

sometimes

black and not metallic; beneath, glistening, sometimes sericeous, with

minute punctures mainly toward the sides and on the front
in number and
size on the hinder segments; short black hairs have the same distribution as above; last segment coarsely, quite closely, punctured, with a
slight median ridge on its posterior portion (sometimes its whole
length) and with a slightlj' thickened posterior margin acutely oval in
outline; the front portion of the last segment (usually concealed) is
slight!}^ or not at all punctured and the segment may be black and not
scattered,

part of the plates in the center; the punctures increase

metallic.
^Y^ngs.

— Dark fuliginous with violet

reflection

which

is lost

on the

outer margins, these being rather velvety in appearance; fore wing;

second cubital cell high and narrow, receiving the first recurrent vein
before, at, or beyond the middle; third cubital cell nearly as long as
the radial; external end of radial cell rounded; second transverse
cubital vein not straight, bending into the second cubital cell; hind
wing; discoidal vein interstitial with the median and transverse median

two meeting at about right angles; cubital distinct
beyond the transverse cubital (which is quite straight); radial vein
Teguhv black,
external to the transverse cubital strongly arched.
slightly sericeous in front, glistening; with scattered, minute punctures and a few short, black hairs; its posterior margin sometimes
veins, the latter

faintl}^ dull

ferruginous.

— Black,

somewhat glistening; coxa^ and trochanters black,
cases; femora stout, black, sometimes metallic, glistening, with scattered punctures and numerous quite long, black hairs,
and somew'hat sericeous in some lights; fore and middle tibite shorter
than their femora, brownish; fore tibife light brownish sericeous on
Legs.

metallic in

some

the inner face; fore tarsi brownish, light brow^nish sericeous beneath,

wdth seven or eight (usuall}^ seven)

comb

teeth; claws almost ferru-
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ginous; middle and hind tibia? grayish sericeous; inner contour of
hind tibise straight; spines of all the legs black.

Male.

more

— Bod}^ and

head rather more densely covered with hair and

closely punctured than in the female; clypeus usuall}^ with three

blunt teeth in front; macrochwta? of ocellar and vertex regions absent
or not usually to be distinguished from the other hairs; anterior face of
collar as a rule more vertical than in the female; last dorsal abdominal
plate evenlv rounded, densely punctured, quite hairy,

and with a pale
hinder margin; second ventral abdominal plate quite smooth, with a
few scattered punctures and black hairs; third, fourth, and fifth plates
more abundantly punctured but chief!}" at the sides and anterior to the
middle; sixth plate quite evenl}", but not coarsely punctured, slightly
emarginate behind; seventh plate narrow, less emarginate than the
preceding; eighth (terminal) plate rounded, with numerous punctnres
and brown hairs; with little or no metallic luster.
Length. Females, 21-31 mm.; males, 19-24 mm.

—

CHLORION (CHLORION) CYANEUM ^RARIUM

Patton.

Chlorion urarhnn Pattox, Can. Ent., XI, 1879, p. 133.
Chlorion cieruleum var. scrarimn Patton, Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., Ill, 1896, p. 46.

Type.

— One female, in the collection of the American Entomological

Society at Philadelphia.

This subspecies

is

by its color, which is bronze
somewhat more slender body and

readily distinguished

blue or purplish blue, and

l)}-

its

generall}" smaller size.

1

This beautiful species is widely distributed in North America, but
have no record of it from the West Indies. The typical form is

belonging to the Lower Austral Zone, though it
sometimes found in the southern portion of the Upper Austral,
mingling there with serarium which extends through this zone well
up toward the Transition Zone, though it occasionally occurs much
farther south, and specimens have been taken even in Florida and
Texas in which the blue showed a bronze tint. In Texas, New Mexico,
Colorado, and California a greenish shade often appears and ma}^ in
some cases entirely replace the blue.
Kohl" finds two species among the specimens of this insect accessible
to him and names them nearcticua and occttltus.
I am unable to separate these as some specimens show some characters of the one and other
characters of the other.
Apparently nearcticus applies to those forms
in which the punctures and rugosity are least developed, while occultus
is applied to those in which they are strongest; but with an excellent
series of intermediates before me I can not regard the differences as
marking more than extremes of individual variation.
distinctly southern,
is

«Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V,
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

21

1890, pp. 186-187.
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This species provisions its nests with crickets (and perhaps with
References to its capturing spiders for this purpose are due to a confusion with th(> smaller /Scclij^hron.
o-rasshoppers also).

Subgenus
I'ahnuilt's Koiii..

PahiKxhx Koni,,
Tyjx'.

—

PALMODES

Kohl.

Ann. natur. Ilofnuis. Wien, V, 1890, p. 112.
natnr. Ilofnius. Wien, XI, 1896, p. 318.

.\nii.

Chloi'foii {P<tInio(h:'s)

occilitnicinn

Lepeletier

and

Serville,

Ency. Meth., X, 1825, p. 162.
Second cubital cdl of the fore wing much higher than broad.

Claws
two blunt teeth near the base of the imier edge. Median segment without a stigmatal groove. Clypeus flat, with a median trunStigma of the tii"st dorsal
cated elongation and a .sinus at each side.
Avith

abdominal plate at or l)ehind the middle.

Comb

developed.

Tarsal cond) of the female

teeth of the outer part of the hind

til)ial

spine

Inner borders of the eyes parallel in the
Last ventral abdominal
female, converging downward in the male.
plate of the female laterally compressed, almost forming a longitudinal
edge in the middle. Ventral abdominal plates of the male flat, the

thorn-like or tooth-like.

fourth and
yellow.

fifth

(Plate

silky

IX,

sericeous.
11; Plate

fig.

A])domen
X, fig. 23.)

black, ferruginous, or

CHLORION (PALMODES) L^EVIVENTRIS

(Cresson.)

Sphex kcrivevtrtH C'REHsoy, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., lA^, 1865, p. 463.
? HarpacfopuH riifirentris Pattox, Bull. U. 8. Geol. and Geogr. Surv., V, 1880,
p. 354.

Sphe.c {Palinodes) )»or/o

Kohl, Ann.

natur.

Hofmuy. Wifen, V, 1890,

p. 321.

—

Six female, ten male specimens, in the collection of the
Typt'^.
American P^ntomological Society in Philadelphia. Though sixteen
specimens were studied when the description was prepared only one
am told that it was his
bears a lal)cl in Cresson's handwriting, and
custom to label but one and regard that as the tA'pe. At the present
time four females and four males of this lot bear printed "type"
I

labels.

Black, quite robust, wdthout pubescence except on the front of the

head; wings uniformly fuliginous; hairs black.

— Head

quadrangular from above with rounded corbetween the eyes; clypeus l)road,
somewhat arched near the middle, the sides flat; densely brownish
black sericeous, and with numerous punctures and long, black hairs;
its anterior margin bare, smooth, slightly reflexed, with a broad
median truncated projection, at the side of which is a sinus beyond
which the edge turns upward toward the eye, near which it again
extends laterally to the base of the niandil)le below the eye; frons
densely brownish black sericeous; in some cases, together with the
clypeus, more or less silver}' pubescent; with scattered punctures a
Fenude.

l)]"oad,

ners, very slightlv excavated in front

N0.14.S7.
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little finer than those on the clypcus, and with hair.s somewhat shorter
and finer; median suture plainly marked, forkino- in front of the
median ocellus, the two branches continuing ol)li(iuely liackward till
behind the line of the lateral ocelli where they are united by a faint,
backwardly arched, transverse suture or groove; traces of the median
suture are also present between the lateral ocelli; l)elow, and lateral
to the median ocellus is a short, narrow, vertical depression, and
behind, and lateral to each lateral ocellus is another smaller one, the
four tooether marking- the corners of a quadrangular area within which
the ocelli are located; vertex marked like the frons; cheeks minutely
punctured, and also with quite numerous larger punctures and long
hairs, particularly below; antenna? black; scape minutely punctured
and with scattered larger punctures and sliort, stifi' hairs; pedicel the
same; filament grayish sericeous in certain lights, its fii-st segment
longest; the first four segments of^ the filament show the following

length relationships gV? rs? i\? rr (average of several examples);
mandible black, three toothed, robust, with a slight ferruginous band
at the base of the teeth; somewhat punctured or aciculate, with a few
long hairs on the under or posterior edge, and on the upper (inner)
surface near the base.
Thorax.
Neck short; collar rather long, its hinder face vertical,
not very high, not closely appressed against the mesonotum; anterior
face evenh" sloping, with a l)road, rounded top, so that the dorsal edge
is quite broad and evenly rounded from side to side, highest in the
middle; surface Idackish sericeous, with numerous coarse punctures
and long black hairs; propleura very minuteh^ obliquely aciculate
and with numerous fine punctures in rows; prosternum thickly,
closely punctured, with many long hairs; prothoracic lobe rather
sparsel}^ covered with punctures of medium size and black hairs; posterior edge with quite a dense fringe of short, dull-brown hairs; mesonotum black sericeous, with numerous rather coarse punctures and
long hairs; the anterior uiedian groove shallow, narrow, smooth, without marked edges in front where it is broadest; lateral margin somewhat reflexed from above the prothoracic lobe to the scutellum; scutellum rather high, rounded, with a very faint median depression;
surface with very minute punctures and numei'ous coarser ones and
rather short hairs; postscutellum evenly rounded, without a median
groove, rather finely and closely punctured, with hairs longer than
those on the scutellum, and with traces of fine transverse aciculation;
dorsum of medium segment rather finely, transversely aciculate, with
a faint median depression, broadest behind and hardly reaching the
anterior end; ver}' finely punctured along the grooves and with a thick
covering of short, erect, brownish hairs; dorsum bluntly acute at the

—

fovea,

which

is

subtriangular;

coarsely punctured and with

posterior end of

many long

median segment

hairs; without aciculations in
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the middle but quickly appearing- toward the side; side of the median
seo'niciit ohiiciuely aciculate,

more coarsely

so anteriorly, the acicula-

metapleura; the .sides are also coarsely punctured and with quite a thick clothing of long hairs; portion of mesopleuron next below the tegula rather coarsely, nearl}' horizontally aciculate; portion 1)ehind the prothoracic lobe very finely, almost vertically
aciculate; the area next posterior to this with a faint trace of aciculation, the grooves running obliquely downward and forward; lower
part of mesopleuron to the coxa? both minutely, closely, and also
coarsely, more sparsely punctured; the whole mesopleuron covered
with quite long hair; metapleuron everywhere more or less finely,
obliquely aciculate, least evident above the coxa^; coarsely punctured
and with long hairs; mesosternum with coarse punctures and long
black hairs; petiole black, shorter than the posterior coxa?, straight,
with rather tine punctures and medium long hairs.
Alxlonieii,
High, rising nearly verticalh" from the petiole, broad,
ovate, most pointed behind; above; slightly sericeous in certain lights,
w^ith scattered punctures, mostly small, except on the last two segments, where they are coarser and closer together; terminal plate
rather narrow, its posterior margin rounded oval in outline; beneath;
first ventral plate smooth, glistening; ventral surface in general somewhat sericeous, with scattered fine and coarser punctures, mostly on
the sides and toward the hinder margins of the plates; second and
third plates broadl}^ slightl}^ emarginate behind; fourth with a few
short hairs at the sides; fifth with more hairs, narrower from side to
side, its hinder margin with a broad, shallow notch; sixth with its
sides rolled upward, showing from above, laterally quite compressed,
almost forming an edge along the median line on the hinder four-tifths
of its length; thickly, quite coarsely punctured, and with numerous,
tions continued onto

tlie

—

long, stout hairs.

Wings.

— Uniformly

fuliginous, a little lighter along the outer

row

of cells, darker just beyond this, then lighter to the margin; with a

very

faint, violet reflection; fore

wings; radial

cell

bluntly rounded at

the tip, scarcely extending bej^ond the third cu])ital; second cubital
cell

high, narrow, about equally wide top and l)ottom, the

verse cubital vein bending into the

tirst cul)ital

cell

first trans-

somewhat; hind

wing; transverse median vein making less than a right angle with the
median, the discoidal veins ))eing almost interstitial at this point; a
faint trace only of the cubital vein

beyond the transverse

cubital; teg-

uhe black, sericeous in front, smooth behind, and dull ferruginous
there in some lights; with a few short hairs.

—

Leys.
Coxa^ black, sericeous in some lights, with numerous coarse
punctures and long hairs; trochanters similar, the hairs less abundant;

femora

l)lack,

the front pair stoutest;

all

slightly sericeous in places,

glistening, with scattered, coarse punctures

and hairs of medium

size;

I
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the fore femora are slightly grooved beneath, near the tips; tibiae

shorter than the femora except the hindei- pair which equal
in

length; sericeous and with

numerous rather

theii'

femora

short, stout spines;

ferruginous tinge; sericeous; fore metacomb teeth, long and stout; claws
ferruginous, blackish at base, with two blunt teeth on the iimer edge
near the base; hind tibia and base of hind metatarsus strongly brown
sericeous behind; hind tibial spine with separated, short, blunt teeth
on its outer half; inner contour of hind tibia straight on the outer half
but with an abrupt inward crook near the l)ase, seen when the tibia is

tarsi })^lack

with a

ver}- slight

tarsus with six or seven (usuall}^ six)

viewed from behind.

—

Ditfers from the female as follows: Mandilde with two teeth:
M((/e.
edge of clypeus with a less developed sinus; ej'es converging downward; the four indentations near the ocelli v^ery faint, particularly the

upper pair; median groove of mesonotuni with more pronounced edges;
petiole longer than in the female, usually as long as the posterior coxae,

and second tilament segments together,
and half the second; second and third ventral
abdominal plates not emarginate behind; fourth and iifth brown, silky
sericeous, the former somewhat emarginate behind, the latter with a
slight, broad emargination; sixth and seventh narrow from side to
side, the sixth l)roadly emarginate, the seventh almost broadly notched
rather than excavate; terminal ventral plate very narrow, (juadrangular, its hinder margin with a central notch on each side of which it is
arcuate; the last two ventral plates nearly enveloped ])y the last dorsal
plate, the hinder margin of which is rounded conical; hind tibije viewed
from behind, with an abrupt inward crook near the base; outer borders
of the wings lighter than the remainder.
slightly shorter than the first

but longer than the

LeiKjtli.

Some

lirst

— Females,

19-!^8 nun.; males,

15-22

mm.

from the characters described above are met with
in certain cases.
There seems to be a tendenc}' for portions of the
first and second dorsal abdominal plates to show a faint tinge of brown
or ferruginous; seven teeth in the metatarsal comb are not uncommon, and in one specimen seen there were seven on one side and six
on the other; wdiile pubescence on the face is generally absent, traces
of

it

variations

may

often be noted; rarely the petiole

is

shorter than the hind

coxa3.

Cresson's description
the lot before

is

him when

clypeus, and the thorax

is

all the males, even in
was prepared, have a silvery
not really smooth as he stated, though it does

defective in that not

his desciiption

have that appearance when not closely scrutinized.
Dlsti'ihutlon.
I have seen specimens of this species from the
Yakima River and the Grand Coulee, Washington; Crow Heart Butte,
Wyoming: Missoula, and Flathead County, Montana; Ormsby County,
and Reno, Nevada; from Dakota, Colorado, Nebraska, and Kansas; and

—
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from Coronado, San Diego, Santa Barbara, and Los Angeles Countj'^,
California.
So far as these localities go, the insect seems to belong
rather to the transition zone of the Rocky and Sierra and Ne\ada
mountains, and to the more arid portions thereof.
Nothing of the habits of this insect appears to be known and it is
not a very conmion species.
There are three male and two female sj)ecimens of a hhidkChloiloii
{J'ifl/N()(hfi) in the collection of the American Entomological Society
in Fhiladelpliia, which I am unable to distinguish from this species in
any way oxce})t l)y size, the males being oidy 12 mm. and the females
The}" were taken in Colorado
15 and 16 nun., respectivel}^ in length.
and " W. T." Whether they are the same or a different species, I
must leave for others to determine.

CHLORION (PALMODES) ABDOMINALIS
Sphex

ahdoiiinuxlis

(Cresson).

Cee8S0N, male, Trans. Ain. Eut. Soc, IV, 1872,

p. 211.

Harpactopai^ ((IxIomiiuiUs Peckhams, Wise. Geo^. and Nat. Hist. Snrv., Bull.
1898, p. 174, pi.

Ti/pe.

W.

II, fig.

— "One male found

Belfrage.)"

A

2,

1.

This t3"pe

on sumach Howers
is

now

in

in the National

August.

Museum

(Coll. (x.

at

Wash-

specimen labeled in Cresson's handwriting is in the collection of the American Entomological Society at Philadelphia.
Female type (now tirst described) in t\w collection of the Massachusetts Agricultural College at Amherst, Massachusetts.
The following description was prepared from the tj'pe specimen.
Black, except the tirst two segments ])ehind the petiole, and a small
portion of the third, which are pale ferruginous; wings uniformly
fuliginous; without pubescence; hairs everywhere black.
Head: rather broad; frons somewhat hollowed ])etwoen the
Male.
eyes; clvpeus quite flat, very closely, minutely punctured and with
numerous coarser punctures and long iiairs; its anterior edge with a
very slightly reflexed, smooth, narrow rim; frons closely, very minutely punctured, and also quite closely covered with coarser punctures,
which are not as coarse as those of the clvpeus; with numerous black
hairs; frontal suture distinct and continuing behind the median ocellus
to a transverse, backwardly-arched groove behind the lateral ocelli;
this with two obli(iue grooves inclose the ocelli in a triangle; vertex,
occiput, and cheeks with tine punctures and coarser ones, al)out like
those of the frons, but becoming coarser on the lower part of the
cheeks; hairs corresponding in size and abundance to the punctures;
longest low down on the cheeks; inner margins of eyes converging
toward the clypeus; cheeks at their widest part about half the width
of the eye as seen from the side; antenna^; scape and pedicel glistening black, with a few short hairs, particularly toward the end of the
scape, and a few ver}- tine hairs on the pedicel; tirst iilament segment

ington.

—
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somewhat grayish sericeous but

less so than the remainder of
second and third filament segments nearly equal in
length, fourth and fifth shorter, nearly equal; mandibles black, somewhat tinged with ferruginous near the base of the two teeth; bearing
a few black hairs on the posterior face near the base.

longest,

the filament;

Thorax.

— Collar robust,

its posterior face v^ertical, evenly sloping in
broad from front to rear over its crest, which is evenly
rounded from side to side; its surface toward the crest brownish sericeous; surface closely, minutely punctured and also with numerous
somewhat coarser punctures and rather short hairs; its side in front

front, quite

of

the prothoracic lobe ver}^ finely aciculate, the grooves running

obliquely forward and

downward; prothoracic lobe with

small, scat-

and rather long hairs; with a dense fringe of short,
pale-brown hairs on the hinder border: mesonotum dark-brown sericeous; closely, minutely punctured and with a few somewhat coarser
punctures and scattered, short, black hairs; with a narrow median
groove extending nearly half wa}" back, with distinct edges, the groove
being a little wider anteriorly; lateral margin retlexed slightly from
near the prothoracic lobe up around the tegula and backward to the
posterior margin, then inward till the scutellum rises to its level;
scutellum higher in its middle than the mesonotum, rounded, with a
distinct median groove; its surface closely, minutely punctured and
with a few somewhat coarser punctures and a few short, fine hairs;
postscutellum without median groove, finely, rather irregularly,
transversely aciculate and with rather short hairs; dorsum of median
segment finely, transversely aciculate, coarsest anteriorly, closely covered with very short, erect hairs; end of dorsum rounding to a rather
blunt point at the fovea, which is small and subtriangular; a median
shallow depression is present along the dorsum; hinder end and sides
of the median segment rather finely aciculate, the grooves at the sides
running obliquely downward and forward and continuing onto the
nietapleura; stigmatal groove absent; mesopleura rather more coarsely
aciculate beneath the tegula) than elsewhere, the grooves nearly horitered punctures

more finely aciculate, the grooves
running upward and backward; remainder to the middle coxie closely,
minutely punctured and with numerous rather coarse punctures and
long hairs; metapleura obliquely aciculate everywhere except around
the stigma, coarsest beneath the base of the hind wing; with numerous
quite coarse punctures and long black hairs; mesosternum with a
median groove; with numerous rather coarse punctures and long
zontal; Ijehind the prothoracic lobe

hairs; petiole black, slightly curved,
coxffi,

bearing

Abdo)iien.

many

about the length of the posterior

short, black hairs.

— First two segments ferruginous, the third slightly so on

the sides and behind, above; remaindei- black; above; first
rising quite sharply

from the

petiole, high; its

segment

stigma behind the
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middle; third segment black except for a ferruginous tinge on its posterior edge and an encroachment of the same color from the preceding

segment on

its

sides (the

amount

of ferruginous and

its

extent varies

and sixth dorsal
plates with a tendency to a median carination; these plates very finely,
closel}' punctured, besides a few coarser, scattered punctures; terminal plate tinged with brownish or ferruginous; narrow, evenl}' rounded
l)ehiii(l; ])eneath; first ventral plate changing from ])lack to pale ferruginous; second, third, and base of fourth pale ferruginous; remainder
black; sixth and seventh thickly covered with short, dark hairs; last
plate small, poorly preserved in the type; in other specimens narrow,
with a median notch on the hinder margin, on each side of which the
margin is arcuate; posterior margin of fourth and sixth plates broadh'
emarginate; the fourth and fifth black, silky sericeous.
Uniformly fuliginous with a slight violet reflection; fore
W/'/tf/s.
wing; third cubital cell nearl}' as long as the radial, which is rounded
at its end and more than twice as long as wide; first transverse cubital
considerably in ditferent specimens); fourth,

iifth,

—

first cubital cell; second cubital cell high,
ends about equally wide; hind wing; transverse median
vein leaving the median at about right angles to the latter but soon
bending inward so that as a whole the two veins make less than a right

vein f)ent slightly into the

narrow,

its

angle with each other; discoidal not interstitial; cubital only slightly

developed and for a ver}" short distance beyond the transverse cubital;
teguhe black, somewhat ferruginous behind, slightly sericeous.
Black, some parts tinged with ferruginous producing a
Legs.
dark, reddish-brown color; coxtv closely, minutely, and also coarsely
punctured; with long black hairs; trochanters the same, except having
fewer coarse punctures and hairs; the hinder pair not sericeous, and
reddish brown; femora reddish brown, rather sparsely, minutely
punctured and with a few coarser punctures and hairs; tibite closely,
minutely punctured, sericeous in places in some lights, reddish brown;
hind tibia? as long as their femora; the others shorter; the hinder pair
strongly brownish sericeous behind; hind tibial spur witli coarse,
blunt, spaced teeth on its outer half; tarsi dark brownish s 'riceous;
claws blackish at base, ferruginous elsewhere.
Female. Difi'ers from the male as follows: Transverse groove
behind the ocelli not well marked; mandibles with three teeth; cheeks
somewhat broader than in the male; with six long, stout, blunt comb
teeth on the fore metatarsus, the first one being often, the least devoloped; tip of abdomen as in rxijlventTU; petiole a little longer than the
second and half the third hind tarsal segments; nearly all of the third
abdominal segment ferruginous.
The amount of ferruginous on the abdomen varies in different
specimens, being much more in some than in others.
Except for the
presence of black, I can find no chai'acters which will separate this

—

—
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from rufiventrls^ and it is not improbable that a larger
show that the two are merely color varieties.

species
will

series

—

Females, 18-20 ram.; males, 14-17 mm.
Lengtli.
This interesting species appears to be widely distributed but far
from common. I have seen specimens from Texas, Florida, New
Mexico, California, Georgia, Virginia, and New Jersey, from Ludlowville, New York; Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and it is
recorded from northwestern Illinois as well.
On so man}^ of the specimens only the State is given that I hnd it
impossible to make out any relation to the life zones for the distribution
of the species.

CHLORION (PALMODES) RUFIVENTRIS

(Cresson).

Sphex rujivenlris Creshox, Trans. Am. Eiit. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 211.
IlarpadopHS rujiventris Patton, female, Bull. U. S. Geol. and Geogr. Surv., V,
1880, p. 354.

Haiyactojiiis rufiventris Tattoo, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist.,
SpJic.r rufivenlriif

Types.
at

CoQViLLETT, Kept. U.

S.

1880, p. 383.
j).

299.

—Two females, now in the collection of the National Museum

Washington. Cat. No. 1690, U.S.N. M.
Male tj'pe: One specimen from Texas,

National

XX,

Dept. Agr., 1885, 1886,

Museum; now

in the collection of

the

hrst described.

The following description, prepared from the tjq^es, is followed by
comments obtained from the study of other specimens:
Bod\^ to and including the petiole, black; abdomen ferruginous; legs
black; wings fuliginous.

—

Female. Head rather large, quadrangular, hollowed in front
between the e^'es when viewed from above; clypeus short, broad,
extending below the eye nearly half the width of the eye; its surface
almost flat, the anterior margin very slightly retlexed, smooth; the
remainder very closely, minutely punctured and with numerous coarser
punctures and moderately long, black hairs; frons similarly marked,
the coarser punctures not as coarse and nearer each other than on the
clypeus; its surface almost without hairs (worn off?); frontal suture
distinct; a short distance obliquely backward from each lateral ocellus
there is often a puncture larger than its neighbors, showing best in
of vertex marked like the frons, its highest
point about opposite the hinder edge of the eyes; cheeks broad, nearly
the width of the eye, broadest in the middle, minutely, closely punc-

worn specimens; surface

tured and also with coarser punctures, particularly below; with numerous long, black hairs, longest below; inner margins of eyes parallel;

with a ferruginous tinge, somewhat glistening,
with a few short, black hairs and two or three stout ones on the inner
side at the tip; very minutely punctured; pedicel short, black; filament black, particularly toward the base, grayish sericeous in some

antenntT?; scape black
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segment about one and a half times the length of the

second; third segment of the filament slightly shorter than the second,

about onc-Hfth longer than the fourth; mandibles long, .stout, })lackish, streaked longitadinally with ferruginous, three-toothed, the middle
tooth rather more slender than the anterior one; with a row of punctures from the base to the base of the anterior tooth and another along
the ventral face, with a few black hairs on the posterior side.
Thoixi^t'.

— Collar large, thick from front to rear,

its

anterior face not

though aliout at right angles to the portion of the neck nearest; evenly rounded from side to side and somewhat appressed against
the mesonotum; its surface blackish sericeous, closel}', minutely punctured, and with a few somewhat coarser, scattered punctures; prothoracic lobe with a few, small, scattered punctures and a well developed,
dense fringe of short, pale brown hairs on its posterior edge; near its
base is a trace of aciculation, the grooves running downward and backward; this is more pronounced on the propleuron just in front, and on
the mesopleuron just above the lobe and below the tegula, where the
grooves run backward but only slighth' downward; mesonotum very
minutely punctured and also with. a few coarser punctures and scattered, short hairs; its median groove about one-fifth as long as the
plate itself, deep, narrow, sharp-edged; a faint line extending backward from it; lateral edges with a slightly refiexed rim from in front
of the fcegulte backward, then inward to where the scutellum rises to
the level of the mesonotum; scutellum rounded, higher than the mesonotum, with a median groove; its dorsal surface minutely punctured
and with a few slightl}^ coarser ones as well; at the sides behind, it is
ver}^ finely, obliquely aciculate; postscutellum narrow, evenly rounded,
finely, transversely aciculate; median segment dorsum forming a
rounded point at the small, triangular fovea; its surface more coarsely,
transversely aciculate than the plates anterior to it; a faint median
depression is present near the middle and hinder end, but between
these places it is still fainter, and in front there is no trace of it; the
aciculation is coarsest in front; posterior end of median segment
slightly, transversely aciculate, with numerous rather large punctures
and long hairs; sides of median segment closely, rather finely aciculate
and with numerous hairs of medium length; stigmatal groove absent
and the aciculations continued directl}" onto the metapleura which are
tinel}'- aciculate, the grooves running forward and downward; mesopleuron behind the prothoracic lobe very finely aciculate, the grooves
running forward and downward; the lower portion to the mesocoxaj
roughened, with a faint trace of nearly vertical aciculation and with
numerous, short, black hairs; portion of motapleuron next the base of
the hind wing moi'c coarsely aciculate than elsewhere; mesosternum
with a pronounced median longitudinal lidge, minutely, closely punctured and also with numerous coarse punctures and long hairs; petiole
vertical,

NOltril
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nearl}^ straight, as

long as the posterior coxa?, with a few scattered punctures and black
hairs.

Abdomen.

— Quite

high above the petiole, elongate, pointed at both
between the iirst and second segments, yellow ferruginous varied with darker in places, glistening;
above; stigma of first dorsal plate behind the middle; a few scattered
punctures showing, more abundant posteriorly; fourth plate somewhat broadly emarginate behind; sixth plate rather long and narrow,
ends, rather sharply bent beneath

rounded behind; with a very few short browm or black hairs at the
beneath; similar to above, but rather darker and somewhat
more punctured; all the plates more or less emarginate behind; last
plate laterally compressed, almost carinate medially, long, and with
quite long, black hairs; the plate projecting beyond the dorsal plate.
Winc/s.
Uniformly fuliginous, with a slight yellowish tinge and a
violet reflection; fore wing; radial cell broadly rounded at tip, extending no farther than the third cubital cell; first transverse cubital vein
bent slightly into the first cubital cell; second cubital cell high, narrow; hind wing; transverse median vein making less than a right
angle with the median, though leaving it at right angles; discoidal
vein almost or quite interstitial; cubital vein almost obsolete bej^ond
the transverse cubital; tegula? black with a faint ferruginous tinge,
sides;

—

slightly sericeous.

Legs.
closel}^,

— Black,

more or

less tinged

with dull ferruginous; coxse

minutely, and also coarsely punctured; with numerous long

marked but the coarse punctures and
numerous and the latter are shorter; femora rather
sparsely, minutely punctured and with a few coarser punctures and
hairs; more distinctly tinged with ferruginous; tibia^ closely, finely
punctured, sericeous in places in some lights; hind tibiiB as long as
hairs; trochanters similar!}"

hairs are less

their femora; the others shorter; the hind tibite

strongly brownish

sericeous behind; hind tibial spur with coarse, blunt, spaced teeth on
its

outer half; fore metatarsi with six long, stout

comb

teeth; tarsi

punctured; claws with two teeth on the inner edge near
the base; blackish at the base, ferruginous elsewhere; the outer tooth
may be of either color.
Male. Differs from the female as follows: Clypeus with the central lobe less produced; inner margins of the eyes slightl}' converging;
frons, vertex, and cheeks with more of the coarser punctures; as a
whole more brownish sericeous and more hairy; the next to the last
ventral abdominal plate with a broad, shallow notch; its posterior third
very closely, finely punctured and with coarser punctures mingled
here and there with the others, and thickly covered with ver}" short,
dark hairs; terminal plate very slightly rounded behind, its surface

finely, closelj'

—

punctured and with hairs like the posterior third of the plate iu front;
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four dorsal abdominal plates showing- more or less black, the
two anterior ones somewhat mottled with forruginous and somev/hat
last

sericeous.

—

Length. Females, 16-23 mm.; male (only one seen), lt> mm.
This species like the last has a wide range, but is not at all common. I have seen specimens from Texas, California, Colorado,

Kansas, and ''Can."
The absence of black on the abdomen seems to be the onl}' character
which separates this species from ahdominalis and in some cases the
hinder part of the abdomen is nuich darker than in others though it
could hardly ])e tei'med ))lack.
It is ver}^ probable that with a larger
series the two species will prove to be the same, in which case the
name ahdoniinalU will hold by " priority of place."

The following

species

is

also very closely related to this,

prove to be only a variety of

CHLORION (PALMODES) PR^ESTANS
Sphex {PalmoiU'K)
T^/jx\

jirccstans

(Kohl).

Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofnius. Wien, V,

— Described from one

and ma}^

it:

(?)

specimen in the

1890, p. 323.

Hamburg Museum,

taken in California.
Large, black except for the pale ferruginous, almost yellow, abdomen. Wings strongly tinged with yellow. Hairs black.
Female. Head black, large, almost oblong when viewed from above,
slightly excavate between the e3xs; clypeus broad, slightly convex, its
anterior margin with pronounced lateral sinuations and a large central,
truncated lobe; the anterior margin reflexed and smooth; the remainder
with numerous coarse punctures and long, stout, black hairs; frons

—

excavated

laterall}',

with an evident frontal suture;

its

surface with

numerous rather coarse and many very minute punctures and quite
long hairs; frontal suture continued behind the median ocellus to a
slightly arched transverse groove; an oblique groove passes from the
frontal suture to the end of the transverse groove on each side of the
ocelli, thus inclosing the latter in a triangle; distance between the
lateral ocelli about equal to that from the ocelli to the eye; vertex
sparsely black pubescent, and with quite numerous, long hairs; cheeks
quite wide above, narrowing rapidly below; with

numerous long hairs;
not converging below; antennae black, the filament grayish-sericeous; scape and pedicel dull, faint ferruginous beneath, the

e3'es parallel,

former with a few short, rather stout hairs; relative lengths of the
filament segments 3^5 #45 ¥05 h^ mandible black, long, stout, three
toothed, the middle tooth the smallest, with a groove from the base
nearly to the middle tooth on the anterior face, from which arise a
few hairs; a slight groove is also present near the ventral edge.
7y<07'«a?.— Neck rather short, quite stout,

with the collar; collar broad, thick;

its

making nearly

a right angle

dorsal edge rounded both from
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front to rear and laterally; its surface quite thickly, coarsely punctured
and with man}^ long black hairs; neck a])ove faintly, transversely
aciculate; sides of collar in front of the prothoracic lobe almost vertically aciculatc behind, ol>liquely so in front; this portion with a nearly
vertical, smooth, narrow ridge near its middle, opposite the lower half
of the prothoracic lobe; prothoracic lobe w^ith many minute and scattered, medium-sized punctures; with long, black hairs and a fringe of
sliort, brownish ones on the posterior margin; propleura and prosternum similarly punctured; mesonotum with a reflexed edge from
the prothoracic lobe back; with a median groove, narrow (almost an
impressed line only) except near the front; surface of mesonotum
with medium-sized punctures and man}^ minute ones, with numerous
hairs and sparse, black pubescence; scutellum rather rounded in the
middle, not higher than the mesonotum, slightly and rather broadly
depressed from front to rear along the middle line, with rather- scattered punctures and a few hairs postscutelUim narrow, evenly rounded,
without a median, impressed line or groove; with rather fine punctures
;

and short hairs; dorsum of median segment rather coarsely, transversely aciculate, the aciculations continued over the sides and onto
the metapleura; with a median depression, broader behind, near the
fovea; posterior end forming a marked angle w^ith the dorsum which
brownish, erect puljescence; posterior end
ill profile shows a fine,
rather more finely aciculate than the dorsum, covered with long hairs;
sides of the median segment obliquely aciculate and punctured; metapleura and upper, posterior part of the mesopleura (under the hind
wing) obliquel}^ coarsely aciculate and well clothed with long hairs;
mesopleura closely, coarsely punctured and thickly clothed with hair;
meso- and metasterna similarly clothed; petiole black, with a dull,
ferruginous tinge, quite straight, curved a little at about its posterior
third, sparsely punctured and with a few scattered hairs; as long as
the second and half of the third hind tarsal segments together.
Ahdonum. Pale ferruginous yellow, glistening; rising sharply to a

—

point high above the petiole; rounded in front, long pointed behind;
al)ove with a few minute, scattered punctures; last dorsal plate arched
its posterior margin rounded, compressed at the
with the punctures somewhat more abundant than in front;
below; first ventral plate dark anteriorly, gradually becoming pale

rather like a cap,
sides,

row of minute punctures in front
margin of each segment, with- small, l)lack hairs arising
from them; fourth and fifth plates slightly emarginate behind; sixth
plate laterally compressed, its tip narrowly rounded and with wumerous long hairs near the middle, following around toward the lateral
edges till they lie on the upper side of the body, close to the tip of the

ferruginous; a trace of a transverse
of the hinder

shorter dorsal plate.
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yellow to beyond the ends

of tho cells; the outer marg-in of the fore wings slightly fuliginous;
fore wing; outer end of radial cell broadly, quite evenly rounded;
third culntal cell extending nearly to the end of the radial; the larger
veins ferruginous, the smaller ones j^ellow; hind wing; transverse
median vein somewhat curved, making as a whole less than a right

angle with the median;

discoidal vein not interstitial; cubital vein

which passes ol)liquely forward
and outward; teguhe black with a faint ferruginous tinge; slightly
black pubescent in front.
Le(jx.
Black, with a faint ferruginous tinge, particularly toward
the tips; fore coxte large, with coarse, scattered punctures and long,
black hairs; fore trochanters with a few such; fore femora short,
stout, glistening; with a few Idack hairs; fore tibia? with numerous
short, stout, black spines and scattered punctures; fore metatarsus
with seven quite long, stout, rather bluntly ending comb teeth alternating with shorter ones; on the underside is a band of minute, erect,
o])solete ])eyond the transverse cubital

—

very short, brown hairs; rest of the fore tarsus with many long, stout,
blunt spines; these segments and the claws distinctly ferruginous;
claws with two blunt teeth near the base on their inner margin; hind
tibia longer than its fenuir; hind tibial spine with coarse, spaced teeth

on

its

outer half.

Male.

— Unknown
—

Female, 21-25 mm.
Lencjtli.
This description was prepared from two specimens marked ''Mt.
Shasta dist. Califor." and now in the American Museum of Natural
Histor}'

in

New

York.

A

third specimen there, bearing the

somewhat

same

comb teeth,
more decidedly ferruginous abdomen, a trace of a ferruginous band
across the mandible, the radial cell more squarely ended, and with a
trace of the cubital vein beyond the transverse cubital in the hind wing.
locality label has only six

fuliginovis wings, a

This rare species seems to be ver^^ limited in its distribution, so far
as the few specimens now known go, it having been taken only in
California and Beaver canyon, Utah (one specimen in the Brooklvn
Museum). Whether it is a good species or onlv a marked variety of
the last can hardly be determined without a larger series for study.
Subgenus
PriDitoni/.i-

Dahlbom,

PRIONONYX Dahlbom

Hyiii. Eur.,

1,

(genus).

1845, p. 439.

Ifdrpadopus Synru, Cat. Hym. Brit. Mus., IV, 1856, p. 204.
Gastrosphaeria A. Cost.v, Fauna Napoli. Sphecid., 1858, p. 10.
Ilarpddopus GostrospJiapvia Prionotn/x Kohl, Ann. natur. Hnfmus. Wien, V,

—

—

1890, p. 113.

Harpactopus Kohl, Ann. natur. llofmus. Wien, XI, 1896,

Type.
p. 346.

— Chlorion

{Prauioni/.r)

ffioime Fabricius,

p. 319.

Syst. Ent., 1775,
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Claws with from two to six teeth near the base of their inner borMedian segment without a stig-matal groove. Stigma of the
Inner margins of the
first dorsal al)dominal plate behind its middle.
eyes parallel in the female; more or less convergent in the male.
Clypeus somewhat rounded anteriorly, usually with a median depresSecond cubital cell higher than broad. Tarsal comb
sion or notch.
der.

Comb teeth of the hind tibial spine spaced,
Last ventral abdominal plate of the female arched but
without a median longitudinal ridge. Ventral abdominal plates of the
male flat; those of the fourth and fifth segments silky sericeous.
Abdomen rising sharply behind the petiole and to a considerable
present in the female.
tooth-like.

First and second segments of the

height, particularly in the female.

filament of the antenna short in the male, together not

than the
fig.

first

segment

in the female.

(Plate

IX,

much

figs. 15. 1*3;

longer

Plate X,

21.)

The genera Prlononyx, Harpdctopus:^ and Gasfrosj^haeria appear to
have been established by their authors mainly on the number of teeth
present on the tarsal claws.
as

many forms which

This character

is

too restricted, however,

are widely separate would be brought into near

were the only criterion, while nearly related
a comparison of all their characters, but which
Kohl
differ in
of claw teeth, would be widel}'^ separated.
has already called attention to the unnaturalness of these groups and
relationship

this

if

shown by
the. number

species as

lias

united them, giving practically the description above.

selected the

name Uarpactopus

used nearl}" ten years earlier

name does not carry

its

I

He

has

for the group, but as Priononyx was

prefer that name, for in either case the

original significance, the

group having been

redefined and its limits changed.

CHLORION (PRIONONYX) FERRUGINEUM
Splte.v

Type.
in

{Priononyx)

— One

fcrruffiiieus

Fox, female, Ent. News,

(Fox).

III, 1892, p. 170.

female from So. Cal. (so the label on it states) now
Museum in Washington. (Type, Cat. No. 1867,

the National

U.S.N. M.)
Male cotypes (now first described): Five males; two taken at Congress Junction, Arizona, July, by F. H. Snow, and now in his possession; one taken at Albuquerque, New Mexico, and in the collection of
Dr. W, H. Ashmead; one from Los Angeles County, California (" coll.
Coquillett "), in the United vStates National Museum; and one from
Ruicon,

New

Mexico, taken July

5,

now

in the collection of the

Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural College in Amherst, Massachusetts.

The following description was prepared from the female type:
Slender; head large; body in general pale ferruginous, Avith considerable dull white to yellowish, long pubescence and hairs:
hyaline.

wings
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Fernale.^-H.ea.d broad, slightly excavate in front, well rounded
behind; clypeus ferruginous, somewhat convex, (luitc densely covered
with yellowish-white pubescence and long hairs; anterior edge making

quite a smooth, regular curve, and slightl}' or not at all reflexed; frons
depressed along its middle, ferruginous, densely ^^ellowish- white pubes-

cent as far up as opposite the posterior ocelli; area around the ocelli
darker than the rest of the frons, more or less black; distance between
the posterior ocelli about equal to their distance from the eye; a groove
extends backward from the median ocellus between the lateral ones,

along which the ferruginous color is present; vertex and cheeks ferruginous, with rather sparse, whitish pubescence on the cheeks, which
are Inroad above but taper rapidly downward to the level of the lower
edge of the eye, where they suddenly widen, forming a broad articulation for the mandible; the tapering part of the cheek bears numerous
long, white hairs; e^'cs black, large, converging

somewhat toward

the

clvpeus and without a projection toward the middle at the vertex;
antenna^; scape, pedicel, and proximal part of the first filament segment ferruginous; remainder l)lack; scape with a few short, whitish

segments j\, fV, ^\, f mandi])les
their
tips dark; two toothed, the teeth
3^ellowish,
pale ferruginous to
hairs; relative length of filament

;

quite blunt (in the tjqie), not reaching the base of the other mandible;

with a row of pale hairs on the hinder surface.
Ferruginous; neck slender, short; collar In-oad from front
Thorax.

—

to rear, its anterior face strongh"
cal 1}^; its dorsal

edge broad

convex laterally and quite so vertiand from front to rear; the

l)oth laterally

anterior face and dorsal edge whitish pubescent, less so at the sides;

prothoracic lobe large, quite densely pubescent, with a smooth, rounded
elevation at its base above; propleuron and prosternum sparsely cov-

ered with short, whitish hairs; mesonotum ferruginous, slightly darker
beiiind, ([uite densely pubescent except on a pair of parallel, rounded
ridges arising near the front of the plate and extending backward,
which are unclothed; mesopleura and mesosternum ferruginous, the

former quite densely, whitish pubescent; the

latter with a

few

short,

scattered hairs; scutellum elevated, somewhat impressed in the middle
l)uthardly t)itul)erculate, slightly pubescent, ferruginous; postscutellum
ferruginous, narrow, densely pubescent; median segment dorsum with
a densely pubescent, yellowish-white band along its middle, its sides
black, obli(iuely aciculate and naked; angle between the dorsum and

the posterior end slight, the end and sides of the median segment
densely pul)escent; stigmatal groove al)sent; metapleura ferruginous,
anteriorly coarsely, obliquely aciculate and punctured; behind, nearer

the hind cox«, pubescent; petiole ferruginous, slightly darker at its
base, long, slightly l)ent upward, naked; as long as the hind metatarsus.

Ahdo7nen.

— Ferruginous,

rising sharply

compressed, elongate posteriorlv; above;

from the petiole, laterally
two plates lighter, the

first
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others rather darker, glistening, with ver}^ minute, scattered punctures
and a minute hair here and there; stigma of the first plate near the
hinder edge; terminal plate elongate, evenly rounded behind, with
rather coarse punctures and hairs near its hinder edge; beneath; ferruginous, darker in some places than in others, the terminal plate long
and conical, rounded at its tip and bearing a few hairs.
Hyaline, with brownish veins; fore wing; radial cell rather
Wings.
l)road, rounded at its tip; second cubital cell higher than broad; third
cubital not reaching the end of the radial; third transverse cubital

—

vein joining the radial cell quite close to the second; first recurrent
vein joining the first cubital cell close to the first transverse cubital

sometimes even

with it; hind wing; transverse median
whole making an acute angle with the
median vein; anal vein nearly or quite obsolete beyond the transverse
median vein; discoidal vein leaving the cubital some distance behind
the transverse median, and quite faintly developed; cubital vein obsolete beyond the transverse cu])ital, and the radial vein extends but a
short distance beyond the latter; tegulaj pale ferruginous, white
pubescent, particularU^ on the anterior margin.
Ferruginous, the middle and hind pairs long; fore coxa?,
Legs.
trochanters, femora and tibise with scattered yellowish-white hairs,
the femur with a row of them along a faint groove beneath; fore
femora longer than the fore tibijB, stout, curved; fore tibiae with a
fringe of quite long hairs on the inner and outer sides; fore metatarsus with a tarsal comb consisting of a fringe of very long, slender
hairs; the other tarsal segments with numerous long hairs and slender
spines; outer side of middle and hind coxa? pubescent; middle femur
straight, slightly longer than its tibia, smooth; tibia with small, whitish spines scattered along its surface, its two inner apical spines black;
middle tarsi spiny, posterior coxte somewhat pubescent externally;
fenuir shorter than the tibia, the former slightl}" pubescent above;
vein,

vein

interstitial

somewhat curved, but

as a

—

tibia

pubescent behind,

black, the

comb

its

inner contour straight,

its

apical spines

consisting of coarse teeth; tarsi spin}^, claws of

all

the legs ferruginous, with five blunt teeth and the rudiment of a sixth
at the base, the inner two (besides the rudimentar}' one) and the
empodium black. (Plate IX, fig. 20.)
The pubescence in many cases is decidedly golden; the amount of
Mack around the ocelli varies, that described above being about an
average; the mesonotum is frequently darker than in the type, in some
cases being almost black; in worn specimens the middle of the dorsum
of the median segment is seen to be black, and the dorsum as a whole

tends to be darker than in the type; sometimes the anterior edge and
corners of the scutellum are dark like the mesonotum; the bases of
the claws tend to be dark; neither recurrent vein of the fore

always interstitial;
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

if

not

xxxi— 06

it

wing

is

joins external to the transverse cubital
22
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rather than internal; the anal vein sometimes eontinues a shoi't distance heyond the transverse median; the main (terminal) tooth of the
mandible is wry loiio- in unworn examples, reaching nearly to the base
of the other jaw, and

is

black,

making nearly

half the mandible black;

there are three teeth to the mandible, the middle one the shortest; the
all sides, the middle pair
sometimes evident.

hind eoxa^ are sometimes pubescent on
slightly so; a distinct frontal suture

is

—

Ditl'ers from the female as follows: Body ferruginous but
Hale.
with more dark and black; anterior edge of clypeus slightly retlexed;
scape of antenna varying from dark ferruginous to black varied with
ferruginous; rest of antenna black exce[)t the pedicel and part of the
first filament segment which may be somewhat ferruginous; first filament segment the longest, the relative proportions being ^\, fi, i\, ^\\
mandible dark, but not black, except the tip and base of the posterior
tooth; two toothed; thorax varying in color from reddish ferruginous

black; petiole and legs darker than in the female, often

to nearl}'

nearly or (]uite black; pubescence everywhere clear white;

margin of the

third,

and the fourth and

fifth

hinder

ventral abdominal plates

black, silky sericeous; the others posterior are ferruginous and slightly

pubescent; last dorsal abdominal plate conical with rounded

tij);

mar-

gin of fore wing fainth^ fuliginous.

—

Length. Females, 15-20 mm.; males, 10-19 nun.
This beautiful and interesting species has been taken in southern
California, chiefiy in Los Angeles County; in Arizona, and in New
Mexico. The pubescence seems to be more yellow in the California
specimens than in those taken elsewhere. 1 have studied specimens
captured ait Albuipierque, New Mexico; Congress Junction, Arizona,
July; Bill Williams Fork, Arizona, August; and Bincon,

New Mexico,

taken on mescpiite.
This insect is far from being a typical Prloxonyx, and for along time
the writer was inclined to place it in the sul)genus IVtrasjj/ie.t. The
clypeal characters, the general form of the body and its color, and that
of its pubescence, all suggest a close relationship to I\irmphex^ which
is confirmed by the first filament segment of the male antenna, which

Jul}' 5,

is

Prhmonyx this is not
No representative of Pdrasphex has thus far been

the longest, while in the species of

that sex.
in the

New World, and

as in

some regards

the case in

discovered

(the presence of six claw

teeth instead of three or four, for example) this species fails to meet
it seems best to retain it in
though it is one of those intermediate forms already
which prevent the groups termed subgenera in this paper

the characters designated for Pamsphea'^
l*ri(>nonyu\

alluded to

being given full generic value.
There is an excellent figure of this insect in The Insect Book, by
Dr. L. O. Howard, on Plate XI, fig. t).
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(Smith).

Pepais j(>h<m)ils Fabkicu's, Syst. Pioz., 1804, p. 208.

Spher doiuiinri Lepeletier, Hist. Nat. Ins. Hym., Ill, 1845, p. 357.
Prionoityx striata Smith, Cat. Ilyiii. Brit. Mus., IV, 1S56, p. 2(56.
Sphex {Ilorpactopns) utriatiis Koni-, Ann. natur. llol'nms. Wien, V, 1890, p. 356.
Spliex {Primioiiyx) hrnna Cameron, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 6th ser., XIX,

?

"!

1897, p. 370.

Sphex

strlat us

Ducke,

Zeits.

f.

Pyst. Ilyni. u. Dipt.,

Black, except the abdomen, wliich

is

I,

1901, p. 241.

pale fei'ruoinou-s; wiiios (hirk

fuliginous, with a violet or even ji'ivenish reflection at certain anj:;les;
hairs of the bod>' in part dirty white; large, robust insects.

—

Head large, broad, having a squarish oblong outline when
Female.
viewed from al)ove, the cheeks being quite wide; frons somewhat
excavated between the eyes; clypeus large, considerably arched, with
an anterior reflexed margin, in the center of which is a notch, above
which is a median depression of some considerable depth; surface with
lutmerous coarse and many line punctures; more or less dull whitish
})ubescent, with numerous long, coarse, black (and a few Avhitish ^)
hairs; frons with a pronounced frontal groove; sparsely whitish pubescent at the sides; with an elongate, slightly depressed area above
each antennal attachment; surface (piite closely, minutely punctured;
ocelli inclosed by furrows marking a triangular ocellar area; frontal
groove continued behind the anterior ocellus a short distance; top of
head some distance behind the ocelli; lateral ocelli about equidistant
from each other and from the eyes; vertex minutel}^ punctured, bearing line black pubescence and a few long, black hairs; occiput similarly clothed,

but with quite numerous whitish hairs also; cheeks not
from the side, not narrowing quickl}'^

quite as wide as the eye, viewed

below, with

many

long, didl white

and black

hairs, particularly below;

eyes parallel at their inner margins; anteniue l)lack, the lilament gray-

scape black, with short l)lack hairs, particularly at the
on the inner side; lelative lengths of the filament segments j'g, 2-4,
2^1 /11 /«; mandibles black, with a dull ferruginous tinge near the
base of the teeth; stout, grooved on the anterior face from the base to
near the base of the anterior tooth, with a smaller, longer groove
l)eneath, and with long black hairs arising from the anterior groove
and the posterior face; the mandible is long, almost reaching the base
ish sericeous;
tip

of

its

mate.

— Stout,

top of the neck and lower part of anterior
few minute punctures; glistening; remainder
of that face and the dorsal edge whitish pubescent and l)earing a few
long, whitish hairs; the dorsal edge evenly rounded; rather closel}'
appressed to the mesonotum; sides of the collar and front of the proTliora,!-.

])lack;

face of the collar with a

thoracic lol)e with coarse, oblique ridges, finer anteriorly; a Hattish

tubercle at the base of the dorsal part of the prothoracic lobe is

smooth
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side of the colhir above this tubercle is black
prosternuni coarsely, quite closely punctured, and with
many long, dull white hairs; niesonotum with its lateral and hinder
margins from the prothroracic lobe back strongly reflexed, with parap-

and glistening, and the
pul)escent;

and with a distinct and rather broad median groove,
surface of the uiesonotum marked with welldeveloped ridges, which near the median groove run parallel to it, but
farther out diverge backward and near the anterior edge of the plate
become almost transverse, the ridges seemingly radiating from two
centers, one on each side of the central median groove and close to the
anterior edge of the plate; scutellum high in the middle, with a median
groove making it distinctl}' bituberculate; the surface with minute
punctures and with faint, oblique aciculations at the sides; the tips of
the tubercles somewhat glistening; postscutellum narrow, minutely
punctured, quite closel}' covered with short, dull white hairs; median
segment dorsum rather coarsely, transversel}^ striate, with rows of
medium sized punctures between the strii>?; its surface quite thickly
covered with long, delicate, whitish hairs; with a median depression
along the entire length of the plate; angle between the doi'sum and the
posterior end of the median segment <|uite sharp, but greater than a
right angle; the end coarsely, transversely striated; fovea small, circular; posterior end clothed like the dorsum; an impressed line extends
backward at the side of the dorsum from the postscutellum to the
stigma, but is absent from there to the fovea; from above the posterior
coxffi a ridge extends forward and slightly upward toward the base of
the hind wing, below which the bod}^ is narrower than above the
ridge; the stri* of the dorsum of the median segment are continued
laterally over this ridge onto the metapleura, where they run ol)liquely
forward and downward, being strongest near the ridge; mesopleura
coarsely striated, the striae curving around the front of the mesocoxte
and extending a short distance transversely on themesosternum, which
is coarsel}^ punctured; more anteriorly on themesosternum the strias
are more radiating in arrangement; petiole black, straight, rather
sparsel}^, minutely punctured, and with numerous short, whitish hairs;
longer than the second hind tarsal segment.
Ahdoinen. Pale ferruginous yellow, darker at the sides and behind
than on the first two segments; stout; elongate pointed behind, rather
more blunt in front; rising high and nearly at right angles from the
petiole; above; glistening, minutely whitish sericeous at the sides of
the second and more posterior segments; surface with a few scattered
punctures, ))ecoming more evident on the hinder segments; terminal
plate with a few long ])lack hairs, its hinder end rounded conical;
beneath; color as above, with a tendency to blackish on the posterior
latei-al angles, and with the posterior margins of the plates slightly
sidal lines evident

broadest anteriorly;

—
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emarg'inate; posterior half of the terminal plate with noticeable punctur(\s

and black

hairs.

Whigs. — Dark

with violet or even greenish reflection in
radial cell rounded; end of third
some lights;
far
extending
as
as
the
end of the radial; second recurrent
cell
cubital
near
cubital
the
second
transverse cubital; hind wing;
the
joining
vein
fuliji-inous

fore wing;

end of

median vein nearly straight, at right angles with the
median; the discoidal vein not interstitial; cubital vein with onl}" a
short stub l)eyond the transverse cubital which joins both the cubital
and radial nearly at right angles and is but slightl}' curved; the radial
transverse

vein well developed
slightly whitish

beyond the transverse

pubescent

cubital;

tegula? black,

in the center.

—

Long, ])lack; fore coxfe and trochanters coarsely punctured
Legs.
and bearing quite stout, black hairs; fore femora glistening, with a
row of stout hairs in a longitudinal internal groove and shorter ones
on the opposite side and above; fore tibiic with stout spines and with
long hairs on the inner surface; fore tarsi with stout spines, particularly at the tips of the segments; fore metatarsus with eight comb
teeth; tarsus whitish sericeous above; middle and hind tarsi coarsely
punctured (but less so than the fore tarsi); with black hairs; sparsely
whitish sericeous; trochanters the same; middle and hind femora
punctured, with scattered, black hairs; glistening;
tibije glistening, with scattered, rather short, stout
spines and a few fine hairs; the hind tibife heavily brownish sericeous
tiehind; liind tibial spine with coarse, blunt, spaced teeth; claws with
five teeth, the two outer and the outer part of the claw with a slight
sparsely,

linely

middle and hind

(Plate IX, fig. 19.)
some cases there is no dark shade on the abdomen; the pubescence
on the clypeus and frons is more golden; there is a trace of whitish

ferruginous tinge.
In

pubescence on the prothoracic lobe near the fringe; the anterior tooth
of the mandil)le is not sharply separated from the middle one; the
mesonotal stri;e nearest the sides of the plate are nearly parallel to
the edge of the plate, leaving an unstriated triangle in front; the
wings may be strongly fuliginous and the abdomen a deeper ferruginous; and two punctures between and behind the eyes and ocelli

may

be quite strongly marked.

Male.

— Diflers from the female as follows:

Clypeus and frons more

evidently pubescent; with a broader depression above the notch; the

from the posterior

ocelli to the eyes less
width of the eye; more
rapidly tapering )elow; relative lengths of filament segments ^^g, ^%, ^%,

large puncture behind the
marked; cheeks narrower

line

in proportion to the

I

may be seen on the dorsal surface of
abdomen; sixth ventral abdominal plate with its hind corners
rounded, its hinder margin broadly, slightly emarginate; both sursSi i\\

occasionally a black spot

the

faces of the

abdomen rather coarsely whitish

sericeous; the first trans-
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verse cubital vein of the fore wing is usually quite oblique to the
.second; legs more sericeous than in the female; inner tooth on the
claw smaller than the others.

—

Lemjth. Females, 18-2S mm.; males, 18-20 mm.
This insect, which is the largest known American Priononyoc^ has
not hitherto been reported from North America, the localities given
I have studied
for previous captures being Brazil and Venezuela.
specimens from the hist-named country and also from C.'ordoba, Argentina, and three (a female and two males) taken at Hill Williams Fork,
Arizona, in August, by Prof. F. H. Snow, which bring this species
within the geographical limits of this paper. If Priononyoc Imrma
Cameron should prove to be the same, Mexico could be added to the
habitat, thus giving a continuous northern extension from Venezuela
to

Nevada for the

American F^ntofrom Nevada, marked
manuscript name), and a male 22 mm. long, from

mological Society

''magna Cr."

(a

species, as in the collection of the
is

a female

28

mm.

long,

Mexico.

CHLORION (PRIONONYX) ATRATUM

(Lepeletier).

nudum.)
Sphex atrata IjEPEhEriER, Hist. Nat. Ins. Hyin., Ill, 1845, p. 355.
Priononyx atrata Smith, Cat. Hym. Brit. Mas., IV, 1856, p. 266.
Priononyx atrata CREi^»ON, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 213.
PriononyX brunnipes CREssoti, male, Trans. Ani. Ent. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 213.
Priononyx atrata Coquillett, Rept. U. S. Dept. Agr., 1885, 1886, p. 298.
Sphex (Harpactopus) atratus Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. VVien, V, 1890, p. 357.
Priononyx atrata Coquillett, Ins. Life, VII, 1894, p. 228.
Priononyx atrata Peckhams, Wise. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 2, 1898, p.
Sphe.r lahrosa Harris, Cat. An. Mass., 2d ed., 1835, p. 588, {nonten

171, pi. XIV,

The type

Museum

fig. 4.

of hrunnipcs Cresson

is

Cat. No. 1691 of the U. S. National

Washington. It is not in good condition, the interior
having been eaten out by museum pests and the terminal abdominal
in

plates destroyed.

Female.

— Robust,

black;

with fuliginous wings having a violet

reflection.

—

Head. Stout, quadrangular when viewed from above, the frons somewhat excavated between the eyes; cl3q")eus broader than long, arched
in the middle, its anterior margin extended laterally' beneath the ej'es
to the base of the mandibles;

turning abruptly downward near their

inner margins, then running nearly straight across the front, this margin bearing quite a deep notch at its middle, above which is a pronounced depression; surface beneath the eyes smooth, as is also the

remainder very

mimitely, and also
white pubescence and
long, rather stout black hairs; near the margin of the central notch
the clypeus is tinged with ferruginous; frons minutely punctured and
with a few coarser, scattered punctures; sparsely white pubescent at
slightly reflexed rim; the

sparsely, coarsely punctured, with

closel}',

more or

less

NO. 1487.
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and with a few rather
median suture developed, with a noticeable, large

the sides, slightly black sericeous in the middle,

short black hairs;

puncture near its middle; an oblique suture outside the ocelli joins the
frontal suture with a transverse one behind and continuing backward,
ends at a faint puncture bearing a macrocha?ta; vertex and cheeks
miiuitel}', closely punctured, sericeous, almost glistening, almost without coarser punctures and hairs except along the border of the occiput
and low down on the cheeks, where both become quite abundant; top
of the vertex located behind the posterior edge of the eyes; cheeks
quite roljust, in their widest place wider, than half the width of the
eye; antenna? black, the filament slightly olive sericeous in

some

lights;

scape with a few scattered punctures and hairs, particularly on the
inner side near the tip; pedicel short, black; first segment of the

ment longest;

relative lengths of filament

fila-

segments ^V^t^m^^ts? man-

dibles stout, blackish at base, tinged with ferruginous near the ])ascs of

and peripherally, varying in amount; with numerous longiand three teeth, the anterior one smallest and close to
the median one; with a fringe of long black hairs behind and another
the teeth

tudinal grooves

ill

front.

Thorax.

— Collar

latter quite closely

with

its

front and hind faces nearly vertical, the

appressed against the mesonotum; lower part of

above this slightly blackish seriminute punctures and more scattered ones and often
with a few^ fine, transverse aciculations; this portion and the dorsal
edge sometimes thinly whitish pubescent and bearing black hairs; sides
the anterior face smooth, glistening;

ceous, with close,

of the collar in front of the prothoracic lobe with fine oblique acicu-

except on a small round hump in front of the upper edge of
which is smooth; prothoracic lobe with a continuation onto
its upper part of the aciculations from in front; smooth below, with a
few long black hairs and with a dense fringe of short brown hairs on

lations

the lobe,

its posterior edge;
prosternum with a strongl}' developed median
groove, coarsely punctured, and bearing numerous, quite long, black
hairs; mesonotum with a median impressed line extending the entire

length of the plate, widest, and with faint edges anteriorl}^; the sur-

minute punctures and
few scattered, coarser ones and short, black hairs; lateral margin

face of the plate blackish sericeous with close,
a

somewhat reflexed from in front of the tegula?, where there is a trace
of aciculation, backward and then inward to where the scutellum rises
to its level; scutellum high, rounded, sometimes slightlj^ constricted in
the middle in front and behind, giving it a slight dumb-bell shaped
outline, its sides and anterior angles slightly aciculate; postscutellum
blackish sericeous, dull; median .segment dorsum dull black, transversely aciculate, with a shallow, median depression and numerous
short, 'llaek hairs; with no pronounced suture or other mark between
the stigma and fovea, which latter is circular in outline; from the fovea
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to the petiole is

an impressed

line in

some

cases; posterior

vm,. xxxi.

end

thickl}',

rather finely punctured and abundantly clothed with long- hairs; sides

and mctapleura oblicpioly aciculate, the aciculamedian segment next to the metapleura; covered
with quite long hairs; mesopleura also o])liquely aciculate, except the
portion above the anterior and middle coxjv, where it is less pronounced
(the amount and strength of the aciculations vary greatly in different
specimens); mesosternum with a median impressed line; aciculate
between and just in front of the coxa% with numerous rather coarse
punctures and short hairs; petiole shorter than the hind coxa^, straight,
wnth numerous tine punctures and short hairs; an impressed line runs
forward from above the posterior coxa nearly horizontally and below
of the median seo-ment
tions coarsest on the

the stigma.

—

Abdomen. Stout, high, sharply pointed behind, rising nearl}^ verfrom the petiole; above, stigma of the first segment in the

tically

middle or nearly so; surface smooth, slightly glistening, with a few
rather fine punctures, and on the last three plates with a few hairs,
longest on the last one; fourth and fifth plates very slightly emarginate behind; last plate rounded acuminate behind, covered with ver}'
closely set, minute punctures; beneath somewhat sericeous, with scattered punctures and short hairs; fourth and fifth plates somewhat
emarginate behind, the latter quite strongly so; last plate conical, very
convex, and with a number of long hairs.
Wings. Fuliginous, lighter on the margin in some cases; fore
wing; second cubital cell quite broad; third cubital extending almost

—

end of the radial cell; second transverse cubital and
second recurrent veins sometimes though not usually interstitial; hind
wing; transverse median vein slightly arched, making about a right
angle with the median vein; discoidal vein not interstitial; cubital vein
as far as the

usually (always?) obsolete beyond the transverse cubital; teguhv black,
tinged with ferruginous behind, sericeous, rather glistening.

—

Legs.
Coxfe rather short, stout, black, with traces of whitisli sericeous on the two hinder pairs in some lights; with numerous coarse
punctures and a few hairs, stouter toward the outer end of the segment; trochanters black, the hinder pairs closely, minutelj^, and also

coarsely punctured; anterior pair quite closely, coarsely punctured;

bearing a few rather coarse hairs; femora stout, longer than their
except the hinder pair; front pair smooth, glistening, with
scattered punctures and hairs which are longest in a row along an
impressed line on the inner face; the other femora sericeous, with

<»'l

tibiae

scattered punctures and short hairs; fore tilnte glistening, with numerous coarse spines and long hairs, the latter chiefly on the inner and

hinder faces; middle and hind tibise sericeous and coarsely spined;
hinder face of the hind tibiaj densely brown sericeous; hind tibial
spine with coarse, blunt, spaced teeth on its outer half; fore tarsi
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somewhat sericeous above; fore metatarsus with seven long-, slender
comb teeth externally there is a faint ferruginous tinge to the fore
;

tarsi,

segment and claws, which l)ear five teeth;
somewhat more sericeous. (Plate VI, tig. 0.)

particularly to the last

the otiicr tarsi are

Clypeus rather broadly emarginate antenotch and depression usually less pronounced; eyes con-

J/^//(.— Dilfers as follows:
riorly,

its

vergent somewhat, toward the clypeus; mandibles two toothed, the
posterior tooth not nearly as k)ng as in the female, and the whole
mandible quite slender; cheeks at their widest place less than half the

width of the eye; relative length of filament segments ^^^ -^\ ^\^ ^*^, ^s^
first two filament segments quite short; very delicate transverse aciculations present near the middle of the mesonotum; petiole slightly
longer than the hindcoxt\3; abdomen slighth^ grayish sericeous above
in some lights; fourth and fifth ventral abdominal plates velvety
,

brownish l)lack; the following plates without an excavated hinder
margin; terminal plate conical, with a rounded hinder margin.
In some cases the pubescence on the clypeus and frons is almost
golden instead of silvery; the vertex and cheeks are whitish sericeous;
the base of the femora may be slightly ferruginous and the front of
the abdomen may have a faint ferruginous tinge; eight teeth in the
metatarsal com!) have been observed, and the whole body, particusouthern specimens, may have a strong l)rownish tinge.

larly in

—

Length. Female, 15-22 mm.; male, 11-19 mm.
Chlorion {Prlo)wny,c) atratmn appears to be our most generally
distributed species of this subfamily in North America except Chlorion

ichneumonemn. I have studied nearl}^ four hundred
in Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, New
York, Ohio, Michig-an, Minnesota, Canada (exact localit} ?), and Montana, but it does not seem to occur in the Northwest Kocky Mountain
region.
South of these States it seems to )>e everywhere present to
the southern limits of the United States.
1 have seen specimens from
Alabama, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and southern California, ])ut
none from Mexico or the West Indies. It is probably found in northern Mexico but is not listed in the Biologia Centrali- Americana as
having been taken there. It provisions its burrows with grasshoppers
{^Proten^osphe.c)

specimens, taken

(locusts).

Harris's " Sphex Jalmmi''^ is a female of this species, numbered 123,
and in his record book Harris says: "123. Amophila bi])rosus S, Mss.
(Allied to Sphex Penselv. L. & 1) Goer but not half as large as is
figured by De Geer.) Is it Anunophila
Milton July
I think it is.
1826."
as
the
identity of
correct
to
Smith
was
Consequently
15,
'i

;<

lahrosa with atratum.

A prolonged study of the t3'pe specimen of Prloiuoiyxhrnniiij^es
Cresson gives no structural characters not present in atratum. The
distinguishing feature seems to be the decided brownish color which
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rendered more noticeable by the fact that the contents of the type
have been n^nioNcd l)y iiiuseiiin pests. In the specimens of atratum
studied, all shades of color from a jet blaciv to the })ro\vn of hrimnipes
occur, and I must therefore re^j-ard the latter as a color subspecies,
most abundant in the southern States though one specimen fron Monis

tana

is

also of this shade.

This insect

%

is

well illustrated in

Howard's Insect Book, Plate V,

20.

CHLORION (PRIONONYX) THOM^E
Sphex thomxYA^Riciv?,, Syst. Ent., 1775,

(Fabricius).

p. 346.

Pepsis crucis Fabricius, Syst. Piez., 1804, p. 209.
Pepsis thomie Fabricius, Syst. Piez., 1804, p. 209.
?

Prionoityx thomx 'DMU.mni,
Prianorujx thomsc

Hym.

Eur.,

Dahlbom, Hyni.

Priuno7n/x thomfe Smith, Cat.

I,

1848, p. 28.

Elur., I, 1845, p. 439.

Hym.

P>rit. ]\Iu.s.,

IV, 1856, p. 265.

Enodia puJndnn^um A. Costa, Ann. Mus. Zool. Napoli,
JVioriony.i- </(OHuc

1862, p. 69.

d.

Priononyx tliomae
Sphex thomse CAMEROii, Biol. Centr.-Ainer., Hym.,

and

I,

No vara, Hym., 1867, p. 43 (in
Am. Ent. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 213.

Saussure, Reise
Cresso^, Trans.

part).

II, 1889, p. 36, pi. iii, figs.

12

12a.

Ann. natur. Ilofnuis. Wien, V, 1890, p. 358.
Sphex {Priononyx) thovur Fox, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1897, p. 378.
Sjihex thomx Ducke, Zeits. f. Syst. Hym. u. Dipt., I, 1901, p. 241.
Spliex {Harpactopus) tliom.r Koni,,

Black, to and includino- the petiole;

ginous; pubescence silvery white

to

abdomen more or
j^ellowish

less ferru-

white; wings quite

hyaline, faintly fuliginous.

Female.

— Head large, quadrangular when viewed from above;

slightly excavated
to

front

between the eyes; clypeus and frons well covered

about the level of the

ocelli

with 3'ellowish-white pubescence, least

marked median notch, the suraround which is depressed; surface of the cljqoeus with a few
coarse, and many line punctures; this plate and the lower part of the
frons with many long, coarse, white hairs, becoming smaller and

so in the middle; clypeus broad, with a
face

shorter above; frontal suture present but not strongly developed; continued faintly between the lateral ocelli; an oblique suture is present
on each side of the ocelli; distance between the lateral ocelli about

equal to their distance from the eyes; surface around the ocelli and on
the vertex whitish sericeous, continued over the cheeks; these are
quite full but not as broad as the width of the eye; narrowing quickly

below; with man}^ long, white hairs below and a few smaller ones
above and on the occiput; eyes parallel in front; antenna? black, gra^nsh
sericeous on the filament; scape whitish sericeous over a dull, faint
ferruginous tinge; with a few short hairs on its tip inside; relative
lengths of lilament segments ^V, A^ t\, t¥, A; mandibles black, with
a dull ferruginous cross band near the base of the teeth; with three
teeth, the middle one smallest; mandible long, reaching about to the
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base of its mate; with an aciculated groove on its front face leading
about to the middle tooth and one beneath, besides a few scattered
aciculations near the l)ase; behind is a row of long-, brownish hairs.

—

Thora.r.
Collar rather small, its dorsal edge lower than the highest
part of the mesonotuni; neck above with a few transverse striations in
front, and short, fine, white hairs; its hinder part near the collar

smooth, glistening; the angle l)etween the neck and collar nearly a
right angle; base of the anterior face near the middle bare, glistening,
with one or two short, transverse

stri{\>;

the rest of this face and the

dorsal edge quite densely white pubescent; dorsal edge evenly

rounded
from front to rear and from side to side, with no median depression,
somewhat appressed against themesonotum; sides of the collar faintly
whitish sericeous, obliquely striated near the base of the prothoracic
lobe; basal part of the prothoracic lobe

very minutely punctured, its
hinder half silvery white pubescent and with numerous very tine,

long, white hairs; a

smooth round hump

is

present on the collar near

the upper part of the base of the prothoracic lobe; prosternum faintly

numerous coarse punctures and long, tine,
brownish hairs beneath; mesonotuni bent strongly
downward in front, (juite densely black sericeous, with an evident
median groove extending about halfway back on the plate; lateral
and hinder margins of the plate somewhat retlexed; a silvery white
pubescent band extends along each side of the plate from in front of
the tegulffi backward to its posterior corners and perhaps a little
inward on its posterior margin; area inside these bands minutel}",
closely punctured; scutellum somewhat higher than the adjacent part
of the mesonotuni, with a slight median depression, somewhat sparsel}^
sericeous at the sides, with
dirty white

to

silveiy white pubescent, its sides behind, slightly, obliquely aciculate;

postscutellum silvery white pubescent in the middle,

its

sides blackish

median segment dull black on the dorsum, showing faint
traces of transverse aciculation and rows of tine punctures, sparsel}"
clothed with whitish hairs of medium length; angle between the dorsum and posterior end of the median segment obtuse, though quite
sharp; fovea a circular depression a little below the angle; posterior
sericeous;

surface slightly, not closely aciculate, bearing longer whitish hairs than
those on the dorsum;
is

from the stigmatal region

laterally the rugosity

greater and the lines above run almost horizontally, but below they

extend more obliquely forward and downward, crossing an impressed
line which runs forward from the hind coxaj onto the metapleura,
being quite coarse Avhere they cross this line; sides of the median seg-

ment and metapleura sparsely covered with whitish

hairs;

metapleura

obliquely rugose, most tinely so near the base of the hind wings, with

above the hind
mesopleura coarsely, obliquely rugose, finest behind and above
the prothoracic lobe; with scattered, coarse punctures along the

a small, silvery whitish spot of pubescence often, just
coxffi;
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grooves; sparsely

clothed with short,
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whitish hairs; mesosternum

coarsely, sparsely punctured, glistening, and with a few, short, trans-

verse

stride

between the mesocoxa*; petiole straight, brownish black,

not closely punctured, longer than the posterior coxai and
bearing short, whitish hairs.
finely,

Ahdomen.

— Ferruginous,

sometimes shaded with darker; pointed

behind, elongate, less so anteriorly but not rounded, rising (juite high

above the petiole but not

at right angles with it; a])ove, rather gliswhitish
with
traces
of
tening,
sericeous at the side; stigma of the first
segment l)ehind the middle; with a few scattered punctures, most

abundant on the last two plates where there are also a few whitish
hairs; margin of last plate rounded behind; beneath, similar to above,
the hinder margins of the fourth and fifth plates slightly emarginate,
however; terminal plate conical, with a narrow, rounded tip.
Wmgs. Almost hyaline, the front pair faintly fuliginous; the
larger veins dark, the smaller ones light brown: fore wing; third
cubital cell quite long, extending about as far out toward the wing
margin as the outer end of tiie radial cell; first and second transverse
cubital veins running al)out parallel: hind wing; transverse median
vein straight or almost so, making a right angle or slightly less with

—

the medial vein; discoidal vein not interstitial; cul)ital vein not devel-

oped be3"ond the transverse cubital which joins the radial almost at a
right angle; teguhe dull brow^nish, lighter at the edges, somewhat
whitish pubescent anteriorly.
Leys.
Black, but with a brownish ferruginous tinge, somewhat
glistening, generally more or less whitish sericeous; front and hind
pair of coxai so nmch so as to be almost pubescent; fore coxjb with
coarse, scattered punctures and rather fine hairs, the punctures absent
from the other coxse; fore trochanters with a very few punctures and
hairs, middle pair with fewer, hind pair with almost none; fore
femora with a slight groove beneath, along which is a row of short,
brownish hairs; fore tibia? short, rather stout, with numerous spines;
fore tarsi strongly white-sericeous above; the fore metatarsus with
seven (sometimes six) long com!) teeth alternating with verj^ short
spines; claws ferruginous, with five teeth; middle femora with a very
few fine punctures and short hairs; middle tlbiiv minutely punctured,
witii numerous spines; hind femora with a few scattered, minute
punctures and fine hairs beneath; posterior surface of hind tibijB

—

densely l)rownish sericeous; the
teeth on

its

tibial s|)ine

with coarse, spaced blunt

outer half.

—

Male. Difl'ers as follows: Bod}- generallv more hairy; with coarser
punctures on the sides of the thorax; al)domtMi quite compressed lat-

somewhat crescentic in outline when viewed from the side; first
and second segments of the filament taken together not equal in
length to the third; fourth and fifth ventral abdominal plates silky
erl}',
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abdomen generally with more dark or black on it than
somewhat more developed.
Females, 12-21 mm.; males, S-1-1: mm.

in

the female; pubescence generally
Lcruith.

—

essentially tropical and subtropical in distribution.
from St. Thomas, I have seen specimens from Cordoba, Argentina; and from Brazil, Cuba, Jamaica, Mexico, Texas,
New Mexico, California, Utah, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, and
Montana. Specimens from Florida; Camden Count}, New Jersey;
Raleigh, North Carolina, and Georgia, which I have also studied,
seem to be intermediate between this species and the next {C. hlfoveolatmn), agreeing in some characters with the one, and in others with
the other, and it has tinally seemed necessary to name them in
accordance with the preponderance of these characters.
Characters separating Chlorlon, thompe, from Chlorion hifoveolaiam.
For this purpose Kohl gives numerous distinguishing features,
particularly relating to comparative measurements of different parts
Tests of these on several hundred specimens have not
of the body.
given satisfactory results as a whole, so many examples agreeing in
The following characters
part with one set and in part with the other.
seem to the writer to be those most useful in separating the species,

This species

is

First descril)ed

but only

when taken

together.

The female

C. tliornx,

has the sculp-

turing of the thorax everywhere developed; the ridges from the base
of the hind

wing

to the

median segment stigma run

nearl}^ horizontal;

present on the prothoracic lobe and above the middle
and hind coxa3 and is generally quite stronglj^ developed; the wings
pu])escence

is

more hyaline and the average size of the individuals is larger.
The female C. htfoveolatuui ma}^ have the sculpturing of the thorax
everywhere developed, but there is a strong tendency for it to be
replaced, particularly on the dorsum of the median segment and on
the sides of the thorax by a dull, lusterless black, which shows no
markings of any kind. The ridges between the base of the hind wing
and the stigma of the median segment run more obliquely downward
and forward; traces of pubescence may be present where they are in
the other species, but they are merely traces; the wings are somewhat
more fuliginous everj^where, and the average size is less.
The males are more readily distinguished. In C. tliomix. the length
of the first two segments of the filament taken together is less than
that of the third, and the posterior margins of the sixth and seventh
ventral abdominal plates, though sometimes slightly emarginate, are
never excised, though in one or two cases I have seen specimens in
are

which slight elevations at the sides with a depression in the middle
gave a very deceptive appearance to these segments. In C. Infoveolatiuii the length of the first two segments of the filament taken together
exceeds the length of the third, and the posterior margins of the sixth
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and seventh ventral a])dominul plates each have a hroad,
excavation

(tig.

({iiite

deep

11).

The extreme difficulty in separating these species, particularly from
North Carolina, Florida, and elsewhere in that region, has frequentl}'
raised the question during their study whether the}' are not really the
the same, with dimorphic males.
None of the specimens 1 have studied agree with C. exisus Kohl,
though several were taken in the same locality as his specimens of
He separates cxtistis from hifoveolatum by comparative
this species.
measurements of different parts of the bod}^ and in some cases I have
found individuals which in some of these measurements agreed with
those given for exclstis^ but in the others agreed with those given for
in consequence I must place C. excisus Kohl as one of
hlfoveolatum.
the species unknown to me, though with some question as to its being
a valid species.
Ilhistrations of Ohlorion thomx, are given in the Insect

Vll.

fig. G,

and Plate XI,

fig, 7,

Book, Plate

the latter figure being wrongly named.

CHL.ORION (PRIONONYX) BIFOVEOLATUM

(Taschenberg).

Priononyx (lionuc var. Saussure, Reise. d. Novara, Hyin., 1867, p. 43.
Priononyx bifovcolata Ta^chenbekc;, Zeits. f. d. ges. Naturw., XXXIV, 1869,

p.

408.

Priononyx thonue Fatton, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., XX, 1880, p. 384.
Priononyx canadensis Provancher, Addit. faun. p]nt. Can., 1889, p. 258.
Sphex (Ilarpactopus) bifoveolatus Kohl, Ann. natur.- Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890,

p.

360.

Sphex (Priononyx)

bifoveolatus

Fox, Proc. Arad. Nat.

Black except the abdomen, which

is

Sci. Phila., 1897, p. 378.

varied with ferruginous; well

clothed with gray hairs; wings quite hyaline to somewhat fuliginous.

—

Female.- Head large, broader than the distance between the outer
edges of the teguhe, slightl}' quadrangular, the cheeks being quite full
above; frons slightly excavated between the eyes; clj^peus and frons
pale yellowish pubescent to the ocelli, least so in the middle; clypcus
broad, square Ijelow, with a deep central depression of the anterior
edge, which is slightly reflexed; its surface with scattered punctures
and bearing quite long, pale yellow hairs, true also of the frons; ocelli
surrounded b}' sutures inclosing them in a triangular area; frontal
suture evident; lateral ocelli about equidistant from each other and
from the eyes; vertex sparsely, minutely punctured, whitish or gray-

some lights, with numerous medium long, gray hairs;
cheeks quite broad above, narrowing rapidl}' below, gra}' sericeous,
with scattered punctures more abundant and larger below, with scatish sericeous in

tered gray hairs above, longer and

more abundant below; inner edges

of eyes very slightly nearer at the clypeus than at the vertex, but
their lower portion parallel;

antennae black, scape slightly gra3dsh

sericeous and with a few gray hairs; filament slightly sericeous, their
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rehitive segment lengths ^V, 1%, t\? iS,
mandible.s long, each
reaching to the base of the other; black with a ferruginous tinge near
the base of th.e teeth; 3-toothed, the anterior tooth the smallest.
I

—

Thorax. Black, with traces of pale j^ellow to silvery white pubescence on the dorsal edge of the collar, sides of the mesonotum, middle
of the scutellum and postscutellum, and above and somewhat in front
of the middle

segment;
ceous, as

and hind coxw and on the posterior end of the median
long gray hairs generally distributed; neck black seri-

(juite
is

also the anterior face of the collar except at the junction

with the neck, where there

is

a bare space

showing

faint transverse

rugosities; sides of collar less sericeous than the front; prothoracic

lobe with a faint trace of whitish pubescence;

ceous

except where pubescent,

reflexed,

mesonotum black

seri-

and hinder end slightly
with a perceptible median groove on the anterior half of the
its

sides

plate; scutellum black sericeous except for a spot of silvery whitish

pubescence on its middle which is higher than the mesonotum; with
no perceptible median groove; postscutellum black sericeous, with a
faint pubescent spot in the middle (these pubescent spots are frequently absent); median segment dull, velvety black sericeous above,
with quite numerous long, white or gra}" hairs; a slight broad hollow
is present in front of the fovea, which is small and circular in outline;
posterior end forming quite an angle with the dorsum, though less
than a right angle; its surface often with traces of silvery white pubescence and with many long gra}' hairs; sides of the median segment
clothed with similar hairs; a groove runs nearl}^ horizontal!}" forward
from the posterior coxa?; above this on the sides of the median segment
are tine ridges running downward and somewhat forward and in part
continued across the groove onto the metapleura; mesopleura coarsel}'
vertically rugose below in front, these rugosities disappearing on the
hinder part, but with scattered punctures on both parts; a trace of
silvery white pubescence just above the mesocoxte; metapleura dull
black, sericeous, sometimes with a trace of a very short, silvery white
pubescent band just beneath the posterior end of the groove, between
the metapleura and the median segment; meso- and metapleura with
numerous long gray hairs; mesosternum with the rugosit}' from the
mesopleura continued onto it for a short distance; coarsely punctured
and with long gray hairs; petiole black, straight, with numerous longwhite or gray hairs, most abundant near its base; noticea])ly longer
than the second hind tarsal segment.

Ahdomcn.

— Dull

ferruginous with darker shading, particularly on

the hinder dorsal plates; rising high l)ut not sharply

above the petiole;

more behind than in front; above, glistening,
white sericeous at some angles; hind edges of the dorsal

ovate; pointed rather

with traces of

plates paler than the remainder; terminal plate

rounded acuminate

behind, quite compressed laterally; bearing a few scattei'ed punctures;
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ulistcMiiiiy-,

IxMU'iith;

with irregularly located darker areas; posterior

of \\w fourth plate sliohtly, broadly emarginate; terminal plate
conical, with a few scattered, (juite long, dark gray or brownish hairs;
tir-st ventral plate (behind its petiolar part) ferruginous.
iiuirgiii

ir/;^^.s'.— Nearly hyaline, though varying much in this regard, the
outer margins more fuliginous than the rest; basal half of the fore
wing with a faint yellowish tinge; fore wing: second cubital cell much
higher than wide; first recurrent vein interstitial or nearly, with
the first transverse cubital; second recurrent vein joining the third
cubital cell a little beyond the second transverse cubital; hind wing:

transverse median vein almost straight, forming nearly a right angle
with both the median and anal veins; discoidal vein not nearly interstitial; cubital vein absent beyond the transverse cubital; radial extending only a short distance beyond the latter; tegula? dull brown, almost
black, the anterior part slightly whitish sericeous.
Black, strongly whitish sericeous; coxa? coarsely punctured,
Legs.

—

more sparsely on the hinder legs; with scattered, long, whitish hairs;
trochanters similar, but more sparsely punctured; femora still more
sparsely punctured or not at all; fore femora with a row of medium
long hairs on the inner face; ti])i» not punctured; fore tibiic with a
row of hairs on the inner face; hinder face of hind tibia? strongly
brownish sericeous; anterior metatarsus with six (sometimes seven)
long, stout coml> teeth alternating with very short ones; claws with
five

black teeth, the inner one small; tips of the claws dull, dark

ferruginous.

—

Male. Differs as follows: Lateral ocelli very slightly nearer each
other than to the eyes; relative length of filament segments 4, I, A^
across to the base
TO, TO*, mandibles black, two toothed, not reaching
rather
more coarsely
thorax
the
sides
of
pair;
the
one
of
other
of the

marked and more hairy than

in the female;

form of the abdomen

bluntly elliptical or oval, the hinder portion bent slightly under; the
surface above, wiiitish sericeous, particularly noticeaV)le on the darker
portions;

first

dorsal plate not rising very abruptly

from the

petiole;

ventral abdominal plates silky black, sericeous, as is
margin of which and of the seventh are broadly,
hinder
the sixth, the
bearing fine, short hairs.
margins
the
deeply excised,

fourth and

fifth

—

Length. Females, 11-19 mm.; males, 1>-15 mm.
This species was originally descril)ed from New Friburg, ])ut is
widely distril)uted in North America. The most northern localities
from which I have seen specimens arc Truro, Massachusetts; Milford,
Connecticut; Long Island, New York, and from Illinois, Wisconsin,
Montana, Idaho, and Washington. From these States it is (piite gen-

and I have seen examples from Florida,
It has also been reported
Arizona, and California.
from Mexico, but I find no record of its capture in the West Indies,

erally distributed southward,

Texas,

New Mexico,
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mixed that

cases belong here.

few dorsal abdominal plates are frequently noticeably silvery pubescent, and this has in some cases been supposed to be a
specific distinction, but as this is also quite pronounced in some specimens of C. tJiOinm it can not be relied upon for this purpose.
A good figure of one of the less pubescent individuals of C. hifoveohdidib is given as fig. 23, Plate XI, of the Insect Book.
tirst

Subgenus ISODONTIA Patton (genus).
Isodontia Patton, Proe. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

Isodontia
Isodoniia

Type:

XX,

1880, p. 380.

Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 114.
Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, XI, 1896, p. 319.

Chlorlon {hodontia) harrin.

(Designated

b}^

Patton.)

Claws with two l)lunt teeth near the base of their inner ])order.
Median segment without a stigmatal groove, rarely with a faint trace
Stigma of the first dorsal abdominal plate
of one near the hinder end.
Tarsal comb of the female absent. Comb teeth
in front of the middle.
of tiie hind tibial spine not tooth-like but forming a row of closely set
hairs.
Inner borders of the eyes parallel or converging downward,
Second cubital cell of the fore wing
the latter especially in the males.
rhombic, rhomboidal or approaching a rectangular form, at least as
broad on the cu))ital vein as it is high. Distance between the second
and third transverse cubital veins on the radial cell greater than that
between the second transverse cubital and second recurrent veins on
the cubital vein.

Collar not strongly developed, not as high as the

Mesonotum punctured.

mesonotum.

Dorsum

of

median segment

without markings, or slightly punctured, rarely with transverse
Mandible with two
striations.
Petiole long, generally bent upward.
Abdowhen
closed.
or three teeth; not reaching the base of the other
rather
rows
of
male
with
men rather flattened dorso-ventrally; in the
dull,

backwardly pointing hairs beneath. Body as a whole usually
slender.
(Plate IX, fig. 17; Plate X, fig. 20.)
This subgenus is easily separated from those already considered by
the strikingly difi'erent form of the second cubital cell, in which it
comes nearest to ProteroHphex, and hy the length of the petiole. From
JWderosphex it is distinguished ])y the absence of a stigmatal groove
(except in one case) as well as by other and less noticeable characters.
In both it and Frotero.yf/ic.r the eyes seem to be carried inward toward
coarse,

the center of the head so that they are nearer each other there than a

short distance below, though they
till

may converge toward

nearer each other than at the top.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi—06

23

the clypeus
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CHLORION (ISODONTIA) EXORNATUM
Isodontki exornaia H.

Cotypes.

Feknald, Can.

iMit.,

XXXV,

vol. xxxi.

(H. Fernald).

1903, p. 270.

— Five male and two female specimens now in the collections

of the U. S. National

Museum

in

Washington (Type,

Cat. No. 6931,

U.S.N.]M.), American Entomoloj^ical Society in Philadelphia, Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst. Massachusetts, and Dr. W. H.

Ashmead, Washington City.
Body rather slender, black, parts of the

antennt\? and legs and the
wings deep fuliginous, with a slight violet reflection.
Female. Head; clypeus somewhat arched laterally, with a faint
median carina most pronounced posteriorly, sometimes not perceptible; anterior margin quite broad, slightly reflexed, with two short,

petiole yellow;

—

blunt teeth close together at the middle; surface sparsely covered with
yellow hairs; clypeus and frons to the level of the insertion of the
antenna? golden pubescent; frons, vertex, and cheeks with scattered

punctures and long yellowish hairs; cheeks wntli a narrow, yellow,
pubescent band just behind the eye; eyes slightly converging toward
the cl3"peus; antenna?, tirst six to eight segments yellow ferruginous,
the remainder black; scape with a few yellowish hairs; first segment
of the lilament longest; mandibles two-toothed, ])lack at the base and
tip; elsewhere ferruginous.
Thorax. Collar faintly punctured, clothed with scattered yellow
hairs; its dorsal edge and the posterior margin of the prothoracic lobe
golden pubescent; mesonotum black with yellow hairs, rather coarsely
punctured and with a short, median groove extending about one-third
the length of the plate from its anterior edge; scutollum punctured,
the punctures rather more scattered than on the mesonotum; on each
side just internal to the attachment of the hind wing is a golden pubescent spot; postscutellum covered with golden pubescence; median
segment coarsely punctured; a golden pubescent band on each side
passes from a point just lateral to the edge of the pubescence on the
postscutellum downward and backward below the stigma to the posterior coxa; posterior end of the median segment between the fovea
which is h3^phen-like and the petiole, with a somewhat quadrangular,
golden pubescent spot; the end and sides of the median segment quite
thickly clothed with yellowish-brown hairs; mesopleuron with a somewhat triangular, golden pubescent spot just behind the prothoracic
lobe, and sometimes with a smaller one between this and the base of
the fore wing; mesopleuron and the upper part of the metapleuron
rather coarsel}" punctured and sparsely clothed with long 3'ellow hairs;
petiole long, slightly curved, ferruginous 3'ellow, somewhat darker at
the base beneath, with numerous 3'ellowish hairs; its posterior portion yellowish pubescent.

—
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Ahdonien.

— Base of

the

first

851

dorsal plate j^ellowish, the remainder

of the dorsal surface black, except that in

some

cases the hinder mar-

gins of the plates are pale; surface faintly pale sericeous and with a
few scattering- hairs on the posterior plates; beneath, minutelx^ punctured, pale sericeous; terminal plate conical, with a rounded hinder

margin.
ir///vv.

— Deep

fuliginous, with a slight violet retlection; discoidal

wing interstitial with the median and transverse
median veins; tegulfe smooth, pale jellow.
Coxa^, trochanters, and proximal part of the femora black,
Zfc/.s.
haiiy, the remainder ferruginous; the black portions sometimes j-ellowish sericeous, almost pubescent; spines dark ferruginous; tips of
vein of the hind

—

claws nearly black;

the

posterior tibite strongly

3'ello\v

sericeous

behind.

—

from the female in no important features not true as
throughout this subgenus. The more tiattened
abdomen and the rows of backward!}^ pointing hairs on the posterior
margins of the ventral abdominal plates, besides the presence of thirteen segments in the antennae instead of twelve as in the females are
ready characters for determining the sex.
JIalc.

Dili'ers

sexual distinctions

—

Females, 16-20 nmi.; males, 16-19 nun.
have seen specimens of this beautiful and apparently rare species
from Indian River and Biscayne Bay, Florida; from North Carolina
and Georgia; and from Willis, Texas, captured there June 11.
At the time the original description was pul)lished there was no
species of the subgenus known in the United States which closely
resembled it. Larger collections, however, have revealed the fact
Lemjth.

I

that that

most variable

species, Cldorloit {Isodontla) eostl])enni>< Spin-

been taken in Mexico, and that it is sometimes difficult to separate the two b}" an}" one character though taken all in all the two
look quite ditferent.
As C. costipennis is an exceedingl}^ variable
form it is possible that C. exornatuiii. may at some time prove to be but
a su})species, though 1 am at present far from believing that such is
ola has

the case.

When

specimens of C. exmmatuiit. were

work some

first

studied in the course of

American Entomowere found to bear the label exornata^'' a manuscript
name, probal)ly given by W. J. Fox.
As it seemed not iniprobable that this name might have been sent out on specimens it appeared
best to retain it for this insect to avoid any confusion which might
this

of those in the collection of the

logical Society

''''

otherwise arise.

CHLORION (ISODONTIA) COSTIPENNIS

Mem. Acad. Torino, XllI, 1851, p. 54.
Hym. Brit. Mus., IV, 1856, p. 257.
Cat. Hym. Brit. Mus., IV, 1856, p. 259.

Siihex coMipetuiw Spinola,

Sphe.c chrysobctpta Smith, Cat.

Sphex petiolula Smith,

(Spinola).
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Sphex

costipennis ^hvs,svR^, Keise d.

Novara, Hym., 1867,

Isodontia costipennis Patton, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

p. 39.

XX,

Sphex costipennis Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym.,

vol. xxxi.

1880, p. 381.

II, 1889, p. 35,

pi.

in,

fig. 10.

Sphex {Isodontia)
Sphex (Isodontia)
Sphex [Isodontia)

coslipennis

Kohl, Ami. Natur. Hofinus. Wien, V,

costipennis

Fox, Proc. Acad. Nat.

costij)ennis

Ducke,

Zeits.

f.

Syst.

1890, p. 382.

Sci. Phila., 1897, p. 375.

Hym.

u. Dipt., I, 1901, p. 241.

Bluck or black and ferruo-inou.s, the distribution of these colors
vary ino- greatly; with golden pubescence and hairs, varying much in
abundance and location; legs usually in part ferruginous yellow;
petiole vei-y long; wings quite hyaline, sometimes partly fuliginous,
generally distinctly tinged with yellow.
Female. Head l)r<xid, not noticea])ly hollowed in front between the

—

eyes; clypeus ])road, extending well

downward

at the sides, its ante-

rior edge refiexed, nearly straight, with a pair of short, tooth-like projections at the center more or less developed, with a median carina on
its

posterior half; clypeus and

frons to the ocelli usually thickly

pubescent and ])earing long yellow hairs; vertex and cheeks with
many long hairs; cheeks rather more than half the width of the eye,
with a narrow band of pubescence just behind the latter; narrowing
rather quickly below; scape more or less sericeous and bearing short
hairs; first segment of the filament the longest; eyes slightly converging downward; mandibles two-toothed, glistening, generally ferrugi-

nous except the base and the tips of the teeth.
Neck very short; collar narrow from front to rear, rising
Thora,!'.

—

sharply at right angles to the dorsal surface of the neck; the dorsal
edge of the collar evenly rounded from side to side, the sides of the
collar forming a sharp angle with this edge, which is pubescent; a

marked depressed

line

runs l)ack from the middle

(in

height) of the

anterior face of the collar to near the middle of the base of the prothoracic lobe which

is

pubescent; mosonotum sharply bent

downward

and almost vertical at the sides in front of the teguhv, with a
median groove or impressed doubled line extending back from the
anterior margin al)out one-third of the length of the plate; surface of
the plate quite closely punctured and bearing numerous hairs; scutellum rather broad from front to rear, evenly rounded, with a pubescent

in front

spot on each hinder corner; postscutellum pubescent, apparently with
a faint median impression; dorsum of the median segment closely,
rather coarsely punctured, sometimes pubescent; fovea small, slightly
from the fovea to

crescentic rather than hyphen-like; posterior end

the petiole with a iiuadrangular, pubescent spot; sides of the median
segment closely punctured and with fine, nearly vertical aciculations;

band runs from the hind coxie forward and upward below
the stigma to the front corner of the dorsum; meso- and metapleura

a pubescent

coarsely, closel.y punctured, the latter the least of the two;

petiole
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long, slightly curved, with fine punctures

and hairs; somewhat
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seri-

ceous, almost pubescent on its posterior part.

—

Rather ovoid, more pointed in front than behind; flatbeneath,
ver}^ coarsely grayish sericeous, both above and below;
tened
Ahdoinen.

posterior margins of the third, fourth, and fifth ventral plates emarginate, this increasing posteriorly; terminal plates

above and below

with scattered hairs, together quite conical in form.
Wings.
Generally quite hyaline, sometimes more or less fuliginous
on the anterior and outer margins; generall}' with a strong yellow

—

tinge.

—

Black, ferruginous, or both colors, the coxa?, trochanters,
Legs.
and basal half of the femora being black, as are frequently the outer
segments of the tarsi also; strongl}- sericeous, often pubescent in spots
on the coxffi and femora.
Male.
Difl^ers from the female apparently, only in being more
strongly punctured, more generally pubescent, and in the usual sexual

—

characters.

Length.

— Females,

18-23 nlm.

;

ChJorion {LsodontUi) costlpennis

males, 13-22
is

a well

mm.

known South and Central

American

insect, having been captured in Brazil, Surinam, Guiana,
Guatemala, Panama, and Costa Rica.
I have found no published
record of its capture in localities farther north, but have seen specimens taken in Mexico (locality not given) and in Santo Domingo,
which bring it farther within the faunal limits of this paper.
It is an exceedingly variable species as regards coloration, the
amount of pubesence, etc., which in some cases renders it diflicult of

determination.

CHLORION (ISODONTIA) AZTECUM

(Saussure).

Spliex aztecus Saussure, Reise d. Novara, Hyni., 1867, p. 38.

Isodontia azteca Patton, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XX,

1880, p. o81.

Sphex azteca Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1889, p. 35, pi. in, figs. 9,
Spliex robusiu Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1889, p. 36, pi. iii, fig.
Sphex {Isodonlia) macrocephalus Fox, Ent. News, 1, 1890. p. 137.
Sphex {Isodontia) aztecus Kohl, Ann. natur. Ilofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 385.

9a.
11.

Isodontia azteca Patton, Ent. News, IV, 1893, p. 302.
Isodontia azteca Patton, Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., Ill, 1894, p. 46.
Sphex (Isodontia) viacrocephalus Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, X, 1895,
Isodontia azteca H. Fernald, Can. Ent., XXXV, 1903, p. 269.
Isodontia macrocephala H. Fernald, Can. Ent., XXXV, 1903, p. 269.

Type

p. 50.

of macrocephalus Fox, one female, slightly imperfect, in the col-

U. S. National Museum (Type Cat. No. 9906, U.S.N.M.),
from which the following description has been prepared:
Female. Large, robust, l)lack, without pubescence. Head large,
rather quadrangular when viewed from above; clypeus arched laterally, coarsely punctured, covered with long, coarse, black hairs; with
a median carina on its posterior portion; its anterior margin slighth'
lection of the

—
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rounded, with a pair of short, blunt projections,
more sparsel}" punctured
than the clypeus, bearing long, black hairs; vertex and cheeks rather
coarsely, sparsel}" punctured; near the upper, inner angle of the e3'e,
on a line drawn through the median and a lateral ocellus is a large
puncture with a macroclnvta; cheeks nearly the width of the eye,
densel}^ clothed l)eIo\v with long, black hairs; inner margins of the
eyes parallel or nearly so; antennas black, the scape with long, black
hairs; first segment of the filament nearly one-third longer than the
second which is slightl}" longer than the third; mandil)les two toothed,
the latei'al tooth l)lunt and with a groove running back toward its l)ase
from a centi'al notch at its edge; a nearly obsolete ferruginous ])and
a

reflexed,

little

close together at the middle; frons rather

crosses the mandi))le near the base of the teeth.

—

Thorax. Collar sparsely punctured; prothoracic lobe fringed
behind with short, pale hairs; mesonotum with a median impressed
Imnd anteriorly, extendmg about one-third the length of the plate;
the remainder rather more closely punctured than the collar and covered with erect, black and pale hairs; a trace of a parapsidal groove
is present; scutellum and postscutellum sraoothl}- rounded, without a
median depression, sparsely punctured; median segment closely punctured, clothed particularly at the sides and l)ehind with long, black, and
pale hairs; in

some

lights a faint trace of

hind coxa to the stigma

may

an impressed

line

from the

be seen; sides of the thorax quite closely

and evenly punctured, bearing long, black, and a few pale hairs;
petiole

less

than twice the length of

the

posterior coxa, slightly

curved, bearing minute punctures less abundant toward the abdomen,
thinly clothed with long, pale hairs.

—

Ahdoiiien.
Black, glistening, with a few scattered, ))lack hairs
toward the posterior end; beneath glistening, with a few scattered
punctures and l)lack hairs, mainly on the terminal plat(\

Wnujx.

— Dark fuliginous with a blue or violet

refiection; radial cell

rather bluntly rounded at the tip; discoidal vein of the hind wing
interstitial.

— Black, glistening;

the femora with scattered punctures and
brownish sericeous behind.
Additional features from other specimens.
In some cases there is a
trace of silvery pubescence on the sides of the clypeus and the impressed
line from the hind coxa to the stigma of the median segment is more
evident, being almost a stigmatal groove.
In a specimen from Paraguay the tibia? and metatarsi have a slight brown tinge.
Mala. Head thickl}' clothed with long black and gray hairs;
clypeus long, strongl}' arched laterall}^ its anterior margin slightly
rounded and with a faint notch at the center; covered with a sparse,
silvery-white pubescence which extends up on the frons to the attachLegR.

hairs; hind tibia? strongly

—

ment

of the antenna?;

tlie

surface of the frons closely, quite coarsely
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punctured to the level of the ocelli; lateral ocelli nearer each other
compound eyes; vertex and cheeks rather less closely punctured than the frons, bearing long, erect hairs; cheeks narrow, less
than half the width of the eye; eyes about equidistant at the vertex
and clypeus; antennse black; relative lengths of the filament segments
T2» \%, T¥i T5, T7, 1%, i\; mandibles glistening black, two toothed,
than to the

neither tooth showing an}" sign of division into two.

Thora.r.— Collar ver}' narrow at its dorsal edge, sparingly punctured,
with a trace of silvery pubescence at the sides of this edge in some
cases; prothoracic lobe fringed behind with tine, whitish hairs; meso-

notum with

a

median impressed, narrow band on its anterior third;
from front to rear,

the remainder closely punctured; scutellum broad

rather flattened, quite evenly but not very closely punctured; postscutellum narrow, evenly rounded, punctured like the scutellum; dorsum of the median segment very closely, coarsely punctured, quite
thickly covered with erect black and gray hairs; fovea

shallow,

centic,

somewhat

with a faint depression running from

toward the petiole;

coarsel}"

its

cres-

middle

punctured (possibly with faint elevations

instead); sides of the thorax quite evenly but not very closely punc-

from the hind coxa toward the stigma
very faint and can hardly be called a
stigmatal groove; a similar line runs more directly forward to the
vertical part of the mesopleuron; petiole black, slightly curved, considerably longer than the posterior metatarsus, bearing numerous
long, gray hairs.
Ahdo/nen. Black, glistening, with numerous short, erect hairs on
the posterior plates; the first plate long, rather acuminate and frequently with a trace of ferruginous just behind the petiole; beneath
flattened, the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth plates each with a transverse row of hairs projecting backward; the sixth and more posterior
plates more or less broadly emarginate.
tured; an impressed line runs

of the

median segment but

is

—

— Entirely fuliginous in

some cases, the anterior half only
with a blue to violet reflection; cubital and su])discoidal
veins of the forewing well developed beyond the ends of the cells;
discoidal vein of the hind wing interstitial, the cubital at that point
Whigx.

in others,

bending sharply forward before resuming its outward direction; the
radial and cubital veins of this wing well developed beyond the transverse cubital.
Legs.

— Black, sometimes with traces of

ferruginous

in places; glis-

tening; posterior face of the hind tibiae strongly brownish sericeous;
"

spines black.

—

Length. Females, 18-22 mm.; males, 13-20 mm.
This species does not appear to be very common, though widelv distributed.
I have seen specimens from Long Island, New York; Belle
Plain, Clementon, Riverton, and Glassboro, New Jersey; Philadel-
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phia and Westmoreland counties, Pennsylvania; Washington City;
Gooroia; Chokoloskee, Florida; and from Dallas, Texas; southern
Illinois; Virginia;

September

Nevada and

Two

California.

80, 1902, at Belle Plain,

New

dates of capture are

Jersey, and September 26,

1904, at Paris, Texas.

There has been some question as to the identity of C. macrocej)hfilum
The two mandibular teeth of the
C. aztecum Saussure.
latter as compared with the teeth of the former would lead to the

Fox with

belief that in O. macroceplialuni the lateral tooth

is

the result of the

group; the relative length
of the first segment of the filament as compared with the seventh or
eighth is ver}^ different in the two, and though these differences are
sexual and normal in Priononyx the}'^ do not occur as such in Isodontia.
As Doctor Kohl has seen and studied Saussure's type of aztecum 1 sent
authoritative specimens of macroccpJud urn to him for examination and
he writes as follows: " Meine azteea umfasst die Is. macrocephala von
Fox, welche dunkelhaarig ist und gleichmilssig gebriiunte Flugel zeigt,
und auch Hire /v. macrocephala var. ctnerea mit greisen Haaren und
Fliigeln die an der Vorderhiilfte sehr dunkel hinten aber aufgehellt
sind." This would seem to conclusivelv place iiiacroceplialum as a
fusion of two placing

synonym

it

in the three-toothed

of aztecum.

CHLORION (ISODONTIA) AZTECUM CINEREUM
Isodontia macrocephala var. cinerea H.

Fekxalu, Can. Ent.,

(H. Fernald).

XXXV,

1903, p. 271.

Types: Four females, now located one each in the collections of the
U. S. National Museum in Washington (Type, Cat. No. 6932, U.S.N.M.),
American Entomological Society in Philadelphia, Dr. W. H. Ashmead
in Washington City, and the Massachusetts Agricultural College,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
This subspecies differs from the typical form in its clothing, which
is more abundant and dirty white in color.
The hairs cover the thorax
thickly, particularly on the dorsum of the median segment.
The silvery white pubescence, of whicii there is generally only a trace, is also
more developed here, usuall}- being very noticeable on the clypeus and
frons up to the level of the insertion of the antennre. Generally, too,
the wings are less fuliginous and the violet reflection is correspondingly weaker.
in the typical

The size of the individuals averages about
members of the species.

the same as

The specimens of this subspecies seen were captured at Coluni])ia,
South Carolina; Enterprise and Indian River, Florida; Georgia; and
Dallas, Texas.

CHLORION (ISODONTIA) AURIPES,
\\Sphe.v tihialin

Sphex
Sphex

hErELETiTiR, Hist. Nat. Ins.

tibialis

Packard, (iuide

tibialis

CREHsoii, Trans.

to

Study

Am.

Hym.,

of Ins.,

new name.

Ill, 1845, p. 339.

2d

ed., 1870, p. 168.

Ent. See, IV, 1872,

p. 211.
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Isodontia tibialis Patton, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist.,
SpJic.c

{Isodontia) tibialis Koiil,

and

Ann. natur.

XX,

Hofnius?.

Ashmead, Psyche, VII, 1894, p. 64.
Packard, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, IV, 1896,
Isodontia tibialis B.. Fernald, Can. Ent., XXXV, 1903, p.

Body
3^ellow;

1880, p. 381.

Wien, V, 1890, pp. 122

379.

Isodontia

Sphex
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tibialis

tibialis

p. 158.

269.

quite large, black; outer segments of the legs ferruginous

wings fuliginous with a violet

reflection;

pubescence golden

to j^ellow.

—

Female. Head black, rather quadrangular from above, the cheeks
being quite full; ch'peus arched laterall}", quite long, its anterior
corners rounded, the anterior margin slightly excavated from each
corner to near the middle, where there is a projecting tooth with a deep
notch in the middle separating the two teeth; this margin of the
clypeus is bare and somewhat ferruginous in some cases, the rest of
the plate being l)lack, 3^ellow pubescent, and covered quite closely
with long, brown hairs; frons yellowish pubescent to the in.se rtions
of the antenna?, higher at its sides, bearing long, brown hairs; frontal
suture evident; lateral ocelli but a short distance behind the median
one, the three lying in a curve rather than marking the corners of a
triangle; vertex sparsely punctured, liearing long hairs; cheeks broad,
half the width of the eye, narrowing sharply below; with a trace of
yellow pubescence just behind the middle of the eye; with long hairs,
longer, coarser, and more abundant below; inner margins of the eyes
slightly convergent toward the clypeus; antenniB black, the outer por-

brownish or grayish sericeous; scape with numerous short,
brown hairs and sometimes slightly sericeous; first segment of the

tion rather

filament the longest; mandibles short, with three teeth of about etjual
length; the teeth black and the base blackish; the rest of the mandible
ferruginous to dull yellow; with faint punctures and scattered hairs.
Thorax.
Neck short, broad; collar lising obliquely backward from

—

the neck to a quite sharp dorsal edge which

is

evenly rounded later-

strongly yellowish sericeous, almost pubescent; posterior
face vertical, not closely appressed against the mesonotum; protho-

ally

and

is

slightly yellowish pubescent behind; the entire collar
covered with dark brown hairs; mesonotum bent stronglj^
downward in front and at the sides in front of the tegulw; its surface
finely, sparsely punctured and l)earing short, brown hairs; with an
anterior, median, impressed line and parapsidal lines perceptible;
scutellum rather })road from front to rear, flattened above; its sides
racic

lobe

sparselj^

quite strongly depressed; with punctures and hairs like those of the

mesonotum; postscutellum narrow, evenly rounded, with scattered,
fine punctures and hairs; dorsum of the median segment rather
coarsely, very closely punctured; with a broad, slight median depression posteriorly, and with many brown hairs; angle between the dorsum and the posterior end slight, located just above the fovea which is
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a short, transverse, impressed dash; posterior end and sides of the
median segment closel\', coarsely punctured, with a tendenc}' toward

ruoosity at

tiie sides,

particularly in front of the stigma; thickh' cov-

many long, brown

line from the stigma
from the stigma to the fovea
nearly obsolete; meso- and metapleura more tinely, sparsely punctured
than the median segment, bearing numerous long, brown hairs; a spot

ered with

hairs; the

impressed

to the postscutellum well developed; that

of yellow pubescence

is

present above the hind coxa; petiole long,

black, considerably curved, minutel}' punctured and

bearing long,

brown hairs; its hinder portion pale yellowish sericeous.
Ahdomcm. Black, ovoid, more pointed in front, flattened beneath;
first dorsal plate not rismg sharply from the petiole but nearl}' continuing the petiolar line of curvature; upper surface quite smooth
and somewhat glistening, pale sericeous, with a few scattered punctui'es and brown hairs on the hinder plates; beneath similar, ])ut with
the punctui'es and hairs rather more equally distributed on all the
plates; posterior margin of the fourth plate slightly, of the fifth con-

—

siderably emarginate.

Wings.

— Deep

fuliginous; cubital vein of the fore

slightly developed

of the hind

beyond the third transverse

wing not quite

wing only very

cubital; discoidal vein

interstitial; tegula? yellowish

mottled with

brown; somewhat 3'ellowish sericeous.
Legs.
Long, the coxse, trochanters and basal portions of the femora
black, the remainder pale ferruginous or yellow, the last tarsal segment darker; coxa3, trochanters and femora with scattered, fine punctures and hairs; more or less- yellow sericeous; spines of the tibife and

—

tarsi

brown or

black, as are also the tips of the claws; tarsi yellow

sericeous above; hind tibia? strongly 3'ellow sericeous on the posterior
face.

— Differs

Clypeus more rounded anteriorly, with
it; the margin black;
hinder margins of the dorsal abdominal plates pale; the more posterior
plates coarsely gray sericeous; usually without pu})escence above the
hind coxa^; tibia? often dark brown instead of ferruginous 3'ellow;
Male.

as follows:

a slight central notch but no teeth at the sides of

otherwise differing only in the sexual characters.
Length.
Females, 17-25 mm.; males, 14-22 mm.
This species seems to belong to the Upper and Lower Austral life
zones of the United States, the most northern captures known to me
being at Nyack, New York; Long Island, New York; Jeannette,

—

Pennsylvania; Cedar Point and Sandusky, Ohio.
From these localities south it appears to be fairly conunon as far as Chokoloskee,
Florida, and Dallas, Texas.
Whether it extends nuu-h farther west I
can not judge, as several other specimens are labeled ''Tex." without
It has not been reported from Kansas, nor does
any of the large collections from the west.

full(M- data.

in

it

appear
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Lepeletier's name "tibialis" being preoccupied, and no available
synon3'm existing, it is necessary to propose a new name for this insect
and I have selected auripes''^ for this purpose.
This insect is pictured as figure 17, Plate VII, in the Insect Book.
''''

CHLORION (ISODONTIA) HARRISI, new

name.

Sphex apical is Harris, Cat. An. Mass., 2d ed., 1835, p. 588 (nomen nudum).
? Sphex philadt'lphica Lepeletier, Hist. Nat. Ins. Hym., HI, 1845, p. 340.
Sphex apicalis Smith, Cat. Hym. Brit. Mus., IV, 1856, p. 262.
Sphex apicaUs Saussure, Reise d. Novara, Hym., 1867, p. 38.
Sphex apicalis var. mexicana Saussure, Reise d. Novara, Hym., 1867, p. 38.
SpJtex apicalis Taschenberg, Zeits. f. d. ges. Naturw., XXXIV, 1869, p. 414.
Isodoniia philadelphica Patton, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., XX, 1880, p. 380.
Sphex apicalis Bru-^er, Rept. U. S. Dept. Agr., 1884, 1885, p. 400.
Sjjh ex apicalis Cameros, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1889, p. 35.
Sphex (Isodontia) jjliiladtlpliicus Kohl, Ann. Natur. Hofmns. Wien, V, 1890,
II

p. 380.

Ashmead, Ins. Life, VII, 1894, p. 241.
Fernald, Can. p]nt., XXXV, 1903, p. 269.
Isodontia philadelphicus Jo'SES, Ent News, XV, 1904, p. 17, pi. iii.

Isodoniia philadelp]iica,
Isodontia apicalis H.

Black with brown and gray hairs; wings more or

less

fuliginous

with violet reflection; pubescence silvery white.

Female.

— Head

arched laterally,

quite large,
its

quadrangular

from above;

clj'peus

anterior margin with rounded corners, slightl}'

emarginate and with two teeth in the middle, separated by a rounded,
rather shallow notch; surface silvery-white pubescent and quite thickly
covered with long, black and brown hairs; with a trace of a median
carina on the dorsal part of the plate; frons with a frontal suture;
silvery- white pu))escent to aliove the insertions of the antenn;e; rather
sparsely, tinely punctured and bearing long, black and brown hairs
not t(uite as stout or numerous as on the clypeus; ocelli located in a

curve rather than mai'king the corners of a triangle, the lateral ones
nearer each other than they are to the eyes; vertex sparsely punctured; cheeks rather narrow, less than half the width of the eye,

narrowing gnulually below; with whitish sericeous showing faintlv
behind the eye; sparsel}^ punctured and with long, grayish hairs;
anterior margins of the eyes slightly converging downward; antennae

just

))lack, slightly

grayish sericeous in certain lights; scape quite thickly

clothed with short hairs; first segment of the filament the longest;

mandibles short, black, three toothed, the teeth nearly equal in length,
with a faint brownish tinge between the bases of the teeth and the
articulation, witli the head.

—

Thorax. Neck short, ])road; anterior face of the collar rising
sharply and at right angles lo the neck; this face rather flat from side
to side, sparsely punctured and at the narrow dorsal edge faintly
sericeous;
posterior face nearly vertical, ([uite closely
appressed against the mesonotum; sides of the collar sparsely punct-

whitish
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iired and with scattered hairs; prothoracic lobe somewhat punctured
and with a posterior fringe of short brown and white hairs; mesonotuni bent quite sharply downward in front, and at the sides in front
of the teg'ulffi; its surface not closely, quite evenly, tinel}^ punctured
and bearing numerous short, gray hairs; with a median impressed line
on the anterior third of the plate, and traces of parapsidal lines;
scutellum rather broad from front to rear, flattened; postscutellum
narrow, ev^enly rounded; both plates punctured and clothed like the
mesonotum; dorsum of the median segment closely punctured, the
punctures coarser than on the preceding plates; with a slight depression a little anterior to the fovea; covered quite thickly with long,
grayish-white hairs; fovea a short, transverse, impressed dash; posterior end and sides of the median segment punctured and clothed like
the dorsum; mesopleura similarly, but rather more coarsely punctured, bearing long, whitish hairs; vertical part of the metapleuron
above and in front of the mesocoxa rather smooth, though with a few
punctures; glistening; its hinder part below the side of the median
segment like this last; petiole quite long, slightly curved, tinel}^
punctured and bearing numerous long, gray hairs.
Ahdomen. Ovoid, more pointed in front, glistening, whitish sericeous, not rising sharply or ver}^ much above the petiole; with a few
scattered, fine punctures and brownish hairs, particularly on the hinder
segments; beneath similar, but with the punctures and hairs more
equally distril)uted; the hinder margins of the fourth and fifth plates

—

somewhat emarginate.
Wings more or less fuliginous with violet reflection, the fuliginous
being most abundant on the anterior and outer margins; cul)ital and
su])discoidal veins of the fore wing little more than dark shades be3'ond
the ends of the cells; discoidal vein of the hind wing interstitial; cubital vein little developed beyond the transverse culfital vein.
Legs.

— Coxte,

trochanters and femora with scattered punctures and

quite long, grayish hairs;
angles, as are the tibi»

Male.

— Diflers

and

more or

less

grayish sericeous at certain

and claws black.
follows: Front of the

tarsi; spines

from the female

as

cl^^peus

with only slight projections in place of the teeth of the female and

with a slight emargination between, instead of a notch; mandibles
generall}" with a distinct ferruginous band just behind the bases of
the teeth; body in general

— Females,

more

hairy.

15-19 mm.; males, 13-17 mm.
Chlor'ion harrix'i is a common species almost everywhere east of the
Rocky Mountains. The most northern localities from which I have
seen it, are Webster, Durham, and Hanover, New Hampshire;
Amherst, Riverside, and Concord, Massachusetts; Sandusky, Akron,
and Columbus, Ohio; Canada (exact locality not given); northern
Illinois; and Fort Collins, Colorado.
From the South I have seen
Length.
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examples taken at Chokoloskee, Florida; New Orleans, Louisiana;
Dallas, Texas; and Saussure reports it from Orizaba, Jalapa, and
Cordoba, Mexico. These localities indicate that it lives in the Transition, Upper Austral and Lower Austral zones, the Mexican specimens
coming'

from quite

altitudes.

hi^ifh

now

Li the Harris collection
tor}'

at the

Boston Society of Natural Hisnumber "72."

are three specimens of this insect, each bearing- the

book corresponding to these numbers reads
"72. Ammophila apicalis, 8. letter. Sphex probably not
a true Ammophila. on umbellate firs. July 25, 1825. large and small
& Dublin N. H. on do. July 22, 1835. Camb. on Asclepias Aug. 1,
1838." I am informed by Mr. Samuel Henshaw that the expression
Harris's manuscript record

as follows:

probably means that Harris got the name from Say.

letter,"

'"S.

There

is

therefore no longer any question that the reference to Harris

As the name is a nomen nudum, however,
name of this insect, and several of the more

for this species is correct.
it

can not hold as the

recent writers have adopted

With

name.
letier's

this

view

I

'Lepe\etiev''ii

am

j>hilade/j?hicum as the correct

not at present able to agree, as Lepe-

description fails to correspond entirely with this insect, and

the type

Kohl also seems now to doubt the identity of Lepelewith the one under consideration, as he writes me: " Wahr-

is lost.

tier's insect

scheinlich ist Sph. philadelphicus Lepeletiers (/ar keine Isodontia."

The

specific

name ajncaUs Smith would be

the next available one

but unfortunately Smith had used this name for
another species of the genus nine pages earlier in the same article,
thus excluding it from application here in accordance with the law of
for this species,

place prior it}'.

As

there have been no other names applied to this insect so far as
known, a new name becomes necessary, and I have selected harrisi
as being an appropriate one under the circumstances.
The prey of Chlorion harrisi consists of Tree Crickets {(Ecanthus)^
It is illustrated
but whether of more than one species is not recorded.
as figure 1, Plate VII, of the Insect Book.
is

CHLORION (ISODONTIA) ELEGANS
Sj^ihex elegans

Smith, Cat.

Hym.

Brit.

Mus., 1856,

(Smith).

p. 262.

Isodontia elegans Fatto^, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XX,

1880, p. 380.

Sphex (Isodontia) j^hiladelphicus Kohl (in part), Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien,
V, 1890, p. 381.
Isodontia elegans Pattox, Ent. News, IV, 1893, p. 302.
Isodontia elegans Ashmead, Psyche, VII, 1894, p. 64.
Sphex (Isodontia) elegans Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, X, 1895, p. 72.
Sphex elegans Davidson, Ent. News, X, 1899, p. 179.
.

Isodontia elegans

H. Fernald, Can. Ent.,

XXXV,

1903, p. 269.

General body color black, more or less ferruginous to yellowish on
the abdomen; wings quite hyaline with yellow tinge and somewhat
fuliginous; legs partly pale ferruginous.
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Female. Head rather broad, the cheeks broad, giving a somewhat
quadnuigular outline to the head when viewed from above; clypeus
somewhat arched hiteralJy, covered with dense golden pubescence
extending up on the frons to near the ocelli, particularly at the sides;
both plates ])earing many long .golden hairs; anterior margin of the
clypeus with a median notch, on each side of which it is slightly emarginate, the sides of the notch being slightly prolonged outward beyond
the rest of the margin, which is a little rcflexed and pale ferruginous;
frons black where exposed to view, with a few punctures and numerous long, golden hairs; posterior ocelli quite far apart, but little behind
the median ocellus; vertex with a numljer of rather tine punctures
and long, golden hairs; an impressed line runs just in front of the
ocelli; cheeks above, more than half the width of the eye, narrowing
sharply ])elow, slightly golden pubescent just behind the eyes; with
tine punctures and long, golden hairs, longer and closer below; antennas
more or less ferruginous; scape dull, pale ferruginous to black, with
numerous short hairs; pedicel varying similarly in color; filament
black, slightl}' glistening at the joints, lusterless between; the first
segment longest; mandibles short, three-toothed, the teeth and sometimes the base black, the rest ferruginous, with a very few indentations and a few long, golden hairs on the posterior face.
Thorax. Collar black, its anterior face quite erect; the dorsal edge
evenly rounded laterally, covered more or less closely with golden
pubescence; the front and sides and dorsal edge bearing quite numerous, long, golden hairs; the posterior face closely appressed against
the mesohotum; prothoracic lobe black, with scattered, long, golden
hairs and a fringe of dense, short, j'ellow ones behind; mesonotura
quite closel}^ rather coarsely punctured, and quite thickly clothed
with rather short, golden, and paler hairs; with an anterior, median
impressed double line extending back about one-third the length of
the plate; scutellum somewhat arched, rather tlat above, i>imctured
and clothed a little more sparsel}' than the mesonotum, and with a
trace of golden pubescence at the extreme side; postscutellum golden
pubescent, with long, yellow hairs; dorsum of median segment quite
coarsely, very closely punctured, with traces of transverse aciculation in some lights, and thickly clothed with long, golden hairs; lateral
groove from the postscutellum to the stigma pronounced; fovea a
short, transverse dash, below the angle between the dorsum and posterior end, which is coarsel}^, closely punctured, thickly covered with
long, golden hairs and with a trace of golden pubescence just above
and at the sides from the petiole; a golden pubescent band runs forward and upward from the hind coxa below the stigma to the side of
the postscutellum; meso- and meta-pleura quite closely but rathe*'
finelv punctured, least so between the two, thickl}^ clothed with long,
golden hairs; petiole quite long, somewhat curved, black, with numer-

—
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rather fine punctures on the anterior half, nearly .smooth behind,
it is golden sericeous, ])earino- long, yellow hairs.

where

— Black

and ferruginous, the distribution of the colors
some lights, and with
a few short, pale hairs on the last four segments, particularly at the
sides, and with scattered punctures; beneath, with a few punctures on
each segment and short, pale hairs; fourth and fifth ventral plates
somewhat emarginate l)ehind; terminal plate quite evenly, rather
AhiJoinen.

variable; above, whitish sericeous, especially in

coarsel}'

punctured.

Wings.

— Hyaline, slightly fuliginous along the outer border, tinged

with yellowish, the veins pale ferruginous; forewing slightly
ginous in the

wing

fuli-

and second cubital cells; discoidal vein of the hind
cubital vein developed only a short distance beyond

first

interstitial;

the transverse cubital vein; teguhe pale ferruginous varied with paler.

Legs.

— Coxje

black; trochanters

black or black and ferruginous;

femora black or black and ferruginous;

tibia3

and

tarsi pale ferru-

ginous; coxa^ sericeous in places, with fine punctures and long, yellow

same; femora with many long, yellow
and beneath, the hind femora the least hairy;

hairs; trochanters the

particularly behind

and

hairs;
tibije

yellow sericeous, their spines brownish; hind til)i!e densely
yellowish sericeous behind; claws pale ferruginous and black, the distarsi

tribution of these colors vaiying.

Male.

— Differs

liable to

have

little

from the female, but is usually more hairy,
or ferruginous on the bod}^ and legs, and

less 3'ellow

shows the usual sexual distinctions.
Length.
Females, 15-18 mm.; males, 15-17 mm.
This pretty species is western and southwestern in its distribution.
1 have seen specimens from Parker and Fort Collins, Colorado, taken in
June and July; from Siskiyou County and other (not indicated) parts
of California; from Lower California, Nevada, and New Mexico.
The
records from this State (mainly from Prof. T. D. A. Cockerel!) are as
follows: HighroUs, N. M., from Ma}^ 20 to June 14, '02; Pio Ruidoso
ab. 6,500 ft. Wh. Mts., July 19 and 22, on flowers of Ehus gJahra; Rio
Ruidoso ab. 7,500 ft. Wht. Mts., August 3; and La Cueva ab. 5,300 ft.
Organ Mts. September 5, on flowers of Llppia lorigJdlL Patton states
that it is also found in Florida, but, in the absence of any specimens
from intermediate points and any other record from that State, I feel
that there is likely to be some error in this record.
Kohl regard 61 elegans as a variet}^ of /larrisi, a view which I am
not prepared to accept at present.
The former has a different distribution from the latter and is very fixed in its characters, and at present I should be as ready to regard it as a subspecies of C. aurljjes as
of C. harrisi, at least until more evidence than we now have is forthcoming. At all events it seems that our knowledge of the species is
yet too slight to unite it with any other.

—

,
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reported by Coquillett as being

De Geer.

Arthur Johnson, of the Colorado Experiment Station, Fort
made some observations on the nesting habits of
species and has kindly sent me the following notes on the subject:

Mr.

8.

Collins, (Colorado, has
this

A number

of the adults of

Chhrion {Isodontia) cleyans have been reared by the

In all these cases they were taken from
writer from cocoons taken from the nests.
the adobe banks where Anthophora occldodalis makes its home.

make clear

should be explained that the latter species
is so hard and dry that it is removed
with the knife blade or other tool with great difHculty. The bees nuich prefer a
southern exposure; are sometimes content with a west or east front, but seldom
Into
select a place which is not exposed to the sunshine at some hour of the day.
this hard substance the bees burrow to a depth of from 6 to 10 inches, making the
diameter about three-eighths of an inch. At the end of the burrow a cluster of urnshaped cells is made, stored with pollen, and provided with eggs; the cells and the
entrance to the burrows are sealed. In order to make way through the hard material,
the bee brings water from the neighboring brook and softens the dirt; the waste
In order to

nests in vertical

adobe

the conditions,

liluffs

it

where the material

is used in part to build a curious tube-like doorway.
There is reason to believe that Isodontia elegans occupies only the discarded burrows of these bees or related species. I have never found the nests in other locations,
nor have I found any evidence that the wasps ever dig their own nesting places. On
the other hand, the entrance to their homes almost always shows signs of Anthophora'
work, and in instances where I have dug beyond the cocoons of Isodontia I have
found the empty cells of the bees at the end of the burrow.
The nests of /. elegans are made from 2 to 4 inches within the tunnel and are composed of finely chewed fibers of dead weeds and grass. The food consists of (Ecanthus
sp. or in some cases of nymphs of grasshopi^ers between 5 and 10 millimeters in length.
Usually there are two cocoons in the tunnel, l)ut in one case I found four. The
outer portion is tightly packed with grass stems of coarser nature than those used
These fibers are wound round and round the burrow and
for the nest proper.
packed in very firmly and securely. The packing extends to the mouth, where it
commonly protrudes slightly. Some tubes were packed with closely arranged sprigs

material

of sage.

and consists of three layers. The
which often entangles loose materials, legs, and
dried parts of the food material, bits of finely chewed grass, etc. Below this is a
thin, papery, pinkish layer with a shining surface which appears to be made by
gluing the silk together by means of some fluid. This layer is so tight that it doubtThe inner layer
less has much to do with regulating the degree of moisture within.
is yellowish, quite thick, more loosely woven than the middle layer, but more compact than the outer. It fills all the space between the middle layer and the pupa case.
The length of the old larval exuvia in whii'h pupation takes place is 19 mm.,
breadth 5i mm., elongated, almost cylindrical in form, but slightly larger at the
anterior end.
Color, the usual brown of Dipterous larv;e.

The cocoon

outer

is

is

a loosely

composed of
woven mass

fine fibers of silk,

of silk

Three species of insects bred from these cocoons, sent mo by Mr.
Johnson, have been identified through the kindness of Dr. L. O.
Howard, of the Department of Agriculture in Washington, as Argy7'amcBhafu7' O. S., Senotainia trilineata Van der Wulp, and fPerilampus cycmeiis Brulle. Doctor Howard writes: "I think it very doubtful
that this (the last-named species) is a parasite of the Isodontia^ but it is
likely to be parasitic

upon the

ArgyrauKjeba.^''
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H. Fernald.

Sphex Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wein, V, 1890, p. 115.
Proterosphe.v H. Fernald, Ent. News, XVI, 1905, p. 165.

— Ohlorum

maxiUosurn Fabricius, Ent. 8yst., II, 1793, p. 208.
Claws with two blunt teeth near the base of their inner border.
Median segment with a stigmatal groove except in Chlorion {ProteroStigma of the first dorsal abdominal plate in front of the
sphex) lucae.
Type.

Tarsal

middle.
tibial

comb

Inner borders of the

Comb

of the female present.

row

spine not tooth-like but forming a

teeth of the hind

of closely set hairs.

or converging downward. Second
wing rhombic, rhomboidal, or approaching a

ej^es parallel

cubital cell of the fore

rectangular form, at least as broad on the cubital vein as

it is

high.

Distance between the second and third transverse cubital veins on the
radial cell less than that between the second transvorse cubital and

second recurrent veins on the cubital vein.

Last ventral abdominal
Ventral surface of the abdomen of the
male usually without rows of hairs and not silky sericeous. Dorsum
of the median segment generally transversely aciculate or rugose.
Mandibles when closed generally reaching each to
Petiole straight.

plate of the female arched.

the base of the other.

(Plate

X,

tig.

25.)

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) LUCAE

(Saussure).

Sphex lucae Saussure, Reise d. Novara, Hym., 1867, p. 41.
Sphex helfragei Cresson, Trans. Am. VaxI. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 212.
Sphex lucae Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 387.
Sphex belfragei Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 439.
Sphex lucae Patton, Can. Ent., XXVII, 1895, p. 280.

j

Sphex belfragei was described from "four male and female specimens found on sumach flowers in August (Belfrage)."" Three female
specimens from the Bel f rage collection now in the U. S. National

Museum
of the

are labeled ''Type No. 1(585."

American Entomological Society

writing as being this species.
the sex of

some

One female
is

in the collection

labeled in Cresson's hand-

Apparently Cresson was

in error as to

of the specimens, as his description does not apply to

any of the males present

in that collection,

and none

are labeled

belfragei.

Body rather slender; the head and thorax black; the abdomen black
two colors variousl}" mingled in ditt'erent examples, the

to red, the

much darker than the females; wings varying
from yellowish hyaline with a fuliginous tinge to deep fuliginous with
a violet reflection; legs dark ferruginous to black.
males ))eing generally

—

Female. Head black, quite broad; clypeus quite convex, with a
smooth, slightly reflexed anterior margin bearing a faint notch at the

on each side of which is a slight tooth;
Proc. N. M. vol. XXXI— 06
24

center,

its

surface coarsely,
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closel}'^ punctured and with long, coarse
showing traces of silvery pubescence

closely i)unctured, the punctures
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bending downward, and

some

cases;

frons finely,

scattered above iind

almost

absent near the ocelli; on the sides of tlie frons are traces of silvery
pubescence and black hairs are also present, more scattered above and

on the vertex and cheeks; vertex

sparsel}', tinel}^

punctured; cheeks

narrow, glistening, with scattered minute punctures; eyes converging
ver}' slightly downward; antennae black, the first segment of the filament longest, increasing slightly in diameter toward its tip; mandibles
bhick, two-toothed, with traces of dark ferruginous.
Collar black, with fine, scattered punctures and a few short,
Thorax.
black hairs; its dorsal edge rather rounded from front to rear, evenly
rounded laterally; prothoracic lobe sparsely covered with short, black
hairs and with a dense fringe of pale brown hairs behind; mesonotum
black, glistening, slightly sericeous, rather closely and finely punctured and bearing scattered, black hairs, with a slight anterior median
groove; its lateral margin refiexed from in front of the teguhe to
where it meets the scutellum; scutellum glistening l)lack, very minutelv punctured, with a rather deep, median groove; postscutellum
similarly punctured, glistening black; dorsum of the median segment

—

dull black, finely, transversely aciculate, thickl}' covered with shoi't,

white hairs;

its

outline sharpl\'

marked by

a groove extending

from

the side of the postscutellum to the stigma, and thence to the fovea,

marked being shield-shaped; stigmatal groove al)sent;
and posterior end of the median segment dull black, minutely,
closel}^ punctured, quite thickly covered with black hairs at the sides,
but mingled with white ones behind; petiole short, straight, black,
sometimes slightl}' tinged with ferruginous, sparsely, minutel}- punctured, and with a few short, black liairs.
Abdomen. Usually rather elongate-oval; above, smooth, somewhat
glistening, pale ferruginous varied with darker, particular!}- on the
the area thus

sides

—

more posterior

plates; ver^- slightl}- sericeous in

some

lights,

with a

few pale hairs on the hinder margin of the last plate; beneath of the
same color as above, the darker areas more irregularly scattered, giving
a somewhat mottled appearance; a few dark hairs are present on the
second ventral plate and lighter ones on the last one, while a very few
scattered hairs are present on the intervening plates.
Wings.
Yellowish h3'aline, somewhat fuliginous on their outer
margins; sometimes entirely fuliginous; second cubital cell of the fore
wing rhombic; I'adial cell rather scpiarely rounded; the second and
third n^ansverse cubital veins al)out as far !i{)art on the radial cell as
the former and the second recurrent vein arc on the cubital cell;
cubital vein obsolete l)eyond the third cubital cell: transverse median
vein of the hind wing making more than a right angle with the median
vein; the discoidal vein practically interstitial: teguhe black in front
but with a trace of ferruginous behind; faintly punctured.

—
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— Coxffi

almost black, with a few short hairs; remainder of
brown; trochanters with a number
of short dark hairs; posterior tibia; light brown sericeous behind; fore
metatarsus with nine (sometimes ten) long, slender comb teeth; ))ases
of the claws lighter than the rest of the tarsus; the claws theinseh^es
Legs.

the legs black to dark ferruginous

very minute.
V((/'i(ttlo/is.

the tirst

— In examples with fuliginous wings the abdomen, except

two and

last plates

above and beneath,

is

generally black.

The black may also encroach on the posterior part of the second segment and on the sides of the last one.
Male. Anterior margin of the clypeus extending obliquely downward and inward from the side, then transverse, slightly emarginate,

—

a little retlexed; a faint trace of silvery pubescence

sometimes present

on the cheek just behind the eye, and another on the posterior end of
the median segment or in some cases above the hind coxa; body rather

more densely clothed than in the female; sixth and seventh ventral
abdominal plates slightl}" emarginate behind; terminal ventral plate
with its hinder border rounded at the sides, acuminate in the middle;
terminal dorsal plate evenly rounded; the a])domen generally with an
opalescent luster; generally black, but sometimes more or less ferruginous on the first, second, or both segments; legs usually entirely
In other respects the male resembles the female.
black.
Length. Females, 17-22 nun.; males, 13-19 mm.
This species appears to be found onl}^ in our Southern and Western
States and in Mexico.
I have studied examples from Tifton and other
(unnamed) places in Georgia, Texas, New Mexico (Alamogordo, taken
from A])ril 2(3 to June, 11>U2, and elsewhere); southern Arizona (F. H.
Snow, August, 1902); Los Angeles County, Knight's Valley and Sonora
County, California; Ormsby County, Nevada (July 6, Baker); Lewiston, Idaho; Yellowstone,^Iontana (August, 1883); Yakima River near
Eilcnsburg, Washington (July 8, 1882); and from Low^er California,
and Guadalajara in Jalisco, Mexico.
That there is no error in placing C. helfiagel Cresson as a synonym of
O. lucae is shown by the fact that a homotype of the former sent to
Kohl, who studied Saussure'stype, was returned marked '^ Sphex lucae

—

Sauss. certissime."

A

picture of this insect under Cresson's

name

is

given as figure 10,

Plate XI, of the Insect Book.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) CUBENSIS, new
"?

Splie.r lanierii

name.

GvERiN, Icon. d. Regne Anim. Cuv. Ins., VII, 1845?,
Ann. natnr. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 895.

p. 438.

\\Sphex Haripeii Koiil,

A

large, rather robust insect.

abdomen and legs beyond
Wings (juite hyaline with

Body

to the petiole, black; petiole,

the middle of the femora pale ferruginous.
a yellowish tinge, slightly fuliginous on the
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margins, the amount of yellow and fuliginous varying. Pubescence
golden, varying in shade.
Kmalr. Head rather (juadrangular from above, the front slightly
rounded between the eyes; clypeus not extending far below the e^'es,

—

arched laterally above, thickly clothed with pubescence and long,
golden hairs; its anterior margin strongly rounded, with a
l)air of short, rather pointed, broad based teeth at the middle separated
by a notch, and another just outside each tooth separating it from the
margin; frons densely pubescent to above the level of the median
ocellus, with long, golden hairs, growing shorter above; distance from

(juite

(|uite stout,

a lateral ocellus to the eye about equal to that between the ocelli;

vertex and occiput densely brownish-black sericeous, with numerous
long, golden hairs, with an oblong-oval, slightly raised area just behind
the ocelli; cheeks about two-thirds to three-ipiarters the width of the
eyes, pubescent

from near the top to near the bottom of the eye and

nearly their whole width, and bearing munerous long, golden hairs,
longest and largest below; inner margms of the eyes about parallel;
antennte black, black-seiiceous but toward the tips rather grayish in
some lights; scape with numerous rather tine punctures and short,

golden hairs, particularly on the inner side; relative lengths of the
tilament segments g^g, g^, g^,,, 2*0, i\; mandibles long, the tip of each
reaching the base of the other; black with a slight ferruginous band
between the base and the bases of the teeth; their lower surface
strongly longitudinall}' rugose (striate i'); with a row of long, golden
hairs on the posterior face and a few scattered ones in front.
Thorax. Neck with a pubescent band crossing it above and turning
backward at the sides; collar closely appressed against the mesonotum,
its anterior face almost at right angles to the neck except near its

—

base, where it is oblique for a very short distance; all except this
oblique part quite thickl}^ pubescent, least so'in the middle, and with
numerous long, golden hairs; dorsal edge of tiie collar somewhat flat-

tened in the middle; the lower half of its lateral face black, tinely
punctured, the black continued down to the edge of the plate; prothoracic lobe black in front, pubescent behind, and with rather short,

golden hairs; prosternum pubescent in front of each coxa, its whole
surface with many long, golden hairs; mesonotum with a broad pubescent band on each side extending downward in front of the tegula to
the prothoracic lobe, narrowing somewhat posteriorly and bending
inward on the hind margin of the plate to meet the band from the
other side; the rest of the plate densely brownish-black sericeous,
velvety, except for a trace of golden pubescence along the anterior

median groove and extending back al)out half the length of the plate,
the groove itself being concealed by this; the plate also has numerous
short, erect golden hairs and its lateral margin is somewhat reflexed;
scutellum rather arched, very slightly notched in the middle l)ehind,
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flattened

and

upper surface densely brownish-black sericeous;
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its

pos-

golden sericeous, almost pubescent;
postscutellum golden pul)escent as far to the sides as the beginning of
the groove on the median segment; dorsum of the median segment
entirely, very thickly pubescent, the fovea a rather short crescent;
terior

lateral sloping- surfaces

posterior end making quite a sharp angle with the dorsum, densely
pubescent; sides with a broadening pubescent band running forward
from above the hind coxte to the stigma, leaving a rather narrow blacksericeous band between

it

and the posterior pubescence, just above the

coxa; dorsum, sides and end thickly covered with erect, yellow hairs,
shortest on the dorsum, and so thickly placed as to almost conceal the

black band in some lights; mesopleura with a large pubescent spot
just behind the prothoracic lobe

and extending upward to the base of

the fore wing; also with a spot (sometimes a band running

upward

and forward) a))Ove the middle coxa^; the rest black, somewhat sericeous, with scattered, fine punctures and numerous short, golden
hairs; metapleura black in front of the pubescent band along the stigmatal groove; mesosternum black, with a tendency toward golden
sericeous; with scattered, fine punctures and short, golden hairs; petiole very short, stout, straight, pale ferruginous, golden sericeous,
almost pubescent, and with man}^ short, golden hairs; about half as
long as the second hind tarsal segment, less than two-thirds as long as
the first filament segment and about equal to the second.
Abdomen. Rising quite high above the petiole, pale ferruginous,
sometimes varied with darker, long and pointed at both ends, but

—

more

so posteriorly; above, pale sericeous, less so posteriorly, with a

few faint punctures on the fourth plate, more and coarser on the fifth,
and with many coarse ones on the terminal one, making its entire surface quite roughened; a few rather siiort, yellow hairs are present
on the sides of the fifth plate, more and longer on the last, the extreme
lateral edges of which are smootii; this plate is rather narrow and acuminate behind, but without a sharp pointed tip; beneath ghstening,
with a few minute, scattered punctures and short hairs, both becoming
more abundant and coarser po.steriorly, but absent on the middle line;
on the posterior half of the last ventral plate they become quite coarse
and close together, and there are numerous yellow hairs; hinder margin of the terminal plate rather narrowly obtusely rounded.
Wi7igs.
Quite hyaline, distinctly yellowish half way out or more
from the base, somewhat fuliginous on the outer margin, particularly
at the end of the radial cell and slightly fuliginous over the entire
wing, the depth of this varying in different specimens; forewing with

—

the second transverse cubital and
interstitial;

first

recurrent veins nearly or quite
much nearer on

the second and third transverse cul)itals

the radial than the second transverse cubital and second recurrent are
on the cubital; the third cubital cell not reaching the end of the radial
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transverse cubital vein crooked, projecting into the

cell,

and the

first

cubitul cell posteriori}^

first

v..l.

and into the second cubital

cell

near the

middle; hind wing with the transverse median vein almost straight,
making more than a right angle with the median vein; the discoidal
vein nearl}' interstitial; the cubital vein only a faint trace for a short
distance beyond the transverse cubital, which joins the former at quite
a sharp angle; teguhe brownish-black sericeous, with a pubescent spot
in the middle.

—

Coxa% trochanters, part of femora, tips, inner edges and
Legs.
teeth of the claws black; the rest pale ferruginous; the spines of the
same color, and the hairs everywhere yellow; legs everj^where more
or less pale sericeous; fore coxte with a pu})escent spot in front; fore
femora nearly all black; middle pair the same; hind pair about half
black; fore metatarsi with eleven (sometimes ten) comb teeth, all short,
the first one shortest, and wnth no alternating short spines; inner con-

tour of the hind

ti))ia

sharply bent, suddenly enlarging markedly near

the outer end; the hinder face of this segment strongly, coarsely, dark

golden sericeous; pulvilli blackish. (Plate VI, fig. 3.)
Differs as follows: Clypeus scjuarely truncate in front;
Male.
mesosternum pubescent; a pubescent band extends from the middle
coxa? to the spot behind the prothoracic lobe; middle and hind coxa3
more or less pubescent; a pul)escent spot is present on the metapleural

—

lobe; the l)lack area at the side of the

median segment

is

nearly' con-

cealed by the thickness of the hairs there and the extension of pubescence across; middle femora sometimes partly pubescent; last dorsal

abdominal plate rounded behind, with a rather broad notch in the
middle; the ))late nearly as l>road as the preceding one; l)eneath, the
seventh plate is deeply and sharply excavated behind in the middle,
and with a slight median ridge on its posterior half; with a thick
tuft of rather short, ferruginous hairs on the posterior coiners and
more or less shorter hairs on the posterior margin; the terminal plate
is narrow, bluntly acuminate behind and with a cential depression;
the surface of the last

two dorsal

a))d()niinal plates is coarsely

brown

sericeous.

—

Leiujfh.
Females, 25-30 nun.; males, 25-28 mm.
This beautiful species has thus far been reported only from Cuba.
The identity of Guerin's Splwx lanieril does not seem to have been
settled with certainty, and 1 can not learn the whereabouts of the type.

Kohl regards it as a synonym of ChJorhm irhneuinoveuin Linnjvus,
though Guerin writes: " 11 ne faut pas confondre cette espece avec le
Chlorion ickneumoneuin de Fab., ou son Sphex (nandenta.'" Specim<Mis of C cuhensl.'i in the collection of the American Entomological
Societ}' are labled Jaiuerl! in Cresson's handwriting, showing his opinion on the subject, andCiuerin's description agrees quite well with this
insect.
In any case KohFs name can not hold, being preoccupied.
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(Cresson).

Sphex Inula Cresson, I'emalt', Trans. Am. Kiit. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 212.
Sphex cJn-i/mj)horiis Kohl, female, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890,
Sphex laiilus Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, X, 1890, p. 447.
Sphex lanclger Kohl, male, Ann. natur. Hofnms. Wien, X, 1895, p. 55.

Types.

— Described from

live specimen.s, indicated as

]).

81)9.

females (prob-

ably one of these was the variety also mentioned, leaving four real
t3'pes).

One male

is

now

logical Society, labeled

"

in the collection of the

American Entomoand

S. lauta Cr.," in Cresson's handwriting;

another specimen, also a male, from Texas, is also present. In the collection of the \J. S. National Museum are two specimens from "Texas,
Belfrage," marked "Type No. 1687." These are male and female.

Museum of Comparative Zoology, of Harvard
Cambridge, Massachusetts, is a female specimen marked

In the collection at the
College,

"Dallas, Tex., Boll, 46,

Type

521,

.specimens

came from " Bclfrage,

account for

all

Sphex
Boll,

lauta Cr."

except the Heiligbrodt material, which

retained by Cresson at Philadelphia.

It

As

the five

Heiligbrodt," this
is

would

probably that

would seem that the sexes were

not correctly given in the printed description.

The following description was prepared from the National Museum
from other specimens:
Large, robust, body to and including the petiole black; abdomen

types, with additional notes

pale ferruginous; wings hyaline; pubescence abundant, golden yellow.

—

Female. Head broad, rounded oval from above, the cheeks though
broad being retreating; clypeus covered everywhere except on the
very anterior margin with dense golden yellow pubesence continued
up over the f rons to the level of the ocelli, the surface also bearing
very numerous, long yellow hairs; anterior margin of the clypeus
strongly rounded, with a hollow at the middle, from which arise two
broad, blunt teeth the tips of which extend to the outline of the general

curve of the margin, and between which

is

a shallow notch; ver-

tex black sericeous, very minutely punctured; just behind the ocelli is
an oblong-oval, slightly elevated, velvet}^ black area; the entire vertex

with scattered, short yellow hairs; cheeks nearly as broad as the eyes,
but sloping inward quite sharply; with a dense golden pubescent spot

many long yellow hairs below and behind
margins of the eyes parallel; antennas dull black, the
scape quite stout, very slightly sericeous or pubescent beneath and
with a few longer yellow hairs on the upper and inner sides; first segment of the filament the longest, its diameter a little the greatest near
its outer end; mandibles large, stout, dark ferruginous, particularly
on the large, stout terminal tooth, with short longitudinal acicidations
on the under surface of the basal portion, and with long yellow hairs
near the middle and with

this spot; inner

behind.

3 7 '2
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nearl}'^

ver-

entire anterior face

and dorsal edge thickly clothed with golden yellow pubescence, least
dense in the middle, and bearing long yellow hairs; the pu])escence
does not extend far down at the sides, exposing the black, minutely
punctured surface; prothoracic lobe black, the upper three-fourths of
its posterior half covered with golden 3 ellow pubescence and short
yellow hairs, the pubesence almost meeting the mesonotal ])and; its
hinder margin with a fringe of short pale hairs; mesonotum with a
faint anterior, median, impressed line or narrow band; its central area
velvety black; at each side a broad pubescent band extends from just
above the prothoracic lobe upward to above the tegula, then back to
the liinder end of the plate, narrowing as it goes, then turns inward
to meet the band from the other side, the two })ecoming very narrow
behind and barely meeting; a reflexed margin is present on the plate
from near the front of the tegula to a short distance in on the posterior margin; the black area of the mesonotum bears many short pale
yellow hairs; scutellum black, with a median longitudinal depression;
ver}'^ minutely punctured and sericeous; postscutellum golden pubescent as far laterally as the groove on the median segment leading to
the stigma; median segment dorsum and posterior end thickly covered
with golden pu])escence and long yellow hairs, Avhich do not conceal
the grooves which mark the limits of the dorsum nor the fovea; a
band of pubescence follows the lateral edge of the dorsum from the
postscutellum to the stigma, and thence on both sides of the stigmatal
groove to the hind coxa; a space between this band and the pubescence
on the posterior end is black, with scattered punctures, and extends
to the side of the petiole; mesopleuron with a large golden pubescent spot just behind the jwothoracic lobe, with a slight extension

upward and forward toward the
anterior coxa?

is

tegula; just above and in front of the

a triangular pul)escent area extending toward the

neck; under surface of the thorax yellow sericeous, in places almost
pubescent, with long yellowish hairs, abundant except on the pros-

ternum; petiole short, straight, black, strongly sericeous, almost yellow pubescent, with short yellow hairs.
AhdoDicm. Elongate oval, a little longer than the thorax, not quite
as wide at its widest place as the distance between the outer edges of
the tegula' its color above ferruginous, the posterior margins of the
plates a little darker, and on the third, fourth, and fifth plates this
shade is carried forward on the median line toward the middle of the
plate; the entire surface sericeous, smooth, except the terminal plate,
which is coarsely punctured and bears a number of long yellowish
hairs; beneath, the same color as above, but with darker markings,
more irr(\gidar in form and position, giving a somewhat mottled
appe;irane(S there are a few yellowish hairs at the sides on each plate,

—

;
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scattered punctures occur,

particularly on the terminal plate.

WhujK.

— Yellowish hyaline, a

little

fuliginous on the outer margin

of the fore wings, the yellowish being a little deeper

toward the base;

recurrent vein of the fore wing nearly or entirely interstitial
with the second transverse cubital; the second and third transverse
cubitals very close together on the radial; cubital vein of the hind
first

wing with a

slight

backward bend near

its

middle; obsolete })eyond

the transverse cubital; the discoidal vein not quite insterstitial; tegulaj

black, faintlj" sericeous, with a trace of 3'ellow pubescence near the

center; the outer edge slightly reflexed.

—

Coxifi, trochanters and femora black; sericeous, particularly
Legs.
beneath; fore femora yellow pu])e.scent beneath and on the lower part
of the outer side; fore and middle tibise and tarsi sericeous abov^e,

dark ferruginous, the tips of the claws l)lack; fore metatarsi with ten
comb teeth, shorter than half the length of the metatarsus; hind tibite
sericeous, with a dense

brown band, coarser than elsewhere, on the

posterior face; inner edge of the hind tibia not straight, but curved,

hollowing along
Male.

its

middle, rather dilated at the ends.

(Plate VI,

tig. 4.

— Differs from the female in the following respects:

Generally more pul)escent; the pubescent spot behind the prothoand extending downward to connect with the spot

racic lobe larger

above the middle coxa; the first recurrent vein not quite as nearly
interstitial with the second transverse cubital as in the female; abdomen less oval, being quite broad at the tip; the last dorsal al^dominal
plate with a slight excavation at the side, behind; thence evenly
rounded except for a very slight median emargination; seventh ventral
abdominal plate with a weak median carina; its lateral margin curving
evenly toward the middle line for some distance, then with a broad, deep
notch; with a slight, broad depression running from the base of the
<'arina outward and backward to the posterior angle where the notch
begins and a tuft of yellowish hairs just outside this depression, on
the margin of the plate; terminal plate small; its posterior margin
evenly rounded, Avith a circular depression in the center of the plate.
Variations.
In some specimens the black band between the pubescence along the stigmatal groove and that on the dorsum and hinder

—

end of the median segment is encroached upon b}' the pubescence;
the abdomen is almost fringed on the hinder margins of the last two
or throe dorsal plates with short, pale hairs; the median excavation on
the hinder

margin of the

last dorsal plate is

sometimes quite pro-

nounced; the mesosternum may be distinctly pubescent, and the hind
wings may be slightly fuliginous on the outer border; abdomen sometimes varied with dark.
Zt^;i(/^/!.— Females,

a^-ST nun.; males, 24-26

mm.
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This is one of our most beautiful species of Chlorion, its brilliant
pubescence and ferruginous abdomen making it very noticeable,
though in some cases the latter is darker and consequent!}^ less promIt is found rarely in the Southern States, examples having
inent.
been taken in North Carolina; Cameron and New Orleans Louisiana;
(July, and August "20, 1903); and in Texas (Dallas and elsewhere).
Cresson in his original description refers to a variety having a black
abdomen, of which he had one specimen, and sa3's: "Should the
variety with black abdomen prove to be a distinct species, it may be
named Jllu.strls.'''' This insect is Say's Sphex habena, and as its subspecitic relation to lautuvi Cresson has not as 3'et been demonstrated
it is included in this paper under Say's name.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) HABENUM

(Say).

^phex hdbena Say, Ins. of Louisiana, 1H32, p. 14.
Sphex hnhemi Say, LeConte ed., I, 1859, p. 308.
Sphex laitia var. illustris Cresson, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 210.
Sphex lanta var. illustris Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofnuis. Wien, V, 1890, p. 447.
Sphex Jitiheim Kohi., Ann. natur. Hofnuis. Wien, X, 1895, p. 70.

Type.

— Say's type was from Louisiana.

Cresson's type of hiida var. (Uusirls

is

It

is

no longer

in existence.

in the collection of the

Ameri-

can Entomological Society in Philadelphia, where 1 have studied

it

with care.

Body everywhere
line,

black; legs black; pul)escence golden; wings hya-

tinged with yellow, their outer margins somewhat fuliginous;

large, robust insects.

Female.

— Head quite large, quadrangular, the eyes and cheeks being

quite full; clypeus and frons to the ocelli densely pubescent and with
many long, goKlen hairs, longer and stouter on the clypeus; front

margin of the cl3'peus evenly, strongly rounded, with a hollow at the
middle, from which arise a pair of broad, blunt teeth, separated by a
notch; frons above the pubescence, the vertex and the cheeks, except
where pubescent, sericeous black with a dark brownish tinge; distance
between the lateral ocelli less than between them and the eyes; just
behind the ocelli is a transverse-oval, slightly raised area; frons, vertex, and cheeks with scattered punctures and rather long, golden hairs,
the latter being coarsest and longest on the lower part of the cheeks
which at their middle are nearly as wide as the e3'es; behind the middle of the eye is a rather triangular pubescent spot; inner margins of
the eyes parallel; antennse black, the scape with numerous short, yellow or golden hairs, particularly on the inner side; filament black sericeous, velvet}'; relative length of the filament segments g'5, g^o? h^ \St
^^\ mandibles black, stout, two-toothed, the terminal tooth extending
beyond the base of the other mandible; their antei-ior surface with
numerous slightly oblique striai or aciculations; posterior edge with a
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golden hairs; the edge and tip of the terminal tooth faintly

tinged with ferruginous.
Thoviiw.

— Collar

not closely appressed against the niesonotuni,

its

faces nearly vertical, the anterior one slightly ol)lique to the neck for

lower part; the anterior face and dorsal
edge pubescent and with numerous long, golden hairs; neck black
above in the middle, pubescent laterally; dorsal edge of the collar
a very short distance at its

slightly flattened near the middle; its sides

pubescent about half way
down, then black; prothoracic lobe })lack in front, pubescent on its
posterior half, with numerous yellow hairs; prosternum black, with a
pubescent spot in front of each coxa; with quite numerous mediimisized punctures and hairs; mesonotum with a broad, pubescent band
on each side, beginning just above the prothoracic lobe, passing up
around the tegula, then backward to the posterior end of the plate
where it turns inward, becoming narrower, and meets the ))and from
the opposite side; the middle of the plate densely black, sericeous,
almost concealing the anterior median groove, which appears to extend
back about one third the length of the plate; there are numerous
short, erect golden hairs over the entire surface of the mesonotum;
scutellum ])lack sericeous, with a slight median groove visible at
some angles; postscutellum densely pubescent; dorsum of the median
segment densely pubescent and with man}" rather short, erect, golden
hairs; fovea crescentic, rather narrow; posterior end from the fovea
to the petiole covered by a large, squarish pubescent spot, its sides
somewhat rounded; there is also a pubescent band along the side,
against the stigmatal groove; between this and the posterior pubescent
square, and on a narrow strip running inward above the square to the
fovea the l)lack surface of the plate

is

visible,

its

surface slightly

roughened; posterior end and sides with quite numerous long, golden
hairs; mesopleura with a small pubescent spot above and slightly in
front of the coxai and a large spot behind the prothoracic lobe, a portion of which extends forward in front of the lobe to the edge of the
mesonotum in front of the tegulw; the remainder black, with tine,
scattered punctures and somewhat pale sericeous in places, and with
numerous, long and short, golden hairs distributed over the entire
pleura; metapleura with a pubescent band, its posterior half sometimes paler, running from the hind coxae along the stigmatal groove
and side of the dorsum to the postscutellum, wider in front; the rest
of the plate pale sericeous, with quite numerous, tine punctures and
golden hairs varying in length; mesosternum yellowish sericeous, and

many

rather short, golden hairs; petiole black, straight, pale
and with numerous short, 3'ellow hairs; but little more than
half as long as the second hind tarsal segment.
Abdomen. Rather broad and stout, rising upward quite sharply
behind the petiole; about equally pointed at the ends; grayish seri-

with

sericeous,

—
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ceous, parti cularl}^ so except on the last three segments above; surface smooth, with a very few faint punctures on the fourth plate,
located rather at the sides and behind; with

more on the

fifth,

some i

what coarser and with a few short black hairs; sixth plate coarsely
punctured everywhere except close to the hind margin at the sides,
and with a number of quite long black or brownish-black hairs; hinder
margin of the fifth plate very slightly, broadl}^ acuminate; the last
plate narrow, acuminate, the tip blunt and with its middle rather
flattened; beneath smooth on the first three plates except for a minute
puncture and short ])lack hair here and there; the last three plates
with punctures and hairs increasing in number and size going backward; the last plate quite generally punctured except on the middle
line, though not as coarsel}' as the last dorsal plate; its outline conical,
the hinder margin evenly rounded; with tjuite a number of long, black
or brownish-black hairs.
Yellowish hyaline to the outer ends of the cells; the outer
Wings.
margins slightl}^ fuliginous; fore wing with the first transverse cubital
vein bent a little into the second cubital cell; first recurrent vein almost
interstitial with the second transverse cubital; second and third transverse cubital veins less than half as far apart on the radial vein as the
second transverse cubital and second recurrent are on the cubital vein;
hind wing with the transverse median vein slightly arched outward at
its middle, making more than a right angle with the median; discoidal
vein almost interstitial; only a trace of the cubital vein present beyond
the transverse cubital, which is oblicpie to the other; veins brown;
tegula? brownish-black, very miiuitely punctured, with a pubescent

i

I

t

i

t

I

\

—

(

spot near the middle.
Le.gs.

— Ever}' where

pale (gray?) sericeous

when viewed

at certain

angles; fore femora with a broad pubescent band behind and numer-

ous short golden hairs; fore coxai sericeous, almost pubescent in front;
fore metatarsi with ten short comb teeth, not alternating with short
spines; hind tibi{« heavily brown and gray sericeous behind; their
inner contour slightly curved, hollowing in the middle; outei' margins
of the claws except the tips piceous; spines black.

—

Male.
Unknown.
Length.
Females, 26-28

—

mm.

specimens are known to me in
Sa^'s original specimen was
an}'^ of the collections in this countr3^
from Louisiana.
The four now known were captured and are now
located as follows:
Cresson's type was taken in Texas and is in Philadelphia; the U. 8. National Museum has a specimen marked " Miss.
Agl, Coll. H. E. Weed.;" at the Museiun of Comparative Zoology
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, is a thii'd specimen labeled "Dallas,
Tex., Boll," and the fourth is in my own collection, captured in Alta
Mira, Tamaulipas, Mexico, June 29, 1903.

Of

this beautiful species onl}- four

i
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possible that Cresson's suspicion that this insect will prove to

is

may

prove to be correct, in which case
specific name, while lautum will
become that of the subspecies with the red abdomen. This suspicion
is still far from being- proved, however.
It should be noted here that the insect identified by Cresson as
hahena Say, and goin^ by this name in many collections, is quite different from the real habenuin and does not agree with Say's descripa subspecies of lautum,

;be

hahemoi) Cresson will

tion in

many ways.

3^et

become the

It is really C. sinniger

Kohl.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) TEPANECUM

/

(Saussure).

Sphex Ifpanecus Saussure, Reise d. Novara, Hym., 1867, p. 41, pi. ii, fig. 23.
Sphex mexicana Taschenberg, Zeits. f. d. ges. Naturw., XXXI V\ 1869, p. 416.
Sphex tepaneca Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., 11, 1889, p. 33.
Sp}iex mexicana Camerots!, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1889, p. 34.
Sphex tepanecus Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 401.

Robust, black except on the basal half of the abdomen and on parts
of the femora; wings hyaline with a strong yellowish tinge to the outer
ends of the

cells,

the outer margins

somewhat

fuliginous; without

pubescence except on the head.

— Unknown.

Female.
2[ale.

— Head quite broad, somewhat quadrangular from

with the cheeks retreating

above, but

more from the corners of the quadrangle than

do the eyes; entire clypeus and sides of the frons to above the antennje
is very smooth and satin-like
on the clypeus, along whose sides are numerous long black hairs; its
anterior margin rather rounded truncate, black, not reflexed; on the
sides of the frons the black hairs are longer and more abundant, as

covered with silvery pubescence, which

well as along the

middle

line of this plate; the

remainder black

seri-

from the eyes and from each
other; vertex, occiput, and cheeks V)lack sericeous, the last two with
numerous long black hairs, particularly long and abundant below;
inner borders of the eyes about parallel; antenna black, the outer part
ceous; lateral ocelli about equidistant

rather brownish sericeous; scape with a brownish tinge at the outer

segment of the filament black; relative length of the
4^5, 2^, i^, ^^\ mandibles at base and on the teeth
to their bases black; elsewhere ferruginou:^, with a few short longitudinal rows of strife containing deeper punctures; two-toothed, the

end; the

first

filament segments

terminal tooth nearly reaching the base of the other mandible; with
scattered long black hairs on the hinder face; head not as broad as
the distance between the outer edges of the teguhe.

Thorax.

— Densely

clothed

with

quite

short,

erect,

black

hairs;

anterior face of the collar almost vertical, the posterior face closely
appressed against the mesonotum; with many quite long, black hairs;
dorsal edge of the collar

somewhat

flattened in the middle; prothoracic

lobe with quite a thick fringe of short

brown

hairs behind; median
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groove of the mesosternuin partly concealed by the clothing, apparently rather broad and extending back about half the- length of the
plate; scutelhini with a slight median groove not perceptible on the
postscutelhim; between tliesc two plates, projecting forward from
the latter, is a fringe of verj- short lnow n hairs; dorsum of the median

segment well clothed with many black iiaii's of medium length; with
a rather pronounced median depression, deepest about two-thirds the
length of the plate from the front; fovea a rather elongated crescent;
dorsum and posterior end of the median segment nearly at right
angles; posterior end and sides thickly covered with long black hairs;
pleura and sterna )»lack, with long Idack hairs, except above the middle
coxa', where it is ((uite glabrous; petiole short, stout, straight; its
length, as compared with the second and third hind tarsal segments,
))eing 28-45-33.

xihdomen.

— I^arge, stout,

high, rismg shar})ly from the petiole;

ite

but the posterior margin of the third dorsal plate
first,
ferruginous;
the rest black, somewhat sericeous; the next to
reddish
with
dorsal
plate
quite numerous punctures and a few short,
the last
teiininal plate with a rather large, shallow,
hairs
the
sides;
the
black
at
its
base;
its posterior edge rounded, somewhat
median depression near
middle,
and
its
posterior half with numerous coarse
truncated in the
hairs
beneath;
the tirst two and the anterior corpunctures and black
second, and

all

ners of the next two plates reddish ferruginous, the others ))lack; the

with a few scattered punctures anteriorly,
increasing in a))und;'nce postei'iorly, and with a few short, black hairs
on the sides of the more posterior plates; the terminal plate closely
covered with short, erect, brownish and blackish hairs; its sides somewhat rounded, its end quite truncate; tips of the protruding genitalia
surface

not sericeous;

ferruginous.

— Strongly

yellow (reddish at the base) to the ends of the
cells, the outer margins somewhat fuliginous; second recurrent vein
of the fore wing joining the cubital vt'iii in the second cubital coll near
the second ti'ansverse cubital vein; the distance from the second transverse cubital vein to the third on the radial vein but little more than
that from the former to the second recuri'cnt vein on the cul)ital vein;
the tirst transversecubital vein l)en(ling somewhat into the second cubital
Wii^gs.

cell;

the cubital and sut)discoidal veins beyond the cells are fuliginous

same be^^jnd the end of the radial
cell; the cubital vein of the hind wing continues nearly straight from
the junction of the median and trans\'erse median veins, the discoidal

and there

is

being not

<|uite interstitial;

a darker streak of the

the cubital

the transverse cubital, which joins
itself Old}' slighlh'

it

\'eiii

is

almost

well developed l)(\voiul
at a right angle,

being

curved; teguhe black.

— Black, except

the fore femora beneath, where they are ferruginous, and the middle femora beneath, where there is a trace of
Legs.
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color; fore

femora much compressed
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laterally; spines of the

black; the claws near their middle with a faint fiM-ruo-inous tinge;

inner contour of the hind tibiw quite straight, their hind surface densely
brownish sericeous; hind metatarsi considerably curved.
This description has been prepared from the two speciVariatioiis.
men 1 have seen. Kohl's description diti'ers in some regards, which
arc therefore given here as follows: Face clothed with white or 3'ellow
pubescence; inner margins of the eyes verv slightly converging downward; lateral ocelli farther apart than the}' are from the ej^es; petiole
about as long as the second hind tarsal segment.
Len</f/i.^Mii\QS, 25-31 mm.
All the specimens of this species except one have oeen captured in
Mexico, but I tind no data as to the exact locality. This exception
was taken in August, 1*J05, at Carr Canyon, Cochise County, Arizona,
by Dr. Henry Skinner. Its most striking features seem to be the
curve of the posterior metatarsi and the reddish color on the abdomen,
this being ({uite reddish ferruginous, with (in the examples I have seen)
a distinct carmine shade.

—

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) FLAVITARSIS,

new name.

llym. Eur., I, 1845, p. 437.
Hyra. Brit. Mus., IV, 1856, p. 263.
fSpliex tibiaUs Saussure, Reise d. Novara, Hym., 1867, p. 39.
Sphe.v npaca Taschenbkro, Zeits. f. d. ges. Naturw., XXXIV, 1869,
Sphc.rfaripes Patton, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., XX, 1880, p. 382.
Sphe.v flar'rpes Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, j). 404.
Sphrx tidv'ipcs H. Fekxali), Psyche, X, 1903, pp. 202-204.
fSjihcx ojMtcu Uaiilbom,

Splu'x flavipes Smith, Cat.

jt.

413.

Large, quite robust; the body black; outer portion of the legs rusty
yellow; wings fuliginous with a slight violet retlection; hairs 3'ellowish;

pubescence yellow.

Female.

— Head

broad, black, covered with long, yellowish hairs;

its anterior edge rounded, with a slight
middle separating two very short, rather blunt teeth; the
sui-face of the clypeus yellow pubescent as is also that of the frons to
al)ove the insertion of the aiitennte; vertex very minutely punctured
and with scattered, larger punctures; cheeks narrow behind the eyes,
about half the width of the eye, with long, coppery -yellow hairs, and
yellow pubescent near the middle bdow; iimer margins of the eyes
about parallel; antenni\? black, the scape with a few yellowish hairs

clypeus somewhat arched,

notch in

its

and slightly yellowish pubescent inwardly and beneath; tirst segment
of the filament the longest; mandibles long, two-toothed, black at the
base and at the tip of the anterior and all of the terminal tooth, the

remainder ferruginous.

— Collar

with scattering yellow hairs and a narrow,
yellow, pul)escent band on the dorsal edge; prothoracic lo))e yellow
pubescent, particularly behind; mesonotum covered with short, yelThorax.

l)lack,
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low hairs and with a pubescent band running from near the front of
the teguhe, on the edge of the phite, )>ackward to its hinder margin,
then inward along that margin till it barely meets the band from the
other side; scutellum black, covered with short, pale j^ellowish hairs;
with a hint of a pubescent band along its posterior edge; post scutellum narrow, covered with pubescence; median segment thickly clothed
with long, 3"ellowish hairs; with a large, squarish, yellow pubescent
spot above the petiole, divided on the median line; sides of the thorax
sparsely clothed with yellow hairs and with a pubescent spot on the
mesopleuron just behind the prothoracic lobe, which extends upward
to near the base of the fore wing; beneath rather more densely clothed
than on the sides, with longer hairs; petiole short, straight, with pale
yellow hairs and with a tendencN^ toward pale yellow pubescence
behind; sometimes the dorsum of the median segment shows faint
transverse aciculations.

—

Black, very finely sericeous, the last four dorsal plates
punctured on each side of the middle line; the last two with
dark j^ellow hairs; beneath with scattered punctures and long, dark
yellow hairs, particularly on the last two plates.
Fuliginous with a slight violet reflection; the hind wing
Wingn.
with the cubital vein bending sharply forward beyond its junction
with the discoidal, which is not interstitial, and giving ofl'(in all speci-.
mens 1 have seen) a short vein bending back into the median cell;
becoming a mere deeper shade beyond the transverse cubital vein; the
transverse median vein straight, making more than a right angle with
the median vein; tegular partly black, partly dull ferruginous, with
slight yellow pubescence on the anterior portion.
Coxje, trochanters, and varying portions of the femora black;
Legs.
the remainder of the legs rusty yellow, the claws darker, their tips

Ahdomeii.

coarsel}'

—

—

black; spines the color of the legs or a

and femora more or

less sericeous,

little

darker; coxa?, trochanters

the coxte with a few pale hairs;

inner contour of the hind tibia straight, the posterior surface strongly
pale brownish sericeous; fore metatarsus with nine or ten

more or less with short
Differs from the female

alternating

—

comb

teeth

spines.

being generally more thickly
abdominal plate is narrow from
front to rear and its posterior margin is somewhat emarginate its
whole width; beneath, the last plate broadly, bluntly rounded, with a
short, acuminate point in the middle and a median ridge extending to
the anterior margin, across the plate; the anterior margin of the
cl3'^peus is rounded, slightly emarginate in the middle, and without

Male.
pubescent and hairy; the

in

last dorsal

teeth.

—

Length. Females, 24-32 nun. males, 22-32 mm.
This species, which is not common, has been captured in Georgia,
Mississippi, and Texas, according to the data on the specimens I have
;
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The subspecies saussurei occurs in Mexico, from which countr}"have also seen an example of the subspecies iheringii^ which is more
common in South America. The subspecies guatemalensls^ though
first taken in Guatemala, has also been found in Mexico.
A figure of this in.sect is given in the Insect Book (Plate XI, fig. S.)
seen.
1

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) FLAVITARSIS SAUSSUREI,
II

Sphex hirsutus Sal'ssure, Reise d. Novara, Hyin., 1867, p.
Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1888,

Sphe.v hirsuta

This subspecies

40.
p. 31, pi. in, figs. 3,3a.

Kohl, Ann. natnr. Hofmus. Wien, Y,

Sjihex furipes var. hirsutus

new name.

1890, p. 405.

from the typical form just described by the
which ai'e hyaline with a strong yellow tinge and

ditt'ers

color of the wings,

The pubescence
cells.
more hairy, there is no short vein enteringthe median ceil of the hind wing from the cubital vein in the specimens
1 have seen, and the average size seems to be somewhat greater, the
females ranging from 2!) to 32 mm., and the males from 20 to 30 mm.
only slightly fuliginous be3'ond the ends of the

is

more

al)undant, the l)ody

in length.

This subspecies occurs in Mexico, but

I

have no closer data of

local-

ities.

CHLORION

(PROTEROSPHEX)
(

FLAVITARSIS

Cameron

GUATEMALENSIS

).

SpJu'x (juateinalensis CAMERoy;, Biol. Centr.-Amer.,

Hym.,

II, 1888, p. 32,

pi.

in,

figs. 4, 4a.

Sphex favipes

var. (/natenutletisls

Kohl, Ann. natnr. Hdfmus. Wien, V,

1890, p.

405.

This subspecies differs from the typical form in the following regards:

The abdomen

is

partly ferruginous, varying in amount; the wings are

quite hy;dine, though with the outer margins slightly fuliginous
the inner portion tinged

and
somewhat with yellowish, the\eins dark; the

pubescence and hairs, though golden, are rather pale, particularly the
latter,

and the

(juter half of the femui" is ferruginous.

The

size is

about that of average examples of the typical form.
Though first desciibed from Guatemala, 1 have seen a male which
was taken at Tuxpan, Jalisco, Mexico; September 3 (1902?).

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) FLAVITARSIS IHERINGII

natur. Hol'mns. Wien, V, 1890,

Spthex j!arip('s var. iheringil

Kohl, Ann.

Sphex flai'lpes var.

Fox, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Ilieringii

In this subspecies the

abdomen

is

(Kohl).
\).

405.

Sci. Phila., 1897, p. 377.

black; the coxi», trochanters and

also the tips, inner margins,
and teeth of the claws; the tips of the hind tibiw and all of the hind
tarsi are ])lack, the spines ferrug'inous; the wings are strongly fulig'iuous, with a pronounced violet to blue reflection; the pubescence
a little of the base of the

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 00

femora black,

25
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golden in front, but become paler behind; in one .speciis a trace of the vein entering the median cell of the
hind wing from the cubital vein. The size is about that of the typical
form or perhaps a little less.
The ha1)itat of this subspecies is now extended northward from
Argentina and Brazil, from whicii countries it has already been
recorded, by the discovery of a specimen in the collection of the
American Entomological Society from Mexico, the exact locality not
juid hairs are

men

seen there

given.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) NUDUM
Sphex )tudus H. Fernald, Psyche, X, 1903,

—Described

from

(H. Fernald).

p. 201.

male specimens.

These cotypes are
each in the collections of the U. S. National Museum, American Entomological Society, and the Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Massachusetts, and three in the collection of their
Types.

six

now one

captor,

Mr.

J. C. Bridwell.

medium size; body black; legs beyond and including the
outer ends of the femora yellow ferruginous except the last tarsal segment and claws, these and the proximal leg* segments being black;
Insects of

pubescence pale straw color, almost silver}^; hairs j^ellowish-white;
wings nearl}' hyaline, the front pair slightly brownish.
Female. Unknown; probablv Chlorlon {I*/'ofej'(Mj>/i':/') l>r!<hrelll H.

—

Fernald.

— Head black,

covered with long, ^^ellowish-white hairs; clypits anterior margin rounded at the
sides, transverse or even slighth" emarginate in front, not rellexed, its
surface quite tliickh^ covered with pale straw pubescence and with
man}^ quite long, yellowish-white hairs; frons similarly clothed with
pubescence and hairs to about the level of the insertion of the antennie,
and al)ove them at the sides, with a rather scattered tuft of long hairs
on the middle line just above the antennae; frontal suture perceptible
for a short distance below the median ocellus; the upper part of the
frons l)lackis]i sericeous, dull; vertex and cheeks rather linely punctured and bearing quite long, whitish hairs, longer and closer on the
lower part of the cheeks, which are nowhere half the width of
the eye, and which retreat sharply toward the neck, making the outline of the head as seen from above quite oval; antennae black, the
scape with short, pale straw-colored hairs; the first segment of the filament longest; mandibles black at base and from the l)ases of the teeth
to their tips; elsewhere ferruginous.
Thora,i;.
Collar with faint, scattered punctures and a few pale hairs
and with a trace of yellowish-white pubescence on its dorsal edge; its
anterior face rising sharpl}^ from the neck; its posterior face somewhat closel}^ appressed against the mesonotum; prothoracic lobe black,
Male.

eus somewhat arched laterally,

—
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somewhat pubescent, fring-ed behind with sliort.
mesonotum somewhat punctured, with short, g-ra3nsh-

posterior portion

pale

hairs;

white hairs, and a faint median longitudinal groove on its anterior
more sparsely and finely punctured, with a
slight median depression, and covered with short, gTa3'ish-white
third; scutellum rather

hairs; postscutellum pale yellowish- white,

the groove at the side of the

dorsum

pubescent as far

laterally" as

of the median segment, this

pubescence often being in part or entirely absent; dorsum of the
median segment finely, transversely aciculate, covered with yellowishwhite hairs longer than those of the mesonotum and scutellum; above
the petiole are two 3'ellowish-white pubescent areas partly confluent
on the middle line; petiole short, straight, black, with vellowish-white
hairs.

—

Ahdomen. Above, smooth, gray sericeous, very faintly punctured,
two plates bearing grayish and ))rownish hairs directed backward; the terminal plate rounded, somewhat compressed on its posterior half at the sides, forming a slight median ridge; beneath, glistening, somewhat sericeous, with a few scattered grayish hairs, which
on the -fourth, fifth, and sixth ventral plates become tufts, one on
each side, on each plate; seventh plate somewhat emarginate on its
posterior margin; terminal plate rounded at the sides, acuminate at the
middle, behind, giving the plate the same form as that found in C.
the last

liavltarsla.

Wings.

— Nearly hyaline, the front pair very slightly fuliginous;

end

mere shadow
beyond the ends of the cells; transverse median vein making more
than a right angle with the median vein in the hind wing; the cubital
of the radial cell rather squarely rounded; cubital vein a

vein only a faint shade bej^ond the transverse cubital; tegula? black,
the margin
Legs.

more or

less

ferruginous; pale sericeous near

its

— Coxa", trochanters, greater portion of the femora,

center.
last tarsal

segment and claws black or very dark; the rest of the leg and the

tips

of the claws and the spines j^ellow ferruginous; coxa? sparsely punc-

few scattered
Length.— Mi\\Q^, 18-22 mm,

tured, sericeous, with a

hairs.

I have studied specimens of this species from Tennessee, Georgia,
and Mar^dand. Most of the specimens known were captured August
23, 1902, at Indian Head, Maryland, by Mr. J. C. Bridwell on the flowers of Monarda i^iinctata Linnt^us in company with C. hridwdU H.
Fernald, and I am of the opinion that these two will ultimately prove to
be the two sexes of the same species. The yellow legs and general

nudum are so suggestive of C.Jlav if arsis i\vAt it is
probable that specimens of the former species are in many collections

api)earance of C.

under the latter name.
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CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) BRIDWELLI
Sphex hridwelU H. Fernald, Psyche, X, 190H,

vol. xxxi.

(H. Fernald).

p. 202.

— Six females, one each in the collections of the U.

S. National
(Type, Cat. No. 9907 U.S.N.M.), the American Entomological
Society, and the Massachusetts Ao-ricultural College in Amherst,
Massachusetts, and three in the collection of J. C. Bridv.ell, their

Types.

Museum

captor.

Insects of medium size; bod}- black and glistening; legs ])lack to near
the ends of the femora, the tibite and tarsi, except the last segment of
the latter, yellow ferruginous; wmgs strong!}^ fuliginous, \yith a blue

or violet reflection.

—

Female. Head somewhat quadrangular with rounded corners when
yiewed from aboye; with scattered dark and yellowish hairs; clypeus
arched, its anterior margin reflexed, rounded, with a small central notch
and the part of the margin nearest the notch projecting a little beyond
the general line of curvature; the surface of the ch pens with traces
of golden pubescence at the sides, and with scattered, coarse punctures,
many very minute ones, and long, yellowish-brown hairs; frons
sparsely punctured, golden pubescent at the sides to above the bases
of the antenna^, and bearing numerous pale and dark hairs; frontal
suture eyident; ocelli located in a triangle marked b}" impressed lines,
the lateral ocelli slightly nearer each other than they are to the eyes;

vertex very minutely punctured and also sparsely, more coarsely so,
bearing scattered, dark hairs; cheeks rather more than half the width of
the eye, narrowing quickly below, with numerous tine and a few coarse
punctures and scattered hairs, longer and coarser below; inner margins of the eyes parallel; antennse black except the outer part of the

more or

less dull ferruginous brown beneath and bears
segment of the tilament longest; the outer half
of the filament a little grayish; mandibles with their teeth and base

scape which
a

few dark

is

hairs; tirst

black, the rest a rather pale ferruginous; with scattered aciculations

and hairs on the anterior face and a row of long hairs on the outer
margin.
Thorax. Collar yery flat laterally on its anterior face, rising sharply,
almost at right angles to the neck, its dorsal edge narrow, quite eyenly
rounded, its posterior face vertical, somewhat closeh' appressed to the

—

mesonotum;

its surface minutely punctured and bearing long, dark and
pale hairs; its sides rather glistening; prothoracic lobe with a thick
fringe of pale brown hairs on its posterior margin; mesonotum quite

evenly covered with punctures of medium size and very many minute
ones; with a rather broad, anterior, median grooye extending ])ack
nearly half the length of the plate; the sides of the plate with a slightly
reflexed margin extending from the front of the tegular to the hinder
margin; with a few short, scattered, erect hairs; scutellum quite
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large,

with a distinct median depression, punctured

but a

more sparsely; postscutellum

little

more hairy than the st-utellum, with a
median segment very tinely

of the

faint

faintl}^

like the
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mesonotum

punctured, rather

median depression; dorsum

transversel}^

aciculate,

thickly

clothed with short, erect, whitish hairs, which do not conceal the plate

beneath; fovea crescentic, at the angle between the dorsum and pos-

which

rounded, but, as a whole, nearly a right angle;
quite closelv covered with long, wliitish hairs
and sometimes with a small, pale yellowish pubescent spot on each
side, just above the petiole; meso- and metapleura rather sparsely, not
very coarsely punctured and bearing scattered whitish hairs; petiole
black, short, straight, with a few whitish hairs.
terior end,

posterior end and

Ahdomen.

is

.sides

— Somewhat

sericeous above, particularly on the anterior

segments, smooth except the last two plates, which are coarsely punctured and bear short, brownish hairs, the punctures being more abundant on the hinder plate; beneath glistening, with extremely minute

punctures, and here and there a larger one anteriorh", these becoming

more abundant posteriorly
plates; this distribution of

they are quite abundant on the last two
punctures coincides with that of the short,

till

l)rown hairs also present.

Wings.

— Uniforml}'

fuliginous, with a blue

or violet reflection;

wings obsolete bej'ond the ends of the
cells; transverse median vein of the hind wing somewhat curved,
making hardly more than a right angle with the median vein; tegul«
dull ferruginous, more or less mingled with darker.
Coxoe, trochanters, and the greater part of the femora black;
Legs.
the outer ends of the femora, the tibise, and the tarsi, except the last
segment, 3'ellow ferruginous; last tarsal segment and claws dark or
l)jack; spines yellow ferruginous; coxre, trochanters, and femora
slightly sericeous in places and with short, scattered hairs.
Length.
Females, 22-25 mm.
The specimens of this species which I have seen were taken, one
June 20, 1883, at New Orleans, Louisiana; one in Georgia; one had no
data, and the others were taken August 23, 1902, at Indian Head,
Mar^dand, on the Hoovers of llondrda pi(netata Linnanis.
cubital vein of both pairs of

—

—

This insect

is

easil}"

confused with females of Cldorion

ffavitarsis,

may be separated from it ]\y the almost or entire absence of pubescence and of au}^ short vein entering the median cell of the hind wing
from the cubital vein just beyond the junction of the latter with the
but

discoidal vein, both of these characters being present in C. jiavitarsis

and absent

in C. hridwelli.
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CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) RESINIPES,
WSphex rufipes Lepeletier, Hist. Nat. Ins. Hyiii.,

Medium

sized in.sects; the head, thorax

vol. xxxi.

new name.

Ill, 1845, p. 343.

and petiole black; abdomen,

legs (except the coxfe) and tegulas deep ferruginous or resin colored;
wino-s hyaline with a j^ellow tinge, but also somewhat fuliginous with
a violet retiection.

Female.

— Head broad but hardly quadrangular, the cheeks

retreat-

ing too quickly, though the eyes are quite full; clypeus black, its
anterior margin and a median extension backward therefrom being
less ferruginous; rather sparsely covered with yellowishwhite pubescence and numerous long, yellowish hairs, the outer ends
of which are blackish; the anterior margin of the clypeus somewhat
reliexed, the portion beneath the eyes bare, smooth; the front margin

more or

quite evenly rounded, with two small, rounded lobes at the middle just
above which is a slight depression or fovea; frons pubescent like the
clypeus nearly to the ocelli, and with whitish hairs, shorter than those
on the clypeus; this plate above the pubescence, the vertex, occiput
and cheeks, black, somewhat sericeous; distance between the lateral
ocelli less than from them to the ej^es; vertex and occiput with fairly
numerous, long, whitish hairs and a few longer, black ones; cheeks with
a small, whitish, sparsely pubescent area behind the middle of the eye,
becoming merely whitish-sericeous above and below; with numerous
whitish and yellowish hairs, closer together and longer below; the
cheeks broadest about one-third of their length below the top of the
head; narrowing rapidly below, about two-thirds the width of the eye
at their widest point; antennae black, the scape ferruginous beneath,
with a few short, pale hairs; outer part of the hlament somewhat
sericeous; relative lengths of the filament segments 30^^33, t\, t?? t*5
mandibles rather stout, each not quite reaching to the base of the other,
two-toothed, the teeth black nearly to their bases, the remainder furruginous with a blackish tinge at the basal articulation; the anterior
face with a number of irregular punctures, the inner edge with a few
long, ferruginous and black hairs, and the outer edge with a sparse
5

fringe of similar ones.

—

Thora.v.
Anterior face of the collar rising sharph^ about at right
angles to the neck, partly whitish sericeous and with quite long, whitish hairs; the dorsal

edge silvery pubescent, only

ver}^ slightly flattened

mesonotum; the side in front of the prothoracic lol)e quite smooth, somewhat glistening; prothoracic lobe bare in front, rather sparsely pale
yellowish-white pubescent behind and with its hinder margin densely
fringed with short, dirty yellow hairs; lateral suture of the neck
fringed with very short, gray hairs; mesonotum with a white-pubescent,
rather narrow band, l)oginning nbove and slightlv behind the front
in the middle; the posterior face closely .appressed against the
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edge of the tegula on each side and running- backward, then bending
inward on the posterior margin to meet the band from tiie other side;
at some angles this band is lost to sight except for a spot above the

punctured and
median
edges rather sharper behind, the

tegula; the rest of the plate closel}^ rather coarsely

with

many very

short, erect, dirty white hairs; the anterior

groove rather broad and flat, its
groove faint in front, fading into the general surface of the plate
behind, about one-third the length of the plate; scutellum slightly
sericeous, with a very slight median groove behind, more sparsel}^ and
finely punctured than the mesonotum, with many very short, erect,
Avhitish hairs; postscutellum silvery pubescent as far toward the sides
as the groove at the side of the dorsum of the median segment, bearing numerous very short, erect, white hairs; dorsimi of the median
segment finely transversely aciculate in front, rather obliquel\' so
behind, somewhat arched along the middle line except behind, where it
is slightly hollowed; quite thickly covered with short, erect, whitish
hairs; fovea a rather shallow, elongated crescent; posterior end of the
median segment making quite an angle with the dorsum, but less than
a right angle; with sparse silvery pubescence on each side of the middle which is not concealed and shows scattered, rather fine elevations;
sides at)Ove with aciculations continued from the dorsum, becominglost below, where the surface is roughened by scattered, small elevations, this condition extending down to the stigmatal groove; the
end and sides of the median segment rather sparsely covered with
long, white hairs; meso pleura with a small, silver}^ pubescent spot
behind and a little below the prothoracic lobe; the remainder black,
with line, rather close punctures above, becoming coarser below;
mesosternum and the lower part of the mesopleura whitish sericeous,
almost pubescent and with many long, white hairs, which are also present in less numbers above; metapleura wdth a sparse and sometimes
interrupted band of silvery pubescence along the stigmatal groove,
and a spot of similar pubescence on the metapleural lobe just beneath
the base of the hind wing, the rest of the plate being black, sparsel}^,
finely punctured, and with long, whitish hairs, more abundant at and
near the pubescent areas; from the hind coxa?, to the middle pair on
the side is a whitish-sericeous, broad band; petiole black, straight,
with short, whitish hairs and a trace of whitish sericeous in some
lights; its length compared with that of the second hind tarsal and
tirst

filament

segments— 22:

— Deep

28: (30 to 33).

ferruginous or resin color, varied with somewhat
darker, glistening, rather pointed at both ends; first dorsal plate not
rising very al)ruptly or very high from the petiole, slightly yellowishsericeous; the surface of the dorsal plates with scattered punctures,
larger and more abundant posteriorly, the last two plates very noticeably so and bearing short, ferruginous hairs, longer on the last plate;

Abdomen.
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emarginate behind; terminal plate
itself rounded, and
with a faint median ridge extending forward a short distance.
Beneath
slightly paler than al)ove, with rather coarser and more generally distributed punctures, and a few scattered hairs, most abundant on the
last two plates; the last plate rather l)road and evenly rounded behind,
possibl3' very slightly emarginate at the middle.
Wings.
Hyaline, tinged with yellowish, the outer margins somewhat fuliginous, particularly beyond the end of the radial cell; everywhere with a violet reflection; the veins ferruginous-brown to ])rown.
Fore wing with the tirst recurrent vein joining the second cubital cell
about two-thirds of the distance from the tirst to the second transverse
cul)ital veins; the second and third transverse cubital veins al>out half
the distance apart on the radial \ ein that the second transverse cul)ital
and second recurrent veins are on the cubital vein; transverse median
vein of the hind wing almost straight, making about a right angle with
the median vein; discoidal vein nearly or quite interstitial; the cubital
vein bending slightly forward before running outward, joining the
transverse cubital quite obliquely and becoming obsolete beyond that
point; teguhe ferruginous, darker behind, with a slight yellow or
golden pubescent spot near the middle.
Coxa3 and more or less of the bases of the trochanters black,
Legs.
also the tips, inner edges and teeth of the claws; the remainder of the
legs reddish ferruginous, as are the hairs and spines; fore femoi'a somenext to the

with

its

last

])liite

veiy

.slightly

hinder maroin broadly acuminate, the tip

—

—

what hairy, particularly beneath; fore

tibia?

fore metatarsi with nine long

coarsely yellowish seri-

comb

teeth, the first one
about half the length of the others, alternating with short spines: inner
contour of hind til)ia straight; its hind surface coarsely vellow seri-

ceous

in front;

ceous; tarsi of

all tlie

legs

more or

less

yellowi&h sericeous.

— Females, 21-23 mm.
Males. — n known.
Length.

l^

have seen about a dozen specimens of this striking species in the
collection of the American Entomological Society, all females, and all
from Costa Kica, Cuba, and Santo Domingo. As thev agree with
Lepeletier's description and come from the same region there seems
to be little room to dou))t their identity and we mav consider Lepeletier's species as having now been rediscovered.
Unfortunately the
name selected ))y that author was preoccupied, so it has been necessary
to assign it a new name.
The rich color of the abdomen and legs,
somewhat resembling that of Chlorion IclineumoneuinfulviventriS., but
richer, contrasting with its silvery pubescence, makes this an extremely
1

beautiful species.
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species.

—

Described from six female and live male cotypes. Three
Tijpe.
male and four female eot3'pes are now in the collection of the American
Entomological Society; one male and one female are in the collection
of the U. S. National Museum (Type, Cat. No. 9858, U.S.N.M.), and
the remaining- male and female are in the collection of the Massachu.setts

Agricultural Cyollege.

Medium-sized insects with black head and thorax; abdomen pale
ferruginous to yellowish; petiole black or ferruginous; legs, except
the coxa?, trochanters and tips of the claws ferruginous yellow; wings
hyaline, with a j^ellow ting-e in the females, rather fuliginous in the

males; pubescence pale golden to silver}^, mainl}' the latter.

— Head rather broad (not as

broad as the distance between
when viewed
from above; chq:)eus slight]}' arched, with scattered punctures and
sparse pale golden to silver}^ pubescence, which extends upward on the
froiis to above the antennse; the anterior margin of the clypeus quite
evenly rounded across the front, with no teeth or irregularities, but
sometimes faintly tinged with ferruginous; the surface well provided
with long black hairs; frons sparselj^ punctured above the pubescence
and bearing numerous black hairs, shorter and smaller than those on
the clypeus; vertex minutely punctured, with a transverse crest
])otween the posterior margins of the e3'es; the vertex and cheeks
faintly sericeous in certain lights; cheeks retreating- quite sharply, not
more than half the width of the eyes, sparsely, minutely punctured
above, more thickly punctured below, where there are numerous long,
])lack hairs; inner margins of the eyes parallel; antenna^ black, the scape
more or less dull ferruginous beneath, minutely punctured; relative
lengths of the hlament segments jV, roi rs^ ts? mandibles two-toothed,
ferruginous except from the bases of the teeth to their tips, where
they are black; somewhat aciculated in front and beneath on the
ferruginous portion; with a few long, pale ferruginous hairs near the
Feiinde.

the outer margins of the tegula^), rather oval in outline

base of the inner border, pointing toward the anterior tooth, and a
fringe of similarl}' colored hairs on the outer border pointing back-

ward.
Tliorax.

rising

a

— Black, without pubescence; anterior face of the collar not

ery sharply from the neck, somewhat rounded laterall3%

surface with

jfine

its

scattered punctures and black hairs; the dorsal edge

rather Hattened near the middle line; the posterior face not closely
appressed against the mesonotum, nearly vertical; side of the collar
in front of

the prothoracic lobe smooth, glistening; prothoracic lobe

black, glistening, moderatel}' punctured, with

medium length and a dense
posterior margin; mesonotum

of

numerous black

hairs

fringe of pale brown, short hairs on the
quite closely, rather weakly punctured,
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htiirs and here and there a trace of silvery sericeous;
and postorior margins from the prothoracic lo}>e to where
the scutellum reaches the height of the mesonotuni behind, somewhat
reHexed; anterior median groove slight, broad; scutellum less closely
punctured, glistening, with a slight median groove, particularh* behind;

with short, black

its lateral

somewhat whitish-sericeous; postscutellum rather more

closely punc-

tured; with a very slight median groove and with a few short hairs;

median segment everj^where

dull

black;

finely,

closel}'

punctured;

thickly covered with short, whitish hairs, which at the sides and behind

become much longer and brownish

in part; petiole pale,

almost yellow

ferruginous, short, straight, with numerous pale yellowish hairs;

length compared with that of the second hind tarsal segment and

its

first

meso and metapleura finely, not densely,
punctured and with numerous black hairs of varying length: that
portion of the mesopleuron nearest the base of the fore wing is soiiiefilament segment, 30: 36: 85;

times dull ferruginous; at different places on the pleura are silvery
sericeous areas, visible only at certain angles; .sterna with the same

and sericeous areas as the pleura.
Abdomen. Pale yellowish ferruginous, except for a few dark spots
varying in form and location in different specimens or absent in some
tj'pe of punctures, hairs

—

cases; rather long, pointed behind, rather ])road in front; the surface

above pale sericeous, smooth except for small punctures, few antewhere they are at the sides, but increasing posteriorly and
encroaching more on the dorsal region; they are first very noticeable
on the fourth plate, become coarser and more abundant on the fifth,
and are very prominent on the terminal plate where are also a few
pale vellow hairs pointing backward: the hinder margin of this plate
is broadly rounded, with a slight blunt median projection: ])encath
the color is the same as above, sometimes with irregular darker markings here and there; there are a few scattered coarse i)unctures on
each plate, chiefly a little lateral to the median line, and occasional
riorly

quite long pale yellowish hairs.
^yl7UJs.

the base;

— Hyaline, with

a strong yellow tinge, particularly toward

faintly fuliginous on the outer l)order;

second and third
transverse cubital veins of the fore wing about half as far apart on
the radial as on the cubital vein; transverse median vein of the hind
wing straight, joining the median at more than a right angle; cubital
vein well developed l)eyond the transverse cubital; tegulfe yellow,
glistening, with a few scattered slight punctures.
Legs.

— Cox9B and trochanters black, the latter with a reddish brown

tinge, with scattered punctures

ing

a,

and short dark hairs; the coxa? show-

tendenc}^ to be sericeous in places; the other segments of

all

the

legs ferruginous j'ellow, as are their spines; inner edges of the claws,
their tips and teeth, black; posterior tibite yellow sericeous behind,
their inner contour straight; fore metatarsal

comb with

ten (some-
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times eleven)

comb

teeth, the last one or

two very

891

stout; their length

about half that of the metatarsus.
Male.

— Difiers

as follows:

The scape

is

less evidentl}"

ferruginous

beneath; traces of silver}" pubescence are present on the end of the

median segment al)ove the petiole; mesopleuron at the base of the fore
wing black; petiole black, sometimes fainth' tinged with ferruginous;
abdomen quite whitish-sericeous, this increasing posteriorly and Ijeing
very pronounced and coarse on the last three segments; posterior margin of the last dorsal plate evenly rounded; clypeus with a slight
depression on the median line anterior to the middle; seventh ventral
abdominal plate slightly, broadly emarginate, the eighth less broadly
but more deepl}' so; tlie terminal plate (juite strongl}' rounded at the
sides, acuminate in the middle behind and with a slight ridge along
the middle; wings quite uniformly fuliginous and with a slight violet
reflection, but still with a yellowish tinge in some cases; femora
the posterior pair mostly black; the last tarsal segments
partly
generally darker than the others, the tips of which are their daVkest

—

—

portions.

—

Variations.
In some specimens variations from these characters
have been observed. In one case the pubescence on the cl3'peus and
frons was golden below, becoming silvery above, and it extended well

above the antennae; the anterior face of the collar was strongly sericeous; the scape was nearly all ferruginous; traces of a lateral meso-

were seen; the dorsum of
median segment was closely covered with short dull yellow erect
hairs and the posterior end of the segment was dull j^ellow pubescent;
the hinder part of the prothoracic lobe, a vertical streak ])ehind it and a
spot or streak above the middle coxse were yellowish-white pubescent.
One female had a black petiole, the last three abdominal segments
black and the others so dark as to seem dark reddish brown.
Other
specimens show one or another of these variations.
notal pubescent band, silvery white in color

the

—

Length.
Females, 21-27 mm. males, 19-25 mm.
This species appears to have a somewhat restricted habitat. The
specimens seen all came from Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and Col;

orado, the records being: "Tex.; ""Col.; " Florence, Arizona,

August

Congress Junction (July), and Bill Williams Fork (August), Arizona; Las Cruces, New Mexico; Alamogordo,
New Mexico (VI, 7, '02); and Yuma County, Arizona, September,
23, 1902,

and April

20, 1903;

1903.

some respects this species resembles Chlorion ruficauduni{Deihll)ut difl'ers from it in not having its tibite enlarged near the end,
and in having partly yellow legs and in the practical absence of pubesIn

bom),

cence.
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CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) SPINIGER
.?>S/i7i,e.r

dor.s«7/.s

Lei'eletier, Hist. Nat. In^. Jlyin.,

J II,

vol. xxxi.

(Kohl).

lS4o,

j).

847, male.

Am.

Ent. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 211 (misidentifiiation).
f Sphex sivgularis CAMBRoy;, Bio\. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1889, p. 33, pi. iii,

Spliex habena CiiKsso's, Trans.

figs. 7, 7a.

Sphex spiniger Kohl, Ann. natur. Ilofmus. Wien, V, 1890,

Rather small insects;

l)ocly

black, sometimes with

ruginous; legs the same; pubescence

silver}^ to

]>.

428.

more

oi'

less fer-

golden; hairs yellowish

to gray.

Female.

— Unknown;

see

remarks

])elow,

and after Cldorion

dtiJjlta-

tum.
Male.

—Head

black, rather broad; clypeus and frons to above the

antennae covered with golden pubescence and long, golden hairs; ante-

margin of the clypeus rather truncate, without teeth or projecand cheeks with numerous long, pale golden hairs; distance between the lateral ocelli greater than from them to the eyes;
cheeks about half the width of the eyes, with traces of golden or paler
pubescence below; inner margins of the eyes somewhat converging
downward; antennae black, the scape quite thickly clothed within and
below with short, yellow hairs and with a trace of pul)escence; the
first segment of the filament longest; mandibles black, ver}' faintly
rior

tions; vertex

ferruginous near the bases of the teeth, rather slender, somewhat aciculated beneath,

Thorax.

and with a few yellowish hairs on the posterior

face.

— Collar sparsely covered with whitish hairs, silverv pubes-

its dorsal edge and with traces of pubescence at the side below;
not closely appressed against the mesonotum; its front and rear faces
nearly vertical; with a slight but noticeable median depressed line in
front; prothoracic lobe with scattered punctures anteriorly; with pale

cent on

3"ellowish, almost silvery

pubescence posteriorly; mesonotum with a

pale yellow or whitish pubescent band on each side, beginning about

opposite the anterior edge of the tegula and running backward along
the margin of the plate to

its

posterior end, then turning inward but

not usualh" meeting the band from the other side; the rest of the meso-

notum

closely, rather minutely, punctured; the anterior

median groove

rather deep; the entire plate quite thickly covered with pale, yellowish
hairs not as long as those of the head but obscuring the pubescence;

scutellum black, with numerous fine punctures, a slight median groove,
and covered with yellowish-whit^ hairs, shorter and less noticeal)ie
than those of the mesonotum; postscutellum covered with silver}'
pul)escence and long hairs; median segment thickly clothed with pale
3'ellowish hairs, shortest on the dorsum, which is faintly rugose in

almost irregularly transversely aciculate; the dorsum has a
very slight depression anterior to the fovea; posterior end of the
median segment with a pair of silvery pubescent spots, confluent on
the middle line, the surface between these and the stigmatal groove

places,
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roughened by the presence qf many small elevations; meso- and metawith long-, yellowish-white hairs; a spot behind the prothonicic
lot)e is pale yellowish pubescent, and there is a silver}^ pu])escent l)and
on the metapleuron from the hind coxte along the stigmatal groove;
the general surface of the mesopleuron is rather roughened; mesosternum quite thickly covered with long, yellowish hairs and somepleiira

times partly pale yellowish pubescent; petiole short, straight, l>lack,
quite thickly clothed with long, pale yellow hairs,

yellowish sericeous in

Ahdomen.

— Black,

some ca

and with traces of

es.

sometimes more or

less

ferruginous; yellowish

'sericeous, particular!}^ anteriorl}"; above, the last four plates

bear short,
yellow hairs pointing backward, most abundant at the sides in
front, but everywhere on the last plate; posterior margin of the last
plate rounded, with a slight notch or only an emargination in the
dull

middle; beneath glistening, smooth, with a few scattered hairs, par-

on the hinder plates; posterior margin of the
dark
yellowish hairs on each posterior angle and a short, nearl}' erect,
sharp-pointed spine in the middle near the base of the segment, often
concealed by the sixth plate, which may cover it from sight; terminal
plate triangular, rather narrow at the ])ase, forming a point behind,
from which a pronounced ridge runs forward in the middle of the
ticularly at the sides,

seventh plate forming a deep, broad notch, with a tuft of

plate to its base.
]V!n(js.

rarely

— Hyaline, slightly

fuliginous along their outer margins or

somewhat fuliginous everywhere; with a

shade be3"ond the end of the radial
obsolete

cell; cubital

noticea))le

darker

vein of the fore wing-

beyond the end of the third cubital cell; transverse median
wing quite straight, making more than a right angle

vein of the hind

with the median; discoidal vein not

no ic?able backward bend near

its

intei'stitial;

cubital vein with a

middle, obsolete beyond the trans-

verse cubital vein; the radial runs but a short distance

beyond

this

point also; teguhe black with a ferruginous tinge behind, very faintly
sericeous in front, quite smooth.
Legs.

— Black,

sometimes more or

of the color lieing irregular;

less ferruginous, the distribution

anterior coxiB yellowish pubescent in

front; all the cox» thickly covered with long, yellowish hair, thickest
and longest on the front pair; trochanters black, with more or less of

yellowish hairs; anterior and middle femora quite hairy, the posterior

and tarsi yellowish sericeous, the spines on the
and middle pairs yellow, those on the posterior pair all or in

pair smooth; tibiae

anterior

part Ijlack; claws black.

—

Variations.
Diti'erences in the amount of ferruginous on the al)domen
and legs, and in the depth of color of the pubescence and hairs give
to different specimens of this species quite ditferent general appear-
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ances, particularly when examples from the southern United States
and from the West Indies are compared.

— Males, 17-20 mm.

Length.

It is possible that this insect

Lepeletier, but

if

may prove

to be the

so Lepeletier's description

Sphex

dorsalls of

must have been made

more ferruginous specimens. Several collections in
have examples of O. spiniger labeled Sphex hahena Say.
This error is due to the misidentification of the specimens by Cresson.
Cameron's description of Sphex singuJarls may perhaps be of chis
insect, but the absence of some points from his description pre^ ent
any positive conclusions being reached.
1 \\w\Q studied examples of Chlor'ion sjjhiiger from Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, Santo Domingo, Barbados, Dominica, and
Trinidad. Kohl records it from ^Mexico and Brazil.
In quite a large
lot of specimens of Chlorion from the above-named West Indian
Islands all the males were spiniger and all the feuiales dnHtufum
which is rather suggestive of a relation between these species and
which is considered under duhiiation.
from one

of the

this countr}^

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) DUBITATUM
II

/.S^j/i^.r

||6|/j/)e.r

Sphex
Sphex
Sphex
Sphex
Ti/pe.

dors«//s Smith, Cat.

m'iim?is

Taschenberg,

Hym.
Zeits.

Brit.
f.

Mus., IV, 1856, -p. 259.

d. ges.

Naturw.,

Am.

XXXIV,

Ent. Soc, IV, 1872,
ichneumonea Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym.,
dubitata Cresson, Trans.

(Cresson).

1869, p. 419.

p. 213.
II, 1889, p. 34.

ichneumoneus var. dorsalis Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890,
duhitatus Fox, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1897, p. 377.

— Cresson described Sphex dubitafd from three females

Belfrage collection.

p. 431.

in the

In the collection of the American Entomological

Society are three specimens marked ''Type," one of which bears the

following label in Cresson's handwriting:

s.
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short, blunt lobes at the middle, separated

hy a slight notch; head
above the pubescence sparsely, rather finely punctured and bearinglong, slender hairs; behind the ocelli is a slightly elevated, transverseoval, velvety area; occiput and cheeks minutely, closely punctured
and with long, yellowish hairs; cheeks pale golden pubescent close
behind the eyes, beginning just below the top of each e3"e; with long,
pale yellow hairs more abundant below; inner margins of the eyes very
slightly converging downward; antenna black; scape strongly sericeous, almost pubescent, with numerous short, pale yellow hairs on its
upper and inner sides; first segment of the filament longest; the entire
filament slightly sericeous in certain lights; mandibles black with a
faint ferruginous tinge; with longitudinal strise on the basal part of
the under surface, a few long, yellow hairs on the inner edge, and a
fringe of similar hairs on the posterior face.
Thora.e.
Collar covered everywhere above with pale yellow, almost
silvery pubescence, lea.st dense near the middle line; with numerous
long, pale yellow hairs; posterior surface not closely appressed against
the mesonotum, it and the anterior face nearly vertical; the dorsal
edge rather flattened above; the sides bare; prothoracic lobe with pale
yellow pu])escence behind; mesonotum with a yellow pubescent ]>and
at the side, extending backward from in front of the tegula till it
bareh" meets the corresponding band of the other side on the median
line behind; the rest of the plate closely punctured and covered with
short, pale yellow hairs; anterior median groove faint; scutellum with
a median depression, strongest behind, minutely punctured; postscutellum pale yellow, almost silvery pubescent to the groove at the
side of the dorsum of the median segment but showing a median

—

depression; dorsum of the median segment sparsely pale yellow,
almost silvery pubescent and with quite a dense covering of rather
short, pale yellow hairs; posterior end of the segment with two 3'ellowish-silvery pubescent spots, confluent on the middle line, their
dorsal portions extending a short distance along the suture

from the

fovea to the stigma; the area between this pubescence and the stigmatal
groove black, roughened, particularl}" below;, the end and sides of the

median segment thickly clothed with long, pale 3'ellow hairs; mesopleuron with a large, pale 3'ellow pubescent spot just behind the prothoracic lobe; a rather broad, silvery strip of pubescence runs from
above the hind coxa along the stigmatal groove to the stigma, then
toward the base of the hind wing, becoming broader and with long,
yellowish hairs,

making

this

portion

more

straight, black, yellowish-white sericeous

j^ellow;

petiole

short,

and bearing quite long, pale

yellow hairs.

Abdomen.

—

Not as long as the thorax, elongate-oval, quite pointed
both ends; above, ferruginous except for a narrow cross band of
dark color just behind the petiole (not alwa^^s present) and a cross

at
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band of black on the third, fourth, and
ing

all

tifth plates,

vol. xxxr.

not iisuallv cover-

the surface of these plates; the ferruginous portions of the

dorsal plates are

somewhat varied

in their

depth of color;

all

the plates

are sericeous; ])eneath, with a similar black band on the third, fourth,

and

plates; there are a

tifth

plates, being

few

in

few punctures on the

number and weak on

the

first

last three dorsal

two, and

chietl y at

the sides, but quite large and generally distributed On the terminal

few brownish hairs; the surface beneath is glistenminute punctures and scattered hairs, the former becoming
more abundant posteriorly.
Yellowish hyaline, somewhat fuliginous on the outer marWirigs.
gins, in some cases quite generally fuliginous; first and second transverse cubital veins close together on the radial cell in the fore wing,
and the first recurrent vein almost interstitial with the second trans-

plate which beai-s a
ing, with

—

verse cubital vein; tegular dark, nearly black, somewhat sericeous or
almost pubescent near the middle.
Coxa; black, the posterior pair silvery pubescent behind; all
Legs.
with numerous pale and dark yellowish hairs and rather sericeous;
trochanters black, sericeous; the other segments ferruginous except
the bases of the femora, the last one or two tarsal segments and the
claw\s, the tarsal segments being brown, and the claws black tipped;
fore metatarsus with nine comb teeth, shorter than half the length of
the metatarsus; inner contour of the hind tibia straight, its posterior

—

surface densel}" pale sericeous.

— Some

one or more of the following variations often
on the first dorsal abdominal plate is sometimes
absent; the terminal dorsal plate ma}' be dark but not black; the l)lack
on the third, fourth, and fifth segments is not always continuous; and
there is sometimes atin}- pubescent spot above the middle coxa?.
Yariations.

occur:

The

.black

—

—

Females, 17 22 mm.
have seen specimens of this species from Florida, Mississippi, Texas
(Columbus), and Mexico. Fox reports it from Brazil. I am unable
LengtJt.
I

from what has ])een known as Sphe.r dor.ml is
Smith, regarded b}' Kohl as a variety of Cldorion ichneumoneuin, and
a long series of comparative measurements fails to show any differences.
The only distinctions which are percepti])le seem to be in the
to distinguish duh!t<(tuiii

color of the pubescence, that of duhltatum being paler.

In

many

however, ever}'^ gradation of shade between the two can be
found, and certain other characters which are common to the two do
not seem to occur in other species.
Kohl regards /n/ccmsov dorsalis Smith as a variety of iclineumoneuin.
With this I am not prepared to agree, as mlcans is a more slender
insect in proportion to its length, has black mandibles with at most
only a faint ferruginous tinge, the scape is black, the anal segment is
ferruginous, the teeth of the fore metatarsal comb are less than half
cases,
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and metapleural pubescent .spots are
absent and when present are ver}' slioht, and the pubescence o-enerally averages paler than in ie/meurno/ieui/i, though in
the metatarsus in length, mesousuall}' entirely

southern specimens there
/nicavs

may

be

little

difference in this regard.

preoccupied, however, duhitnUiin Cresson
applied to this species.

is

must ])e
Accepting

(luhitatuiu as a

A

are females.

is

good species wc hnd that

closely related species

As

the nainc which

all th(» spcciint>ns

of which oidy males

is/^jj/'/ilc/e/',

known, found in the same territory, and in quite a collection of
from the West Indies which 1 have studied, every female
was dnhitdtmn and every male was xplnUjti'. Taking these facts into
are

these insects

consideration, I am of the opinion that these species will ultimately
prove to be identical, and not a subspecies of iclmrtt.tnonciDn^ but a
valid species.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) MAXIMILIANI
Kohl, Ann.

Sphe.r ina.rimilianl

natiir.

Hofinus. Wien, V,

(Kohl).

1S9I), p.

Medium sized, rather robust insects; head and thorax
men and legs black and ferruginous, the amount and

429.

black; abdo-

distribution

varying; pubescence golden to pale; quite hairy, the hairs being golden
or paler; wings quite hyaline,

somewhat tinged with

yellowisii near

the l)ase, rather fuliginous on the outer margins.

Female.

— Not

seen by me.

Notes on differences from the male,

KohTs description, are given below.
2Lale. — Head rather large; clypeus and frons

taken from

to

above the antennie

covered with golden pubescence and numerous

long golden hairs;
anterior margin of the clypeus black, somewhat emarginate; frons
scatteringly, rather coarsely punctured above, with long 3'ellow hairs;
vertex and cheeks rather

more

closely punctured, covered with long-

yellow hairs, particularly long and dense on the lower part of the
cheeks where there

is

also

some golden pubescence; cheeks about

the width of the eyes; inner margins of the

e^'^es

downward; antenn;e black except the scape which

half

slightly converging
is

tinged with dark

ferruginous below and bears luuncrous dull yellow hairs on its lower
and iimer sides; ffrst segment of the filament longest, slightly larger

toward

its tip; mandibles two-toothed, black except for a pale yellowfm-ruginous band at the base of the teeth, slightly punctured below,
and with a partial fringe of short yellow hairs on the lower margin.
Thnr<(,f.
Covered everywhere except on the scutellum with quite

ish

—

and posterior faces nearly
appressed against the mesonotum; d( rsal edge of the collar evenly rounded, highest in the middle, covered
with yellow (sometimes pale) pubescence; the hairs so thickly cover
the surface as to conceal all marking;s; prothoracic lobe with a narrow,
long yellowish hair

;

collar with its anterior

vertical, the latter not closely

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06
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yellow pubescent band on the posterior marsifin; mesonotum with a
narrow, much obscured, golden pubescent band on the side, beginning
in front of the tegula and running backward on the margin of the
plate, then inward on its posterior margin till it nearly or quite meets
the band of the opposite side; the remainder of the surface of the
plate quite closely, rather coarsel}^ punctured and with a slight anterior median groove, extending hardly one-third of the length of the
plate; scutellum with fewer, shorter hairs than the other parts of the
thorax; its surface with rather more scattered punctures than the

mesonotum, with a

slight

median groove, more pronounced behind;

postscutellum obscurelj' golden pubescent, with a dense covering of
long 3'ellow hairs rather paler than those on the median segment;

median segment everywhere covered with long ^^ellow hairs, particularly long Ijehind, where there are no pubescent spots; the dorsum
tinel}', transversely aciculate; sides between the stigmatal groove and
the petiole roughened; meso- and metapleura covered nearly everywhere with quite a thick covering of long 3^ellow hairs; no pubescent
band along the stigmatal groove; petiole short, straight, black, quite
thickly covered with long pale-yellow hairs.

first

—

Above, somewhat sericeous anteriorly; more or less of
two dorsal plates ferruginous mingled with black, the other

AJxiomen.
the

plates black; the last three plates with short, yellow, backwardl}' pro-

more abundant
and extending toward the middle on the next, and generally distributed over the surface of the last; these plates also have correspondingly distributed punctures; beneath, the first two plates ferruginous
mingled with l)lack, the other plates black; all the plates have scattered punctures, chiefly at the sides, and a few rather long 3'ellow
hairs; the flfth, sixth, and seventh ventral plates are emarginate
l)ehind, the emargination being greater on the hinder plates and on
the seventh almost becoming a notch; these three plates also bear
numerous 3^ellow hairs at the sides, almost forming tufts, nmch as in
C. ichneumoneum
terminal plate like that of the last-named species.
Wings. Quite h3'aline, somewhat yellowish near the base and rather
fuliginous on the outer margins; the venation as in O. ichneuinoneuiii : teguhe almost black, but with a brownish tinge, a little lighter
on the outer border; faintl3" sericeous.
Legs.
Coxic and trochanters black, more or less hairy; fore femora
with numerous 3"ellow hairs, ferruginous near the base and tip,
jecting hairs, few and at the sides on the anterior one,

•

—

—

elsewhere black; fore

tibia?

ferruginous,

sericet)u.s;

fore tarsi ferru-

ginous, sericeous above, the last segment and the claws darker, the

claw tips black; middle femora ferruginous at l)ase
3'ellow hairs, chiefl3' below; middle tibiae and tarsi
what sericeous above, the last tarsal segment and
tips of the claws black; hind femora black except

and

tip,

with a few

ferruginous, somethe claws darker,

near the

tip,

with-

NOHTH AMERICAN
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ferruginous except for a black stripe above;

sericeous, especiall}' ])ehind; tarsi dull ferruoinoiis, lighter at the tip

and of the next segment (sometimes the whole of
two segments); last three tarsal segments at least, darker; the

of the metatarsus

these

tips of the

claws

l)lack; spines

on

the logs ferruginous; inner con-

all

tour of the hind tibia straight.

Female.

— Differing from the foregoing, according to KohFs descrip-

tion, as follows:

hind tibia without thei)lack stripe above; there seems

be pubescence on the hinder end of the median segment in both sexes
according to Kohl, but I have not found it in the males described
to

above-; inner

comb

margins of the

e3^es parallel;

fore metatarsus with nine

few segments

teeth; abdominal structures of the last

differing,

of course.

—

Females, "22-2-t nun.'' (Kohl); males, 15-24 mm.
have seen three specimens of this species captured in Mexico (no
Kohl thinks that it ma}'^ be a variation of (Idorion IcJtcloser data).
neurtioncum., and this may be correct, though I am inclined to dou])t it.
Length.
I

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) ICHNEUMONEUM
Apis ic.hncumonea Lixn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed.,
Vespa jamaiccnsis Drury,

111.

Exot. Ins.,

I,

I,

(

Linnaeus).

1758, p. a7S.

1770, p. 104, pi.

xmv,

lig. 4.

Sphex ichnenmonea F.^briciu-, Syst. Ent., 1775, p. ."MS.
AS/;/(('.f ornato Lepeletier, Hist. Nat. Ins. Hyin., Ill, 1S4.">, p. ."314.
Sphex ichneumonea \N AUiu and Rilky, Am. Ent., T, 1S60, p. 127.
Sphex ichneunioneo, Packard, Guide to Study of Ins., 2d ed., 1870, p. 167.
Sphex ichneumonea Cresson, Trans. Am. Ent. Soe., IV, 1872, p. 213.
Sphex ichneumonea Riley, 1st Rept. U. S. Ent. Com., 1878, p. 318.
Sphex ichnetimonca F ATTON I'roc. Bos. See. Nat. Hist., XX, 1880, p. 382.
Sphex ichneumonea C'amerox, Biol. C'entr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1888, \^. 34,
.^

,

pi. iii,

figs. 8, 8a.

Sphex
Sphex
Sphex
Sphex
Sphex

ichneumonea Provancher, Addit. Faun. Can. Hym., II, 1889, p. 257.
ichneumoneus KoHh, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 430.
ichneumonea Ashmead, Psyche, VII, 1894, p. (54.
ichneumoneus Fox, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1897, p. 377.
ichneumonea Peckiiams, Wise. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 2, 1898,

p. 33, pi. II, fig. 4; pi. XI, fig. 1;

pi. xii, figs. 1, 2.

Sphex ichneumoneus DvcKE, Zeits. f. Syst. Hym. u. Dipt., I, 1901, p. 242.
Sphex ichneumonea Peckiiams, Wasps, Social and Solitary, 190.5, p. .^B.

Rather robust insects, of medium
bases of the legs black;

size; head,

thorax, petiole, and

abdomen black and ferruginous;

legs mainh'

ferruginous; wings nearh^ hyaline to quite fuliginous; pubescence
golden or a little paler; hairs golden to pale straw.

Female.

— Head rather large, quadrangular when viewed from al)Ove,

the cheeks being quite wide; clypeus

somewhat arched

laterally, all but

anterior margin thickly covered with golden pubescence and numerous long golden hairs; the pubescence may bo thin orabsent along the
its

median

line anteriorly; anterior margin somewhat refiexed, rounded,
with a pair of short, blunt, projecting lobes at the middle, separated

j'iio' i:i:/}fX(^s

4()()

by a

slisfht

of the national museum.

notch and sometimes with a slight notch lateral to each;

the ivflcxed margin with a tendency to ferruginous; pul)escence con-

upward from the clypeus over the frons to above the antenna^,
sometimes nearly to the ocelli, mixed with golden hairs averaging a
little shorter than on the clypeus; frons and vertex with scattered,
minute jiunctures; occiput minutely punctured, bearing dark and yellow hairs about as long as those on the fi'ons; a transverse- oval area
just behind the ocelli is rather velvety black; cheeks nearly as wide as
the eyes, with a golden pubescent band close behind tiie eyes, not
reaching their tops, and variable in width and amount; with very long
yellow hairs, most abundant low down; inner margins of the e^^es
tinued

ferruginous, either entirely or with
black above, with short yellowish hairs, particularly on

parallel; scape of the antenna^

more or

less

the inner side; pedicel short, black, sonn^times sligiitiy ferruginous
])eneath; tilament black, its first

segment much the longest; mandibles

large, stout, two-toothed, the teeth l)lack to their bases, the remainder

of the mandil)le ferruginous, with a

few long light-colored

hairs on

the inner margin, pointing toward the anterior tooth; outer margin

with scattered light-colored hairs; anterior face with a few elongated
indentations on the ferruginous portion.
Tliorax.

— Anterior face of the collar rising nearly at right angles to

from side to side, golden pubescent, least so
edge evenly rounded from side to side, golden
pubescent, the edge and the anterior face bearing long, golden hairs;
posterior face not closely appressed against the mesonotum; side in
front of the prothoi'acic lobe black, glistening, though with many
hairs; the prothoracic lobe black in front, golden pubescent behind,
and bearing long, golden hairs; mesonotum black, with a band of
golden pubescence on each side extending from the prothoracic lobe
upward, then backward, then inward on the posterior margin of the
plate, where it is narrower, till it meets the band from the opposite
side; lateral margins of the plate slightly reflexed; remainder of the
plate black, coarsely, closely punctured, and with many short, yellow
hairs; with a slight anterior median groove extending about one-third
of the length of the plate; the surface of the plate is sometimes so
thickly covered with hairs as to partly conceal the pubescent bands
and give the whole area a dull brownish yellow appearance; scutellum
black, somewhat arched, with a median longitudinal groove, more
marked behind, tinel}', sparsel}^ punctured and almost devoid of hairs,
except when the insect is unusually hairy postscutellum with a median
longitudinal groove; golden pubescent as far laterally as the lateral
suture of the dorsum of the median segment; median segment black,
covered above and behind with golden pubescence, not generally so
dense above as to conceal the surface, which is minutely, transverseh'
aciculate; from the fovea to the petiole the pubescence is very thick.
the neck, rather flattened
in the middle; dorsal

;
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margin following the outer edge of the dorsum about half way
from the fovea to the stigma, then obliijuely l)ackward to the lower
its

part of the side of the petiole, thus leaving a black

stri})

])etween

it

and the stigmatal groove; the entire dorsum, sides and end of the
median segment bearing thickly set, long, yellow hairs, longei- behind;
these hairs are

sometimes quite

pale, giving a dull yellow color to this

portion of the body; prosternum golden sericeous in front of the
anterior coxie, and with long, yellow hairs; mesoi)leuron with an
irregularly vertical l)and of golden pubescence just l)ehind the prothoracic lobe, which bends forward above

toward the front end of the
golden pubescent, as is also a spot
just above and in front of the mesocoxa; al)ove the hind coxa, below
the stigmatal groove, is a similar, more elongated spot, more or less
continuous, with a pubescent band extending downward along the
groove (often on both sides of it) from the stigma and forward to the
anterior end of the median segment; petiole short, straight, black,
mesonotal band; metapleural

lol)e

about two-thirds as long as the second hind tarsal segment or the tii'st
segment of the lilament; with numerous short, yellow hairs and a

tendency toward pubescence.

—

Ahdomen. First two segments ])lack, the third more or less so; the
remainder black; above, sericeous, more noticeable anteriorI3^ smooth,
more or less varied with darker; last four segments punctured, the
first very faintly and sparsely, the punctures becoming more pronounced and closer on the more posterior plates; there is a median,
triangular area on each of these plates except the last, not encroached
upon by the punctures; the last three plates bear a few brownish hairs,
chiefl}' at the sides, and quite long on the last two; beneath, colored as
above; surface glistening, not sericeous, the plates with scattered,
rather coarse punctures and scattered ferruginous hairs, almost
entirely lacking along the median line except on the terminal plate;
the hairs show a tendency to form a row on each plate parallel to and
a little in front of the posterior margin, except on the last plate.
Whigt^.
Yellowish hyaline, particularly toward the base, becoming
fuliginous on the outer borders; in some cases the fuliginous is strong
and quite generall}' distributed, and then there is a violet reflection;
second and third transverse cubital veins of the fore wing not near
each other on the radial vein but nearer than on the cubital; transverse median vein of the hind wing somewhat arched, making at least
a right angle with the median vein; discoidal vein almost interstitial;
cubital vein bending backward somewhat near its middle, well developed be3"ond the transverse cubital; teguhe pale ferruginous, sparsely
punctured, with traces of golden pul)escence in the center in some
cases.
(Plate VII, %. 7.)
Legx.
Coxte and basal portion of the trochanters Ijlack, the proportion in the latter segment var3ano-; coxse sericeous, with numerous

—

—
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on the trochanters; rest of the legs ferruginous

except the tips of the chiws (Phite IX, tig. lis), which are black;
spines feri'ugiuous; hind tibiiv yellow sericeous behind, their inner
contour straight; fore metatarsi with nine (or sometimes ten) comb
teeth,

more than

j\I((l('.

clypeus

—

Diti'ei's

half as long as the metatarsus.

from the female

k'ss retiexed,

broadly

l)ut

(Plate VI, tig. 5).
Anterior margin of the
slightly emarginate, without teeth;
as follows:

anterior tooth of the mandi))k^ less divided; legs
ceous; fourth,

fifth, sixth,

more generally

seri-

and seventh ventral abdominal plates emar-

ginate, this increasing posteriorly so that the seventh

is

quite deeply

notched; the hfth, sixth, and seventh plates each with short ferrugi-

nous-brown

hairs, particularh^ at the sides,

tufts; terminal plate

acuminate
last

with

in the middle,

its

where

the}^

almost form

posterior margin rounded at the sides,

very slightly carinate along the median

line;

three plates above quite hairy; dorsal terminal plate sometimes

with a median longitudinal groove on its anterior portion; its posterior
margin evenlv rounded; transverse median vein of the hind wing generally less arched and making no more than a right angle with the
median ^('in.
Var/((f!(>iix.
In some cases there are l)lack areas on all the doi'sal
abdominal plates; the femora also show a few black markings, and

—

less

often the entire

abdomen may be nearly

all

almost black.

North-

ern specimens are liable to be particularly hairy, the hairs being pale
yellow, giving the insects a fuzzy, pale, yellowish

brown appearance,

and partly concealing the pubescence, which also seems to be less
developed in such specimens.
Length.
Females, 20-25 mm.; males, 16-23 ram.
This species has probably thg widest distribution of any of the
Chlorioninw in America. I have seen specimens from Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, New York, Ontario, Wisconsin, Michigan,
Illinois, and Colorado on the north, and from almost ever}" State
southward to Florida, Texas, New Mexico, northern and southern California, Utah, Nevada, and Colorado.
I have also seen it from Mexico, and it is reported by Fox and Ducke from Brazil.
Kohl and
Cameron state that it occurs in Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,
Panama, Guiana, Venezuela, Cuba, Jamaica, and Santo Domingo.
These last lists, however, include the subspecies, and I have no means of
determining in which of these localities the typical form of the species

—

occurs.

In Massachusetts it is taken in late June, Jul}^ August, September,
and rarely in early October. It visits the flowers of sumach, clematis,
asclepias, mint, ceanothus, and other j)lants.
A specimen of this species from Para, Brazil, has a ferruginous
petiole, but in all other regards seems to be typical.
This species is well pictured in the Insect Book (Plate V, tig. 18).
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CHLORION PROTEROSPHEX) ICHNEUMONEUM AURIFLUUM
(

(Perty).

Sphex aurijlua Perty, Delect, anim., 1834, p. 142.
Sphex iclineumoneus var. auriftuus Kohl, Ann. natur. Ilofmus. Wien, V. 1890,
p. 431.

This subspecies differs from C. ichnenmoneuiii as follows: The
and al)domen are ferruginous, the latter having a clear, reddish

petiole

or resin-like shade; the legs, except the coxa?, are also of this color;

wings are rather fuliginous, but no more so than is sometimes the
and hairs are a darker, richer
golden, and the body as a whole appears somewhat more slender in
proportion to its length than in the typical form. The length is about
the

case in the typical form; the pubescence

the same.

have studied specimens of this subspecies from Florida (Chokoand from Cuba. Kohl reports it from Mexico and Venezuela.
In some examples portions of the al)domen ai"e darker than the rest.
1

loskee)

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) ICHNEUMONEUM FULVIVENTRIS
(Guerin).

Sphex fidvivetiiris GvKRis, Duperry, Voy. Coquille, Zool.,
(S);/(('.'-

.

iclmciononeus var.

fiilriventris

Kohl, Ann.

natur.

II, 1830, p. 1.

Hofmus. Wien, V,

1890,

p. 431.

This subspecies differs from the typical form as follows: Petiole and
entirely ferruginous red, as in the last subspecies, more or
less varied with darker; coxre black; anterior trochanters partly, middle and posterior ones wholly ferruginous (I believe this may be vari-

abdomen

ferruginous except the claws and pulvilli which
and the last tarsal segment which is sometimes
darker than the rest; wings quite strongly fuliginous; mesonotum
with a pubescent band along the anterior median groove; body hairs
sometimes decidedly reddish.
Length.— 20-27 mm.
I have examined specimens of this subspecies from Chokoloskee and
Miami, Florida; Spanish Wells, Bahama Islands; Habana, Cuba, and
from Jamaica. 1 have also seen specimens which are intermediate

able); rest of the legs

are dark or black,

between

this

and the preceding subspecies.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) CALIGINOSUM

(

Erichson).

Sphex caiiginosa Erichson, Schomburgk, Reise in Guiana, III, 1848,
Sphex eryihroptera Camerox, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1888, p.

p. 589.

30,

pi.

in,

figs. 1, la.

Sphex caliginosus Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmu.s. Wien, V, 1890,

p. 415.

Large, robust insects; body and legs entirely black; wings hyaline,
with a dark yellowish-brown tinge near the base, the outer margins
slightly fuliginous; hairs black.
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Feiiude.

— Head large, rather quadrang-ular when viewed from above;

clypeus quite convex Literally, coarsely, not closely punctured, and
bearing long, rather stout, black hairs; its anterior margin reflexed,
smooth, and with a broad shallow notch in the middle; sides of the
frons and around the bases of the antennae covered with long hairs;
the antennae appear to arise
whicii
lat(>ral

from

slight depressions of the frons,

very minutely punctured above except near the sides of the
ocelli; vertex and cheeks scatteringly punctured, with long

is

wide as the eyes; antennae black, the first
segment of the filament longest, one-third longer than the second;
mandibles black, stout, with a trace of dark ferruginous near the^ase
hairs; the cheeks nearly as

of the anterior tooth; front face with scattered aciculations along

its

lower edge and with a num})er of long hairs on this edge or on the
hinder face.
Thora.r.
Collar narrow, almost vertical in front and l)ehind, not

—

mesonotum, rather fiat near the median
on the edge punctured, and with numerous hairs, shorter than
those of the cheeks; prothoracic lobe sparsely, minutely punctured,
with hairs of medium length and a fringe of pale brown hairs on its
posterior margin; mesonotum minutely, closely punctured, covered
with very short hairs; the anterior median groove not very pronounced; at the sides, beginning near the front edge of the tegula?,
the lateral margin is somewhat reflexed, this continuing backward,
then inward on the hinder margin till the scutellum reaches its level;
scutellum glistening, with minute, scattered punctures; with a broad,
shallow, median depression behind; at each side near the anterior
margin is a short, oblique ridge running outward and backward; postscutellum glistening, sparsely, minutely punctured, with an evident
median groove; median segment dull black, closely punctured, and
quite closely covered with rather short, blackish, brownish, and grayish hairs, with a suggestion at some angles of faint transverse aciculations; the dorsum with a slight median depression, broadest behind;
fovea rather narrow, crescentic; posterior end and sides of the median
segment rather finely, not closely punctured, covered with rather long
black hairs mixed with a few grayish ones; sides of the thorax with
scattered punctures and long hairs; petiole straight, shorter than the
posterior coxtie, with scattered minute punctures and long black hairs.
Abdomen. Long, ovate, rather more pointed behind than in front:
above glistening, with scattered very minute punctures, becoming
larger and more noticeable on the last three, and particularly on the
last two plates, which bear brownish-black hairs on their sides, longer
on the terminal plate; beneath glistening, with scattered punctures,
particularly on the sides of the plates, from which hairs arise; on the
last three plates the punctui'es and hairs are more closely placed; the
first ventral plate has two ridges diverging backward from the end of
closely appressed against the
line;

—

the petiole.
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—

Yellow hyaline, .somewhat fuliginou.s along the outer mardark yellowish-brown near the base; cubital vein of the
and
quite
gins
frequentl}'^
bent backward slightly near its middle, obsolete
wing
hind
beyond the transverse cubital which seems to be a part of it rather
than a cross vein; from the middle of the backward bend is a shadow
as of an obsolete vein running outward and backward; transverse
median vein nearly straight, about at I'ight angles to the median vein;
tegulw brownish-black behind, black in front, with a few minute punctures on the anterior portion; more or less refiexed on the margins.
Black; coxa\ trochanters and outer side of the femora with
Legs.
Wings.

—

black hairs; fore metatarsi with ten or eleven

comb

teetii

more or

less

alternating with spines; hind tibife with the inner contour straight

except for a slight, elongated enlargement near the base; claws slighth'
lighter colored in the middle.

—

Male. Differs from the female as follows (taken from Kohl, as 1
have not seen this sex): Clypeus more strongl}- arched, its anterior
margin truncate, without a reffexed edge; lifth, sixth, seventh, and
eighth ventral abdominal plates with a thick clothing of brownish
hairs.

—

Length.
Females, 28-34: mm.; males, 28-31 mm.
Specimens of this large species have been captured in Mexico, North
Yucatan, British Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Panama, Venezuela, and Brazil, according to Kohl.
Those 1 have seen were taken
in Mexico, Santo Domingo, and Brazil, and one specimen taken Feb.
2, 1906, at Grenada, West Indies, which has the wings darker and
more brownish than usual.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) PENSYLVANICUM

(Linnaeus).

Linn^us, Centur. Ins. rar., 1763, p. 30 (not seen).
Sphcx pensylvanica Linn^us, Amoen. acad., VI, 1763, p. 412 (not seen).
Spliex pensylvanica

Sphe.v pensylranica Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

Sphex pensylvanica

De Geer, Mem.

I,

.

1767, p. 941.

Hist. Ins., Ill, 1773, p. 586,

pi.

xxx,

tig.

2

SpJtex pensylvanica Fabricius, Syst. Ent. ,1775, p. 346.

Pepsis pensylvanica Fabricius, Syst. Piez., 1804, p. 211.

Sphex pensylvanica Patton, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist, XX, 1880, p. 383.
Sphex pensylvaninis Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 418.

Large, robust insects; body and legs black; hairs ])lack; wings
strongly fuliginous, with a Ijluish or violet reflection; pubescence generall}'

absent, silvery

when

present.

Le77iale.—}iesid broad, quite quadrangular

being

full;

clypeus

strongly arched,

its

from above, the cheeks
margin evenly

anterior

rounded, slightly reflexed, with a pair of very short, broad lobes at
its surface coarsely punctured, with many, long, stout
hairs, and in some cases with traces of silvery pubescence at the sides

the middle;

below the eyes; frons rather less coarsely punctured, quite smooth
between the base of the clypeus and the anteniue; with rather shorter
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and more slender

hairs, this

vol. xxxi.

being more noticeable near the

ocelli;

frontal suture well developed, contimiing behind the ocelR; a suture

runs obliquely backward just outside the ocelli; lateral ocelli nearer
each other than to the eyes; vertex and cheeks rather finel}' punctured;
with man}' (juite long- hairs, both being coarser on the lower part of
the cheeks, which at their widest part are nearly as wide as the eyes;
inner marginsof the eyes parallel; antennie black, the scape with short
hairs; first

segment of the filament longest; the filament rather ])rown-

mandibles stout, black, tinged near the bases of the teeth
with ferruginous; each reaching to the l)ase of the other when closed;
the anterior face strongly marked with ridges and aciculations, the
inner edge near its base with a row of long, black hairs, and a similar
ish sericeous;

row, but longer, on the posterior face close to the outer edge.
Tfiorax.
Anterior face of the collar sloping upward at first from

—

the neck below, then vertical;

dorsal edge narrow

from front

to

rear, rather flattened in the middle; posterior face closely appressed

against the mesonotum; surface of the collar with numerous fine punc-

numerous hairs and a
brown ones on the posterior margin; mesonotum

tures and short hairs; prothoracic lobe with

fringe of short, pale

closely, rather finely punctured, bearing

many

short hairs;

its

anterior

median groove pronounced, extending backward one-third to one-half
the length of the plate; lateral margin somewhat refiexed from the
prothoracic lol)e back to the posterior angle, then inward to where the
its level; scutellum large, quite high in the middle,
with an evident median groove; its outer part in front refiexed; its
surface minutely punctured and bearing short, erect hairs, chiefly at
the sides; postscutellum narrow, with a median groove, with hairs
and punctures about like the scutellum; dorsum of the median segment coarsely roughened, almost transversely rugose, with a median

scutellum rises to

depressed line which broadens behind to form a depressed area; the
surface with many short, erect hairs; fovea large, shallow, crescentic;
posterior end and sides of the median segment like the dorsum but bearing longer, moi'e closely placed hairs; meso- and metapleura smoother,
with scattered punctures, fewest on the horizontal part and lower half of
the vertical part of the metapleura; with scattered, long hairs; petiole
short, straight, with

numerous long

hairs.

—

Elongate ovate, about as much pointed in front as
Ahdomeii.
behind; quite gray sericeous above; the last two plates punctured and
bearing hairs, both being coarsest on the last plate, the posterior margin of which is rather acuminate at its sides but bluntly rounded in
the middle; beneath gra}^ sericeous, with fine, scattered punctures and
short hairs, both being more abundant and nuu-h coarser on tiic last

two

plat(>s;

posterior margin of the fifth plate emarginate; last plate

narrow, rather conical,

its

posterior margin narrowly rounded.
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— Strongly fulio-inous, with astronj^ bluish to violet reflection

inside the outer ends of the cells,

beyond which

it is al)sent;

transv^erse

median vein of the hind wing nearl}^ straight, making a little more
than a right angle with the median vein; discoidal vein nearly interstitial; the median, cubital, and subdiscoidal veins of both wings well
developed beyond the ends of the cells; teguh\i black, sericeous.
All the coxjb, trochanters, and femora grayish sericeous,
Legs.
with scattered punctures and hairs least developed on the hinder pair;
tibial and tarsal spines black; inner contour of hind til)ia^ straight, the

—

hinder face coarsely sericeous; fore metatarsus with nine com!) teeth,
shorter than half the metatarsus; the fringe on the hind tibial spine is
coarse, almost tooth-like; tarsi rather sericeous.
]\[aU.

— Dilfers

from the female

as follows: with

more or

less of

silvery pubescence on the front of the head; generally with a small,
silvery pubescent spot on the mesopleuron behind the prothoracic

sometimes one at the base of the hind coxa, and rarely, one in
form of a crescent above the petiole and one on the posterior side

lobe;

the

of the hind coxa; seventh ventral

abdominal plate quite deeply exca-

vated behind and with a tuft of black hairs at each side; terminal ventral plate frequently densely clothed with pale brownish hairs.
Length. Females, 26-34 mm.; males, 19-28 mm.
This insect is quite conmion in the United States throughout the

—

The most northern localities
have seen specimens are Durham, New Hampshire;

Upper and Lower Austral

life

zones.

from which 1
Maiden and Amherst, Massachusetts; New York, Indiana, Michigan,
and Minnesota. From these States it is generally distributed to
Georgia and Texas, while in the West I have seen examples from
Folsom and Eldorado counties, California; and^ from Fort Lupton,
Colorado.
It should also occur in the mountainous regions of Mexico.
Howard (The Insect Book, Plate VII, fig. 20) gives a good picture
of this insect.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) CHICHIMECUM

(Saussure).

Sphex chichhnecus Savssvrk, Reise d. Novara, Hym., 1867, p. 40.
Sphex chichimeca Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym., II, 1889, p. 33,
figs. 6, 6a
Sphex chichimecvs Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 420.

F'emale.

pi.

iii,

— U nk n o w n

Jf«Zt^— Black, with silvery white pubescent spots; wings transparent
except on the outer margins and along the veins, where they are fuliginous, with faint bluish- violet reflection; rather slender insects.
Head.^ClmiQ broad and somewhat quadrangular from above, though
the cheeks retreat sharply from the hinder margin of the eyes; clypeus
somewhat arched laterally, with a slight longitudinal ridge on its upper
third; black, rather sparsely silvery pubescent, least in the middle, and
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with niimerons,

(|uite long", erect,

what rounded downward

vol. xxxi.

black hairs; anterior niaryin some-

middle slightly, broadlj^
emarginate and with no reflexed rim; the clypeal pubescence extends
upward on the t'rons to above the lev^el of the antennse, and at the
at the sides, the

sides nearly as far as the level of the anterior ocellus; entire surface of

the frons and vertex quite thickly covered with long, black hairs;
frontal suture noticeal)le, forking in front of the ocelli; lateral ocelli

nearer each other than to the eyes; just behind the ocelli
elevated, transverse-oval area

which

is

somewhat

is

a slightl}"

l)lackish sericeous;

frons and vertex tinely punctured; cheeks ver}' Hat, retreating sharply

from the posterior margin of the eyes, very slightl}' si Iverj^- white
pubescent close to the edge of the eye, and quite thickly clothed with
long, white hairs, longer and closer below; inner margins of the eyes
converging downward somewhat; antennte black, the scape with a
tingle of ferruginous below; rather glistening; relative lengths of the
filament segments g^g, -^^^, f\T, j*^; mandible black, of moderate size,
two-toothed, with a few short hairs on its posterior face and slight
aciculations on its anterior face; the mandible seems to be rather short
to reach the base of the other when closed.
Th<>r(i,i\
Collar black, its anterior face almost vertical; dorsal edge
with a narrow band of silvery-white pubescence; the edge is not evenly
rounded, but somewhat raised at the middle; anterior face black sericeous, with numerous, fairly long, grayish hairs; posterior face vertical,
not closely appressed against the mesonotum, though quite close to it;
anterior face of the collar and dorsal surface of the neck meeting at a
right angle; the sides of the former quite thickly covei'ed with fairly
long, grayish hairs; prothoracic lobe silver^^-white pubescent behind,
and with a few long, whitish hairs; mesonotum with a narrow, silverywhite pubescent band on each side, beginning opposite the front
margin of the tegula and extending back to the posterior end of the
plate, then inward to meet the band from the other side; elsewhere
black, somewhat sericeous, and with numerous rather short, gray or
dark hairs; scutellum rather high, arched, black sericeous, with a
slight median longitudinal groove, rather finel>' punctured, and with

—

short gra}" hairs; postscutellum silvery-white pubescent as far laterally

groove leading to the stigma of the median segment, and with
numerous gray hairs; median segment black, its dorsum dull,
dead black, with numerous fine punctures and long, whitish hairs;
posterior end not forming a sharp angle with the dorsum; fovea

as the

quite

shallow, crescentic; posterior end sparsely silver3"-white pubescent,
chiefl}'

behind,

and not extending to the stigmatal groove; with

numerous long, whitish hairs; there is a band of silvery-white pubescence extending from the hind coxa along the stigmatal groove about
halfwa}' to the stigma; behind and below the prothoracic lobe is a
silvery-white pubescent spot on the mesopleuron, and also one above
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mesocoxa extending upward toward the other; remainder or the

the

surface of the nieso- and metapleura bhick, finely punctured, and quite
thickly covered with rather long, whitish hairs, longest below and just

under the base of the hind wing; petiole short, straight, black, with
hairs, and apparently with a tinge of dull
ferruginous above, close to its junction with the abdomen; the length
of the petiole about four-fifths that of the second hind tarsal segment.
Black with a bluish reflection; rather slender and about
Ahdonit')).
equally pointed at both ends; the tirst dorsal plate coarsely grayish
sericeous and with numerous moderately long, whitish hairs; the other
dorsal plates very slightly sericeous but glistening, and with numerous fine punctures; the sixth, seventh, and eighth plates more coarsely
punctured, and with coarser black hairs, closer together at the sides;
terminal plate evenly rounded behind; the posterior margins of the
two preceding plates slightly emarginate; beneath, black, glistening,

numerous long, whitish

—

with a slight blui.sh reflection;

with scattered, fine punctures and

black hairs; on the first plate, just at the junction of the petiole and

al)domen,

is

median ridge; the sixth plate

a short,

narrowest,

is

broadly, slightly emarginate behind; seventh plate emarginate behind,

with a

number

quite dense

of erect, .short, black hairs on the lateral margin, not

enough

to

form

a tuft; eighth plate quite thickly covered

its hinder margin a little nearer to
being pointed than rounded; in .some lights a lesser amount of hairs

with very short, grayish hairs,

along the median line gives the appearance of a faint, median ridge,
not really present.

—

Semihyaline except on the outer margin and along the
where the}" are fuliginous with a faint, violet reflection; radial
cell of the forewing somewhat fuliginous; transverse median vein of
the hind wing slightly arched, forming very little less than a right
WingKi.

veins

angle with the median;

discoidal vein not quite interstitial; cul)ital
and radial veins well dev^eloped beyond the transverse cubital vein;
tegula^ black, slightly sericeous near the middle, and with fine, scat-

tered punctures.
Legs.

— Black; fore coxpe sparsely silvery-white pubescent anteriorly,

and with

many

long,

gray hairs; the other

the femora grayish sericeous and with
tibije

many

cox{\3,

the trochanters and

quite long, grayish hairs;

slightly grayi.sh sericeous, the hind pair longer than the femora,

the others shorter; hind tibiaj strongly

brown sericeous behind;

their

inner contour straight; tarsi grayish to brownish sericeous.
Lengtli.

— Males,

19

mm.

(one specimen); Kohl gives 24

mm.

have seen but one specimen o"^ this species, taken in Santo Domingo.
Other captures were from Mexico (Orizaba). It .seems to be rare.
The specimen I have seen is in the collection of the American EntoI

mological Society and bore a label in Cresson's handwriting, which
indicated that he thought it might l)e the male of his mandibularis^ an
idea

which may prove to be correct.
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CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) MANDIBULARIS

(Cresson).

Sphe.r mandibuUiris Cresson, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, II, 1S69, p.
Sphex mandihulalris Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890,

Type.

now

in

vol. xxxi.

293.
p. 447.

— One female specimen collected by Dr.
the collection

of the

J. Gundlach in Cuba;
American Entomological Society in

Philadelphia.

The following description has been prepared from the typt
Female. Black; wings hyaline, the outer half somewhat fuliginous;
pubescence rather dull,- of a pale creamy brown color, perhaps not

—

the size of large specimens of 61 ichneumoneum^
with a stout al)domen.
Head. Rather quadrangular from above; clypeus quite strongly
arched, black, its extreme lateral angle below the e^'e ferruginous;
covered with brownish pubescence, thickest at the sides, and with long,
black hairs: its anterior margin convex, evenly rounded, with a slight
median notch; the pubescence extends up the sides of the frons to the
level of the lateral ocelli; vertex with mixed blackish and whitish
hairs which are quite long; cheeks stout, nearly as wide as the eyes,
entirel}^ natural; al)out

—

down than usual; with a narrow pubescent
band close behind the eye above; with a few black, and more gray
hairs, most abundant and longest below; antennas black, the scape
with a few short hairs; the first segment of the filament longest; mandibles quite long, of the average stoutness, ferruginous to the bases of
the teeth, the remainder black; the ferruginous part closely, coarseh"
grooved; with mingled ferruginous and whitish hairs behind.
Thorax. Horizontal part of the neck with an oblique pubescent
band running outward and backward on each side; anterior face of the
collar nearly vertical; dorsal edge narrow, pubescent; posterior face
closely appressed against the mesonotum; the surface black sericeous,
with long, gray hairs; the dorsal edge evenly rounded from side to
side, lower than the mesonotum; prothoracic lobe black, pubescent
behind, and bearing long, gray hairs; mesonotum coarsel}" black sericeous; with a lateral, pubescent band beginning at the front of the
tegula and running backward, then inward and almost or quite meeting the band of the other side; the anterior median groove pubescent;
the surface of the mesonotum with numerous, rather short, gray, and a
few black hairs; scutellum with a slight median groove; coarsely black
sericeous and with numerous rather short hairs; postscutellum pubescent, without any evident groove; median segment quite thickh" covered with long, cream-colored hairs; behind and at the sides the same,
except that the hairs are white and longer (the dorsum has been wet
and the hairs are so matted that exact conditions there are uncertain);
stigmatal groove present; there is a small pubescent spot behind the
prothoracic lobe, a short, small Inmd running upward from the middle
their greatest width lower

—
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and a broader band running- upward from the base of the hind

coxa about half
])lack sericeous,

way

to the stigma; the rest of the pleural surfaces
with quite long, whitish hairs; petiole shorter than

the hind coxa, straight, black, well clothed with short, and

some longer,

white hairs.

Abdomen.

— Rather short, stout, ovate, more pointed behind

than in
with a few scattered,
rather coarse punctures on all the plates; the last three plates with
short to long, black hairs; last plate rounded acuminate behind; beneath
black, somewhat glistening, with scattered, rather coarse punctures
and black hairs, most coarse and a])undant posteriorly; the terminal
plate rounded acuminate behind.
Hyaline, slightly fuliginous along the veins .and outer half;
Wings.
front, black above; anterior plates sericeous,

—

transverse cubital vein of the fore wing curving into the second
cubital cell; transverse median vein of the hind wing leaving the

tirst

median at a right angle with the latter, but curving somewhat, almost
whole the angle between the two veins is less than
a right angle; discoidal vein nearly but not quite interstitial; cubital
vein well developed beyond the transverse cubital vein; teguhe black.
Black; anterior coxa3 sericeous, almost pubescent outside,
Ze(/s.
and with numerous long, gray hairs; posterior coxi« slightly pubescent
behind; the legs as a whole strongly sericeous; hind legs with a faint
reddish-brown tinge; fore metatarsus Avith ten comb teeth about half
as long as the metatarsus; diameter of the hind tibia gradually increasing outward, but with a slight additional increase near the tip; hind
tibial comb coarsely fringed, almost with spines rather than hairs;
posterior face of the hind tibia strongly brown sericeous; claws twoat once, so that as a

—

toothed, ])lack.

—

Zengt/i.
Female, 23 mm.
This interesting insect seems to be different from any of the other

which 1 have seen. If not, it is certainl}^ an abergeneral appearance is such that I regard Cresson's sugges-

species of Clilorlon
rant.

Its

tion that

correct.

it

may

Thus

be the female of C. chicJilniecum as not unlikely to be
Cuba is the only locality known for it.

far

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) BEATUM

(Cameron).

Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Anier., Hyin., II, 1888, p. 31.
Sphex heahts Kohl, Ann. Natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 424.
Splie.f beuta

I have seen no specimens of this species in an}" of the collections
which have come to me, accordingly I give here a translation of Kohl's
description, making certain changes (he counts the pedicel as the first
segment of the filament) of names, in order that it may agree with the
other descriptions in this paper.
This will also include Cameron's
original description as Kohl included that in his.
I have omitted

KohFs Latin

diaernosis.
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Length.

— 20 mm.,

vol. x.xxi.

male.

the legs and antennse.
—
Fore and middle legs in part rust red; hairs of "the head and thorax yellow; almost no pubescent spots are noticeable; wings strongly fuliginous with l)lue-

Form

yleiuler, also

Black.

violet reflection.

Clypeus s(]uarely cut off in front; inner borders' of the eyes slightly converging
toward the clypeus; nearest distance of the eyes at the vertex e(iual to the length of
the first and half of the second filament segments; scutellum arched as usual.
Dorsum of the median segment finely transversely aciculate; petiole relatively
long, as long as the second segment of tlie very elongated hind foot, also as long as
the pedicel and first filament segment together; ventral plates of the fifth, sixth, and
seventh segments without close, long hairs or pubescence; form of the ventral plate
of the eighth segment; Plate XII, fig. 101.
Cameron has sent me the male but not the female to examine. Therefore I give
here the description of that author:
Nigra, femoribus tibiisque anticis rufis, capite, pro et mesonoto dense aureo-villosis,
metonoto dense albo-villoso; alls violaceis $ $.
Long, 30 mm.
Habitat.
Mexico, Temax, in north Yucatan (Gaumer); Guatemala, Pantaleon,
1,700 feet (Champion).
On the head the golden pile is very dense, except on the center of the clypeus, and
on the vertex and occiput (perhaps rubbed off); the pronotum in front is bare, and
the center of the mesonotum also. Eyes parallel, but very slightly converging at the
Clypeus with some large punctin-es, the apex rounded, the furrow wide and
top.
deep; basal half of the mandibles reddish, aciculated.
Mesonotum slightly
depressed toward the apex in the center, as is also the pronotum; metanotum opaque,
coarsely transversely aciculate, densely covered with a soft, white, woolly pubescence, and slightly depressed in the center toward the apex.
Petiole as long as the
hind coxse, sparsely covered with long, white hair. Apex of the abdomen slightly
punctured and sparsely covered with long hair.
The statement as to the length of the species, 30 mm., appears to be an error, as
the male type sent measures only 20 mm.

—

Ill

lar')x

.some regards this description

is

suggestive of Chlorioii mandihi-

Cresson.

CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) BRASILIANUM
Spliex brasiUanus Saussure, Reise d. Novara,

Hym.,

(Saussure).

I&67, p. 39.

Sphex tincfipenms Cameron, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Hym.,

II,

1888, p. 32, pi.

iii,

fig. 5.

Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 426.
Sphex brasilianvs Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, X, 1895, p. 60.
Sphex hrasilkmm Fox, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1897, p. 376.
Sphex brasiUanus Ducke, Zeits. f. Syst. Hym. u. Dipt., I, 1901, p. 242.
Sphe.r brusillanus Koiil,

I

have seen no specimens of

this species,

to give here a translation of the description
Length.

Body

—20-25 mm.,

black.

and am therefore obliged
given by Kohl:

female.

Legs wholly black or more or

less red.
In the example described
by Saussure the entire femora, tibife, and tarsi are rust red; in other examples in the
Vienna Natural History Museum dark pitchy red spots show on the four anterior
legs; Cameron's type has the legs entirely black.
Wings pale, with a weak yellow

reflection.
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Head and thorax with

rich pubescent spots; these are yellowish-white, nickel colThis pubescence is present on the collar, as lateral bands on the dorsulum,
upon the prothoracic lobes, as spots immediately behind this and on the mesopleuron above the middle coxa, as a streak following the stigmatal groove on the metapleuron, on the postciitellum, and upon the hinder end of the median segment.
In
Saussure's specimen of brasllianus the entire end of the median segment is not pubesored.

cent,

but ornamented by two stripes which are separated by a bare spot.

liairs

dirty white.

Inner margins of the eyes parallel.

Longer

Least distance apart of the eyes upon the clyp-

eus less than double the length of the petiole, which

is scarcely shorter than the
second and longer than the third hind tarsal segment. Least distance apart of the
eyes upon the vertex slightly greater than the length of the first segment of the fila-

Dorsum

of the median^egment finely
and therefore appears more compact.

ment.
lexanus,

leather-like;

somewhat shorter than

in

Metatarsus of the fore legs with eight comb teeth on the outer border. Inner con( Kohl, 1890.
Male.
Black.
Legs for the greater part pitchy red; in the specimen before me
the coxte, the trochanters and the femora on their posterior side except on the tip
are pitchy red.
The long abundant hairs of the head, thorax, and median segment
tour of the hind tibiaj straight.

—

and a spot behind them, a
dorsulum on the
bands), the postscutellum and the

are dirty yellow; the collar above, the prothoracic lobes,
spot above the middle coxae

and another above the hind

inner border of the bases of the wings (lateral

ooxpe, the

median segment on both sides behind near the petiole are coppery yellow pubescent.
Wings quite clear, with a weak yellow reflection.
Mandible two-toothed. The labrum shows only a hint of a median longitudinal
ridge.
The inner margins of the eyes converge toward the clypeus. The least distance apart of

eyes at the clypeus about equals the length of the

tlie

that of the second filament segment;

plus the

first

filament segment.

The

from the eyes.

first

The

and upon the vertex equals that

first

plus half

of the pedicel

almost as far apart as they are
about as long as the second plus one-

lateral ocelli are

filament segment

is

third of the third.

Scutellum with a longituilinal impress in the middle. Dorsum of the median segfinely leathery.
Petiole somewhat longer than the -second hind tarsal segment,
and therefore long, as compared with many otlier species. The ventral anal plate is
Tlie upper
slightly ploughshare shaped and pointed, more than in umhro^us Chr.
anal plate with a strong curve.
Structure of the genital apparatus illustrated a?
(Kohl,
figure 34 of plate V; it most closely resembles that of Sph. incomptus Gerst.

ment

1895.)

Some

writers seem to regard tmctipenni^

Cameron

as a variety or

As I ha\e not
competent to e.xpress any opinion on the point.
as such has not been reported from an}^ localities

subspecies of bj'asUiaman rather than as the same.
iseen

either

1

do not

C. hrasllianutii

feel

within the limits of this paper, but tinctipennu has l)een taken in
Costa Rica and Guatamala (El Tumbador, 2,500 feet). Kohl does not

recognize any variety of hras/Harnim and places f/'ncf//>enn/s in the
.

synonomy; accordingl}^ the description above should be satisfactory
for the latter.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

-27
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CHLORION (PROTEROSPHEX) TEXANUM

(Cresson).

Sphex le.mna CressoxN, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, IV, 1872, p. 212.
texanm Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890, p. 427.

S2Jhex

Ti/pe.

— " Five male and female

specimens.

(Belfrage; Boll.)"

In

American Entomolog'ical Society, in Philadelphia,
of this insect from Texas, one bearing
specimens
dozen
a
are about
must be regarded as one of the
therefore
which
and
label,
Cresson's
two females and a male labeled
are
Museum
National
In
the
tvpes.
In the collection at
U.8.N.M."
1088
No.
''Type
Belfrage,"
''Texas
Tex. Boll Type."
"Dallas
marked
females
are
two
College
Harvard
but all are
or
homotype,
metatype
a
a
must
be
six
these
one
of
Some
the collection of the

correctl}^ identified at least.

Rather slender insects; body black, except the abdomen, which may
be partly ferruginous; wings hyaline, slightly fuliginous on the outer
margins; pubescence pale golden to silver3^
Female. Head broad, quadrangular, the cheeks being quite broad;
clypeus somewhat arched laterally, it and the frons thickly covered
with pale golden to silvery pubescence to a point above the antenna^
and nearly to the ocelli in some cases, with long hairs of the same
color; the pubescence is less thick on the middle and anterior margin
of the clypeus, which is black, very minutely punctured, and also with
coarse punctures; anterior margin of the clypeus evenly rounded, not

—

noticeably reflexed, with a short, median, truncated projection, often
concealed by the pubescence; portion of the frons not covered by

pubescence minutely, sparsely punctured, sericeous; lateral ocelli
nearer the eyes than each other; vertex and cheeks punctured like the
frons; gray sericeous, the occiput and cheeks behind with a few pale
hairs, longer on the lower part of the cheeks, which are three-fourths
as wide as the eyes; inner margins of the eyes slightly converging
toward the clypeus; antenna black, the scape and pedicel with a dark
ferruginous tinge; the scape with numerous short, yellowish hairs on
its

inner face, and a narrow, sericeous band in some cases; filament

yellowish-gray, sericeous,

its

first

segment longest; mandible black,

with a ferruginous tinge from the base to the base of the teeth; with
scattered aciculations on the anterior face, a few yellowish hairs on
the inner edge, and a fringe of similar hairs on the lower edge of the
posterior face; when closed, the tip of a mandible reaches beyond the
base of the other.

Thorax.

— Collar

pale sericeous,

pubescent, the edge

its

dorsal

edge yellowish-silvery

being slightly flattened in the middle; anterior

surface nearly vertical.^ with scattered, long, pale hairs; posterior face
not closely appressed against the mesonotum; prothoracic lobe
black,

its

posterior half covered with pale golden to silvery pubeslong, silvery hairs; mesonotum with a more

cence, mingled with
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or less developed silvery pubescent band on each side, extending
from in front of the tegula backward to the end of the plate,

then inward toward the l)and of the other side, which

it

usually

meet; median anterior groove very slight; surface
mesonotum
elsewhere sericeous, with very minute puncthe
of
tures, and scattered, coarser ones; scutellum black, sericeous in
certain lights, with a few small, scattered punctures, and a ver}"
slight median groove; postscutellum silvery pubescent, with a median
does not

(piite

groove, the pubescence extending to the lateral edge of the dorsum
of the median segment; dorsum of the median segment sericeous, with
a slight, longitudinal, elongate-oval depression in front of the fovea;

segment with two spots of dense, silvery pubesand extending part way around the
petiolar articulation; between these spots and the stigmatal groove the
surface is Idack, with short, transverse aciculations near the dorsum;
entire surface of the median segment quite thickly clothed with pale
hairs, longest behind; surface of the dorsum dull black, minutely
roughened; mesopleuron with a pale pu))escent spot just behind the
prothoracic lobe; the rest of the plate black, quite smooth or \Qvy
minutely punctured, and with many very short, erect, pale hairs; there
is a very faint pubescent spot in front of and above the mesocoxa and
a well-developed pubescent l)and running upward from the hind coxa
along the stigmatal groove to the stigma and in some cases showing a
little behind the groove; aside from these pubescent areas the surface
of the metapleuron is black, quite smooth, and sparsely covered with
short hairs; petiole short, black, sericeous, bearing numerous whitish
posterior end of the

cence, confluent at the middle

hairs.

Abdomen.

— Elongate-oval,

pointed at both ends;
half;

the

the

first

amount

longer than the thorax, about equally

sericeous above, particularly on the anterior

and most of the second

dor.sal plates dull

ferruginous,

of ferruginous varying in difterent specimens;

remaining

with ferruginous; last two dorsal
plates rather coarsely punctured, the punctures coarser and closer on
the last, both plates bearing scattered brown hairs; beneath rather
plates black or varied

more or

less

few scattered hairs on each plate, rather more
abundant posteriori}^; apparently extremely closely and minutely
punctured, and with a few more pronounced, scattered punctures,
which are most numerous posterioily; dorsal and ventral terminal
plates rather narrowly rounded behind.
Wings.
Hyaline, rather fuliginous on the outer margin, this being
strongest on the fore wing and just beyond the end of the radial cell;
first recurrent vein of the fore wing almost interstitial with the second
transverse cubital vein; transverse median vein of the hind wing
slightly arched, making rather more than a right angle with the median;
discoidal vein not interstitial; cubital vein with a slight backward bend
glistening, l)earing a

—
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nearly or quite obsolete beyond the transverse cubital,

its iiiicklle,

these two meeting very sharply; cul)ital and subdiscoidal veins of the

fore wing- nearly or entirel\' obsolete beyond the ends of the cells;
third cubital cell with almost no maro'in on the radial

and third transverse

cul)ital veins

sparsely punctured, )»lackish to

cell,

the second

almost meetino- there; teguhe

more or

— Black or very dark brown;

Legs.-

tinel}^,

less ferruginous.

anterior coxa? sericeous in front,

the middle and hinder ones onh^ faintly so;

hind coxre silvery pu))es-

cent behind; coxa^ and trochanters with short hairs, most abundant on
the fore legs;

fore femora quite hairy beneath and with a trace of a

silvery pubescent line in

scattered punctures;

some

tibiae

cases;

and

all

the femora with a few small,

tarsi sericeous, the

so behind; fore metatarsus with ten short

comb

hind

tibia'

densely

teeth, the tirst shorter

than the others; tarsi rather lighter than the other leg segments, their
claws ferruginous except the tips, which are black.
Differs from the female as follows: Abdomen more seri3fale.

—

ceous above; cheeks about half the width of the eye; posterior half of
the last dorsal abdominal plate closely covered with short,

brown

hairs

pointing backward; the posterior margin of this plate evenly rounded
at the sides and with a shallow notch in the center; seventh ventral
plate quite excavate behind, with a fringe of ^^ellowish hairs along

outside edge;

its

terminal ventral plate rather narrow, with a median

ridge, its posterior margin rounded at the sides, wnth a somewhat
acuminate median projection; the abdomen as a whole black, l)ut with
a slight ferruginous tinge above at the base and on the first two or
three segments beneath; teguUe variousl}" mottled with black and

,dark ferruginous.

In some specimens the

first

recurrent vein of the fore wing

is

not

nearly interstitial with the second transvei'se cubital and the amount of

ferruginous on the abdomen of the male
LengtJi.

— Females, 21-24 mm.;

is

quite variable.

mm.
common but

males, 21-23

This pretty species appears to be quite

The
says

onl}^ closer
it is

a

local in its dis-

were captured

in Texas.

data are for two examples taken at Dallas.

Cresson

tribution, as all the specimens I have seen

common

species taken on Solidago flowers in

September

and October.
It

pictured in the Insect Book on Plate XI,
being named tenanus by a misprint).

is

latter

figs.

3

and 6

(the

UNIDENTIFIED SrECIES.
I am unable to recognize the following species, which have been
described as having been taken within the geographical limits covered
in this paper, though I have in some cases ventured to guess at what

they

may

be.

was published.

The name given

is

that under which the description
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Dahlbom.

Smith" records this insect from Greece, India, Java, Africa, and
from St. Joiins Bliifl', Florida. It is a well-known Old World species,
and as no other record of its capture in America exists it is probably
an erroneous record and ma}' safely be omitted from the American
faunal

lists.

SPHEX AURULENTA
The only authority

Fabricius.

American is the locality "Am.
Hymenopterorum, and as there seems
it from this country, while it is well known
must consider this as an error and regard it

for this species as

bor." in Dalla Torre's Catalogus
to be

no other record of

from India and China,
as not an

American

I

insect.

SPHEX CRCESUS
Spliex criesus Lepeletiek, Hist. Nat. Ins.

Lepeletier.

Hym.,

Ill, 1845, p. 351.

This insect was described from "Amerique Septentrionale. Montag'nes rocheuses."
Dalla Torre suggests that it ma}' be a variety of
C. iehneumoneum^ and this may be correct.

SPHEX DIMIDIATA
SpJiex (hmidiata

De Geer, Mem.

De

Geer.

Hist. Nat. Ins., Ill, 1773, p. 589, pi. xxx,

This species, which was from Pennsylvania,
Sceb'ph?'0)i,

and

it

may

also be one of that genus.

fig. 5.

compared with

is

The

tigure

is

a

of no

assistance.

SPHEX DIMIDIATA
SpJiex

dbmdiata Lepeletier, Hist. Nat.

From "Amerique
winged

C

Ins.

Septentrionale."

Sp](ex dorsalis Lepeletier, Hist. Nat. Ins.

Lepeletier's description
is

Hym.,

It

may

Ill, 1845, p. 352.

possibly be a fuliginous

ichyiexiinoneiim.

SPHEX DORSALIS

It

Lepeletier.

possible that

it

is

Lepeletier.

Hym.,

Ill, 1845, p. .347.

was prepared from a male taken

at

Cayenne.

a specimen of C. spiniger, with considerable

ferruginous on the abdomen, but no certainty seems possible.

SPHEX EXCISUS

Kohl.

Sphex excisus Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890,

p. 362.

C

hi/oI am unable to separate this species by the description from
veolatum Taschenberg, as the differences are mainly those of relative
lengths of different parts, and some specimens I have examined agree
«Cat.

Hym.

Brit.

Mus., IV, 1856,

p. 252.
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some of these measurements and with h!foveolatum

it is

very possible that I have not seen

in

this species 1 place

here.

SPHEX INSTABILIS
Hyin.

Si>h<:f InsldhilisHMiTU, Cat.

Smith.

IV, 1S56,

Brit. ]\Ius.,

p. 263.

This description is suggestive of an hodovtin in some regards, and I
have wondered if it could be C. en-omatuvi. The locality given is
"North America."

SPHEX MIXTA
Sj)lie.r tiii.rta

Farricius, Ent. Syst., IV,

Fabricius.

17!)4, p. 457.

SPHEX NEOXENUS
SpJie.v

Kohl.

neoxenus Kohl, Ann. natur. Hofmus. Wien, V, 1890,

p. 863.

Kohl expresses doubt

as to the correctness of the locality given on
specimen of this insect (Vancouver Island), as it looks to him
more like a South American form. In a collection of Sj^heddce from
Argentina, which I have had the opportunity to study, are specimens
which come nearer this species than any other, differing from it
mainlv in the amount and distribution of the color. I am therefore
inclined to indorse KohTs opinion and regard this as a South Amerihis

can species.

SPHEX OPACA
Sphex

(>}taca'D\\u.W)).i,

may

This

possibly

Hyni.

])e

Dahlbom.

Eiir., I, 1845, p. 437.

C. fav/tarsis.

It is

SPHEX PETIOLATA
Sphex

From

petiolata

Drury,

Jamaica.

111.

Nat. Hist.,

Apparently a

Drury.

II, 1773, p. 75, pi.

Hym.

xxxix,

fig. 7.

Slcellphron.

SPHEX SINGULARIS
Sphex singularis Smith, Cat.

from "Americ. merid."

Smith.

Brit. Mus., IV, 1856, p. 261.

an examination of the type of this species would
show it to be the same as O. spinigei\ though this can not be demonstrated from the description.
It is from Honduras.
It is possible that

SPHEX SINGULARIS

Cameron.

Sphex .vngularis C.\mer()N, Biol. Centr.-Ainer. Hym.,

II,

1889, p. 33,

pi.

in,

figs. 7, 7a.

From Mexico,

(xuatomala, Honduras, and Panama.

Is

it

the same

us the last^

PEPSIS T
Pepsu
Sjiliex

T Pai.isot Beauvais, Ins.
T Smith, Cat. Hym. Brit.

Palisot Beauvais.

rei-.

en Afr. and Ainer., Hym., 1805,

JNIus.,

IV, 1856,

p. 260.

}).

117.
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Apparently a SceUp/iro)i. The name was ^iven because of a T-shaped
the back of the .thorax, and none of the insects I have seen
mark.
such
a
has
The locality given is Santo Doming-o.

mark on

SPHEX VAGA
Sphe.r ratjn Ciikist, Natur. d. Ins., 1791,

]).

Christ.

305.

SPHEX VIOLACEIPENNIS
Sphex violaceipennis L.EPFA.ETiER, Hist. Nat.

Described from "Philadelphia."
ahdominalU Cresson,

INDEX TO
abdomen

It

Lepeletier.

Ins. liyin., Ill, 1845, p. 349.

may prove

SUBJECTS

AJVI)

to be O.

{Palmodes)

STRUCTURAL

mandibles
median segment

302

mesonotum

300

mesopleuron
mesothorax

300

metapleural lobe

301

298

301

metapleuron

301

metatarsus

306

metathorax
neck
Nomenclature

301

300
292

ocelli

298

pedicel

299

petiole

303

postscutellum

301

propodaeum

302

prothoracic lobe

300

prothorax
pubescent
rugose
scape

299
295
-

296
299
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INDEX TO NAMES,
Names

of groups arc in small capitals; generic

capital; specific

names are

cupied names are

in italics.

names

l)egin with a

small type, and s^'non^^iis and preoc-

in

References to descriptions are in heavy

type.
809,322,419

ahdoniinalis

317

;rrariuni

A mmoplilht
AMMopmus.E

294
292, 294

excisus

346, 4

1

310,350,41s

exornatuiii

ferrugineum

309, 331

379

flavlpes

Anipulex

ol3

apicalis

359

flavitarsis gnatenialensis

311,381

(tpicalls var. tne.rirdiia

359

flavitarsis iheringii

311, 381

argentata

417

flavitarsis saussurei

364

fulviventris

Argyranid'ba fur

().

ashmeadi
atratuiii

S

aurulentum
aztecmn
aztecum cinereuni

beatum
bifoveolatum

Gastrosphaeria

330
311, 381

harri.-i

310, 353

/(

310,

356

311, 312,412

bridwelli

311,382,384

brunnipes

338, 341

('aernlea

311, 312,

camtdensis

chrysobapia

330
310, 349, 359

381

irsidas

ichiienmont'um

310,

312,341,370,394,399,417
.
310, 312, 403

ichneumoneum aurifluum.
ichneumoneum var. dorsalis
ichneumoneum fulviventris

394
310,

312,388,403
374

313

instabilis

418

403
346

Isodontia

309, 349

jamaicensis

294,308,309,312,313
294, 295, 297, 308

Chlorionix.e

311,374,392

illastris

312, 407, 411

Chlorion

habenum
IlarjKtctopuy

370, 417

309, 345, 346, 417

chifhimeeum

381

guatemalensis

brasilianuin

caliginosum

1,

309, 338

311,411
365

belfragii

31

310, 312, 388, 403

310, 312, 389

310,312,403
310, 356

aurifluuiii

auripes

311, 379, 383, 385, 418

flavitarsis

399
335

jolinnms

338, 341

labroHd

hrrma

335
309, 318

351

Iffviventris

clirysopliorus

871

lancifjer

clarlpes

367

lanierii

coinpressa

313

Lakrid.e

294

latreillii

308

i-ostipeniiiH

310, 351

(TILSUS

417

lautum

crncis

342

Idudun var.

c'ubensis

310,311, 367

oyaneum

,309,

cyaneuin a rarinin

309, 317

(limidiata

De

(i

diiuidiata Lei>

Lep

donsalia

313

371
^

367

310, 312, 371
ill

us/ r is

374

lobatum

312, 313

lucae

309, 365

macrocephaluni

353

417

magna

338

417

maii.lilmlaris

392, 417

maxilio.^um

311,409,410,412
365

dorsalis Sin

394

doumcrci

335

mexicana

I)n/inus

313

micons

394

394
310, 361
403

mixta

418

dubitatiini
elegaiis
criithroplent

310,

nuiximiliani

morio
neardicus

310, 312, 397

377

318
313, 31
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neoxenus

.418

nudum

sahulosa

294

Sceliphron

occitanicnni

312,382
318

occultits

313, 317

Senotainia trilineata V.

364

(Ecaiithus

opaca
oriiatn

Palinodes

Parasphex
pennHylvanionin
Perilampus cjaneus Brulle

Dm

petiolata

379,418
399
309, 318
334
311,312,405
364
418

Sm

peliolata

351
359, 361

pJi ilade/ph icn

PODIINAE

308

jinestans

309, 328

Priononyx

309, 330
31

Pronwiifi

294, 309, .349, 365

Proterosphex

342
310, 386
353

piil'UJorxum

resinipes
rohuf'ta

ruficauduin
rnfipeg

rufiventris

Cr

305, 417, 418, 419

SCELIPHHONIN.F.

292, 308
d.

W

.364

singularis Sni
singiilaris

418

Cam

392, 4

Sphecidae
Sphecinae

292, 294

Spiiegoidea

292

Sphex

293, 294

311,377,392,397,417,418

spiniger

294

spirifex

309, 335

striatum

418
294
416

t

Tacli ysphex
tenaiiiis

tepanecuin

307, 308, 31

texanum

1

,

310, 312,

377
414

309, 330, 342, 346

thoniffi
tliornec

1

294

346
356
379
412
419
419

var

tibialis

Lep

tibialis

Sauss

391

tinctipennis

386

vaga

309, 325

421

violaceipennis

318

rufiventris Patt

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
The figures on the followiiio- phites were prepared by tracing- from
photographs as is shown in some eases by a lack of ))lhitei'al synmietry
due to the angle at which the photograph was taken. In this way
accuiacy of outline and in the relation and proportion of the parts was
assured, while at the same time other and non-essential features could
be omitted, gfiving- the figures the character of diagrams.
The

plates are ))y the author.

Plate VI.
Fig.

1.

Side view of the Ijody of Chlorion {Prolero, ><pJie.r) ichnpumonenm.

prothorax.

a,

d\,

a2, collar.

side.

cf3,

rt3,

prothorauic lobe.

ac,

anterior coxa.

uiesothorax.

b,

dorsum.

d2, end.

«1, neck.

d4, stigma.

d5, fovea.
d6, stigmatal groove.

bl,

mesonotum.

/,

62,

scutellum.

b'6,

mesothoracic episternum.

fw, fore wing.
hu\ hind wing.

b4, episternal
bb,
c,

groove.

me.^othoracic epinieron.

metathorax.

f],

postscutellutn.

metapleuron.
f3, metathoracic epimeron.
c4, metapleural lobe.
d, median segment.

(•2,

I,

funiculus.

lobe.

VIC,

mesocoxa.

p, petiole.
pc, posterior coxa.
s,

stigma.

si,

sting.

t,

tegula.

1-6,

abdominal

plates.
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The median

Fig. 2. Dorsal aspect of the thorux nf Chlori'in {Chluriun) ci/aufion.

impressed Une.-; on the mesonotum have been somewhat increased to show
Lettering as in fig. 1.
their appearance in other subgenera.
3.

Hind

tibia of (,'ldoriou {Pr<ili'ru.'<phex) cM6e».5/«,

on the inner
4.

Hind

showing the apical enlargeuieut

si.le.

tibia of Cliluriun (Protrrosphe.r) lanlum,

showing

tlie

curvtMl inner con-

tour of the piece.
5.

Hind

comb

tibial

spine of Chlorion

Ichueidnoneinn,

{Protcrottiiln'.i-)

showing

its

fringe of hairs on the inner side.
<).

Hind
on

til)ial

tlie

comb

spine of ('hluflon

{

I'rioiionyx)

(tiratiiiii,

sliowing the

teetli

inner side.

Plate VII.
Fig.

7.

Fore and hind win<2;s of Ch/orioii {I'r<)trr(>ft/>hex) ichneumoneuni, with
named accorduig to tiie usual nomenchiturc.
anal.

a,

rel, first recurrent.

ax, axillary.

stigma.
subcostal.

sc,

cu. cubital.

sd, subdiscoidal.'

d, discoidal.

si,

sinus.

/, fold.

tc,

transverse cubital.

frenal fold.

//(, frep.ai

tcl, first

iiooks.

median.

7H,

pm,
8.

s,

c, (;ostal.

ff,

Fig.

second recurrent.

re2,

basal.

h,

veins

transverse cubital.

tc2,

second transverse cubital.

/cS,

third transver.-^e cubital.

tm, transverse median.

jiosterior margin.

The same wings with the
Comstock and Needham.

veins

radial.

/',

am, apical margin.

tlie

named according

to the

nomenclature

of

Plate VIII.
Fig. 9.

The same wings with the

cells

named according

to the usual

nomenclature.

a, anal.

cu4, fourth culiital.

apl,

dl, first discoidal.

first apical.

ap2, set!ond apical.
c,

costal.

cul, first cubital.
cn2,

second

second discoidal

dS,

tl'.ird

discoidal.

m, median.

culiital.

cti,

d2,

r,

(tubital.

radial.

sm, submedian.

cm3, third cubital.

FiK- 10.

11.

The same wings with the
Comstock and Needham.

naiMcd according to the nomenclature

Outline of the posterior margin of the sixth ventral abdominal
(Jldorio)i

12.

cells

Antenna

\<\&tv.

{Priononyx) hlfon'uhttuni, male, showing the median excision.

of CJdorion {J'rult'ro^pliex) idnwninoticmii.
b,
_///,

bulb.
filament.

y;,
.s,

peili> el.

scajie.

of

of
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Plate IX.

20.

Wings of Cldorion (Chlorion) cyaneum.
Wings of Chlorion {Palmodes) Iscviventris.
Wings of Chlorion (Priononyx) atratum.
Wings of Chlorion {Priononyx)Jerrugineitm.
Wings of Chlorion {Isodontia) harrisi.
Claw of Chlorion {ProterospJiex) ichneiniKDienin.
Claw of Chlorion (Priononyx) striatum.
C]aw oi Chlorion (Priononyx) ferruginen III.

21.

Fore

Fig. 13.
14.

15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

tibial

comb

of Chlorion (ProterospJw.r)

ichiummonemn.

Plate X.
Fig. 22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

27.

Face
Face
Face
Face
Face
Fore

of Chlorion

(

Chlorion) cyaneinn.

of Chlorion (Palmodes) Icevirentris.
of Chlorion (Priononyx) atratum.
of Chlorion (Proterosphex)

ichneumoneum.

of Chlorion (Isodontia) auripes.

metatarsal

comb

of Chlorion (Priononyx) jevrugineum.
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North American Digger Wasps.
For explanation of plate see pages 421-422.
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/

^
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/ /
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Fig>. 8.
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^1

^.v

/?

d'

/?+3/
«,

+.Sr2
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SdA.
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^

J^ Ms

m -CM.
mcf^M^.

North American Digger Wasps.
For explanation of plate see page 422.
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Fig. 11.

North American Digger Wasps.
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North American Digger Wasps.
For explanation of plate see page 423.
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ON THE DIORNAL LEPIDOPTERA OF THE ATHABASKA
AND MACKENZIE REGION, BRITISH AMERICA.
B3'

0/

Merkitt Cary,

tJw U. S. Bioloylcal Surrey.

INTRODUCTION.
During the summer of

11>()3

I

was engaged

in

making

a biological

exploration in portions of the Athabaska and Mackenzie valleys for
the United States

My time was chiefly
but a good opportunit}' was

Department of Agriculture.

occupied with the larger forms of

life,

making observations upon, and collecting a representative
northern butterflies. Nearl}^ 150 specimens were taken, rep-

afforded for
series of,

resenting 4.5 species and subspecies. Two butterflies in this collection
proved new to science. Dr. Harrison G. Dyar has recently described
them as CEnel>< caryi and (£ueh )iaJia)uu."
The region traversed lies between the flft3"-flfth and sixty-third
parallels of latitude, and includes portions of the valleys of the Athabaska, Slave, and Mackenzie rivers, and of their lake basins, Atha-

baska and Great Sla\e lakes.
Edward A. Preble, also of the Department of Agriculture, whom
I accompanied in 1008, made a small collection in August of that
year at Fort Rae, Great Slave Lake, and on the traverse between
that post and Great Bear Lake.
Wintering at Fort Simpson, Mr.
Preble spent the following sunnner in the lower Mackenzie Basin, and
secured a representative collection of butterflies as far north as Fort

McPherson (latitude 67'^ 20'). A new form of Thanaos j)ropertfus,
from the mouth of Nahanni River, is described for the flrst time in the
present paper.

These two collections, representing 53 species and varieties, form a
veiy good basis for a preliminary report on the butterflies of this littleknown region. 1 presented to the United States National Museum
that portion of the

material

which was desired for

the

national

collections.
«Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., VI, 1904, p. 142.
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were made are somewhat
With one
obscure, and not all are indicated upon modern maps.
It
exception they are trading posts of the Hudson's Bay Compan3\
may be well to mention the more important localities, with latitude
and other data, in the followino- introductory list:

Most

J^o?'t

of the localities at which collections

McMurray^ Athahaskd.

and Athal)aska

— At the

confluence of the Clearwater

Collections were

riycrs.

made along the Athabaska

Riyer, near this post, earh^ in August, 1903.

Fort Chipeivyan^ Athahasla.

— On

the north

shore of Athabaska

Lake near its outlet. The eastern portion of the lake was still icebound when I reached Chipewj'an on June 1, 11)03, ])ut the western
Vegetation was not far
part had been nayigable for some days.
adyanced at that time, but seyeral ])alm3' days in succession brought
Fort
out man}' butterflies, and a number of species were collected.
Chipew3^an is a good spot for collecting, there being manj' open, moss}^
slopes with a southern exposure on the Archjean hills about the post.
SuiitJi Portage^ AtJtaljasl'a {latitude GO).
A 1(J -mile portage around
the Smith Rapids, connecting Smith Landing, Athabaska, and Fort
Smith, Mackenzie. Butterflies Ayere numerous in the muskegs" and
about the water holes along the portage trail, June 11 to 13, 1903.
Fort Resolution^ Mackenzie. On the south shore of Great Slaye
Lake near the delta of Slaye Riyer. Fair collecting was obtained on
the open ground between the post and the lake shore late in June.
Hay River., Mackenzie. At the debouchure of Hay Riyer on the
southwest shore of Great Slave Lake. The last three days of June
were spent here, but owing to the inclemency of the weather yery little
collecting was done.
A few species were taken in a swampy tract

—

—

—

adjoining the lake.

—

A

Fort RaCf Mackenzie. On the northern arm of Great Slaye Lake.
few species were collected by Mr. Preble in August, 1903. Hud-

sonian faunal conditions.

Fort Providence., Mackenzie.

— On the north l)ank of

Riyer, a short distance west of Great Slaye Lake.

numerous early

in July.

Many

species

were taken

the Mackenzie

were
open pasture

Butterflies

in the

back of the post, chiefly at the flowers of the silyerberry {Flieagnus
argentea)., and a species of gooseberry {Rihes oxy cant ho ides).
Fort ISinipson., Mackenzie {latitude 61'-^ 52'). At the confluence of
the Liard and Mackenzie riyers.
Mr. Preble collected here in May,
1904, and several collections have been made in the past.
One of the
best localities in the North for the lepidopterist.
Mouth North Nahanni River, Mackenzie. West bank of Mackenzie
River, 75 miles below Fort Simpson. The Mackenzie is here sharply

—

—

"Throughout British America the term "muskeg" is applied to a peculiar type of
or bog in which moss has accumulated to a considera])le di^pth.
It usually
supports a scanty growth of tamarack or spruce.

swamp
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deflected to

the

427

northward by the Nahanni Mountains, an eastern

spur of the Kockies, and a range of some 3,000 feet altitude closely
Several mountain forms of l^utterflies
parallels the river on the west.

were taken

in this vicinity,

mountains, where

while on the plain between the river and
northern spruce forest and muskeg

the typical

conditions obtain, species of

more general

distribution were secured.

—

Fort Norman^ Mackenzie. On the Mackenzie River, near the mouth
Mr. Preble collected a few species here in June, 1904:.
of Bear River.
Fori Good ITope^ Mackenzie {latiUideGG'^ 15'). On Mackenzie River.
Some very interesting species were obtained by Mr. Pre])le late in
June, 1901.
A good locality for semi-Arctic forms. Hudsonian zone
conditions predominate.
Fort Mcpherson, Mackenzie {latitude 67'^^ 20').— On Peel River, 30
In this region the
miles above its confluence with the Mackenzie.
forest trees are very mucli dwarfed, and in places an approacli to BarThe butterflies which Mr. Preble
ren Ground conditions is found.
obtained here early in July, 1904, were chiefl}" Arctic species and
highly interesting from a geographic point of view, since they serve
to till in the gap ))etween the Alaskan fauna and that of eastern Arctic
America.

—

PREVIOUS WORK.
Although a few

l)utterflies

had been brought

l:)ack

to

England from

Boothia Felix by Sir John Ross, one of the earlier Arctic explorers,
the vast region of tundra and forest on the mainland to the west and
southwest,

now known as Mackenzie and Athabaska

districts,

practically iniexplored entomologicall}^ until 1825-26,

remained

when Franklin

second journey to the Arctic regions. On this expedition, as
Arctic journey, 1819-1822, Franklin was accompanied I)}that most indefatigable naturalist. Dr. John Richardson, and valuable

made

on his

his

first

collections in various dt^partments of natural history were secured.
These collections were elal)orated in the several volumes of Fauna
Boreali-Americana, the insects being treated l)v Rev. William Kirl)y
in the fourth volume, which appeared in 1837.
Ver}^ nearl}" a quarter of a century then elapsed l^efoi'e any more
entomological collecting was done in the Athabaska and Mackenzie
regions.
In 1818-49 Sir John Richardson made his third journey to
the Arctic, this time accompanied by John Rae, and in search of his
former companion, Franklin. The route followed from Lake Winnipeg
was ])y way of tlie Saskatchewan River and Methye Portage to the
Athabaska River, thence downi the Athabaska, Slave, and Mackenzie
rivers to the Arctic coast. The winter was spent at Fort Confidence, on
Great Bear Lake, and the return journey in 1S49 made over nuich the
same route. A list of the entomological collections secured b}" Richard«

For

full

reference to j)iiblicationw see Bibliography,

p. 456.
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son and Rae, with a veiy few annotations, was prepared hy Adam
White, and is to be found in the second vohime of Richardson's narrative of the journey. "
Sixteen species of butterflies, taken chiefl}^
along- the

Mackenzie River, and on the Arctic coast near
'^

its

deUa, are

mentioned.

summer of 1862 Mrs. Christina Ross, wife of Bernard R.
who was then in charge of Mackenzie district for the Hudson's
Bay Company, collected a large number of Initterflies at Fort Simpson,
In the

Ross,

Mackenzie River and in the Great
considerable portion of Mrs. Ross' collection

as well as at other ])oints on the

Slave Lake region.

found

West

its

way

Virginia.

A

into the

hands of

'V^\^illiam

H. Edwards, of Coalburg,
work on North

In the three volumes of his great

American buttertiies Edwards frequently refers to species obtained
from Mrs. Ross.
At about the same period Woldemar Geffcken, of Stuttgart, (lerman}', received several large consignments of lepidoptera from officials
of the Hudson's Bay Company.
These were said to have l)een collected
by Indian boys and girls in the region between Hudson Bay and Lake
Athabaska. The late Dr. Herman Strecker, of Reading, Pennsylvania, afterwards came into possession of this material, and published
an annotated list of thirteen species in his Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres
and Heteroceres. With the exception of Lake Athabaska, which is
mentioned in connection with but two or three species, no definite
localities are given
merel}^ a vague reference to the general region
between Hudson Bay and Lake Athabaska.
Small collections of l)utterflies have been made from time to time
in various portions of the north b}' exploring parties sent out by the
Canadian Geological Surve}^ and are now in the Government collections at Ottawa.
In the early summer of 1888 R. (r. ]\IcConnell
journeyed down the Liard River to Fort Simpson, having crossed the
Rockies from the Pacific. He collected four species of butterflies at
the Devil's Portage, on the Liard (longitude VHV 10').
In June and
July of the same year Frederick Bell, an official of the Hudson's Bay
Compan}", made a small collection at Fort Simpson at the instance of
Mr. McConnell, securing ten species. During the same season William Ogilvie, while making an exploration of the lower Mackenzie
Basin, took five species of butterflies, which were listed, together with
the two collections mentioned above, in the Annual Report of the
Canadian (Geological Survey for 1887-88.
During the summer of 1892, Miss Elizabeth Taylor, daughter of

—

"Arctic Searching Expedition,

II, ISol.

''Richardson's locality, "Arctic coast, between 675° antl 68°,"

is

commonly

sup-

posed to have been somewhere in the delta region of the Mackenzie River. His
"Arctic coast" specimens, however, probably were collecteil east of the mouth of
the Mackenzie, as butterflies were taken by the party as far east as Cape Krusenstern.
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James W. Ta^dor,
traveled

for

some years United States consul

down the Athabaska,

north as Fort McPherson,

at

429
Winnipeg,

Slave, and Mackenzie rivers, going- as far
collection of eighteen species of butter-

A

secured by Miss Taylor at various points along the route was
deposited in the British Museum, and has been reviewed bv A. G.

flies

Butler/'

Frank

Russell, of the University of Iowa,

ration in portions of the far north

made

in 1893-94.

a zoological explo-

Appended

to his

by H. F. Wickham.
Two species of diurnals were taken by Mr. Russell at Fort Rae.
I am informed by Francis A. Heron that the British Museum contains several species collected in the Great Slave Lake region in 1S94
by W. G. Cumming, an English traveler.
In 1902, David T. Hanbury, the well-known English explorer, crossed
the Barren Grounds from Chestertield Inlet to Great Bear Lake.
Assisted by his companion, Hubert Darrell, a small but highl}' interesting collection of Arctic butterflies was obtained at various points
along the Arctic coast between Chapman Island and the mouth of the
Coppermine River during June and the early part of July. Several
species were also secured b}^ Mr. Hanbury later in July on the traverse
between Coppermine River and Great Bear Lake. H. J. Elwes has
reviewed this collection in the Transactions of the Entomological
report'^ is a list of the insects collected, furnished

London for 1903.
The Government collections in Ottawa contain seven species of butterflies collected by James M. Macoun, of the Canadian Geological
Survey, in the vicinity of Dunvegan, on the upper Peace River, Athabaska, during the summer of 1903.
Mr. Macoun writes me that his
collecting was done on the bench back from Peace River, at an altitude
of about 2,500 feet.
Dr. James Fletcher has kindly furnished me
Society of

with determinations of this collection.

GENERAL ACCOUNT OF THE REGION.
The scope of country treated in the present paper is that part of
northwestern British America known as the districts of Athabaska
and Mackenzie. This territory lies between Keewatin on the east and
the main range of the Rocky Mountains.
The flft3^-tiftli parallel is
the southern boundar}^, and it extends northward to the Arctic Ocean.
The southern portion of the region is but slightly diversified. The
monotony of seemingh' endless spruce forest is relieved onl}" by the
numerous streams and chains of lakes. Muskegs and swales abound.
Similar conditions ol)tain in the Mackenzie Basin almost to the delta,
but the forest of spruce and poplar is less luxuriant north of latitude
«

Annals Nat. Hist.

(6),

XII, 1893, pp. 12-14.

''Explorations in the Far North, 1898.
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and much dwarfed north of the Arctic Circle. Considerable open
is found on the upper Peace River, in western Athabaska,

countr}^

region known as the Grand Prairie.
In eastern and northern Mackenzie is found that vast area of open
tundra commonly known as the " Barren Lands " or "Barren Grounds."
This tundra region, while it does not lie entirely north of the Arctic
Circle, is essentiall}' Arctic in a zoogeographic sense.
During the
short summer season, extending from June to August, the Barren
Grounds are covered with a profusion of wild flowers, and a luunlier
of species of Arctic butterflies lend their beauty to a landscape which
for eight or nine months of the year is a frozen waste.
While traveling along the Arctic coast west of Bathurst Inlet in
1902, Mr..Hanbury first met with l)utterflies near Lewes Island on
June 26, and remarks that numl)ers were to be seen June 27 on the
especiall}' in the

southwest point of Chapman Island."
the rapid progress and shortness of the

Some idea may be gained of
summer season in this latitude

N.) from Mr. Hanbury's obser'S'ations.

Regarding the conditions
we have the following:
" Vegetation was very luxuriant, and the ground showed a profusion
The miniature rhododendron, with its mass of red blosof blossom.
som, the white blossom of our friend the /-^'??<-z!/, the heather * * *
and a white anemone were the most conspicuous."*
Writing in his journal July 15, when encamped a short distance
west of Point Epworth (111- W., 07^ 10' N.), Mr, Hanl)ury says:
"Darrell collected butterflies for me. It did not appear as if I should
be able to add largely to either collection [plants and insects], for both
butterflies and flowers seemed to be nearly over.
A blue lupin
{Liiplinis noothatensis), which is very connnon in the Northland, was
(67'^

of vegetation on Julv 12, near Point Epworth,

still

in flower.""^

Tlie sunnner

the

mouth

was

rapidl}'

drawing

to a close

when Hanbury reached

of Dismal Creek, or Kendall River, at its junc-tion with

the Coppermine.

He

says:

"Land on

either side

of the river was

low, and supported a stunted growth of s]irucc trees.

*

*

*

I col-

but they were now hardly worth taking.
The}' had been nmch knocked about l)y wind and weather, and a large
uum))er of them could scarceh' fly at all."''
lected a

few

butterflies,

The Athabaska-Mackenzie region
wilderness, and the extreme

is in

difficult}'

most portions

still

of travel will for

a virgin

many

years

prevent a thorough exploration. Futui'o work in the mountainous
region west of the Mackenzie River will unquestionably add a number
of mountain species of butterflies; while additional species may be
« Sport

''Idem,

and Travel in the Northland of Canada, 1904, pp.
'Idem, p. 192. ''Idem, p. 209.
p. 190.

]72-17;5.
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looked for from the Barren Grounds of eastern Mackenzie. The Grand
Prairie region, and other open country on the upper Peace River, should
also 3'ield interesting- species, several plains butterflies doubtless hav-

their northern limits of range in this section.

ing-

A

our knowledge of northern ])utterflies
In the case of the majorit^y of
Arctic species these are ^^et to be worked out.
In the present list, which should be considered preliminary, I have
attempted to collect and verify, so far as possible, tiie scattered
records of the past, and thus 1)rmg under one heading- our present
knowledge of the distribution of butterflies in the region treated. 1
have included records from outside of JMackenzie and Athabaska
wherever it has seemed advisable, and where such a record has an
important l)earing- upon the distribution of a species in the north.
Eighty-flve species and sul)species of butterflies are now known to
Of this number 21 were collected
inhabit Mackenzie and Athabaska.
in the region for the first time in 1J^><»3—i h\ Mr. Preble and the writer.
The nomenclature and sequence followed in the annotated list of
species is that of Dr. Harrison G. Dyar's List of North American
Lepidoptera [= Bulletin No. 52, U. S. National Museum, 1902].
Avill

most important addition

be in regard to their

to

life histories.
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LIST OF

DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA.

PAPILIO TURNUS

Linnaeus.

No specimens were taken by Mr. Preble and
all

of the earlier collections

made

the writer, but nearly

in the region contained Papilios

which have been referred to turnus by various writers. I have been
unable to verify the earlier records of P. turnus, and it is posfsible
some of them may have been based upon specimens of P. rutulus, the
species

which we secured

in 1903-4.
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White records specimens taken at Fort Simpson by Richardson in
Edwards formerly received several examples from Mrs. Ross,
taken at Fort Simpson, and remarks upon their small size, as compared with United States specimens.* P. turnus is mentioned by
Strecker among- species collected in the Athabaska region, between
Lake Athabaska and Hudson Bay, which he received from Geffcken.
184:8."

He

and dark markings of northFive examples which Frederick Bell collected at
Fort Simpson, June 2i to July 8, 1888, and others collected I)}' R. G.
McConnell at the Devil's Portage, Liard River (longitude 126 - 10'), July
A. G. Butler
15, 1887, have been recorded by Doctor Fletcher,
records two specimens of the small Arctic form of P. turn us in the
British Museum Avhich Miss Elizabeth Taylor collected in 1892.'
One
was taken June 3 on the " banks of the Athabaska River;" the other
June 29, at the Rapids of the Drowned, Slave River.
also refers to the unusually small size

ern specimens.''

'^^

PAPILIO RUTULUS

(Boisduval).

met with on the Slave River, June 9, 1903,
across the stream at a point some 50 miles
north of Fort Chipewyan. Several were also noted along the Smith
Portage, June 12. They were common on the Slave River, near the
Grand Detour,-^' June 16, and also at Fort Resolution, June 23 to 27.
At Fort Providence numbers of these butterflies were seen on the
blossoms of the silverberr}" {Ela'agnus argent ea)^ and two were secured
This species was

when one was seen

July

first

fl3'ing

Two were

observed at Fort Simpson, July 10.
specimens from Fort Providence, and also a female taken
by J\Ir. Preble at Fort Good Hope, -lune 25, 1904, are much smaller
than more southern examples, with the black markings heavier. Mr.
Preble saw the first Papilios flying near Fort Simpson, June 2, the
earliest date for that latitude of which I have a record.
8.

My

tw^o

PAPILIO

MACHAON

var.

ALIASKA

Scudder.

During the middle of July, 1903, a few^ individuals of this tine spewere observed on the Nahanni Mountains. I captured a single
fresh example, Jul}^ 16, on the summit of an isolated peak^' not more
than 5 miles from the confluence of the North Nahanni and Mackenzie rivers.
The altitude of this mountain is about 2,500 feet. Mr.
cies

a Arctic Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.
?'

Butterflies of

North America,

II, 1884.

Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872, p. 132.
o^Ann. Kept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new ser.), Pt. 1, App. IV, (1889), pp. 229,
231 B.
c

Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 14.
/Fifty miles below Fort Smith, Mackenzie.
Among the Slave Indians this mountain is known as Tha-on-iJia (lit. hj/ Itself),
and for the sake of convenience I shall apply this name to it in the present article.
^^

f/
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Preble took another specimen of alladri on the north bank of the
Mackenzie River, opposite the moutli of the North Nahanni River,
July 25, 1904.
There appear to be but two previous records for this region.

Edwards mentions the occurrence of al/'asla as far east as Ruperfs
House, on the eastern shore of James Bay;" wJiile Doctor Fletcher
records a specimen taken at Fort McPherson. Jun(> 21, I.SSS, by
AVilliam Ooilvie of the Canadian Geological Surve}'.''
This l)uttertiy is chiefly a mountain form.
It is common in Alaska,
and proba})ly also occurs in fair numbers throughout the mountain
ranges west of the Mackenzie River.
The Rupert's House specimen
recorded by P^dwards points at least to the probable occurrence of
allaska in the region between Hudson Ba}^ and the Rock}^ Mountains.

PONTIA SISYMBRII

(Boisduval).

A single specimen in beautiful condition was secured at FortChipewyan, June 4, 1903. A number of others were fl3'ing about the mossy
Archaean roci\s near the lake shore.
It was a balmy spring day, and
insect life was l)eginning to be astir in that northern latitude.
Bees
of the genus Osmia were common at the llow(;rs of the bearberr}^
{ArctoHtaphylos uva-ursi)^ and two or three species of Bomhus were
darting about the rocks.
Several butterflies of the genvis Poidhi which were seen flying across
the Athaliaska River 40 miles l)elow Fort McMurray, May 29, may
have been slsijnihr!!. Others noted on the Slave River, near Smith
Landing, June 9, probabl}^ l)elonged to this species.
The Fort Chipewyan specimen extends the known range of P. sisymhr/'l far to the northward.
PONTIA NAPI

var.

OLERACEA

(Harris).

Occurs alnnidantly throughout the region. This form was first noted
on the Smith Portage, June 12, 1903, but had apparent!}' been flj'ing
for some days.
It was very numerous in open, grassy situations at
Fort Resolution a week later. Numbers of these butterflies were
collected.

White records a species of Pontia which Richardson collected at
Fort Simpson.'" This reference may have been either to a specimen
of P. ohracea or P. occidentalis.
Unfortunately the specimen cannot
now be traced, and in all probability has been lost. Scudder, in his
work on the Butterflies of New England, gives the following northern
«Rept. Nat. Hist. Collections in Alaska, Pt. 4, 1887, p. 327.
6 Ann. Rept. Can. Geol. Snrv., Ill (new sen), Pt. 1, App. IV, (1889),
''Arctic Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.

p.

230 B.
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records for oJeracea: ''Mackenzie river, at lat. 65° (Kirby);" Great
Doctor
Slave Lake (Brit. Mus.); Atliabasea reoion (Geffcken).'"^

Fletcher records 13 specimens which Frederick Bell collected at Fort
Simpson in June, 1888.^

P. oleracea

is

the comujon form in Athabaska and the southern por-

tions of Mackenzie,'^ l)eing replaced farther north

by the form Imlda

Edwai'ds.

PONTIA NAPI
This

is

var.

HULDA

apparently the pre\ailing form

(Edwards).

region between the
Mr. Preble secured a

in the

sixty-fourth parallel and the Arctic coast.

goodly series in the summer of 1904 at the following localities in the
lower Mackenzie Basin: Fort Norman, June 13; Fort Good Hope,
June 21 to 23; Fort McPherson, July 6 to 8.
Kir by described i^^o^iw/- cada from "three specimens taken in lat.
65° " (probably on the Mackenzie River).' The name of the collector
is not given, but the specimens were very probabh' collected by Doctor
White, in
Richardson, on Franklin's second expedition, in 1825-26.
Richardson's narrative,-^ records Pontia casta Kirby from the "Arctic
Coast between 67^^ and 68°."^ The latter record is of specimens taken
on Richardson's third journey, in 1848-49.
This butterfl}" has been recorded from Fort McPherson by Doctor
Fletcher,''^ specimens having been taken at that post by William
Ogilvie, June 21, 1888.
A. G. Butler records specimens collected by
Miss Elizabeth Taylor at Fort IVIcPherson, July 15, 1892, and also at
the Rapids of the Drowned, Slave River, June 29 and 30, 1892.'

PONTIA OCCIDENTALIS

(Reakirt).

This species appears to be unconmion, and occurs only in the moun1 captured a single example on the
Nahanni Mountains, July 16, 1903, at an altitude of 2,000 feet. In
tainous portions of Mackenzie.

two specimens at Fort Good Hope, June 21 to 23.
P. occidental!s has not been previously recorded from the region.

1904, Mr. Preble took

«

Probably the type of

in the British

synonym

of Jiulda

common form

^^

This specimen, which was formerly
A. G. Butler treated the name casta as a
seems best to thus consider it, as hulda is the

Pontia casta" Kirby.

Museum, has been
Edwards, and

lost.
it

at that latitude.

Butterflies of Eastern United States and Canada, II, 1889, p. 1197.
cAnn. Kept. Can. Ceol. Surv., Ill (new ser.), Pt. 1, App. IV, 1889, p. 231 B.
'^Strecker (Lepidoptera, Ehopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872, p. 132), mentions
No defiseveral examples of P. napi var. frigida, which he received from Geffcken.
nite locality is given, merely " between Hudson's Bay and Lake Athabasca."
Fauna Boreali-Americana, IV, 1837, p. 288, fig. 3.
/ Arctic Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.
t'

''

f/See Introduction, p. 428, footnote.
/'

i

Ann. Rept. Can. (ieol. Surv., Ill (new ser.),
Annals Nat. Hist., (6), XII, 1893, p. 13.

Pt. 1,

App. IV, (1889),

p.

230 B.
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Edwards.

A specimen taken by Mr. Preble at Fort Good Hope, June 21, 1904,
proves referable to the present form, and greatly extends its range
northward.
SYNCHLOE AUSONIDES

(Boisduval).

is conmion throughout the region.
In 1903,
observed it on the Smith Portage, June 12, and secured fresh
examples at Fort Smith two days later. It was present at all localities

This beautiful species

tirst

Nahanni Mountains, and a fine
was collected. Mr. Preble found it at Fort Good Hope, in
He observed it flying at Fort Simpson as
1904, and took two males.
early as May 19.
S. ausoiildes is usually found in open, grassy situaations; occasionally in muskegs, but more often on higher ground.
White records a Syncldoe which Richardson collected on the "Arctic
?
Coast between lat. iSl^^ and 68-," in 1848, as '"''Anthocharls
n. s. (near ^1. iiiiiiplonui)^
Richardson's specimens were doubtless
visited that season as far north as the
series

^''

only one known to occur in the far
Doctor Fletcher records a specimen taken by Ogilvie on Mackenzie River", July 8, 1888.*
Under the name Etichloe simplonia
Butler records specimens of this species which Miss Elizabeth Tajdor
collected at the Rapids of the Drowned, Slave River, June 29, 1892.^
E. simplonia is a European species.

ausonidef<, as this species is the

'

north.

'

EURYMUS HECLA

(Lefebvre).

Elwes records four males and three females which were collected
David Hanbury on the Barren Grounds of eastern Mackenzie at
114'^ W., 6T'J 40' N. 'Arctic coast, in the vicinity of Point Epworth),
July 13 to 1(3, 1902.'' Mr. Preble captured a single male example at
Fort Good Hope, June 20, 1904.
E. Jieda is strictly an Arctic species, and could not reasonably be
expected to occur in the heavy forest region of southern Mackenzie
and Athabaska.
b}^

EURYMUS BOOTHII

Curtis.

This variable Arctic species, described from Boothia Felix, has been
in Mackenzie by but two explorers.
White mentions specimens of this Initterfly

taken

1848

in

("Arctic

"on

the Arctic Coast, between

Searching Expedition,

lat.

Arctic Searctiing Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

by Richardson
In 1902

II, 1851, p. 362.

Ann. Rept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new ser.),
c Annals Nat. Hist.
(6), XII, 1893, p. 14.
rf Trans. Ent.
Soc. London, Pt. 3, 1903, p. 242.
6

«

collected

67^^ and 68^^."^

29

Pt.

1,

App. IV, (1889),

p.

231 B.
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it fairly common at Point Epworth, July 7; Gray's
Bay, July 3; and on the Barren Grounds (Arctic coast, Vjetween Point
Epworth and the mouth of Coppermine River), July 13 and 14; taking
a number of specimens/'

Hanburv found

EURYMUS OCCIDENTALIS
Apparently an uncommon species

(Scudder).

We

did not

meet

The cotype came from Fort Simpson, Mackenzie.
Edwards mentions specimens taken on Mackenzie River, *

pre-

with

it

in

the north.

in 1903-1.

sumably at Fort Simpson, by Mrs. Ross; while Doctor Fletcher records
a specimen which Frederick Bell collected at Fort Simpson, July 17,
1888.^

E. occldentalis has a more western range than any of the other
Eurymus recorded from JNlackenzie and Athabaska. Doctor
Scudder based his original description of the species upon specimens

species of

from the Gulf of Georgia, British Columbia, and Fort Simpson,
Mackenzie.

EURYMUS CHRISTINA

(Edwards).

The type

of this species came from Smith Rapids, Athabaska.
This large and extremely variable species seems to be hy far the most
abundant Euryimi.^ in the southern portions, where it has a general
distribution.
I did not meet with it in 11>03, ])ut in lUOl Mr. Preble
collected several at Fort

mens near the mouth

Good Hope, June 21, and

a series of 15 speci-

North Nahanni River, July i}5. Mr.
Preble's specimens are of l)oth sexes, and exhil)it a great amount of
variation, especially in the amount of orange suffusion on the fore
wings of the males. It is probable that E. chrkthm does not appear
of the

until reasonably late in the sununer.

In 1903,

I

spent nearly a week

during the middle of .luly at the mouth of the North Nahanni River,
where Mr. Preble secured his tine series in 1901, but captured only
Doctor Fletcher writes me that during the same season
E. palaeno.
J. M. Macoun of the Canadian Geological Survey collected specimens
in the vicinit^^ of Dunvegan, Athabaska, on the upper Peace River.
Edwards named this species after Mrs. Christina Ross, who collected
the type series at the "Portage of Slave River" [Smith Rapids] in
1802.'^'
Strecker mentions numerous examples of christl^ut received
by him from Herr Geti'cken, which had been taken in the region to
the west of Hudson Bay, many of them from near Lake Athabaska.*^
Individual variation was at a maxinunn in Doctor Strecker's series,
London, Pt.
North America,

« Trans. Ent. Soc.

3,

1903, p. 242.

& Butterflies of

I,

1879 [p. 57].

"Ann. Kept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (newser.),

Pt. 1,

App. IV, (1889),

<?Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 79.
«

Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872,

p. 133.

p.

231 B.
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and a marked geographical variation was also exhibited, males from
Lake Athabaska being much more heavil}' suffused with orange than
Hudson Bay specimens. Doctor Fletcher records two examples which

—

Frederick Bell collected at Fort Simpson a male, July IT, and a female,
July 25, 1SS8; and also lists the species from Fort Good Hope, where

William Ogilvie secured
E. christhui has

it

August [July?]

11 of the

same

5^ear."

center of al)undance in the Saskatchewan region.

its

EURYMUS PALAENO

(Linnaeus).

This species occurs in small luunbers from Fort Providence northis usually seen in grass\^ muskegs.
1 collected six speci-

ward, and

mens

in 1903, as follows: Fort Providence, July 8, four; Nahanni
Mountains, July 10, two. Mr. Preble did not meet with this buttertly on the lower Mackenzie Kiver in 1904.
White records specimens secured b}^ llichardson at Fort Simpson
in 1848.*

Edwards based

Linnanis) upon specimens

his description of Coliax Iwlcna

"from Mackenzie's

{=p(daeno

River, taken by Mrs.

Doctor Strecker mentions 25 specimens of E. palaeno in the
from Geffcken.'' Jt is probable that some of
the latter were taken within Athabaska district.
Koss."''

collection he received

EURYMUS ALEXANDRA

var.

EMILIA

(Edwards).

I found this large, handsome Eurytnus in small numbers at Fort
Providence early in July, 1903, and also saw one or two near the
mouth of the North Nahanni River a week or so later. Two males
This
taken at Fort Providence, July 8, were in excellent condition.
l)utterliy was observed only in grassy muskegs.
E. emllia is a western form, and has not been previously recorded

from the north.

EURYMUS NASTES

(Boisduval).

Elwes records four males and two females from the Barren Grounds,
40' N.'
These specimens were taken l^y the Hanbury
expedition in 1902.
Francis A. Heron, of the British Museum, has
kindly gone over these specimens for me, and refers them to the
variety known as rossii Guenee.
E. nastt-s is another Arctic species which could not be expected to
occur in the forested regions west of Great Bear and Great Slave lakes.
140- W., 67

«Ann. Kept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new

ser.), Pt.

1,

App. IV (1889),

^Arctic Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.
'^Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 80.
<^

«

Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872, p. 133.
Trans. Ent. Soc. London, Pt.

3,

1903, p. 243.

p.

£31 B.
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EURYMUS PELIDNE

vol. xxxi.

(Boisduval).

Three pairs ar(^ mentioned by Elwe.s." They were collected l)y the
Hanbur}^ expedition, as follows: One male, Arctic coast, 16 miles
west of Point Epworth, July 11; two males and two females on the
Barren Grounds, 114 W., 07- 40' N.; one pale female, Dismal Creek
(Kendall liiver), at its confluence with the Coppermine River, July 30.
In addition to the above series the British Museum collection contains a female specimen of E. pelidne from Great Slave Lake, taken
in Julv, I8i>4, by W. G. Cunnuino-; also a pale female from Fort Good
Hope, collected by Miss Elizabeth Taylor, July 19, 1802.'' Mr. Francis A. Heron considers both of these specimens referable to pelidne.

ARGYNNIS ATLANTIS

Edwards.

This species was tirst observed at Fort rrovidence, July 4, 1908.
Julv It), I captured a pair on the summit of Mount Tha-on'-tha, in
On my outward
the Naliamii Mountains, at an altitude of 2,500 feet.
trip in August I saw a num))er of these buttertlies near House River,
Athabaska,* and secured a specimen August 21. Mr. Preble took one

On

mouth of the North Nahanni River, July 25, 1904.
The following record is given by Scudder: "Arctic America, Ross

at the

(Brit,

Mus,)."

''

This reference

is

probably to a specimen, or specimens
some other point on the

collected by Mrs. Ross at Fort Simpson, or

Mackenzie River,
recorded

in the early sixties of last century.

The

collected l)y

species

from Fort McMurray, Athabaska, where
Miss Elizabeth Taylor, August 17, 1892.

l)y Butler,''

ARGYNNIS ELECTA

it

is

was

Edwards.

Dr. James Fletcher, of Ottawa, writes me that J. M. Macoun, of
the Canadian Geological Survey, collected this species in the vicinity
of Dunvegan, Athal)aska, in the sunnuer of 1903.

ARGYNNIS EURYNOME

var.

CLIO Edwards.

Through Doctor Fletcher I learn that the Canadian government collection at Ottawa contains this species from Peace River, Athabaska,
in the vicinity of Dunvegan, where J. M. Macoun collected it in the
summer of 1903.
"Trans.

Y.wi. Soc.

London,

Pt. 3, 1903, p. 243.

paper on Miss Taylor's collection (Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893,
A. G. Bntler tentatively lists the Fort Good Hope specimen as interior.
<0n the Athabaska River, 10 miles above the Grand Rapids.
d Butterflies of Eastern United States and Canada, I, 1889, p. 576.
^Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 12.
^'In his

p. 13),
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(Cramer).

common in a gniss}- tamarack swale near
North Nahanni River, Jul 3^ 18 to 17, 11K>3, where I
captured a single specimen. The species was not noted elsewhere in
the north l)v either Mr. Prel)le or myself.
Butler records specimens of B. myrinn collected l^y Miss Elizabeth
Taylor at the Rapids of the Drowned, Slave River, Jul^^ 1, and at Fort
Good Hope, July 18, 1892."
This species is common in portions of Alaska, and has been taken in
the region south of Hudson Ba}-; thence westward to the Lake Winnipeg region, and also at Edmonton, Alberta (latitude S-t^). It undoubtedly has a general distribution in the lake country of Athabaska and
southern Mackenzie, which future work will prove more satisfactorily.
This large Brent his was

the

mouth

of the

(?)

Formerh^
error. ^

It

BRENTHIS BELLONA

listed b}^

Edwards from

(

Fabricius)

"""Great Slave

scarcely seems possi])le that

this

Lake", prol)ably

southeastei'n

in

species

ranges to the latitude of Slave Lake, almost in the Hudsonian zone.

BRENTHIS PALES
This European species
onl}'

is

from Alaska previous

lection.

Among

(Denis and Schiffermiiller).

very rare
to

Mr.

these butterflies

in

America, having been recorded

IClwes's review of the

Hanbury

col-

were three males and a female of

from the Barren Grounds (Arctic coast, 15 to 30 miles east of
Elwes
the mouth of Coppermine River), taken July 16 to 18, 1902.
considers these specimens quite typical, having compared them with
Alpine and northern Siberian examples.''

yalei^

BRENTHIS CHARICLEA

(Schneider).

where he collected on
Elwes remarks upon the great amount
of individual variation exhil)ited l)y the different specimens, and figures
a melanistic male from CUuipman Island, a small male from Dismal
Creek, very pale, and a large female from Point P^pworth, the latter a
most peculiar aberration.'' I am informed l)y Francis A. Heron that
in addition to the Hanlniry series the British Museum collection contains three males and one female of B. charldea from Great Slave
Lake, collected in Jul}-, 1894, by A^". G. Cumming.
Mr. Hanbury took

the Barren

Grounds

this species at all localities

in 1902.

f'Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 12.

^Flde Scudder,

lUitterflies of

Eastern United States and Canada,

note.

'Trans. Ent. Soc. London, Ft.

f'Idem,

pi. IX,

pp. 242-243.

3,

1903, p. 241.

I, p. r>13

(foot
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Doctor Strecker refers to this species a number of exauiples of
from (xort'ckon. These were siiid to have
been collected in the Athabaska region.-'

Brentltlx Avhicli he received

BRENTHIS CHARICLEA
I

found

oii-tha, in

this beautiful variety

BOISDUVALII

var.
oiil}-

(Duponchel).

upon the summit of Mount Tha-

the Nahanni Mountains, Mackenzie, where two were captured,

Jul}^ 16, 1903.

The

grown up with

insects

were

flying in a crater-like depression

Rosa^ and Delphi nhnn.
Mr. Preble
secured a specimen at Fort Kae, July 29, 19(>3; one at Fort Simpson,
May 22, 1904; and four at the mouth of the North Nahanni River,
July 25, 1904.
1 can lind no pul)lished records of this variety for the AthabaskaYihutnuin.,

Mackenzie region.

BRENTHIS TRICLARIS

(Hiibner).

is uncommon, if not rare, in the Athabaska-Mackenzie
was not secured by either Mr. Preble or myself in 1903-4.
Edwards records it from Fort Simpson;'^ while Strecker mentions a
number of specimens from the Athabaska region.'

This species

region.

It

BRENTHIS FREIJA

my lirst specimen of
May 15, 1903. It was

I secured

Alberta,

(Thunberg).

Athabaska Landing,
next noted on the Smith Portage,
series of both sexes was collected.
At
this species at

June 12 and 13, where a tine
Fort Simpson in 1904 Mr. Preble

lirst observed B. frr/ja^ May 15, on
which date he collected three males. He informs me the insects were
then just beginning to appear, but were common about the post a week
later.
Farther down the Mackenzie River Mr. Preble took two males
at Fort (xood Hope, June 22, and another specimen at the mouth of
the North Nahanni River, July 25, 1904.
Butler records a specimen from Fort Oood Hope, Mackenzie, collected July 18, 1892, by Miss Elizabeth Taylor."
Edwards apparently did not find freija in Mrs. Ross's collection,
tut Strecker mentions several specimens from the Athabaska region
which he received from Geffcken.''
A Brenthis y^hicXx Richardson secured on the "Arctic coast between
C7i'" and 68'^,""'' was listed by White as the form farqain/as: Curtis.-^
The type of this dark Arctic variety was collected in Boothia Felix by
Sir John. Ross in the early thirties of last century.!^
I

«Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872, p. 132.
^ Butterflies of North America, I, 1879 [Synopsis, p. 14].
^ Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872, \^. 133.
''Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 12.
''See Introduction, p. 428 (footnote).
/Arctic Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.
ffSee Curtis, in Ross's

Second Voyage, App., 1835,

p. 68.
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(Boisduval).

In 1908, I did not meet with B. polarlx in the region south of Fort
Mr. Preble captured a single example at
Wrigle}^ (latitude 63^).

Fort (xood Hope, June 20, 1904.

Mr. Hanbury found

conmion along the Arctic
Specimens were taken
by the Hanbur}- expedition, as follows: Gray's Bay, July 3, two males,
one female; Point Epworth, July 9 and 12, one pair; Barren Grounds,
114° W., 67^ 40' N., one pair.
B. polar is is a species of the Arctic fauna, occurring rarely in the
Hudsonian,
this species fairly

coast early in July, 1902, according to Elwes."

BRENTHIS FRIGGA

(Thunberg).

This beautiful species was first observed on the Smith Portage,
Three males and four females were collected at this
12, 1903.

June

Another individual, which was not captured, was noted at Fort
8.
\n 1904, Mr. Preble collected four specimens at
Fort Good Hope, June 21 and 22 three males and a female.
The only previous record is from Fort Simpson, In his report on
the butterflies collected by E. W. Nelson in Alaska, Edwards compares specimens of B. frtgya from St. Michael with Fort Simpson

point.

Providence, July

—

examples.*

B.

fr!<j(ja is a

muskeg

splendid butterfl}^ and as

the rich purplish

contrasts most beautifully with
difficult

it flits

brown on the underside
its

to capture, as the flight

surroundings.

is

about

in a

grassy

of the secondaries

Specimens are not

slower and weaker than with the

majorit}' of the genus.

BRENTHIS FRIGGA

var.

SAGA

(Kaden).

A

male example of this variety was collected at the Rapids of the
Drowned, Slave River, June 29, 1892, by Miss Elizabeth Taylor, and
This specimen has previously been
is now in the British Museum.
recorded as B. lellona by A. G. Butler,'' but I am informed by Francis
A. Hei'on that it is properly referable to the present form.
Strecker records specimens secured by Gefl'cken from the "AthaWhether these specimens were actually collected
basca region."'^
within the limits of Athabaska district is an open question, as no definite localities are given,
« Trans. Ent. Soc.

London,

Pt.

.S,

1903, p. 241.

6Rept. Nat. Hist. Collections in Alaska, Pt. 4, 1887,
''Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 12.
fl Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872,

p. 328.

p. 133.
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BRENTHIS FRIGGA

var.

IMPROBA

vol. xxxi.

(Butler).

The t>-pe came from Mackenzie River delta.
Hanbury secured two pairs on the Barren Grounds, 114"^ W., 67°
40' N., and a male at Point Epworth in 1902, which Elwes considers
Butler Ixised his description of Argynnis
of this form.'^'
improba upon specimens taken l)y Richardson between latitude 67i°
and 68^, in the Mackenzie River delta. These specimens, much worn,
were presented to the British Museum by Richardson in 1851.
t^^pical

PHYCIODES BATESII

(Reakirt).

A

specimen of Plnjc)<Hle>< which 1 collected at Fort Providence early
seems to be referable to P. hatesii, although greatly
extending the previously recorded range of that species. Compared
with specimens of P. tharos from New York, the Fort Providence
specimen differs in having a pale yellow or almost white band beyond
in July, 1903,

the cell of the fore wings.
also

The

l)lack bars in the cell of the primaries

do not extend below the median

vein.

PHYCIODES THAROS

(Drury).

Represented in Mr. Preble's collection by a fresh female from Fort
McPherson, Juh^ 8, 1904, and a battered example from the mouth of
the North Nahanni River, Jul}" 25.
Previousl}" recorded by Scudder, who gives the two following references: "Mackenzie River (Edwards); Upper Liard River (Dawson).'"*
Doctor Fletcher records specimens collected by R. G. McConnell, of
the Canadian Geological Survey at the Devil's Portage, Liard River
(longitude, 120 " 10'), in 1888.^ Butler records two males and a female
of this species which were collected at the Rapids of the Drowned,
Slave River, June 29, 1892, by Miss Elizal)eth Taylor.''

PHYCIODES THAROS

var.

MORPHEUS

(Fabricius).

A. G. Butler records a female of this form from the Rapids of the
it was collected July 1, 1892, bj^ Miss

Drowned, Slave River, where
Elizabeth Tajior.^'

PHYCIODES PRATENSIS

(Behr).

Doctor Fletcher has recorded this mountain species from the upper
Liard River (latitude, 60"^), where R. G. McConnell collected it, June
26, 1888.
«
?*

'^

Trans. Ent. Soc. London, Pt.
Butterflies of Eastern

cAnn. Rept. Can. Geol. Surv.,
'^Annals Nat. Hist.

((5),

3,

1903, p. 242.

United States and Canada,
Ill

XII, 1893,

(new
p. 12.

ser.), Pt.

I,

1889, p. 036.

1,

App. IV, (1889),

p.

230 B.
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Doctor Fletcher informs me that the Canadian government collection
specimens from the vicinity of Dunvegan, Peace River,
Athabaska, collected by J. M. Macouii in the summer of 1903.
also contains

POLYGONIA COMMA

(Harris).

which Edwards received from Mrs.
he formerly referred to comma.,'^
which
Ross were
winter
form
h.<irrl><)i
(=syn.
comm.a)J' As there were
to
the
but later
summer
form
representing
the
dryas^
Edwards concluded
no specimens
In the Fort

Simpson

collection

several butterflies

that the species

is

single-brooded in that latitude.

1 can tind no other records of occurrence.

POLYGONIA ZEPHYRUS
This western Poli/gonia

is

included

in

(Edwards).

the present

strength of Edwards' Fort Simpson reference."

No

solely

list

on the

further data are

is supposed to have been received by Edwards
from Mrs. Ross. Fort Simpson is far north of the normal range of
P. zephyr ux^ and recent collections from Mackenzie River localities

given, but the specimen

have not contained

it.

POLYGONIA FAUNUS

(Edwards).

This butterfly seems to have a general distribution
southern Mackenzie.
met/^

May

June

23,

I

noted

it

in

Athabaska and

in 1903, as follows: Pierre au Calu-

29, one; Smith Landing, June 12, two; Fort Resolution,
two; delta of the Athabaska River, August 5, two; Pelican
single specimen was
Rapid, Athabaska River, August 25, one.
Mr. Preble collected another
collected at Smith Landing, June 12.

A

example at Fort Simpson,

May

24, 1904.

from Fort Simpson;' while Scudder
mentions specimens from "Great Slave Lake,'' which are in the

Edwards records

Museum

this species

of Comparative Zoology in Caml^ridge.-^

POLYGONIA GRACILIS

(Grote and Robinson).

specimen of this species at Fort Providence, Jul}^ 3,
It was taken at the flowers of the silvei'berry {EIxagnu>< argented).
Mr. Preble secured three specimens in 1904, one at each of the
following localities: Fort Simpson, April 24; Fort Good Hope, June
22; Fort McPherson, July 8.
I collected a

1903.

"Butterflies of North America,

I,

1879,

[)).

102].

Idem, III, 1897, [p. 171].
cidem, I, 1879, [p. 125].
<^0n Athabaska River, 50 miles l)elo\v Fort McMurra}'.
« Butterflies of North America, I, 1879 [p. 100].
/Butterflies of Eastern United States and Canada, I, 1SS9,,
6

p. .354.
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A specimen from "Great Slav^e Lake" in the "Cambridge Museum"
(Museum of Comparative Zoology) is mentioned by Scudder." Strockor
records a specimen
Geffcken.*

from the "Athabaska region," obtained from

Francis A. Heron informs

in the British

Museum,

collected at

me

tliat

is

a specimen

in

July, 1894,

there

Great Slave Lake

by W. G. Cumming-.
Although apparently of general distribution
cilis is nowhere common.

POLYGONIA PROGNE

in the

North,

J*, (/ra-

(Cramer).

This species was not taken by us in 1903-4. White records specimens taken by Richardson at Fort Simpson, and also on the "Arctic
Coast between 67^"^ and 68'^," in 1848/' Scudder^' expresses doubt as
to the Arctic coast specimens being progne^ but makes no comment

on the Fort Simpson record.
In more recent years Doctor Fletcher has recorded j'^^'oj/we? from
Fort Simpson, where Frederick Bell collected two examples, July 12,
1888.''
It has also been taken at FortMcLeod, British Columbia, and
on Belly Riv^er, Alberta (Capt. Gamble Geddes).

EUGONIA J-ALBUM

Two

of these butterflies

miles above the delta,

wood lying on

(Boisduval).

were seen on the Athabaska River, some 60

August

6,

1903.

A

pile of freshly-cut spruce

the steamer apparently attracted the insects, as they flew

about the deck as long as the boat was moored to the river bank. Both
butterflies were in good condition, but eluded capture.
Scudder has the following note in regard to E. j-album : "Specimens
labeled 'Arctic America, Ross,' may be seen in the British Museum,
probably collected in the vicinity of Great Slave Lake."-^ I can And
no further records for the Athaliaska-Mackenzie region, but the species
has been taken at various localities in the southern provinces. Apparently its range is restricted to the Canadian fauna.

EUVANESSA ANTIOPA

(Linnaeus).

The Mourning Cloak butterfly occurs commonly throughout the
region as far north as Fort McPherson (latitude 67° 20'). I first
observed it on Jul}^ 4, 1903, at Fort Providence, where numbers were
flying about the 3'oung
« Butterflies of

growth of aspen {Populus

Eastern United States and Canada,

Butterflies of Eastern United States and Canada,
«Ann. Kept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new ser.), Pt.
/ Butterflies of Eastern United States and Canada,

.<^

On my

1889, p. 361.

I,

Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872,
« Arctic Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.

''

tremnloides).

p. 132.

1889,

I,

p. 369.

1,

App. IV, (1889),

I,

1889, p. 384.

p.

231 B.
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outward trip two were noted at House River, Athiabaska, August 21.
Mr. Preble captured a specimen on Lake Hardist_y, on the traverse
between Fort Rae and Great Bear Lake, Augu.st 16, 1903. In 1904 he
observed it at Fort Simpson, on April IT, and took two specimens at
Fort Good Hope, June 21, and another at the mouth of Peel River,
near Fort McPherson, July 1.
Strecker mentions a number of examples of E. antiopa from the
"Athabaska region," received from Getfcken " H. F. Wickham records
several specimens taken by Frank Russell, of the University of Iowa,
at Fort Rae in August, 1893;^ while specimens collected by William
Ogilvie on the Mackenzie River, 90 miles above Fort Good Hope, July
19, 1888, and at Fort Smith, August 24, 1888, have been recorded by
Doctor Fletcher,'"
;

AGLAIS MILBERTI

(

Godart)

This species was common at Fort Resolution, June 21 to 27, and at
Fort Providence, July 4 to 8, 1903. It was usually observed feeding
Three examples were taken.
at the flowers of Elaiagnus argen.tea.
A. 'iiiilherti was collected at Fort Simpson as early as 1848, by
Richardson;'' Strecker received specimens from Geffcken which had
been taken in the region between Hudson Bay and Lake Athabaska;'*
Scudder refers to specimens in the British Museum labeled "Arctic
America, Ross"
eleven specimens were collected at Fort Simpson,
June 26 to July 20, 1888, by Frederick Bell, and recorded by Doctor
Fletcher; while H. F. Wickham lists several which Frank Russell
secured at Fort Rae, August 12, 1893.*
;''

'''

VANESSA ATALANTA

(Linnaeus).

This and the two preceding species are among the most characterbutterflies of the Northland.
V. atalanta was first noted June 9,

istic

and Peace River. It
was abundant at Fort Resolution, fFuno 23 to 27, where it was chiefl}^
noted on Rihes blossoms. At Fort Providence, July 3 to 8, it was
feeding on both Mihes and Elseagnus.
Several of these butterflies
were also ol^served near House River, Athabaska, August 21. A
specimen captured at the latter locality was perfectly fresh.
Although I found this species so common in 1903, it seems to have
hitherto escaped observation in the region under review.
It has been
1903, near the confluence of Riviere de Rochers

taken, however, in the region about Fort ^'hurchill,
Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872,
Explorations in the Far North, 1898, p. 276.

« Lepidoptera,
^
c

Ann. Kept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new

Ba}'.

p. 132.

ser.), Pt. 1,

White, in Arctic ISearching Expedition, II, 1851,
« Butterflies of Eastern United States and Canada,

<^

Hudson

App. IV, (1889),

p. 362.
I,

1889, p. 425.

p. 231 B.
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VANESSA CARDUI
This cosinopolitaii

butterti}'

rigorous Northland.
River, near the

Grand

I first

i.s

while at Fort Providence

it

(Linn^us).

not absent from even the somewhat

observed

Detour.'*

vol.xxxi.

it

June

A few were

was common,

1<),

1903, on the Slave

seen at Fort Resolution,

f eedinj^

on Rihes and

Ehcecuj-

•n u>i.

There are several records for T. ca/'dm' in the southern provinces,
and also in Alaska, but former o])servers in Athabaska and Mackenzie
have not recorded it.

BASILARCHIA ARTHEMIS

(Drury).

This handsome butterfly was found ))y us only in the Mackenzie
Several were noted at Fort Providence, July 4, and two at
Fort Simpson, July 10, 1903; while in the region near the mouth of
the North Nahanni River it was common from July 13 to 19 of the
Basin.

same year. I found this species in the alder thickets on Mount Thaon-tha, Nahanni Mountains, as hioh as 3,000 feet.
Mr. Preble took
a specimen in a poplar thicket near this mountain, July 25, 1904.
Jj. (n'tlioiila is

sights, as

a striking butterfly, and one of the

we " tracked" our canoe up

most characteristic

the swiftly-flowing Nalianni, was

the frequent glimpse of black and white as these butterflies
a1)out in the dark green foliage of the alders

flitted

which everj^where fringed

the stream.

According to White this species was collected at Fort Simpson, and
on the "Borders of Mackenzie and Slave Rivers," by Richard-

also

son in

Edwards has the following

1848.''

in

regard to

it:

"I formerly

received a large invoice of butterflies collected by Mrs. Christina Ross

Fort Simpson, Mackenzie's River, and among them were many

at

artJicmhy'^ Gefl'cken had several examples from the Athabaska region,

which he sent to Strecker."' Doctor Scudder has recorded specimens
which the late Doctor Dawson, of the Canadian Geological Survey,
collected at the Devil's Portage, Liard River.''

Four

others, collected

Fort Simpson in 1888 by Frederick Bell, are listed 1)}" Doctor
Fletcher.-'
One of the latter specimens was recorded as arthenils^ and
three as l)el()nging to the dimorphic form hnithia Fabricius, which
latter name has l)een dropped.'/
Specimens taken b}^ ]\liss Elizabeth
Taylor at Fort Simpson, July 9, and Fort Good Hope, July 18, 1892,
have been recorded by A. G. Butler.'*
at

« Fifty miles
6

below

'Fort

Smith, Mackenzie.

Arctic Searching Expedition,

11, 1851, p. 8(52.

North America, II, 1S84 [p. 209].
''Lej)idoptera, Khopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872, p. lo3.
Butterflies of P^astern United States and Canada, I, 1889, p. 298.
/Ann. Rep. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new ser.), Pt. 1, App. IV, (1889), p. 231B.
9- See Dyar, List. N. Am. Lep., Bull. No. 52,
U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902, p. 25.
^Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 12.
c

^'
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species.

A large species of

Cldorlppe was noted at Fort Chipewyan, June 4,
eluded
capture.
I had been hunting birds in a shady ravine
but
1903,
shore
opposite
English Island, and late in the afternoon
main
on the
noticed a dark insect flitting back and forth at intervals between a
couple of willows which were running sap.
Upon a near approach I
found it to be a large ChJorlppe^ but further idontitication was imposThe insect greatly resembled C. eJyton.
sible.
0]tlori2>l>e is a southern genus, and has not previously been observed
as far north as Athabaska.

EREBIA FASCIATA

(Butler).

Elwes has recorded several specimens which Mr. Hanbury collected
1902 at the following Arctic coast localities: Chapman Island, June
27; Cape Barrow, June 30; Gray's Bay, July 1; Point Epworth,
in

July 11."

EREBIA DISCOIDALIS

(Kirby).

A common species in Athabaska and Mackenzie. I collected a
specimen at Edmonton, Alberta, as early as May 10, 1903, and on
June 12 two more at Smith Landing, Athabasca. In 1904, Mr. Preble
found this butterfly at the following localities in the Mackenzie Basin:
Fort Simpson, May 20; Fort Norman, June 13; Fort Good Hope,
June 21 and 22.
Nearly all previous observers mention discoldalls.
White records
an ErehJa taken b}^ Richardson on the Arctic coast as follows:
Ilipparchla n. s. (near 11. discoidaUs)^ Kirhyy^ In 1863, Edwards
received about twenty examples from Mrs. Christina Ross, all taken
at Fort Simpson.*^
Strecker mentions over a hundred specimens in
the collection he received from Geftcken, said to have been collected
in the "Athabasca region."''
Frederick Bell collected specimens at
Fort Simpson in 1888, according to Doctor Fletcher.'
This is the common Erehla in the forested region, being replaced on
the Barren Grounds by several other species.
Kirby based his
description of discoidalls upon specimens from Cumberland House,
Saskatchewan (latitude 54*^).
'

''^

^

«

Trans. Ent. Soc. London, Pt.

^

Arctic Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.

3,

1903, p. 239.

North America, III, 1897 [p. 255].
and Heteroceres, 1872, p. 132.
«Ann. Kept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new ser.), Pt. 1, App. IV, (1889),

<-•

Butterflies of

f'Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres

p.

231B.
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EREBIA ROSSII

vol. xxxi.

(Curtis).

This beautiful Arctic .species, tlie type of wliicli came from Boothia
have been taken in Mackenzie by only two collectors.
A^"hite records it from the "Arctic Coast between 67^"- and 68°,"
where Richardson collected it in 1848;'^ while Elwes records three
specimens taken by the Hanbury expedition a pair on the Barren
Felix, seems to

—

Grounds (114^' W.,
11, 1902/

^ST' 40' N.),

July

14,

EREBIA DISA

and one

at

Point Epworth, July

Thunberg.

Three males and a female were collected })y Mr. Han))ury at Point
Epworth, July 11, 1002. Elwes considers them to be much nearer
specimens of E. dlsa from Finland than to our var. ma)tcmui<: from
Alaska/

EREBIA YOUNGI

Holland.

Fort McPherson, July 8, 1904,
Rocky Mountains.
in no respect from Alawka specimens of yo%ingi.

Mr. Preble collected two specimens

at

thus extending- the range of this species east of the

These examples

differ

EREBIA EPIPSODEA

(Butler).

Doctor Fletcher informs me that the Canadian government collection
Ottawa contains this species from the vicinity of Dunvegan, Peace
River, Athabaska, where J. M. Macoun collected specimens in the

at

summer

of 1903.

E. epipsodea is a mountain species, and probably occurs over most of
western Athabaska.

COENONYMPHA OCHRACEA

(Edwards).

This dainty little ])utterfly was common at Fort Providence from
July 3 to 8, 1903, where, on bright mornings, numbers could be seen
flitting about on the open rocky hillside near the river.
I easily
collected a good series of both sexes.
Nearly all were perfectly fresh,
indicating that the species had not been flying many days at that point.
C. ochracea has previously been recorded from Red Deer Ri^'er,
Alberta, but apparently from no farther north.

COENONYMPHA TIPHON

var.

MIXTURATA

Alpheraky.

Elwes considers two males and a female taken by Hanbur}' on Dismal Creek (Kendall River), east of Great Bear Lake, Jul}^ 30, 1902, as
most closely approaching the Kamchatkan form.''
"Arctic Searching Expedition,
«>

Trans. Ent. Soc. London, Pt.

cidem,
<i Idem,

p. 239.
p. 241.

II, 1851, p. 362.
3,

1903, p. 240.
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(Linnaeus).

observed this Ijuttertiy but once, at Smith Landing-, Athabaska,
Apparently rare in the north.
Scudder mentions specimens from the vicinity of Great Slave Lake.'^'
I

flune 12, 1903.

CENEIS CHRYXUS Doubleday and

Hewitson.

One example from

the Nahanni JVIountains, July KJ, ',)();>.
It was
slide,
on
rock
together with two or three other species of
a
taken
Mr. Preble captured a female at Fort Good Hope, June 23,
Oeneis.
1

1904.
0. chryxux

is

more common

in the

CENEIS JUTTA

southern and eastern provinces.
(Hiibner).

specimens on a rock slide in the Nahanni MounJuly 16, 1903. Doctor Dyar considers them intermediate in
coloration between normal jutta and var. (daskensis Holland,
Doctor Strecker mentions specimens from the "Athabasca region,''
which he received from Herr Geti'cken, of Stuttgart, Germany."
Like the preceding species, jutta seems to be more abundant in the
southern and eastern provinces, although its range is undoubtedly
continuous, connecting with that of var. a/ai^h-nsis on the northwest.
I collected three

tains,

CENEIS BORE

(Hubner).

According to Butler, Miss Elizabeth Taylor collected
the Rapids of the

Drowned, Slave River, June
CENEIS TAYGETE

this species at

28, 1892.^

(Hubner).

Three examples were collected at Fort McPherson, Juh^

Edward A.

S,

19o4,

by

Preble.

Richardson collected a pair of these l)uttertiies on the "Arctic Coast
between 67i" and OS ," which White records as Chionohaa hore Boisd.'^
A small series of taijgete, comprising live males and three females, was
taken by Hanlniry at Gray's Ba}', Point Epworth, and on the Barren
Grounds to the westward of Point Epworth, early in Julv, 1902.
These specimens have been listed ])y Elwes.''
This variety has been taken in Alaska, and is connnon in portions of
Labrador, appaixnitly inhabiting the tundra regions only.

OENEIS SUBHYALINA
I captured a single

specimen

in the

(Curtis).

Nahanni Mountains, July

1903.
"Butterflies of Eastern United States

^Annals Nat. Hist.

and Canada,

XII, 1893, p. 12.
c Arctic Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.
<« Trans. Ent. Soc. London, Pt. 3, 1903, p. 240.
(6),

I,

1889, p. 198.

13,
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CENEIS SEMIDEA(?)

(Say).

Five specimens from the Barren Grounds and one from Point
Epworth, taken by Hanbiiry, are referred by Mr. Elwes to either
seinldea^ or eramhls Freyer, Init not closely approaching either.*
Oranihis is given as a synonym of xnhJiyalina by Dj'ar.^

CENEIS CARYI

The

new

tjT^a of this

Dyar.

variety, a male in beautiful condition, was

taken June 13, 19(»3, in an open growth of Banksian pine {Pluas divarlcatd) on the Smith Portage, Atliabaska.

Caryi

from

is

a form of norna-y and differs from that species, as well as
Newcomb, in having the red color of the wings

var. h(f(ihdhi

much darker and more

rusty.

CENEIS NAHANNI

The type

Dyar.

of this well characterized species

The pair from which

came from Nahanni Moun-

has been described was
Mackenzie.
Mackenzie, July
Mountains,
Nahanni
Tha-on'-tha,
collected on Mount

tains,

it

16, 1903, at 2,500 feet altitude.

Butterflies of this

genus were

fairly

among

common on

the north slope of

the rock slides.

It v/ould be
I
occupied
with
predominated,
as
was
impossible to say which species
occasion
lepidoptera
as
caught
merely
miscellaneous collecting, and
There is no distinguishing of species on the wing with butoffered.

the mountain, occurring

chietl}^

One

—

shared alike that of ''sneaking,"
i. e., crawling and half flitting about on the rock piles until a convenThis Avas almost
ient crack or crevice afforded them concealinent.
alighted.
I found them
invarial)ly done inuiiediately after the insect
very diflicult to flush, and when a butterfly did take to the air the

terflies of this

genus.

habit

all

seldom was sustained for more than a rod.
nahanni differs in color from aider I Reakirt, and the markings
and striations below are much coarser than in the forms of noma
Thunberg. I can do no better than quote the characterization from
flight

O.

the original description:^
Blackish above, washed with ferruginous brown, the veins darker, tlie markings of
underside showing. A small ocellus or none above vein five, on fore wings, two to
Hind
five on hind wings, the one above vein five largest, the rest small or absent.

wings below black and white, coarsely strigose, somewhat as in uhleri Reakirt, and
varuna Edwards, but much more densely, the white of the wing being largely
Median band weakly indicated; ocelli black with white pupils; fore
obscured.

wings shaded with red over the disk.

London, Pt. 3, 1903, p. 240.
Lep., Bull. No. 52, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902, p. 31.

a Trans. Ent. Soc.

&List N.

Am.

cProc. Ent. Soc. Wash., VI,

190-1, p. 142.
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ANOSIA PLEXIPPUS
I

saw one of these

dence, July

This

3,

common

(Linnaus).

butterflies in the poplar forest

1903, but did not capture
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back of Fort Provi-

it.

species seems to be rare in the north, as no previous

it from Mackenzie.
Scudder records it from
"Athabasca country" on the authority of Geffcken," but it is not
mentioned by Strecker in his list of the northern collection which he
received from Geii'cken.'''
A. plexipjpus occurs in portions of Alaska, and is common in the
southern provinces of Canada.

observers have recorded

the

INCISALIA IROIDES

(Boisduval).

A common ])utterfly in the forest region. I took live at FortChipewyan, Athabaska, June 3, 1903, and others on the Smith Portage, June
In 1904, Mr. Preble secured a specimen at Fort Good Hope, June
13.
Apparently it has been overlooked by former observers in the
22.
Athabaska-Mackenzie region.
In Alberta the species was taken at Edmonton, and observed along
the Athabaska trail between that point and Athabaska Landing.
It
was flying abundantl}^ in a forest of Banksian pine along Towattinow
Creek, some 20 miles south of the Landing, May 14, 1903.
EPIDEMIA DORCAS

(Kirby).

Apparently uncommon. One was seen at Fort Chipewyan, June 3,
and a fresh specimen taken in the Nahanni Mountains, ,]\\\y 13.
E. dofcas occurs in the southern provinces, and also in Alaska. The
type locality is Cumberland House, Saskatchewan (latitude SI"-).
1903,

CUPIDO SiEPIOLUS

(Boisduval).

Several were seen July 1, 1903, in a marsh bordering Great Slave
Lake, near Hay River post. At Fort Providence, a little later in the
month, ssepiolus was common in an open pasture just back of the
Catholic Mission.
Four males were taken, two at each locality. Mr.
Preble collected another male example near the mouth of the North

Nahanni River, July 25, 1904.
Doctor Fletcher has recorded this species from the Devil's Portage,
Liard River (126° 10' W.), where R. G. McConnell, of the Canadian
Geological Survey, secured specimens in 1888.^
"Butterflies of Eastern

United States and Canada,

I,

1889, p. 728.

^Lepidoptera, Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres, 1872, p. 132.
cAnn. Kept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new ser.), Pt. 1, App. IV, (1889),
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

30

p. 231

B.
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(Edwards).

The tj^pe of this species came from "Mackenzie's River,"
The type was received by
Not recorded by recent observers.
it at some point on the
collected
who
Ross,
Edwards from Mrs.
Mackenzie River."

NOMIADES COUPERII

(Grote).

This is a common species in the region between Fort Chipewyan
and Fort Good Hope. It was feeding- at Fragaria blossoms on the
Smith Portage, and also frequented dump situations and mud holes
along the trail. Specimens were taken in 1903 at Fort Chipewyan,
Smith Landing, Fort Resolution, and Hay River, both sexes being
Mr. Preble collected three examples at
represented in the series.
Fort Good Hope, June 21, 1904.
A. G. Butler has recorded this species from the "Athabasca River,"
where Miss Elizabeth Taylor collected it June 5, 1892.^

AGRIADES PODARCE

(Felder).

This exquisite little species was quite conuuon on the exposures of
Archaean rock near Smith Landing, Athabaska, where I collected a tine
series of both sexes in perfect condition, June 11 and 12, 1903. When
flushed the flight is weak and low, rarely more than six inches above the
Unlike most species of the genus, podarce feels safe onl}' when
rock.

on the rocks, where it hides most eflectually in the short moss. It is
easily overlooked unless sought for, and when on bare rock its detecI often had two or three flush at my
tion is almost an impossibility.
feet after having endeavored inefiectually for some time to beat them
Whenever a passing cloud obscured the sun these butterflies
up.
could not be forced to take wing.

The only previous record
to be that of Butler,^

who

for the Athabaska-Mackenzie region seems
records specimens taken by Miss Elizabeth

Taylor at the Rapids of the Drowned, Slave River, July 1, 1892. Miss
The
Taylor's locality is but a very few miles from Smith Landing.
range of A. podarce thus appears to be very local.
^

In his original dei^cription of omim Edwards nays he received the species from
"Mackenzie's River by Mrs. Ross." In the synopsis of North American butterflies
at the end of his first volume (Butt. N. Am., 1879, I) Edwards gives the type locality
There is no such post as Fort Ross at the
as "Fort Ross, Mackenzie's River."
present time, nor can I find any reference to it. Edwards probably referred to Fort
Simpson, where B. R. Ross was located for many years as factor.
^Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 13.
«
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(Boisduval).

Under the name ^'Polyoiinmatu!^ franhliniV White records specimens which Richardson collected on the Arctic coast of western
Mackenzie in 1848/' Mr, Hanbur^' collected a pair on the Barren
Grounds (liO- W., GT'^ 40' N.), in 1902, which Elwes refers io Lycxna
According to Doctor Dyixv frankoi'hltulus \2iV. franJclinii Curiis.^
linii Curtis and aquilo Boisduval are synonymous/'

CYANIRIS LADON

var.

LUCIA

(Kirby).

There seems to be but one record for this form of ladon in the
Athabaska-Mackenzie region, although its distribution should be
general throughout the forested region.
Doctor Fletcher records a
single example collected by Frederick Bell at Fort Simpson, June 25,
1888/'
All of the specimens of ladon secured by Mr. Preble and
m3^self seem to be referable to the form Doctor Fletcher has recently
described as var. nigrescens, from Kaslo, Kootenay Lake, British
Columbia.^

CYANIRIS LADON

var.

NIGRESCENS

Fletcher.

1 captured a male of this form near the Grand Detour, Slave River,
Athabaska, June 16, 1903. In the lower Mackenzie Basin Mr. Preble
took specimens in 1904, as follows: Fort Norman, June 12, oneexample;
Fort Good Hope, June 21 to 23, ten; Fort McPherson, July 6 to 8, two.
In Alberta, I collected a male at Edmonton, May 10, and four males
at Vermillion River, May 13, 1903, all in perfect condition.

EVERES COMYNTAS

(Godart).

uncommon in Athabaska and southern MacSpecimens were collected as follows: Smith Landing,
June 12, two males; Fort Resolution, June 24 to 26, four males; Fort
Providence, July 8, one male.
Scudder refers to specimens in the British Museum, labeled "Arctic
America^ R. B. Ross."-' The><e specimens probably were received
from Fort Simpson through B. R. Ross. Butler mentions specimens
collected by Miss Elizabeth Taylor at the Rapids of the Drowned,
Slave River, June 29, 1892.5'
E. corny ntax was usually observed at the flowers of Fragarki^ Potentilla^ and other low-Howering plants.
This species was not

kenzie in 1903.

« Arctic

Searching Expedition, II, 1851, p. 362.
Trans. Ent. Soc. London, Pt. :3, 1903, p. 242.
cList N. Am. Lep., Bull. No. 52, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902, p. 44.

&

Ann. Rept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new ser.), Pt.
Soc Canada, Sec. IV, 1903, p. 213.
.^"Butterflies of Eastern United States and Canada,
Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 13.
f'

«

S'

1,

App. IV, (1889),

Trans. Roy.

II, 1889, p. 914.

p.

231 B.
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(Boisduval).

Doctor Fletcher has recorded this species from the DeviFs Portage,
Liard River (longitude 126° 10'), where R. G. McConnell, of the Canadian Geological Survey, collected it on July 17, 1888.
'^

RUSTICUS SCUDDERI

(Edwards).

1 can find but two records of the capture of this species in the region
under review. A. G. Butler records three male specimens in the British Museum, which were collected by Miss Elizabeth Taylor on the
east bank of the Mackenzie River, 30 miles north of the Arctic Circle,
July 18, 1892.^ Specimens secured in the vicinity of Dunvegan, Peace
River, Athabaska, b}^ J. M. Macoun, in the summer of 1903, have been
determined by Doctor Fletcher, and are in the Canadian government
collections at Ottawa.

RUSTICUS MELISSA

(Edwards).

Dr. James Fletcher, of Ottawa, informs
of this species in the Canadian
collected

by

J.

M. Macoun

government

in the

me

that there are specimens

collections

summer

under his charge,

of 1903, near Dunvegan,

Athabaska.

PAMPHILA PALiEMON

(Pallas).

I found this diminutive species only at Fort Providence.

individuals were seen

captured, Jul}^

among the

4, 1903.

Several

sedges in a tamarack muskeg, and one

This "skipper"

is

very easily overlooked,

because of its small size.
P. paJxvion has been taken at Banff and Lacombe, Alberta,'" and
has a wide range in the southern provinces.

ERYNNIS COMMA

(Linnaeus).

Two

specimens in good condition were collected on the summit of
Not observed
16, 1903.
elsewhere, nor are there previous records of its capture in the Atha-

Mount Tha-on'-tha, Nahanni Mountains, July
baska-Mackenzie region.

ERYNNIS COMMA

var.

MANITOBA

Scudder.

Francis A. Heron, of the British Museum, writes me that Miss
Taylor's specimens from Slave River, which Butler has recorded as
E. coloimdo^'^ are more properly referable to the present form. These
specimens, a pair, were taken at the Rapids of the Drowned, Slave
River, June 29 and 30, 1892.
«
&

Ann. Kept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new ser.),
Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 13.

cCan. Ent., XXXIII, 1901, p. 171.
Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893,

^^

p. 14.

Pt.

1,

App. IV, (1889),

p. 231 B.
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(Scudder).

A common butterfly along- the Smith Portage, Athabaska, but
observed nowhere else in the north. Five specimens, Smith Portage
and Fort Smith, June 12 to 14, 1903, were taken about mudholes along
the trail.

THANAOS ICELUS

Lintner.

This familiar "skipper" was not uncommon on the Smith Portage,
Athabaska, where it was taken with the preceding species. A number
were also secured at Fort Resolution late in Jane, and Mr. Preble took
two specimens at Fort Norman, June 10, 1904.
Specimens collected at Fort Simpson, June 26, 188S, by Frederick
Bell, have been recorded ])y Doctor Fletcher."

THANAOS PROPERTIUS

var.

BOREALIS, new

variety.

Genital armature similar to that of pnqyertim; tip of right piece

Wings more heavily clouded with dusky, and
reduced to a mininnim; hoary gray on fore wings largely
restricted to outer third.
Transverse series of four light spots near
costal margin on apical portion of primaries small, punctiform, distinct; rest of light spots oksolete.
Marginal and submarginal series
of spots on under surface of secondaries showing faintl}^ on upper
long and finger-shaped.
light spots

surface.

One male, mouth North Nahanni River, Mackenzie, June
Edward A. Preble.
Type.—^o. 9869, U.S.N.M.
This

is

a small, dark, boreal varietj^ of the

common

specimen

in fairly

1904.

T. 2^vopertiuf< of

the northern Pacitic coast region of the United States, and
a male

4,

based upon

is

good condition.

THANAOS MARTIALIS

(Scudder).

In his review of Miss Elizabeth Taylor's northern collection, A. G.
Butler records this species from the Rapids of the Drowned, Slave
River, June 29, 1892.''

HESPERIA CiESPITALIS

(Boisduval).

Early in July, 1903, I saw a number of these butterflies on the
rocky bank of the Mackenzie River at Fort Providence, but found

them exceedingly difiicult to capture. Two fresh examples were
taken Smith Portage, June 12, and Fort Providence, July 5, 1903.
Although common in Alberta, //. caispitalls has not heretofore been
recorded from the Athabaska-Mackenzie region.

—

,

«

Ann. Rept. Can. Geol. Surv., Ill (new

''Annals Nat. Hist. (6), XII, 1893, p. 14.

ser.), Pt. 1,

,

App. IV, (1889),

,

p. 281 B.
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LIST OF FISHES

COLLECTED IN JAPAN IN 1903, WITH
NEW GENERA AND SPECIES.

DESCRIPTIONS OF

By Hugh M. Smith and Thomas
Of tjie

During a

brief visit to

U. S.

Japan

Bureau of

E. B. Pope,

Fniheries.

in 1003 the senior author obtained a

small collection of fresh-water and marine fishes

from various points

on the islands of Hondo, Shikoku, and Kiushiu.

Having- only limited

facilities

for preserving specimens, he was obliged to confine the col-

lection to the smaller

forms; and not being provided with a seine or

other net he depended largely on the markets and on the services of
local fishermen.

The principal localities from which specimens were; obtained were
(1) Matsushima Bay, from the fishery experiment station at Shiogama,
where a number of interesting specimens were secured from the station museum; (2) Hamashima, province of Shima, from the collection
of the fishery station at that place; (3) the Inland Sea in the vicinit}" of
Onomichi; (4) Kochi and Urado, in the province of Tosa; (5) Susaki,
in the same province, where there is a fishery experiment station;
(6) Kagoshima, province of Satsuma; (7) Yamagawa, at the mouth of
Kagoshima Bay; (8) Nigara River at Gifu; (9) Lake Biwa, near its
outlet; and (10) Sendai River at Sendai, province of Satsuma.
For cooperation and active aid in making the collection, acknowledgment is due to Dr. K. Kisliinouye, Dr. T. Kitahara, Dr. T. Nishikawa,
Dr. K. Oku, and Dr. T. Nishimura, all of the Imperial Fisheries
Bureau; their excellencies, Governor Watanabe and Governor Kawaji,

Kochi and Gifu; the director of the fishery
experiment station at Shiogama; Mr. J. Shobu, of the fishery experiment station at Hamashima; Mr. I. Shishido, of the Imperial University at Kyoto; Mr. Y. Hosokawa, president of the Fishermen's Association of Kochi prefecture, and Mr. Y. Kida, of the Kochi Middle
of the prefectures of

School; Mr. H. Niwa, director of the fishery experiment station at
Susaki, Tosa; Mr. T. Sakai, of the imperial biological station at

Onomichi; Mr. Yoshio Asahara, director of the fishery experiment
station of Kagoshima prefecture; Mr. S. Machida, of Kagoshima, and
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1489.
459
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K, Nomaguchi, mayor of Yamagawa, as well as to numerous other

officials of

For

the various prefectures.

and suggestions in studying this collection we
acknowledge our indebtedness to Dr. D. S. rlordan, Dr. H. W. Evermann, Dr. Theodore Gill, and Mr. Alvin Seale.
The extensive writings of Dr. David Starr Jordan and his associates
descriptive of the iish fauna of Japan have made comparatively easy
the identification of this collection.
That the waters of Japan still
assistance

hold many undiscovered ichthj'ological treasures can not be doubted,
however, notwithstanding the large amount of matter which has within
the past few years been added to the already ver}- considerable literature of Japanese fishes; for the present collection, made quite incidentally, limited to specimens most easil}" preserved, and representing
little more than the forms found here and there in the markets, contains one new family (CaristiidaB), five new genera, and eleven new
species, in addition to several species not previously known from Japan.
In this last class are EnthoUehtJiy.s //ntsukur/'l (Jordan and P^vermann),
described from Formosa; Nealotus tripes Johnson, not previously

known

froiu the Pacific Ocean;

Terapon jarhua

{Vox^^\

Kaup; and Ehoti'iodes heldsdingenii Bleeker.
The local names of the fishes in the localities where
done have been supplied wherever known.

Peristedion

rieffel't

Family

collecting was

CARCHARIID^E.

TYPICAL SHARKS.
I.

MUSTELUS MANAZO

Bleeker.

KOSHINAGABUKA.

Kochi, Ma}"

T,

one specimen, 324

mm.

long.

Family RAJID^E.
SKATES.
2.

RAJA MEERDEVOORTI

Bleeker.

YEI; KUROSTTE.

Kochi, May T, one specimen, 267 mm. long; Kagoshima, June
one specimen, 203 mm. long, .50 fathoms, rare.

DASYATID^.

Family

STING-RAYS.
3.

Kagoshima, June

UROLOPHUS FUSCUS
16,

Garman.

two specimens, 120 and 200 mm.
Family

long.

PLOTOSID^.

SEACATFISHES.
4.

PLOTOSUS ANGUILLARIS

Kagoshima, June

16,

Lacepede.

two specimens, 197 and 215 mm. long.

16,
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Family SILURIDiE.
COMMON CATFISHES.

FLUVIDRACO RANSONNETII

5.

Kochi,

May

T,

one specimen,

Family

!^>5

mm.

(

Steindachner)

long.

COBITID^.
LOACHES.

6.

COBITIS T.iENIA

Linnseus.

mm.

Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 22, two specimens, 85 and 94

long.

Family CYPRINID.F.
MINNOWS AND
7.

CARPS.

ACHEILOGNATHUS LANCEOLATA

(Temminck and

Schlegel)

mm.

Setagawa, Lake Biw^a, April 22, two specimens, 63 and 65
8.

LEUCOGOBIO BIW JE

Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 22,
9.

1

long.

(Jordan and Snyder).

specimen, 52

mm.

SARCOCHEILICHTHYS VARIEGATUS Temminck
(

long.

and Schlegel).

HIGAI.

Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 2^, four specimens. A female 152 mm.
long, in spawning condition, has a l>lack bar across dor.sal most distinct
A male 178 mm.
anteriorly, anal and ventrals plain, pectorals dusky.
bar on dorsal;
no
distinct
long, with nuptial tubercles on head, has
anal, ventrals, and pectorals black-tipped.
A 3'oung male 92 mm.
long, with tubercles on head, has a rather distinct bar on dorsal; anal,
ventrals, and pectorals black-tipped.
A specimen 51 mm. long has
fins plain,

and a distinct blackish
10.

lateral stripe.

BIWIA ZEZERA

(Ishikawa).
ENDUSO; TJRORE.

mm.

Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 22, four specimens, 55 to 65
II.

PSEUDORASBORA PARVA

(Temminck and

long.

Schlegel).

MOROKO.

mm.

Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 22, four specimens, 12 to 83
12.

OTAKIA RASBORINA

Jordan and Snyder.

Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 22, one specimen, 115
13.

long.

LEUCISCUS HAKUENSIS

mm.

long.

Giinther.

NIGOI.

Sendaigawa at Sendai, Kiushiu, June

10,

one specimen, 265

mm.

long.
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and Schlegel).

HA YE.
Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 22, one specimen, 116 mm. long-; Urado,
T, one specimen, 130 mm. long; Sendaigawa at Sendai, Kiusliiu,
June 10, one specimen, 128 nmi. long.

May

ISCHIKAUIA STEENACKERI

15.

(Sauvage).

WATAKA.

Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 22,

Family

1

mm.

specimen, 138

long.

LEPTOCEPHALID^.
CONGER EELS.

LEPTOCEPHALUS NYSTROMI

16.

Kagoshima, June

16,

one specimen, 226

Family
17.

Jordan and Snyder.

mm.

long.

MUR^NESOCIDJE.

MURiENESOX CINEREUS

(ForskSl).

HAMU.

Kochi. Ma}^ 7, one specimen, 480
advance of pectoral.

mm.

Origin of dorsal

long.

slightl}" in

Family CLUPEID^E.
SHADS AND HERRINGS.

STOLEPHORUS JAPONICUS

18.

(Houttuyn).

OKINIROGI.

Susaki,

May

8,

two specimens, T8 and 80 mm. long.
Family

DOROSOMATIDyE.
GIZZARD SHADS.

19.

KONOSIRUS PUNCTATUS (Temminck

and Schlegel).

DOROKUI,

Urado, near Kochi,
20.

May

7,

one specimen,

KONOSIRUS NASUS

1.57

mm.

long.

(Bloch).

DOROKTTI.

Urado,

May

7,

three specimens, 130 to 182

mm.

long.

the foregoing caught in the interesting cast-net fishery.

Family

ENGRAULII)^.
ANCHOVIES,

21.

ANCHOVIA JAPONICA

Susaki, Tosa,

May

8,

(Temminck and

one specimen, 65

mm.

Schlegel).

long.

These and
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ARGENTINID^.

Family

SMELTS.'

OSMERUS DENTEX

22.

Matsusliima Bay, one specimen, 58

ment

Steindachner.

mm.

long;

from Fishery Experi-

Station, Shiogaraa.

Family

SALMONID^.

SALMONS AND TROUTS.
23.

PLECOGLOSSUS ALTIVELIS Temminck

and Schlegel.

AYU.

Nigara River at

Gifii,

Sev^eral

specimens caught by cormorants.

Family SYNODONTID^F].
LIZARD-FISHES.
24.

TRACHINOCEPHALUS MYOPS

(Forster).

GONAYESO.

Kochi,

May

7,

one specimen, 117

mm.

SYNODUS VARIUS

25.

long.
(Lacepede).

STJZTJME.

one specimen, 132 mm. long; May 11, one specimen,
May 10, one specimen, 134 mm. long; Yamagawa, June 16, one specimen, 86 mm. long. The specimen from
Yamagawa has the markings very distinct, the irregular bands meetKochi,

305

mm.

May

7,

long; Urado,

ing across the back.
26.

SAURIDA JAPONICA

Houttuyn.

YESO.

Kochi, May 7, one specimen, 195 mm. long; Yamagawa, June
two specimens, 182 and 145 mm. long.

Family

14,

SYNGNATHID^F.
PIPE-FISHES.

27.

SYNGNATHUS SCHLEGELI

Kaup.

mm.

long;

Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 138
Experiment Station, Shiogama.
Family
28.

from Fishery

AULORHYNCHID.F].

AULICHTHYS JAPONICUS

Brevoort.

Matsushima Bay, two specimens, 90 and 142 nun. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama.
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FISTULARllD^.

Family

TRTIMPET -FISHES.

FISTULARIA DEPRESSA

29.

Near Yamagawa, Juue

Giinther.

and 187 mm.

IH, three specimens, 150, 150,

lonj^.

SPHYRiENID^.

Family

BARRACUDAS,

SPHYR.1ENA JAPONICA

30.

Yamagawa, June

mm.

specimens, 58

14,

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

one specimen, 105

long;

jinn.

June

16,

two

long.

ATHElilNID^.

Family

SILVERSIDES,
31.

ATHERINA BLEEKERI

Giinther.

Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 113 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama.
32.

ATHERINA TSURUG^E

Jordan and Starks.

TONGORO.

Susaki,

May

two specimens, 120 and 123 mm. long.

8,

Family

TRACHICHTHYID^.
DEEP-SEA BERYCOIDS,

33.

HOPLOSTETHUS MEDITERRANEUS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Kagoshima, flnne 12, two specimens, 03 and
two specimens, 60 and 101 mm. long.
Family

mm.

7<>

long;

June

16,

HOLOCENTRIDvE.
SaUIRREl-FISHES.

OSTICHTHYS JAPONICUS

34.

Kochi,
fish,

May

7,

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

one specimen, 114 nnn. long.

A

beautiful crimson

the color deepest on back and peduncle; bluish stripes along scales

on back and

sides; first dorsal

uniform crimson, with a narrow black

edge.

Family
'

35.

Urado,

May

SCOMBRIDiE.
MACKERELS.

SARDA ORIENTALIS Temminck
(

10,

one 3'oung specimen, 77

and Schlegel).

mm.

long, doubtless ref-

erable to this species; head 2.8, depth 4.25; eye 4; snout 2.25; maxillary reaching to posterior margin of eye, 1.5 in head; depth of caudal

peduncle

less

than 0.5 eye; gill-rakers short, 12 to 15 on lower limb;
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dorsal xv-i, 12-7; anal v, 10-6; caudal small, deepl}" forked, the lobes

not widely tlaring; lateral line sinuous; color pale reddish brown, with
about live dusk}^ cross bands.

GEMPYLID.^.
NEALOTUS TRIPES Johnson.
Family

36.

Hamashinia, offshore, October 8, 1902, one specimen, 240 mm. long;
from Hamashima Fisher}^ Station. This specimen is the size of the
type and agrees very closely with Johnson's original description.
Depth 7.8 to base of caudal, about 8.3 to end of caudal; head 3.75; eye
1.6 in snout, 4.3 in head; dorsal xxi, 19-2; anal 1-8-3.
Front of
upper jaw with 6 fang-like teeth 0..5 length of e}^e; posterior to these
about L2 partly concealed, widely separated sharp-pointed teeth on the
dental ridge; teeth in lower jaw sharp, compressed, much larger than
the lateral teeth in upper jaw, about 10 on "each side.
Color, apparentl}' silvery, underlaid with brown.

Fig.

1.

—NEALOTUS

tuipes.

Giinther" gives the following history of this interesting species, of
is the third that has been taken:

which the Japanese .specimen

was known from a single example, 10 inches long, obtained at Madeira in
Deeemlier [.1804], and has been fully descril)ed by .Johnson, who says
.Such was undoubtedly
that his specimen has been deposited in the British Museum.
his intention when he wrote his description, as before and afterwards he most liberBut this
ally presented his ichthyological treasures to the national institution.
specimen was never received, and from later inquiries it would appear that this valuable type is lost. The Challenger collection contains a very young specimen, only 33
mm. long, which agrees so well with Johnson's description that it doubless belongs
to the same species.
Only the dagger-shaped postanal spine is shorter than the
ventral spines, and also the separation of distinct finlets can not Ije clearly made out,
as might be expected in so young an exami)le.
It was brought up in the dredge at
Station 40, in latitude 34° bV north, longitude 68° 30^ west, where the dredge
reached a depth of 2,675 fathoms. * * * It is * * * probable that this small
fish entered the dredge shortly before it came to the surface.
This

the

fish

month

of

Family

CARANGID.E.

CREVALLES, POMPANOES, ETC.
37.

DECAPTERUS RUSSELLI

(Riippell).

AOAJI.

Susaki,

May
«

8,

one specimen, 146

mm.

long.

Deep-sea Fishes, Voyage of the Challenger, XXII, 1887.
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TRACHURUS JAPONICUS

Shore near Yamagawa, June
39.

KJ,

Temminck and

one .specimen, 02

CARANGUS EQUULA

(Temminck and

vol. xxxi.

Schlegel.

mm.

long.

Schlegel.)

SHIMAAJI.

May

Kochi,
e3^e 3.33,

7,

snout

one specimen, 225 nmi. long.

Head

8.2,

3; dorsal viii-i, 25; anal ii-i, 24; scutes

depth 2.16,
about 35; 8

or 9 obsolete dark, narrow vertical bands on l)ack and sides; dorsal
and anal tins with white margins, light green at base, and blackish

between; ventrals silky white.

Family
40.

SCOMBROPID^.

SCOMBROPS BOOPS
SHIRAGENNAI

(Houttuyn).

(Susaki).

Susaki, May S, one specimen, lUO mm. long; Kagoshima and Yamagawa, shore, June 10 and 16, three specimens, 88 to 111 mm. long.

Family
41.

LEIOCtNATHID.E.

LEIOGNATHUS ARGENTATUS

Houttuyn.

NIROGI.

[Equula nuchaUa Temminck and Schlegel.)

May

Kochi,
42.

7,

three specimens, 73 to 80

LEIOGNATHUS RIVULATUS

mm.

long.

(Temminck and

Schlegel).

KIBINAGO.

Susaki,
43.

Head
III,

May

8,

one specimen, 75 nun. long.

LEIOGNATHUS ELONGATUS

Smith and Pope, new species.

3.75; depth 3.75; eye 3.25; snout 3.25; dorsal viii, 16; anal

14.

Body very elongate and moderately compressed, its depth not greater
than length of head; dorsal and ventral profiles about evenl}^ curved and
tapering gently to the very short and slender peduncle; caudal peduncle
about 0.66 diameter of eye; head acute, the upper surface weakly convex, the sides compressed to form a ver}^ narrow surface on the ventral side; mandibular but slightly concave; eye of moderate size, its
diameter equal to snout; interorbital equal to eye, with a median ridge
from snout to occiput and supraocular ridges inclosing triangular
space; lower preopercular margin with very fine serrations; scales
small, cycloid, deciduous; opercles naked, cheeks scaly; lateral line
conspicuous, with about •42 tubular pores; second and third dorsal

spines longest, 1.75 in depth of ])ody and 2 in distance
fin to

anterior margin of

e3^e;

from origin of

longest anal spine (second) less than 0.5
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head; caudal deeply forked; pectorals 1.5 in head; ventrals
less than 2 in head.

somewhat

Color in alcohol: Yellowish-brown above, with purplish tinge below
been silvery in life; scales everywhere covered with fine
black punctulations which are larger and more scattered on lower side
that ma}^ have

of head and bod}'; liack and sides marked with a number of irregular
dark purplish spots and vermiculations; a black spot at base of each
dorsal and anal ray; axil of pectoral black; posterior edge of gill

Fig.

Leiognathu.s elongatus.

2.

(From the

type.)

showing through opercular flap; a short black band on
snout above mouth; tins without detinite color markings.
Described from a specimen DO mm. long from Kagoshima, collected

cavity black,
tip of

June

by H. M. Smith.
U.S.N.M.

16, 1903,

Tyj)e.~Csit. No. .55613,

may be

This species

easily recognized b}^ its elongate

form and mot-

tled coloration.

Family

STROMATEID^.
BTITTER-FISHES.

44.

PSENOPSIS ANOMALUS (Temminck

and Schlegel.)

Matsushima Ba}', one specimen 178 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama. Head 4, depth 2.5, eye 3.25, snout 4; dorsal
vi-i,28; anal iii,28.

Family

APOGONICHTHYID^.
CARDINAL-FISHES.

45.

APOGONICHTHYS CARINATUS

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

OKIFUNA (OFF SHORE CARP).

Susaki,

May

specimen, 122

8,

one specimen, 85 nun. long; Urado, May 10, one
long; Kagoshima, June 12, one specimen, 90 mm.

mm.

loug.
Troc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

31
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AMIA NIGER

46.

(Doderlein).

KTIROGENNAI

May

Susaki,
live

one specimen,

S,

mm.

lonj^;

Kagoshima, June

lins

47.

long-.

AMIA MARGINATUS

(Doderlein).

Kagoshima, June 12, two specimens, 6T and To
gawa, June 16, one specimen, 75 mm. long.
48.

12,

Susaki specimen: Body reddish
black, except caudal and pectorals.

specimens, 52 to 88

golden-brown,

(Susaki).

mm.

IH)

vol. xxxi.

AMIA SEMILINEATUS

(Temminck and

mm.

Yama-

long;

Schlegel).

MOTSU.

May

Kochi,

7,

one specimen, 106
49.

Kagoshima, June

AMIA NOTATUS

12,

long.
(Houttuyn).

one specimen, 100 nmi. long.

AMIA KIENSIS

50.

.

mm.

(Jordan and Snyder).

two specimens, 65 and TO mm. long. Color in life,
head and upper parts
with purplish reflections; lateral stripes black; dorsal and anal with
yellow-brown markings.
Urado, Ma}^

10,

silvery white with golden reflections below;

Family

SERRAiMD.E.

GROUPERS, SEA BASSES,
51.

NIPHON SPINOSUS

Etc.

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

May 11, two specimens, 150 mm. long.
CHELIDOPERCA HIRUNDINACEA (Cuvier

Kochi,
52.

Kochi, May
specimen, 148

one specimen, 112

7,

mm.

53.

EPINEPHELUS AREOLATUS

May

10,

mm.

EPINEPHELUS EPISTICTUS

(Forsk^l).

long; near

Yamagawa, June

(Temminck and

Schlegel).

KUYE.

Kochi, Ma}'
55.

Kochi,

T.

a line specimen, 800

mm.

EPINEPHELUS TSIRIMENARA

May

11,

one

(Susaki).

May 8, one specimen, 54
one specimen, 89 mm. long.

Susaki,

54.

long; Urado,

long.

KORO

16,

mm.

and Valenciennes).

one specimen, 225

mm.

long.

(Temminck and
long.

Schlegel).
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Head

SAYONARA MITSUKURII

469

Smith and Pope, new species.

2.6 in length; depth 2.8; eye 3.5 in head; snout 5.75; inter-

orbital 7; maxillary 2; dorsal x,14; anal in. 7; ventrals i,5.

Body

and venti'al outlines evenly and simiheadnearly equaling depth, compressed; caudal peduncle
compressed, its least depth 3 in head; snout shorter than eye, convex;
Qje, moderate, high, nearly impinging on dorsal protile; interorbital
narrow, convex; mouth large, oblique; maxillar}- reaching below posterior edge of orbit, its distal extremit}^ equaling length of snout; loww"
jaw slightl}" projecting; line villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; symphyseal notch of upper jaw without teeth; no prominent
canines; tongue smooth, small preopercle with double margin, the posterior serrated, rounded; opercle with 3 small, short spines nearl}" concealed by the large scales; gill-membranes free from isthmus; gillrakers long, slender; dorsals narrowly united at base; dorsal spines
ovate, compressed, dorsal,

larly curved;

;

Fig.

3.

Sayoxara mitsukurii.

(From the type

heteracanthous, the sixth longest and contained 2.5 in head, tifth about

same length as

sixth, the first one-half diameter of eye; longest rays of

and strongest.
and anal similar; caudal rounded; pectorals 1.12
in head, pointed, the middle rays longest; ventrals short, not reaching
insertion of anal; head and body fully scaled; scales large, linelj^
ctenoid, 35 in lateral line; 2 rows of scales between lateral line and
origin of dorsal; al)out 7 rows of scales on cheek; lateral line uninterrupted, high, the tul)es extending the entire length of the scales
and forming an obtuse angle under middle of last rays of depressed
dorsal.
Color of alcoholic specimen pale yellow; 7 large irregular
blotches of black on upper part of head and body at V)ase of dorsal,
suggestive of transverse bars, the first posterior to orbit, the second
midway between eye and origin of dorsal, the third at base of fourth,
fifth, and sixth dorsal spines, the fourth at base of last dorsal spines,

soft dorsal contained 2 in head; second anal spine longest
2.5 in head; soft dorsal
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the fifth at base of anterior rays of soft dorsal, the sixth at base of
ra3's, the seventh on top of caudal peduncle; all fins plain; a

posterior

blackish tinge on opercle.

Described from a single alcoholic specimen 80 mm. long collected at
Kagoshima, June 16, 1903, by H. M. Smith.
Type.— Q^it. No. 65617, U.S.N.M.
From Sayonara satsuni.de Jordan and Seale^ from Kagoshima this
species may be distinguished by the larger ejQ, longer tubules in lateral line, long and slender gill-rakers, higher dorsal fins, unbranched
pectoral rays, and color.
Named for Prof. K. Mitsukuri, of the Imperial University at Tokyo.

TOSANA
Body

Smith and Pope,

new genus

(

Serranidae).

elongated, moderately compressed, with short, blunt head;

dorsal single, without notch, the third spine

much

the longest, no rays

filamentous; caudal crescentic, the lobes produced, upper lobe the

longer; anal with the third spine the longest; pectoral rays undivided;
scales large
lateral

line

and strongly toothed, covering
high,

evenly serrated,

its

all parts of body and head;
tubes simple; preopercle with vertical limb
lower margin entire; opercle with 3 flat spines;

its

jaws with enlarged prominent projecting canines; outer row of teeth
in upper jaw canines, inner ones fine and villiform; teeth in lower
jaw canines in a single row; vomer and palatines with villiform teeth;
tongue smooth; no supplemental maxillar}'; gill-rakers ver}' long and
slender; gill-membranes free from the narrow, carinated isthmus.
Similar to Pseudanthias Bleeker, but difl'ering therefrom in the
unbranched pectoral ra3^s, larger scales, and other characters. From
Pronotogramnms Gill it may be distinguished by the insertion of the
ventrals behind axil of pectorals, the closely scaled top of head, the
absence of preopercular spines, the dentition, etc.
The genus is named for Tosa, one of the four provinces of Shikoku.
The ancient name for this province meant "the brave good youth,"
and the "province continues to justify its name for braver}^ and
ability; no men have aided more than the Tosa men to bring about
the renovation of Japan."

Type of genus.
57.

Head

— Tosana nlwad.

TOSANA NIW^

3.65 in length; depth 3.62; eye 3 in head; snout 5; interorbital

3.5; dorsal x, 15; anal

Body

Smith and Pope, new species.

iii, 7;

scales in lateral line 35.

elongate, compressed,

its

greatest depth about equal to length

of head; dorsal outline but gently arched, the ventral nearly straight;

peduncle compressed,

its

«Proc. U.

least
S.

depth 2 in head; snout short and blunt,

Nat. Mus.,

XXX,

1906, p. 145.
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length equal to 0.66 diameter of eye; mouth oblique; maxillary
reaching to below middle of pupil, the width of its distal end more
its

than 0.5 diameter of e3^e; mandible projecting; teeth in upper jaw
in 2 series, the outer canine, the inner in a villiform band; on each
side

of the tip of the

upper jaw one pair of long canines directed

downward and another pair directed inward and backward; teeth
in lower jaw a single row of canines, with 2 pairs of enlarged canines
on each side at tip; a narrow band of small teeth on palatines,
and a small patch on vomer; tongue smooth, pointed; preopercle with
rounded angle, the upper limb serrated, the lower smooth; opercle
with 3 flap spines, the middle longest; gill-rakers long and slender, 23
on lower limb of iirst arch; scales large, strongly toothed, hiWy covering body and head, about 6 rows on cheeks; lateral line high, concurrent with back, the tubules straight, simple, and forming an
obtuse angle under posterior end of dorsal tin; dorsal tin continuous,
the third spine much the longest, 0.5 in head and nearly twice length

Fig. 4.— ToSANA Niw,E.

(From the

type.)

of second, fourth to tenth subequal; soft rays of nearly equal length

except last

2,

the longest considerabh^ longer than third spine; anal

shorter and deeper than soft dorsal; caudal deeply and evenly concave, the outer rays

all tins

lobe longer; pectorals and
Color in alcohol rosy pink, lighter below;

much produced, upper

ventrals shorter than head.

yellowish.

This species resembles Pseudanthias japonicus (from Japan) and

Pseudanthias cichlops (from Sumatra); from the former it is distinguished by its slender form, its more numerous gill-rakers (14 on
lower arm of first arch in japonlcus), in having the third dorsal and
the third anal spines the longest, and in its deeply concave caudal;

from cichlops

it dift'ers in its

more slender body, larger

scales, relative

length of anterior dorsal and anal spines, shorter ventrals, and shape
of caudal.

A

single specimen, 110

10, 1903,

mm.

by H. M. Smith.

long,

from Urado Bay,

collected

May
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U.S.N.M.
Mr. H. Niwa, director of the Fisheiy Experiment
Station of Kochi prefecture at Susaki, Tosa.
Tyiie.—C'At. No. 55618,

Named

for

SATSUMA
Form

Smith and Pope,

new genus

elongate, compressed; head pointed;

teeth on jaws,

vomer and

(Serranidae).

mouth

large, with small

palatines; maxillary broad posteriorly, lower

jaw projecting, its symphysis sharp and dentigerous; eye very large;
opercle with 2 spines, preopercle serrated; gill-opening large and
continued far forward, gill-membranes not connected and free from
isthmus; body covered with finely ctenoid scales; opercles, cheeks,
and upper part of head scaly; snout and jaws naked; lateral line high
and concurrent with back; 2 high dorsal fins, anterior with 9 strong
spines; anal tin deep, with 3 spines; caudal deeply emarginate; pectorals long and pointed; ventrals with 1 long spine.
In the large eye, high dorsal spines, squamation, general form, and
color this genus superficially resembles the holocentrids.
Tyj^e of genus.
Satsama macrops.

—

58.

SATSUMA MACROPS

Head, 2.75
orbital, 4;

Smith and Pope, new species.

in length; depth, 2.6; eye, 2.5 in head; snout, 4; inter-

dorsal, ix-i, 10;

anal,

iii, 7;

ventrals,

i,

5;

scales, 4-10-9;

pores, 38.

Body

elongate, deep,

much compressed,

greatest depth at alwut

origin of spinous dorsal; head compressed, a

Fig.

5.

—SATSUMA

MACROPS.

(From the

little

longer than deep,

type.)

width 2.2 in its length; snout short, ])road, and acute; eye very
impinging upon upper profile of head, its diameter about
equal to postocular part of head; mouth large, oblique; mandible
its

large, high,

NO. 1489.
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stronoly projectino-, bearing at the sj^mphy.sis two sharp conical teeth,
and reaching posteriorly to below anterior border of pupil; distal
expanded extremity of maxillar}^ 2 in eye; supplemental maxillary
bone long and narrow; very line teeth in jaws, on vomer, and on palatines; tongue elongate, rounded, free.
Nostrils close together, posterior larger and close to front rim of

with two short, sharp spines, the lower horizontal, the
upper pointing obliquely upward; preopercle sharply and coarsely
serrated; gill-opening large; gill-rakers long and slender, about 23 on
lower limb of arch, the longest equaling diameter of pupil and longer
orbit; opercle

than the longest gill-lilament; dorsal spines slender, sharp, the third

and fourth longest and 1.33 times diameter of eye; the remaining
spines descend rapidly to the ninth; soft dorsal lower than spinous;
anal similar to soft dorsal and opposite the latter, the depressed tips
of last rays of both tins on same vertical; anal spines strong, the first
contained in the third three times; third anal spine equal to

ej'e;

cau-

weakly forked or deepl}^ emarginate; ventrals inserted under origin
of pectorals and not reaching vent, 2 in head, and 0.66 length of pectoral; caudal peduncle moderate and compressed, its depth 3 in head;
scales of moderate size, linely ctenoid, covering entire body and head
except mandible and snout; lateral line high and concurrent with
dorsal outline to middle of base of caudal; head with many mucus
dal

cavities.

Color, pale yellowish with 5 longitudinal bands or dashes of crimson;
the first ])and very narrow, I'unning along base of dorsal; the second

beginning near lateral line below origin of spinous dorsal and terminating on lateral line below middle of soft dorsal; the third and widest

band extending from the upper portion of opercle on median line of side
beyond termination of band above; the fourth reaching from axil
of pectoral to a))ove base of anal; the fifth from axil of ventrals to
posterior end of anal; first and fifth 1)ands similar, second and third
running parallel along middle of side and ver}" conspicuous, while the
fourth shows but faintly in the specimens secured; in one of the cotypes
the third and fourth bands show evidences of a possible fusion at
their anterior ends; a black spot near margin of membranes of spinous
dorsal, other fins colorless; scales above lateral line with black-dotted
margins, those elsewhere on body diffuselj^ dotted with black.
The above description from a specimen measuring 65 mm., and two
to

mm. long, taken at Kagoshima, June 16, 1903, b}'^
H. M. Smith.
Type.—Q^i. No. 55616, U.S.N.M.
This interesting form is easily recognized by the two prominently
projecting mandibular teeth that terminate the very sharply pointed
head, the large eye, the high spinous dorsal, and the brilliant crimson
dashes along the sides.
cotypes 65 and 69
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Family LATILID^E.
TILE-FISHES.
59.

LATILUS JAPONICUS

(Houttuyn).

AMADAI (SWEET PERCH).

Kochi,

Body

May

7,

one specimen, 230

mm.

long^.

Color when fresh:

reddish, nape bright red; dorsal pale red; anal sky blue; lower

third of caudal blue,

upper two-thirds blue-and-yellow striped; pec-

torals pale red; ventrals white.

Family

CEPOLID^.

BAND-FISHES.
60.

ACANTHOCEPOLA KRUSENSTERNII

(Temminck and

Schlegel).

Hamashima, October 5, 1902, one specimen, 530 mm. long-, from a
depth of 6 to 7 fathoms; from Hamashima Fisher}^ Station.
61.

ACANTHOCEPOLA LIMBATA

(Cuvier and Valenciennes.)

KANEHIRA.

Urado, May 10, one specimen, 540 mm. long. Body golden pink;
head silvery white below; iris red; dorsal with a black ocellus anteriorly and a white triangular spot at base of each membrane; anal red,
edged with black, white at base. Rare at Urado and Kochi.
62.

CEPOLA SCHLEGELI

Hamashima, October
depth of

5,

to 7 fathoms;

1902, one specimen, 270

from Hamashima

Family
63.

May

10,

mm.

long,

from a

Fisher}^ Station.

PRIACANTHID.E.

PSEUDOPRIACANTHUS NIPHONIUS

Urado,

Bleeker.

one specimen, 90

mm.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

long.

Family LUTIANID^E.
SNAPPERS.
64.

Head

LUTIANUS NISHIKAW.E

2.6;

Smith and Pope, new species.

depth 2.6; eye 3.75; snout 3.25; maxillary 2.33; interor-

bital 5; dorsal x, 15; anal iii, 8; ventrals

Body

i,

5; scales in lateral line 52.

moderatel}' short and compressed; dorsal outline elevated, the

greatest depth at base of third and fourth dorsal spines; profile of

head from tip of snout to occiput nearly straight or but very slightly
concave; ventral outline nearly horizontal; snout longer than eye,
conical; eye moderate, high; jaws about equal; maxillai-y extending to

below anterior margin of pupil; canine teeth in jaws, a pair of larger
ones on premaxillaries and similar widely separated ones on mandible;
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vomer and
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no lingual teeth; preoperrounded angle and a shallow emargination; opercle terminating in a pointed flap, the spines minute and
concealed; gill-rakers long, about 10 to 12 on lower limli of arch; first
dorsal spine 0.5 diameter of eye, third spine the longest and equal to
distance from tip of snout to middle of pupil; soft dorsal and anal
rounded; second anal spine longest and strongest, more than twice the
fine villiform

cular

margin

finel^v

length of the

first;

palatines;

serrated, with

pectorals pointed, 1.25 in head, v^entrals extending

to 0.75 distance to anal spines; scales small, finely ctenoid, in obliciue

series

above

lateral line, in horizontal series below; bases of anal

soft dorsal thickly scaled, lateral line continuous,
sal outline; 9

rows of

scales

between

lateral line

and

concurrent with dor-

and insertion of dorsal.

Color of alcoholic specimen: Green, with 4 dark longitudinal stripes,
the first from upper edge of eye to end of spinous dorsal, the second
through the upper part of eye to base of last dorsal rays, the third
from center of eye to the upper half of the base of the caudal fin, the
fourth from below eye to lower base of caudal peduncle, the second
and third stripes beginning at tip of snout and running together to middle anterior margin of eye; a large black blotch on the lateral line from
the twenty-second to the twentj^-third scale, with the third black horizontal stripe passing through its base; a black spot in the axil of the
pectorals.

Described from a single specimen 77 mm. long, collected at Hamashima, April 3, 1902, obtained from Hamashima Fishery Station b}'

H. M. Smith.
Ty2)e.—C^i. No. 55614 U.S.N.M.
is without doubt the fish described and figured b}^ Da}^"
and erroneous^ identified as Lutianus chrysotsenia of Bleeker, from
which it differs noticeably in the smaller number of scales in lateral
line (80 in Bleeker's description, but 52 in Day's), in the shallower
preopercular notch, and in the coloration. The differences in coloration are especially striking; in Bleeker's fish the color is given as
bluish green with 8 or more narrow, sinuous, dark-edged bands somewhat oblique above the lateral line and horizontal below it, and many
yellow spots on head; in Day's fish and the one we have here described
there are but four dark or blackish bands on a green background.
Named for Dr. T. Nishikawa, formerly of the Imperial Fisheries

This species

Bureau.
65.

TERAPON OXYRHYNCHUS

Temminck and

Schlegel.

STIMIHIKI; KOTOHIKI.

Kochi,

May

specimen, 149

7,

one specimen, 171 mm. long; Matsushima Bay, one
long; from Fisheiy Exi^eriment Station, Shiogama.

mm.

a The Fishes of India, 1875, p. 36, pi. xi,

fig. 3.
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66.

TERAPON JARBUA

vol. xxxi.

(Forskal).

KOTOHIKI.

Kochi, Ma}" 7, one specimen, 75 nun. long. Known from India,
Borneo, Philippines, China, Samoa, etc., but not previously recorded
from Japan.

Family

H.^MULID^.
GRUNTS.

67.

PLECTORHYNCHUS PICTUM

(Thunberg.)

STJMIYAKI,

Hamashima, April

Hamashima Fishery

May

Kochi,

{Pristiporiui

Urado,

71.

7,

one specimen, 262

Head,

(Temminck and

mm.

Schlegel).

long.
(Thunberg).

japonicum Cuvier and Valenciennes.)

May

1(»,

one specimen, 270

mm.

HAPALOGENYS NIGRIPINNIS
May

11,

long.

(Temminck and

Schlegel).

one specimen, 130 nnn. long.

HAPALOGENYS KISHINOUYEI

Smith and Pope, new species.

2.6; depth, 2; eye, 8; snout, 8.1; interor))ital, 4; dor.sal, xii,

14; anal,

Body

two specimens, 80 and 95 mm. long; from

PARAPRISTIPOMA TRILINEATUM

69.

Kochi,

1902,

PLECTORHYNCHUS CINCTUS

68.

70.

8,

Station.

iii,

10; scales in lateral line, 50; gill-rakers,

short, high,

much compressed;

11+6.

dorsal outline greatly arched,

ventral outline nearly straight; caudal peduncle compressed, its least
depth 3 in head; snout bluntly pointed; mouth moderate, horizontal,
the jaws about equal; maxillary reaching to bevond anterior margin
of pupil; jaws with villiform teeth, the anterior larger and sharply
pointed; roof of mouth toothless, but lined with villiform membranes;
symphyseal notch of upper jaw deep; 4 large pores on lower side of
mandible; papilla? on mandible minute and close-set; gill-rakers short
and thick; preopercle serrate, the denticulations much coarser at the
rounded angle; opercle with 2 short spines, the lower the sharper;
spinous dorsal preceded by a sharp procumbent .spine a little shorter
than the hrst upright spine; all the spines strong, the fourth the
longest and equal to distance from tip of snout to posterior rim of
orbit, the remaining spines graduated; soft dor.sal short and rounded,
with finely scaled ba.se; base of spinous dorsal about twice length of
soft portion; anal short and rounded, similar to .soft dorsal and preceded by 3 strong spines, of which the second, the longest, is 0.5
head; caudal rounded; ventrals with outer rays the longest; scales
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finely ctenoid
sal profile.
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;

zontal })ands, the first l)and running- along the base of spinous dorsal,

from midway between eye and origin of dorsal to middle
from eye to end of soft dorsal at topof caudal peduncle, the fourth from cheek under eye to end of anal
on caudal peduncle; dorsal, anal, and ventrals black; caudal and
the second

of base of soft dorsal, the third

pectorals slightl}' dusk3\

at

Described from a specimen 115
Urado, May 10, 1903.
Tyjje.

mm.

long, collected

by H. M, Smith,

-Ckt. No. 55610, U.S N.M.
for Dr. K. Kishinouye, of the Imperial Fisheries Bureau.

Named

Fig. 6.— Hapalogenvs kishinouyei.

(From the

type.

Family SPARID.F.
TAl, SCUP,
72.

etc.

SCOLOPSIDES INERMIS (Temminck

Kagoshima, June
73.

16,

two specimens, 98 and 115 nun.

LETHRINUS RICHARDSONII
KUCHIBI.

Susaki, Ma}^

8,

and Schlegel).

one specimen, 100

mm.

long.

Giinther.

long.
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DENTEX HYPSELOSOMUS

74.

Bleeker.

KODAI.

Kochi,

May

mm.

one specimen, 150

7,

long.

NEMIPTERUS SINENSIS

75.

(Lacepede).

ITOYORI.

Kochi, Ma}"

mm.

one specimen, 205

7,

Family

long.

KYPHOSID^E.

RUDDER-FISHES.

GIRELLA PUNCTATA

76.

Gray.

Matsnshima Ba}', one specimen, 135 mm. long;
Experiment Station, Shiogama.

from Fishery

Family GERRID^E.
MOJARRAS.
77.

XYST^MA JAPONICUS

(Bleeker).

AMAGI.

Kochi, May 7, one specimen, 110 mm. long; Urado, May 10, one
specimen, 127 mm. long. A very common Hsh in the Kochi region,
often taken in the cast-net tisher3\
Caudal pale greenish yellow;
ventrals and

first 2

78.

anal

membranes chrome yellow.

XYST2EMA OYENA

Yamagawa, June

16,

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

I

one specimen, 130 mm. long.

Family SCLFNID.F.
DRUMS.
79.

CORVULA ARGENTATA

Houttuyn.

SHIRABU
\_CorrHla scJtlegeli

Kochi,

May

80.

7,

(Bleeker);

,Scii)iin

sinn

Temminck and Schlegel.]

mm.

one specimen, 148

long.

PSEUDOTOLITHUS MITSUKURII

Jordan and Snyder.

GUCHI.

Kochi,

May

7,

mm.

one specimen, 207

long.

Family SILLAGINID.F.
81.

Yamagawa, June
82.

14,

SILLAGO SIHAMA

(Forskal).

one specimen, 115

mm.

SILLAGO JAPONICA Temminck
i

KISUGO.

Kochi,

May

7,

one specimen, 145

mm.

long.

long.

and Schlegel).
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OPLEGNATHID^E.

Family
83.

OPLEGNATHUS FASCIATUS
KUROME (BLACK

479

Temminck and Schlegel).
EYE); TABAKOXJWO (TOBACCO-FISH).
(

Hanmshima, April 10, 1902, one specimen, (>T mm. long-, from a
depth of 6 to 7 fathoms; from Hamashima Fishery Station.
Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 140 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment
Station,

The

Shiogama.

84.

local

names given are

OPLEGNATHUS PUNCTATUS

in use at

(Temminck and

Hamashima.

Schlegel)

Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 158 mm. long; from Fisher}^ Experiment Station, Shiogama. Hamashima, March T, 1902, three specimens, 55 to 80 mm. long, from a depth of 6 to 7 fathoms; from Hamashima Fisher}' Station.

PENTACEROTID.E.

Family
85.

HISTIOPTERUS TYPUS Temminck

and Schlegel.

HIDARIMAKI.

Kochi,

May

mm.

long.

115

7,

one specimen, 195

Family

mm.

long; Ma}^ 11, one specimen,

MULLID^F.

SURMULLETS.

UPENEUS JAPONICUS

86.

(Houttuyn).

{Upeneus hensasi Temminck and ScHLEtiEL.

HIMEJI

(Kochi).

Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 76 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama.
Kochi, May 7, two specimens, 140 and
110 mm. long; Kagoshima, June 16, one specimen, 143 mm. long.
87.

UPENEUS TRAGULA
KUROHIMEJI

Richardson.

iSusaki).

Susaki, Ma}' 8, one specimen, 145 mm. long; Yamagawa, June 14,
one specimen, 110 mm. long; June 16, three specimens, 112 to 162 mm.
long.

Family

EMBIOTOCID^.
SURF-FISHES.

88.

DITREMA TEMMINCKII

Bleeker.

Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 118 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama.
Family

POMACENTRID^E.
DEMOISELLES.

89.

Urado,

May

10,

AMPHIPRION POLYMNUS
one specimen, 110

mm.

(Linnaeus).

long.
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Family

vol. xxxi.

LABRID^.

LABRIDs' OR LIPPED FISHES.

CHCEROPS AZURIO

90.

ISOMADAI

(Kochi);

Jordan and Snyder.

TESU Hamashima)
(

Kochi (fish market), Ma}^ 11, one specimen, 365 mm. long. Hamashima, November li>, 1902, one specimen, 185 mm. long-; from

Hamashima Fishery Station. At Kagoshima, where
called " hachi," a number were seen.

DUYMiERIA FLAGELLIFERA

91.

this species

is

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

KUROHACHI.
16, one specimen, 170 mm. long, male, from
said to be rare at Kagoshima.
fathoms;
depth of 20

Kagoshima, June

PSEUDOLABRUS GRACILIS

92.

Near Yamagawa, June
93.

16,

(Steindachner).

one specimen, 138

mm.

HALICHCERES PCECILOPTERUS (Temminck

long.

and Schlegel).

KUSA6E.

Yamagawa, June

11,

two specimens, 160 and 195 mm. long, both

females.

DEA

INIISTIUS

94.

(Temminck and

Schlegel).

METESU.

Hamashima, November 10, 1902, one specimen, 180 mm.
from ofi'shore; from Hamashima Fisheiy Station.
Family

long,

ZEID^.

JOHN DORIES.

ZEUS JAPONICUS

95.

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

MATOWO.

Susaki,

May

8,

one specimen, 100

mm.

long.

CH^ETODONTID^.

Family

BTJTTERFL Y-FISHES
96.

IJrado,

May

CORADION DESMOTES

10,

one specimen, 130

Jordan and Fowler.

mm.

long.

Body

white, vertical

bars greenish yellow, dorsal ocellus black with a white border.

Family

ACANTHURID.E.
STJRGEON-FISHES.

97.

ACANTHURUS UNICORNIS

(Forskal).

Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 80 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama. This specimen has 3 rows of small, round
dark spots on

sides.
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98.
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SIGANID^.

SIGANUS FUSCESCENS

(Houttuyn).

ENOBA.

Kagoshima, June 16, two specimens, 180 and 140 mm. long; depth
Back light green, below whitish
8 fathoms; veiy plentiful.
green, entire body covered with pearly spots; fins green.
2 to

TRIACANTHID.E.

Family
99.

TRIACANTHODES ANOMALUS

Kochi and Urado,
100.

May

(

Temminck and

Schlegel).

10, three specimens, 103 to 120

TRIACANTHUS BREVIROSTRIS
TOGEHAGE (SPINY

Temminck and

long.

Schlegel.

FILE-FISH).

Hamashima, October 2, 1902, one specimen, 98 mm.
Hamashima Fishery Station.
Family

mm.

long; from

BALISTID^.

TRIGGER-FISHES,

CANTHIDERMIS ROTUNDATUS

loi.

(Proce).

Hamashima, April 10, 1902, one specimen, 100 mm. long; from
Hamashima Fisher}^ Station. This specimen seems to I)e referable to
to this species, although it differs somewhat in its proportions.
Depth
1.8;

head 2.66; eye 2

in

snout, 4 in head;

dorsal

iii

-25; anal 22.

Body dark greenish brown, with darker narrow longitudinal stripes
on every third row of scales; body with small round light spots irregularly disposed; fins bluish black.

Family

MONACANTHID^E.
FILE-FISHES.

102.

RUDARIUS ERCODES

Jordan and Fowler.

KOMEUWO.

Yamagawa, June

14,

103.

one specimen, 52

mm.

OSBECKIA SCRIPTA

long.

(Osbeck).

MATStJZURAHAGI.

Hamashima, April

Hamashima Fishery

3,

1902, one specimen, 215

mm.

long;

from

Station.

Family

OSTRACHD^.

TRTJNK-FISHES.
104.

ARACANA ACULEATA

(Houttuyn).

SUSUMEFTIGTI.

Urado,
lacking,

May

10,

one young specimen, 35 mm. long, with spines
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Family

vol. xxxi.

TETRAODONTID^.
PUFFERS,

105.

SPHEROIDES VERMICULARIS

Yamagawa, June
106.

Kochi,

May

14,

(Temminck and

mm.

one specimen, 275

SPHEROIDES NIPHOBLES
11,

one specimen, 110

spots pale yellow in

mm.

Schlegel).

long.

Jordan and Snyder.
long.

Back dark green, the

life.

Family

CANTHIGASTERID^E.
SHARP-NOSED PUFFERS.

107.

CANTHIGASTER RIVULATUS

(Temminck and

Schlegel).

FUGU.

Susaki, May S, one specimen, 30 mm. long; not known to the fishermen. Yamagawa, June 14, one specimen, 108 mm. long; common;
average size 75 mm.

Family

SCORP^NID^.

SCORPION FISHES.

SEBASTICHTHYS OBLONGUS

108.

(Giinther).

GARA.

Hamashima, March 10, 1902, one specimen, 82 mm.
Hamashima Fishery Station. Scales in lateral line 50 +.
109.

Kochi,

May

no.

SEBASTICUS ALBOFASCIATUS
10,

one specimen, 167

mm.

long;

from

(Lacepede).

long.

HELICOLENUS DACTYLOPTERUS

(de la Roche).

HOGO.

Kagoshima, June

16,

two specimens, 127 and 135 mm. long; from

a depth of about 80 fathoms; plentiful.
III.

SCORP>^NA ONARIA

Jordan and Snyder.

Urado, May 10, one specimen, 128 mm. long; mottled red and
brown; anal with blood-red spots.
112.

SCORP.^NOPSIS KAGOSHIMANA

(Steindachner and Dbderlein).

OKOZE.

Kagoshima, June 11 and 16, four specimens, 115 to 180 mm. long;
abundant at a depth of 2 to 3 fathoms. In all these specimens the
pectoral extends far beyond the ventrals, but only in the three smaller
specimens (115 to 140 mm.) does the pectoral extend as far as the
second anal spine; in the largest specimen the tip of the pectoral is
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considerably .short of the
the

tirst

between

distinction

anal spine.

It
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appears improbable that
aS".
clrrhom can be

hKjosJdinaiia and

S.

maintained.
113.

PTEROIS LUNULATA Temminck

and Schlegel.

OKOZE.

Kochi and ITrado, ]May Id and

11,

two specimens, So and 105 mm.

long.
114.

APISTUS EVOLANS

Kagoshima. June
115.

Siisaki,

13,

Jordan and Starks.

two specimens, loo and 125 mm.

DECTERIAS PUSILLUS Temminck
(

May

one specimen, 52

S,

one specimen, 56

mm.

mm.

long.

and Schlegel).

long; Kagoshima,

June

13,

long.

116.

EROSA EROSA

(Langsdorff ).

YUWAOKOZE.

Kagoshima, flune

10,

mm.

one specimen, 125

long; from a depth of

2 to 3 fathoms; plentiful.
117.

INIMICUS JAPONICUS

Yamagawa, June
118.

11^,

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

two specimens, 165 and 180 mm.

PARACENTROPOGON RUBRIPINNIS

Mear Yamagawa, June

Ki,

long.

Temminck and

(

three specimens, 51

t-o

62

Schlegel).

mm.

long;

shore.

LYSODERMUS

Sniith

and Pope, new genus Scorpaenidas).
(

Body oblong, compressed, covered with a

'

soft, lax skin, in

which min-

ute rudimentary scales are embedded; head very rough with spines and
ridges; 2 preorl)ital spines, 5 preopercular spines (the
2 concealed opercular spines; a short slit

behind

upper longest),

last gill-arch; gill-

rakers short and few; gill-membranes united to isthmus; lips papillose;

lower jaw with fleshy tentacles; dorsal tin single, beginning behind
head and consisting of T stiti' spines and numerous soft rays; anal
tin with 2 concealed spines; caudal margin slightly convex; all but
tips of dorsal, anal, and caudal fins invested with skin; pectorals with
lower ra}^ free and long; ventrals joined to abdomen by a thick fold
of skin.

This genus differs from J/mou,^, which

it

rather closely resembles,

having but T dorsal spines, in the origin of the tin well behind head
and axil of pectorals, in the presence of minute embedded scales, in
the rudimentar}" anal spines, and in various other characters.
in

T(/jje

of (jenux.

—

Proc. N. :M. vol.

Lij.s(jd>'i'iitus

xxxi— UH

32

sdtsumce.
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iig.

Head,

LYSODERMUS SATSUM^

o.T)

in

VOL. XXXI.

Smith and Pope, new species.

lenoth without caudal; depth, 3.5; eye, 4.75 in head;

niaxillaiy, 2.25; dorsal, vii, 12; anal,

ii,

9.

Fbrni elono-ate, conipi-essed, especially in dorsal region, so that body

and ventral outlines similar, caudepth equal to snout; head pointed; mouth
moderate, maxillary extending as far as anterior margin of eye, lower
jaw strongly projecting; minute villiform teeth in bands in jaws and
in two separated patches on vomer, none on palatines; a row of, six or
in cross section is triangular; dorsal

dal peduncle short,

its least

more

tentacles on cornea above pupil; numerous blunt, Heshy papilhu
on maxillary, mandible, cheeks, opercles, throat, and isthmus; a patch
of papilliform tentacles on under side of tip of mandible, a single
papilla about diameter of pupil posterior to the ]iatch on each side,
and more posteriori}^ another single papilla about half diameter of eye
on each side; bones of head rough iuid deeply sculptured; interorbital
^y^

^

^ -%^^

Fig. 7.— Ly,-()1if.i:ml's satsum.k.

(From the

type,

i

space deeply concave, as wide as orbit, with 2 longitudinal ridges,

between which

is

a slight

median ridge which divides and diverges

posteriorly; a long, sharp preorl)ital spine reaching to end of maxillary
in front pointing downward; suborbitals wide and
deeply striated; nasals ending above in produced angles, but not in
spines; a transverse depression on to]) of head behind e}^; parietals
produced in wide, blunt ridges which end behind in blunt spines; a

and a smaller spine

postorbital ridge extending on posttemporal and ending in a spine;

opercle with 2 concealed spines; preopercle with a large, horizontal

opening and 4 shorter spines below;
on lower limb of first arch; skin
smooth to the touch, containing rudimentary embedded scales and very
loosel}' attached to underlying tissue and investing all the fins more or
less completely except their tips; lateral line continuous but incons})icuous, only 3 small pores developed anteriorly; a single dorsal
finWithout notch separating the two parts, beginning posterior to head;

spine reaching to branchial
gill-rakers

small

and blunt,

i)
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the spines rather low and of nearly- uniform height, the longest equal
to distance from pupil to end of snout; soft dorsal rays longer than

where the

evenly rounded; anal similar
wholly covered by skin; caudal
slightly rounded, the margin serrate; pectorals large, extending beyond
origin of anal, the rays simple; the detached ray tapering, its length
more than 0.5 head; ventrals extending be3'ond vent, broadly adnate
spines except posteriori}',

fin is

to soft dorsal, hut lower, the spines

to

abdomen.

Color white, back and sides with dark brown vermiculated oblique
bands which extend on dorsal tin; between occiput and dorsal origin
the bands are blended and the color is more or less uniform; a black
spot on

membrane

l)eliind tip of

each dorsal spine; a larger black spot

and fourth dorsal rays; anal and venpart; pectorals black, with a light median part

across tips of the second, third,
trals black

on distal

crossed by a black bar; free ray of pectoral yellowish; caudal crossed

by '1 black bands.
Described from one specimen 140 mm.
shima, June 16, 1903, by H. M. Smith.
Type.— C?it. No. 55615, U.S.N. M.

Family
120.

{EhisKs mg<tmitii<

in length obtained at

Kago-

ANOPLOPOMATID.E.

ERILEPIS ZONIFER

Jordan and Snvder.

(Lockington).

)

one specimen 87 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama. This specimen agrees perfectly with the
description of the type from Monterey Bay, California.
According to
Jordan and Snyder this species occasionally reaches a weight of 200
pounds in Japan, and is not rare. The single known American specimen was evidenth' a stray, as Doctor Jordan advises us that he saw
Lockington's specimen when fresh and that it could not have come
Matsushiuhi

fro

ii

B

ij,

Japan.

Family COTTID.E.
SCULPINS.
121.

Kochi,

May

7,

COTTUS KAZIKA

Jordan and Starks.
KAMAKIRI.

one specimen, 46
122.

mm.

long.

COTTUS POLLUX

Giinther.

Nigara River, near Gifu, May 20, three specimens, 85 to 130
by cormorants.

mm.

long; caught

123.

MYOXOCEPHALUS RANINUS

Jordan and Starks.

Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 175 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama.
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PSEUDOBLENNIUS COTTOIDES

124.

Hamashinia, October

Hamashima

2,

1!)(>2,

vol. xxxi.

(Richardson).

one specimen,

7i»

nun.

long-;

from

Fi-shery Station.

PSEUDOBLENNIUS MARMORATUS

125.

(Ddderlein).

Matsushima Bay, two specimens, 112 and 115
Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama.
Family

mm.

long;

from

PLATYCEPHALID^E.
FLAT-HEADS.

126.

PLATYCEPHALUS INDICUS

(Linnaeus).

MATSUJI.

Kagoshima, elune
127.

11,

one specimen, 223

mm.

long.

PLATYCEPHALUS JAPONICUS

Tilesius.

KOCHI.

Kochi, Ma}^ 7, one specimen, 190
one specimen, 183 mm. long.
128.

mm,

long; Kagoshima,

PLATYCEPHALUS PUNCTATUS

Yamagawa,

flune

If],

129.

one specnnen, 238

June

11,

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

mm.

INSIDIATOR RUDIS

long.

(Giinther).

KOCHI.

Kochi.
130.

May

7,

one specimen,

19(»

mm.

INSIDIATOR HOSOKAW.(E

Head about

long.

Smith and Pope, new species.

3 in length, its width 1.75 in its length; depth, 7; snout,

3.75 in head; eye slightly less than snout; interorbital, 3 in ey^e; scales
in lateral line, 42; dor.sal

i,

viii-12; anal 12.

Maxillary extending to vertical through anterior margin of pupil;
lower jaw projecting; tine villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; opercle with 2 sharp spines, its flap with a strongly upturned
and rounded corner; 4 spines at angle of preopercle, of which the luost
posterior is longest and bears a superimposed spine at its base; 4
radiating spines on preorbital; a spine on anterior rim of orbit; suborbital with a conspicuous notch below the pupil, the notch preceded
by 4 sharp recurved spines and followed by a strongly stn'rated ridge
of 11 or 12 recurved spines; snout and supraorbital, postorbital, and
occipital ridges spiniferous; scales rather large, thin, ciliated; tubes

of lateral line broad; 3 spines at anterior end of lateral line; nostrils

with a dermal tentacle; a short tentacle on cornea posterior to pupil;
origin of spinous dorsal over base of ventrals, longest sj^ine (third) 0.5
head; longest rays of soft dorsal about length of second dorsal spine,
base of soft dorsal shorter than that of anal; longest anal rajs less
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than 0.33 head; caudal fan-shaped; least depth of caudal peduncle 0.66
Color in alcohol yellowish hrown above, with faint
63^6.

diameter of

indications of several dark bars, the edges of scales dark; lighter below;
all

tins

except anal with rows of dusky spots on rays or membranes,

or on both.

Described from a specimen 115 mm. long collected at ITrado, May
by H. M. Smith.
Cat. No. 55(>11, U.S.N.M.
T)/pe.
A second specimen from same

10, 1903,

—

locality is exactly similar.

Fig.

8.

Insidi.\tor hosok.wv.e.

(From the

type.)

from /. spinosKS and macroJeby the deep notch on the stronglj'
serrated suborbital ridge, and by the more depressed and elongate
This species

is

readily distinguished

most closely

pis, the

I'elated species,

head.

Named
ation of

for Mr. Y. Hosokawa, president of the Fishermen's AssociKochi prefecture.
131.

INSIDIATOR MACROLEPIS

Kagoshima and Yamagawa, June

12, 18.

and

(Bleeker).

10, live specimens, 67

Ventrals extend beyond origin of anal and show 3
distinct zones of color
white at base and tip, a broad black band
between; pectorals with upper rays black-spotted, lower nearly unito 118 nmi. long.

—

form black.

Family
132.

OPLICHTHYID.E.

OPLICHTHYS LANGSDORFI
YASTJRI

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

(TJrado).

Urado, May 10, one specimen, 110 uuu. long; Kagoshima, June 13,
one specimen, 9S mm. long.
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BEMBKADID^^.

Family

BEMBRAS JAPONICUS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.
OKIGOCHI.

133.

Susaki, Ma}^ 8, one specimen, 118
specimen, 117 mm. long-; Kochi, May

mm.

vol. xxxi.

mm.
11,

long; Urado, May 10, one
two specimens, 92 and 220

long.

Family

LIPARIDID^.
SEA-SNAIIS.

134.

LIPARIS AGASSIZII Putnam.

Matsushima Bay, three specimens, 40
Experiment Station, Shiogama.

to 225

mm.

long;

from Fishery

Family TKIGLID^E.
GURNARDS.
135.

LEPIDOTRIGLA ALATA

Near Yamagawa, June
long.

Two

10,

(Houttuyn.)

numerous specimens from TO

specimens exhibit

v^ariation in the

mm.

to 90

length and shape of the

preorbital processes.

LEPIDOTRIGLA GUNTHERI

136.

Urado,

May

11, three

specimens, 130 to 110

Hilgendorf.

mm.

long;

from a depth

of 350 feet.

LEPIDOTRIGLA MICROPTERA

137.

Kochi,
specimen,

May
31:

7,

mm.

one specimen, 138

mm.

Giinther.

long; Susaki,

May

8,

one

long.

Family PERISTEDIID^E.
DEEP-WATER GURNARDS.
138.

Urado,

May

10,

PERISTEDION RIEFFELI

one specimen, 230

mm.

Kaup.

long; Uchinoura Bay, east

Kagoshima Bay, one specimen, 325 mm. long. In May, 19ul, there
were taken on a long line in Uchinoura Bay at a depth of 120 fathoms
two specimens of this fish, which were the only ones ever seen in that
region; these dried specimens were found in the Commercial Museum
at Kagoshima; one of them is mentioned above, the other, of the same
size, is still in the museum.
This species has not heretofore been
recorded from Japan, It is easily distinguishable from P. orientale
of

by the converging preorbital processes, the single spine on upper surface of snout, the presence of spines above eye and on occiput, the
spottiness of the upper parts and of the dorsals, and the presence of

two additional

series of plates at base of caudal

fin.
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Family GOBIID.E.
GOBIES.
139.

ELEOTRIODES HELSDINGENII

Urado, May 7, one .specimen, 120 mm. lonoThis species, which was described l)y
single specimen, 120 mm. long- without caudal
of Goram, does not appear to have 1»een met
ments.

Bleeker.

without the caudal lilaBleeker in 1858 from a
tilaments,

from the Sea
The flapa-

with since.

FlG. 9.— Ei.EOTRIODES HELSDINGENII.

nese specimen, of whicii a tigure

is

here given, agrees perfectly with

Bleeker's original description," an abridgment of which

is

as follows:

i, 11.
Body elongated, compressed, depth one-seventh
(with caudal filament); body covered with minute ctenoid scales,
about 130 in lateral series; head naked, depressed anteriorly, the interorbital space
less, the length of the snout more, than .the diameter of the eye; the maxillary
extends to below middle of orbit; the two caudal rays which are nearest to the three
middle ones are produced into long filaments; color above greenish rose with two
brown bands from tip of snout to the caudal filaments; spinous dorsal with a broad
dark violet spot on its upper portion surrounded by white border; soft dorsal with a
brownish margin; ventral.^, anal, and pectorals plain or yellowish; caudal with its

Dorsal vi-i, 11 or 12; anal

of the total length

filaments of

same color

as

140.

body

stripes.

CTENOGOBIUS SIMILIS

(Gill).

Setagawa, Lake Biwa, April 22, eight specimens, 45 to 58 nmi. long.
141.

CTENOGOBIUS HADROPTERUS

Jordan and Snyder.

SHIMAHAZE.

Kochi,

May

7,

one specimen,

142.

6<»

mm.

long.

CTENOGOBIUS PFLAUMI

(Bleeker).

YESO.

Yamagawa and Kagoshima, June 14 and Ui, numerous specimens
The row of black spots along sides is (piite
to 80 mm. long.
aistinct; throat and branchiostegal membrane with a dark streak;

from 57

ventrals dusky; eye 0.25 head or less.
«Natuurk. Tijd. Nederl. Indie,

XV,

1858, p. 168.
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GLOSSOGOBIUS BRUNNEUS Temminck

143.

(

and Schlegel)

GOMO.

Sendaio'awa at Seiidai, Jiuio

one

]\Iav 11,
145.

one

s]i(M'ini(Mi.

!»;j

long.

ACANTHOGOBIUS FLAVIMANUS

Station,

(Bleeker).

Jordan and Snyder.

mm.

MatsLishima Bay, one specimen, 98

ment

long".

111111.

long.

iiiiii.

CHASMIAS MISAKIUS

Kochi, ^lav 11. one specimen. 75
146.

Klo

s})(M'ini(ni.

CH/ENOGOBIUS MACROGNATHOS

144.

Kochi,

10.

mm.

(Temminck and
long;

Schlegel).

from Fishery Experi-

Shiogama.
147.

SAGAMIA RUSSULA

Jordan and Snyder.

<

Kagoshima and Yamagawa, June 13-16, numerous specimens, 51
To

mm,

to

long.
148.

CH^TURICHTHYS HEXANEMUS

(Bleeker).

Matsushima Ba}", one specimen, 125 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama.
149.

CHiETURICHTHYS SCIISTIUS

Jordan and Snyder.

SASAGAREI; GOMO.

Kagoshima, June 12 and

16,

four specimens, QS to 75

mm.

long.

The specimens were obtained in the market, and the market master
stated that two of them came from a depth of 80 fathoms.
150.

TRIDENTIGER OBSCURUS Temminck
(

and Schlegel)

CHICHIBU.

Kochi,

May

7.

151.

one specimen,

51»

long.

TRIDENTIGER BIFASCIATUS

Matsushima Bay, one specimen,
ment Station, Shiogama.
152.

mm.

78

mm.

Steindachner.

long; from Fishery Experi-

PERIOPHTHALMUS CANTONENSIS

(Osbeck).

TOBIHAZE (JUMPING GOBY).

Onomichi. (Inland Sea), June 2, two specimens, 45 and 80 mm. long;
mouth of Jwata Riv^er, Ba}' of Ise, Psu, two specimens, 67 and 74 mm.
long, from Hamashima Fishery Station.
This species was found to be
vei\v a!»undant in brackish tidal ditches

dithcult to catch even with dip nets.

near Onomichi.
It is very
skims over the surface touchhead out, swims under water,

It

ing only its tail, swims with just its
jumps out on the bank, perches on stones, buries

itself

hides in cral) holes, and behaves in other peculiar ways.

in

the

mud,
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Specimens taken June 2: Head and back olive green; sides bluish
with small golden spots and lilack specks; the bod}^ color projected
downward in twenty or more teeth-like processes with pale 3^ellow
between; abdomen bluish white; ventrals pale yellow; ten or twelve
irregular blackish spots on back and sides; cheeks minutely specked
with o-reen, blue, and golden;

dorsal wnth pale-yellow margin;
with blackish markings. The smaller
examples have a light-colored body with irregular dark-brown ])lotches;
first

second dorsal dirty yellow,
the larger ones

become darker and more uniform, but

still

show dark

bars.

Family CARISTIID^E."
153.

CARISTIUS JAPONICUS

Fl(i.

Kagoshima, fJune

10.— (AKisru

12,

.s

JAPONICUS.

Gill

and Smith.

(From the

type.

"I

one specimen, 75 nun. long.

Body nnich com-

pressed, cuneiform, covered with small, deciduous cycloid scales
"

A new

Smith.
japoriictiK

family of jugular acanthopterygiang.

described as

By Theodore

XVIII, December
a new genus and species.

Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.,

9,

Gill

which

and Hugh M.

1905, pp. 249-250.

Caristius
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are enlarged in the pectoral rej^ion;
lono'th; h(>ad

about

<>.;->3

leno-th;

mouth

vol. xxxi.

depth at ventrals ahout 1.06
laroe, oblicpie, the cleft extend-

ing under posterior third of eye; teeth in jaws slender, acute, and in
several rows; eye very large,

opening large; no

lateral

its

line;

al)out 84, antcn'ior rays high

diameter
doi'sal

iie^arly 0.5

head; branchial

single, elongate, the rays

tin

and crowded forward over eyes; anal rays

21; pectorals 19; ventrals nearly as long as head, inserted anterior to
pectorals, the wxys i, 5; a median groove or sheath between ventrals

and anal; vertebra* about

column

40, the vertel)ral

(as

shown

liy

downward near and

to the occipital

poor condition, was obtained

in the market at
from Kagoshimi?

skiagraph) singularly deflected
condyle.

A single

specimen,

Kagoshima among

in

a miscellaneous lot of small iishes

Bay.

Family LEPT()SCX)PID^F:.
154.

BEMBROPS CAUDIMACULA

Kagoshima, June

Steindachner.

18, three specimens, 110 to 130 nmi. long.

This

known only from the type specimen, 5.33
from Nagasaki. The three specimens before us agree per-

species has heretofore been

inches long,

fectly with Steindachner's original description.

Family
155.

PTEROPSARID^.

PARAPERCIS PULCHELLA (Temminck

and Schlegel).

GOMO.

Kagoshima. June
156.

13, three specimens.

PARAPERCIS OMMATURA

Hamashima, April

4.

to 150

S)h

mm.

long.

Jordan and Snyder.

1902, one specimen, 105 nun. long; from a

depth of 7 to 10 fathoms; from Hamashima Fishery Station.
157.

NEOPERCIS SEXFASCIATA (Temminck

Kagoshima, June
one specimen, 145
158.

13,

mm.

one specimen, 125

mm.

and Schlegel).

long; Kochi,

May

7,

long.

NEOPERCIS MULTIFASCIATA

(Doderlein).

DOROHAZE (MUD GOBY).

Hamashima, October 5, 1U()2, one specimen, 135 mm. long; from a
depth of 5 to 10 fathoms; from Hamashima Fishery Station.
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(Doderlein).

OKAHAZE.

Urado, Ma}' 10, one specimen, 135 mm. long, in poor condition.
Depth, 5.5; head, 4.33; eye, 3; dorsal, iv-23; anal, 21. Color when
fresh: Body bright yellow, with brownish-yellow vertical bars and
5 horizontal lines of

blue spots between bars; dorsal pale, with a series

membranes and

of 3^ellow l^lotches along base; anal

tips of rays yel-

low; caudal with 4 purplish crossbars.

Family CALLIONYMID.F:.
DRAGONETS.
160.

May

Urado,

CALLIURICHTHYS JAPONICUS
10,

one specimen, 200

mm.

long;

(Houttuyn).

Yamagawa, two

speci-

mens, 270 and 370 mm. long. Al)undant off Kochi; mam' caught by
fishermen of Kochi and Urado at a depth of 350 feet; extensively eaten.
161.

CALLIURICHTHYS DORYSSUS

May

Kochi,

162.

7,

one specimen, 110

CALLIONYMUS LUNATUS

Yamagawa, June
163.

mm.

14,

one specimen, S7

long.

Temminck and

mm.

CALLIONYMUS VALENCIENNESI
MOTOKUSARI

Jordan and Fowler.

Schlegel.

long.

Temminck and

Schlegel.

(Kochi),

Kochi, May 7, one specimen, 190 mm. long; Yamagawa, June 14,
one specimen, 130 mm. long; Kagoshima, June 13, two specimens, 97
and 120 mm. long.

Family

URANOSCOPID.F.
STAR-GAZERS.

164.

URANOSCOPUS JAPONICUS

Houttuyn.

MISHIMABU.

Susaki,

May

specimen, 143
165.

S,

one specimen, 108 nnn. long; Urado,

mm.

May

10,

one

long.

URANOSCOPUS BICINCTUS

Kagoshima, June

12,

Temminck and

one specimen, 220

mm.

Schlegel.

long.

Family BLENNIID^E.
BLENNIES,
166.

AZUMA EMMNION

Jordan and Snyder.

Matsushima Bay, one specimen, 290 mm. long; from Fishery Experiment Station, Shiogama.
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167.

ERNOGRAMMUS HEXAGRAMMUS

Matsiishiiuii HiU", one specimen, 128

ment

mm.

(

Temminck and

long-;

Schlegel).

from Fisheiy Experi

Station, Shiogama.
168.

DICTYOSOMA BURGERI Van

der Hoeven.

KAMISORI (RAZOR-FISH).

Hamashima, Ma}' IS, 1902, three .specimens, 110 to 187 mm. long,
from a depth of 2 to 3 fathoms; from Hamashina Fishery Station.
P^imily
169.

AMMODYTID.E.

EMBOLICHTHYS MITSUKURII

(Jordan and Evermann).

OKIAYU,

Kochi,

May

one specimen, 175 nnn. long.

7,

The

tled; opercular i-egion purplish.

more

strongly- than in -Jordan

reported from Japan.

Rare

Bod}- l)ro\vnish mot-

tip of the

and Evermann's

lower jaw projects

tigure.

Not previously

at Kochi.

Family GADIDiE.

-

CODS.
170.

LOTELLA PHYCIS

(Temminck and

Matsushima Hay, one specimen, 220 mm.
ment Station, Shiogama.
171.

long;

PHYSICULUS JAPONICUS

Kagoshima, June 13 and

16,

Family

Schlegel).

from Fishery Experi-

Hilgendorf.

two specimens. 180 and 197 mm.

long.

MACROUKID.F.
GRENADIERS.

172.

Head

CCELORHYNCHUS JORDANI

4.5;

depth

(j.5

Smith and Pope, new species.

in length of body, 1.4 in length of head; snout

2.8 in head; eye equals snout; interorbital 4.5; scales in lateral line

about 100; series of scales between

dor.sal spine

and origin of anal

20;

9-90; anal 90; ventrals 7; pectorals 17.
Snout short, obtuse, moderately depressed, transversely convex, its
greatest width opposite front of orbit a])out equal to longitudinal

dorsal

11,

diameter of eye, its extremit}' not sharply pointed; antero-lateral portions of snout with naked translucent areas; vertical diameter of orbit
contained 1.4 times in longitudinal diameter; posterior nostril vertically elongate but not crescentic, anterior about 0.5 its length; ridges
of head distinct; snout with a median dorsal ridge extending from its
extremity to a vertical drawn through anterior margin of e^e; a low
curved ridge anterior to nostrils which, passing upward and posteriorly,
joins an orbital ridge at its bifurcation aj^ upper rim of eye, the upper
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branch running- along- top of head and occiput, the lower along upper
rim and posteriorly to edge of opercle; mouth U-shaped, the
upper lip about opposite a \'ertical through edge of orbit, the angle of
the mouth extending to or beyond pupil; barbel short, not as long as
orbital

diameter of pupil; teeth villiform; preopercular angle produced back
ward, rounded, and serrated; gill-membranes forming a wide free fold
across isthmus; lateral line following the dorsal contour; scales with

and rather large, i series between dorsal spine and
on the breast and ventral portions with but 8 or 9
rows of spines, the rows on body scales but slightly diverg^ent and posteriorly becoming parallel; scales on opercles with 7 strongly divergent rows of spines; ventral surface of head and gill-membranes naked;
first dorsal s])ine minute, the second long and smooth, its length equal
8 to 14 spiny ridges

lateral line; scales

s^''^?^*^

C^€k^^-^^.

Fig.

to distance

11.

— CcELORHYNCHVS

from origin of

lin to

.70RDAXI.

(From the

type.)

anterior margin of eye; dorsal rays

successively shorter; pectoral ]X)inted, nearly 0.5 length of head; ventrals,

excluding filamentous

first

ray, just reach to anal.

Color in

alcohol light greenish; ])reast. branch iostegal mtMubranes and throat
finely dotted

with ]>lack and purple; gill-cavity })urple, mouth and

nostrils colorless.

In general appearance this species approaches C. hisJiinoiiyel Jordan
and Snyder,^' liut may l)e distinguished from that form by the longer
snout, by the smaller number of spinigerous ridges on the scales, and
by other sharply defined chai'acters given above.
Described from a specimen 170 mm. long, collected at Kagoshima,
June 16, bv H. M. Smith.
«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1901, p. 376, pi. xx.
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—Cat.

No. 55609, U.8.N.M.

Type.-

obtained from the same locality June

140

mm.

len^-th, respectively'.

in

Three other specimens were
these measured 130, 135, and

li^;

We

David Starr Jordan
studies of the Japanese tish fauna.
for Dr.

species

vol. xxxi.

take pleasure in naminj;- this

recognition

in

of

his

prolific

Fam ily PL V. U RON ECTID.^.
FLOUNDERS.
173.

PSEUDORHOMBUS CINNAMOMEUS

(Temminck and

Schlegel).

KAREI,

Kochi,

May

174.

Kochi,

one specimen, 255

7,

mm.

lono-.

PSEUDORHOMBUS PENTOPHTHALMUS

May

11,

one specimen, 175 nun. long.

PLEURONICHTHYS CORNUTUS

175.

Kagoshima and Yamagawa, June
120, 128,

and 195

Giinther.

mm.

(

Temminck and
and

12, 14,

16,

Schlegel).

three specimens,

long.

LAMBDOPSETTA"

Smith and Pope,

new genus

(Pleuronectidas).

Body sinistral, elongate, thin, the dorsal and ventral outlines similar;
both sides of ])ody and head covered with tine cycloid scales; lateral
line with a small acute arch beginning over branchial slit; mouth small,
straight, oblique; fine teeth on l)lind side of jaws; eyes close together,
separated by a high, naked ridge; gill-rakers small, triangular and
few; dorsal fin beginning over anterior margin of eye, the 2 anterior
rays separated from other; pectoral fins present on both sides; ventrals
large and close to anal; ventral of left side with 6 rays, inserted on
median ridge, that of right side smaller but with 7 rays, inserted on
underside of body.

This genus resembles Arnoglonsus^ but differs from

it

principally in

the short rudimentary gill-rakers, the length of the maxillar}^, and

fin

from Monolcue^ a nearly related genus, in the
presence of 2 pectoral fins and of cycloid scales on both sides of body.
Type of genvs. Lamhdopseftn I'tfaJiane.
characters.

It diflers

—

176.

Head

LAMBDOPSETTA KITAHAR/E

Smith and Pope, new species.

5.75 in length; depth 2.87; eye in head 2.5; pectoral of eyed
1.(5; scales in lateral line 100; dorsal

side 1.4 in head, of blind side

103; anal 76.

Body very thin and elongated; anterior dorsal profile but slightly
stronger than that of lower; caudal peduncle equals diameter of eye;
head very short; eyes narrowly separated b}^ a high naked ridge, the
« Lambdopsetta,

from the A-^haped beud

in the lateral line.
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lower one .slightly in advance; interoii)ital ridge ))eginning as an

ele-

vated ridg-e at the middle of the anterior margin of the lower eye,
continued ])ackward and upward along kjwer marg-in of the upper eye

end of

to the anterior

together

mouth

in

lateral

angle formed

l)y

line; nostrils

short and tubular, close

the union of anterior margins of orbit;

small, straight. ol)lique; maxillary reaching a little past front

of lower eye; a

curved bony preopercular ridge; posterior end of

mandil)h' forming a salient angle; teeth very tine and sharp, on ])lind

and widely separated,
on lower limb of arch and rudimentary ones on upper; dorsal

side of jaws; gill-rakers few, triangular, minute,
5 or
fin

])eginning opposite anterior margin of upper eye, the

separated from the rest of the

by a space equal

first

two rays

diameter of
these rays, the first 0.66 length of second; longest dorsal rays contained
1.33 times in head; pectoral of eyed side sharp-pointed, as long as
longest dorsal ray>^ and 0.33 longer than that of blind side: caudal
/

Fi<;.

broadly rounded,

fin

to the

/ /jM//U4iQ^^U^y//^

12.— Lambdupsetta kitahar.k.

its

median rays

(From the

type.)

scaled; ventrals separate, the sinis-

side, its base

the dextralconbut half length of

that of its fellow; anal fin similar to the dorsal;

lateral line well

tral

one of 6 long rays, upon the median ventral

sisting of 7 rays,

pushed upon blind

line,

developed, with a short, strong, angular arch above pectoral and continuing to the base of the caudal and upon the middle ra3\s of the tin;

smooth and with a deep emargination, the tube
body
smooth, cycloid, and ver}" deciduous on both sides.
scales of lateral line

straight and extending nearlv across the entire s>cale; scales of

Color in alcohol greenish yellow, the blind side with a decidedly
fins of blind side colorless, all other

greenish hue; pectoral and ventral
fins blackish.

A

single specimen, 137

mm.

long,

by H. M. Smith.
Type.— C^t. No. 55612, U.S.N.M.

16, 1903,

from Kagoshima,

collected

June
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This species
rial

named for Dr.

is

Fisheries Bureau, in

vol. xxxi.

T. Kitahara, zoologist of the Impeof his studies of the Japanese

recotiiiitioii

tiounders.

Family 8()LEID.F.
SOLES.
177.

Kagoshima,

SOLEA HARTZFELDII

rluiie 1(>.

178.

one specimen.

Yamagawa, June 14 and

10,

Bleeker)

mm.

ASERRAGGODES KOBENSIS
USHINOSHITA

No

Ilio

(

1

lony.

Steindachner).

(Susakii.

two specimens, 75 and

IH)

mm.

long.

descriptions of this genus refer to the presence of tentacles on

chin and snout and al)out the tubular nostrils on eyed side, which are

conspicuous

in these

examples.

A third

specimen, TO nuu. long, from

from the foregoing in the entire absence of
Susaki, May
tentacles, in having somewhat fewer dorsal and anal rays, and in having the J)ody luarked with a few small scattered black spots inclined
8, differs

to foriu al)out 4 vertical lines of about o spots each.
179.

ZEBRIAS ZEBRINA Temminck
(

and Schlegel).

Kagoshima, June It;, one specimen, 175 mm. long, from a depth
Abundant.

of

8U fathoms.

180.

Kagoshima, June
181.

12,

ZEBRIAS SMITHII
one specimen, 115

SCOOPS GRANDISQUAMA
BETAGARE

Susaki,

June

16,

(

Regan.

mm.

long.

Temminck and

Schlegel).

(Susakii.

Ma}" 8, one specimen. 82 mm. long; rare.
three specimens, 78 to 90 mm. long; shore.
182.

May

CYNOGLOSSUS QUADRILINEATUS

Yamagawa,

(Bleeker).

one specimen, 200 nun. long; Urado, Ma}' 10, one
long.
These specimens agree very well with
BleekeFs description and figure, having 2 lateral lines on each side
and a black smudge on the opercle; depth, 4; head, 5; dorsal, 112;
anal, 90; scales, about 100 to division of lateral line.
Koclii,

specimen,

11,

mm.

90

183.

CYNOGLOSSUc> INTERRUPTUS
USHINOSHITA

Giinther.

(Kochi).

Kochi, May 7, one specimen, 110 nun. long; Kagoshima, June 12,
one specimen, 92 mm. long.
184.

Kochi,

May

11,

ARELISCUS JOYNERI

(Giinther).

one specimen, 180 nun. long.
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LOPHIID^.

ANGLERS.
185.

LOPHIOMUS LITULON Jordan.

Kag"oshima, June 16, one .specimen, iTo

mm.

long.

Family ANTENNARIID.F].
FROGFISHES.
186.

Susaki,

June

ANTENNARIUS TRIDENS

May

10, three
Proc. N.

M.

(

Temminck and

Schlegell.

8, two specimens, 27 and 29 nnn. long; Yamagawa,
specimens, 40, lo, and 5<> nun. long.
vol.

xxxi— 06

33

A NEW COSTA RICAN AMPHIPOD.
By Thomas

R. R. Stebbing,

Fellow of the Royal Society.

on its own account b}^ reason of the permale sex, and it makes a further
claim to attention )\y apparently throwing light on Fritz Miiller's imSince Miiller made no menperfectly described Orchestra darwlnii.
tion of the female, it remained doubtful whether his species belonged
to OreJiistht or to Talorchextla^ and a comparison of its second gnathopods with those of Talorchestia deshayesii{KvidiO\xm)g2iyQ some support
to the suspicion that it really belonged to the latter genus.
Now, however, its close affinity with the new species from Costa Rica makes its
position in Orchcxf/a by far the more probable hypothesis.
A comparison of Midler's figures of two forms of the second gnathopod in the male"
with the figures and description of that limb here given, wdiile showing
the points of agreement between the two species, will also make clear
their very definite distinctness.
It may be remarked in passing that the separation of TaJorcJie^tla^
Dana, from Nicolet's Orchestoldea^ rests on a rather nai-row foundation.
In the former genus the first gnathopod of the male must be
su])chelate, in the latter it nmst be simple.
But there are subtle gradations, and in consequence a difl^'erence of opinion sometimes arises as
to whether the ditference in nature is present or absent.
It is not
necessary here to argue the point.
This new species

interesting-

is

fectly chelate second g-nathopods in the

Family TALITKID.E.

ORCHESTIA COSTARICANA,

new

species.

Plate XI.

The new

(Jcchefitta is

of slender structure, strongly compressed, with

a shining surface.

The second and

hind angles a

produced

side plate

is

little

as
«

third side plates have the lower

l)aclvward.

deep as the plate preceding

The front lobe of the fifth
it.
The quadrate postero-

Facts for Darwin, translated by Dallas, 1869, p. 26.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.
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lateral angles of the second

voi,.

xxxi.

and third pleon segments are minutely

produced.

The eyes are dark,

irregular)}" rounded, the interval

between them

than the diameter of the eye and in large specimens reduced to
The first antenna? do not reach the end of the
a very narrow space.
penultimate joint of the peduncle of the second pair. The}^ have a
five-jointed flagellum subequal in length to the peduncle, of which the
first and second joints are subequal, broader but not much longer than
The second antennte are slender, with a fiagellum of about
the third.
less

twenty

joints, nearly as

long as the peduncle, in which the

last joint is

considerably longer than the penultimate, more sointhemalethanin the
The mouth parts are on the whole all of the character usual
female.
In the first maxillse no palp could be detected, but in the
female a microscopic notch was seen in the position proper to the base

in the genus.

of the palp.

Fui.

The

first

1.

Orchestia oostaricana, male.

gnathopod of the male has a small pellucid prominence on

the fourth joint distally, and the inner margin of the fifth and sixth
joints boldly produced, the distal projection of the sixth

much narrower

but extending beyond the little spinule-fringed
palm, which is matched by the small acute finger. In the female this
limb is dift'erently constructed, with a narrower second joint and no

than that of the

fifth,

pellucid ])ulbous prominences.

As

in the

The

male, the

fifth joint is con-

narrow, fringed on both
margins with spines, and expands slightly to a small concave palm,
beyond which the small curved finger extends.
The second gnathopod of the male has a long, slender second joint,
having on the proximal part of the front margin two little tubercles
near together, equal or very unequal. Tlie third joint is short, with a
distal projection in front, the fourth, joint of about the same length,
siderably longer than the sixth.

latter

is

NO. 1490.

A
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the fifth apparently quite coalesced with the .sixth

and consisting of a
narrow triangular piece h^ing- alongside the oblong fourth joint. The
sixth joint proper has an oblong trunk about twice as long as broad,
with the hind margin distally produced into a slender nearly straight
thumb about two-thirds the length of the trunk. The finger, somewhat stronger than the thumb, when closed overlaps the pointed apex
of the thumb with its own curved and ])lunt apex, and brings its
bulging middle part into contact with the spinulose distal half of the
thuml), leaving an irregularly oval gap between the proximal confronting edges of this true chela.

It will

be noticed in the enlarged

gnathopod of Orchestia darvHnii that the pro^wrtions and outline of the trunk are quite different from those of the
present species, and also that the finger in closing upon the thumb
there presents an arrangement which is scarcely more than subchelate.
The second gnathopod of the female is not exceptional. The fourth
figures of the second

Fig.

2.

Orchestia costaricana, female.

joint has a pellucid boss, the fifth a similar

free hind margin,

and the sixth

is

median projection of the

broadly produced beyond the exceed-

ingly small chela-forming finger of this delicate structure.
The pera3opods in both sexes are slender, the first longer than the second,
of which the finger is not constricted; the third much shorter than the
fourth; and the fourth than the fifth.
The second joint of the third
pera?opod is rather narrowly ov^al; that of the fourth larger but similar;
that of the fifth again larger, but also much broader proximally than
distally, with the lower margin .straight.
In this pair and to a less
degree in the third and fourth pairs the sixth joint is considerably longer
than either of the two preceding joints. The branchia? are of the

usual slender character, sofne of

them lobulate.
The pleopods are very narrow. The first uropods have the rami

nearly equal to the peduncle.
In the much shorter second uropods
the rami are equal one to the othei' and to the peduncle.
The third
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iiropods have a very short

stouter peduncle.

Lemjth.

The

ramus on

telson

a

is slig'htly

vol.xxxi.

somewhat lonoer and miuh
bilobed.

— The hirgest males and females are about U mm.

long.

— Numerous

specimens were collected by Prof. J. F.
Tristan and. Prof. P. Biolley in January, 190«5, at Boca Jesus Maria,
Costa Rica, on mangroves in the nuid under trunks of trees.
Cotypes.—Odi. No. 32688, U.S.N.M.
Ilahltat.

The

specific

name

refers to the place of capture.

p:XPLANATrON OF PLATE XL
Upper antenna of female, lower antenna of male.
a. i. male.
male; gn, 1, 2, female. First and second trnathopods of male and female,
with portions of the same more highly magnitied.
Parts of second and fourth and wliolc df fifth pencopods of
prp. 2, 4, 5, male.
a.

female,

s.

gn.

L

2,

male.
nr.

1, 2,

male;

ur. 8,

of female, the last also

female.
First and second nropods
more highly magnitied.

of male,

and third uropod

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXXI

Orchestia costaricana.
plate see page 504.
For explanation of

PL. XI

FISHES COLLECTED IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS BY
MAJ. EDGAR A. MEARNS, SURGEON, U. S. ARMY.

By Barton W. Evermann,
Curator, Diiisiun

<>f

Fishes,

AND

Alyin Seale,
Of Palo

While stationed

Alto, California.

the Philippines during- 1904, Maj. Edgar A.
Arnit,
made a small collection of tishes, chiefly
S.

in

Mearns, surgeon, U.
at Manila.

The

collection contains 17 specimens (representing 9 species)

from

Manila, 4 specimens (8 species) from Jolo, Sulu Archipelago, 2 specimens (1 species) from Siassi, Siassi Island, and 10 specimens (4 species)

Zamboanga, Mindanao Island; the total number
by 33 specimens.
The collection, though small, is of interest in that it contains three
new species and that no specimens had been previously obtained from
Jolo, Siassi, or Zamboanga.
The types of the new species and a series of specimens of all the
from Caldera Bay

at

of species being' 17, represented

other species are deposited in the U. S. National

Family
I.

Museum.

CHANID^.

CHANOS CHANOS

(Forskai).

Mugil chanos FoRSKAL, Desc. Aiiini., p. 74, 1875, Red Sea.
Chanos chanos, Jordan and Evermaxx, Fishes Hawaiian Islands in Bull. U.
Fish Comm., XXIII, 1903 (1905), Pt. 1, p. 56, fig. 10.

S.

length (not including opercular membrane); depth 4
interorbital 3; D. II, l-t; A. I, 9
scales 85 to end of caudal vertebra'; membranes entirely united across
istlnnus; gillrakers very tine and crowded together, more than 100

Head 3.75

eye 3.50 in

in

head; snout 3.85;

on lower limb, their length 1.25 in pupil; no pharyngeal teeth; origin
of dorsal midway between tip of snout and caudal; origin of ventral
Proceedings U.S. National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1491.
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midway between base

of caudal and posterior

maryin of

Color

eye.

in spirits, silvery.

One

from Manila, Cat.

speciiTKMi

No. 55602,

U.S.N.M.; length

5.55 inch(^s.

Family

HYPORHAMPHUS QUOYI

2.

Hemirami>hus
26,

p.

CCL,

Head

IIEMIRAMPHID.E.

(jvoyi

New

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Cuvier and Valenciennes,

Guinea.

— GttNTHER,

Cat.,

V,

Higt. Nat. Poiss.,

262.— Bleeker,

p.

XIX,

1846,

Atlas, VI, pi.

fig. ;i

(to tip of

upper jaw) 4.20

in leng-th;

depth S.75; lower jaw

be3"ond tip of upper, 6.25 in lenoth without caudal; D. 15; A. 15;
interorbital 4 in head; snout H; width of uj)per jaw greater than its
length; origin of dorsal directly above origin of anal; origin of ven-

midway ])etween base of caudal and middle of eye.
Color in spirits, silver^-, a l)lue line on side; three narrow dusky
lines on ])ack.
One specimen from Manila, Cat. No.- 55604, U.S.N.M.; length
trals

4 inches.

FAMILY MUGILID.^l
3.

MugiJ

Head

f^nvdcuii'iniix

MUGIL SUNDANENSIS

Bleeker, Sumatra,

Bleeker.

(tunther, Cat., Ill,

II, 1S.^3.

p. 425.

4.20 in length; depth 4.20; eye H.50 in head; free portion of

eye 5.20; snout

6; interorbital 2.50;

D. IV,

!);

A.

9; scales

2J>

to end

of caudal vertebrs^?; adipose eyelid strongly developed; caudal emar-

midway between tip of snout and end of caudal
midway between end of caudal vertebra and
being somewhat in advance of origin of soft dorsal;

ginate; origin of dorsal

vertebrse; origin of anal

origin of ventrals,

pectoral 1.50 in head.

Color

in spirits,

dusky spot
middle of

browinsh; dorsal and anal with wash of dusky; no
dusky area or stripe along

at axil of pectoral; an indistinct

side.

Three specimens from Manila, Cat. No. 55,606, U.S.N.M.

;

length

4.50 to 6 inches.
4.

Mncj'd froscJieiii

LIZA TROSCHELII

(Bleeker).

Bleeker, Nat. Tijdschr. Ned. Ind., XVI,

p. 277.

—GttNTUER, Cat.,

Ill, p. 448.

Head

3.75 in length;

depth 3.75; eye 3.75

in

head; snout 5.50;

interorbital 2.20; D. IV, 9; A. HI, 9; scales 34 to end of caudal ver-

no adipose eyelid; caudal emarginate; origin of dorsal slightly
nearer end of caudal vertebriv than to tip of snout; origin of anal

tebrae;
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nearer end of caudal vertebrae than to origin of ventrals, being under
origin of soft dorsal: pectoral about eciual to length of head.

Color in spirits, yellowish ])rown; soft dorsal and anal with slight
wash of dusk}'; a distinct black spot at upper axil of pectoral.

Five specimens from Manila; length 3.20 to 5.75 inches.

,.-"^3^

Fig.

Liza trcschelii.

1.

FAMILY OPHICEPHALID^.
5.

Ophicephalus

OPHICEPHALUS STRIATUS
Bhocn, Ichth., VII,

striaf us

Ophiocepliahis sfrintus,

Head

Gunther,

Cat., Ill, p. 474, 1861.

depth 5.50; eye 8

3 in length;

Bloch.

p. 141, 1793, MalaV)ar.

in

head; snout 5.35; interobital

4.10; D. 40; A. 26; scales 5-5-J— 7; scales on head large.

Color

in spirits,

brown dots or

brown;

spots,

brown, except ventrals and

brown

bell}"

a brown

yellowish white with a few scattered
line

back from angle of mouth; fins
which are yellowish, with

tip of pectoral,

dots.

Two

specimens from Siassi, Siassi Island; length 4 and 8.75 inches
and 100).

(Field Nos. 98

Family

LUTIANID.E.

TERAPON JARBUA

6.

Scixna jarhna FoiiSKAh, Desc. Anini., p.
Therapon servus, Guxthkr, Cat., I, 1859,

Theraponjarbua, D.\y, Fishes India,

Head
10;

50.
p. 278.

p. 69, pi. xviii,

tii;.

4.

eye 3.30 in head; snout 3.20; D. XII,
margin of preopercle toothed, the teeth
angle; a strong spine from posterior margin of opercle; pre-

3 in length;

A. Ill,

larger at

(Forskal).

depth

9; scales

3;

85;

orbital denticulate; caudal emarginate.

with three dai'k longitudinal
which are concave to the dorsal surface; caudal with oblique
dark bands; dorsal with dusky blotch.
Three specimens from Manila, Cat. No. 55605, U.8.N.M.; length
Color in

spirits,

stripes,

2.50 to 3.75 inches.

yellowish white,
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Family

HAMULI D.E.

POMADASIS ARGENTEUM

7.

(Forskal).

ScLrna argentea Forskal, De^cr. Aiiiiii., p. 51.
Pristipoma argniteum, Cuvier and Vaienciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Y,
GiTNTHER, Cat., I, p. 291. Day, Fislies India, p. 79, pi. viii, fig. 3.

Head

85 in

2.

p. 249.

depth 2.75; eye 3.20 in head; snout 3.20;
HI, 8; scales -ii); preopercle strongly

leng-tli;

interorbital 4.20; D. XII, 13; A.

two

denticulate; opercle Avith

flat

spines.

yellowish white; numerous narrow dusky rows of
brown dots on upper half of body.

Color

in spirits,

One specimen from Manila,

Cat. No. 55(501,

U.S.N.M.

;

length 8

inches.
8.

Diagramma

PLECTORHYNCHUS CRASSISPINUS
rras»ispinum Ruppell, N.

Fishes India,

Head

p. 78, pi.

xx,

W.

(

Riippell)

Fische, p. 125, pi. xxx,

fig. 4.

Day,

fig. 4.

2.55 in length; depth 2.10; eye 3.T5 in head; snout 3; inter-

XIV, 16; A. HI, 7; pores about 53 in lateral line to
end of caudal vertebrte; head scaled; preopercle denticulate; opercle
with two flat spines; second anal spine long and strong, 2 in head;
caudal rounded; teeth in jaws, none on vomer or palatines.
Color in spirits, dusky grajish; caudal white; anal, ventrals, and
soft dorsal black, the soft dorsal and anal with narrow margins of
orbital 4.1; D.

white.

One specimen from Manila,

Cat. No. 55603,

U.S.N.M.; length

2.1

inches.

Family
9.

Lethrinus
Cat.,

Head

LETHRINUS MAHSENOIDES

rnah><e)ioi(lrs
I,

]).

SPARID^.
Bleeker.

Bleeker, Yerh. Bat. Gen., XXIII, 8par.,

p. 15.

—GtJNTHER,

464.

depth 2.50; eye 3.75 in head; snout 1.65;
D. X, 9; A. HI, 8; scales 6-48-15;
teeth in a single row, the 4 anterior canines of each jaw rather large,
4 molar teeth of upper jaw bicuspid; a single l)icuspid molar in lower
jaw, the remaining teeth rounded or conical; lips thick; caudal
forked; v^entrals extending past vent.
Color in spirits, grayish with slight tint of green; the center of
scales yellowish; dorsal slightly clouded with dusky; tip of caudal
dusky; axil of pectoral dusky; otherwise fins without markings.
One specimen 10 inches long from Jolo, 8ulu Archipelago.
2.90 in length;

interorbital 3; preorbital 2.50;
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lo.

Lethrinus

mmm'i Bleeker,
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Bleeker.

Nat. Tijds. Ned. Ind., IX, 1855,

p.

435.

Gunthkr,

Cat., I, p. 455.

Head

'2.90 in

length; depth 3; eye 4 in head; snout 1.90; preorbital
X, 9; A. Ill, 8; scales 6-49-14; teeth in

2.50; intevorbital 3.20; D.

upper canines of upper jaw largest, curved; 6 flat
on lower limb.
Color in spirits, dirt}" grayish, with about 6 dusky bands over back
more narrow than interspaces; dorsal, caudal, and anal slightly clouded
with dusky; other flns yellowish; some indistinct dusky bars on body,
single row, the 4

gillrakers

alternating with the bands over back.

One specimen from

Jolo, 9 inches long.

ACANTHURID.E.

Family
II.

HEPATUS MATOIDES

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Acanthurus matoides Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p.
150, Oualan.
Acanthurus annularis Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p.
153, He de France.
Acanthurus blochii Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 153,

He de
Hepatus

France.

inatoidcs,

Jordan and Evermann,

Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm., XXIII,

1903

(1905), p. 387 (Honolulu).

Head

3.45 in length; depth 1.78; e3'e 4.50 in head; snout 1.35; inter-

orbital 2.75; D.

IX, 25; A.

Ill, 26; teeth

flat,

crenulate; spines on side

of caudal peduncle small, equal to two-thirds of eye; caudal lunate.

Color in spirits, uniform black, without lines; fins luiiform black
without lines, except pectoral, which is bright 3^ellow on distal half
of

tin.

Another specimen, probably the young of

this species, has the fol-

lowing characters:

Head

3 in length; depth 1.75; eye 2.75 in head; snout 1.75; inter

D. IX, 24; A.

on caudal peduncle small,
with
long
low curve, becoming
about one-half of eye; lateral line
a
orbital 2.75;

Ill, 24; spines

straight under posterior part of soft dorsal; teeth

flat,

crenulate.

Color in spirits, uniform black; pectoral yellow, the caudal with a
slight trace of whitish at base.

One specimen
long from Jolo.

1.75 inches long

from Zamboanga and one 8.75 inches
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Family
12.

Cottiii^

PLATYCEPHALID.E.

PLATYCEPHALUS INSIDIATOR

inKididtor YoK»Kk\j, Descr. Aniiii., p. 25, 1775,

P/dli/replKiliis iiixiilidtor,

GuNTHEK,

Cat.,

n,

(ForskSl).

Red

Sea.

p. 175, 1860.
*

Head

3.20 in leng-th; depth 11; width of head at opercle 1.50 in

its

length; eye 6.5 in head; snout 3.75; interorbital 8; D. VII, 12; A. 13;
scales about 76; lateral line unarmed; two spines at an^le of preopercle, their length 1.50 in e3^e; interorbital concave, scaled; spines
of head inconspicuous.

Color

in spirits,

brownish above, with indistinct dusky

l)lotches or

mottlings; white below.

One specimen from Manila,

Cat. No. 55599, U.S.N. M.; length 7.50

inches.

Family
13.

TETRAODONTID.E.

CANTHIGASTER COMPRESSUS

(Proce).

Tclraodon cornpressnx Proce, Bull. Soc. Pliilum., 1822, p. 130.

Teiraodon

Head

striolatns,

Gunther,

Cat., YIII,

]>.

80-4.

2.45 in length; depth 2.10; eye 2.75 in head; snout 2; inter-

1). !); A. 8; nostrils in shallow tube; caudal rounded.
Color in spirits, grayish; bluish above with blue lines from eye and
on head; a large black ocellus at base of dorsal fin; fins 3'ellowish;
caudal with whitish band.
One small specimen from Zaniboanga, Mindanao; length inch.

orbital 3;

1

14.

TETRAODON IMMACULATUS

Tetruudon iiiimaculatut<
pi.

cLxxxiii,

Bloch and Schneider.

Bloch and ycuNEiDEu, p. 507. Day, Fishen
Gunther, Cat., VIII, p. 291.

India, p. 704,

fig. 4.

One specimen from Manila,

Cat. No. 55600,

U.S.N.M.; length 4.80

inches.

This specimen belongs tc) variety A of Giinther's Catalog'ue (VIIJ,
p. 292), the body without bands or spots, the upper posterior portion
with a slight tint of dusky; posterior part of caudal dusky; fins
rounded; D. 1(»; A. ;>; head 2.75 in length; eye 4 in head; snout 2.10;
interorbital convex equal to snout; length of caudal equal to its distance from origin of dorsal; body spinate, except on snout and posterior portion.

Family GOBIID.FI
15.

MAPO MEARNSI

Evermann and

Scale,

new

species.

Head 3.30 in length; depth 5; width of head much greater than its
depth, which is l.SOin its length; cheeks prominent; D. VI, 10; A. 9;
scales 38, about 10 in vertical series; head without scales except on the
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crown; eye -i in head; snout 4; interorbital about equal to pupil;
about 14 of the upper pectoral rays detached and silky; tongue emaroinate, free anteriorly; teeth small, in .several rows.
Color in spirits, greenish or grayish; some very indistinct dusky
markings on middle line of side; no white dots; dorsal blotched with
dusky; a dusky blotch on posterior

Fig.

Two

2.

p.irt of s|)in()us dorsal.

— M.po

mearn?i.

specimens, the type, Cat. No. 55624:, U.S.N.M., a specimen 2.5
from Zamboanga, Mindanao, and a cotype. No. 1495,

inches long,

Bureau of Fisheries, a specimen 1.55 inches long, from same place.
We take pleasure in naming this interesting species for Dr. Edgar
A. Mearns, U. 8. Army, who collected the type.
i6.

Head

8.

GOBIUS CALDERiE Evermann

and Scale, new species.

75 in length; depth 5.20; eye 4 in head; snout 3.50; inter-

A. 10; scales 26, i> in vertical series;
tongue adnate, merely truncate scarcely, if at all. emarginate; width
orbital equal to pupil; D. VI, 11;

Fig.

3.

— GOBU'.S

CALDER.E.

of head 1.20 in its length; depth of iiead 1.75; teeth in jaws in several

body tirmly scaled; head naked, except on nuchal region; caurounded; ventral stout, disk-lil<;e.
Color in spirits, yellowish with tint of green; about 6 longitudinal
black bands on side, the 2 lower ones l)roken up with about 8 black
spots; cheek with dark lines, 2 of which extend into the yellow colorseries;

dal
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ing on underpaid of head; no white dots on bod}^;

fins with dark dotted
very indistinctly marked with dusky; no
rows of wart-like mueons pores on cheek. Each of the specimens has
a dark spot on center of base of ventrals.
Similar to G. oniatnK^ but with more robust body and ])lunter head.

lines; ventral dusk}-; anal

The markings are also slightly different.
Four specimens from Caldera Ba}', Zamboanga, Mindanao; length
2.10 to 2.75 inches.

Type.—Q?it. No. 5362.5, U.S.N.M.; length 2.50 inches.

Family BLENNIID.E.
17.

SALARIAS ZAMBOANG.1E Evermann

Headl.Jt

and Scale, new species.

depth 5.25; eye 4 in head; 1). XII, 21; A. Ill,
22; lateral line short, ending under posterior third of dorsal; a distinct nuchal crest present; a fringed tentacle over eye; a small bifid
tentacle at nostril; no nuchal tentacle; no posterior canine; dorsal fin
slightl}^ incised; anal connected by membrane to base of caudal ra3's.
in length;

/4i7l
Fig. 4.— Salarias

Color

in spirits,

zamboanga.

bluish olivaceous on back and side;

underparts

paler; about 7 ))road double dark purplish bands over back and

down

middle and lower part of side posteriorly with two rows of small
roundish black spots; head bluish; dorsal fin black on submargin,
below which are short oblique white lines; lower half dark purplish
with a series of white blotches along base; anal dark edged, the basal
three-fourths lighter; caudal mottled with dark; pectoral and ventrals

side;

grayish.

This species

is

related to

S-.

melea<jriH^

from which

it

differs in the

absence of the white spots on side, the less incised dorsal fin, the union
of the dorsal fin with the caudal, and the absence of a nuchal tentacle.
Three specimens from ZamlK)anga, Mindanao; length 2.10 to 2.85
inches.

—

Type.
No. 55623, U.S.N.M., a specimen 2.85 inches long. Cotypes,
No. 10007, Stanford Universit}-; and No. 1196, Bureau of Fisheries.

:notes

on a newly mounted skeleton of MERYcoidodon," a fossil mammal.

By Charles W. Gilmore,
Of tlie Department of Geology.

During 1897, while engaged in field work for the U. S. Geological
Survey, Mr. N. H. Darton collected from the Oligocene deposits of
South Dakota a ver}- complete skeleton of the small Oreodont, Merycoidodon gracilis.

The portions found consist of a poorly preserved skull and jaws; the
column (articulated) from the atlas to the fourth caudal, one

vertebral

median caudal, twelve ribs of the right side and half of those of the
left, three segments of the anterior portion of the sternum; both
femora, both tiba?, right patella, articular portions of both scapulae,
both humeri (the left one lacking the distal end), proximal ends of
both ulna?, both radii (one lacking the distal portion); left scaphoid,
lunar,
tal

and unciform; second, third, and fourth

(latter lacking the dis-

end) metacarpals; several phalanges, including one ungual of the

same

foot; astragalus

and calcaneum of the right hind foot; a portion

of the h3^oid arch.

This specimen (Cat. No. 2455), which was freed from the matrix and
writer, has recentl}^ been placed on exhibition in the
U. S. National Museum.
(See Plate XII.) So far as the writer is

mounted by the
aware,

it

is

the

first

example of

this particular species to be

thus

exhibited.

The poorly preserved

and jaws of Cat. No. 2455 have been
more complete but somewhat

skull

replaced by the homologous parts of a

smaller individual. Cat. No. 136,

U.S.N.M.

The

latter elements are of

illustration

by

Mammalian Fauna

of

peculiar interest as having been the subjects of study

Dr. Joseph Leid}^ as early as 1869 in his Extinct

Dakota and Nebraska.*

The remainder

and

of the skeleton pertains to

«

Commonly known as Oreodon.

6

Jour, of the Acad, of Nat. Sci. (2), VII, 1869, p. 94, pi. vi, %,«. 2

See Hay, Bull. No. 179, U.

Proceedings U. S National Museum, Vol.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

34

_

S.

XXXI— No.

Geol. Surv.,

and

3.

1492.
513

p. 665.
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Cat. No. 2455, except those parts which

The

vol. xxxi.

were missing; these have been

have been restored
and hind foot of this species kindl}' placed at our disposal
by Dr. H. F. Osborn, of the American Museum of Natural Histor}',
New York City. The tail has been given the same number of caudals
as found in M. cuJhertsoni, a larger but closely allied species found in
The vertebral formula of the species,
in the same geological horizon.
as shown hy this specimen, is as follows: Seven cervicals, 14 dorsals,
The vestigial clavicle present
7 lumbars, 4 sacrals, and 19 ( ?) caudals.
in M. culherUoni and Agriochmrufi was not found with this specimen.
This species was characterized first in a verbal communication by
Doctor Leidy to the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia in
restored in plaster.

lacking- foot elements

after a fore

Oreodonts, the skull
show the animal
to be allied to the ruminants, but it had man}^ points of resemblance
The
to the pigs, and Leidy has spoken of them as " ruminating hogs.''
stout tusks indicate that, like the pigs, the animal was more disposed
1851.^*

It is the smallest representative of the

being about the size of that of the red fox.

The

teeth

run from its enemies.
Although the skulls and bones of the Oreodonts are among the most
frequent fossils found in the White River Bad Lands, their skeletons
to tight than to

are not better represented in the several

museums than many

of the

more rare forms.
Their remains have been found only in North America.
It seems quite probable, after a superficial examination of several
individuals in the collections of this

Museum,

that there

is

more than

one species of the small Oreodonts, and a careful study of a good series
would undoubtedly l»e rich in scientific results.
The skeleton as mounted is 27 inches (690 mm.) in length and stands
12i inches (820 mm.) high at the shoulder.
«Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

V. 1851, p. 289.
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NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF FISHES FROM PORT
ARTHUR, MANCHURIA, OBTAINED BY JAMES FRANCIS
ABBOTT.
By David Stark Jordan and Edwin Chapin
Of Stanford

Starks.

University, California.

During the summer of mo-i, Dr. James Francis Abbott, now of
Washing-ton University, St. Louis, Missouri, then professor in the
Japanese Naval Academy at Etajima, obtained a collection of fishes
from the harbor of Port Arthur, in Manchuria. The species in this
The specimens are
collection are enumerated in the present paper.
divided between the United States National Museum and the museum

The accompanying plates are the work of
Mr. William S. Atkinson.
The faima of Port Arthur is in general not very different from that
of the west coast of Japan, a few distinctively Chinese species being,
however, represented.
Five species in this collection seem to be new.
of Stanford University.

Family RAJID.E.
I.

One specimen,

RAJA MEERDERVOORTI

Bleeker.

a mature male.
2.

RAJA KENOJEI

Miiller

and Henle.

Three specimens.

Family
3.

CLUPEID.F.

HARENGULA ZUNASI

Several specimens preserved.

among specimens

of the

same

size,

(Bleeker).

The depth is rather variable even
running from 3 to 3i in the length

Giinther describes the depth as being equal to the
In our specimens the length of the head is contained from li to If in the depth, agreeing very well with the plate
published by Schlegel.« Bleeker describes the type as having teeth

to base of caudal.

length of the head.

on the palatine, but Giinther later examining the same specimen
«

Fauna Japonica,

Proceedings U.

S.

pi. cvii, fig. 1.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1493.
515
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reports the palatine teeth absent.

There

however,

are,

the palatine, which are scarcel}^ visible until the

vol. xxxi.

fine teeth

mouth

on

parts have

been dried.

ENGRAULID^.

Family
4.

COILIA NASUS

Schlegel.

About 100 specimens are in the collection. These agree verv well
with the plate of this species published b}' Schlegel. Anal ra3\s, 80 to
82; spine bearing scutes on ventral region, 42 to 43; scales, 60 to 63;
scales in front of dorsal on the median line, 11 to 13; distance from
tips of

snout to front of dorsal, 2f to 3 times; combined length of e\'e
In the last character
in postorbital part of head, 1^.

and snout

Schlegel's plate agrees better with 0. ectenes.
5.

COILIA ECTENES

Jordan and Scale.

among about a hundred of C. nasus. Coilia ectenes
from ColUa nasus and from other species in having more anal
This is probably a
rays.
It is described as having 123 anal rays.
misprint for 113 as the figure of the type shows but 115, and the sole
cotype has 106. Our Port Arthur specimens have from 96 to 106 anal
Six specimens,

differs

rays.

Giinther in his description of C. nasus"' evidently included this
Coilia ectenes differs further from C. nasus in

species with the other.

having 48 or 49 ventral scutes; 71 to 73 scales

in a lateral series; 18 to

20 scales before dorsal; the distance from tip of snout to occiput contained in distance from tip of snout to front of dorsal 3^ to 3| times;
and the combined length of eye and snout contained in postorbital
part of head If times.

Family SALANGID.F:.
6.

SALANX HYALOCRANIUS

Abbott.

One specimen.
Family
7.

EXOCCETID.E.

HEMIRAMPHUS

SAJORI

Schlegel.

One specimen.
Family

MUGIL CEPHALUS

8.

{Mugil (xur Foriskal)

MUGILID^.
Linnaeus.

.

One specimen.
Family
9.

A

STROMATEOIDID.E.

STROMATEOIDES CINEREUS

Depth, 1^ in length to
anterior lobe of dorsal, 4; lower caudal

single large specimen 28 cm. in length.

base of caudal; pectoral,
lobe, 2i;

upper

3;

(Bloeh).

lobe, 3|.
«Cat. Brit. Mus., VII,

p. 405.
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SERRANID^.

LATEOLABRAX JAPONICUS

10.

STARKS.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Several .small sj^ecimens collected, the largest 16 cm. in length.
differ from specimens from Japan in being generally darker and
having the spots on body larger and much more conspicuous. In
the Japanese specimens the spots are more scattered, comparatively
No other differences are
faint or sometimes almost wholly absent.
A large specimen from Port Arthur, 55 cm. long, has no
appreciable.

They
in

body but several rows of spots on the membrane of the
Specimens from Japan of
various sizes show this character to be variable, though the larger
specimens usually have the dorsal spots more numerous.
spots on the

dorsal (the small ones have 2 or 3 rows).

Family
u.

Head 3|
snout.
sal

SPARID^.

PAGRUS ARTHURIUS
in

Jordan and Starks, new species.

length to caudal base; depth 2^.

Eye

4 in head, 1| in

Snout 2i in head; interorbital space 3|; maxillary 2|.

rays, XII, 10; anal,

Upper

Dor-

III, 8; scales 57.

anterior profile

from front of dorsal

to tip of snout a

mod-

erate even curve with a scarcely distinguishable protuberance in front
of

e\'e.

Lower jaw

slightly included, its tip not square, but

rounded

Maxillary reaching to below front
of pupil.
Two large canines on each side of front of upper jaw; 3 on
lower, growing smaller anteriorh'; behind these a couple of rows of
very small conical teeth; a single molar on posterior end of lower jaw
to a blunt point at base of teeth.

which are 2 rows of similar teeth, giving place in front
behind canines; 7 teeth in the outer row,
the third from the front slightly longer and sharper than the others;
4 large molars on inner row with smaller molars in front, which pass
gradually into the small conical teeth; 7 molars in outer row on upper
jaw growing conical anteriorly and giving place abruptly to the small
conical teeth; 3 or 4 large molars on inner row posteriorly, changing
abruptly at about middle of side of jaw to very small teeth. Preorbital at end of maxillary equal in wddth to the vertical diameter of
•eye.
Gill rakers short and rather sharp posteriorly, the front ones
blunt; the longest equal to half diameter of pupil; 9 developed on
in front of

to the fine conical teeth

lower limb of arch.

Ten scales in an oblique series running downward and backward
from front of dorsal to lateral line; 16 in a series upward and forward
from front of anal. Seven rows of scales on cheek; the subopercle
and interopercle closely scaled; separated from the scales on cheek by
a broad naked margin on posterior part of preopercle.
Top of head
with line crowded scales to opposite front of eye.
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it

Fourth dorsal spine 2i in head; tip of third broken, but apparently
was shorter than fourth, the spines nowhere abruptly shorter

Soft dorsal rays shorter than the longest spines, but
longer than anal rays; second anal spine as long as third and al)out
equal to it in thickness; tip of pectoral reaching to opposite third anal

or longer.

spine.

Ventrals not reaching to vent. Caudal rather deeply forked;
spread, its edge is evenly concave, the depth of the curve

when widely

equal to the diameter of the eye.
Color in spirits, silvery with a few line points scattered over

it,

only slightly darker above; top of head and snout brown; a little red
color remains on breast, and it is probable that the species is red in life.

This species is related to Pagrus major (Schlegel) and Pagrus niber
Doderlein, having two rows of molars. It has a much smaller eye, a

Fig. 1.— Pagrus

arthurius.

longer snout, and a wider preorbital than the latter. Pagrus rnher is
described as having the eye contained 2| times in the head; the
snout 3; the width of the preorbital 1^ to If in the eye. Pagrus
arlkurius differs from Pagrus major in having a much larger eye, a
narrower preorbital, a shorter snout, the top of the head scaled to
front of eye and the caudal
Type.

more deeply forked.

— One specimen 34 cm. in length, No. 9880, Stanford University.
Family SCI.FNID.F.
12.

CORVULA ARGENTATA

Several specimens collected.

specimens

They are

(Houttuyn).
identical

with

in all essential characters.
13.

COLLICHTHYS FRAGILIS

About 35 specimens

collected.

Jordan and Scale.

Japanese
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Jordan and Starks, new species.

in length to base of caudal;

depth

snout 4i; maxillary If; interorbital space 2|.

3.

Eye

-ti

in

head;

Dorsal, IX, 24; anal,

II, 12.

Body somewhat shorter and deeper than in CoWcldhya fragilis.
Lower jaw projecting-, its lip entering upper profile of head; gape
very oblique, on an angle of about 45 degrees with axis of body.
Teeth on mandible larger, more curved and in fewer rows than in
On posterior part they are in a single row and
Collichthys fragilis.
in 2 rows in front (2 or 3 teeth at extreme tip in a third row); in the

they are in 2 rows posteriorly and in 3 or more rows in
Teeth on premaxillary not noticeably different in the two
in broader bands than on mandible; much smaller than man-

latter species

front.

species;

dicular teeth in ColllchtJtys nivtatus; little

FiG.

thys fragilis.

No

2.

teeth on

if anj^

smaller in Collich-

Collichthys niveatus.

vomer or

palatines.

slipping under preorbital for its full length;

its

Maxillary wide and
posterior end reaches

Anterior end of premaxillary on a level with middle of eye.
Top of head, sides of head very
cavernous, covered with thin naked skin leaving the sharp angles of
the bones more or less projecting.
A sharp bou}' crest at occiput
ending before and behind in a short spine, the anterior spine the
longer and sharper.
Between the spines the crest is smooth and conto the verticle

from posterior edge of

or])it.

frag His., it is nearly always l)roken up into from
sharp bony tubercles.
Pectoral If in head; ventral If, reaching f of distance between its
base and vent.
Longest dorsal rays 2 in head, equal to those of anal,
a little longer than longest spines.
Caudal pointed, equal to length
of head.
The scales on our specimens are all absent, but from the

cave; in CollicJithys
1 to 3

scale pockets,

much

which are evident on the

larger than in Collichthys frag Ills.

venti'al surface, the scales

There are lU

were

scales in a

row
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between base of ventral and vent.

vol. xxxi.

In CoUlcJithy.s fragilis there are

17 or 18 in this region.

Color in spirits, pinkish and yellowish, slightly dusky above, iins
without color. On ventral surface there are rows of creamy white
spots, each one indicating a scale.
A median row of 1 forward from
between ventrals to isthmus; a row of 3 each side of this from each
ventral forward; 10 or 11 from each ventral l)ack to vent; 21 from
front of anal along base of anal and lower part of caudal peduncle to
base of lower caudal rays. The rows extending upward on side of
belly to a level with lower pectoral rays.
In CoJl/cJithys fragilis
there are 8 spots forward from between ventrals in a median line; 6 or
7 on each side of this; 17 or 18 from each ventral to side of vent; 27 or
28 from front of ventral to base of caudal.
The vertical distance
between the rows is decreased in a corresponding degree.
The above description is from the tN'pe, 110 mm. in length. Other
specimens vary as follows: Depth 3 to 3^^ in length.
Eye li to If in
head.
Dorsal, VIII, 23 to IX, 25; anal, II, 11 or II, 12.
Besides the differences noted above, this species has a larger e3'e
(from 5 to 6 in head in CoJ I ! cht Ji ys frag illx) and a shorter soft dorsal
The number of spots on the
(26 or 27 rays in CoU/chthys fragilis).
ventral surface is the most conspicuous character for separating these
two species.
Collichfhys lucidus has more dorsal rays than either of
these.
.

About

thirty

mm.

specimens were collected, the largest 150

in

length.

Type.^Cat. No. 55632, U.S.N.M.;

cotypes

No. 9884,

Stanford

University.
15.

PSEUDOSCI^NA MITSUKURII

A specimen

(Jordan and Snyder).

31 cm. in length agrees ver}" well with the description

of the type and with a specimen of about equal size

from Matsushima,

Japan.

For the present we place this species in Pseadoscipena rather than in
The relations of both genera to allied forms needs

PseudotoUthus.
further study.

Family
16.

TRIGLID^.

LEPIDOTRIGLA MICROPTERA

Giinther.

Five specimens taken at Port Arthur. They differ from specimens
from Japan in having a wider, flatter interorbital space; the rostral
processes more projecting, the distance across them greater, and armed
with longer, stronger spines. The Port Arthur specimens, tliougb
differing considerably in the extreme from the Japanese specimens,
grade into the latter in all of these characters, as is shown in the
following table of measurements:
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17.

CHELIDONICHTHYS KUMU

vol. xxxi.

(Lesson and Garnot).

Two large specimens. We have compared these and numerous
specimens from Japan with three specimens from Australia. The
rostral processes are usual!}' a little more produced, makino- the snout
notched in front in the northern specimens and the interorbital space
slighth" less concave.
The spots on the inner surface of the pectoral
are variable in number and position.
On one of the Australian specimens the}'^ are scattered over the entire fin; in another the}^ are confined to the lower half of the fin.
In our Port Arthur specimens they
are scarcely evident.
These differences are too slight to consider as
specific differences.

Family
18.

HEXAGRAMMID^.

HEXAGRAMMOS OTAKII

Jordan and Starks.

Several small specimens taken.

Family
19.

SCORP^NID^.

SEBASTODES FUSCESCENS

(Houttuyn).

Several small specimens preserved.
20.

TRACHIDERMIS FASCIATUS

Heckel.

»
(

Centridermichthys ansatus Richardson.

One specimen.
from Kiusiu

It

)

agrees very well in

all

characters with specimens

in fJapan.

probable that the Chinese and Japanese species called an.satus''
The latter was reported to be
from the Philippines but it is not likely that any cottoid fish occurs in
It is

is

the same as the original fasciatux.

these tropical islands.

Family
21.

PLATYCEPHALID^E.

PLATYCEPHALUS INSIDIATOR

(Forskal).

Three specimens collected which have been compared with

mens from Japan and found

speci-

to be identical.

Family GOBIID.F.

RANULINA
Body

Jordan and Starks,

new

genus.

depressed, with a broad frog-like head; lower jaw projecting;

teeth slender, in

two rows, the outer

series longer

and curved outward,

fringing the jaws; inner teeth turned l)ackward; scales

-io,

cycloid.

Cheeks, opercles, and nape scaly; lower parts of head with short
divided tentacles.
Dorsal rays VII-17. Anal rays 17. Caudal moderate, rounded; pectoral broad, rounded.

I
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Allied to Trise,nopogon ^ but with the teeth very peculiar, unlike those
of

any other goby known to us.
Type of gen ns. Ban ulin a fim hriiden s.

—

^

22.

Head

RANULINA FIMBRIIDENS
3 in length

measured

to base

Jordan and Starks,

new

species.

of caudal; depth Of.
Eye 10^ in head
head from union of premaxillaries to

obliquel}" across top of

tip of opercle;

snout

3;

maxillary If; interorbital space

5.

Dorsal

VlI-17; anal IT; scales 40.

Head very much depressed; its depth about a third of its length; as
viewed from above, its outline forms a semicircle from the posterior
end of one maxillary to the posterior end of the other. Lower jaw
slightly projecting; the maxillary reaching 1^ diameters of the eye
Teeth rather long, slender and sharp, set in two rows in
past eye.
jaws and rather widely spaced. The teeth of inner row smaller and
curved inward, the outer row set on the edge of the jaw and directed
obliquely outward, sometimes nearly horizontal, and forming a conEntire lower part of head
spicuous fringe around front of head.

Fig. 3.— Ranulina fimbkiidens.

numerous over a large
them follow the edge of mandible and upward
on edge of preopercle; some of them on edge of preopercle continued
backward on lower part of cheek behind maxillary; a row on each
branchiostegal ray.
A few short papilla on upper part of snout. A

thickly covered with fine tentacles especiall}'

area medially; rows of

slight ridge

on supraorbital region turning al)ruptly outward a short

distance behind eye; interorbital space shallow, concave.

Scales of moderate size,

smooth and rather

thin.

Cheeks, opercles,

and nape scaled.
Pectoral broad and rounded, reaching past front of anal,

its

base

Distance from base of last
following contour of opercle.
dorsal spine to first dorsal ra}' a little greater than width of interorbita
space.
Longest dorsal spines. Si in head, a little shorter than longest
o}>lique

soft rays.

Ventrals connected, broadl}^ rounded, not adnate to belly.
its length

Anal ending slightly posterior to dorsal; caudal rounded,

equal to that of ventral, If in head.
Color in spirits: scales broadlv outlined with dusky points on posterior margins; top of head

dusky and slightly mottled; lower parts
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colorless; faint

dusky

lines obliquely across dorsal rays; broader and

fainter ones cross pectoral rays; ventrals and anal colorless.

A

con-

spicuous dark spot at base of caudal behind which are three lunate
dark bands across caudal rays.

Man}" specimens were obtained.
TyjK.—Q^i. No. 55633, U.S.N.M.,
are No. 9882, Stanford Universit3^
23.

A

is

110

TRIDENTIGER BIFASCIATUS

mm.

in length; cotypes

Steindachner.

single specimen agreeing very well with specimens
24.

Head

TiENIOIDES ABBOTTI

Jordan and Starks, new species.

5| in length to base of caudal;

interorbital space h\.

from Japan.

depth 2

in

head; maxillary 2^;

Dorsal, VI, 17; anal 11.

Mouth very oblique, forming an angle of about 45 degrees. Lower
jaw bluntly rounded, no bony knob at symphj'sis, or no barbels present.
Small sharp teeth in a single row in jaws, outside of which are 2 or 3
long sharp canines on each side, which shut outside of the jaws. Eyes
reduced, appearing as small inconspicuous dark dots.
^^W^^^^T^^'PPTT^r^^^

Fig.

No

scales apparent.

4.

T^nioides abbotti.

Pectorals long and pointed, nine-tenths of

length of head in the type, a

little

longer than head in the cotype;

their tips reach a considerable distance past tips of ventrals.

Ven-

adnate to belly at anterior third of their length; thev are inserted
somewhat anterior to base of pectorals and their length is contained
li times in head. Origin of dorsal at the beginning of the anterior
fourth of the length of body from base of caudal to tip of snout.
trals

Dorsal not enveloped in thick skin, the spines not differentiated from
soft rays.
Caudal long and pointed, continuous with dorsal and anal.
Color inspirits flesh color, purplish on head, slightly dusky on back;
top of head and front part of mandible dusky; tins colorless.
Two specimens taken, the largest 90 mm. in length.
Ty2?e.—C?ii. No. 55631, U.S.N.M; cotypes No. 9881, Stanford
University.

This species differs from all others of its genus in having much
longer pectorals and in having more tin ra3's than any other species
without barbels on the mandible.
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PLEURONECTID.E.
VERASPER VARIEGATUS (Schlegel.)
Family

25.

Several small .specimen.s and one adult.
26.

PROTOPSETTA HERTZENSTEINI

(Schmidt).

Two

specimens obtained.
Head, 3| in 'length to base of caudal; depth
snout, 4i; maxillary 2|; interorbital space, 13.

2^.

Ej^e, 5^ in head;

Dorsal, 73; anal,

.57;

scales, 78.

Lower jaw strongly projecting and with

a moderately strong symTeeth small and sharp, in a single series on the front
Maxillary extending to opposite end of anterior third
of the latter.
Upper eye with its range nearl}^ vertical and slightl}^
of lower eye.
Interobital space convex, its width equal to
posterior to lower eye.
half V ertical diameter of upper eye; it extends backward as a conspicGillrakers slender, 15 of them on
uous, rough, but not sharp ridge.
lower limb of tirst arch, the longest ones equal to half the long diameter
of lower eye.
Scales cj'cloid with ctenoid scales in more or less definite areas. The
latter, in addition to spinules on their posterior edges, are thickly covered over the surface with small sharp spinules, making them very
rough to the touch. These are particularly rough on head, especially
An area of them alongon ridge running back from interorbital space.
middle of side, the area becoming broader and the scales more typically

physeal knob.

A single row of rough scales along base of dorand anal, and the anterior rays of dorsal and anal each with a single
row of similar scales. Tip of snout, mandible, and all but posterior
part of maxillary naked.
Scales of blind side everywhere cycloid.
Dorsal anteriorly turning a little toward the blind side, the first ray
at extreme edge of eye.
Pectorals rounded, but not bluntly, that of
eyed side 2rV in head; its fellow 2|.
Caudal with the middle rays
slightly the longest.
A strong spine on pelvis girdle ju.st behind base
of ventral fins pointing downward and backward; anal spine moderctenoid posteriorly.
sal

ately developed.

Color uniform brown, slighth' darker toward edges of

darker than surrounding body color.
Here described from a specimen 32 cm.

line

27.

in length.

LIMANDA YOKOHAMiE

(Giinther).

Several small specimens.
28.

KAREIUS BICOLORATUS

One small specimen.

(Basilewpky).

fins.

Lateral
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29.

Two

PARALICHTHYS OLIVACEUS

VOL. XXXI.

(Schlegel).

small specimens.

Family
30.

SOLEID^.

ARELISCUS RHOMALEUS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Head, 4| in leng-th to base of caudal; depth, 4. Eye, 19 in head, 7 in
Dorsal, 124; anal, 96; scales, 148 from vertically
snout; snout, 2f.
opposite upper end of
transverse

row

gill opening-;

Interorbital space wide,

of upper eye.
in

17 anterior to this point and

of pores.
flat,

and scaled;

Upper eye from one-fourth

advance of lower.

Hook

its

width 1^ times diameter

lo one-half of its diameter

of upper jaw moderate, not nearly reach-

Maxillar}- extending half a diameter of
eye past posterior margin of lower eye. Nostrils as usual, the upper
one between front of e^^es, the lower one in a tube at edge of mouth.

ing to opposite front of eyes.

Fig.

5.— Arehscus rhomaleus.

Scales strongly ctenoid on e^^ed side of head and body, cycloid on

The three lateral lines on body and the connecting
branches on head very conspicuous. At middle of body the lines are
separated by 24 rows of scales counting obliquely.
No lateral line on
blind side of body; a light line suggests one, but no pores are present.
Body and tins uniform dark brown on eyed side, no color on tins on
reverse side.

blind side.

This species
are finer.
series
liscus

The

is

close to Arellscus ahhreviatus (Gray), but the scales

latter,

according to Giinther, has 120 scales in a lateral

and the lateral lines are separated by 19 series of scales. Aretrigrammus (Giinther) has a longer dorsal, larger eyes, and nar-

rower interorbital space.
Here described from the
tJ.S.N.M.

t^^pe, 38 cm. in length. Cat. No. 55635,
Several cotvpes are numbered 9883, Stanford University.

Familv GADID.E.
31.

One specimen.

GADUS MACROCEPHALUS

Tilesius.

NOTES ON THE SLOW LEMURS.
By Marcus Ward Lyon,

Jr.,

Mammals.

Assistant Curator, Divisio7i of

INTRODUCTION.

The following notes are not intended

as a critical revision of the

Slow Lemurs, and the conclusions here arrived at can not be considered
as linal, but in stud3nng- the specimens of the genus Niicticehii><'^' in the
collection of the United States National Museum some interesting facts
have been l)rought to light which seem worth recording.
For a consideration of the generic and specific names for the Slow
Lemurs, the reader is referred to the Revision of the Genus N3'cticebus,
by Stone and Rehn.'^ All of the forms there recognized are here conMessrs. Stone and
sidered as valid and two others are described.
Rehn had but eight specimens at their disposal, but now, due to the
activities of Dr. W. L. Abbott in the Malayan region, 1 have liefore
me 28 specimens, 8 of which are all from one locality in western
Borneo.
Even this seemingh^ abundant material is altogether too
Here I wish to express
scant for arriving at definite conclusions.
my obligations to Mr. Witmer Stone of the Philadelphia Academy of
Natural Sciences for the use of two specimens from Sumatra and one

from Java.
Most writers have placed considerable weight on color as a specific
character, often from lack of material overlooking the wide range of
variation in specimens

from

a

given

locality.

The only

attention

«Dr. Menegaux, of the Paris Museum, in a letter to Mr. Gerrit S. Miller, jr.,
6, 1906, writes: "I have looked up that which you asked me concerning

dated June

The word is not cited in Magasin encydop. 1795, classification des Mamby Geoff roy and Cuvier (in vol. ii), although Geryais, apropos of the article
on mammals, in the Diet. Pittoreaque d" Hist. Nat. et de plunom. de la nature, vol. iv,
p. 617, says textually 'Geoffroy and Cuvier published together in vol. vi (?) of the
Magasin encydoj)t:dirpie a classification of mammals, which we transcribe entire:
Cucang, Bradicebus; Khoyak, Chirosciurus; Tarsier, Macrotarsus.'
The citation of Gervais is given incorrectly." Translation.
Bradicebus.

miferes

.

.

.

.

'>Proc.

Acad. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1902,

PocEEDiNQS U.

S.

pp. 136-141.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1494.
527
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paid to cranial characters seems to have been confined to the

vol. xxxi.

number

of upper incisors.

Before proceeding- to a description of the species
in the genus, it will be well to consider some characters of the Slow
Lemurs as a whole.

PELAGE AND COLOR.
different types of hairs are found on the Slow Lemurs: (1) A
dense wooll\" crinkly coat, corresponding in general to what is
known as the underfur in mammals, about 20 nmi. in length, on middle of back; and (2), a set of longer hairs, much more scant than the
dense woolly ones and from 5 to 10 mm. longer, being nearl}' straight
throughout their length, slight crinkling taking place for a distance of
The woolly hairs are not found typ5 to 10 mm. along the middle.
ically on the face, or on the hands and feet.
These two sorts of hairs
are not sharply defined types and many individual hairs are seen which
are intermediate between the two.
The basal half or a little more of the woolly hairs is of a general
slate-gray or almost plumbeous color, darker on the hairs of the back
and lighter on those of the belh\ Normally, this slaty color is never
seen in the upper parts except on parting the thick coat, but on the
underparts where the hairy covering is less dense a certain amount of
the slaty or plumljeous color shows through.
The distal half of the
woolly hairs is about equally divided between two colors, a grayish or
yellow-gra}" color next the slaty basal color, and terminally some sort
of an ochraceous or buffy color, to which the general color of the
animal is due. On the dark face marks when present and along the
dorsal stripe the terminal color of the hairs is much darker, varying
from a light, bright russet to a very dark brown.
The long straight hairs have little to do with the real general color
effect.
They seem to be very similar in color to the woolly hairs
except at the tip, where there is a large white subterminal ring about

Two

ver}"

3 to 5

mm.

in color,

wide.

which

is

The

apical ring

is

about

1 to 2

mm. wide and dark

not seen ordinarily and has no effect on the general

The subterminal white ring, however, often apparently enters
very largely into the general color scheme, and in case the hairs are
long and their tips not worn produces a conspicuous frosting overlying the general ochraceous color of the upper parts. This frosted
effect is most conspicuous in two specimens of Xydlcehus jnalaianus,
a two-thirds grown individual. Cat. No, 84390, U.S.N.M., from Trong,
Lower Siam; and a young adult male. Cat. No. 114151, LT. S.N. M., from
JohoreLama. In an adult of unknown sex. Cat. No. 843S'J, U.S.N.M.,
from Trong, no frosting' at all is present except a very slight amount
on the upper part of the neck. Except for a few hairs on either side
of the dark median stripe no frosting is seen in Cat. No. 142233,
U.S.N.M., a young adult male from western Borneo. An adult male.
Cat. No, 142234, U.S.N.M., also from western Borneo, shows nearly
color.
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much frosting as Cat. No. 114151, U.S.N. M., from Johore Lama.
Between the two extremes all intermediate conditions occnr. It
should l»e noted that the extremes are found in specimens from the
same locality and in the case of Bornean specimens taken at the same
The frosting is
time of year, one July 22 and the other August 15.

as

also

independent of age.

in general coloration in the series of skins from Borneo
verv striking and presents two extremes or phases, between which

The dili'erence
is

there are

all

The

gradations.

ai:)ical

color of the W00II3' hairs

in

the

No. 112337 U.S.N.M.. a very old adult male, is a little
lighter than Ridgway's wood brown, while the brightest colored one.
Cat. No. 112233 l^.S.N.M., an adult male, is a color intermediate
between Ridgwa3'"s ochraceous and tawny-ochraceous. It is probable
that the same variation would be found in series from other localities
were they available. The four skins from the iMalay Peninsula show
considerable difl'erence in color, but not such extremes as in the case
dullest. Cat.

Bornean examples.
The dorsal stripe varies considerably in extent and color. In the
Bornean series it runs from a rich dark brown similar to Ridgway's
seal brown to a color intermediate between his chestnut and russet.
In those specimens where it is darkest it is the best delined, while in
The width of the stripe varies
the others its borders are not so sharp.
In some specimens it extends the whole length of the
considerably.

of the

back, narrowest posteriorh^ in others

it

gradually dies out along the

himbar i-egion.
The head and face markings seem quite uniform in pattern, variations in shape and size apparently depend upon the manner of making
up that part of the skin. The markings are produced l)y a dou})le
bifurcation of the dorsal stripe on the top of the head, the posterior
pair of bifurcations extending to the ears and diffusing over the
cheeks, the anterior pair to the eyes forming a complete circle around

At the point of the doul)le bifurcation a more or less distinct
crown patch is seen. The color of these face-markings is in general
concolor with that of the dorsal stripe, but the ring immediately
around the eye is darker. In JVycHcehus cuicreus the face and head
markings are apparently absent and they are nearly so in X. concang.
them.

SKULL AND TEETH.
Depending on the arrangement of the temporal ridges, the skulls of the
Slow Lemurs fall into two groups, (1) those in which tiie ridges eventually meet in the middle line in old age forming a sagittal crest (see
Plato XIII. ligs. 0-8); and (2) those in which the temporal ridges do not
meet in the middle line even in old age, but form two heavy lines parallel with each other, or nearly so, for a considerable distance on the
top of the skull. (See Plate Xlll, ligs. 1-4.) This latter condition I have
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— Of)
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The only availseen only in the specimens from Borneo and Banka.
from Java is youno-, and it can not be poi^i-

able skull of a Xyctlceinis

whether the temporal ridges would meet in the middle
whether they would develop heavy parallel ridges as in the
Bornean form. The ridges on it, however, look more as they do in
3^oung of the species where a sagittal crest is formed than they resemble
those in young Bornean examples. Blate XIII shows the progressive
development of the two styles of temporal ridges.
There is a progressive increase in size of the skulls with increasing
age, which is show^n in both the Bornean and Malay Peninsula series.
A full set of teeth is no criterion that an animal is fully adult, and
In eomparing
onlv in ver}^ old age do the teeth show much wear.
any two species, it is necessary to select individuals of the same age.
(See table of measurements, p. 537, and Plate XIII.)
As noted by most writers, the number of upper incisors in the Slow
Lemurs varies between two and four, the usual view being that the
An examination of the
smaller outer pair are dropped in old age.
present material shows that the Bornean Slow Lennu- never has but two
upper incisors. Examination of a very young skull. Cat. No. 142240
U.S.N.M., probal)ly a newborn individual, shows only two upper
tively stated
line or

and no possible place for the small lateral pair of incisors. A
very young Sumatran skull, Cat. No. 141142 U.S.N.M., has four upper
incisors, two adult Sumatran skulls have four, one adult two, and one
A young Malayan skull, Cat. No. 84390 U.S.N.M., has
adult three.
three; all the other mainland skulls and the one from the Natunas show
incisors

four upper incisors. In Anderson's Catalogue of Mammalia in the
Indian Museum" it appears that the mun))er of upper incisors is variIn the Javan skull the premaxilhe are
able in the mainland species.
wanting and nothing can be told about the upper incisors. Anderson and Milne-Edwards' state in Javan skulls the number maybe
''

It looks as if the Bornean form and
Banka possess only two upper incisors, while

either two, three, or four.

possi-

bly the one from

in

all

the other forms four upper incisors are found, always in the young
and often in the adults. If more material should show that this is the
case and that

it

is

correlated witii the uiuuiited temporal ridges, the

Bornean and Bancan Xyctiojbi would form a distinct subgeiuis. For
a tabulation of the number of upper incisors see table of measurements, page 537.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES OF ST.OW LEMURS.
In the following account of the species I have

names only

as there does not

appear to

out intergradation satisfactorily.

l)e

made use

of binomial

sufficient material to

In general

it

maybe

work

stated that the

"Parti, pp. 95-97.
^Anderson, Western Yunnan Expedition, Zool. Results, 1879, p. 105.
'Milne-Edwards, Nouv. Archiv. du Museum, Bull., Ill, pp. 10, 11.
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the following- key are closely related, and

in

C and C.
NachtrieVs name m&nagensis'^'- for a Philippine Lemur, which he did
not place in any g-enus, I have not considered, being- unable to obtain
further information regarding it than is given in the original description,* which is insufficient to determine its generic place, although it
probably belongs to this genus or an allied one.
the

same

is

true of those under

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF NYCTICEBUS.
A.

Temporal ridges not meeting or approximating each other in old age, but forming
two parallel ridges on top of skull; no specimens, not even newborn young,
show more than one incisor on each side of upper jaw.
B. Mastoid and audital bullae not inflated; half ring of bone forming outer and
lower border of orbit, broad and heavy. Underparts whitish. Borneo.
borneanus.

W. Mastoid and

audital bullpe moderately inflated; half ring of

and lower border

of orbit,

narrow and

bone forming outer

Tnderparts ochraceous buffy.

light.

Banka
A^.

bancanus.

Temporal ridges meeting or ajiproximating each other in old age, eventually
forming a sagittal crest on top of skull; most adults show two incisors on each
side of upper jaw, and young always do.
C. Lines from crown of head to eyes and ears only faintly marked or obsolete.
Larger, greatest length of skull less than 63 mm.
D. Lines from crown of head to eyes and ears practically obsolete; general
color of head, neck, and anterior part of body clear gray. Siam and
Cochin China
cinereus.
D''. Lines from crown of head to eyes and ears present but indistinct; general
color of head, neck, and anterior part of body not clear gray, mereh^
lighter than general color of upper parts.
Eastern Bengal and Burma.
eoucang.

C. Lines from crown

of

head

to eyes

and ears well marked and conspicuous.

mm.

Smaller, greatest length of skull about 58

on either side, in neck and upper back, by a distinct gray area.
Java
javanicus.
Dorsal stripe not bordered on either side in neck and upper back by a

E. Dorsal stripe bordered

E'.

distinct gray area.

upper parts intense and rich; hands, feet, and ears
dusky. Natuna islands
nalume.
F^. General color of upper parts not so intense or rich; hands, feet, and
ears not dusky.
F. General color of

«

In a letter under date of June

1906, Professor Nachtrieb writes:

7,

"I can not find

out whether that specimen of menagensis ever reached Minneapolis or not
the account of the
Mr. Worcester,
New Lemur was not my account
-.

'

think,

name

was the author

'

"of

.

the account printed

before having determined the generic

.

.

name

.

.

.

similar case

.

.

I

the idea of giving a specific
me as rather odd

struck

boxes
possibly this lemur was in that lot."
According to the A. O. U. Code the Philippine Slow Lemur
not be considered as having a scientific name.
See Canon
lost

.

.

.

.

.

.

is cited.

^Zool. Anzeiger,

XV,

1892, p. 147.

(if

there

is

one) can
a

XXXVIII, where
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G. Size slightly smaller; greatest length of skull about 58 mm.'; maHtoid
and audital bullae smooth, rounded, and rather inflated. Malay
malaianus.
Peninsula, and lowlands of Sumatra
G^. Size slightly larger; greatest length of skull about 61 mm.; mastoid

and audital bulla'
feet u Sumatra

irregularly grooved, not inflated.

1,500-3,000
hilleri.

i

NYCTICEBUS COUCANG

(Boddaert.)

Tardigradus roucang Boddaekt, Elenchus animalium,

1783.

p.

67 (Fide Stone

and Rehn)
1812. Xj/cfirebus hengalensls E.

Geoffroy, Ann. du Mus., XIX,

p. 164.

—

DUtrihut/on. The type locality is given by Stone and Rehn as
It probably ranges throughout Burma and eastern Bengal.'*
Diagnostic characters. Size large, greatest length of skull about 63
mm.; temporal ridges forming a sagittal crest in old age; upper
Bengal.

—

two on each

incisors usually

side; face

markings

indistinct; face,

neck, and forearms not conspicuously gray.
General color of upper parts of the single specimen at hand
Color.
similar to Ridgway's buff, becoming dirty grayish al>out the head,

—

Four face lines present but indistinct; dorsal
length of back, narrow. 5 to 10 nun. wide,
whole
extending
stripe
generally similar to Ridgway's cinnamon.
Skull large, temporal ridges meeting in age to
Skull and teeth.
Upper incisors usually two on each side.
crest.
sagittal
form a
neck, and underparts.

Pleasure in ents.

—
— See table, page 537.
—

Specimens examined. A mounted skin. Cat. No. 14290, U.S.N.M.,
and its skull. Cat. No. 21179, U.S.N.M., received by the U. S. National
Museum in the flesh from Central Park, New York City, in April, 1884.
While no locality is known for the above specimen, yet
Reniarl's.
it seems to agree in size and color with the specimens referred to by
It is distinctly different
Blanford * as the large northern variety.
from Edwards's * plate of cinereus^ and from any other specimens in the

—

National

Museum.

It is

generally lighter in color than Audebert's*^

plate.

NYCTICEBUS CINEREUS
1867. Niirtirchus
11, pi.

ri)ierevf<

Milne-Edwards.

Milne-P^dwakds, Xouv. Archiv. du Mus.,

Bull., Ill, p.

III.

Distribution.

— Vicinity of Bangkok should probably

the type locality.

Its

range

is

given by Edwards

as

})e

regarded as

Siam and Cochin

China.

—

Diagnostic c/iaracters. Similar to Nycticebus coucang^ but head,
neck, and forearms clear gray and face markings obsolete.
« Blanford,

Results

Two

''Blanford,

Fauna

British India,

Mammalia,

Expeditions Western Yunnan, 1879,

Fauna

British India,

Mammalia,

1888, p. 46;
p. 101.

1888, p. 46.

Milne- Edwards, Nouv. Archiv. Mus., Bull., Ill, pi. in.
c^Audebert, Hist. Nat. des Singes et des INIakis, 1800, pi. i.
c

and Anderson,

Zool.
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—Skull large, tempoi'al ridges of the type forming
although in the figure they have not yet met. Upper

teeth.

a sagittal crest,

two on a side.
Measurements. See table, page 537.
Specimens e.ramined. None.
This species is usually regarded as the same as Nycticebus
RemarJis.
soucang.^ but the descriptions and figures of the two certainly make
them appear distinct. Not much can be determined until good series
from the type localities are examined.
incisors

—

—

—

NYCTICEBUS MALAIANUS
1881. N[/c(icebii.s tardlgradvs var.

Museum,
Distrihution.

I,

(Anderson)

malaiana Anderson, Catalogue

Mammals Indian

p. 95.

—Mala}^ Peninsula and the coast regions of Sumatra.
—

Size small, face markings prominent, temforming a crest in old age, audital and mastoid Inilltie
moderately inflated, upper incisors usually two on a side.
Color.
General color of the upper parts ranges in difl'erent specimens from wood brown to a dark ochraceous huff; more or less frosting is caused by the subterminal white band of the long hairs.
The
dorsal stripe usually widest over the shoulders may extend the whole
length of the back or gradually disappear in the lumbar region.
In
color it varies from a rich, deep brown similar to seal brown to a dark
tawny. Face markings are conspicuous and concolor generally with
the dorsal .stripe.
Underparts dirty pinkish or cream buff', the slaty
bases of the hairs showing through.
Skull and teeth.
Temporal ridges meet to form a sagittal crest in
old age.
Upper incisors four in the j-oung and usuall}' in the adult,
though they may be reduced to three or two; audital and mastoid
bulla' smooth, rounded, and moderately inflated.
Measiirernents.
See table, page 637.
SjjecimeJh'^ e.ramived.
Seven skins with skulls, five from the Malay
Peninsula and two from the west coast of Sumatra, and one alcoholic
from west coast of Sumatra.
Remarks. One specimen. Cat. No. 84389, U.S.N.M., from Trong,
Lower Siam, has a skull differing considerably from the others of the
series.
Its brain case is much depressed and the outer and upper walls
of the orbit stand out and up from the rest of the skull much more
than they do in the other specimens.
The two Sumatrau specimens,
one from Tapanuli Ba}" and the other from Tarussan Bay, I am unable
to associate with 2\^yGticthufi Jillleri Stone and Rehn, which is a slightly
larger animal and has less inflated and more furrowed bulhv.

Diagnostic eharcictcrs.

poral ridges

—

—

—

—

—
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NYCTICEBUS HILLERI
1902. Nycticebus coucang hilleri

March, 1902, issued June

Distribution.

known

onl}'

— Prol)ably

from the

Sci.

Phila.,

1902, p. 139.

the

t_ype

(Stone and Rehn.)

Stone and Rehn, Proc. Acad. Nat.

4,

VOL. XXXI.

mountainous regions of Sumatra,
Batu Sangkar, Tanah Datar,

locality,

Padangsche Bovenland, Sumatra.
Diagnostic eharacters.

— Similar to Xyctieehus iiudaimius., but slightly

and mastoid bullae not smooth, rounded and inflated, but irregularl}" grooved instead.
Color.
Of the two specimens examined one has a general woodbrown effect above with considerable frosting, and the other a very
dull ochraceous.
Dorsal stripe extends whole length of back but
indistinct posteriorlv, dark brown in color.
Head markings dull
russet, considerably obscured by grayish tips to hair.
Underparts
dirty buff}^, slaty bases of hairs showing through.
Skull and teeth. —Skull nearly as large as that of Nycticehus caaTemporal ridges forming a crest in old age. Upper incisors,
cang.
four in the young, two in adults. Mastoid and audital bulhe irregularger, with audital

—

larly wrinkled.

—

Measurements. See table, page 537.
Specimens examined. Two, the type and a paratype.
Remarks. This species appears to be a larger mountainous form of
Nycticebus malaianns^ from which it seems to differ but slightly.

—

—

NYCTICEBUS NATUN/^

(Stone and Rehn).

coucang naUnuc Stone and Rehn, Proc. Acad.
March, 1902, issued June 4, 1902, p. 140.

1902. Nydlcehus
Phiia.,

Distribution.

Nat.

Sci.,

— Island of Bunguran, North Natuna Islands.
—

Diagnostic characters. Similar to Xyct Icebu.s malnianus., hat darker
in color and with dusky hands, feet, and ears.
Upper parts generally similar to Ridgway's russet, a slight
Color.
amount of frosting. Dorsal stripe extending entire length of back,
])ut indistinct on rump, broadest over shoulders, dark brown, almost
blackish in places; on crown of head and face markings, like Ridgway's burnt umber, but lighter: rings about eyes almost black.
Underparts general!}' dark ochroceous buff' except on throat which is
grayish.
Upper surfaces of hands and feet irregularly blotched with

—

blackish, ears with l)rownish black.

Skull

and

teeth.

— The

skull of Xyctieehus

nj/tu/t^ does not differ

X. /nalaianus. The interorbital constriction is not so pronounced and the mastoid bulhe are a little less
inflated.
Four incisors are present in the upper jaw.
Measurements. See table, page 537.
Specimens examined. One, the tj'pe, Cat. No. 104599, U.S.N.M.
Remarks. This species appears as a slightly differentiated form of

appreciabl}'

from

—

—

skulls

—

of
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While it is darker above and below than the
Nycticeh\i.s. malainus.
average of the peninsular animals, yet this is probably within the
The black blotching- on the hands and
limits of individual variation.
feet is so irregulai'that it may be abnormal, a couple of blackish spots
The brownish coloring- about the
are also found on the forearms.
ears looks more normal.

NYCTICEBUS JAVANICUS
1812. Nycticebas jafanirus E.

E. Geoffrey.

Geoffroy, Ann. du Museum, XIX,

p. 164.

Distrih ution. —Java.

Diagnostic characters.

—A

small light-colored species, with well-

defined dorsal and face stripes, the dorsal stripe bordered by a distinct

neck and upper back.
body and lower back dirty-pinkish buli'; underparts similar, but lighter; head, neck, and upper back dirty grayish;
dorsal stripe well marked, most pronounced in middle of back, gradually disappearing on the rump, blackish brown along the middle, dull
cinnamon posteriorlv, darker cinnamon on the head; face markings a
mixture of cinnamon and Isabella color, becoming light russet about
gra3"ish area along
Color.

— Sides

of

the ears.

—

and teeth. The single skull is young and lacks the premaxTemporal ridges appear to belong to the type that meet in old
Mastoid and audital bulhv not inflated.
age to form a sagittal crest.
According to Anderson and Milne-Edwards the number of upper
Skull

illa^.

may be two, three, or four.
Measurements. See table, page .537.
Specimens e.eamined. One, Cat. No. 6475, Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.
The specimen is labeled as having come from the Philadelphia Zoological Society, which throws some doubt on its reall}' having come
incisors

—

—

from Java.

— The

grayish color bordering the dark markings makes
appear quite distinct in color from other island forms.
With the exception of the well-defined face markings, the anterior part
of the animal resembles quite closely Edward's figure of Xycticehus
cinertus.
Many authors have laid stress on the distinctness of the
head markings in the Javan animal, but they are not more distinct
than in many examples of other species except iV^. coucang and N.
Remarl's.

this species

cinerexis.

NYCTICEBUS BORNEANUS, new

species.

Type.—}^^\x\t male, skin and skull. Cat. No. 142284, U.S.N.M., colSakaiam River, a tributary of the Kapuas River,

lected along the

Sanggau
Abbott.

district,

Original

western Borneo. August 15, 1905, by Dr.

number

W.

L.

4322.

— Western Borneo.

Distribution.-

Diagnostic

character's.

—Temporal

ridges never meeting to form a

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
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upper

sagittal crest;

wide, about 7
Color.

vol. xxxi.

and lower wall of orbit
not swoDen, underparts g-rayish white.
parts range from a light wood brown to a color

mm.

— Upper

;

incisors, only two; outer

bulla?

between ochraceous and tawn}^ ochraceous (type is of latter color,
moderately frosted). Dorsal stripe and face marks range from a light,
bright russet to a dark brown, similar to a dark burnt umber (latter
color in the type).

Dorsal stripe

gradually disappears on the

rump

is

widest in region of shoulder and

or on lower back

(as

in the type).

Underparts light grayish, irregularly spotted in two specimens (one
the type), with a pinkish Iniff.
Individuals may or may not be frosted,
type moderately frosted.
Skull and teeth. Temporal ridges never uniting to form a sagittal
crest, forming instead two parallel ridges on top of skull.
Never more
than two upper incisors even in the ver}' young; lower outer wall of
orbit about 7 mm. wide, bulla? not swollen.
Measweinents.- See table, page 537.
Spechnens examined. Seven skins with skulls and two alcoholics
from western Borneo.
HemarJix.
J^yctleehushorneanux is very distinct and needs no comparison with any of the preceding species.

—

—

—

—

NYCTICEBUS BANCANUS, new
Type.—AdxxM female.

Skin and

skull, Cat.

species.

No. 124907, U.S.N.M.,

collected at Klabat Bay, Island of Banka, east of Sumatra,

W.

1904, l)y Dr.

Dlstrlhution.

L. Abbott.

Original

number

June

24,

3432.

— Island of Banka.
—

Diagnostic characters. Like Nycticelms horneanus, but underparts
darker, bulh^ more inflated and lower outer rim of orbit narrow,

about 3

mm.

wide.

Color.

— Type:

Skull

and

Upper parts generally a color something between
Ridgway's ochraceous-buff and ochraceous with practically no frostDorsal
ing; dorsal stripe something between a dark russet and tawny.
stripe not of the well-defined type, disappearing in the lumbar region.
Face markings concolor with dorsal stripe. Underparts a mixture of
grayish and ochraceous-butf.
teeth.

— Skull similar to

the mastoid bullre are slightly

more

that of Nycticehus horneanus, but
inflated

walls of the orbit are narrow, about 3 to 4

N. horneanus.

Upper

—

and the outer and lower

mm.

wide, against 6 to 8 in

incisors only two.

Measurements. See table, page 537.
Sp)ecl7nens examined.
One, the type.
Remarks. Nycticehus hancanus is apparently a well-marked offshoot
of N. l>orneanns. The skin of the type and only specimen is practically
indistinguishable from Cat. No. 142233, U.S.N.M. one of the paratypes
of JSf. horneanus^ but the narrowness of the outer and lower orbital wall
in JV. Inrneamis at once distinguishes the two species.

—

—

,
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f:XPLANATI()N OF PLATE XIII.
All figures about f natural size.
Figs. 1-4, Nyct'kebus borneanus, showing progressive increase in

size,

and the

development of the temporal ridges with increasing age.
Cat. No. 142238, U.S.N.M.
1. Adult female, Sanggau, western Borneo.
Cat. No. 142239, U.S.N.M.
2. Adult female, Sanggau, western Borneo.
3. Old adult male, Tyan, Kapuas River, western Borneo. Cat. No. 142233, U.S.N.M.
C;at.
4. Very old adult male, Sakaiam River, Sanggau district, western Borneo.
No. 142234, U.S.N.M., type.
Figs. 5-8, Nydicebiis midaiaimx, showing progressive increase in size, and the
development of the sagittal crest with increasing age.
Cat. No. 114151, U.S.N.M.
5. Nearly adult male, Johore Lama, Malay Peninsula.
Pahang, Malay Peninsula. Cat. No. 115496,
6. Adult female, Rumpin River,
U.S.N.M.
Cat. No. 105022, U.S.N.M.
7. Old adult female, Tringauu, :\Ialay Peninsula.
Cat. No. 114460, U.S.N.M.
8. Old adult male, Tapanuli Bay, western Sumatra.
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Skulls of Slow Lemurs.
For explanation of plate see page 538.

PL.

XIII

ANATOMICAL OBSERVATIONS ON A COLLECTION OF
ORANG SKULLS FROM WESTERN BORNEO; WITH A
BIBLIOGRAPHY.
By Ales Hrdlicka,
Assistant Curator, Divisio)i of Physical Antliropology

INTRODUCTION.
In January, 1906, the L^nited States National

W,

Dr.

L. Abbott

!^6

orang- skulls,

!24

of which

Museum

received from

were collected

along- the

Sakaiam River, in Landak, western Borneo, the remaining- two beingfrom the Landak River, in the same region. The Sakaiam is a large
tri))utary of the lower Kapuas; it flows from the southern slopes of
the elevations that form the southwestern boundary of Sarawak, and
joins the Kapuas at Sangou, very near the ecjuator and at about 110^
•10'

east longitude.

Doctor Abbott's collection of orang skulls

is

probably the largest

made in that region. Selenka's great collection in Munich includes
22 "Landak" orang skulls, but the exact location is not given; the

3^et

rest of Selenka's

ritory of the

abundant material was derived

Ketungan stream,

lying-

eiitirel}'

from the

ter-

considerably to the northeastward

of the Sakaiam.

Only four of Doctor Abbott's specimens are fresh, the apes having
been killed by his hunters; the expedition was made in the dry season,
after the orangs had abandoned the lowlands along the I'ivers, where
The additional crania were
the wild fruits had become exhausted.
to the custom of the
according
obtained from a Dyak house, where,
animals having- been
the
trophies,
natives, they had lieen hung up as
were only
specimens
older
these
killed, cooked, and eaten.
Most of
No one of the skulls is
slightly damaged and remain fit for study.
altered through any pathological condition.
Anatomical description of the above-named specimens seems desirable for several reasons.
This is a large collection from a limited locality,

The

representing, very probably, one species or "race'' of the apes.
results of the study should contribute to the anatomical knowledge

of orang crania in general,
Proceedings U.

S.

augment

the value of the data accumulated

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1495.
539
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by Diimortior,

Dolisle,

from other

The

Seletika, A\'!iIkhotf, etc.. for anthropo-

and also form a basis for the collation of orang

logical comparisons,

skulls

Owen,

vol. xxxi.

localities.

(}Ucstion as to

which species of orangs the crania belong must for

the present remain unanswered, on account of the existing uncertainties as to the species-distinguishing

marks on the

the animals are nearest related to the

The

skull.

"Landak race"

Presumably,

.

of Selenka.

technical terms in the description are those that are in general

use in craniometry and anatom3\'^'

OBSERVATIONS.

—

The tirst problem in the examination of Doctor A))bott's
was how to determine the fulh^ adult skulls from those of
younger animals. It was found that:
A(/e.

series

(1)

No

reliance can be placed on the condition of the sutures of the

The lambdoid and then
man remain open long into adult

cranial vault as indicative of age.
tal,

both of whicii

in

the sagitlife, in

the

orangs begin to svnostose even before the completion of the second
dentition; and the coronal, in its superior half, soon follows in occlusion upon the sagittal suture.
The inferior portion of the coronal and
the temporo-parietal articulation are more stable and become fully
oblitei-ated only about the time when other signs indicate that the
growth of the animal has been completed. Thus it is onl}^ the state
of these last two sutures that may aid in determining the adult period.
(2) The facial sutures remain patent longer than most of those of
the cranial vault.
The first to synostose is the intermaxillary artigidation, the next those of the malar Ijone, and last of all the nasal, and
The closure of the intermaxilpieces of one or two orbital sutures.
lar}" articulation precedes the attainment of full growth; that of the
malar sutures is about cotemporary; while parts of the nasal articidations and an orbital segment or two may persist open for some time
after the adult stage of life has l)een attained.
(3)

Obliteration of the basilar suture seems to correspond very

man, it will be
found of all the signs the most reliable in separating adult from
younger orang crania.
( t)
The completion of the second dentition in oi'angs is not a criterion
closely with the reaching of full growth, and, as in

that the adult life has ))een reached, for

growth of the animal

is

achieved.

it

.

takes place before the full

The wear and

pitting of the teeth

begin also during adolescence, soon after the eruption of the third
molars.
(5) In males the fusion of the temporal ridges and the formation
therefrom of a sagittal crest appear to correspond closely with reach-

"See Quain's or Cunningham's Anatomy, or Topinard's Anthropology.

•
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In females this sign is much less accentuated and
upon.
relied
be
is
By the above distinguishing marks Doctor Abbott's collection is
separable into one 3"oung, twelve adolescents, and thirteen adults.
Among the adolescents the second dentition (82 teeth) is fully completed in ten: while in two (Cat. Nos. 14218:^>, and l-l:220()), the third
molars are still wholly in their sockets. Of the adult crania several
show signs of aging, but none of advanced senility.
The principal signs which characterize the adult male orang
Sex.
ing the adult stage.

not to

—

skulls are a relatively greater size of the crania, great canine teeth,

and a pronounced sagittal crest; while the jaws, particularly the lower,
the malars, zygomatic processes, supraorbital ridges, lambdoid crest,
and the face, vault, and base as a whole, are larger and heavier than

Judging by these characteristics, the collection conmale and eleven female skulls; in one specimen (Cat.
No. 142184), after repeated examinations, the sex remains doubtful.
The angle of the lower jaw,'^' which in man is a good sexual character,
can not be much relied upon in differentiating oran^" skulls, as will be
in the females.

tains thirteen

seen

from the

foliowino- table:
Mimdihular

Cat. No.

(nujle in orang.^.
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CRANIAL CAPACITY.
The

crjinial

cavity appears to have reached the

in nearly all the specimens, so that

it is

luiiit of its expansion
not necessary to exclude more

than one (Cat. No. 142171) from comparison.
The method used in determining the capacity was that described b}"
the writer on a former occasion," and the results correspond closeh'
with the absolute volume of the cranial cavity.
four determinations were made on each skull.
follows:
Cranial capacity.

Cat. No.

To insure accuracy
The results were as

OBSERVATIONS ON ORANG SKULLS— HRDLICKA.

NO. 1495.

Welcker/' one orang, adult, 460
one orang, adult, 390 cc.
cc.
Bischoti'/^ one orang, adult, 575
orang, adult, 325 cc.

543

cc.

;

one orang, nearly adult, 450

cc.

;

one orang, adult, 370

;

Topinard,'' three orangs, males, adult, 439

orang, female, adult, 418

cc.

cc.

;

1

(433-478 cc); one

cc.

Vogt,^ eight orangs, males, 448

(390-500 cc); seven orangs,

cc.

females, 378 cc. (335-425 cc).

385 cc. second, 470 cc. third. 475 cc. fourth, 430 cc.
410 cc; sixth, 395 cc; seventh, 445 cc; eighth, 390 cc; ninth,
340 cc. tenth, 355 cc./
Delisle,'' first,

;

;

fifth,

;

Selenka's measurements are as follows:
Selenka's measurements of the cranial capacity.

;
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On

combining' thet*e data on cranial capacit}' in full-grown orangs it
found that the measurement ranges in the males from 355 (Delisle)
to 540 (Abbott) and even 575 (Bischott), and in the females from 300
The greatest
(Selenka) to 490 (Selenka), which is a great variation.
and smallest capacities in the Abbott series are not attended with any
other structural peculiarities which would point to animals belonging
to distinct species, and must be ascri))ed solely to individual diversit3\
i.s

LINEAR DIMENSIONS AND FORM OF THE SKULL.
Measurements of the cranial vault in orangs and pai'ticularly in the
males otier difficulties which are not encountered in man. The region
above the nasal bone, corresponding in part to the human glabella,
varies much even in the same sex and is not suitable for the anterior
starting point of the long diameter of the vault.
The point chosen
instead was the intersection of the median line with a horizontal
line obtained b}^ passing the rod of the sliding compass down the
This point marks
frontal bone until it rested on the orbital arches.
ver}^ nearly the anterior boundary of the vault, and corresponds closeh'
to Broca's ophryon as well as to the point from winch S-hwalbe,
Selenka, and Kohlt>rugge measured.
The length was measured from
md.rliinim^
which
generally
corresponds
that ad
to some point on the
The breadth was the greatest diameter at the
vertical occipital ridge.
height of the temporo-parietal sutures, the temporal bone lielow
expatiding in thickness and rendering all measurements over it impracticable.
Selenka" measured the breadth in nuich the same maimer.
The height taken was the standard one, basion to bregma (or where
The following table gives the
crest existed to its base over bregma).
results of these

measurements:
Cranial raeai^urements.

Female orangs.

Male orangs.

Length. Breadth,

Cat. No.

Lengthbreadth
Index
(length

Height.

Cat. No.

Length. Breadth.

=

(length

Cm.
142183

.

.

142188
142200
142197
142180
142181
142196
142198
142194
142192
142199
142189

.

{•')

.

12.1

.

(?)

.

11.9
12.1
12.6
12.3
12.7
12.1
12.4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Average.
R*i"^e

12.

{

.5

11;8

10.2
11.2
10.2
10.0
10.3
10.0
9.4
9.7
10.0
9.7
10.0
9.8
9.4
10.0
9.4

1L2

Cm.

Cm.

Cm.

11.8
13.0
12.3

=

Height,

100).

100).

14219.5

Lengthbreadth
index

9.3

bll.5
11.1
9.4
(•')

(?)

9.5
(?)

10.3
9.5
''

10.

142201
142202
142193
142170
142169
142185
142187
142182
142190
142186
142191

Cm.

Cm.

12.0
11.3
11.2
11.2
11.3
11.5
11.2
11.5
11.2
11.7
11.8

9.8
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.3
8.9
9.1
9.8
9.2
9.6
9.5

81.7
81.4
82.1
82.1
82.3
77.4
81.2

9.2

85.

82.1
82.0
80.5

8.9
9.0
8.6
8.7

11.4
11.2
12.0

9.3

81.7
77.4
85.2

9.0
8.6
9.4

(?)

9.1
9.3
9.2
9.4
8.8

''9.6
''9.2

80.0
75.8
86.4

9.9
9.2
11.5

b

Approximately.

''Studien ueber Entwickelung-sgesehichte der Tiere, 1898, pp. 22, 23.
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The data show,

in

confonriity with those on capacit}', that in orang-s

the cranial vault g-rows veiy

manent molars.
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The

little

after the eruption of the third per-

cranial index in half of the males and nearly all

the females is moderateh' brachjcephalic, in the other half of the males
and one female mesocephalic. The predominance of moderate ))rach3'In the males the index
cephaly agrees with former observations.
appears to decrease somewhat with growth, which is largel}" due to
the increasing thickness of the vertical occipital ridge; in the females
such diU'erence is not noticeable. The height shows a reciprocal comOn the average, the female skull is both
pensation with the breadth.
(Height-length
absolutely and relativel}' lower than that of the male.
index, male 81, female TS; Height-breadth index, male H9, female 1>6.)
The range of variation, except with the cephalic index in the males,
can not be regarded as excessive.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE

FACE.

The lower jaw attains in tlie males remarkable proportions, showing
same time more variation than does that of the females. The
height of the svmphysis, from the highest point of the alveolar process
in the median line perpendicularly downward," measured as follows:

at the

Cat. No.
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ments are used extensively

——

/'facial heiffht,—y.
(
r^

V

upper,

iinthropometiy and

their
j

relation

i^ i,
racial index or Kollffives the upper
^^
/ ^
Doctor A-bbott's series of orangs shows in these particulars as

^^..

diam. biz3^^omatic max.

mann.

in

X 100\

.

^,

)

follows:
Facial dimensions.

Male

orang.s.

i^

•

i

•

,-
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cavity.

The maximum of the protrusion

ion of the second dentition;

is
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reached with the compleis observed in man,

and contrary to what

but in accord with the differences in the size of the teeth, the prognathism is generally greater in the male. The next table gives the
gnathic index of the various skulls, obtained
/basi-alveolar length

^

X

basi-nasal length

100^

bj"

the method of Flower

548
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The forehead, while more or les.s sloping- backward, shows always
median convexity; in the old males, however, this is nearly
good
a
obscured by the approximated and prominent temporal ridges.
The features of the vault of paramount interest are the temporal
ridges, and the various aspects under which they were found gave rise
to much confusion in the earlier contributions on orang craniology and
orang species. Doctor Abbott's series of crania shows clearly many
important points concerning these features. Up to the completion of
permanent dentition the temporal lines are seen to be well apart all along
the median line and resemble in every way those in man.
During late
adolescence, however, these ridges show a rapid approach toward the
interparietal articulation

and develop into

lines of

pronounced rough-

ness in the females and into irregularly elevated ridges in the males.

In most females they evolve no further than just indicated

(as,

for

example, in Nos. 142193, 142169, 142185, 142186, and 142191), but in
some they approach near to junction in the median line (No. 142190),
and in othiu's the}^ join for a variable distance from the vertex to the

form a single, low (1 to 8 mm.), sagittal crest, which someb}" a median groove the line of previous separation (Nos.
In males of this series the junction of
142170, 142187, and 142182).
the advancing rough lines or ridges has taken place in all that reached
obelion and

times shows

very near or into adult life (Nos. 142181 to 142189), forming eventuall}" a pronounced sagittal crest which extends over a part of the frontal
bone, rises at its highest point to from 1 to 2 cm. in height, and offers
a greatly enlarged surface for the attachment of the temporal muscles.
The gradual advance mesiad of the two temporal rid^-es with the
development of the muscles of mastication, the formation at last of the
single crest, and the complete disappearance of all traces of the earlier
ridges over the parietal bones, constitute a series of the most interestingphenomena in the morpholog}' of the orang skull; and they throw at
the same time light on the origin and significance of those abnormally
high temporal ridges met with in other animals, and occasionally in the
human cranium."
The Jamhdofd crests^ serving for the attachment of temporal as well
as occipital muscles, develop in both sexes of orangs much earlier
than the sagittal. They reach jointly from mastoid to mastoid, forming at lambda a pronounced, rough, triangular tuberosity.
In males
these crests also, like the sagittal ones, reach much greater proportions than in females.
Thej" cause a verv early closure of the lambdoid suture.

The vertical occipital ridge js comparatively moderate, probably
never rising above 4 mm. above the surface of the neighboring bone,
and usually being lower. It is more developed in the males.
«See

A

Painted Skeleton from Northern Mexico, by the present writer, American

Anthropologist, u.

s..

Ill,

September-December.

1901.
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supraorbital ivdges^ pronounced in both sexes, are seldom very

They show a marked

in their tapering

difference

toward the median

from those in man, consistingand enlarging- outward, up

line

man these ridges are generalh" most
extremity and taper outward.
The sutures of the vault show well-developed, often very fine and complex (sagittal and Ikmbdoid), serration. The coi'onal, the most simple,
presents below its middle, in nearh' every case where the oliliteration is
not too advanced, a backward incurvation or angle, the sign of a fetal
fontanel and a still earlier developmental separation in this location.^'
The general order of si/nostoK/.s in the sutures of the A'ault is lambto the malo-f rental suture; in

pronounced

in their mesial

(the two may coincide), coronal, temporo-occipitai,
tempo ro-parietal.
Sutural and fontanel ossicles occur not infrequentlj', but seem to be
limited to th(^ posterior part of the skull.
There were found several

doid, sagittal

small ones in each asterion in No. 14220J; one at right asterion in No.

142195; one in each temporo-occipitai in No. 142200; one in

right

temporo-occipitai and one in lambdoid in 142171; three in right and

two in left temporo-occipitai in No. 142169; several small in right
temporo -parietal in No. 142186. Several of the male and three of the
female skulls showed advanced obliteration, which involved an}' accessory bones which may have existed.
In the skull with uncertain sex (No. 142184) there are two sutural
bones in the sagittal and one ossicle in each lambdoid articulation, and
several in and about each asterion.

Other larger sutural l)ones existed
specimen along the sagittal, l)ut their boundaries are partly
obliterated; a persisting incomplete boundarj- of one near bregma
Apparently there
looks at first sight like a partial parietal suture.
in this

were

in this skull disorders in ossilication.

No form oi parietal division exists
As to pter ion the conditions are as

in

any of the twenty-four

skulls.

follows:
Male. Female.

Parieto-sphenoidal artit'ulation, both

6

slides

Fro n to-temporal

articulation,

both sides

.3

Fronto-temporal articulation, left side.
Unrecognizable because obliteration

The
is

2
4

skull of uncertain sex (No. 142184)

sphenoidal articulation.

The

H

5

2

Parieto-sphenoidal articulation, right side

shows

1

also a bilateral parieto-

pterion therefore, or the form which

general in man, occurs also in a very large majority (80 per cent of
the nonobliterated articulations) * of these orangs.

all

""'For details

of the Parietal

concerning this feature and bibliography, see A. Hrdlicka, Divisions
in ]Man and Otlier Mammals, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XIX,

Bone

1903, pp. 231-383.
^Anoutchin (Bull.

Soc. d'Anthrop., 1878, p. 332) in 65 orang crania found the
fronto-temporal articulation on one or both sides in 29.2 per cent of the skulls. Doctor
Abbott's collection, reported in similar way, shows the condition in 27.3 per cent of
the skulls results remarkablv alike.

—
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The mastoid

is

differentiated,

though

less so

than in man;

551
it is

also

larger in the males.

Facial features.

—The nasal bone

is in all

the specimens single, but in

several of the youngest skulls there can be traced a former median ver-

In several cases the free border shows two lateral fissures,
but these have nothing to do with an original, central separation of
two nasal components. The })one varies more than any other part of
the face in shape and breadth, though in general it tapers from below
upward, with a constriction (in most specimens) near the middle. In
tical fissure.

one of the series it is quite rudimentary (fig. 1).
Selenka found various grades of deficiency to a
complete absence of these bones in several of his
specimens.''

The nose

as a

whole

height of the face.

is

leptorhynic, due to the

The aperture

grown-up and adult animals
verticall}" elliptical to

in the nearly

difi^ers in

shape from

nearly triangular;

it

varies

breadth in the adults from 2.5 to 3.2 cm. in the

in

males and from 1.9 to 2.5 cm. in the feuiales. The
so-called simian gutters do not occur in the youngest female, but in the other specimens are generally
present, though shallow.
The inferior Iwundar}^
of the nose is mostly widely convex, but in several
specimens

(as,

for instance, in No. 112199)

it

is

Fig.

1.

(Cat.

N.M.)

limited

by an

Nearly

all

easil}"

Rudimentary

nasal bone in the
female adult orang.
No. 142191 U.S.
(Exact size).

appreciable ridge.

show a more or less pronounced elevaand very evidently morphologically identical

of the specimens

tion corresponding to,

with, the nasal spine in human skulls.'' This elevation is particularly
prominent (over 3 mm, high) in the female orang (No. 112109), being
fully as large and well formed as in occasional human crania (fig. 2).
The malar l)ones were examined particularl}" for divisions, but not
a trace was found of either sutures or fissures.
There was also a
complete absence of the maxillary and zygomatic processes which, as
W. Gruber first pointed out, in man frequently extend over the ventral surface of the malar, occasionally forming a complete bony arc.
In No. 112169, however, are present on the right side two good-sized
accessory ossicles, one in the zygomatic and the other at the inferior
extremity of the malo-maxillary articulation (fig. 3).''
The symph3^sis of the lower jaw'^ is invariabh^ receding from above
Menschenaffen, pp. 48, 49.
Concerning this point see particularly E. T. Hamy, De I'epiue nasale dans I'ordre
des primate?, Bull. Sue. d'Anthropol. de Paris, IV, 1869, pp. 13-28.
'Compare W. Gruber, in the Arch. f. Anat., Physiol., etc., 1873, p. 337.
f'For detail discussion on the mandible of apes see O. Walkhoff, Der Unterkiefer
des Anthropomorphen und des Menschen in seiner funktionellen Entwickelung und
Gestalt, in Pt. 4 of Selenka' s Studien u. Entwickelungsgeschichte d. Tiere, Wies«

^

baden, 1902.
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downward, but the grade of the
slope

is,

to a

obliquit}" differs.

process, itself due in turn to the size of the teeth.
ing,

The cause

of this

large extent, the great development of the alveolar

we have here

Properly speak-

a high degree of mandibular prognathism.

The

horizontal rami pass l)ackward with a moderate divergence, but the

-SKI'LL of

female ORAN(i SHOWINT;

NASAI. SPINE (Cat. No. 112U'i9 T'.S.X.M.l-

with those of the upper jaw, run nearl}'
This gives to each of the horizontal
bi'anches a rather pronounced twist, well seen from above, and adds
much to tlie thickness of the upper border l>ehind the second molars.

tWO rows of

teeth, to connect

or entirely in parallel

lines.
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ramus

in the females approaches in form the same part
jaw; in males the posterior border shows a marked
rou^h curve or process, produced by the attachment of the powerful

The

vertical

of the

human

internal pter^^goid muscle

Base of the

skull.

— The

oehind than in front, or
laries are still

and the stylo-mandibular lio-anient.
palate approaches ov^oid in form narrower

—

elliptical,

it is

wholly separated

their articulation

is

nares are spacious,

in

No.

or U-shaped.
lil:2171,

The intermaxil-

and the palatal part of

more or less visible in all the adolescents.
of somewhat greater height than breadth.
is

some-

The right molar of female oeang

(Cat. Nd.

external pterygoid plates are everted; the pterygoid fossa

times deep

(as,

The
The

for instance, in

No. 142192); sometimes very
shallow (as in the case of
No. 142195).

The glenoids

are broad and shallow, and are

bounded

externally

large zj'gomatic

posteriorly

by

by the

tuberosity,

a well devel-

oped post-glenoid process, and
mesially by a pronounced
tuberosity, formed by that
part of the temporal which
lies

next to the petrous

Ijone.

This elevation, but feebl}' represented in human crania,

seems to take in part the place
of the spinous process, which
in the orangs is nearly or
wholly absent. The eminentia articularis is very low.

The

floor

of

the

auditor'}^

meati shows no dehiscence.

Fig.

3.

142169 U.S.N.M.),
.(•

and

showing accessory

ossicles

at

y.

The surface of the basilar process is, viewing the base of the skull
from a])ove, generally on a lower level than the more elevated parts
of the petrous portions of the temporal; and these portions extend
forward well upon the body of the sphenoid, leaving only a small sideslit for the middle lacerated foramen.
These two features, to which
the writer briefl}^ drew attention before." constitute a very good index
In an intellectual
of the relative development of the brain and skull.
white man the petrous portions, looked at from above, are decidedly
sunken below the level of the neighboring parts, which ofl'ered less
(Abstract.)
« Certain Racial Characteristics of the Base of the Skull.
Section Anthropology and Psychology, N. Y. Acad. Sci., Science, Feb. 22, 1901.

Kept.
p. MOO.
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resistance than these hard

wedges

to the expansion of the brain;

and

the middle hicerated foramina are large, through the spreading of the
surrounding parts, Avhile the petrous bones remained stationary. In
the African blacks the petrous portion and surface of neighboring

bones are often on the level and the middle lacerated space is small,
while in the Indians, brown, and some 3'ellow races the conditions are
mostly between those of the white and black.
The whole process of
the changing relations and gradual enlargement of the middle perforated space can be studied in whites alone from childhood to adult
life.
In all the apes and monkeys and in other mammals the middle
perforated space is insignificant and the relative elevation of the
petrous portions equals or exceeds that in the orangs.

There are present

in a

number

of the skulls distinct styloids.

detail conditions in this respect are as follows:
Styloids.

Male orangs.

The

NO.
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The

po.sterior cond\'loid fonimiiia. such as occur
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somewhat irreou-

man and

each of wliich transmits a vein from the lateral
There are, near the usual location of
sinus, are absent in the orangs.
these foramina in a number of the skulls ver\' small siuolo orifices,
larly

in

usually less than

1

millimeter in diameter,

o})eninos of the canals of nutrient vessels.
fossa,

however, and the groove leading from

l)ut

these are only the

The posterior condvloid
it

to the anterior

loid depression, are invariably well repi-esented. particulai'ly

condy-

.so

in the

is

single

male skulls.

The

articular surface of the condyles, often doul)le in man,

in all these

specimens.

The foramen magnum diti'ers greatly
from the following figures:

in size

and shape, as will best

be seen

Mt'd^nnriinnils of ((miiiieu incu/iiHtn.

Male orangs.

556
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Tho lower portion of the

Mietopic crest

is,

vol. xxxi.

in a large propor-

ethmoid depression is very
deep, the crista g-alli insignificant, though not wholly wanting.
The
outline of a horizontal plane of the skull above the orbits is nicely
ovoid, dirt'ering from that in man by greater convergence of the parieties toward the median line in front; in other words, the frontal region
tion of the skulls. al)sent or nearly so, the

Fig.

4.— Skull of m.\le orang (Cat. No. 142198 U.S.N.M.). «, Arch in the dorsum sell.«: /
COMPLETE KEXE.STRUM .\BOUT THE GASSERIAX GANGLION.

In the gibbon and
of the orang brain is more pointed tlian in man.
lower primates this condition is still more accentuated.
The spinous foramen is absent; it is merged with the foramen o\ale,
which is spacious.
The middle and posterior clinoids, and in some cases the anterior
ones also, are united l)y a bridge which completes a large pituitar}'
foramen. In six cases only is this union wanting and in two others it
is on one side incomplete.
The dorsum selhe is in seventeen skulls (11
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males, 6 females) an arch over a large foramen (see fig. 4^/), in six (1
male, 5 females) it consists only of two diverging lamina^ with wide
mesial separation, and in one case (female, No. 142201) there are or\\j
traces of even these lamina?.

The

lateral borders of the

at their base, in

many

dorsum

sella^

or

its

components, articulate

of the specimens, with a process from the point

of the petrous part over a quite spacious canal for the inferior petrosal

and a little farther laterad the free superior border of the petrous
bone shows a marked oval depression for the Gasserian ganglion.
This hollow is more pronounced than in man; in some of the specisinus;

^IG.

5.— Skull of female fiRAxo

(Cat. No. iji'ito U.S.N.M.), showing a DonxiTTiox
THE MOLARS FROM THE FIRST BACKWARDS.

ix size of

mens projecting spicuhe from the superior border of the pc^trous bone
it into an incomplete foramen; and in one case (No. 142198)
there is on the right side a union of these processes, from which
results a complete spacious bony fenestrum (fig. 4/').
This feature,
convert

so far as the writer could find, has not been reported previously either
in apes or

man.

—

Orang teeth in general have been studied thoroughly by
and there will be added in this place only a fe^v particulars.
The male teeth are all larger than the corresponding ones of the
The

teeth.

Selenka,'^'

«

Menschenaffen,

p. 57 et seq.
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females and the latter also approach more the human form. In some
of the females (as, for instance. No. 142170) the upper molars diminish
ver}^ perceptibly from the first to the third and are also not far from
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in

one the

Among

rij^lit

559

third lower molar seems to be permanently wanting.

the 12 males and 10 females with full second dentition the

conditions are as follows:
Dentition.
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The .study of orano- crania as a whole inipresse.s one with the high
degree of individual variation and with the role played by the muscles
and teeth in modifying various parts. As both of these agencies are
mainly connected with the kind of food, the plausible suggestion forces
itself upon the mind that a prolonged change, la.sting- through a numl)er of generations, to food requiring much less mastication should

adult male orang (Cat. No. 1421S1 U. S. N. M.). x, A supernumerary tooth;
IRREGULARITY OF THE PREMOLARS. THE RIGHT RAMUS EXHIBITS ONLY TWO MOLARS.

Fig. v.— .Mandible of
//,

greatly modify the whole orang skull.
to the

human

It

should also })ring

it

nearer

type, for the features by which the orang cranium differs

most from the human are with few exceptions exactly those produced
by greater teeth and nmscles of mastication.
As this paper goes to print word is received from Doctor Abbott
of a shipment to the National Museum of further material, consisting of eighteen crania and skeletons of orangs from Sumatra; these
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ought to prove of great interest

in
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connection Avith the Borneo material

here described.

,,.,,•

u

bibliography
has ])een made by the writer to collect tlie
This proved
craniology
orang
with
of writings relative to or dealing

An endeavor

.

FIG.

S.-MANDIB,.E OF FEMALE OKANG

(Cat. NO. 142198 U.S.N.M.)

MOLAR

l)N

THE

,

SHOWING

A

RrDIMENTARV FOURTH

LEFT.

though the number of larger contributions to
The following pages contain all the works that
the subject is limited.
only a few obscure
could be personally examined, and there were

to be

an arduous

tasl^,

titles

where

was not possible

this

:
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NEW SPECIES OF GREAT ANT-EATER
FROM CENTRAL AMERICA.

DESCRIPTION OF A

B}'

Marcus Ward Lyon,

Assistant Curator, Division of

The

restricted

genus Myvniecophaija has

Jr.

Mammals.

long*

been considered mon-

otypic, the single species tridactyla being accorded a range from Gua-

temala to Brazil. An examination of material in the collection of the
United States National Museum as well as in the collections of the

Cambridge; American Museum of
and the Academy of Natural Sciences,
Philadelphia, shows that constant specific differences exist between
skulls of individuals from South America and those of individuals from
Central America. The material now available is insutficient for determining whether these internal differences are correlated with external

Museum

of Comparative Zoology,

Natural History,

New York;

differences.

am

indebted to Mr. Outram Bangs, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
New York City; and Messrs. Witmer Stone and
James A. G. Rehn, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for the loan of specimens from the collections under their care, for use in connection
I

Dr. J. A. Allen,

with the preparation of this paper.

GENERIC NAMES OF THE GREAT ANT-EATERS.
MyrmeGophaga.

— First used by Linnaeus in 1758^' with three species,

namely, didactyla Linnseus, from South America (type of Cyclopes
Gray 1821), tridactyla Linnaeus (type of the genus Myrmecopliaga.,
by elimination) and tetradactyla Linnaeus (type of Uroleptes Wagler
1830.)^

«Systema Naturae, 10th ed., I, p. 35.
&For a discussion of the term Mynnecophaga see Rehn, American Naturahst,
XXXIV, 1900, pp. 575, 576; Thomas, idem., XXXV, 1901, pp. 143, 144; and Allen,
Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XIV, 1901, pp. 91, 92; whence it is evident that ifj/r/necophaga is the proper generic designation of the Great Ant-eaters.
Proceedinqs U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1496.
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Mammyrmecophagm. — Herrera,
tifica

1899, "Sinonimia vulgar y ciende los principales Vertebrados Mexicanos," proposed as a modi-

Linnsus' term Myriitecopfiaga.
Falcifer.—RQhn^ 1900-/' type, .Myrmecophaga jubata Lmnpeus from
Brazil; proposed as a name for the Great Ant-eater under the erroneous
belief that the type of Myrinecoj)haga was tetradactyla and not
fication of

iridactyla.^

SPECIFIC

NAMES OF THE GREAT ANT-EATERS.

Tridactyla Linnaeus,'^ "Habitat in America meridionali."
Myrmecophaga Linnaeus by elimination/^

Type

of

the genus

Juhata Linnaeus,^ "Habitat

Brasilia, Cap. b. spei.''
Type of
antedated by tridactyla as a specific
term for the Brazilian Great Ant-eater.

Falcifev

it

Rehn

(see above).

As no name is available
may be known as

in

It is

for the Great Ant-eater of Central America,

MYRMECOPHAGA CENTRALIS,
Type.—Xouwg

new

species.

adult skull, Cat. No. 15963 (no skin), U.S.N.M.;

collected at Pacuare, Costa Rica, June, 1876,

by Jose C. Zeledon.

Original No. 86.

Diagnostic characten^.

— Like

MyrmecoplKiga tridactyla, but median
much farther forward
than lateral anterior extensions of same bones (Plate XIV, figs. 1 and 2);
most anterior point of squamosal extending forward decidedly less than
half way between the middle of the root of the z^'gomatic process and
the most anterior point of the alisphenoid (see Plate XIV, fig. 3).
anterior extension of frontal bones not produced

In Myrmecophaga centralis the antero-inferior angle of the parietal
extends downward and inward so that it appears on the inferior surface of the skull for a distance of 5 to 10 mm., the inferior portion
being separated from the lateral portion by a more or less evident
ridge, while in

M.

tridactyla scarcely any of the antero-inferior angle

of the parietal appears on the under side of the skull.

Owing

to the

forward extension of the squamosal in the Brazilian Ant-eater the
lateral portion of the alisphenoid is narrower behind than in front,
while in the Central American animal, owing to the downward extension of the antero-inferior angle of the parietal, the lateral portion of
the alisphenoid is narrower in front than behind.
(See Plate XIV, figs.
In J/, tridactyla the most anterior point of the squamosal is
3 and 4.)
about midway between the most anterior point of the alisphenoid and
American Naturalist, XXXIV, 1900, p. 576.
Rehn, Thomas, and Allen. For references see foot note on p. 569.
^Systema Naturas 10th ed., I, 1758, p. 35.
rf Thomas,
American Naturalist, XXXV, 1901, ji. 14.3. Linnpeus' first reference,
"Tamandua-guacu, Marcgr. bras 225," permits the type locality to be fixed as Brazil.
«Systema Natun«, 12th ed., I, 1766, p. 52.
«
^

A
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the middle of the root of the zygomatic process, in

same point

is

situated

much more

571

M.

centralis the

posteriorly.

The differences in size between the two specimens figured is due to
age or to individual variation, as some Central American skulls are as
large as the South

American

and some South American
Rican skull figured. The interorbital
constriction seen in the Brazilian skull is probablv individual.
skull figured,

skulls are as small as the Costa

Considerable variation is seen in various parts of the skulls of the
Great Ant-eaters, especially in the region of the lachrymal bone, the
antero-posterior diameter of which is relatively short in all the Central
American skulls, while in some of the South American skulls it is

much

elongated, and in others

it

is

short.

large series of specimens are obtained

forms of the Great Ant-eater

may

It is possible that

from

when

definite localities, other

be recognized.

SKULLS EXAMINED.
Myrmecojyhaga centralis

U.S.N.M. Pacuare, Costa Rica, Type.
UIOT. U.S.N.M. Talamanca, Costa Rica.
No. 141.55. U.S.N.M. Talamanca, Costa Rica.
No. 10095. Mus. Comp. Zool. (Bangs coll.), Divala, Panama.

Cat. No. 15963.
Cat. No.
Cat.
Cat.

Myrmecophaga
Cat. No.

13001.

Cat. No. 143131.
Cat. No.

49597.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

22986.

Cat.'

Cat.
Cat.

Cat.
Cat.

Cat.
Cat.
Cat.

.

20753.
8414.
194.

16137.
16924.

tridactyla."'

U.S.N.M. Surinam.
U.S.N.M. Surinam,
U.S.N.M. San Sebastian, Marajo, Brazil.
U.S.N.M. (mounted skeleton). Locality unknown.
U.S.N.M. (mounted skeleton). Localit}^ unknown.
Mus. Comp. Zool. (Bangs coll.). Dibulla, Colombia.
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Brazil.
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela.
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Maripa. Venezuela.

4634. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.

Brazil.

4639. Acad. Nat. Sci, Phila.

Brazil.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
All figures about

^^^

natural

XIY.

size.

Myrmecophaga centralis, No. 15963, Type from Paouare, Costa Eica.
Mi/rmecophaga trklactyla, No. 49597, from San Sebastian, Marajo, Brazil.
In both skulls the fronto-nasal sutures, and those about the squamosal and alisphenoid have been intensified by the use of pigment before the photographs were
Figs. 1
Figs. 2

and
and

3.

4.

taken.

«The

skull represented in Flower's Osteology of the Mammalia, 1885, p. 230, fig.
belongs to the South American species. The locality is not given. Specimen
No. 115 from Surinam, represented in Elliot's Land and Sea Mammals of Middle
America and West Indies, 1904, p. 29, rig. 8, as judged from the illustration, also
belongs to this species.
69,

U.

S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXXI

Skulls of Great Ant-eaters.
For explanation of plate see page 571.

PL. XlV

NOTE ON AN OCCURRENCE OF GRAPHITIC IRON IN A
METEORITE.
By Wirt
AmskoU

Tassin.

Curator, DirUion of Mineralogy.

During the course of some investigations as to the relation of structure to composition in meteoric irons, at present being carried on by me,
was observed in a sample of the Canyon Diablo
This concretion was of such a size that it was readily
broken out in a nearly perfect condition.
On cutting it, in order to make a metallographic examination, the
mass was found to be a septarian nodule (see figure), the septa consisting of the native metals which metallographically did not differ from that of the
a bhxck concretion

meteorite.

mass of the

iron.

The

interseptal portions

consisted of a very fine-grained, distinctly
crystalline graphitic carbon,

and amorphous

carbon, which could be separated from each

other in part by floating.

Intimately mixed

with the two kinds of carbon is a ver}- tine
granular or scaly troilite.
There is also
present a lustrous metallic, dark steel-gray

substance occurring

in

irregular angular

masses varving- in size from minute grains
.'\
Plan of septarian nodule.
rr<i
IhlS mato one weighing 110 miHlgrams,
(Twice natural size.)
terial was at first taken for graphite in that
it closely resembled that mineral.
It was, however, strongly magnetic,
thus afl'ording a ready method for its separation.
The composition of the material thus isolated is as follows:
•

.

Fe

88.

84

4.00

^Ti

Co

(«)

2.00
4.35
0. 87

Ki

C
p

100. 06

Specific gravity, 6.910.
» Present,

Proceedings U.

S.

but not weighable.

National Museum, Vol. XXXI-No. 1497.
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Weinschenk

"

vol. xxxi.

has described a carbide of iron, cohenite, having the
Hardness 5.5-6, specific gravity 6,977, luster

following- properties:

Occurmetallic, color tin-white, becoming bronze yellow on exposure.
ring in crystals, pro babl 3^ isometric, having the following composition:
Fe, 89.88; Ni (Co), 3.71; C, 6.41; Sn, Cu, trace.
The graphitic iron here described differs from cohenite, in that it is
soft enough to leave a mark on white paper; does not occur in crystals

belonging to the isometric system but in angular foliated masses.
dark steel gray, while cohenite is tin-white.

Its color is

a

Ann. Mus. Wien., IV,

p. 94, 1889.

MAMMALS OF BANKA, MENDANAU, AND
ISLANDS,

BILLITON

BETWEEN SUMATRA AND BORNEO.
By Marcus Ward Lyon,

Jr.,

Assistant Curatar, Division of Maimnals.

mammals collected on the
and on the little island of Mendanau
Ij'ing off the west coast of Billiton (see map, page 577), b}' Dr. W. L.
Abbott, between January 20, 1904, and August 14, 1904, and pre.
No general account,
sented to the United States National Museum.
so far as I am aware, has appeared concerning the mammal fauna of
This paper

islands of

is

based on 274 specimens of

Banka and

Billiton

Banka. Jentink** has twice published lists of the mammals of Billiton.
Man}" specimens in the collection of the Leyden Museum are recorded

from Banka

b}-

Schlegel, b}" Jentink,^ and

East Indies, showing the species

l\v

Midler.'

mammals of the Dutch
known from Banka and Billiton as

Recently Willink'' has published a

list

of the

from many other islands.
Banka, also spelled Bangka, the larger of the two islands, is just off
the coast of Siunatra from which it is separated b}" a channel less than
10 miles wide in places and varying in depth between 10 and 19 fathoms. The average width of the island is about 50 miles and its length,
which extends from northwest to southeast, is about 150 miles. There
are several hills on it, the highest of which is in the northern part and
is recorded as being 2,296 feet in altitude.
Doctor Abbott's remarks

well as

on his collecting stations are given be3'ond.
Billiton, measuring about 50 miles square, lies nearl}" 50 miles to
the east of the southern extremity of Banka.
The highest hill on it
is said to be 1,673 feet in altitude.
The waters between Banka and
A number of
Billiton have a depth ratiging from 19 to 29 fathoms.
small islands occupy this channel.
Doctor Abbott collected only on
one of them, Mendanau, about 4 miles to the west of Billiton.

Billi-

Leyden Museum, XII, 1890, pp. 149-154; and XIII, 1891, pp. 207-209.
Catalogue Systematique des Mammiferes. Catalogue Osteologique des Mammiferes, and Siniiae.
Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas.
'Yerhandl. Natuur. Geschied. Nederl. Over. Bezitt. ZooL, 1839-44.
" Notes,
'J

''Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

Proceedings U.

S.

XLV,

National Museum, Vol.

10th

ser., Pt. 9,

XXXI— No.

pp. 153-345.

1498.
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ton

is

.separated

from the west coast of Borneo by the wide Kariniata

Strait (about 1;^5 miles),

which has an average depth of about 25

The notes on Doctor Abbott's

fathoms.

vol. xxxi.

collecting stations are given

])eyond.

From the geographical situation of these two islands it would be
expected that their mammal faunas would be similai- to the fauna of
Sumatra; but from a study of Doctor Al)bott's collections it ))ecomes
apparent that the zoological relations of these two islands, so far as
mammals are concerned, are with distant Borneo, and not with near by
Sumatra. The relationship between themselves is rather close.

SYSTEMATIC LIST OF SrEVIES.
TRAGULUS BANCANUS,

new

species.

Tfugulus wqni Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. de Pays-Bag, IX, Cat. Oteol.
Mammiferesi, 1887, p. 150.
1891. Tragulus napii Jextink, Notes Leyden Museum, XIII, 1891, p. 209.
1887.

Tragulus luipn Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdsclirift Nederlandsch-Iiidi;-,

1905.

XLV,

p. 198.

Type.— Aduh female, skin and skull, Cat. No. 124714, U.S.N.M.
Collected at Tanjong Tedong, island of Banka, east of Sumatra, May
31, 1904,

by Dr.

W.

L. Abbott.

Original

number

8283.

—

Diagnostic charaeters. Very closely related to Tragulus napu of
Sumati'a, but brighter in color; skull not quite so large.
Color.
is

—Type: General color above tawny-ochraceous

(in T. tiajni it

ochraceous), but everywhere ver}' largely -obscured by the conspic-

uous black tips to the hairs. On the sides the tawny-ochraceous is
replaced by a dull ochraceous or ochraceous buff. Top and sides of
the head and neck similar in color to })ack, but less obscured by black
tips to the hairs, except along* the indistinct nape stripe.
Underparts
white, except a short narrow suffusion of the color of the sides just
posterior to the chest.
Throat pattern normal, the hairs of the dark
stripes a dull tawny-ochraceous. l)ut heavily tipped with black so
that but little of the former color is seen.
Hairs of collar dull ochraceous tipped with black, both colors equally prominent. Forearm
similar in color to the back on outer side, but l)lack tips to hairs less
conspicuous and scarcely noticeable or absent al)out the wrist. Inner
side of foreleg white.

Hind

legs similar in color to the sides, but

Just above heel, at situation of gland, a
rather conspicuous spot of tawny-ochraceous, in contrast to the general ochraceous color of the legs.
Tail like back above, but black not
so conspicuous; white below and at tip.
Skull and teeth. There are no characters by which the skull of
Tragulus hancanus can be disting'uished from that of T. napu.
Measurements. See table, page 681.
black less conspicuous.

—

—

}fAMMALS OF

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— Uo
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Specimens examined.

—Five females and

of Banka, as follows: Klabat Baj", 3;

Tedong,

1;

Rernarl's.

Two

vol. xxxi.

Tanjong Rengsam,

1 male, all from the island
Tanjong Bedaan, 1; Tanjong

1.

—The series of Tragidus hancaniis

is

very uniform

of the specimens have the black tips of the hairs

are consequentl}^ lighter than the others.

It is

worn

in color.
off,

and

most closely related

from which it differs in its brightei- color. It differs
same respect from T. canescens of the Malay Peninsula, as well

to T. napu,

in

the

as

in its slightly smaller size.

TRAGULUS BILLITONUS,

new

species.

Tragidus napu, melani^tic variety, Jentink, Notes Leyden

1891.

Museum, XIII,

1891, p. 209.

Tragulus napu Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdsclirift Nederlandach-Indie,

1905.

XLV,

p. 198.

Ti/pe. --Adnh

lected at

1904,

male, skin and skull, Cat. No. 124929,

Tanjong Batu,

LI.

S.N. M.,

col-

Billiton Island, east of Sumatra, Jnlj 20,

by Dr. W. L. Abbott.

—A

Original

member

number

3521.

Tragulus napu group,
related to T. pretieUus and T. umhrinns, but darker and duller in color
than the former, lacking the bright color along the sides of the body,
neck, and head, and not quite so dark as the latter, and with a welldefined nape stripe instead of the diffused dark color of the neck in
Diagnostic

cliaracters.

of the

umhrinus.
Color.

—Type:

General color of hairs above tawny-ochraceous, but

heavily tipped with black, the latter color predominating in the genOn the sides the tawn3^-ochraceous is replaced by buff' and
eral effect.
the black tips to the hairs are less conspicuous.

and neck similar

iii

Top and

sides of head

color to the back, but black tips to the hairs less

Under parts
conspicuous except along the rather narrow nape stripe.
white in region of chest and groin, but the middle of the belly, for an
extent of 150 mm., is suff'used with ochraceous buff'. Throat pattern
normal, the hairs a somewhat duller tawnj^-ochraceous than the back
and heavily tipped with black so that the latter color predominates.
Hairs of collar lighter in color, approaching ochraceous buff', with
Foreleg generally tawnyl)lack tips, both colors equally prominent.
ochraceous, without uuich admixture of black. A narrow, white line
extends on the inner side of the leg from the wrist upward to meet the
white of the chest. Hind leg similar to foreleg in color, but generally
Upper surface of tail
darker and with more white on the imier side.
Tip and undersimilar to back, but ))lack of hairs not so conspicuous.
Ears, orbital ring, preorbital stripe, nose and lips
side of tail white.
blackish.

Sku/l

and

teeth.

— Apparentl}^ there

are no characters by which to

distinguish the skull of Tragulus biUitonus

from that of related

species.

3LUfMALS OF BAXKA AND BILLITOX— LYON.
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Measurements. See pag'e 581.
Specimens examined. Eight males, two females, all from the island
of Billitou; Tanjong Batu, six; Bukit Menguru, three; Tanjong Poe-

—

tak, one.

—The

is fairly uniform in color.
The underparts
most of the specimens; the type has the most
Many of the specimens have a narrow, dark line
extensive sufi'usion.
extending in the median line of the chest, sometimes from the collar

Bemarlis.

series

are mainly whitish in

to the

middle of the belly, but usuall}' shorter.

Two

of the speci-

mens. Cat. Nos. 124930 and 125003, U.S.N.M., are somewhat lighter
and grayer than the average of the series; Cat. No. 124930, U.S.N.M.,
is further abnormal or partl}^ albinistic in having a thick scattering of
gray hairs on the top of the neck and shoulders and a few scattered
whitish patches over the surface of the body.

TRAGULUS LUTEICOLLIS,
1891.

Tragulus kanchil Jentink, Notes Leyden

new

species.

Museum, XIII,

1891,

j).

209.

Type.—K&wM
lected at

male, skin and skull. Cat. No. 124733, U.8. N.M., colTanjong Bedaan, island of Banka, east of Sumatra, June 12,

by Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number 3311.
Very closely related to l^ragulus ka/ic/iil of
Sumatra, from which it differs in a generally duller color very noticeable on side of head and neck, and less black on the upper parts.
It
is slightly larger than h/nchil, as may be seen by reference to table of
measurements on page 581.
1904,

DliKjnostlc chnraciers.

Color.

—Type:

—

General color of hairs above a dull ochraceous-buff

or orange-butf, tipped with black; the two colors about equally promi-

nent except along the well-marked nape stripe and crown of head,
which are neaVly entirel}^ black. On the sides of the body the black
is less in evidence than on the back, and the ochraceous-buti' is paler.

Underparts generally white, a

buff}' suffusion

in axilla?; a

suffused

patch, 18 cm. long, of similar color in the ventral line, al)out

1 cm.
wide anteriorly where it is of the same color as the collar and widening out posteriorly to 4 cm. where it is a dull ochraceous-l)ufl' unmixed
with blackish tips of the hairs. Throat pattern normal, similar in
color to the middle of the sides; less black in the collar, so that it is
nearly a clear dull ochraceous-buff'.
Forelegs almost a pure ochraceous, slightly sprinkled with black in the upper portion.
A narrow
white stripe on inner side of leg.
Hind leg generally similar to color
of middle of sides, but a little brighter; inner side white.
Upper
surface of the tail like back; tip and underside white.
Sides of head
and neck a dull orange or ochraceous-l)uff', more buffy anteriorly,
grizzled by the blackish tips to the hairs.
Ears blackish.
Five of the specimens of Tragulus luteicollis are considerably lighter
in color along the back and sides than is the t^^pe specimen and rest of

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
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The
the series, due to the wearing otf of the })lack tips to the hairs.
general ochraceous buff is also lighter and duller in color in these
specimens.

ShuU and

teeth.

—There

are no characters by Avhich the skull of

TraguluH luteicolUs can be distinguished from that of T.
series of

measurements

(see table,

Irinchil.

page 581) shows the skull

to

A
})e

slightly larger in the average.

—

Meamrements. See table, page 581.
Specimens examined. Ten females and 8 males; 11 fully adult, 3
nearly adult and -1 3^<nuig; all from the island of Banka; 11 from Tanjong Bedaan, 1 from Tanjong Tedong, 1 from Tanjong Rengsam, and

—

2 from Parmassan.

—

is

Tragalm luteicolUs is closely related to T. Innchil, but
Eemarl's.
readily distinguished by the more yellow color on the sides of the

neck, and generally darker back.
smaller size and more yellow neck.

From T. carirnatae
From T. varus it

it

differs in the

differs in being

generally less ruddy and bright, especially along the sides of the body

and neck.
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MUNTIACUS« BANCANUS, new
1891." Cerrnlas

species.

muntjac Je^ttink, Notes Leyden Museum, XIII, 1891,

p.

209

(Billiton specimens).
1905.

Natuurkundig
(Banka and BiUiton.)

Cervulus muntjac Willink,

XLY,

p. 189.

Tijdscrhift Nederlandsch-Iudiu,

T^i^^.— Skin and skull of adult female, Cat. No. 124726, U.S.N.M.,
collected at Tanjong- Bedaan, island of Banka, east of Sumatra,

1904,

7,

by Dr. W. L. Abbott.

number

Original

June

3296.

—

Externally similar to Muntlacns moschatus
Sumatra, but decidedly smaller. Skull similar to that
of 2funtlacus j^leiJiaricus (Koblbrugge) of Borneo, but interpterygoid
space narrower and lachr3"mo-maxillary suture distinctl}^ longer.
General color of upper parts of liod}' and tail something
Color.
between Ridgwa^'s hazel and ferruginous, deepest along the middle
line, becoming duller and lighter along the sides and flanks and thighs.
Beginning at the ears and extending over the shoulder the ferruginoushazel color is overwashed with blackish, caused by the black subapical
Diagnostic characters.

(Blainville) of

—

rings of the hairs in that region.
hazel.

A

Crown

of head, bright ferruginous-

black line extends from near the base of ear

downward

and inward to meet the corresponding line of the other side in the
middle line at about the level of the opening of the lachrymal gland.
Muzzle indefinitely brownish. Sides of head and neck similar to sides
of body.
Under parts from axilhv to inguinal region similar to sides
of body, an indistinct brownish mid-ventral line.
Chin, upper throat
(lower throat similar to sides of neck), axilhe, narrow band across chest,
inside of upper foreleg, inguinal region, inner side of thighs, and
under surface of tail white. Fore and hind legs washed with dull
brownish. A small lighter colored area just above hoofs corresponds
to the conspicuous white spots seen in the same location in the Indian
Muntjacs.
External surface of ears blackish; internally, scantily
haired, buff3^.

—

Skull and teeth. Very similar to those in 3Iunt!acus 2^^<^''^haricu8
from Borneo. If the inferior-external boundaries of the interpterygoid space be prolonged backward the}^ will bo found to pass internal
to the paramastoid process in the Banka Muntjac, while in the Bornean
Muntjac they pass much external to this process. In Mimtiacus
lancaiias the lachrymo-maxillary suture measures about 20 mm.,
while in M. pleiharicus it is about 15 mm. The posterior root of the
zygomatic process is sharply marked off from the glenoid fossa by a
conspicuous rounded ridge in the Muntjac from Borneo, while in the
one from Banka the posterior root of the zygomatic process gradually
merges into the rest of the process. This difference is rather hard to
«

The well-known name

esque, 1815.

Cervulus Blainville, 1816,

is

antedated by Muntiacus Rafin-
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describe, but

is

easily appreciated in viewing the
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two forms.

fronto-nasal region and just posteriorly, on the upper

In the

surface of

is found a well-marked concavity in the Bornean animal,
which is lacking- in the one from Banka. The mandibular symphysis
measures on its upper aspect about 25 mm. in M. plelhavicus and

the skull,

mm. in M. hancanus. The antero-posterior diameter of the
lower premolar is greater in the Bornean animal than in the
one from Banka; the same differences are found in the lirst upper
about 20

first

premolars.

—

Measurements. For measurements of Banka Muntjacs and specimens
from Sumatra, Borneo, and the Malay Peninsula see table, page 5S4.
Specimens examined. Two adult females, skins and skulls. Cat. No.
121726, U.S.N.M., the type froniTanjong Bedaan, and Cat. No. 124752,
U.S.N.M., from Parmassan, the frontlets and antlers of five males
from Parmassan and one frontlet (with skin dried on) and antlers
from Buding Kampong, Billiton.
Bema/'Ii.s:
Mnntlacas hancanus is at once distinguished by its smaller
size from J/, moschatus of Sumatra and from J ^ graudicornis of the
Malay Peninsula, from M. j)leiliaricus^'^ of Borneo, it is readily separated by its brighter color, absence of a dorsal stripe, and b}^ wellThe single specimen from Billiton condefined cranial characters.
sisting only of a pair of antlers, the frontlet and its dried skin is very
close to the Bankan Muntjac.
The colors in the frontlet are bright
and well marked, and in size it agrees with the Banka specimens.

—

—

« I

have referred three specimens of Bornean Muntjacs

Museum

Two

to this spet-ies.

in the

United States National

skins of females agree fairly well as to color with the

and possess a dorsal stripe though it is not well
male are about the same in size as the original figure of M. pleiharicus (Kohlbrugge, Natuurkundig TijdschriftvoorNederlandsch
9th ser., IV, 1896, p. 192, plate facing p. 260.) I do not believe that much weight
can be placed on the shape of the antlers of M. pleiharicus for an adult male from
Tenasserin, Cat. No. 111969 U.S.N.M., has antlers and pedicles very similar to those
figured by Kohlbrugge.

original description of

marked and the

M.

antlers

j)leihark'its

and

frontlet of a
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Measurements of specimens of Mimtjacs from Banket, Borneo, Sumatra, and Malay
Peninsula.

Name.
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applied to the small form represented by the Bornean animal, and
provisionall}" to the other insular specimens.

No Sambars were

obtained on Banka.

Measurements of specimens of Rusa from Malnij Peninsula and Archipelago.
u o

Nuiii-

Locality.

Malay

Peninsula-.
Island.

Malay
.serim;

1)IT.

Age.

Adult

Victoria

r24004

Tenas-

124243

-do.

Aged adult

Victoria

104091
124005

Adult

112172

Young...

Peninsula:

j

Male
.do.

Maliwun.

Do
Malay Peninsula:

-do...
.do...

370
345

105
112

...do...

290

('')

350

Island.

Malay

Peninsula:
Tenasserim: Maliwun.
Peninsula: Pahang:
Rumpin River.
Malay Peninsula: Sungei
Balik.

Malay

Billitnn:

Buding Kampong

.

Do
Do
Do
Billiton:

Buding Bay

Borneo: Kapuas River

Do
Pagi Islands: North Pagi

Do
Do
Nias Islands: Siaha Bay
Nias Islands: Telok Dalam

Do
Do
Nia.s Islands:

Lafau

Nias Islands: Siaba

Bay

.

109

Younger.
111985

.\dult....

Female

124'989

do
do
do
do
Nearly adult

Male

124990
124991
124988
124973
142356
142357
121514
121887
121515
121S56
141183
141182
141181
121858
121857

105

..

...do..
...do..
...do..

Adult'

Female
Male ..

Nearly adult

...do...

Aged adult

do...

300
I

I

Adult
....do
Nearly adult
do...i
Adult
|....do...i
do
do
do
'....do
do
do
......do
do
do
do
.

I

I

i

332
315
290

105
101

,

,
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— Like

1

Ratufa ephij^plum from Borneo, but
or dirt^'-white head, sides more grizzled and

Diagnostic characters.

with a distinctly gni}^

voi

less reddish.

Color.

—Tj'pe:

Upper surface

zle of ochraceous (a

little

of neck, bod\', and the sides a griz-

lighter than that of

Ridgway) and

black,

the latter predominating in the median line and forming an ill-detined
broad streak on the lower back, the ochraceous predominating about
the shoulder and anterior half of the sides, the two colors about
equally mixed along the posterior half of the sides.
Lower throat,

underparts of body, inner side of legs, ochraceous. Nose, cheeks,
insides of ears, and extreme upper part of throat dirty white or
cream-])uff'; top of head a grizzle of black and cream-])uti'; side of neck
for about 10 mm. posterior to ear rather light ochraceous, devoid of
black grizzling, extending upward to outer surface of ear, where it
becomes bufly. Fringe on outer surface of forearm tawny; fore
feet dull ochraceous; outside of foreleg similar to sides of body, inner
side ochraceous.

Hind

feet ochraceous; lower leg

and thigh a dark

or almost tawny ochraceous, the upper and outer surface of the thigh

being encroached on by the grizzling of the sides of the bod3^ Upper
tail dark brown, something between Ridgway's bui'nt umber
and seal brown, almost black at the extreme tip; underside of tail
similar for outer half of hairs, inner half of hairs dull ochraceous, the
short appressed hairs clear ochraceous.
surface of

—

SI'kU and teeth. These closely resemble those of specimens of
Hatufa ephippium from western Borneo.
Measnre))ients.
Type: Head and body, 315 mm.; tail vertebra?,
337; hind foot, 79 (71). Skull of type: Upper length, 64.0; basal length,

—

53.6; basilar length, 50.2; palatal length, 29.1; condylo-basal length,

57.8;

zygomatic breadth. 41.1; interorbital constriction, 27.6; con-

striction Ix'hind postorbital processes, 21.8; diastema, 15.5; maxillary

tooth row (alveoli), 13.5; mandible, back of condyle to front of
ph3^sis, 41.2;

of the sei;jes

mandibular tooth row
see table, page 589.

(alveoli), 12.7.

9,yra-

For measurements

—Thirteen; see table, page 589.
— None of the series examined show any marked deviation

Specimens examined.
JReriiarl's.

in color

from the type.

The amount of Avhite or gray on the head is
more extensive on the top of the

subject to some variation, being

head in some individuals than in others. In Cat. Nos. 124932 and
124974, U.S.N.M., the tawn3'-ochraceous of the hind legs is replaced
by a sort of dull ochraceous. Only one of the specimens, Cat. No.
125008, U.S.N.M., is in old worn pelage; the black of its upper parts
Some of the
has been bleached to a dull brown, or brownish black.
On holdingother specimens have the tails dull brownish black.
Cat. No. 124975, U.S.N.M., an immature female, in certain lights
there can be made out 13 indistinct rings in the tail caused by narrow
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(about 3

mm.
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wide) terminal and subterminal ferruoinous bands on
Some of the other specimens when looked

the otherwise black hairs.

show indistinct aniuilations on the tail, especially
U.8.N.M., the one in worn pelage, which shows 6
blackish brown bands on the tail (15-30 mm. wide) alternat-

at in certain lig-hts

Cat. No, 125008,
indistinct

brown of the rest of the tail.
from JR. epliijrpiuyn in its marked gray head, in
which respect it resembles R. hypoleuca of Sumatra; but in hypoleuca
the underparts are white, in marked contrast to the sides, and the
head is less white. The affinities of Ratufa polia are clearly with the
ing with the dull

Ratufa polia

differs

Bornean form.

As Jentink identified the Billiton giant squirrel as Sciurus alhlceps
Desmarest, the following notes made by Mr. Gerrit S. Miller, jr., on
the type in the Paris Museum will prove of interest and show that
Ratufa polia needs no comparison with R. alMceps:
Ratufa albiceps (Desmarest) type, mounted.

Adult female, nursing.

On

base of

stand, "Ecureuil a tete blanche de Java, par Leschenault 1808, S. alhlceps (Desm.)

In general it may be
hut puHiata back so developed that the
mantle covers the entire back, sides, and forelegs, allowing the black to appear nowhere
except on front feet, a narrow line along posterior edge of front leg and on hind feet,

The specimen

type."

represents a species I have never seen.

described as a small bicolor with normal

tail,

thighs, the thighs showing some of the characteristic bicolor- speckling;
head and distal portion of neck white, a fairly well-defined brownish streak
mm. wide extending back from ear to join brown of neck. Underparts and

legs,

and

entire
7

The light tips of the hairs of the tail are dirty
white without trace of yellow; but the yellow may easily have been bleached out.
They are about the normal extent for bicolor. Proximal fifth of tail concolor with
hind legs that is, a mixture of blackish and a dull indefinite brown beneath the
surface.
Lines of demarcation everywhere well defined except between white of
head and colors of back and breast. Ears in bad condition, but apparently whitish
inner surface of legs dirty yellowish.

—

inside

and browaiish outside. Whiskers blackish. Measurements from mounted
Head and body, 350; tail vertebrae, 320; hind foot, 65 (60); outer toe and

specimen:
claw, 21.

RATUFA POLIA BANCANA,

new

subspecies.

Ti/pe.—Adnh male, skin and skull, Cat. No. 121680 U,S.N.M., colTanjong Rengsam, island of Banka, east of Sumatra, May 27,
Original number 3277.
1901, by Dr, W, L. Abbott.
D'tagwMle characters. Like Ratufa jxdi a from Billiton, but forefeet lighter in color, less white on head, and teeth smaller.

lected at

—

Color.

— T3'pe:

Upper

surface of neck, body, and the sides a grizzle'
Ridgway) and brownish or

of ochraceous (a little lighter than that of

dull black, the latter predominating in the median line, where it forms
an ill-defined dark stripe, the two colors equally mixed along the
sides.
About the shoulder, especially anteriorly and on outer surface

upper arm, the ochraceous is replaced by a dirty white or creamLower throat, underparts of body, inner sides of legs,
light ochraceous or almost ochraceous-buti'.
Nose and cheeks, dirty
of

bufi" color.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
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white, with dark bases of hairs showing.

Top

of head, brownish

black, rather sparingly sprinkled with dirt}^ white.

ears and small area in front of ear, cream-butf.

tol. xxxi.

Inner side of

Outer side of ear and

neck for about 10 mm. behind ear ochraceous-buff, devoid of
Fringe on outer surface of forearm, light tawny
ochraceous; outer side of foreleg a grizzle of dull black and dirty
white, dissimilar to sides of body; inner side of foreleg ochraceousbuff, deeper than that of Ridgway lower foreleg and foot generally
Hind feet, light, ochraceous-buff; inside of hind leg and thigh
buffy.
light ochraceous-buff, the longer hairs bordering the inner side tawny
ochraceous. Outer surface of hind leg almost as far as heel similar
to sides of body.
Upper surface of tail dark brown, something
between Ridgway 's burnt umber and seal brown; underside of tail,
side of

black grizzling.

;

blackish for the outer half or two-thirds of the hairs; inner half of
hairs

between buff and ochraceous-buff', the short, median appressed

hairs ochraceous.

Skull and

teeth.

— In the great majority of cases RatiifajyoUa hancana

can be readily separated from Ratufa polla b}' the distinctly shorter
length of its tooth row and smaller teeth; but a few of the skulls in
the two series can not be so distinguished.

—

Measurements. Type: Head and body, 3i5 mm. tail vertebrse, 425;
hind foot, 76 (71). Skull of tj'pe: Upper length, 64.5; basal length,
;

54.0; basilar length, 50.9; cond^^lo-basal length, 58.7; palatal length,
28.7;

zygomatic breadth. 39.5; interorbital constriction, 26.8; con-

striction behind postorbital processes, 21.6; diastema, 15.6; maxillary

tooth

row

(alveoli), 12.1;

mandible, back of condj^Ie to front of sym-

For measurements of the
page 589.
Specim£ns examined. Fourteen; see table, page 589.
Remarks. Most of the specimens of Ratufa polla har^cana are in
old worn and bleached pelage, so that, in comparing the ser' s as a
whole with that of Ratufa jwlia., the two look very different. But by
comparing individuals in like stages of wear the differences, while
apparent and constant, are not so great. In the Banka animal the fore
and hind feet are lighter than they are in the Billiton one; the cheeks
and sides of the neck are lighter; the forearm and anterior shoulder
physis, 40.4; mandibular tooth row, 13.
series see table,

—

—

white grizzled with blackish, instead of ochraceous with
In the Banka form the heads are less gra}" than in
the typical form, but, as in the Billiton animal, the amount of light
coloring is somewhat variable.
Some of the specimens show the
indistinct rings on the tails, such as are seen in R. polla.

area are

dirt}^

black grizzling.
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External and cranial measurements of Eatufas from

Name.

Banka and
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BilUton.

Num-

Locality.

ber.

o

a>

CS

Ratufa polia bancana.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Rengsam

mm. mm. mm. mm.
Point.

124674
124675
.....do
124676
do
124677
do
124678
do
124679
al24680
do
Bedaan Point.
124743
Bukit Parmas- 124748
san.
do
124749
Klabat Bay
124868
do
124869
do
124870
....do
124871
Batu Point
124932
Buding Bav
124974

do

.

.

.

,

.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Ratufa polia.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

....do....:
Poetak Point

ftl24975
. .

124993

Bukit Menguru. 0125004
do
12.5005
..do.
..do.
..do.
..do.
..do.
.:do.
..do.

12.50U6

125007
125008

Male...
....do..
....do..
....do..

Female
....do..

Male

. .

....do..
....do..
....do..

Female
....do..,
Male....
...do...

Female
....do..,
...do..,
...do...
...do..,

Male....
...do...

Female.

12.5009

Male....
...do...

125010
125011
125012

Male

Female.
...do...

a Type.

1863. Sciurus prevostii hangkanus Schlegel,
26, pi.

I,

%.

340
345
325
335
340
320
340
295
348
345
337
345
335
360
340
330
340
340

365
385
380
400
400
370
390
370
385
377
352
390
380
367
380
375
365
375

357
390
415

77
81
75
79
78

61.7
6.5.1

63.5
62.0
64.0
64.1
64.5
63.2
61.4

79
76
77
78
78
81
79
79
77
74
77

64.5
62.7
62.8
62.8
62.8
63.3
59.4
64.5
64.0
61.8
63.2
65.0
63.5
63.9
62.8
64.7
61.8

mm.

mm..
38.8
38.4
38.9
38.5
39.4
38.4
39.5
39.2
39.5

25.5
25.3
26.1
24.7
26.2
25.

26.8
25.8
26.

26.4
26.6
26.4
26.0
26.5
26.0
27.1
23.0
28.4
27.6
25.7

39.0
39.5
39.9
38.9
38.1
40.5
35.7
40.7
41.1

38.4
39.1
40.2
40.5
40.1
39.5
40.7
40.9

2.5.8

26.7
26.7
26.5
26.6
28.2
27.2

mm.
12.0
12.4
12.2
12.5
12.3
12.1
12.1
12.8
13.0

12.5
12.0
12.0
13.0
13.4
12.7
12.4
13.2
13.5
13.0
12.9
13.4
13.1
13.3
12.8
12.7
12.8

Immature.

Schlegel.

Nederlandsch Tijdsch. Dierkunde,

2.

Sciurus prevostii Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, XII, Cat. Syst.

1888.

Mammiferes,

p. 26.

1905. Sciurus prevostii

XLV,

For

370
370
425
390
340

''

SCIURUS BANGKANUS
I, p.

325
340
340
340
345
335
345
345
330

O

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

p. 240.

measurements see table, page 591. This
from Schlegel's very good figure as
follows: Tawny of the underparts deeper and darker, nearly like
Ridgway's tawny; no pronounced black stripe bordering the tawny,
the tawny merel}^ much darker with the basal half of the hairs blacklist

of specimens and

series of topotypes differs in color

ish;

shoulder slightly more yellowish than in the figure.

SCIURUS MENDANAUUS, new
1890. Sciurus

2jrei'0stii

species.

J EtiTitiK, Notes Leyden Museum, XII,

p. 149,

March

10,

1890.
1905. Sciurus prevostii

XLV,

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

p. 240.

Ti/jj>e.~Miih male, skin and skull, Cat. No. 124916, U.S.N.M., colPulo Mendanau, west of Billiton Island, Malay Archipelago,

lected on

July 14, 1904, by Dr.

W.

L. Abbott.

Original number 3475.
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Similar to Sciurus ca,rhnatdd Miller, but
Diagnostic characters.
underparts and shoulder darker. Differs from Sciurus raffiesi in its

much

lighter shoulder.

Color.

—Type:

Upper

parts of head, neck, and body and a narrow

stripe on outer surface of hind

leg-

black.

Underparts, fore

leo-s,

and

and inner surface of hind legs and feet, deep, rich ferruginous,brightest on the throat, darkest on the forearm and on the feet, where
the color approaches hazel. The white stripe extends from behind the
feet,

In the region of the hips it is widest and
shoulder to the heel.
encroached on liy the black, which makes a slight grizzle. Area at
base of whiskers and chin, white slightly grizzled with black.
Sides
of head and neck a fine grizzle of black and white, the former in
excess. White spot on cheek indistinct. Shoulder orange-ochraceous,
grizzled with black, due to bases of hairs showing, blending in with
the deep rich ferruginous of the arm, and with the white of the side
stripe. Tail uniformly black, but not so deep and clear as on the back.
Not distinguishable with certainty from that of Sciunts
Skull.
carijjiatce; maxillary tooth row a little longer.
External measurements of the type: Figures in
Jleasurenients.
parentheses are measurements of a cotype of ASciu/'us rajflesi (No. 84.0,
British Museum) and the type of S. carimatse.
3.8, Sumatra Raffles
Total length, U8 mm, (
428); head and body, 238 (
243); tail
vertebra?, 210 (
185); hind foot with claws, 55 (56, 52); hind foot
without claws, 51 (51, 47).
Cranial measurements of the type, of a cotype of
rafflesi and the
type of S. cari/natx: Greatest length, 54 mm. (55, 53.5); basal length,

—

—

—

,

,

,

*S'.

46.5 (48.6, 46.5); basilar length, 43.5 (45.6, 43.5); palatilar length, 23.5
(24.8, 23); diastema, 13.5 (13.6, 13); zygomatic breadth, 33 (31, 32.5);
interorbital constriction, 22 (23, 21); least depth of
in front of

tooth row, 5

(5, 5);

ramus of mandible

maxillary tooth row

(alveoli), 11.25

mandibular tooth row, 11 (11.4, 10).
Specimens examined. See table, page 591.
The series of specimens is very uniform in color and
RemarTts.
Sciurus menpattern, and none show any deviation from the type.
danauus is easily distinguishable from -6'. carimatse by its darker
shoulder and underparts and by the greater length of the tooth rows
(11.4, 10);

—

—

of the skulls.

From S. rafflesi of Sumatra it
much lighter shoulder. Mr.

smaller size and

differs in its slightly

Miller, in comparing

specimens of S. melanops with cot3'pe No. 84.6, 3.8 of ,5'. rafflesi
from Sumatra, in the British Museum, noted that the shoulder in the
latter has the palest red, about the same in color as the darkest at the
side of the wrist of a specimen of S. melandps (Cat. No. 113153,
U. S. N. M.) that is, a deep rich ferruginous of Ridgw^ay. His notes do
not show whether or not the shoulder of S. rafflesi is grizzled as it is in
8. mendanauus^ but if it is he would hardly have failed to remark on

—
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it

in

comparing

grizzled.

it

with S. melanops^ in wliich the shoulder

In pattern and color

<5.

vtendanauus.

is

591
is

not

nearly identical with

the shoulder in the latter is lighter and in some specixS. Ixinghanus;
mens inclining to grayish, but the Banka squirrel is much larger. See
table,

page

.591.

External and cranial measurements of tSciurns hangkanus and of Schirun mendanauas.
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Tapanuli Bay, western Sumatra), the outer about 3 nun. wide at the
middle, dirt}' butf in color; the inner about 5 nnu. wide, black, with a
slight grizzling- of the ochraceous rufous of the underparts.
Sides of
head and under surface of tail similar in color to outer surfaces of legs.
Memurements. See table, page 592.
Eleven; see table, page 592.
Sjpecimens examined.
Remarks. This squirrel is distinguishable in color from Sciuriis
mttatus (specimens from Tapanuli Ba}^, western Sumatra) by its less
yellow cheeks and distinctly rufous feet. From S. pen/n.st//arfs it is

—

—

—

distinguished by the narrow dirty buff instead of whitish cream-buff

and by the narrower

side stripe

less clear

black side stripe and the

greater suffusion of the ochraceous rufous of the underparts on the
feet.

Skins of S. tedongus are practically indistinguishable from

those of 8. hillitonas^ though the hind foot averages a
(see table p. 592)

The

skulls of

and the

tips of the tails are inclined to

Semrns tedomjux

differ

from those of

the shorter length of the maxillar}' tooth row

(9

mm.

little

smaller

tawny.

S. hUlitonus in

as against 10

mm.), but are indistinguishable from skulls of S. peninsidaris

in this

respect.
External and cranial measurements of plantain squirrels from Banln and Billiton.

w
Name.

Sciurus tedonqus

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

.

:

Sciurus biUitonus.

Do
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Num-

Locality.

ber.

Banka,Rengsam Point

124683
124684
124680
124086
124687
124688
dci
124689
Banka, Tedong- Point. "124717
Banka, Bodaan Point. 124744
Banka, Klaljat Bay ... ^-124874
do
:.... 124745
Billiton, Batu Point .
124933
do
124934
.do.
124935
.do.
1 24931
.do.
124937
12493S
.do.
.do.
12^939
iil24440
-do.
.do.
1249)1
Billiton, Pingg-i Point. 124972
Billiton, Buding Bay
124976
0124977
do
bl24942
Billiton, Batu Point

do
do
do
do
do

Female.
Male ...
...do...
...do...
...do...
...do...

Female.
Male
. .

...do...

Female.

Male

...

...do...
...do...
...do...

Female.
...do...
...do...

Male

. .

...do...
...do...
...do...

.

Female.

.

...do...
...do...
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I}/7>t'.— Adult

female, skin and skull, Cat. No. 124977, U.S.N.M.,
Budinj^
Bay, island of Billiton, between Sumatra and
collected at
Borneo, August 5, 1904, b}^ Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number 3539.

—

Dlagnodic

characters.
Similar to Sciurus peninsularis and to S.
Black
and
white
stripes on sides not so wide and clear as in
tedongus.
Tip
peninsularis.
of
tail
not so much inclined to reddish as in
S.
Outer surface of legs and i;pper surface of feet suffused with
either.
orange-rufous of underparts as in S, tedongus., much more than in S.
Maxillary tooth row averaging about 1 mm. longer
peninsularis.

than in S. 2)e7iinsularis, vittatus or tedongus.

— Type:

Upper parts and tail a tine grizzle of black and a
between ochraceous-buff and a pale tawny olive; the black
rather in excess on the body, and the two about equally mixed in the
Underparts and inner surface of legs ochraceous rufous. A
tail.
slight wash of this color extends on the outer surfaces of the legs,
becoming marked on the upper surface of the feet. Lateral stripes as
in Sciurus vittatus from Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra, the outer about 3
mm. wide at the middle, dirty buff, the inner about 7 mm. wide, black
Color.

color lying

with a ver}^ slight grizzling of the ochraceous rufous of the underSides of head and under surface of

parts.

tail

similar to outer surface

of legs.

—

Measurements. See table, page 592.
Specimens examined. Thirteen; see table, page 592.
Remarhs. This squirrel is distinguishable in color from Sciurus vittatus (Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra) by its less yellow cheeks and distinctly

—

—

From

rufous feet.

narrow
and by the nar-

S. peninsularis it is distinguished b}^ the

dirty buff instead of whitish cream-buff side stripe

rower, less clear, black stripe and the greater suff'usion of the ochraceous rufous of the underparts on the feet and by the greater length
of the maxillary tooth row.

Skins of S. hillitonus are almost indis-

from skins of S. tedongus., but the hind foot averages a
little longer (see table, page 592), and the tips of the tails are not so much
inclined to reddish.
The skulls of the Banka and Billiton squirrels
are easily separable by the greater length of the maxillary tooth row

tinguishable

(See table, page 592.)

of the latter.

SCIUROPTERUS VORDERMANNI

vordermamil Jentink, Notes Leyden Museum, XII,

1890. Sciuropierus

and

p.

150,

March, 1890.
Sciuropterus vorderinanni Willink, NatuurkundigTijdschrift Nederlandsch-

pi. VII, figs.

1905.

Jentink.

Indie,

13

LXV,

14,

p. 233.

Doctor Abbott secured one specimen, an adult female, at Buding
Bay, Billiton. Its colors differ in no essential respects from those given
in the original description.

The

skull

is

exactly like the figures of the

Measurements: Cat. No. 124986, U.S.N.M. Head and body,
103 mm.; tail vertebrjp, 100; tail to end of hairs, 113; hind foot with

type.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

39
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from meatus, 12; greatest length of skull, 29; nasals,
median lino, 8; greatest breadth of skull, 17.3; diastema, 5.6; length
of upper molar series, 5..5.
claws, 22; ear

NANNOSCIURUS BANCANUS
1888. Sciurus soridnus Jenti^k,

Lyon.

Mus. d'Hist. Nat., XII, Cat.

Syst.

Mammiferes,

p. 25.

1905. Nunnosciurus melanotis

Indie,

LXV,

1906. Nannosciurus bancanus

May

1,

Willixk, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-

p. 249.

Lyon, Proc.

Biol.

Soc. Washington, XIX,

p.

55,

1906.

Represented by 12 specimens, all from the island of Banka. None
were secured on Billiton. For table of measurements of this and
related species, see page 594.
External and cranial measurements of pig) ay squirrels from Sumatra, Borneo, Java,
Sinkep, and Banka.

Name.
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MUS CREMORIVENTER
Three rats of
ton.
ler,

this

group were

595

Miller.

Banka and one on Billifrom Mas cremorlventer MilThe Banka specimens are not full^^
collected on

The,v are not appreciaV)ly different
of the

Malay Peninsula.

adult; the scales

on the

tails

are a

little

smaller and the teeth a

larger than they are in the Billiton specimen.

any positive

conclusi-ons.

ExleriuU and cranial measuronents of

Mas Jirmu-'> and

limited for arriving at
see table

Name.

page

The material

little
is

too

For measurements,

51)5.

Miis croaorirenter.

596
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backward and does not project antero-superiorly in a well-marked
rounded angle. The audital bulla in 2£as dahatus is more compressed
laterally and deeper dor.so-ventrally than it is in the other members of
The teeth are much worn in the single specimen.
the eoncoJor group.
Compared with the type of J\f. surdus the last upper molar is reduced
slopes

in size.

Meamrements.-

—Type:

Total length, 281

mm.; head and

bod}^, 1-13;

vetebra?, 13S; hind foot, 25; greatest length of skull, 31; palatal
length, 17.1; palatilar length, 15.3; zygomatic breadth, 11.9; interortail

bital constriction, 5.0; nasals, 10.9;

diastema, 9.9; width of external

foramen at middle, 3.7 (in M. surdw^^ type, 1.2);
maxillar}" tooth row (alveoli), 5.6; mandible, condyle to front of
symphj'sis, 18.2; mandibular tooth row (alveoli), 5.2,
Specimens examined. One, the type.
Remarks.-— Mils clahatus., while indistinguishable externally from
M. surdus^ is easily separable by the shape of the external plate of
the infraorbital foramen, not only from it, but also from 3Ius concolor
of the Malay Peninsula, from Sumatran and Bornean forms of concolor
and from Mus puUns from Tioman Island.
plate of infraorbital

—

VIVERRA TANGALUNGA
1905.

Two

LXV,

Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-

p. 210.

individuals were collected by Doctor Abbott on the island of

Billiton.

see

tangalunga AVillink,

Viverrn

Indie,

Gray.

None were taken on Banka.

For

table of measurements,

page 600.

PARADOXURUS HERMAPHRODITUS

(

Pallas, in Schreber).

Two Paradoxures were secured in the island of Banka. They show
no appreciable differences in respect to color and to shape and size of
skull and teeth from specimens of Paradoxurus liermaphroditus from
the Malay Peninsula.
For table of measurements, see page 600.

PARADOXURUS CANESCENS,
Type.~%Vm and

new

species.

skull of adult male, Cat. No. 121943 U.S.N.INL,

Tanjong Batu, Island of Billiton, between Sumatra and
Borneo, July 19, 1901, by Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number 3520.
Similar to Paradoxurus 2)hilipj)inensis, of
Diagnostic characters.
the Philippine Islands and Borneo, but with a decided gray color about

collected at

—

the head and the anterior third of the body.

Color.—Ty^e: Sides of nose and region of base of whiskers, whitish
cream buff; nose and top of nose back as far as line connecting inner
canthus of eyes, brownish black, which color extends as a ring about
5 mm. wide around the eye and downward to the lips for a width of
10-12 mm. behind base of whiskers. Ill-defined spot under eye dirty
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white, blending into the color of the cheeks which are a grizzle of
dirty white and dull ))lack.

mm.

A

small ill-defined blackish spot

Area between

is

found

and
connecting anterior edges of ears an indefinite dirt}^ white with a
slight amount of the l)lackish of the bases and the tips of the hairs
showing. This dirty white color with almost no blackish showing
extends backward along the side of the head, under the ear and above
15-20

posterior to outer canthus of

e3^e.

e3'es

line

Top of head, l)etween ears, an equal
the dark clieek area and spot.
indehnite mixture of dirty white and dull black. (In ParadoxunispJiUEars dull blackish on the outside and
ippinejuiii this region is black.)
with a few dirty white hairs on the inside. Anterior third of upper
parts of bod}^, top and sides of neck, an indefinite mixture of cream
buff and black, the underfur and basal 5 or G mm. of the hairs being
blackish, the middle 5 nun. of the hairs being cream Inifi', and the
terminal

T)

mm.

Idack.

The posterior two-thirds

of the upper parts

and basal fourth of the tail is generally similar to the anterior portion of the upper parts, but with the cream buff replaced by buff'.
A fairly well-defined median l)lackish stripe about T nun. wide is found
along the lower two-thirds of the back, on each side of which are
Outer surseven or eight ill-defined spots in a longitudinal row.
faces of thighs

and upper portions of the forelegs similar

in color

Fore and hind feet and terminal
to the anterior third of the body.
Chin, throat, and
l)rownish
Idack.
or
dull
black
three-fourths of tail
anterior underparts and inner side of thighs and forelegs dirty white
or cream buff, the blackish bases of the hairs showing through every-

Rest of underparts, generally dark buffy. and the dark bases
of the hairs less conspicuous.
where.

—The skull and teeth of

Paradoxurus caiiescens are
specimens
of P. j)hilippirunsls from
a trifle smaller than they are in
from the Malay
Jierniaphrodltus
Borneo. Many specimens of J\
to size of skull
in
regard
Peninsula show that there is much variation
from
Paradoxure
the
of
and teeth, so that the slightly smaller size

Shdl and

Billiton

may

teeth.

not be specific.

Meamrements of the %;t^— Head and

liody,

510 mm.;

tail vertel)ra\

385; hind foot with and without claws, 78, 75; greatest length of
skull, 99.3; upper length, 90.7; basal length, 93; basilar length, 90.5;
condylo-basal length, 98; palatal length, -13.7; z3^gomatic breadth, 57.2;

breadth of brain case above roots of zygomata, 33.6; interorbital constriction, 11.1; front of canine to back of last molar (alveoli), 30;
mandible, condyle to front of symphysis, 71.5: front of canine to back
of last molar (alveoli), 38.6.

examined.— T\\x^^, all from Billiton; the type, an adult
male from Tanjong Batu, an adult female from the same place, and an
adult female from Bukit Menguru.
Speciniein<
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Eemarhs.

— Paradoxurus

canescens

599

g^enerally lighter in color and
any other species I have seen.
approached by P. Jynvnnipes Miller, but the
is

gra3^er in the anterior portions than

In grayness of head it is
brown feet of the latter are distinctive.

None of the other species
have the distinct gray area between the ears that P. canescens has.

ARCTOGALIDIA MINOR, new

species.

and skull. Cat. No. 124984:, U.S.N.M.,
Buding Bay, island of Billiton, between Borneo and
Sumatra, August 3, 190-i, by Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number,
7///>^.— Adult female, skin

collected

at

3532.

—

A dwarf form of Arctogalidia stigmatica^
and markings to A. fusca Miller from Pulo Kundur,

Diagnostic cha/mcters.
similar in color

but distinctly smaller.

—

Color.
Type: General color above most like Ridgway's smoke-gray;
under fur and bases of hairs dark broccoli brown, subapical band on
hairs, dirty white; apical ring, blackish brown.
Three fairly welldefined blackish lines, 4:-.5 mm. wide extend along the middle of the
back, from region of shoulders nearly to root of tail.
Head, generally dull blackish, faintly grizzled between the eyes with buff}^ white.
Ears blackish. Side of neck posterior to ears and in front of shoulder,
Feet blackish. Underparts generally an indetinite,
bufi'y white.
Basal third of
dirty grayish color; in the inguinal region, clay color.

above and below similar to back, distal two-thirds blackish.
and teeth. These differ from those of related species in their
smaller size.
Greatest length of skull, 87.5 mm.; type of Arctogalidia
fusca, 98.5; adult male, Cat No. 142341 U.S.N.M, from western Borneo, 110.8; greatest width of skulls, respectively, 46.7; 62.3; 67.4.
Measurements of type. Head and body, 440 mm.; tail vertebrje,
435; hind foot, with and without claws, 74, 68; greatest length of skull,
87.5; upper length, 80.5; basal length, 81.5; basilar length, 79; condylobasal length, 86; palatal length, 47.5; zygomatic breadth, 46.7; width
of brain case above roots of zygomata, 30.3; interorbital constriction,
10; front of canine to back of last upper molar, 31.8; mandible, condyle to front of symphysis, 64.3; front of canine to back of last lower
molar (alveoli), 34.8.
Specimens examined. One, the type.
Eenuirhs.— Arctogalidia minor needs no comparison with other
species of the genus as it is at once told by its small size.
tail

Sl'ull

—

—

—

600
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Measurements of speeimens of Paradoxurus, Virerra, and Arctor/alidia from Banka and
Billilon.
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formed by an extension of the colors of the sides.

Inner side of hind
Hairs of the tail, blackish, ringed with a light tawny
olive above and below with conspicuous rings of graj'ish which is the
color of the base of the hairs below.

le^s grayish.

Color of the rest of the series: Upper parts as in the type. The
majority of the specimens have the undcrparts more gnijdsh and less

ochraceous than has the type. In all there is a sutfusion of the color
of the sides over the middle of the belh^
Two of the specimens, Cat.
No. 124985, from Billiton, and Cat. No. 124909, from Banka, have
the tails in a different pelage from the others, the base of the hairs
underneath being tawny ochraceous and ringed above and laterally

with a slight tint of the same color.
Skull mid teeth. The skull is distinctly smaller and with a shorter
rostrum than that of Tupala javanlca and with more inflated brain

—

It is slightly larger than the skull of T. mdlaccana and
case and bulh>?.
with more inflated brain case and bulla?. The teeth of Tupala injiata
average a little larger than those of T. malaccana and a little smaller

than those of T. javanlca.
MeaHuremen.t^.

— External measurements of

mm.; head and body, 150

type.'^

Total length, 322

(155, 139); tail vertebra?, 172 (130, 146);

hind foot, 38 (35, 34).
Cranial measurements of the type.
Greatest length of skull, 39 mm.
(43.5, 37.5); condylo-basal length, 37 (40, 35); basal length, 34 (37,
31); palatal length, 20 (22.5, 18); zygomatic breadth, 22 (23, 21);
least interorbital breadth, 13 (13.5, 12.5); breadth of brain case above
roots of zygomata, 17.5 (17.5, 17); height of brain case, middle of
basioccipital to top of vault of cranium, 13.5 (12, 12); breadth of pal-

—

ate

between middle molars, 7.5

(7.5, 6.5);

maxillary tooth row, exclu-

sive of incisors (alveoli), 13 (14, 12.5); mandible, condyle to front of

symphysis, 26
(alveoli),

(28, 25);

mandibular tooth row, exclusive of incisors

13 (14, 12.5).

—

Specimens examined. Six skins and skulls, three from Billiton and
three from Banka.
Remarks. Tupala inflata is apparently' a well-marked form, easily
distinguishable from T. jananlca and T. tualaccana. As noted above,
Mr. Miller in comparing T. Inflata with T. minor found them readily

—

separable by cranial characters.
«
T.

The

an average specimen of T. javanica and
For measurements of the series see table page 603.

figures in parentheses are those of

malaccana, respectively.
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TUPAIA DISCOLOR, new
1905.

Tiipaia ferruginea

LXV,

vol. xxxi.

species.

Willink, Natuiirkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

p. 298.

Tyj)e.— Adult female, skin and skull, Cat. No. 124703, U.S.N.M.,
Rengsam, island of Banka, east of Sumatra, May
Original number, 3262.
24, 1904, by Dr. W. L. Abbott.
Similar to Titjyaia ferruginea Raffles, but
Diagnostic characters.
lower half of back distinctl}" grayish, belly tawny (as in T. clirysogaster
Shoulder stripe conspicuous, bright tawn}^
Miller) instead of grayish.
Teeth smaller, bulla? and brain
instead of grayish as in ferraginea.
case more inflated than \\\ JWruginea.
Tj^pe: Upper parts of head, neck, anterior half of back and
Color.
outer sides of forelegs has the general effect of a deep, rich hazel finely
At the middle of the back this effect passes
grizzled with blackish.
into a grizzle of raw sienna and black, extending over the posterior
Brightest portions of the
half of body and outer side of hind legs.
underparts (middle of l)elly, axilhe, and bordering sides of neck) dull
tawny ochraceous gradually' lightening out elsewhere into dull ochraceous buff. The conspicuous shoulder stripe, ochraceous rufouso
Upper surface of tail blackish, finely and sparingly grizzled with cream
On the under surface of tail a dirty cream-buff predominates
buff.
except along the outer edges, where the colors are the same as -the
upper surface. Feet blackish brown, sparingly grizzled with the light

collected at Tanjong-

—

—

colors of the legs.
Sl'ull

and

teeth.-

— Skull

Tvpaia ferruginea., but
crowns of first and second
quadrate, bull* distinctl}" larger, and

similar to that of

slightly smaller, with smaller teeth, the

maxillary molars more nearl}"
brain case

more

inflated.

—

Measurements. External and cranial measurements of the type:''
Total length, 395 mm.; head and body, 220; tail vertebrw, 175 (collector's measurements); hind foot, 49 (from dried skin); greatest length
of

skull,

495;

basal

length,

44;

condylo-basal length, 47; palatal

upper length, 48; zygomatic breadth, 25.5; least interorbital breadth, 14; breadth of brain case above roots of zygomata, 19;
breadth of palate between middle molars, 10.5; maxillar}' tooth row,
exclusive of incisors (alveoli), 19; mandible condyle to front of symphysis, 34; mandibular tooth row, exclusive of incisors, 19.
Specimens examined. Nine skins with skulls, one odd skull, and
two in alcohol, collected at Tanjong Rengsam; two skins with skulls
and one in alcohol from Klabat Bay.
BemarLs. The series of skins and skulls is very uniform. There
are no noticeable individual variations; an immature individual has
length, 27;

—

—

«

For measurements

of the series see

page 603.
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same color pattern

as the adults.

Tupaia discolor

is

603

ap[)arentl3" a

very distinct species though related to fer^rug Inert, but differs sharply,
Mr. Gerrit S. Miller, jr., who compared specias mentioned above.
mens of it with forms in the British Museum, noted that externall}^ it
is much like /ii/poc/wy.sa, but upper parts distinctly more red anteriorly

and more gray posteriorly, the two regions forming- a noticeable contrast of which there is none in hypoclirysa.
Underparts nnich lighter
than in hypochrym, especially on posterior half of belly and inner
In It ypochrysa the inside of hind leg is so dark
surface of hind legs.
that it forms no noticeable contrast with the outer side, while in discolor the contrast is sharp and very conspicuous. The same differences
arc found in both species, but to a less degree in the front legs.
Shoulder stripe practically absent in Jq/pocJirysti, noticeable though
Tail as in hypocJiryaa, but not quite as long haired,
and longitudinal lines on underside less distinct. Skull and teeth
noticeably smaller than in Injpochvyxa.

small in discolor.

Exlernrd and cranial menaurenienls of

tree

shrews from

Banka and

Billiton.
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Measurements of Cynoptenis brachyotis from

Name.

B Hilton,

vol. xxxi.

Banka, and Borneo.
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EMBALLONURA PENINSULARIS
1890.

605

Miller.

Emballonura semicaudata Jentixk, Notes Leyden Museum,

XII, 1890,

p. 154.

1905.

Emballonura seviicaudataW illiisik, Natuurkundig Tidjschrift Nederlandsch-

Indie,

Two

LXV,

p.

284 (Billiton).

from Tanjong- Bedaan, Banka, and three from

specimens

Tanjong- Poetak, Billiton.

Cat. Nos. 12474() male and 124717 female,

U.S.N.M., Banka, measure,

respectivelj?^:

forearm, 44, 42; second

finger, 36, 36; third finger, 65, 66; fourth finger, 47, 46; fifth finger,

foot, 7.4, 6.5; tail, 12, 11.
Cat. No. 124998,
No.
124999 female, J^o. 125000 female, Billiton
U.S.N.M.,
measure, respectively; forearm, 42,
44; second finger, 35, 36, 38;
third finger, 60, 67, 67; fourth finger, 44, 46, 48; fifth finger, 40, 45,
42, 45; tibia, 15.5, 16;

male,

—

,

46; tibia, 16.7, 17.5, 17.5; foot, 8, 7.6, 7.5; tail, 10, 11, 12.

MYOTIS CARIMATiE

Miller.

Four specimens of a Ifyotis, none of them fully adult, taken on
Mendanau, just west of Billiton show no appreciable difi'erences from Myotls carhnatx, Miller of the Karimata Islands
the small island of

oli'

the west coast of Borneo.

NYCTICEBUS BANCANUS
1905. Nycticebus tardigradus

Indie,

LXV,

Lyon.

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrlft Nederlandsch-

p. 181.

1906. Nydicebus bancanus

Lyon, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXXI p. 536.

A specimen of a slow lemur was secured by Doctor Abbott at
Klabat Baj, Banka. It is related to, but distinct from the Bornean
For measurements of this and related species see table
Nycticehus.
page 537 of this volume.
TARSIUS TARSIER
1905.

(Erxleben).

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,
(Banka, Billiton).

Tarsius spectrum

XLV,

p. 179

One specimen, an adult female, was taken at Buding Bay, Billiton.
The lower back, rump, and outer surface of fore and hind legs is genRidgway's ochraceous-buff; general color of back of
head and upper back an indefinite bufi'y gray or light brownish (can
not be matched in Ridgway); face and an ill-defined band across shoulerally similar to

''
Iris pale gra3'i8h brown,
brown, paler beneath at base; palmar and solar pads,
very pale brownish fleshy."
Mc'cmirements.
Head and body, 133 mm.; tail, 228; hind foot, 68;
greatest length of skull, 37; basal length, 26.8; greatest width of skull,
33.5; interorbital constriction. 2.4; front of middle incisor to back
outer angle of last upper molar, 16.5.

ders, ochraceous or tawny-ochraceous.
tail

dull reddish

—
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It is not at all probable that this specimen is true Tcmslus tarsie?^
but without more material and especially without examples from
Java, which is probabl}" the type locality, it is impossible to determine
its status.

apparently very

from

hancanus Horstield,
which is distinct enough to constitute another genus if Horstield's
description and tigures of the teeth represent a normal specimen.
Doctor Abbott failed to secure any Tarsiers on Banka.
It is

diii'erent

MACACA

PH-ffiURA

Tdfsiii.s

'^

(Miller).

Macaens cynomolgus Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

XLV,

p. 175.

Two Macaques

were shot on Banka and two on

not differ essentially from Macaca

phxnra

Billiton,

which do

Miller of Nias Island.

They are

a little darker in color than most of the Nias specimens, but
one of the latter is almost an exact match for the Banka-Billiton skins.
The majority of the Nias
I can see no real differences in the skulls.
specimens have slightly larger feet and weigh a little more than the
Banka-Billiton ones, but these differences are Avell wathin the limits of

individual

variation.

(See table of measurements of

page 606.)
Measurements of Macaca phxura.
-o

Locality.

Number.

Sex.

Age.

M.

phaeura.,
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PRESBYTIS CRISTATA
1905. Semnopithecus pruinosus

Indie,

XLY,

607

(Raffles).

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-

p. 170.

Four specimens from Banka and one from Billiton. The}^ differ in
no essential respects from specimens from Sumatra. The light colored
subapical rings in three of the five skins are less conspicuous than they
are in Sumatran examples.
(For table of measurements see page 606.)

NOTES BY DOCTOR ABBOTT ON HIS COLLECTING
STATIONS.
(See

Map, page

577.

BxiNKA.
TanjoiKj Rengsaiii.

Rengsam
hood

is

grass.

— May

20 to 2S,

190-1:.

The

coast at Tanjong

The neighbormostly covered with secondary jungle and patches of lalang
There is one piece of heavy foiest on the seashore, covering
square mile, which has been preserved by the Bankanese for
is

rather

flat,

with low

hills in

the interior.

about 1
the sake of the timber.
Some small plantations of cocoanuts are on
the shore.
Only four or five families live here. At the mouth of the
Jering River, 3 miles away, is the large kampong [village] of Nyor.
The natives are all Bankanese.
Tanjong Tedong. May 31 to June -1, 1901:. At Tanjong Tedong
is a bluff extending along the seashore.
Most of the neighborhood is
covered with secondary jungle, the swampy land onl}^ being covered
with heav}^ forest. The small kampong of Tanjong Tedong lies on
the shores of the strait opposite Pulo Nangka Besar [not shown on the
map]. The inhabitants are Bankanese.

—

—

Tanjong Bedaan and Parmissan. June 6 to 15, 1901. Tanjong
Bedaan (Bedaan on the charts) is a rocky point, the neighborhood
mostly covered with secondary jungle, much of it old. A good deal
of tin mining is carried on in the neighborhood. The large kampong
(100 houses) of Parmassan (or Parmissan) lies about a mile inland, in a
northeast direction.
Bukit Parmissan is a range of hills, 5 or 6 miles
long, lying 2 or 3 miles back from the sea.
Its highest point is 1,600
The lower slopes of
feet, and is the second highest peak in Banka.
Parmissan Hill are covered with small jungle or dense scrub, at least
the parts nearest the kampong, but the upper parts are covered with
high open forest.
Kampong Pai-missan is inhabited by Sumatran
Malays. Most of the parits, or tin diggings, are situated on the seashore, and a number of Chinamen live there.
Tanjong Faimija.— June 17 to 21, 190.1. Doctor Abbott made
no special notes on this place. His account of the north shore of

Banka

is

under Klabat

Ba}^, below.
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Klahat Bay. June 22 to July 3, 1904. The north coast of Banka
fronted b}^ broad beaches of white sand, separated by rocky points.
The anchorages are not very good. It is necessary to anchor threequarters of a mile from shore, as the holding ground is not ver}- good
in the hard sand. The coast line is thinly inha})ited, and covered with
forest, with a fringe a casuarinas behind the sand tracts.
There are
a few parits (tin diggings) a few miles inland, and on the coast during
the line season a number of Bankanese and Chinese live in temporary
huts or shelters, fishing for the supph" of the tin miners.
The west coast of Klabat Bay near the entrance is covered with
heavy forest intersected with many paths made b}' woodcutters. It is
mostly rolling country and dry at all seasons, a good place for collecting, but the coral reefs project so far from shore that it was a very
inconvenient place for me to work,
I had to anchor 1^ miles from
is

shore.

The

east side of Klabat

swampy

Bay

is

inhabited and for the most part

or covered with secondary jungle.

not far inland.

Around

the head of Klabat

Man}'

tin

diggings occur

Bay are many

villages and

tin diggings.

Tanjong Mciigkudu.
notes on this locality.

—July 8
It

is

to 4, 1904.

Doctor Abbott made no
Mengkudu on

opposite the small Pulo

the map.

MENDANAU.

—

Pulo Mendmian. July 14 to 15, 1904. Pulo Mendanau is about
by 7 geographical miles and lies west of Billiton, separated by a
strait 3i miles wide and 10 fathoms deep.
Much of the surface is
low and swampy. The highest hills are about 600 feet high. There
8

very little virgin forest left, the jungle being mostly scrubby secondary, and there are large tracts of lalang.
Besides the animals
obtained, a form of Tragulus I'diwhil is said to exist.
It is not found
on Billiton. No napu exist and no pigs.
is

BILLITON.
Billiton is about 43 miles square

and contains about 1,600 square

The surface is mostly low, rolling hills, presenting a flat
appearance from the sea, with isolated higher hills.
The highest
points are Tajem Laki and Tajem Bini, each about 1,770 feet high.
The island has been Ij^rgelj' worked for tin during the past fifty-two
miles.

years, but the production of tin

is

now

diminishing.

There is no heav}' forest left upon the seacoast, but there is said to
be a good deal left in the interior, especially in the south and west.
I onl}^ found one small tract of virgin forest, on and around Bukit
Menguru, west of Buding Bay. The rest of the island is covered with
secondary jungle and tracts of lalang (coarse grass).
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There are about 9,000 Chinese miners.

Malaysanda" wild

tribe'' called

The native
"Orang Sikka," who

609

-

inhabitants are
live exclusivel}^

and do not cultivate the land, living on the produce of

in their boats

the reefs and sea.

Besides the animals obtained, pigs were common, in some places
1 had a glimpse of only one.
Tenggeling

evidently very abundant.
{21anis)

said to exist.

is

but

to occur,

The Tupai blang (Seiurus

I did not see

is rare.

^''

prevostip-)

is

said

it.

MAMMALS RECORDEI} FJROM THE ISLANDS OF
BANKA, BILLITON, AND MENDANAU, WITH FIELD
NOTES ON THOSE COLLECTED AND OBSEIiVED BY
DOCTOR ABBOTT.

LIST OF

BANKA.

—

Monis javanica. Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, XII, Cat. Syst. Mammiferes,
Manis javanica "Willink, NatuurkundigTijdsehrift Nederlandsch-Indie, LXV,
Not taken by Doctor Abbott, but "said to be common."
1905, p. 269.

—

p. 216.

Tragulus bancanus, p. 576.
Tragulus luteicollis, p. 579.
Muntiacus bancanus, p. 582.

—

"Native name Kijang."
Rusa brookei. "Besides the animals obtained, I saw Cervus equinns, tracks only;
saw some horns in possession of the natives, all very small. The Bankanese said
Rusa and Kijang were numerous on Tanjong Penyusuh, but I did not go there, as it
was not possible to anchor near shore." Recorded by Jentink « and by Willink as

—

'^

Russa equina.

Sus

oi, p. 585.

— "The only (four)

jiigs I

got were

all

immature and

are, I think, of

one species."
Sus rlttatus Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,
Ratufa polia bancana, p. 587.

Seiurus bangkanus,
Seiurus tedongus, p.

591.

Sciuropterus sagitta.

Petaurista.

—Jentink,

Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, XII, Cat.

Syst.

p. 6.

miferes, 1888, p. 6.
1905, p. 232.

p. 183.

p. 589.

Sciuropierus aurantiacus.

Mammiferes, 1888,

XLV,

—Jentink, Mus. d'Hist.

Nat. Pays-Bas, XII, Cat. Syst.
Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

— "Said to occur, but

I

did not meet with it."

or WiUink.

Nannosciurus bancanus,
common."

p. 594.

— "The

little

MamLXV,

Not recorded by Jentink

Nannosciurus occurs locally and

is

then

Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus

firmus,

p. 594.

cremoriventer,
asper,

p. 595.

clabatus,

p. 596.

p. 595.

— "Rats were scarce on Banka."

Yiverra tangalunga.— Jentink,

Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, IX, Cat. Osteol.

1905, p. 210.
Viverricula

LXV,

1905, p. 211.
a
b

Mam-

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie, LXV,
Not taken by Doctor Abbott, but in his notes it is said to occur.
malaccensis Willink. Natuurkundig Tijdschrift .Nederlandsch-Indie,

miferes, 1887, p. 90.

Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, IX, Cat. Osteol. Mammiferes, 1887, p.
Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie, XLV, 1905, p. 190.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

40

149.
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Paradoxurus hermaphroditus,
L'nimiHj linsdin/.

—

LXV,

Mnturong.

—Jentink,

miferes, 1887, p. 96.

Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Fays-Bas, IX, Cat.

Lingsauga

1887, p. 92.

schrift Nederland8ch-Indie,
Arctictis

p. 597.

I'rlo)i<i<lon (jracilis,

Osteol. Manniiiferes,

vol. xxxi.

gracilis Willink,

Natuurkundig

Tijd-

1905, p. 212.

Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, IX, Cat. Osteol. Mam-

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

LXV,

1905, p. 216.

Herpestes javanicus Willink,

Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie, LXV,

1905, p. 218.

—

Barangia sumairana. Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, IX, Cat. Osteol.
Mammiferes, 1887, p. 115. Doctor Abbott mentions an otter as occurring on Banka,
but saw none.
Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, IX, Cat. Osteol. I\IammiUrsus malayanus.
Doctor Abbott mentions the bear as occurring, but not meeting
feres, 1887, p. 119.
with it.
FeUs.
"There is a wild cat, but I did not meet with it."
Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, XII, Cat. Syst. Mammiferes,
Ptilocercuslowii.
Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie, LXV, 1905,
1888, p. 118.

—

—

—

]i.

.300.

Tupaia
Tupaia

inflata, p. 600.

discolor, p. 602.

Tupaia tana Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

LXV,

1905,

p. 296.

—Jentink, Mus. d'Hist.
volans. — Galeopithecus volans,

fCrocidura vosmrrri.

Nat. Pays-Bas, XII, Cat. Syst.

Mammi-

feres, 1888, p. 34.

Cynocephalus

IX, Cat. Osteol. Mammiferes, 1887,
landsch-Indie,

LXV,

1905, p. 270.

animal exists there."
Emballonura peninsularis,

p. 69.

Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas,

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Neder-

"Did not

get the

Kubang

{Galeopithecus), but

this

p. 605.

—
—

Rhinolophus

solitarius, p. 604.

Pteropns cdulis.

—Jentink, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, XII, Cat. Syst. Mammiferes,

"Hanging beneath a palm leaf in heavy forest."
Hipposideros galeritus, ji. 604. "These bats were roosting in small caves or
Beneath one rock was a dense
rather overhanging rocks upon Tanjong Pamuja.
mass roosting, and I obtained 63 individuals with two shots of the .32-caliber auxiliary barrel besides many more that dropped into crevices beneath and were lost."
1888, p. 145.

Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

p. 273.

LXV,

1905,

p. 603.

— "Specimens shot hanging upon a casuarina tree

brachypterus Willink,

Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

Cynopterus brachyotis,
on seashore."
Vespertilio

LXV,

1905, p. 288.

Nycticebus bancanus,
Tarsius hancanus.

p. 605.

—^Horsfield,

Zool. Researches in Java, 1824, T. Spectrum, Schlegel,

Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas, VII, Simi;e, 1876, pp. 179, 333. Doctor Abbott remarks:
" I failed to get theTarsier, although all the natives knew it, which they called Mentiiling.'
They had not all seen it, and either the animal is scarce or more probably
rarely seen, owing to its nocturnal habits.
They said if I remained some time in
Muntok (the capital) I would be sure to get them, as there was a regular demand
there for them by the doctors (?) and they were brought there for sale."
Macaca phaeura, p. 606.
Mac.aca nemestrina.
Macacus nemestrinus Schlegel, Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas,
VII, Simiaj, 1876, p. 111. No specimens listed. « Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift
'

—

«"

Ce singe habite

les iles

de Borneo, de Sumatra,

et

de Bangka."
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XLV, p. 176. " I saw only one Mne(tcn vemestrina, a big male,
but did not get. I saw a few tame onee in the native kampongs,
apparently like the Broh of Sumatra." W. L. A.
Nederlandsch-Indie,

which

1 fired at

—

Presbytis cristata,
Presbytis obscura.

p. 607.

—Semnopithecitfi

Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Pays-Bas,
Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift

obscurus, Schlegel,

VII, Simipe, 1876, p. 49. No specimens
Nederlandsch-Indie, XLV, i>. 168.

li*sted.«

MENDANAU.
'Tragulwf " kanchil." — " Heard that a Kanchil occurs on the island."
589. — "A local race of Sciurus jirevodii wan coinmon;
Sciurus mendanauus,
p.

specimens were shot at Kampong Petaling."
Myotis carimatge, p. 605. "These bats were flying over a mangrove creek, generally skimming close to the surface of the water; flight slow."

—

BILLITON.

—3fanis javanica. —Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,
" Tenggeling {Manis)
said to exist."
No specimens taken.
Tragulus billitonus, p. 578. — "A small napu common; there
no kanchil or
Manis.

LXV,

1905, p. 269.

is

is

is

plandok." Jentink & doubtfully recorded Tragulus kanchil from Billiton, thinking
that kidang had the same meaning as kanchil among the natives; but kldang or kljang
refers to the Muntlacns.

— " The Kijang was common, but I did not see

Muntiacus bancanus, p. 582.
them barking."

frequently heard
of antlers

and the

sp.

I

frontlet.

584. — " A small Rusa
common; only shot one female."
— Doctor Abbott failed to obtain any pigs, but remarks: "They were com-

Rusa brookei,
Sus

it.

Doctor Abbott obtained from the natives a pair
I

is

p.

I only had a glimpse of one."
No
by Jentink or AVillink.
Ratufa polia, p. 585. "There were plenty of Ratufa at Bukit Menguru, about 1
miles west of Buding Bay.
Local name Jiluling."
Sciurus prevostll.
Jentink, Notes Leyden Museum, XIII, 1891, p. 209; thought to

mon, in some places evidently very abundant;
pigs are recorded

—

—

be introduced. Willink, Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie, LXV, p. 240.
Doctor Abbott remarks: "The Tupai blang {Scliinis prevostll) is said to occur, but it
is rare.
I did not see it.
An old Malay said they occurred, but were rare, in the

heavy forests of the interior of the island."
Sciurus billitonus, p. 592.
Sciuropterus vordermanni, p. 593. "Local name Kiipooa."
Nannoschiriis.
"I did not meet with Nannosclurns, although I occasionally heard

—

—

shrill

its

whistle.

The

natives

all

knew

it."

Nannosciurus melanotis Willink,

Natuurkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie, LXV, 1905, p. 249.
Mus cremoriventer, p. 595. "Rats were scarce on Billiton."
Mus neglectus, p. 595.

—

Mus

asper,

p. 595.

— "Trapped by natives."
597. — "Trapped by natives."
Paradoxurus canescens,
599. — "Local name for Musang
Arctog-alidia minor,
Viverra tang-alunga,

p. 597.

p.

This animal
is Galing.
was one of a pair passing through the tree tops one evening. They were going to
feed on a wild fruit tree, where I afterwards shot this one. As this genus keeps in
the tree tops, it can not be trapped as Mverra and Paradoxurus are."
p.

«"Bleeker, enfin, m'assure avoir regu ce singe de File de Bangka."
^ Notes Leyden Museum, XIII, 1891, p. 209.
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inflata, p. 600.

Cynoceplialun volans—GaleopUhecus volans Willink.

erlandsch-Indie,
Pteropus

LXV,

Willink,

edulls

— Natunrkundig Tijdschrift Ned-

1905, p. 270.

Natunrkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie, LXV,

1905, p. 273.

Cynopterus brachyotis,
PJiinolopJuis

trifoliatus.

p. 603.

—Jentink,

Notes Leyden Museum, XIII,

Willink, Natunrkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

Emballonura peninsularis,

p. 605.

LXV,

1891,

p.

209.

1905, p. 281.

— "These bats were in a small cave formed

l)y

fallen rocks on the shore."

Myotis muricola.
1891, p. 209.

LXV,

—

Vespertilio

1905, p. 293.

Pipidrellus vordermanni.

XIII, 1891, p. 209.
Nederlandsch-Indie,

Tarsius tarsier,
taken except

miiricola,

Jentink,

Notes Leyden Museum, XIII,

Myotis muricola Willink, Natunrkundig Tijdschrift Nederlandsch-Indie,

when

— Vesperugo vordermanni, Jentink, Notes Leyden Museum,

Vespertilio

LXV,

p. 605.

vordermanni,

Willink,

Natuurkundig

Tijdschrift

1905, p. 290.

— "The Tarsius

tree felling

Macaca phaeura, p. 606.
Presbytis cristata, p. 607.

is

is

probably

in progress.

The

common

enough, but

is

rarely

Nycticebus seems to be absent."

A REVIEW OF THE HERRING-LIKE FISHES OF JAPAN.
By David Starr Jordan and Albert Christian Herre,
Of Stanford

In this paper

is

Thdversity, California.

given a descriptive

of the species of fishes rela-

list

ted to the Clupeidt\?, or herring- famil}',

known

to inhabit the waters
based on the collection made in 1900, by
Professors Jordan and Snyder.
Series of the species named are in
the United States National Museum and in the collections of Stanford

The paper

of Japan.

is

Universit3^

The Japanese herring-like fishes, Isosjjondyll, without adipose fin,
belong to ten different families, most of them largely represented by
extinct forms.
Of all the bonj^ fishes, these are the most ancient, and
the most primitive, the families and some of the genus going back to
Mesozoic times. They are connected by an unbroken series with the
later ganoid forms.
It is evident that, with the possible exception of
Pterothrlss\is^ none of these groups originated in the Japanese fauna.
Each genus represented is widely distributed and as a rule but a single
species of each one occurs in Japan.
ANALYTICAL KEY TO FAMILIES.
a.

(Clupeoidea)
h.

Head
c.

Adipose

.

scaleless;

no

fin,

none.

barl:)els.

Dorsal fin inserted anteriorly, usually well before anal; shore fishes or river
fishes, usually silvery in coloration and with the skeleton firm; air bladder
well developed.
d.

Gular

i)late

present,

between branches

of

lower jaw; mouth large, teeth
and sheaths large.
Elopid^, I

present, all pointed; lateral line present; axillaiy scales
dd. Gular plate, none.
e.

Lateral line well developed.

Dorsal fin very long, of 55 to 65 rays, extending almost the length of the
Pterothrissid^, II
back; mouth small, inferior; skull cavernous
ff. Dorsal fin short, not extending the length of the back.
g. Teeth present; no accessory branchial organ; mouth small, horizon-

/.

posterior part of tongue and roof of mouth covered with coarse
Albulidje, III
paved teeth
Teeth none; an accessory branchial organ Ijchind gill cavity.
Chanid^, IV
tal;

gg.
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ce.

1/Atvrn\ line

wanting; no gular plate.

Mouth

i.

small, inferior, toothless, the maxillary simple or nearly so;

stomach gizzard-like

Dorosomatid.e,

terminal, the maxillary of about three pieces;
stomach not gizzard-like
Clcpeid.e, VI

Mouth

subiuferior, very large, below the tapering, pig-like snout;
maxillary very long
Engraulid.e, VII
Dorsal fin inserteil far back, opposite anal.
in.

Anal

j.

jj.

very long; belly sharp-edged; air bladder cellular.
Chirocentrid.e, VIII
Anal tin moderate, belly rounded; deep-sea fishes, of loose organization; mostly blackish in color; mouth small, with small
lin

pointed teeth; air bladder wanting
bb.

V

Mouth moderate,

ii.

cc.

vol. xxxi.

Head and body covered with spinous
site ventrals;

scales;

anal short; no air bladder

Family

1.

IX

Alepocephalid^e,

mouth with

barbels; dorsal oppo-

Gonorhynchice,

X

ELOPID^E.

Body elongate, more or less compressed, covered with silvery, cycloid
head naked. Mouth broad, terminal, the lower jaw prominent.

scales;

Premaxillaries not protractile, short, the maxillaries forming the lateral
margins of the upper jaw; maxillary composed of about three pieces,

extending backward beyond the eye; an elongate bon}^ plate between
the branches of the lower jaw; bands of villiform teeth in both jaws
on the vomer, palatines, pterygoids, tongue, and base of skull; no large

Eye large, with an adipose eyelid. Opercular bones thin, with
expanded membranaceous borders; a scaly occipital collar. Gill membranes entirely separate, free from the isthmus.
Branchiostegals
numerous (29 to 35). Gill-rakers long and slender. Pseudobranchia;
teeth.

present or absent.

covered with

Belly not keeled nor serrated, rather broad and

ordinarj^

scales.

Lateral

line

present.

Dorsal

inserted over or behind ventrals; caudal tin forked; no adipose
sal

and anal depressible into a sheath of

each with a long accessory scale.
of head.

Pyloric coeca numerous.

scales; pectorals

tin

dor-

and ventrals

Parietal bones meeting along top

Species few, widely distributed

Numerous fossil forms
the oldest among bony fishes.

in the tropical seas.

fin;

are referred to this ancient

group, one of
The species are not
valued as food, the flesh being dry and bony.

much

KEY TO GENERA.
Megalopin.e:
a. Pseudobranchite none; body oblong, covered with large scales; anal fin longer
than dorsal; last ray of dorsal j^roduced in a long filament.
h. Dorsal fin inserted over or slightly behind ventrals
Megalops, 1
Elopin.e:
au. Pseudobranchise large;

anal

fin

filament

body

elongate, covered with small

scales;

smaller than dorsal; last ray of dorsal not produced in a
Flops, 2
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I.

MEGALOPS

Lacepede.

Megalops LiACEPEVE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803,

Body compressed, covered with
anal

fin

larger than dorsal

p.

289 {ci/prhioides)

large scales; no pseudobranchioe;

fin; last ra}'^

of dorsal produced in a long

filament; insertion of dorsal over base of ventral fins.

is

Shore

fishes

American Tarpon, or Grande
reaching a much smaller size. There

of the Indian region, similar to

Ecaille {Tar/ton athodicus)^ Init

615

the

perhaps but one species.
[fxeyaXojip^ large-eyed.)
I.

MEGALOPS CYPRINOIDES

(Broussonet).

Clupea cyprinotdes Broussonet, Dec. Ichthyol., I, 1782, \)\. ix (Island of Tanna,
South Pacific; synononiy confused with Tarpon atlanticus).
Megalops Jil'nnentosus Lacepede, Hist. Poiss., V, 1803, pp. 289, 290, pi. xiii, fig. 3
(Fort Dauphin, Madagascar).

Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 424: (based primarily on cyprinoides of Broussonet).
Cyprinudon cundinga Hamilton-Buchanan, Fish. Ganges, pp. 254, 383 (Ganges

Clupea ihrissoides

River).

Megalops setipinms Richardson, Ann. Nat. Hist., XI, p. 493.
Megalops curtifilis Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 310 (Canton).
Megalops indicus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Poiss.,

XIX,

p. 388, pi. cxlii,

1846

(India).

Megalops inacrophthalmus Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen.,

XXIV,

Chiroc, 1851,

j).

15

(Flast Indies).

Megalops macropterus Bleeker, Ned. Tydskr. Dierk., Ill, 1866,

p.

284 (East

p.

288

Indies).

Megalops kinidinga Bleeker, Ned.

Tydskr.

Dierk.,

Ill,

1866,

(East

Indies).

Megalops oligolepis Bleeker, Ned. Tydskr. Dierk., Ill, 1866,
Elopsapalike Bay, Fish. Malabar, p. 228 (Malabar).

Habitat.

— East Indies and South

p.

292 (East Indies).

Seas, north to China and

Riu Kiu

Islands.

Head 4|

depth 4i; D. 19; A. 25; P. 15; V. 10; scales in
eye 3^ head; snout 4f; mandible If; interorbital space
snout; ventral If in head; caudal peduncle compressed, 2f in
in length;

lateral line, 37;
ecjuals

head.

Body oblong, compressed, deep; head rather

small, conical; inter-

grooved and ridged; snout quite short and broad;
eye large, with narrow adipose lid; mouth terminal, oblique, the lower
jaw projecting; a narrow bony plate between the mandibles, attached

orbital space broad,

to S3'mphysis.

Teeth in villiform bands on both jaws, tongue, vomer, palatines.
Maxillary broad and long, forming lateral part of mouth and reaching beyond posterior margin of eye; gill openings very large; gill
rakers of

first

branchial arch longer than

those of other arches ver}' short.

gill filaments,

slender, rigid;
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vol. xxxi.

liiro-e; a long- pointed scale in axil of both pectorals and venLateral line prominent, with branched tulmles.

Scales
trals.

Orig-iii

of dorsal a

tip of snout

little

elongate; anal

and midwa}^ between
upper edge concave, the last ray

l)ehind that of ventrals

and base of caudal;

its

rather low, with concave margin,

tin

its

length li times

that of dorsal; basal portion of fin scaled; caudal deeply lo])ed, some-

what longer than head; pectorals small, thoracic. Ventrals small,
midway between origin of pectoral and that of anal.
Color, l)ack and top of head dusk}^ olive, other parts pale, silvery;
margin of each scale of a brilliant silver; tins brownish.
This species is here descril)ed from a single small specimen obtained
at Nairn, in the Okinawa or Riu Kiu Islands, received from the Imperial Museum of Tokyo.
It has not been hitherto recorded from Japan.
It is common throughout the East Indian region, often entering
streams and pools.
(KVTTpivog^ carp; fMo?, resemblance.)
their origin about

ELOPS

2.

Linnaeus.

Elops LiNN.EUs, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., 1766, p. 518 [saurus).
Mugilomorus Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803, j). 398 {anna-carolina)
Tnchonotns Rafinesque, Analyse de la Nature, 1815, p. S% {anna-carolina); substitute for Mugilomorus, considered objectionable.

Body

elongate, covered with thin, small, silver}^ scales.

slightl};

behind ventrals,

sheath of scales; anal

fin

its last

rays short, the

tin

Dorsal

fin

depressible into a

smaller, similarly depressible; pectorals and

ventrals moderate, each with a long accessory scale.

Opercular l)ones

with expanded, membraneous borders; a scaly occipital collar.
its tubes simple.
Pseudobranchiaa present, large.
Vertebras 66 to 72. One species known, a large fish of the open sea
remarkable for the development of scaly sheaths. The young are
ribbon-shaped and elongate, passing through a series of changes like
thin,

Lateral line straight,

those seen in AlhuJa.
(sXoip^

name

of

some sea

fish;

a swordfish or sturgeon; from e'Xavvoo^

to drive or move.)
2.

ELOPS SAURUS

Linnaeus.

Elops saurus Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., 1766, p. 518 (Carolina). Gitnther,
Cat., VII, 1868, ]). 470 (Cuba, Jamaica, St. Croix, South America, Cape of
Good Hope, Zanzibar, Djidda, I'inang, China). Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,
Jordan and Evermaxx, Fishes Nortli and
p. 8 (Miyako, Riu Kiu Islands).

Mid. Amer.,
8,

and

of

I,

1896,

p. 410;

Fishes of Hawaiian Islands, 1905, p. 53,

%.

most authors.

Argentina Carolina Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., 1766,
Harengus minor bahamensis of Catesby )

p.

519 (Carolina) (on the

Argentina 7nachnata YouskAl, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 68 (Djidda, Arabia).
Elops machnain Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902, XXV,
327 (Suwata, Formosa).

p.
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Mugilomorm anna-carolina Lacepede,
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Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803, p. 398 (South

Carolina).

Elops inermis Mitchill, Trans.

Lit.

and

Phil. Soc. N. Y.,

I,

1815, p. 445

(New

York).
Elops indicus Swainsox, Class. Fish.,
Fishes of Vizagapatam,

IT, 1839, p. 292, (after

Elops capensis Smith, Zool. S. Africa, 1845, pi.
Elops purpurascens HiCHARVSos, Ichth. China, 1846,

Habitat.

Head

Inagow

of Russell,

nonbinomial) (Yizigapatam).
vii (Cape of Good Hope).

II, 1803, p. 63, fig. 179,

p. 311

(Canton).

—Tropical seas generall}^ north to southern Japan.

3.75; depth al)out 5; D, 25 (inckiding 7 rudiments); A. 16;

vertebne 6Q; scales 11—96-17, counting to middle of
and equal to snout or interor])ital space;
mouth a little over 1.75 in head; pectoral 1.75; ventral a little more
than pectoral, less than 2; least depth of caudal peduncle 3 in head.
Bod}" elongate, compressed; head compressed, elongate, pointed;
snout short, pointed, more or less rounded above; eye rather large,
with broad adipose eyelid covering most of eye, except pupil; maxillary very long, expanded backward beyond the eye, with several longitudinal ridges; teeth in broad patches or bauds in the jaws, along
P. 18; V.

15;

belly; ej^e nearh' 5 in head,

.^^-S^g:,;

A...^_.

.

,

Fig. 1.— Elops saurus.

edge of maxillary and on vomer and palatines; tongue large, rather
long, free in front; nostrils close together; interorbital space flattened,

ridged.
Gill openings large; gill rakers

or less slightly expanded

8+5

long, the outer portion

more

or enlarged; intestine straight, without con-

volutions; peritoneum silvery.

Scales small, uniform; bases of dorsal and anal with broad seal}'
sheaths; pectoral with scaly flap more than half length of head; ventral
flap scaly,

more than

half length of fln; lateral line continuous; origin

of dorsal nearer base of caudal than tip of snout, slightly behind base
of ventrals, the anterior rays elevated; origin of anal a little behind

rays longest; caudal deeply forked, lobes
pointed; pectoral rather short, reaching scarcely halfwa}" to origin of
tip of dorsal, the anterior

ventrals; ventrals a little shorter than pectorals, reaching

halfway to anal.

more than
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Cosmopolitan, in the wanner seas.
We have seen no specimens]
from Japan, but the species doubtless stra3"s into Nagasaki, as into
-ilmost all other tropical and semitropical ports.
{(Tavpos^ lizard.)

Family

Body

oblong-, with

II.

PTEROTHRISSID.E.

rounded abdomen, covered with small

cj^cloid

scales; head nari'ow, oblong, naked, without barl)els; nuiciferous chan-

nels

much

developed.

E3'e large;

mouth

inferior, small;

margin

of
j

the upper jaw formed by the premaxillaries mesially, and by the max-

bands of minute teeth embedded

illaries laterally;

maxillar}' with a marginal

elongate,

many

in

ver}^ small teeth.

No

Lateral line present.

ratus complete.

much

row of

rayed; anal

tin

adipose

short; caudal

the thick

lips;'

Opercidar appafin;

dorsal

finj

forked, with]

tin

dense la^^er of small scales. Stomach with a blind sac; pyloric appendGill apparatus well developed; pseudobranchissj
ages numerous.
Air })ladder with very thick walls,
present; gill openings wide.
terminating in 2 short horns in front, pointed behind.

Ova very

small; ovaries without duct.

The family
ofll:

is

represented by a single genus and species, occurring

the coast of Japan in rather. deep water.
3.
Pterothrissns

Bathythrissa

PTEROTHRISSUS

Hilgendorf, Leopoldiiia, XIII,
GvvrnER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,

Hilgendorf.
1S77, p. 127 {gissu).
p. 443,

November, 1877

{dorsalis).

The characters of the genus are included above. Several extinct
genera are referred to the neighljorhood of Pterot?irissus.
[TTtepov^ wing; Opiffffa, herring.)
3.

PTEROTHRISSUS GISSU

Hilgendorf.

GISTJ.

Pterothissus gissu Hilgendorf, Leopoldina, Pt. 13, 1877, p. 127 (off Tokyo).

Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 743 (Hakodate,
Jordan and Starks, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. for 1902, p. 578
Japan)
(Matsuahima Bay, Suruga Bay).
Bathythrissd dorsalis (tunther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1877, p. 443.
.

GttNTHER, Shore Fishes, Challenger, 1880,

Hahltat.

— Coasts of elapan,

Head 4 in

in rather

length, without caudal,

-ii

to

p.

63 (Enoshima).

deep water.
-if

in total length;

depth, about

6i (7f in total length); dorsal rays about 60. Counting the tirst two
minute spines, we tind the ra37s in our specimens as follows: 56, 57, 57,
58, 60, 64, 65; A. 12; P. 16; V, 10; scales in lateral series about 112; eye

prominent, 3^-4 in head; snout, 3 in head;
ventral, 2i; least depth of caudal peduncle, 4^ to 5,

large,

pectoral,

If;

NO. 1499.
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Body elongate, rather slender, the caudal peduncle markedly so;
head low, large, the top broad, flattened, orbital ridges projecting
•above sides of interorbital space; snout long, conical, pointed, projecting considerably beyond mouth, with a median ridge above; beneath
this a broad muciferous channel; a large keeled muciferous channel
on side of head, extending from above mouth ])ackward below and
behind eye, there connecting with the channel on top of head; a sharp
ridge running from lower lip backward almost to angle of operclo;
mouth inferior, small, the short and broad maxillary reaching to a line
extended vertically from the nostrils; jaws with bands of minute teeth.
Gill openings large, membranes united; gill rakers short, stout,
papillate or tuberculate, present on all arches; pseudobranchia?
present.

Scales small, c3^cloid, easih' detached; head naked; caudal basally

covered with

line scales.

Our numerous specimens

are from Suruga Bay, Matsushima Bay,
Tsugaru Straits, and Hakodate. The largest is about 14 inches long.
It is found in rather deep water in abundance.
(gisu, the local name, also applied to species of Slllago^ of somewhat
similar form.)

Family

III.

ALBULID.E.

compressed, covered with rather small,
head naked. Snout conic, subquadrangular,
shaped like the snout of a pig, and overlapping the small, inferior,
horizontal mouth. Maxillary rather strong, short, with a distinct supplemental bone, slipping under the membranous edge of the very broad
Lateral margin of
preorbital;^premaxillaries short, not protractile.
upper jaw formed by the maxillaries; both jaws, vomer, and palatines
with bands of villiform teeth; broad patches of coarse, blunt, paved
teeth on the tongue behind and on the sphenoid and pterygoid bones.
E3'e large, median in head, with a bony ridge above it. and almost
covered with an annular adipose eyelid. Opercle moderate, firm; preopercle with a broad, flat, membranaceous edge, which extends backward over the base of the opercle. Pseudobranchiti? present. Gill
Bod}' rather elongate,

little

brilliantly silvery scales;

rakers short, tubercle-like.

Gill

membranes

from the isthmus; branchiostegals about
mem])ranes

anteriorl}'

Lateral line present.

,

its

entirely separate, free

11; a fold of skin across gill

posterior free edge crenate; no gular plate.

Belly not carinate,

flattish,

covered with ordi-

Dorsal fin moderate, in front of ventrals, its membranes
Pyloric
scaly; no adipose fin; anal very small; caudal widely forked.
cceca numerous. Parietal bones meeting along top of head. \ ertebnv
numerous, 42+28 = 70.
single species among living fi.shes, found in
all warm seas.
In this, and probably in related families, the young
pass through a metamorphosis, analogous to that seen in the conger
nar}^ scales.

A
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They are for a time elongate, band shaped, with very small head
and loose transparent tissues. From this condition they become gradually shorter and more compact, shrinking from 3 or 3^ inches in
According to Doctor Gilbert, this process, like
length to 2 inches.
that seen in various eels, is a normal one, through which all individuals
pass.
In the Gulf of California, where these fishes abound, these
Ixmd-shaped young are often thrown by the waves on the beach in
eels.

great masses.
4.
C'onorhyncits

ALBULA

Nozeman, Act.

Gronow.
(nonbinomial).

Select., Ill, 1757, p. 382

Albula Geonow, Zoophyl., 1763, p. 102 (nonbinomial).
Alhula Blocii and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 432 {conorhyncus=vulpes).
Butyrinus'LACEi'EVE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803, p. 45 {banana=vulpes).
Glossodus CuviER, in Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Bras., 1829,

p.

48 {forskdli=vulpes)

Characters of the genus included above.
(albui^^

white.)
4.

ALBULA VULPES

(Linnaeus).

Vtibarana Marcgrave, Hist. Bras., 1648, p. 154 (Brazil).
Vulpes bahamensis [the Bone-fish] Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolinas,

Esox vulpes
fish,

etc,, 1737,

pi.

ii,

(Bahamas).

fig. 1.

LtNN.F.us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758,

]).

313 (Bahamas; based on the Bone-

Ttdpes haJiamensis, of Catesby).

Argentina gloswdonta ForskIl, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 68 (Djidda, Arabia).
Macab'i Parra, Dif. Piezas, Cuba, 1787, p. 88, pi. xxxv, fig. 1 (Cuba; based on Vuba-

rana of Marcgrave).

Fig.

2.— Albula vulpes.

Synodus argenieus Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 398 (Asia).
Clupea brasiliensis Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 427 (Brazil).
Albula conorynchus Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 432 (Antilles; after
Gronow and Plumier; called Albula jjlumieri on plate lxxxvi).
Amia immumlata Blocii and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 451 (Central America;
after i/amZ*/' of Parra).

Butyrinus banana Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803,

p.

Clupea macrocephla LACEFtv>E, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803,

46 (He de France).
p. 426 (Martinique, on a

drawing by Plumier).
Glossodus forskdli Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Bras., 1829, p. 49 (Bahia; called Engratdis
sericus and Engraulis bahiensis on plates xxii and xxiv).
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Alhula parr [i' CvyiKR and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
tinique, Bahia, Rio de Janeiro).

XIX,

Alhula goreensis Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
(Gorea).

621

1846, p. 339 (Mar-

XIX,

1846, p.

,342

Alhula neoguinaica Ouviek and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
(New Guinea).

XIX,

1846, p. 350

Alhula seminuda Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss,
(New Guinea).
Alhula erythrocheilos Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

XIX,

1846, p. 351

XIX,

1846, p. 352,

cxL (Tonga).
Alhula forsteri Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XIX, 1846, p. 354 (Tahiti).
Alhula rostrata Gronow, Cat. Fishes, 1854, p. 189 (American ocean, etc.).
pi.

Alhula conorhyndius GtJNTHER, Cat. VII, 1868, p. 468.

Alhula vulpes Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 258. Jordan and Evermann,
Fish. North Mid. Am., I, 1898, p. 411.
Jordan and Evermann, Fishes of

Hawaiian
Ilahitat.

Islands, 1903 (1905), p. 55,

— Shores of

Head 3f depth
;

4.

all

9 (Honolulu, Hilo).

tropical seas.

D. 15; A.

A broad

dal the longer.

fig.

8; scales

9-71-7.

Upper

lobe of cau-

band of peculiar, elongate, membranaceous

middle line of back; accessory ventral scale large. Brilolivaceous above; back and sides with faint streaks
along the rows of scales; fins plain: axils dusky. Length 18 inches
Tropical seas, on sandy coasts, almost universally distribto 3 feet.
uted and generall}^ abundant, ranging northward to Nagasaki in Japan.
One specimen found in the Tokyo market.
scales along

liantly silver}'

;

{vulpes^ fox.)

Family IV.

CHANID^.

Body oblong, compressed, covered with

small, firm, adherent scales.

Abdomen broad and

flattish.
Snout depressed;
jaw with a small symphyseal tubercle; no teeth; premaxillar}^ joined to upper anterior edge of maxillary.
Eye with an adipose eyelid. Gill membranes broadl}' united, free
from the isthmus. Branchiostegals 4; pseudobranchife well developed; an accessor}' branchial organ in a cavity behind the gill cavity.

Lateral line distinct.

mouth

small, anterior, the lower

Dorsal

fin

membrane

opposite the ventrals; anal

convolutions.
very.

fin

shorter than dorsal.

Mucous
many

of esophagus raised into a spiral fold; intestine with

Skeleton with various peculiarities.

Large

fishes of the

CHANOS

Laeepede.

Vertebraj about 45.

Coloration

warmer

sil-

parts of the

Pacific.
B.

Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803, p. 395 [arahicuR).
(Kuhl) Ruppell, Neue Wirbelthiere, 1835, p. 18 {chanos).
Ptycholepis Gray, Dieffenbach's Travels in New Zealand, II, p. 218, about 1842
C/!ano.s

Lidodeira

{salmonetis)

Characters of the genus included above.
{xdrog^ name in modern Greek, from x^'^'^s, the open mouth).
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5.

CHANOS CHANOS

vol,.

XXXI.

(Forskal).

Mugll cJiauos ForskIl, Descript. Aniin., 1775, p. 74 (Red Sea; Djidda, Arabia).
Liitodeira rlianos Ruppell, Atlas Nordl. Africa, 1828, p. 18, pi. v, fig. 1 (Red
Sea).

Klunzinger, Verh. Bat. Zool. Gen.,Wien, 1871, p. 605. Jordax
and EvERMANN, Fishes North and Mid. America, I, 1896, p. 414; Fishes of
Hawaiian Islands, p. 56, 1903 (1905) fig. 10, (Hawaiian Islands); Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1902, p. 327 (Giran, Taihoku and Toil, Formosa).
Miigil salmoneus (Forster) Blocii and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 121
C'/(fmo.s c/i«7io-s

(Pacific Ocean).
Chanos salmoneus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 1846, p. 201
(Between New Caledonia and Norfolk Island).
Leuciscus {Pti/cholejns) salmoneus Gray, in Dieffenbach Trav. New Zeal., II,
p. 218 (New Zealand).
Chanos arabicus Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803, p. 396 (Arabia).
Cyprinus pala Cuvier, Regne Animal, 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 276 (India) (After

Russell).
Ci/prinus tolo Cuvier,

Regne Animal, 2d

ed., II, 1829, p. 276 (India).

Leuciscus zeyloniciis 'Ben}^ett, Proc. Coram. Zool. Soc, 1832, p. 184 (Ceylon).

Chanos mento Cuvier and ValencienneSs, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XIX, 1846, pp. 194198 (He de France, chloropterus Madipolam, nuchalis Vizigapatam, orientalis
Japan, and cyprinella Honolulu).
Butirinus argenteus .Terdon, Madras, Journ. Lit. Sci., XV, 1849, p. 343 (Madras).
Butirinus maderaspatensis Jerdon, Madr. Joum. Lit. Sci., XV, 1849, p. 344
(Madras).
Chanos indicus Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen., XXIV, 1852, p. 11 (East Indies).

Fig. 3.— Chanos chanos.

llahitat.

—Tropical

shores of the Pacific, north to southern Japan.

Head 4|f depth 4. D. II, 12; A. II, 9; scales 12-80-14.
19+26 = 45; snout 3i; eye 3i; maxillary 4^. Pectoral

Vertebn\?
If;

ventral

B. 4.
Aspect of a
If; caudal \ longer than head; dorsal \\ in head.
large Cyprinoid.
Bod}^ elliptical, moderately compressed, the caudal

peduncle slender. Head pointed, rounded above. Ej^e and side of
head covered by a large transparent, imperforate adipose eyelid.
Mouth .small, terminal toothless, transverse, the lower javs^ included;
maxillary broad, slipping under the adipose preorbital, without sup-
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bone.
Opercle truncate behind.
Pseudobranchiffi very
Gill-rakers line and flexible, very close set, rather long.
Bones
Gill arches all connected b}- membrane.
of gill-rakers flexible.
Latpleniental
large.

eral line well developed.

longitudinal

when
somewhat nearer snout than base of

ing bon}^
inserted

ray falcate,

its first

Scales tirm, cycloid, with strongly

its last

produced

caudal^ before ventrals,

in a short filament, longer than

pupil; base of fin with a large scaly sheath; pectoral
scal}^

marked

Scales rather large, hard, firm, enameled, becomdrj^, used 1)}" the Indians for ornamental work.
Dorsal

stria3.

and ventral with

axillary appendage; anal similar to dorsal but

much

smaller;

pectorals and ventrals rather small; caudal very long, forked to the
base, its lobes subequal, straight; base of fin with small scale; ventrals

somewhat falcate. Color greenish above, the sides l)rilliantly silvery,
fins more or less darkened; inside of ventrals and pectorals blackish.
Length 2 to 5 feet. Pacific and Indian oceans, on sandy shores, north
to the Hawaiian Islands and to Nagasaki; not seen by us in Japan, but
almost everywhere common in the tropical Pacific.
Family V.

Body

short and deep, strongly compressed, covered with thin, decid-

Belly compressed to an edge, which

uous, cycloid scales.

with bony serratures.
small,

DOROSOMATID^.

inferior, oblique,

Head naked,

short,

is

rather small.

overlapped by the blunt snout;

armed

Mouth

no teeth;

maxillary narrow and short, with a single supplemental bone,

not
extending to opposite middle of eye, and forming but a small portion
of lateral margin of upper jaw; mandible short and deep, its rami
enlarged at base; premaxillaries not protractile. Gill-rakers slender,

exceedingly numerous, not very long, similar on all the arches. Gill
membranes not united, free from the isthmus; branchiostegals about

An adipose eyelid. No lateral line. Dorabout midway of the body, usually behind ventrals. Pectorals
and ventrals moderate, each with an accessory scale. Anal very long
and low; caudal forked. No adipose fin. Vertebrie 49. Stomach
Mud-eating fishes of the
short, nuiscular, like the gizzard of a fowl.
The family
coasts and rivers of warm regions, of little value as food.
is very close to the Clupeidfe, the distinguishing characters being not
6;

pseudobranchiii? large.

sal fin

of great importance.
KEY TO GENERA.
o.

Dorsal fin with
b.

Mouth

its last

ray prolonged and filamentous.
very long; anal fin very low

large; gillrakers

Konosirus, 6
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6.

KONOSIRx5s Jordan and

Konosirus Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U.

S.

vol. xxxi.

Snyder.

Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1900, p. 349

{2}unctatus).

This genus
Shad,

low anal

The

is

Dorosoma^ the American Gizzard
mouth, longer gill-rakers, and in the very

closely related to

differing- in the larger
fin.

dorsal, as in

Dorosoma^ has

its last

ray produced in a long

fila-

Species Asiatic, entering rivers.

ment.

{Konoshiro, the Japanese name,

from the Castle

of Konoshiro,

hono^ virtue; shiro^ castle; in allusion to the bai-red markings, like the
castle gates.)

KEY TO
a.

aa.

SPECIES.

longer than lower jaw; depth about 3| in length, without
caudal; anal rays 22 to 24; scales 55; a dark opercular sj^ot and

Snout

little

pundatus, 6
dark streaks along the rows of scales above
Snout ver\' prominent, i:>rojecting much beyond lower jaw; depth 2^
in length, without caudal; anal rays 20 to 22; scales 50; color silvery,
with a dark opercular spot; bluish above; rows of si:)ots along sides
»«s«.s, 7
of back indistinct or wanting
6.

KONOSIRUS PUNCTATUS

(Schlegel) Jordan and Snyder.

KONOSHIRO.

Fauna Jaj). Poiss., 1846 p. 240, pi. cix, fig. 1
Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XXI, 1848, p. 107
(Japan). Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXV, Japan, p. 50. Kner, Novara
Fische, 1867, p. 336 (Madras, Tahiti).— Gunther, Cat. Fish., VII, 1868,
p. 408.— Namiye, Class. Cat., 1881, p. 109 (Tokyo).— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat.,
1897, p. 9 (Tokyo; Boshu, Japan).
Konosirus pundatus Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 327
(Tokyo); Check Hst, 1901, p. 52 (Yokohama).
Clupanodon thrissa Jordan and Snyder, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 743
(Yokohama; not Clupea thrissa of Osbeck, a Chinese species).
Chatoessus pundatus Schlegel,

(Nagasaki).

Habitat.

Head

— Shores of southern Japan, entering estuaries.

4 in length

(ttf

in total length);

depth 3i

(3t);

P. 16; V. 8; scales in lateral series, 55; e3'e space

1:

D. 16, A. 23;
eye 6;

in head;

interorbital space 4i in head; mandible 2|; pectoral \\\ ventral 2i;

caudal peduncle compressed, about

3.

Body deep compressed, elliptical ovate; the belly moi'e curved than
back; body less elevated than in species of Doromma; throat and belly
sharp, margined by scutes terminating in sharp spines which point
backward; head rather small, conical, rather broad above, the interorbital space with a blunt median ridge; snout blunt, quite short,
broad; eye space large, pointed anteriorly, all but pupil of eye covered by an adipose lid; mouth subterminal, slightl}' inferior, the premaxillaries projecting slightly beyond cleft, medium size, larger than
in the American species, Dorosoma cepedianum ; mandible extending
to posterior margin of e3'e space; maxillar}- well developed posteriorly,
reaching to middle of orbit; opercular membrane bones broad, well
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developed; numerous branching mucous canals radiating behind and

below e_ye.
Teeth none.

membranes free from isthmus; gillrakers of
arch ver}- fine and slender, as long as gill filaments, which are
coarser and stouter than rakers; all the gill arches with well developed
gillrakers; pseudobranchia* numerous, coarse.
Gill-openings large,

first

Scales thin, close set, not deciduous,

medium

size, cycloid;

a long,

narrow, pointed scale in axil of ventral and pectoral.
Lateral line not present.
Distance from tip of snout to ])ase of dorsal a trifle more than from
posterior end of dorsal to middle of base of caudal; fin moderately
high forward, rapidly decreasing in height till last ray is reached;
this is filamentous and greatly elongated, reaching base of caudal; anal
fin low, slightly longer than dorsal; caudal of medium size, deepl}'
emarginate; pectoral moderate; ventral small, its origin beneath middle of dorsal.

Color dorsal region brownish olive, with a silvery cast; each scale
on back and to middle of sides with a brown spot in middle; a large
black blotch on shoulder, opposite or higher than e^-e; sides and belh'
yellowish silvery; fins uniform, pale brown or yellowish.
This description is taken from specimens from Tok^^o. We have
It is rather comothers from Nagasaki, and from Matsushima Bay,
mon in southern Japan.
The related species {KonoKrrus tlirlssa Osbeck and lumosirics nasus
(Block) = Chatoessus aquosus Richardson) occurs in southern China,
but there is no trustworthy record of their existence in Japan. It is
not known that Konosh'us punctatus occurs in China.
{punctatus^ spotted.)
7.

KONOSIRUS NASUS
DOROKUI

(Bloch).

(^MUD CARP).

Clupea nasus Bloch, Ichthyologia, XII, 1797, p. 117, pi. ccccxxix (Tranqnebar).
CJiatoessus nnsus Cuviek and Valenciennes, Poiss., XXI, 1848, p. 104 (Pondicherry, Bombay).
Gunther, Cat., VII, 1868, p. 407 (Cochin, Java,

Amboyna,
Dorosoma

Philippines).

nasiis

Bleeker, Atlas Ichth. Clup., YI,

(East

p. 142; pi. cclx, fig. 4

Indies)

Konosirus nnstis Smith and Pope, Proc. V.
(Urado near Kochi).

Clupanodon nasicus hxcEPEDE,
Chatoessus altus

Gray,

8.

Nat. Mus.,

Poiss., V, 1803, p.

XXXI,

1906, p. 462

472 (After Bloch).

Illustr. Ind. Zool., 1835, pi. xci, fig. 2 (India).

Chatoessus aquosus RicuARUso's, Ichth. China, 1846 (Canton).
Chatoessus come

Eichardson, Voy. Erebus and Terror, 1846,

Konosirus thrissa Jordan and Seale, Proc. Davenport Ac.
(Hong Kong; not Clupea thrissa Linnaeus)."

p.

Sci.,

62,

pi.

xxxi.

X, 1905,

p. 2

«The name Clupea thrissa Linnaeus, based primarily on the Clupea triza of Lagerstrom and Clupea thrissa of Osbeck, seems to belong to the remaining Chinese species,
distinguished by the long anal fin (A. 26 to 28). This should stand as
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

41
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Habitat.

vol. xxxi.

—East Indies, north to southern eTapan.

depth 2i to 2|; D. lO, A. 20-22 (besides two rudiments);
scales 19-46 to 50; eye 4 in liead, about as lonj^ as snout; gape twice
as wide as deep, overhung by the snout; gill rakers rather short;
abdominal scutes 15+13.
Silver}^, bluish above, the middle of each row of scales above darker,
this forming faint longitudinal streaks above; usually a blackish spot

Head

-J:;

behind opercle; dorsal and caudal dusky behind.
This species, common on the coasts of China and south to India and
the East Indies, has been once taken in Japan, three specimens being
secured at Urado near Kochi in Shikoku b}' Dr. Hugh M. Smith.
Jordan and Seale were apparently in error in the identification of
In the original diagnosis,
this species with Clupea thrlssa Linnaeus.
quoted from Lagerstrom, 28 anal rays are counted. This number
occurs in the Chinese species, Konosirus inaculatds (Richardson), w^hich
The thrlssa oi Lacepede,
species should stand as Konoshnis thrissa.
after Broussonet, the type of his genus Clupanodo)^ is the West Indian

Opisthonema, or rather Clupanodon
{yiasus.,

(xjlinus.

nose.)

Family VI.

CLUPEID^.

HERRINGS.

Body oblong

or elongate,

cycloid or pectinated scales.

more or

compressed, covered with
Belly sometimes rounded, sometimes
is often armed with bony serratures.

compressed, in which case it
usually compressed.

Head naked,

less

Mouth

rather large, terminal, the

jaws about equal; maxillaries forming the lateral margins of the upper
Premaxillaries not projaw, each composed of about three pieces.
tractile; teeth mostly small, often feeble or wanting, variously arranged.
Adipose eyelid present or absent. Gillrakers long and slender; gill
membranes not connected, free from the isthmus. No gular plate.
Branchiostegals usually few (6 to
Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth.
Posterior lower part of opercular region often with an angular
15).
emargination, the tips of the larger ])ranchiostegals being abruptly
No lateral line. Dorsal fin
truncate.
Pseudobranchite present.

KONOSIRUS THRISSA
Mystus corpore ovato {Clnpea

triza)

(Linnaeus).

Lagerstrom, China, about 1750,

p.

30 (China;

A. 28).

Clupea thrimi Osbeck, Iter. Chinensis, 1757, p. 257 (China; A. 24; pre-Linnten).
(Diagnosis after
Cluj^ea thrissa Linn.eus, Syst Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 318.

name

Lagerstrom;

after Osbeck).

CvviEU and Valenciennes, Poiss., XXI, 1848, p. 106 (China;
snout much shorter than in C. nnsuK; body more oblong; A. 24; may be

Chato'i'ssns oshecll

K. 2>unctatm)

Chatmssus

triza,

chnjmplenn^, and nHicnlatns, Kichardson, Ichtb. China, pp. 307,

308 (Canton).
Chatoessus rnaculatus GvniTHER, Cat. VII, 1868, p. 409 (Formosa).
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median or somewhat posterior, rarely wanting. No adipose tin, Venmoderate or small (wantino- in Pristig aster). Anal usually rather
Vertel)r;\? 40 to 56.
Speeies numerous,
long; caudal fin forked.
inhabiting all seas, and usually swinmiing in immense schools; many
The
species ascend fresh waters, and some remain there permanently.
northern and fresh-water species, as in many other families, differ
from the tropical forms in having a larger number of vertebral
trals

segments.
KEY TO GENERA.
a.

(Dugsi'MiERiiN.E.

)

Belly rounded, covered with ordinary scales; supplemental

bones of maxillary very narrow; anal
h.

fin short.

Ventrals small; teeth small, persistent, on jaws, vomer, palatines, pterygoids,

and tongue,
c.

cc.

Dorsal inserted before ventrals; teeth moderate; no silvery lateral band;
dorsal long, of 18 to 29 developed rays
Etrumeiis, 7
Dorsal opposite ventrals; teeth very feeble or wanting; a broad silvery
lateral stripe

Stolephorus, 8

compressed, armed with bony

aa. Belly

serrae;

supplemental bones of maxillary

broad.

(Clupein.e) Anal

d.

fin

moderate, of 15 to 25 rays; dorsal inserted nearly

opposite ventrals.
Scales with their posterior margins entire

e.

of
/.

and rounded;

intestinal canal

moderate length.

Last ray of dorsal not produced.
Vertebrte about 50 in number (46 to 56) species of nothern regions.
h. Vomer with teeth; ventral scutes weak, ventrals below middle
Chipea,9
Skeleton rather firm
of dorsal; vertebne 50 to 56.
hh. Vomer without teeth; ventral scutes very weak, the belly more

g.

;

or less rounded; vertebme about 52; ventrals under middle of
dorsal.
gg.

Skeleton weak, flesh oily

Sardinella, 10

Vertebrfe about 42 (40 to 44); tropical species with the scales
large and usually tirmly attached; ventrals inserted under mid-

Harengula, 11
very long, of more than 30 rays; dorsal fin

dle of dorsal; adipose eyelid obsolete
dd.

(Pkistigasterin.e.

)

Anal

fin

inserted behind ventrals.
ii.

Teeth

all villiform;

7.

ETRUMEUS

Etrumeus Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen.,
Perkinsia

no canines; ventral

Rosa Smith, Amer.

tins present. Ilisha, 12

Bleeker.

XXV,

Japan, 1853,

p.

58 (mlrropus).

Nat., 1891, p. 153 {othonops)

somewhat compressed, the abdomen rounded
Mouth terminal, of moderate width, formed
Clvpea, but the maxillary more slender. Teeth moderate, in

Body rather

elongate,

and without serratures.
as in

patches on jaws, palatines, pterygoids, and tongue.

Scales cycloid,

Branchiostegals numerous, very slender.
Ventrals inserted posteriorly, entirely behind dorsal; the dorsal fin

entire,

very deciduous.

Pseudorather long, of 18 to 20 rays; anal low, of moderate length.
No silvery lateral

branchia? well developed; pyloric coeca numerous.
stripe.

Few

{uruvie,

species.
Asiatic and American.
Japanese name of ^Etrumeus micropiis, called by Bleeker

Ikan etrumei.)
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8.

ETRUMEUS MICROPUS

(

vol. xxxi.

Schlegel)

URUMEIWASHI,
Clupea micropus Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 236,

pi. cvii,

fig.

2

Nagasaki
Etrumeus micropus Bleekeb, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXY, 1853, p. 48 (Nagasaki).
GiJNTHER, Cat, VII, 1868, p. 467 (Japan).— Nami ye, Class. Cat., 1881,
p. 109 (Tokyo).— IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 8 (Tokyo).— Jorj)an and
EvERMANN, Bull. U. S. Fish Com., XXIII for 1903, p. 58 (Honolulu).
Perkinsia othonops Rosa Smith Eigenmann, Amer. Nat., 1891, p. 153 (San Diego,
(

)

California)

—

Sand}^ shores of southern Japan; also ranging to Hawaii,
Habitat.
and once recorded from California.
Head 4 to 4| in length; depth (> to 6i; D. 20; A. 11; P. 16 or 17;
V. 9; scales about 56; eye 3 in head; snout 3.5; mandibles 2; interorbital space -1 to 4i; maxillary 2f to 3; P. 1.5 in head; V. 2f caudal
peduncle compressed, its least depth 3^ in head.
Body elongate, subcylindrical, slightly compressed; head elongate,
much compressed anteriorly, pointed, flattened above; snout long,
pointed, compressed; eyes large, covered by thick, adipose eyelids;
mouth small, terminal, jaws subequal, the mandible projecting very
slightly; teeth in jaws minute; in tine villiform bands on vomer,
Maxillary slipping under the preorbital ridge
palatines, and tongue.
and extending posteriorly a little be3^ond the anterior edge of eye;
preopercle with radiated branching mucous caudals present; gill open;

ings large,

membranes

gill filaments

free

from isthmus;

gill

rakers long, slender;

longer, fine, the pseudobranchiee also long; peritoneum

pale or silvery; scales rather large, cycloid, mostly falling off in alco-

and ventrals with long pointed scaly
fins.
Origin of dorsal nearer tip of
flaps but little
small, its origin midway
fin
very
anal
snout than base of caudal;
caudal small, deeply
base
of
caudal;
ventrals
and
between origin of
in
space to ventrals;
short,
about
emarginate; pectorals rather
2i
holic specimens; both pectorals

shorter than the

ventrals small, their origin l)ehind tip of depressed dorsal, 2 in space
to origin of anal.

Color dusky blue above, often with rows of darker blotches, the
lower parts silvery white; tips of snout and mandible dusky; fins yellowish to pale or whitish; basal portions of pectoral and caudal more
or less dusky.
This species is common throughout southern Japan in sandy bays.
Many specimens were taken at Nagasaki, Wakanoura, ]N[isaki,

Aomora, and Tokyo.
{jAiKpog^ small; Trovg^ foot.)
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Lacepede.

Stolephorus Lacepeue, Hist. Nat. Puiss., V, 180S, p. 381

{juponlcus) (not Stole-

B\eeker=Anrhovia).
Clupeoides Blekker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXIV, p. 17 {macassar iensis=delicatala).
Spratelloides Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXIV, p. 29 {orgyrot;vnia=japonica).
'pJiorus

Body oblong,

compressed, with rather large, thin, deciduous
Snout conical, compressed,
scales.
formed much as in Clupea. Teeth none or very minute and deciduAnal tin short, free from caudal, its rays 9 to 15. Gill memous.
Dorsal inserted opposite ventrals. About 6 flat
branes separate.
little

Belly rounded, without serrature.

branchiostegals.

Small fishes of the Indian seas, marked with. a broad silvery lateral
EngrauUs and Anchovla^ a fact which led to
the erroneous identification of the name Stolepho-rus with species of
The name, however, should not be used for any
the latter genus.
band, as in the species of

anchovy.
{(jtoXj]^

a stole, a white

band worn by

priests; 4>op05^ bearing; in

allusion to the silver}^ lateral band.)
9.

STOLEPHORUS JAPONICUS

(Houttuyn.)

KIBUNA IWASHI.
Atherinajaponica HovTTVYS, Verh. Holl. Maatsch. wet Haarl.,
340 (Nagasaki).
StolepJtorits japonicus L.\cepede,

XX,

1782, Pt.

2,

p.

Houttuyn.— Jordan- and

Hist.

Nat.

Seale,' Proc. U.

770 (Negrosl., Philippines).
Clupea gracilis Schlegel, Fauna Japon.

Poiss.,
S.

Pois.s.,

V.,

1803,

Nat. Mus.,

1846,

p.

381,

XXVIII,

p. 238, pi.

after

1905, p.

cviii,

fig.

2

(Nagasaki).
Spratelloides gracilis

Gunther,

Cat, 1897,

(Hizen).

(?)

Spratelloides argyroticnia

Cat., VII, 1868, p. 465 (Japan).

Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen.,

XXIV,

Ishikawa,
p.

Prel.

29 (Celebes).

—

Southern Japan, north to Izu and Osaka, verj' common
sandy bays. Also in the East Indies, if Stolephorus argyrotsenia is

Habitat.
in

p. 8

the

same

species.

in length; depth about 7; D. 11; A. 13; P. 11; V. 8;
head; snout 1; mandible 2 to 2i; interorbital space ii to 5;
ventral 2j; caudal peduncle fiattish, 'd\.
Body el@ngate, slender, subcylindrical; caudal peduncle and head
compressed, the snout pointed; back broad, its transverse diameter

Head about 4i

eye, 3

in

about 2 in head; snout pointed; top of head flattened; eye large, with
adipose lid; mouth terminal, rather small, the lower jaw very slightly
projecting; maxillary comparative!}^ broad, covering all but tip of
mandible, and extending posteriorly to anterior margin of eveball.

Teeth absent.
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Gill openintr laro-e, the iiioinl)rane.s free; gill rakers very fine

and

slender; gill filaments about two-thirds as long as gill rakers; pseudobranchia3 numerous.
Peritoneum dusky.

Scales large, cycloid, deciduous; no lateral line; no yentral scutes

or serrated scales.

Dorsal small,

its

origin slightly nearer tip of snout than base of

caudal; anal low, very small, very far back; distance

from

its

origin

to that of caudal about one-fifth of length without caudal fin; caudal

small, deeply emarginate; ventrals small, their origin beneath middle

of dorsal; pectorals inserted at lower posterior angle of opercle.

Color, uniform pale

brown

bluish in life, with

abroad

lateral silvery

band, this bordered with a narrow dusky band above; a narrow median
dorsal dusky band from tip of snout to base of caudal.
Fins colorless,
except dorsal and caudal; these marked by fine transverse dusky
lines.

conmion throughout southern Japan in
have man}- from Wakanoura. Nagasaki, Heda in Izu (Capt. Alan Owston), and from the mouth of the
Yodo River, at Osaka. Specimens of Stolephoinis argi/rot^nm from
Negros Island in the Philippines seem to differ only in having no
dark streak along the upper edge of the lateral stripe, this streak
being conspicuous in all adult Japanese examples.
This beautiful

little fish

is

We

estuaries and sandy bays.

(japonicus^ Japanese.)
9.

CLUPEA

(Artedi) Linn^us.

Clnpea (Artedi) Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 317 {harengus).
Rogenia Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist., Nat. Poiss., XX, 1847, p. 340 {alba,
"the whitebait," the young of harengus).

True herrings with the bod}" elongate, numerous vertebra, the venweak, and an ovate patch of small but persistent teeth
on the vomer. The few species belong to the northern seas, where the
tral serratures

number

of individuals

is

inordinately great, exceeding perhaps those

of any other genus of fishes.
{clupea.,

Not anadromous, spawning
KEY TO

a.

in the sea.

herring).

Bellj'-serrate
lo.

SPECIES.

behind ventrals only; anal rays about 14

CLUPEA PALLASII

pallasii,

10

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

NISHIN (HERRING).
Clupea harengus var. Pall.\s, Zoogr. Rosso.-Asiat., Ill, 1811, p. 209 (Kamchatka).
Clupea pallasii Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XX, 1847, p. 253

(Kamchatka; based on Pallas's specimens).
Clupea mirahilis Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1854, p. 148 (San Francisco).—
GtiNTHER, Cat., V^ll, 1868, p. 418. Jordan and Gilbert, Svnopsis, 1883, p.
265.
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bryoporus Copk, Proc. Amer. Philo8. Soc, 1873, p. 25 (Sitka).

DAN and Gilbert, Synopsis,

Jok-

1883, p. 264.

Clupea hareugiis Namiye, Class. Cat., 1881, p. 108 (Hokkaido). Lshikawa, Prel.
Cat., 1897, p. 8 (Nemuro, Hitachi, Sakhalin).
(Not of Linna?us).

Habitat.

— North

Pacific, .south to

northern Japan and to southern

California.

Head,

-ii

in length;

depth, 4; D.

1(];

A. 14;

scales, 52; eye, 2.5 to

3 in length of head; snout, 4; mandible. If; interorbital space, 5f;
niaxillar}', 2;

caudal peduncle compressed,

its least

depth a

little less

than 3 in head.
Bod}' elongate, posterior and anterior regions compressed;

much compressed

head

in front of eyes; sides of snout bulging; eyes large,

with large adipose eyelid; mouth terminal, oblique, rather small, the
lower jaw strongly projecting.
Lower jaw armed with a few small teeth, none on premaxillary;
tongue and vomer each with a small patch of minute teeth arranged in
Mandible largely concealed by the large maxillary,
a double row.

Fig. 4.— Clupea pallasii.

which extends backward to middle of orbit or bej'ond. Top of head
flattened, with a concavit}" behind interorbital region.
Gill openings quite large, the membranes free from isthmus; gill
rakers very long, slender, numerous; pseudobranchia" present; peri-

toneum

dusk}".

Scales deciduous,

medium

size, cycloid; scutes small,

poorly devel-

oped, onl}' between ventrals and anal.

midway between

tip of snout and base of
than half the length of head;
^nal low, its length e([ual to that of dorsal; caudal small, emarginate;
pectorals small, li in head; ventrals short, 2 in space to anal opening,

Insertion dorsal almost

caudal, the fin small,

its

base a

little less

forward of middle of dorsal.
Color of alcoholic specimens: dusk}" above, sides and belly brassy or
Fins brownish
silvery; scales with a greenish opalescent luster.
their origin a little

yellowish to pale.

This species, the common herring of the Pacific, is abundant in
northern Japan, as throughout Alaska, and southward to southern California.
About Sakhalin and Hokkaido the fisheries of Nishin or
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We have specimens from
herrino- have oreat econoniic importance.
Aomori, Otaru, jVIatsushima, Kushiro, Same, Petropaulski {Albatross),
and Hakodate.
lO.
Sardinella

SARDINELLA

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Cuvier and Valenciennes,

Poiss.,

XX,

1847, p. 261 {aurila).

Amhbjgaster BhEEKER, Jour. Ind. Arch., Ill, 1849, p. 72 {dupeoides).
Sardinia Poey, Memorias, II, 1860, p. 311 {pseudohispanica)

This genus is close to Ch/j)ea, which it resembles in the elongate
form and weak ventral serratures, differing in the form of the body and
in the feeble skeleton.

Vomer

toothless, the teeth in the jaws mostl}'

weak. Scales thin, deciduous. Adipose eyelid present. Gill rakers
verv numerous. Species chiotl}^ contined to the two temperate zones,
all closely related to the P^uropean Sardine, Sardinella pilchardus, and
agreeing with it in the rich and delicate flesh; less firm than that of
Species marine, not anadrorelated species and much richer in oil.

mous, known

in

Japan

As

as Iwashi or Sardine.

Sardinella aurita,

the type of Sardinella seems to be a true sardine, Sardinella must

take the place of Sardinia.
this

group,

is

strictly a

Clupanodon., a

synonym

name sometimes used

for

of Opisthonema^ and has priority

over the latter name for the American genus.
{Sardinia., a sardine.)
II.

SARDINELLA MELANOSTICTA
IWASHI (SARDINE

(Schlegel).

I.

Clupea melanosticla Schle<;el, Fauna Japon. Poiss., 1846, p. 237, p]. cvii, fig. 3
N.\miye,
(Nagasaki). Gunther, Cat. Fiyh., VII, p. 430 (China, Japan).
Class. Cat., 1881, p. 108

(Tokyo).— Ishikawa,

Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 8

(Tokyo,

Nagasaki )
Clupanodon melunost ictus .Tordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1901,
(Tokyo).
(?) Clupea csendeoviUata Rich ARDSos, Ichth. Chin., 1846, p. 305 (Canton).

— Shores

p.

349

The Chinese
southern Japan and China.
the
same,
but
SchlegePs
species Sardinella cser^uleoviUata is apparently
name of the same date has page precedence.
to 7; D., 16 to
Head, 4tt to 4^ in length to base of caudal; depth,
IT; A., IT; P., IT; V.,8; scales in lateral line about 45; eye, including
Hahitat.

of

adipose eyelid, 3 in head; snout, 4^; mandible, If; interorbital space,
5; maxillary, 21; P., li to If in head, 8 in total length; V=, 2| in head;

depth 3f in head.
head
elongate, compressed, pointed,
Bod}^ elongate, subcjxlindrical;
and blunt. Eye large,
rather
short
slightl}^ flattened above; snout
terminal somewhat
mouth
small,
covered by the thick adipose eyelid;
except on tongue,
wanting,
Teeth
oblique, the lower jaw projecting.
minute
teeth,
and a median
bands
of
excessively
which is covered with
Maxillary extending posterow^ of larger, but still very small teeth.
caudal peduncle rounded,

its least
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drawn from middle of orbit. Gill openings
from isthmu.s; gill rakers numerous, slender,

riorlj to a perpendicular
large,

membranes

free

close set, twice as long as gill filaments; pseudobranchife shorter than
gill

filaments; peritoneum dark or black.

Scales very thin, deciduous, ctenoid; or median abdominal line a
series of scutes

from isthmus

to anus, each

prolonged backward into

a sharp point.

Origin of dorsal nearer tip of snout than base of caudal, its base
about 7 in body without tail; distance from snout to origin of dorsal
equals that from posterior end of its base to base of caudal; anal longer
than dorsal,

its

midway between

origin

that of ventrals and base of

caudal; caudal deeph" emarginate; pectorals abdominal, about If in

head; ventrals small, their origin under middle of dorsal.

Color lustrous; bluish above, sides and belly silvery white; a row
more or less evident along sides; tins

of bluish-black spots or blotches

pale or yellowish.

This species

is

the

common

sardine of Japan, entirely similar in

homologues in America and Europe.
We have specimens from Hakodate. Tokyo, Yokohama, Tsuruga,
Aomori, Misaki, Same, Tateyama, Matsushima Bay, Wakanoura, Kobe,
OnoDiichi, Hakata, and Nagasaki.

habits and economic value to

(yUf'Ao'g,

its

black; (Jtikto?^ spotted).
11.

HARENGULA

Harengula Cuvier and

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Valexcienxes, Hist. Nat.

Poiss.,

XX,

1847,

XX,

1847,

p.

280

{latula).

Clupeonia

Cuvier

and

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Poiss.,

p.

345

(jussieui).

Xow;ato Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

XX,

1847, p. 362 {thoracata=

koval).
Lite

Jordan and Evermann,

Fish.

North and Mid. Amer.,

I,

1898, p. 431

{stoVifera).

Small herrings of the tropical seas, with the vertebras in reduced
number, about 40 to 44, and with the scales large, usually firm and
adherent, often crossed by vertical strife; ventral scutes strong, 25 to
35 in nmiiber.
Skeleton relatively firm. Adipose eyelid obsolete;
lower jaw projecting; upper jaw somewhat emarginate; teeth weak.
Body compressed; cheeks
Ventrals inserted behind front of dorsal.
not deep; gill rakers long and numerous. The genus Harengula, as
here understood, covers considerable diversity of forms.

(Diminutive of harengus^ a herring.)
KEY TO
a.

aa.

Eye
Eye

SPECIES.

2i in head; scales 40 to 44; depth about 4 in length
3^ in head; scales 40; depth 3i

zunosi, 12

moluccensis, 13
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HARENGULA ZUNASI
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Bleeker.

ZTJNASHI: SAPPA.

Clupea kowal Schlegel, Fauna Japon. Poiss., 1846,
Nagasaki) (not of Riippell).

p. 235, pi. cvii, fig. 1

(Omura,

XXVI, Japan, 1854, p. 117 (Naga(Tokyo, Bingo, Chikugo). Jordan
and Starks, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, 1905, p. 193 (Gensan, Korea).
Clupea zunasi GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., VII, 1868, p. 451 (Nagasaki). Namiye,
Class. Cat., 1881, p. 108 (Tokyo).
SardeneUa zunasi Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900,
p. 349 (Tokyo).
Ilarengula zanasi Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen.,
saki).

Hahitat.

— LsHiKAWA,

Pre]. Cat., 1897, p. 8

— Sandy shores of southern Japan, north to Hokkaido.

Head nearly

depth a little le.ss than 4 in length; D. 17;
40 to 44; eye 2i in head; snout 4; interorbital space 3i; mandible, a trifle more than ;2; pectoral \\\ V. equal
to mandible; caudal peduncle compressed 2^.
5 in length;

A. 19; P. 15; V.

Body

deep,

8; scales

much compressed,

the belly sharp; dorsal and ventral

profiles both convex, the latter strongly so.

Head rather

small, com-

pressed, flattened above; snout short, blunt; eye rather large;

mouth

terminal, almost vertical, the lower jaw projecting; mandible nearly

covered by the broad maxillar}^ which extends backward almost as far
Tongue with a median line of very small teeth;
lower jaw with a single row of minute teeth which are also sparingly
present on posterior part of palatines.
as center of orbit.

Gill openings large, membranes free from isthmus; gill rakers
numerous, fine, slender, longer than gill filaments; pseudobranchise

present, rather shoit.
Scales thin, close-set, rather large,

more or

less

deciduous, the

abdominal scutes present, each prolonged backward
into a sharp spine; head naked, preopercle with radiating branching
mucous canals beneath eye.
Origin of dorsal to tip of snout a little more than one-third of total

margin

entire;

length; distance from tip of snout to origin of dorsal equal to distance
from posterior end of dorsal base to origin of caudal; anal fin small,
its origin distant from base of caudal by a space equal to length of

head; caudal deeply emarginate, rather long; pectorals small, about
twice eye; ventrals quite small, inserted below middle of dorsal, their

length contained 1| times in that of pectoral.
Color, dark lustrous greenish above, sides brassy or silvery, often
with an opalescent lustre.
Fins yellowish to pale; no dark blotches.

This species is common in the shallow bays of southern Japan, and
often seen in the markets; we have specimens from Tokyo, OnoQiichi, Tomakomai, in Hokkaido, VVakanoura, Nagasaki, and Tsuruga.

is

The

species

strongly

resembles Hartiigula humeralis and other

scaled sardines of America.

{zunashl. the Japanese name.)
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Bleeker.

Harengula moluccensis Bleeker, Nat. Tydschr. Ned., IV, 1853, p. 609 (MolJordan and Seale, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVIII, 1905, p. 770
ucca).
(Negros).

Clupea moluccensis GvsTHER, Cat. Fish., VII, p. 427 (Molucca, Ceylon, Ternate).

IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 8 (Miyako, Riu Kiu Islands).
Harengula knnzei Bleeker, Nat. Tydschr. Ned., XII, p. 209 (Ternate).

Habitat.

Head

— East Indies, north to the Riu Kiu Islands.

3f; depth 3|; D. 17 or 18; scales 40-12; head longer than
Scales crenulate, deciduous, regularl}- arranged;

deep; eye o\ in head.

cheeks and opercles with

tine radiating stria?.
Gill rakers 38, fine,
Ventrals inserted below middle of dorsal; 13 scutes behind
Color,* plain, silver3\
ventrals.
(Gunther).
East Indies, generally common, once recorded from the Riu Kiu
Islands.
have specimens from Manila, but none from Japan.
{inoluccensis^ living in Molucca.)

closely set.

We

12.

ILISHA Gray.

Platygaster Swainson, Classif. Anini., II,

1839,

294 {africanus)

p.

;

name

pre-

occupied.
Ilisha

(Gray) Richardson, Ichthyol. China,

in Proc. Brit.

Assoc, 1846,

p.

306

(abnormis); no description.
Pellona Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.

,

XX, 1 847, p.

300 nrblgnyana—
(

flavipinnis)

Ilisha

Bleeker, Ned. Tydskr. Dierk., 1866,

p.

300 {ahnonnis).

Body much compressed, the thorax and abdomen strongly serrated.
Lower jaw prominent; mouth moderate, with rasp-

Scales moderate.

bands of minute teeth on jaws, palatines, pteiy golds, and tongue;
none on vomer. Anal tin very long; ventrals present, small, inserted
before the small dorsal; upper ray of pectoral strong: caudal deeply
forked.
Tropical coasts of America and Asia.
{ilisha, apparently a corruption of Iwashi, the Japanese name for

like

sardine.)
14.

ILISHA ELONGATA

(Bennett).

HIRAKONOSHIRO (BROAD SHAD); HIRA.
Alosa elongata Bennett, Life of Raffles, 1830, p. 691 (Sumatra).
Pellona elongata Gunther, Cat. Fish., VII, 1868, p. 456 (East Indian and China
seas to Japan).

CLxv,

fig.

1

Ilisha elongata

Day, Fishes

of India, 1878, p. 643, pi. clxiv,

fig. 3,

and

pi.

(India).

Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., VI,

1892, p. 119, pi. cclix,

fig.

3 (East

Jordan and Seale, Proc. Davenport Ac. Sci., X, p. 3 (Hongkong).
—Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1902, p. 328
Indies).

(Formosa).
Clupea

affinis

Pellona affinis

Gray and Hardwicke, 111. Ind. Zool., I,
CAmoR, Catal. Malay Fish, 1850, p. 291

1830, pi. xcvi (India).

(Malaysia).

Clupea melastoma Schlegel, Fauna Jai^onica, Pisces, 1846,
(Nagasaki) (Not of Schneider).

p. 237, pi. cviii, fig. 1
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IlisJia

abnormis Richardson, Ichthy. China, 1846,

Pellona graj/ana CvviER and Valenciennes,

Plist.

p.

306 (Canton).

Nat. Poiss.,

XX,

1847, p. 315

(India), after Gray.

Pellona vhnhella Cuvier

and Valenciennes, Hist.

Poiss.,

XX,

1847,

p.

317

(Macao).
Pellona

scJilegeli

Hahitat.

Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen.,

XXVI,

1854, Japan, p. 118 (Nagasaki).

— Indian Seas, north to Nagasaki and Wakanoiu-a,

scarce in

Japan.

Head 4

depth 3f

D. 16; A. 51; scales in lateral line about
and a little more than
twice the interorbital space; mandible 2 in head; least depth of caudal
peduncle 2f in head.
Bod}^ compressed, elongate but rather deep; abdomen and throat
sharp, edged with pointed scutes; abdominal profile more convex than
back; head low, compressed in front of eyes, tip of snout blunt, with
bulging sides; eye rather large, the cavity about it very large, partially covered with adipose lid; mouth oblique, the upper jaw truncate, with perpendicular sides, the lower jaw very strongl}- projecting.
Upper and lower jaws beset with stout, strongly recurved but very
small teeth; bands of minute teeth on tongue, palatines, and pteryMaxillary large, broad, reaching nearly to
goids; none on vomer.
middle of orbit.
Top of head flattened, with two ridges forming an elongated V;
muciferous branching tubules behind ej^e. Gill openings large, membranes free from isthmus; gill-rakers of first arch strong, rigid, longer
than the gill filaments; gill-rakers of other arches much shorter;
pseudobranchite present.
Scales more or less deciduous, large, cycloid, those on mid line of
belly forming strongl}^ serrate scutes; basal portion of caudal scaled;
An elongated, pointed, fleshy
all other fins with basal scaly sheath.
in length;

;

56; diameter of eye 3f in head, equal to snout,

scale in axil of pectoral.

Dorsal small, weak,
base of caudal.

its

insertion

midway between

Anal low, very long,

moderate, deeply forked; pectoral

tip of

snout and

a])out 8i in total length; caudal

medium

If in head; ventrals very

small, their length about f of diameter of eye.

Color pale yellowish silvery, the dorsal region dusky.
This species here described from a large specimen from Hongkong,
It is a large herring-like
China, collected by Capt. William Finch.
fish abundant in the East Indian and Chinese seas, and occasionally

taken on the coasts of southern Japan. We obtained one specimen
in Nagasaki, from a Chinaman, who said that it came from the coast
of China.
Another was seen by us at Wakanoura.
{elongatus, elongate.)
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more or less compre.>«sed, covered with thin cycloid
Head compressed. Mouth extremely large, more or less
usually overlapped by a pointed, compressed, pig-like snout.

elongate,

scales.

oblique,

Gape very wide, the maxillary very long and
three pieces, extending backward far behind
beyond the head.

slender,

Premaxillaries not protractile, very small, firmly

joined to the maxillaries.

Teeth

usuall}^ small, in

each jaw; canines sometimes present.

Eye

a single

in

Pre-

Gill-rakers long

Branchiostegals slender, 7 to 14 in number.

and slender.

row

large, well forward.

Opercles thin and membranceous.

orbital narrow.

formed of about
some species

the eye; in

Gill

mem-

branes separate or joined, free from isthmus.

Fseudobranchia? presNo lateral line. Belly rounded or weakly serrate. Fins
ent.
various; the dorsal usually short and median; no adipose fin; caudal
Small, carnivorous fishes, usually swimming in large schools
forked.

on sandy shores; abundant in

all

warm

seas,

occasionally entering

rivers.

KEY TO GENERA.

Body moderately elongate, the anal

a.

b.

fin not confluent with the caudal; no filaments
on the pectoral fin; in.sertion of dorsal in advance of that of anal.
Teeth equally small; gill membranes sejjarate.
Vertebrje about 41 bones firm tropical species
Anchoma, 13
c.
cc. Vertebrae about 45; bones feeble; species of the temperate zone. Engraulis, 14
;

aa.

Body

;

greatly elongate, the

tail

much produced;

anal fin very long, confluent

with the caudal
13.

Co'dia, 15

ANCHOVIA

Jordan and Evermann.

Bleeker, Ned. Tyds. Dierk., Ill, p. .303 {"jnjKniicu.'^," not of
Houttuyu).
Anchovia Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Mid. Amer., I, 1898, ji. 449

Stoh'pJionis

{macrolepklota)

This genus, as

now understood

b}" us,

includes the great multitude

of tropical anchovies, characterized by the firm skeleton

presence of 40 or 41 vertebra?.
translucent, and with long anal

Most

and by the

of the species are compressed,

fin, and a silvery band along the sides,
which has caused them to be confounded with the true jStole_phoru.s.
Besides the following species, assigned to Japan bj^ Bleeker, another
species, Anchovia chinensls Giinther, has been wrongly assigned to
Japan, on the supposition that it was the original of Houttu3^n's Athe-

rina japonica.
{anchovia,

It is recorded by Giinther'* as EngrauUs japonica.
anchovy, an old name of Enf/rau/it^ enchrasicohis of

Europe.)
«Cat. Fish., VII,

p. 390.
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15.

ANCHOVIA INDICA

(VanHasselt).

Engraulh indicus Van Hasselt, Allgem. Konst. Letterbiich, 1823, p. 329 (East
Bleeker, Poiss. du Japon., 1879, p. 238.
Indies).
Stolephorus indicus Bleeker, Atlas Clup., p. 127, pi. cclix (.Java, Sumatra,
Celebes, Japan).
AncJtorm indica Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1902,
p. 328 (Suvvata, Formosa).
Engraulis albus Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, II, p. 293.
Engrauiis balinensis Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXII, 1839, Bali, p. 11 (Bali).
Engraulis russellii Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXIV, Haring, p. 11 (East
GtJNTHER Cat. Fisb., VII, p. 390 (Amboyna, Malayan Peninsula).
Indies).

—

Hahltdt.

— East Indies.

Head

\\\ depth 5f ; D. 16; A. 20; P. 13; scales 40.
Snout pointed, much projecting; maxillary saber-shaped,

finely

toothed, extendino- to the mandibulary joint; anal inserted below middle

of

dorsal;

abdomen with 4 long slender

deciduous; a well-defined silvery lateral stripe.

spines;

scales

thin,

(Giinther.)

Very abundant in the East Indies; known to us from two specimens
from Formosa. Bleeker says that it extends its range northward to
Japan, but there is no other record north of Formosa.
{Indicus^ Indian.)
14.

ENGRAULIS

EngraiUis CvviBR, Regne Animal,

Cuvier.

1st. ed., 1817, p.

174 [encrasicholus)

Encrasicholus Fleming, British Animals, 1828, p. 183 (encrasicholus).

This genus includes spindle-shaped anchovies, little compressed, the
1.5 (11 to 17 in species examined),
the flesh rather dark, tender, and somewhat oily, not translucent, the
bones soft, the appearance and flesh resembling that of the sardines.

sides rounded, the vertebra? about

Temperate zones.
[syypavXis, engrauh's^ the ancient name of EngratLl'is encrasicholus^
common anchovy of Europe).

the

16.

ENGRAULIS JAPONICUS

Schlegel.

SHIKO, IZASA.

Fauna Japon.

Poiss., 1846, p. 239, pi. cvni,

fig.

3

Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXVI, Japan, 1854, p. 119.
Namiye, Class. Cat., 1881, p. 109 (Tokyo) and of Japanese writers [Reports
Imperial Fisheries Bureau, etc.] generally. Jordan and Starks, Proc. U.

of

Engraulis japonicus Sciilegel,
(Nagasaki).

S.

Nat. Mus., 1905, p. 194 (Gensan, Korea).

Engraulis ringens Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 9 (Echigo, Hizen; not of Jenyns).

Hahitat.

— Coasts of Japan and Korea, in sandy bays.

without caudal; If in total length; depth about 7;
D. 14; A. 18; P. 17; V. 7; scales in lateral series about 42; eye 3f to
4 in head; snout 5; mandible \\\ interor])ital space about 5; caudal

Head 4

in length,
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its least
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depth from 3i to 3f in

head.

Bod}^ elongate, subc3"lindrical, somewhat cigar-f<haped, thickest in
front of middle, head and posterior third of body laterally flattened;
snout triangular, the top of head flat, with a small median ridge; lower

lower side of head keel-like or wedge-shaped; eyes placed far forward,
large, with large adipose lid; mouth inferior, large, the lower jaw
comparatively weak, the snout projecting considerably beyond mandiMandible armed with a row of minute teeth. Upper jaw with
ble.
similar teeth in front, these becoming larger behind and extending to
A toothed ridge on middle line of tongue.
posterior end of maxillary.
Gillrakers of first arch slender, numerous, their length equal to that
of eye; gill filaments verj' numerous, fine and slender, their length
hardly that of gillrakers of
tral

ones as long as

first

arch; pseudol)ranchia^ large, the cenScales large, thin, cycloid, decidu-

gill filaments.

ous; no abdominal scutes; a long pointed scale in axils of pectorals
and ventrals. Dorsal low. but higher than long, the second and third
rays longest, their length a little less than 2 in head; the other rays

rapidly decreasing, the last contained 3 or 4 times in second; origin
of fin midway between tip of snout and base of caudal; anal low, its
origin behind posterior end of dorsal about i diameter of eye; its
length If in head; caudal medium, deeply forked; pectorals inserted

head; ventrals small, inserted less than \
diameter of eye in front of a perpendicular from origin of dorsal.
Color dusky blue above; sides pale brown; in some specimens a broad
faint silver band from eye to base of caudal; fins -pale, uniform, except

low, their length

2

in

This anchovy is common throughWe have speciarticle of food.
important
an
out Japan, constituting
Wakanoura,
Onomichi,
Aomori,
Same,
Hakodate,
mens from Otaru,
Nagasaki.
and
Tsuruga,
Tokyo,
Misaki,
caudal,

which

is

more or less dusky.

IS.

COILIA

Gray.

Mystus Lacepede, Poiss., V, 1803, p. 406 {myMiis; not of Gronow, 1763).
Coilia Gray, Zool. Misc., 1831, p. 9 (hamiltoni).
Trichosoma Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, II, 1839, p. 292 {havtiltoni)

ChMomus McClelland,

Calc. Journ. Nat. Hist., IV, 1843, p. 405 (playfairi).
XXII, Madura, about 1849, p. 14 {chry-

Leptonurus Bleeker, V^erh. Bat. Gen.,
sostigvm).

Body compressed, terminating in a long tapering
mouth as in EngrauJh; scales of moderate size. Anal
long, confluent with caudal; the

tail;
fin

head and

exceedingly

upper pectoral rays much prolonged,

filamentous; belly keeled, with toothed scutes; premaxillary reaching to
end of opercle or even to base of pectoral. Air bladder thick-walled,

with two thin horns extending forward into the skull.
region.

(Name probably without meaning.)

East Indian
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COILIA NASUS
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Schlegel.

ETSTJ.

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 243, pi. rix, fig. 4 (Nagasaki).
GuNTHER, Cat. Fish., VII, 1868, p. 405 (China and Japan).
Abbott, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1901, p. 490 (Tientsin).
Coilia grayi Kner, Novara Fische, 1867, p. 335 (Hongkong; not of Richardson).
Coilia nasus

—

Habitat.

— Coasts of China and southern Japan.

Head about

7 in length; greatest depth at beginning of dorsal, nearly
D. 13; A. 81; P. 6+10; scales 62; 11 scales before dorsal; eye -H
to 6 in head; snout a little more than eye; eye and snout together 1-^
7;

in head;

body elongate, tapering and slender posteriorly; abdomen

and throat with

-12

conspicuous, sharp, toothed scutes; head pointed,

the snout projecting be3'ond the inferior mouth; premaxillary very
long,

becoming longer with age, tapering behind, extending

of base of pectoral, in

to

middle

young specimens frequently not reaching

limit

of opercle; jaws, vomer, and palatines with small, sharp-pointed teeth

arranged in a single row; tongue covered with velvet-like teeth; gillrakers tine, closel}" set, the longest rather longer than the eye. Dorsal
rather small, its origin above that of the ventrals; distance from tip
of snout to occiput nearly three times in distance to base of dorsal.
Anal long and low, its height almost uniform; first six rays of pectoral greatly elongated, the hlanients of various lengths, the shortest

reaching at least to the beginning of the anal; caudal rather small,
upper raj^s 2^ times as long as

irregularl}^ lanceolate or pointed, the

the lower.

Coast of China, sometimes extending to Southern Japan; originally
we have seen only Chinese and Korean
specimens. On the coast of China is a closely related species, sometimes confounded with Coilia nasus. This is Coilia ectenes Jordan and
It is more elongate, the anal ra3's 100 to 113.
Scutes -18.
Seale.
Eye and snout If in rest of head. It
Scales 72, 19 before the dorsal.
has not been noticed in Japan.
described from Nagasaki, but

{nasus, nose.)

Family VIII.

CHIROCENTRID.E.

Body elongate, compressed, covered with thin, deciduous scales;
abdomen with a sharp but not serrated margin; barbels none. Margin of the upper jaw formed by the premaxillaries mesially, and the
maxillaries laterally; cleft of the mouth wide, olilique, the lower jaw
projecting.
Eye with an adipose lid. Pseudobranchia' none. Branchiostegals
site

8.

Lateral line obsolete.

the long anal.

very small.
goids; a

row

A long,

Narrow bands

Dorsal

tin

short, far back, oppo-

pointed, appendage in axilla.

Ventral

fins

of teeth on palatines, tongue, and ptery-

of canines in mandible and

two pairs on premaxillaries.
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Stomach with a blind sac; intestines short; pyloric appendages none.
With two exceptions ChirocevtruK hypselosoma Bleeker and C. doraJ),
all

the species referred to this family arc extinct.
16.
Chiroceiitru-'i

CHIROCENTRUS

Cuvier, Regne Animal, 1817,

p.

Cuvier.

178 (dorab).

Characters of the genus included above:
(X^/p, hand; Kevrpov^ spine.)
i8.

CHIROCENTRUS DORAB

(Forskal).

Clupea dorab Forskal, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 72 (Red Sea).
Esox chirocentrus Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803, p. 296.
Chirocentrus dorah RI^ppell, N. W. Fische, 1837, p. 81 (Red Sea).
Gunther,
Cat. Fi.sh., VII, 1868, p. 475.— Bleeker, Atlas Clup., 1870, p. 92 (East
Indies).— Day, Fishes cf India, I, 1878, p. 652, pi. cl.wi, fig. 3 (India).Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902, p. 327 (Formosa).

Habitat.

—East Indies, occasionally northward to Japan.

Head about

6 in length; depth about 7; D. 17; A. 3o; P. 13; v. 6;
eye 4^ in head; snout 3i; mandible If; interorbital space 5i; caudal
peduncle compressed, 2^. Body elongate, compressed; ventral margin
flat with a prominent
eye covered with adipose lid; a
conspicuous fossa before eye; mouth terminal, wide, oblique, the lower
jaw strongly projecting; upper lip terminating in a short pointed
cutaneous flap; maxillary not large, reaching posteriorly a little be3'ond
anterior margin of eye; mandible longer than maxillary; lower jaw
with large canine teeth; two pairs of similar teeth projecting forward
from center of premaxillaries; remainder of upper jaw armed with

sharp; head small, subconical; interorbital space

median ridge

anterior!}^; snout short;

which soon become much smaller posteriorly;
narrow bands on tongue, palatines, and pterygoid.
openings large, membranes free from isthmus; gill rakers short,

straight, sharp teeth,

villiform teeth in
Gill

fine; gill filaments a little

longer, fine; pseudobranchia^ none.

Scales small, deciduous, totally absent in our specimen; short cirri

along Avhole extent of abdomen.
beneath eye.

Radiating, branching mucous canals

Dorsal small, very far back, its origin above that of anal; anal low,
long, about 5i in total length; caudal long, deeply forked; pectorals
small, thoracic, the two fins meeting when depressed; basally covered
b}^ a long, pointed, cutaneous flap; a large, pointed, dermal, subosseous appendage in

ttie axilla;

ventrals very small, their origin

midway

between tip of mandible and base of caudal.
Color bluish black above, gradually paling on sides to bluish silvery; belly silvery white; fins uniform brownish.
Here described from a single specimen 9j inches long, obtained bv
the Imperial University from the Kuro Shiwo near Misaki, the only
record of the species from Japan.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

42
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This species ranges from the East Coast of Africa to the Malayan
Archipelago and north to southern Japan.
{dorah, an Arabian name.)

Family IX.

ALEPOCEPHALID.F..

Body oblong, compressed, covered with
or with naked skin; head naked.

Mouth moderate

barbels.

thin cycloid or keeled scales

Lateral line present or absent.

No

or large; margin of the upper jaw formed

by the premaxillaries and the maxillaries, the former being placed
along the upper anterior edge of the latter. Teeth feeble. Opercular
apparatus complete, its bones thin. Phosphorescent spots none, or
rudimentary and placed in nodules of the naked skin. No adipose fin;
dorsal fin long and low, posterior inserted nearly opposite the anal;
pectorals short, placed rather high; ventrals usually well back, sometimes wanting. Gill openings very wide, the membranes free from
Pseud obranchise present; no gular plate; no air bladder.
the isthmus.

Stomach curved, without blind sac; pyloric coeca in moderate number.
Fishes of the deep seas; numerous species have been described from
the abyssal fauna of the mid Atlantic and Pacific.
17.

XENODERMICHTHYS

Gunther.

Xeuodermicltihys Gunther, Ann. Mao;. Nat. Hist., July, 1878, p. 23 (nodidostis).

Body

rather elongate, compressed, without true scales; the skin

rather tough, finely wn-inkled longitudinally, with numerous nodules,

regularly arranged; minute, I'udimentary, scale-like productions are
in the skin, especially on the trunk.
Mouth very small,
with feeble jaws and rudimentary teeth in the intermaxillary and
mandible and a few in the maxillary. Palate toothless. Dorsal and

embedded

anal fins equal in length.

much extending above
oped, with long

Caudal forked.

Gill

the level of the pectoral

gill rakers.

Deep

opening wide, but not
fin.

Gills well devel-

seas.

{^evog.^ strange; deppia, ,skin; ix^'^?-, fish.)
ig.

XENODERMICHTHYS NODULOSUS

Gunther.

Xenodermichthi/s nodulosus Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., July, 1878,
p. 23
(off

(south of Yeddo, Japan)

;

Shore Fishes of the Challenger, 1880,

Jordan and Starks,

Japan).

Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm.,

p.

63

1902, p. 579

(Sagami Bay, Japan).

A. 31-33; P. 6; V. 5. Eye
diameter greater than width of interorbital space.
Lateral line well developed, with scale-like structures; rest of bod}^
naked, with fine longitudinal wrinkles.
Color entirely black; luminous nodules all black.

Head, 6

in length; depth, 7; D. 82 or 33;

of moderate size,

Of
from

this species

its

we have examined one

station 3697,

Sagami Bay, dredged

fine
b}^

specimen, 21.5 cm. long,

the United States Bureau
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It agrees fully
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with Giinther's excel-

lent plate.

{nodulosus, having nodules.)

Family X.

Head and

GONORHYNCHID^.

bodj^ entirely" covered with ctenoid scales; a barbel present

under the elongate, pointed snout; margin of upper jaw formed by
the short premaxilliary, which is continued downward as a thick lip,
in front of the

maxillary.

Jaws

toothless; lips thickly fringed with

barbels.
Doi'sal fin far back, opposite ventrals, short, like the anal.
Pseudobranchite present; gill openings narrow. Air bladder absent.
Branchiostegals four.

A single

genus with two or three species known among living fishes.
near Gonorhynchus. It difl:ers
strongly from all other herring-like fishes in having the head closely
Several extinct genera are placed

scaled.
18.

GONORHYNCHUS

Gronow.

Gonorhynchus Gronow, Zoophylaceuin, 1763, (No. 199=6'. gonorJiynchus)

Rhynchana Richardson, Voy. Erebus and Terror,

1846, p. 44 {greyi=gonor-

hynchus).

The characters

The single Japafrom Gotiorhynchus gotiorhynchus of the Cape of

of this genus are included above.

nese species differs

Good Hope and neighboring waters in the deeper bod}^, longer head,
and a smaller number of fin rays.
Gono7'hy/ichHS goiiorkynclms is
said to have the head about 5f in length, the dorsal 11 to 13, and the
anal rays 9.
Gonorhynchus hrevis Kner, slender and short-headed, is
probably the same.
20.

GONORHYNCHUS ABBREVIATUS

Schlegel.

Gonorhynchus abbreviatus Schlegel, Fauna Japon. Poiss., 1846, p. 217, pi. cm,
fig. 5 (Nagasaki).
Jordan and Snyder, Smiths. Misc. Coll., XLV, 1904,
p. 236, pi.

II(ihit({t.

— Southern Japan in deep water,

Head 4f
the depth

Lix (Yokohama).

very rare.

body to base of caudal, -If times in total length;
more than half the length of the head, about 9 in

in length of

i.s

a little

+ 10;

+

V. 1
7; eye 4i in head; snout,
caudal peduncle, \\.
Body elongate, subcylindrical. caudal portion tapering; head medium, conical, the snout long and pointed, a .single medium barbel
total length;

D. 11; A.

2i; interorbital space,

8; P. 1

about

4;

nostrils double, the upper or anterior one with a short
which partially covers the lower nostril. Mouth inferior,
nearly simicircular, with thick, f I'inged or fibrillose, toothless jaws.
Eye large, covered with an adipose lid.

behind

its tip;

fleshy tube
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Gill membranes attached to isthmus; pseudobranchise present; "a
fringed oill-Hke organ behind the fourth branchial arch, one-half being
attached to this arch, the other half to the humeral arch."

Scales small, ctenoid, entirel}' covering the head and bod}', scales in
lateral line,

about 180.

Dorsal small, very far back,
little

more

its

origin opposite posterior insertion of

origin a short distance behind anus, and a
than half the distance between insertion of ventral and base

ventrals; anal small, short,

its

of caudal; pectoral long, li in head; a long, pointed, fleshy, scaly flap
in axilla of pectorals, ventrals, dorsal

and anal; caudal small, moder-

ately forked, the basal half scaled.

Fig.

5.

—GONORHYNCHUS

ABBREVIATU

Color uniform brown, paler beneath, flns pale basally, the distal
edged with white.
This description is taken from a fine specimen from oft' Yokohama,
obtained by Mr. Alan Owston. No other specimen has been seen since
the time of Schlegol.
half black; pectoral

{abhreo'tatwi^ shortened.

HUMMAllY.
Family

Megalops Lacepede, 1803.

1.

1.

cyprinoides (Broussonet), 1782;
2.

2.

Elopid.f,.

Okinawa.

Elo2)s Linn;eus, 1766.

saurus Linnaeus, 1766.

Family Pterothrissid.b.
3.

3. gisfiu

Pterothrissus Hilgendorf, 1877.

Hilgendorf, 1877; Hakodate, Suriiga Bay, Matsushima Bay, Tsugaru Straits.

Family Albulid.e.
4.

4.

vulpes (Linneeus), 1758;

Albula Gronow, 1763.

Tokyo.

Family Chanid.f..
5.

5.

chanos (Forskal), 1775.

Chanos Lacepede, 1803.
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Family Dorosomatid^.
6.
6. piivrfnfii!)

Konosiruft

Jordan and Snyder, 1900.

(Srhlegel), 1846; Tokyo, Nagasaki.

nasus (Bloch), 1797j Urado.

7.

Family ClupeidvE.
Etrumeus Bleeker, 1853.

7.

micropus {Schlegel) ,1846; Aomori, Same, Tokyo, Wakanoura, Misaki, Nagasaki.

8.

Stolephorus Lac^pede, 1803.

8.

9.

japonicus (Houttuyn), 1782; Wakanoura, Nagasaki, Osaka, Heda.

Clupea Linnaeus, 1758.

9.

10. pallasii

Cuvierand Valenciennes, 1847; Otaru, Kushiro, Aomori, Matsushima

Hakodate, Same.
10. Sardinella

Cuvier and Valenciennes, 1847.

11. melanosticta (Schlegel), 1846; Hakodate, Matsushima, Aomori, Same, Yokohama, Tokyo, Tateyama, Ononiichi, Wakanoura, Kobe, Tsuruga, Nagasaki.

11.
12. zunasi

Bleeker,

Harengula Cuvier and Valenciennes, 1847.

,

Tokyo, Onomichi, Tomakomai, Wakanoura, Tsuruga,

1854;

Nagasaki.
13.

moluccensis Bleeker, about 1853.
12.

14.

llisha

Gray, 1846.

Wakanoura.

elongafn (Bennett), 1830;

Family Engraulidje.
13.
15. indica

(Van

Anchovia Jordan and Evermann, 1898.

Hasselt), 1823.

Engraulis Cuvier, 1817.

14.
16.

japonicus Schlegel, 1846; Hakodate, Aomori, Otaru, Same, Onomichi, Tokyr,

Misaki, Tsuruga, Nagasaki.
15.
17.

nasiis Schlegel, 1846;

Coilia

Gray, 1831.

Nagasaki.

Family Chirocextrid.e.
CJtirocentriis

16.
18.

Cuvier, 1817.

dorab (Forskal), 1775; Misaki.

Family Alepocephalid.e.
17.
19.

Xenodermichthys Giinther, 1878.

nodulosus Giinther, 1878; Sagami Bay.

Family GoNORHYNCHiDiE.
18.

Gonorhynchns Gronow, 1763.

20. abbreviatus Schlegel, 1846;

Yokohama.

MAMMAL REMAINS FROM TWO PREHISTORIC VILLAGE
SITES IN NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA.
By Marcus Ward Lyon,
Assistant Curator, Division of

Mammals,

Jr.,

U. S.

National Museum.

While conducting the iield work of the Museum-Gates expedition of
1905, Dr. Walter Hough secured fragments of various mammals from
two ancient village sites in New Mexico and Arizona. Among them
are bison and marmot remains, which considerably extend the known
range of these two animals.
The larger and more interesting lot was collected in a cave on the
upper Tularosa River, in western Socoi'ro Count}-, near Joseph, New
Mexico. Doctor Hough writes concerning the caves and the remains
found in

it,

as follows:

The cavern

is situated in a bluff of yellow conglomeratic tufa resembling sandcapping a steep slope about 250 feet above the river. Beneath the overhang
and masking the cave were formerly four houses built of rubble. These had been
crushed by falls from the cliff and buried under a ridge of debris which almost
closed the entrance.
The cave is about 30 feet deep, 11 high, and 8 wide, and was
filled to within a short distance of the roof with droppings of animals containing
layers of various rejects from the houses.
The bison bones were found deep in this
mass; one cannon bone, showing traces of fire, was taken out below the 6-foot layer.

stone,

Of the smaller and second

collection,

Doctor Hough says:

The animal bones of the second collection came from Blue, Graham County, eastern Arizona. They were obtained in the debris removed during the excavation of
an ancient pueblo near that place.
Blue is situated in a long, deep canyon, at an altitude of about 7,000
LIST

OF

feet.

MAMMAL REMAINS PROM THE C.WE OX THE UPPER TULAROSA

RIVER,

NEW

MEXICO.
Dee7' {Odocoileus

eton of one or

more

8]).).

— Fragments of

species of deer

nearly

were found

all

parts of the skel-

to be

common.

are too small and not sufficiently characteristic to enable

me

The}'

to deter-

mine the species, but probably represent forms of the white-tailed
deer and of the mule deer.
Pronghorn {Antllocapra americana (Ord)). Skin of a young individual and fragment of the skin of an adult.

—

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1500.
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—

Bison or Ameiv'can hvfalo {Bison hison (Linnaeus)). One upper
permanent middle premolar of the right side, a portion of u ril), the
distal end of a left metatarsal canon bone, the proximal end of a right
metacarpal canon bone, a horn, and a small piece of skin.
In the map accompanying- his memoir on the American bisons (1876),
Dr. J. A. Allen gives the most westerl}" range of this animal as just
beyond the Rio Grande, while on pages 125 and 126 the bison is
doubtfull}^ recorded as extending as far west as that river.
The
present discovery extends its range to within a few miles of the western border of New Mexico, or about 110 miles farther west than hitherto
recorded.
It is even probable that the bison ranged into Arizona.
As noted above by Doctor Hough, the bison remains were found deep
in the debris of the cave.
He remarks on this discover}^ as follows:
seems clear that the buffalo existed in the neighborhood of this cave, from the
of separate bones of the skeleton occurring here, as well as from the fact
that the Indians of this locality were never accustomed to carry with them masses
of buffalo flesh containing bones.
Their method was universally to jerk the meat,
thus reducing it to small compass for carrying. The skins, however, were transported long distances and formed an article of trade between the Plains and Pueblo
Indians up to the time of the disappearance of the buffalo from the plains.
It

number

—

Rock spermopliile {Citellus gramirmrus (Say)). The greater part of
one skull, a portion of another, a scapula, and a few fragments of long
bones.

Marmot

or woodchuck

{Marmota flaviventer or engelhardti

—The

?).

anterior portion of a skull.
I know of no marmots in collections from near this locality.
The
type locality of Marmota flaviventer 'va "mountains between Texas and

California;" that for
tains of

M.

engelhardtl

in

in the

Beaver Range Moun-

Utah.

Sonoran white-footed mouse {Peromyscus sonoriensis (Le Conte)).

One

dessicated specimen.

Bio Grande

icldte-footed

mouse {Peromyscus

tornillo Mearns).

—One

dessicated specimen.

This and the preceding species were identified b}^ Mr. W. H.
Osgood.
Wood rat {Neotoma sp.). A femur and the upper part of a humerus.
Pallid m uskrat {P/her zihethicus pallidus Mearns).^ Two nearl}' complete skulls and part of another.
Jack rabbit {Lepus sp.). A tibia and a hind foot.
Cottontail v'ahhit {Sylvilagus sp.).
The lower portion of a humerus.
Plateau lynx {Lynx haileyl Merriam). A mandible, a humerus, and

—

—

—

—

—

part of a foot.

—

Scotfs gray fox { Urocyon cinereoaTgenteus scottii Mearns). The
greater portion of a skull, two mandibles, a humerus, and part of a foot.

Common skunk {Mephitis
Identified

estor

by Mr. A. H. Howell.

Merriam).

—A nearly complete skull.
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jSpotted

skunh {Spilogale

sp.).

—A

649

lower jaw and the anterior por-

tion of a skull,

Southivesteni grizzly hear {Ursus Jwrr'ihiUs

Jiorrheiifi T^aird).^

— One

claw.
LIST

OP

MAMMAL REMAINS FROM THE ANCIENT PUEBLO AT BLUE

POST-OP^FICE,

EASTERN ARIZONA.

—

Deer ( Odocolleus sp.). Fragments of nearly all parts of the skeleton.
rat {Neotoma sp.).
A femur and a humerus.
Jack rahhlt {Lejms sjk). An ulna.
Cottontail rahhit Sylvilagus sj).).
A femur and fragment of a skull.
Cougar ov puma {Puma Idppolestes azteca Merriam). Portion of a

Wood

(

—
—

—

—

radius.

Plateau lynx {Lynx haileyi Merriam).

—Part of

a himierus and of a

tibia.

Scotfs gray fox {JJrocyon cioiereoargenteus scottii Mearns).— Fragments of a skull.
Slack hear { Ursus americanus Pallas). An os calcis and parts of ribs.

—

NEW ROCK-FISH OF THE GENUS
SEBASTODES FROM CALIFORNIA.

DESCRIPTION OF A

Barton Warren Evermann and Edmund Lee Goldsborough,

B}^

Of

the United States

Bureau of

FisJieries.

In connection with our recent studies of the fish fauna of Alaska and
the geographic distribution of the species of fishes
the waters of that district,
in

we examined and

known to occur in
many specimens

studied

various collections from the coasts of Washington, Oregon, and

California.

Among those from the California coast we find a species of

Sehnstodefi

which appears to us to be new. The description of the type
given, together with a drawing by Mr. A. H/ Baldwin.

SEBASTODES ALEXANDRI
Head

Evermann and Goldsborough, new

here

is

species.

2.55 in body, depth 2.8; eye 4 in head; snout 4; maxillary

mandible
9*+; A. Ill,
2.1;

1.9;
T;

interorbital 1.5 in eye, 5.75 in head; D. XIII.

pores in lateral line about 52; gillrakers 8

rather short, 2.2 in eye, toothed, the end one a

mere

+ 17,

tubercle.

edge
symphysial
knob,
not
of pupil; mandible scarcely projecting, without
prenasal,
fitting into notch in upper jaw; armature of head strong;

Mouth

large, slightly oblique; maxillary extending to posterior

and coronal spines present, the
rather strong; interorbital slighth' convex in the center with

ocular, postocular, parietal, tjMupanic,

ridges all

a slight depression just inside of each supraocular ridge; preorbital

with 2 broad, blunt points; 2 humeral spines, one at upper end of
opercle and one large curved one at lower end; preopercle with 5
rather strong backwardly directed spines, the second and third from
the top strongest; opercles, cheek, premaxillary, and top of head closely
scaled;

no scales on maxillary or mandible; dorsal with a considerable

greater than half length of longest,
vent; pectoral reaching tips
reaching
is 2.5 in head; ventrals
of ventrals; small accessory scales on membranes of dorsal, anal, and
notch, the twelfth spine a

little

which

« Mutilated.
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caudal fins, also on base of pectoral; second anal spine strong, curved,
longer than third; inside of mouth and gill-covers pale; peritoneum
silvery.

Color in alcohol,

dirt}^

yellowish;

some evidence of black spots or

blotches along back; a black opercular spot.

The presence of only 9 dorsal rays is doubtless due to an injury
which the fish had received early in life; the upper edge of caudal
peduncle and the region immediately in front apparently has been
bitten or mutilated in

some

wa}'.

This species appears to be related to S. atrovirens^ from which it
differs, however, in the convexity of the interorbital space, shorter

.-fr^.^^^^

5^
v3S

Sebastodes alexandri.

body, the less projecting lower jaw, the smaller eye, the weaker preorbital spines, the longer gillrakers, and the absence of scales on the
mandible and maxillary.
Described from a single specimen 8^ inches long (type. Cat. No.
55662 U.S.N. M.), collected by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer
Albatross

March

13, 1890, at station 3125 in 65

fathoms in Monterey

Bay, California.

We take pleasure in naming

Mr. A. B. Alexander,
and methods of the fisheries,
Bureau of Fisheries, in recognition of his long and valuable services
as fishery expert on the steamer Albatross.
this species for

assistant in charge division of statistics

MAMMALS OF BATAM

ISLAND, RHIO ARCHIPELAGO.

Bj Marcus Ward Lyon,
Assistant Curator, Division of

Mammals,

U. S.

Jr.
National Museum.

supplementaiy to one recently published by Mr.
on the mammals of the Rhio-Linga Archipelago.
Batam
was
twice visited by Mr. C. Boden Kloss at the
The island of
Abbott, once in September, 1905, and again
of
Dr.
W.
L.
instigation
The results of Mr. Kloss's first visit are
and
April,
1906.
in March
paper,
while the results of the second trip
in
Mr.
Miller's
embodied
Batam,
or
Battam,
about 15 miles long by 12 miles
given.
are here
wide, is the second largest island of the Rhio Archipelago and lies about
The channel between
10 miles south-sOutheast of Singapore Island.
it and Singapore, however, contains several small islands, so that the
The
greatest stretch of water between the two is less than 5 miles.
deepest water between it and Singapore is about 50 fathoms.
The following list contains two species not previously known from
Batam, records eight other mammals not before noted on the island,
while a new subspecies of one species previously known is here
This paper

i.s

Gerrit S. Miller,

jr.,"

described.

TRAGULUS PERFLAVUS
1906.

Tragulus perfarus Miller, Proc. U.

S.

Miller.

Nat. Mus.,

XXXI,

1906, p. 251.

One specimen, the type, taken in September, 1905, and live taken in
March and April, 1906. The additional specimens taken by Mr. Kloss
since the type was first known confirm in every way the characters of
the species. Two of them are even more yellow on the upper parts
than

is

the type.

Mr. Kloss are

in

Three other examples collected on Pulo Galang by
every wa}^ identical with this species.

SCIURUS VITTATUS
1906. Sciurus peninsularis

Miller, Proc. U.

S.

Raffles.

Nat. Mus.,

XXXI,

1906, p. 263.

Thirteen skins and skulls collected at Senimba Bay, two in SeptemMarch, 1906. This series of skins does not differ

ber, 1905, eleven in

Proceedings U.

S.

XXXI,

pp. 247-286,

September

11, 1906.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1502.

a Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
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essentially

Peninsula.
tical

vol. xxxi.

from skins of Scimyis peninsulm'is Miller/' of the Mala}'
Mr. Bonhote has recenth' shown that the latter is iden''

with Sciurus mttatus

Raffles.'^

MUS CONCOLOR

Blyth.

19()(>. Mus concolur, Miller, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXXI, 1906, p. 267.
Four skins and skulls, collected at Senimba Bay, two in September,
It is possible that these specimens may
1905, and two in March, 1906.
not be typical J/iis concolor. The only examples of true If. concolor
in the Museum are too immature for use in making suitable comparisons. Mr. Kloss's specimens are quite close to Muh surduM Miller, of
Simalur Island, from which they differ mainly in smaller size of skull,
-'

shorter rostrum, and greater interorbital width.

MUS BATAMANUS,

new

species.

Type.— AdiuM male, skin and skull, Cat. No. 143232, U.S.N.M.,
Senimba Bay, Batam Island, off southern end of Malay
Peninsula, March 30, 1906, by Mr. C. Boden Kloss.
Original
number 75.

collected at

Diagnostic characters.

— Similar

to

Mus

jerdoni Blyth,

but

tail

shorter than head and bod}-, and, as compared with a Tenasseiim

example of M.

jerdoni.^ duller

colored, and

with slightly heavier

interorbital region.
Colo)'.

— Upper

parts generally" an ill-defined grizzle of dull ochra-

much lighter and duller on the sides, and
admixture of black; underparts generall}- similar to
Ridgway's No. 9 gray. Ears blackish brown; feet whitish. Tail,
bicolor, dark brownish above, whitish beneath.
The soft or typical
hairs above have dull ochraceous tips and No. 6 gray bases; on the
lower parts their tips are whitish and bases No. 8 gray. The pelage is
everywhere beset with grooved and flattened spines, longest and most
numerous above, where their bases are slate gray in color and the tips
slate black.
On the underparts the spines are less numerous, smaller
and whitish throughout. On the sides the bases of the spines grow
lighter in color, becoming whitish as the bell}' is reached.
Many of
the spines on the upper sides of the body are tipped with dull ochraceous buff, and as the belly is approached all the spines are so tipped.
Sl-idl.
The skull of Mus hatamanus does not differ conspicuoush'
from skulls of 2£us jerdord; the palatine foramina are shorter and

ceous buff^ and blackish,

with

much

less

—

"Smithsonian Miscell. Coll., XLV, p. 10, November 6, 1903.
6 Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1906, I, pp. 5, 6, published June 7, 1906.
For a consideration of the Sumatran forms of this species and the status of Sciurus
peninsularis, see Lyon, Smithsonian Miscell. Coll., XLVIII, 1906, p. 278.
«Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVI, p. 460, February 3, 1903.
« Color terms in this jjaper are taken from Ridgway's Nomenclature of Colors for
<^'

Naturalists.
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wider, the posterior edge of the palate
interorbital region
^lea-surenient.v

is
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more emarginate, and

the

slightly heavier.

of type.

—Total length, 267 mm.;

head and body, 148

129; hind foot, without claws, 31; greatest length of skull, 3().3
basal length, 30.5; condylo-basal length, 34.5; z3^gomatic width, 15.3
interorbital constriction, 6.5; maxillary tooth row (alveoli), 6.2; mantail,

dible back of condyle to front of symphysis, 19.7; mandibular tooth

row, 5.9.
Specimens examined.

— One, the typo.
MUS LINGENSIS

1906.

One

Mm

Ibujensis

Miller, Proc.

II. S.

Miller.

Nat. Mus.,

XXXI, 1906, p. 266.
Bay in September,

skin and twelve skulls collected at Senimba

and eight skins and skulls March and April, 1906. This series,
is exactly like a series of topotypes from Linga.
This
species shows much variation in the size of the skull.
In the series
from Batam, the greatest length of the largest skull. Cat. No. 143217,
U.S.N.M., with teeth considerably worn, is 48.3 mm., while in Cat.
No. 143221, U.S.N.M., a skull in every way adult, with teeth slightly
worn, the same measurement is 42.5 mm. Similar differences in size
are found in examples from Linga.
1905,

as a whole,

MUS
1906.

Mus near

sp.

near

rattns, ]\Iiller, Proc.

V.

RATTUS.
S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXXI,

1906, p. 266.

Four specimens taken September, 1905, and twelve taken in March
and April, 1906.
This rat is extremely variable.
The series of
skins falls into two groups those with bellies nearly white, like specimens of 3£usjarak Bonhote, from southern Johore, and those with dirty,
buffy-gray bellies, much like a specimen of Mus griseiventer Bonhote,
from Johore. Some individuals are nearly intermediate between these
extremes of coloration of the under parts. As great differences are
found in the color of the upper parts, some individuals being colored
like a small Norway rat, while others are nearly as dark as a black
rat.
As a rule, those specimens darkest above are lightest beneath,

—

but there are exceptions.

The

skulls also

show many inconstant

variations.

MUS FIRMUS

Miller.

Three adults, skins and skulls, collected at Senimba Ba}^, March,
from topotypes of this species from Linga.

1906, do not differ

ARCTOGALIDIA SIMPLEX
1906.

An

Arctogalidia simplex Miller, Proc. U.

S,

Miller.

Nat. Mus.,

adult female taken in September, 1905.

XXXI,

1906, p. 268.
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TUPAIA FERRUGINEA BATAMANA, new
1906.

Tupma

ferruginea, Miller, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. xxxi.

subspecies.

XXXI,

1906, p. 271.

Type.— Adult female, skin and skull, Cat. No. 142151, U. S. N. M.,
Senimba Bay, Batam Island, south of Malay Peninsula,
September 15, 1905, by Mr. C. Boden Kloss. Original number 2.
Diagnostic characters. Very similar to Tupaia ferruginea Raffles,

collected at

—

of Singapore and Mala}^ Peninsula, but
heavier.

tail gra3^er,

skull

and teeth

—

Color.
Tujpaia ferruginea hatamana so closely resembles the typical
form that no detailed description is necessary; in the majority of specimens the tail is grayer than it is in the mainland animal.
Skull and teeth. The skull of Tipa la ferruginea hatania7iaQNQ,r2igQ.8
longer and wider than skulls of the typical form and the sagittal crest
is longer and more prominent.
The angle of the mandible is heavier.
The molar teeth are heavier throughout. For the greater size of the

—

skull of the insular subspecies over the mainland form, see table of

measurements, page 65 Y. The difference in size is very strikingly
brought out by placing the two series of skulls side by side so that the
zygomatic arch of one touches that of the next. When the eight skulls
of each series are so arranged, it is found that the skulls of Tu/paia
ferruginea hatamana make a row longer by the width of half a skull
than the corresponding row of Tupaia ferruginea. If the two series
are arranged longitudinally, the row of island skulls extends about a
third of a skull be^^ond the row of mainland skulls.
Measurements. External and cranial measurements of the type:
Total length, 360 mm.; tail vertebrae, 160; hind foot without claws,

—

43; ear, 17; greatest length of skull, 53; basal length, 46.5; palatal

length, 28.8; zygomatic breadth, 27.5; greatest width between outer

surfaces of molars, 17.5; interorbital constriction, 15.4; breadth of

brain case above roots of zj^gomata, 20; mandible, front of symphysis

back of condyle, 35.2. For cranial measurements of the series, see
page 657.
Sjjeciniens examined.
Eight, two skins and skulls collected in September, 1905, and six in alcohol, collected at the same time but not
received until the later collection was sent in.
Remarks. The characters of this subspecies were pointed out by
Mr. Miller, who had at his disposal the two skins and skulls only.
The six additional specimens later received from Mr. Kloss contirm
in every way the characters that were previously shown to be present.
to

table,

—

—

NO. 1502.
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Measurements of skulls of Tupaia ferruginea and of Tupaia ferruglnea batamana.

Name.

AN ACCOUNT OF AMAZON RIVER FISHES COLLECTED BY
J. B. STEERE; WITH A NOTE ON PIMELODUS CLARIAS.
By Carl H. Eigenmann,
Of Indiana

Universlti/,

Bloominr/ton, Indiana,

and

Barton A. Bean,
Of ill e Division of

Fishes, U. S. National

made

Durino" 1901, Prof, J. B, Steere

Museum

Museum.

collections for the United

Amazon

Rivei" l)etween Para and
Manaos. Amono* these collections were a number of fishes, nearly all
of mediiim size, which were selected of a certain length for exhibition
at the Pan-American Exposition held in Buffalo, New York, in 1901.
Most of them were displayed in formalin, and proved an interesting
addition to the exhi])it of fishes made by the Museum,

States National

The

in

collection contains a

the

number

which are here described as new.

of interesting forms, several of

We

are indebted to Dr. Theodore

name Ta'nionerna for the catfish with the
barbels, named specifically in honor of Professor

Gill for suggesting the

flattened (tape-like)

Steere.

A

note on some specimens of Plutelodus eJarias from Paragua}"

added to

is

this paper.

POTAMOTRYGON HUMBOLDTII

(Roulin).

One specimen.

SELENASPIS HERZBERGII

(Bloch).

Three specimens, 185, 175, and 145 mm. long.
with Bleeker's figure of Ilexanematichthys

These agree well
which is

Jiymenorhi7io.<t^

evidently the 3"oung of Jterzbergii.

CALLOPHYSUS MACROPTERUS

Two

(

Lichtenstein).

specimens.

PINIRAMPUS PIRINAMPU

(Spix),

One specimen.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1503659
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LUCIOPIMELODUS AGASSIZII

'

vol. xxxi.

(Sieindachner).

The speciew resembles in g-eneral appearance Plmelodus altipinnis,
but ditfers in the generic characters, which are as follows: No vomerine teeth; occipital process narrow, not reaching to dorsal plate; a
and a small occipital fontanelle. Bones of the head striate.
Dorsal and pectoral spines not pungent, but obliquely segmented in
their distal third; the anterior margin roughened by the prolongation
of each segment into a small spine.
Posterior margin of dorsal spine
smooth; that of the pectoral serrate. Adipose dorsal very long; caudal
widely forked; barbels Hat, slightly margined.
Our specimen is 150 mm. long, and agrees well with Steindachner's
description.
The head is contained 5 times in the length of body and
not 3 times, as given by Eigenmann and Eigenmann.
This fish was considered a distinct genus by Eigenmann and Eigenmann, who, however, did not name it because they had no specimen for
The genus was later named Perugia by Eigendirect examination.
frontal

mann and
it

is

Xorris.

The example from

the Steere collection shows that

generically identical with Lnc!(>j>!)nelodus of

Eigenmann and

Eigenmann.

RHAMDIA QUELEN

(Quoy and Gaimard)

Three specimens.

PIMELODELLA CRISTATUS

Muller and Troschel

One specimen.

PIMELODUS ALTIPINNIS

Steindachner

One specimen.

Genus
The genus

BRACHYPLATYSTOMA.

Bi'nclnjplatydoina

is

distinguished technically from other

Phnelodlndd by the character of the premaxillar}- teeth.

These are of

two kinds, those on the anterior half of the premaxillar}^ are villiform
and fixed, while those on the posterior are longer, slenderer, and
depressible.
Six species are known: Jilamentosum vaillcmti, reticuSome of these species
lata^ roxisseaxixil^ juruense, and jjlatynema.
reach a very large size.
Of rotisseau.til (Goliath) Kner says that he
^

had specimens 6 feet long, and of Jilainentosuui Goeldi recorded a
specimen 1.95 meters long.
B. reticulata is known to reach a length of 3 feet.
The species change greatly with age; the young have fantastically
elongated maxillary barbels and caudal filaments, so that the filament
of the upper caudal lobe may be much longer than the rest of the fish,
and the maxillar}' barl)els may ])e twice the length of the fish, while
in the adult the maxillar\^ barbels may reach but little beyond the
pectorals, and the caudal filament be correspondingly shortened.

AMAZON FISHES— EIGENMA XX AND BEAX.
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BRACHYPLATYSTOMA
The

species here described

is

GOELDII, new

species.

distinguished from others

spots on the upper half of the bod3\

The

661

tj^pe, a single

1>3'

the Large

specimen,

is

mm.

long to end of middle caudal ra3^s. Barbels flattened; the
maxillary barbel of one side 485 nnu. long. Upper caudal lobe with
the lilament (broken at the tip) 293 mm. long.
Head depressed, as in
223

members of the genus, twice its depth at the occipital process.
Upper jaw projecting an orbital diameter beyond the lower. Eye 4Jin the snout, ^H in the head, 2i in interorbital.
Width of head at
the other

and half the orbit. Occipital process scarcelj^
Mental l^arbels reaching gill-opening, and the
jiost mentals beyond base of pectorals.
Premaxillary band of teeth
wider than the vouK^rine band.
Gill-membranes separated to the
angle of the mouth.
Gill-rakers slender and shorter than the eye.
Skin on top and sides of head, and region along the anterior part of
rictus equal to snout

reaching dorsal plate.

the lateral line, reticulated.

Fig. 1.— BRACHYPLATYSTOMA GOELDTT

Dorsal spine midway between tip of snout and middle of adipose;
roughened in front and behind. Adipose equal to the anal in length.
Lower caudal lobe without filament; equal to the head in length.
Ventrals reaching about f to anal, and the pectorals a]:>out f to
ventrals.

Color.

— Dark above;

white below; a number of round spots on the
in size to the diameter of the

upper half of the body, each about equal

The base of the dorsal, caudal lobes, and anal distinctly rusty.
This species is readily distinguished from B. vaillanti hy its short
adipose fin and coloration; from rousseauxii hy its projecting upper
orbit.

jaw, coloration and length of barbels; irova. filcmientosus by its coloration,

and shape of the vomerine patches of

are very
of the

much -wider than

same

^N\^ii\\\nflamelltosus.

distinguished by
jaw.

its

teeth,

which

in this species

those of the palatines, while they are nearly

exaggerated

From platyiicnia andjunfense
barliels,

it is

coloration, and projecting
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VVe take pleasure in naming this species for Dr. Emilio A. Goeldi,
Museo Paraense, who has described the modifications with age

of the

in the species of this genus.

Type.— Q?it. No.

52561,

U.S.N.M.

BRACHYPLATYSTOMA VAILLANTI

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

BRACHYPLATYSTOMA ROUSSEAUXII
One specimen

(Castelnau).

cacli.

T^NIONEMA, new
This subgenus resembles

subgenus.

I>r(ich[/j>l<(tysfoijia

but has flattened Ijand-

Vomerine patches of teeth much deeper
than the palatine patches, the two forming a comma-shaped patch mucli
Head extremel}^ depressed; dorsal and pecas in Ps€udoplatij>!toma.
like barbels

and a minute

e^^e.

toral spines feeble, not pungent.

Type.

—

T. steerei, new^ species.

Fir;. 2.

T^monema

steekei.

TiENIONEMA STEEREI,

new

species.

Head extremel}- depressed, about three times as long as deep, its
length contained 3^ times in length of body.
Snout spatulate, projecting little beyond the mandi))le; eye extremely small, situated in
the posterior half of the head, its diameter contained 3 times in the
interorbital (4 times in plcdynema); occipital process short, widelj^

separated from the dorsal

fin;

upper half of the head covered with

more than twice

as long as the fontanelle,
diameter contained 17 times in length of head, about 10 times in
snout.
Maxillary barbel reaching tip of ventrals. Branchiostegals
V2.
B. 1,6; A. Ill, 12; head, 3i; depth, 7i.
The first ray of the dorsal is contained If times in length of head;
adipose fin 2i times as long as deep. Length of base of adipose fin

reticulated skin; e3'e a little
its
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contained li times in
the highest branched
in

head; ventral
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distance from the dorsal.

Anal emarginate;
Pectoral 1|
2i times as long as the last.
longer than pectoral, equal to its distance from

its

ra}- is

much

Caudal deeply forked, the lobes
Caudal peduncle 2^ times as long as deep.

the base of the pectoral, 1| in head.

prolongated in filaments.
Silvery; darker above.

to end of middle caudal rays, 260 mm.
very nearly allied to, if not identical with, jilaiynema
of Boulenger, from which it differs onl\^ in the size of the fins.

Length of specimen

This species

is

Brachyplatystotna platynehta

may

be referred to this subgenus.

ry/>f.-Cat. No. 52571, U.S.N.M.

PLATYSTOMATICHTHYS STURIO

(Kner).

Three specimens.

DORAS DORSALIS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

One specimen.

TRACHYCORYSTES GALEATUS

(Linnaeus).

Three specimens.

PSEUDAUCHENIPTERUS NODOSUS
Four specimens.

All females.

(Bloch).

One with mature

eggs.

above, extending on the sides to a greater or less extent.

Dark blue
The wav}^

from pigment. Caudal margined with black;
more or less distinct black streak. Dorsal spine

lateral line white; free

the upper lobe with a

with a large swelling at the base.

AGENEIOSUS UCAYALENSIS

Castelnau.

Ageneiosus mil itar is CvviKR and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Ageneioms

militaris,

Valenciennes, Voy. d'Orbigny, IX, 1847,

XV,

1840, p. 2o2.

atlas, II,

pi.

iv,

'

fig- 1.

Ageneiosus ucayalensis Castelnav, Anini.

Am.

Ageueiosus militaris, Kner, Sitzb. Ak. Wien,

Sud.,

XLIX,

XXVI,

18.55, pi. xvii, tig. 2.

1857, p. 437.

Ageneiosus militaris, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., V, 18H4, p. 191.
Ageneiosus valenciennesi Bleeker, Silnres de Suriname, 1864, p. 82 (based on

Valenciennes).
Ageneiosus valenciennesi,

Eigenmann and Eigenmann,

Proc. Cal. Acad., 2d 8er.,

I,

Proc. Cal. Acad., 2d Ser.

I,

1888, p. 150.

Ageneiosus ucayalensis,

Eigenmann and Eigenmann,

1888, p. 150.

We

have before us

five

specimens.

Two

are males measuring 190

mm. and 180 mm., and the other three are females, 200, 230, and 270
mm. long. It is very probable that these belong to the same species.
The males apparently represent the ^1. valencUnn'sioi Bleeker, while
the females represent the A. ucayalensis of Castelnau.
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The

differences between the males and females are as follows:

J/ale.

—

spines on

with 5 or 6 accessory

a.

Maxillary barbel

its

anterior surface; profile very strongly concave; a bulge

erectile, spinous,

on the anterior surface near dorsal l)ase; dorsal more or less crooked;
equal or greater in height than its distance from the tip of the snout;
its anterior margin spinulous, hooks more or less regularly turned to
Pectoral
the right or left; posterior surface of dorsal spine smooth.
spine a little longer than snout and eye, nearly smooth in front and
with recurved hooks behind. Eye 3 in snout, 6 in head, 3 in interCaudal margined with black. One of the males everywhere
orbital.

much darker than

—

the other.

(Two specimens.)

Female. ((a. Maxillary barbel minute, its base cartilaginous, its tip
not reaching to the end of the premaxillar}" by a distance equal to the
diameter of the pupil. Dorsal spine feeble, not as long as the first
ray, its length contained a little more than twice in its distance from
Pectoral spine slender, smooth in front, with
recurved teeth behind; about ecj[ual in length to snout and orbit. £3^6
3i to 4 in snout; 6i in head; 3f in interorbital. Caudal not margined
with black. Profile but little concave. (Three specimens,)
the tip of the snout.

HYPOPHTHALMUS EDENTATUS

Spix.

One specimen.

HEMICETOPSIS CANDIRU

(Spix).

One specimen, a male, agreeing with the description of Eigenmann
and Eigenmann except in the chai"acter of the dorsal and pectorals. The

Fig.

3.

Paeacetopsis occidentalis.

(After Steindachner.i

is prolonged.
The first dorsal ray is 2^ times
prolonged with a filament. The first pectoral
ray is similarly prolonged, being about twice the length of the second
ray and reaching to the vcntrals.

first

ray of each of these

as long as second, being
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Steindachner has" called attention to this prolongation of the

tin

rays in the males.

The

g-enus Cetopsls, as understood In' P^igenmann and Eigenniann,

contains four distinct generic types; one of these was described by

Agassiz (Cetopsis); two others by. Bleeker {Ilemicetopst'.s and Ps^u/dowith occldentaJis as the type, may t)e named

cetopsis); the fourth,

Paracetopsts (see

tig. 3).

The genera may be diagnosed
a.

as foIloAvs:

Teeth conical or incisor-like; those on the vomer in a single series. Ventrals free
Hemiceio}»<ls
or united to the belly
aa. Teeth on premaxillary villiform, in a band; those on the vomer and on the

mandible incisor-like in a single

Ventrals partly united to the

series.

belly

Cefopsis

on the premaxillary and mandible villiform, in l)ands; those of the
vomer in one or more uninterrupted series, incisor-like; ventrals united
Pseudocelopsis
with each other
aaaa. Teeth all villiform, in l)ands, those on vomer in twj patches; ventrals

aaa. Teeth

partly joined to the Ijelly

Paracetopsis

LORICARIA CATAPHRACTA

Linnaeus.

Nine specimens.

PLECOSTOMUS PLECOSTOMUS

(Linnaeus).

Four specimens.

PSEUDACANTHICUS SPINOSUS

(Castelnau).

One specimen.

HEMIANCISTRUS VITTATUS

Two

Steindachner.

specimens.

PTERYGOPLICHTHYS MULTIRADIATUS

(Hancock).

Three specimens.

ANCISTRUS DOLICHOPTERUS

Two

Kner.

specimens.

HOPLOSTERNUM THORACATUM

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

One specimen.

STERNARCHELLA SCHOTTI
One specimen 7^

(Steindachner).

inches long.
«Flussf. Sudani., IV, p.

5.
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STERNARCHORHYNCHUS MORMYRUS

(

Steindachner.)

In the gene nil contour of the head these specimens agree with

cunurostrls Boulenger, but in the shape of

A'.

snout thev agree more

tlie

)norinyrus Steindachner; in the number of anal ra3^s
specimens are intermediate between the two species. We
are inclined to think, therefore, that cHrr/i'ostrls will prove identical
with inonni/riis.

nearh' with

aV.

(101-11*4) the

RHAMPHICHTHYS MARMORATUS
Two
Anal

specimens
ra3"s

1-1

Castelnau.

and 10 inches long, respectiveh'.
Eye equidistant from gill-opening and

225-226.

Depth

snout, or nearer the former.

The snout of one

of the specimens

is

upturned.

RHAMPHICHTHYS REINHARDTI
One specimen

20 inches long.

Anal rays

HYPOPOMUS ARTEDI
Two

specimens.

Anal rays

Fig.

-1.

22i>

(Kaup).

806.

Kaup.

and 226.

Stkatiigenys ei.kgans.

STEATOGENYS ELEGANS
One specimen,

tip of

1\ to \\ in the length of the head.

(Steindachner).

inches long.

EIGENMANNIA TROSCHELI

(Kaup).

A single specimen intermediate in some respects between axillaris
and tro.^eheli^ contirming the opinion of Steindachner that the two are
synonymous. Anal beginning under the second fifth of the pectoral.
GYMNOTUS CARAPO
Four specimens,

Linnaeus.

13^, 14^, 15^, and IT inches long, respectively.

OSTEOGLOSSUM BICIRRHOSUM
D. 44; A. 54; V.
long, respectivel3^

I,

5; scales 34.

Two

Agassiz.

specimens, 15 and 16 inches

NO. 1503.
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(Spixj.

single specimen, 10 inches lon^-.

CURIMATUS KNERI
One specimen, 4^

Steindachner.

inches long.

PROCHILODUS T^NIURUS

Two

Valenciennes.

specimens, 11 and 11^ inches long, respectiv^eh\

HEMIODUS IMMACULATUS
D. 11; A. 11; scales 66.

One specimen,

9 inches long.

MACRODON TRAHIRA
D. 14; A. 10; scales

39.-

(Spix).

One specimen, 9i

ASTYANAX BIMACULATUS
Three specimens,

3i, 8i,

and

Ti, Ti,

and

3 inches long, respectivel3\
Giinther.

s inches long, respectively.

PYGOPRISTIS SERRULATUM

One specimen.

inches long.

(Linnaeus).

CHALCINUS ELONGATUS
Three specimens,

Kner.

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

15 inches long.

MYLOSSOMA ALBISCOPUS

(Cope).

One specimen, 4^ inches long, with 45 abdominal sense. Scales in
The depth of the body is contained If times in its
The shape of the head
length; the head 4| times in the same length.
resembles aureus more than alhiscopus^ as figured by Spix.

lateral line 100.

RHAPHIODON VULPINUS

Spix.

Four specimens.

HOPLERYTHRINUS UNIT/^NIATUS
Two

(Spix).

specimens. Si and Sj inches long, respectively.

ENGRAULIS ATHERINOIDES

(Linnaeus).

ANABLEPS TETROPHTHALMUS
Three specimens,

5f, Ti,

and

1»)^

Bloch.

inches long, respectiveh'.
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(Bloch).

Four specimens haven number of characteristics in common. These
have the humeral spine a little more convex on the dorsal marg-in than
the ventral margin, but without distinct notches.
The dorsal plate is
composed of two elements, the anterior of which is separate from the
posterior in the young and shows a suture in the adult. The adipose
contained 4f times in the length of the

tin is

The

dorsal plate

twice as

is

much along

fish.

long, and measures at least

the median line as along the

sides.

The specimens are all faded and worn. The
upper dorsal membranes are dusk}", the dorsal
margin blackish.
The foregoing notes relate to specimens Nos.
U.S.N.M.
Specimens in the Indiana Universit}" Museum,
No. 9828 from Paraguay, and No. 9276 from
1552, 1556, and 1616,

Iguape, showing otherwise the same characteristics as those above mentioned, have the sides
Fig. 5.— Dorsal

and back with several series of small spots, which
extend on the caudal fin.
Another specimen differs notabl}" from an}' of those described
above. The dorsal margin of the humeral plate is very different from
the ventral; its middle third is concave, the concave part being joined
to the very obliquely -descending posterior margin at a distinct angle.
The dorsal plate is very little longer along the median line than it is
on the sides, the suture between the two elements composing the plate
being much less conspicuous than in the preceding specimens. The
adipose is contained 5 times in the body length. The maxillary barbel
reaches to the end of the adipose. There are patches of teeth on the
pterygoids, and very minute ones on the vomer.
Specimens «in Indiana University, Nos. 9826 and 10286 from Paraguay, and No. 1268 from Tabatinga, that resemble this specimen except
pimelodus

in

plate of

ci.akias.

the length of the barbels, are bright silvery in color, without spots.

NORTH AMERICAN PARASITIC COPEPODS BELONGING
TO THE FAMILY CALIGID.E.
PART

2.— THE TREBIN/E

AND EURYPHORIN/E.

By Charles Branch Wilson,
Department of Biology, State Normal School,

Westjield, Massachusetts.

INTRODUCTION.
This fourth paper in the series based upon the collection belonging'
United States National Museum is reall}' a continuation of the

to the

which was published in Vol. XXVIII of these Proceedings.
up the second and third subfaujilies of the Caligid^ and
includes the five species belonging to these subfamilies which have thus
far been found in North American waters and three which are foreign,
but at the same time are represented in the Museum collection.
Of the five native species one, Dysgamus arlommus, is new to science; the others have, been described elsewhere, but three of them,
Gloiopotes ortiatus^ Aleblon gracilis, and Alehion glaber, have never
third,

It takes

before been figured.

In conformity with the policy adopted for this series of papers, the
keys under the subfamilies and genera, which are here for

artificial

the first time presented, are

made

to include all the

known genera and

species, respectively.

Since both the subfamilies here treated are new to science, their
ontogeny is also new. This is especially true of the continuous lifehistory of the genus Alehion, with the figures of its metanauplius and
the anotomical details of the latter, upon which is based the raimn
d'etre of the

subfamily Euryphorinje.
Svibfamily TRE;BI]Sr.^EC.

Sexes similar as in the Caligin;^. First and second thorax segments
The
united with the head to form a broad and flattened carapace.
various regions on the dorsal surface separated by distinct grooves
Third and
difi'erently from those in the other subfamilies.

arranged

fourth segments free and without dorsal plates or any appendages
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXXI— No.

1504.
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except the thoracic legs. Genital segment enlarged, but never much
more than half the size of the carapace. Abdomen elongate; anal
laminie long and narrow.
Furca and first maxillae both present. All
the

swimming

legs biramose; rami of first pair two-jointed, of the

other pairs three jointed, except in
two-jointed endopod.

Egg

exilis^

where the fourth pair has a

Adults active,
both sexes swimming about freel}'.. The young reported by Kroyer
(1863) and Olsson (1869) to pass through a chalimus stage in which
they are attached b}' a frontal tilament, the remains of which can be
plain!}' seen in the

of development

median

strings as in the Caliginte.

incision of the frontal plates in later stages

(fig. 2).

This subfamily stands as a connecting link between the Caligina? and
In its development it is almost identical with the

the Euryphorina?.

Caliginje, but in its

more

morphology

it is

latter also in

many important

from them and
from the
At present it is composed

radically different

closely reseml)les the Eurj-phorina?,

though

particulars.

difi'ering

of the single genus TreMu.s.
It

would seem

at first as

if

this

genus could be included either with

the Caliginse or the Euryphorinte, rather than separated from them
both.

Kro^'er, Steenstrup and Liitken, and Heller place

it with the Caliwhile Gerstaecker puts it with his " Nogagina" (Eur^'phorinae).
The following considerations have seemed sufficient to the author to
warrant its separation in a subfamily by itself:

ginre,

A. If

it

Avere included with the Caliginse

would be the only genus having more than a single free thorax
segment. In all the other genera the three anterior segments of the
thorax are fused with the head to form a carapace, which has the same
general shape in every genus and the same arrangement of grooves
and areas. Moreover, the fusion is complete, and despite the grooves
Here
there is very little motion, if an}', between the difierent areas.
in Trehius only two thorax segments are fused with the head, and
there are several important differences in the grooves and areas.
For instance, the thoracic area, which in the Caliginse includes the
1.

It

three anterior thoracic segments,

ment alone and has been

so

is

here restricted to the second seg-

much shortened

as to

become transversely

Again, the grooves separatine' the lateral areas extend
forward to the very bases of the first antenna?, a condition found in
none of the Caligina?.
The short transverse grooves also which separate the cephalic from
the thoracic portions of the lateral areas extend to the very edge of
But
the carapace and form there well-defined notches or incisions.
more than all this, the fusion of the different areas is not so complete
as to prevent considei'a))le freedom of motion along the various
grooves. This is especially true of the second thorax segment, which.
semilunar.
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attachment to the carapace, possesses considerable freedom

of motion.
2. It would be the only genus in which all the legs were biramose.
This objection has greater value when w^e find that the third legs,
which are alwa3\s biramose, show a marked resemblance to those of
the Euryphorina3, and are very different from those of the Caliginee.

Kroyer,^' in his original description of the genus, notes that the
third,

and fourth

legs differ

markedly from those of the

first,

Caligina?.

But he says that the second legs correspond in the smallest details
with those of Caligus. "Fjerde''' par F0dder er indtil de mindste
Detaillen som has Slaegten Caligus.^''
His statement would have been more accurate had he substituted
the genus Lepeophthe!ras for Callgus.
In Caligus the spines on the
outer margin of the exopod in these second legs are large and almost
invarialjly turn inward and run diagonally across the ramus, while

Lepeophtheirm they are smaller and are

in

as

parallel with the margin,

we find them here.
3. The e3^es, which

adult, are separate,

are very small and easil}" overlooked in the
one on either side of the mid-line, and arc not

fused, as in the Caligintv.

The mouth tube, while it has not become as long and pointed as
some of the Euryphorin^ {AhMon and Gloiopotes)^ is yet noticeably
longer and narrower than in the Caligina?, and is also definitely jointed
4.

in

near the base. The side incisions at the joint are deeper than usual,
and the corners are more prominent, as was noted by Kroyer. In
short, the mouth and the mouth-parts are as symmetricall,y intermediate between the types of the Caliginae and the Euryphorinse as could
well be desired.
B. On the other hand, if it were included with the Euryphorinffi
1. It w^ould still be peculiar in having two free thorax segments and
also in the arrangement of the grooves and areas on the dorsal surface
of the carapace.
While the fusion of the head and thorax segments is
not as complete in the Eurj^phorinai as in the Caligina?,

ough enough

we

to effectually prevent

it is still

thor-

any such freedom of movement

as

find here.

2.

It has

no dorsal plates on the free thorax, the genital .segment, or
This, of course, would not count for much if it w^ere

the abdomen.

the only difference, but it does contribute materially in the way of
cumulative evidence.
3. It would be the only genus in which the larva was attached during the chalimus stage by means of a frontal filament like tho.se found

«0m

Snyltekrebsene, isfer med Heiisyn til Danske Fauna, 1838, pp. 32-34.
''He calls the first maxillipeds the "first pair of legs," and hence his "fjerde," or
fourth pair, would be really the second swimming legs.
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the most important difference, and furnishes,

in the author's opinion, a sufficient

reason for excluding the genus

from the Euryphorina?.

Genus TREBIUS Kroyer.
Carapace usually oval or elliptical and quite strongl}^ arched dorThird thorax segment short and wide; free, but attached to the
posterior margin of the carapace in such a way as to complete a thoracic area somewhat like that in the Caligina\
The grooves, however,
are arranged differently and consist of a semiellipse at the posterior end
of the carapace, a longitudinal groove on either side extending foi*ward to the lateral sinus behind the base of the first antenna, and a
transverse groove extending outward on either side from this longitudinal groove to a notch in the edge of the carapace.
The body of the copepod is capable of more motion along these
grooves, particularly the semiellipse, than in the genera of the Caligin^.
Fourth segment more or less elongate, abruptl}^ narrowed anteriorly
and posteriori}^ with its sides projecting stronglj^ at the center over
sally.

the bases of the fourth legs.

Genital segment considerably smaller in the male and showing two
pairs of legs, one on the sides and the other at the posterior corners.

Egg-strings as in Caligus; eggs small and numerous.
Mouth-tiibe long and wide and distinctl}' hinged at the center; mouthopening terminal and heavily fringed with hairs.

Mandibles slender, slightly curved, and toothed on the inner margin
Second maxilla? long and pointed, articulate; either simple or
First maxillipeds stouter and the second
slightl}^ bifurcate at the tips.
pair weaker than in the Caliginae, thus eliminating much of the difference between the two appendages.
onl3^

{trehlus^ the

name

of a parasite in Juvenal, Satire V.)

ONTOGENY.
The

life

history of this genus

of the Caliginre.

various authors,
b}^

is v^ery

similar, so far as

known,

to that

The following summary is taken from the works of
chiefly Kroyer (1863) and Olsson (1869), supplemented

original research:

Nothing is known of the nauplius and metanauplius stages; the
youngest individual so far obtained was a small chalimus found by
But this
Kroyer amongst the preserved material he examined.
chalimus is so similar to those found among the Caligina? as to leave
little doubt that the earlier stages are equally" similar, and that when
found they will differ simpl}^ in detail and not in any of the essential
characters.

Kroyer's chalimus specimen (fig. 1) was about 1.5 mm. long and of an
Carapace two-fifths the entire length, as wide as

elongated oval fdrm.
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rounded anteriorly,

long, evenly

slig-htly iiurrovYod and emarginate posdorsal surface of this cai-apace shows no grooves at all,
which would naturally be expected since there is no fusion as yet be-

teriorly.

tween

The

head and thorax, neither have the segments formed any

tlie

lobes or pro(;esses.

Frontal platessmall but distinct; antennre slender but proportionally
long, their tips reaching

beyond the lateral margins
Eyes
the carapace.
small, some little distance
apart on either side of the
mid-line and just in front
of

of the center of the cara-

This separation of
from the earliest

pace.

the eyes

known

stage

is

a notable

departure from the condiIn
tion in the Caligina?.
the lattertheeyesare fused

from the beginning of the
metanauplius stage
Indeed in the preceding nau'^.

whenever the

plius stage

eyes are visible they are

on

fused

This

the mid-line^.

suggests

characteristic

that

the

median eye

of the nauplius larva

may

be a more complete fusion
of

two e3'es.
The first three segments

of the thorax are free, of
about the same length, but
diminish a little in width

from

backward.
one is the same
width as the carapace, and
in front

The

first

each of the three carries a

more or less rudinientar}' swimming legs.
Kroyer representsall three

0'25inm.

pair of

Fig.

pairs as uniramose, the first

1.— Chalimus of Trebius caudatus (aktkr kroyer).

and third pairs two-jointed, the second

pair three-jointed.

He

saj's

nothing about these swimming legs

«Proc. U.
Proc. N.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXVIll,

M. vol. xxxi— 06

44

1905, p. 541,

fig.

in the text, so that
40.

''

Idem,

fig. 39.

we
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back upon his figure, which is a fairl}^ good one,
That the three pairs are all uniramose, is
extremely improbable, and Olsson's description must be received as
are compelled to

fall

for our information.

much

the

more

accurate.

This latter author
(0.8

mm.

ssljs, in

long), that

it

speaking of the smallest chalimus found

possessed two pairs of

swimming

legs, .each

with a single basal joint, and two one-jointed rami.
A little larger specimen (1.2 mm. long) showed vestiges of the third
legs, while a larva two millimeters long had all the "abdominal feet,"
but the rami, except those of the first pair, were not jointed." This
corresponds with the condition in the Caliginee and Euryphorinaj and
hence is what would naturally be expected for the present genus.
The fourth segment is still fused with the genital segment, and the

two bear no appendages. The abdomen consists of a single short and
wide joint bearing the small and elongate anal lamina. These last
two joints also diminish regularh" in size from the third thorax joint,
so that the whole'posterior body of the chalimus tapers evenl}- toward
the abdomen.
The second antennae are noticeably elongated and slender; the two
joints are about the same size, while the terminal claw is short and
abruptly .bent over toward the second joint into the form of a sharp
hook. Nothing is said of the other appendages save that the mouthparts have the same general shape and arrangement as in the adult.
In fact they furnish in this one of the best evidences of the identity of
the larva.

In this young chalimus, for such it is proved to be by the stump of
still attached to the frontal plates, the transverse
groove between the head and first thorax segment is perfectly straight,
while that between the first and second thorax segments is slighth^
a frontal filament

curved forward at the center.
This forward curve is increased in later development, so that on a
larva 2.5 mm. long it projects quite a little way into the posterior
portion of the carapace (fig. 2).
This larva and the one following, the next two stages known, Avere
found b}^ the author among some adults of Trehius exilis^ a new species
obtained by Prof. W. A. Herdman from Rhlnopte^'a javanica at Ce}"lon.
The lateral processes on the sides of the second segment in this
larva are nearly as large as the posterior lobes of the carapace.

The

third segment

still

wider than

is

it is

considerably narrower than the second, but
long.

The fourth and

genital segments have been

separated; the former has been elongated until

wide and

is

is

it is

now

longer than

of a broad spindle shape, widest at the center.

The genital segment has a curious shape; each of the posterior
angles projects strongly sidewise, is well rounded, and armed with two
«01sson, Prodromus faunre

Copepodorum parasitantium

Scandinaviee, 1869, p. 15.

NO.
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This makes the segment nearly twice as wide across its
margin as at the anterior end.
In tig. 2 a short segment can be seen immediately behind the fourth
segment and in front of the genital segment proper. This short segment bears the rudiments of
stout spines.

posterior

a pair of legs at its posterior

corners, but

it

is

not

full}'

separated from the genital

There

segment.

is

simply

the position of these rudi-

and a deep
on either
side just behind them to

mentary
lateral

legs

incision

indicate the posterior limit

There

of the segment.

is

no groove across the median
line on either the dorsal or
ventral surface. These rudimentar}'

tiftli

legs

subse-

quently disappear entirely
in the female, but are retained in the male, and appear in the adult on the sides
of the genital segment twothirds of its length from the
anterior end.

In other words, what

is

ordinarily termed the geni-

segment is reall}" a fusion
two segments, the tifth
and sixth, of which the fifth
forms more than half.
tal

of

The abdomen has lengthened and become longer
than wide; it also is slightl}'
wider at its posterior end,
and the anal lamina? have become twice

as long as wide.
All four pairs of legs are
now present and all are
biramose, but the rami have

only two joints instead of

OtSmm.

Fig.

2.

Larva of Trebius

exilis, 2.5 >nt. long.

three.

The

frontal plates have thickened considerably, but in the sinus

between them can

The antennae are

still

be seen the remnants of the frontal filament.
much shorter and thicker than before, and

relatively'

67G
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more closely to the margin of the carapace. The e^^es
have approached nearer together but are still not fused, although the}"
The dorsal surface of the carare nearly in contact with each other.
shows
the
single
posterior
groove
between the first and second
apace
segments, the l)eginnings of the lateral longitudinal grooves, and the
transverse grooves dividing
the lateral areas.
Otherwise
the surface is smooth and without markings.
The general
appearance of this larva is so
are appressed

from that
it was
supposed they were separate
species. But there is no difference to be detected in any of
the appendages save the swimming legs, where, as already
stated, the rami have but two
radically different

of the adult that at tirst

joints instead of three.

This, however,

is

only an-

other evidence of the larval
condition and not one of speKroj^er, in

cific difference.

second account of the
genus, called attention to the
very diverse modifications of
his

form among the females,
which he declared could be
referred

with certainty

"

to

the different degrees of devel-

opment.

He also inferred that

the females of caiidatus do not
reach full maturity until they
are at least 85 per cent of their

ultimate

Fig.

3.— Lakva of Trebiu-

I1.IS,

3.0 M.M.

LONG.

size.

Such an

infer-

ence is well substantiated by
the developmental forms here
presented.

Another young female, the second of the larvae obtained from CeyAt this stage the carapace has
lon, measured 3.5 mm. in length.
enlarged even more, being now five-sevenths of the entire length
The second thorax segment has widened with the carapace
(fig. 3).
and also shortened somewhat. It still projects with a shallow and
uniform curve into the posterior portion of the carapace and is nearly
"Bidrag

til

Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene,

1863, p. 149.
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movable as any of the other thorax joints. The longitudinal
and transverse g-rooves are also f ull}- formed, so that the dorsal suras freely

face presents the

The

same areas

as in the adult.

third and fourth thorax segments have changed but

little;

the

fourtli projects farther proportionally

over the bases of the fourth
There is a similar semiseparation of a fifth segment at the
legs.
anterior end of the genital segment, and the rudiments of a fifth pair
of legs can still be seen at its posterior corners.
Neither the segment
nor the legs are as prominent as in the preceding stage, and in all
probability they soon disappear.
But a radical change has taken place in the genital segment itself.
This has widened into a broad acorn shape, as wide anteriorly as posteriorly, with the posterior corners projecting slightly backward and

showing the sixth legs plainly

at their tips.

The abdomen

is

narrow

with straight sides; the anal lamina3 are ver}' narrow and nearl}^ as
long as the abdomen itself, each armed with 1 long plumose setse.

The appendages have now assumed

their final form; the second

anteimtv are developed into powerful prehensile organs with long and

The first and second maxillipeds are about the
and neither of them large enough to be of an}' real service
for prehension.
The rami of the swimming legs have all become
clearly three-jointed, except the endopods of the fourth legs, which in
this species remain two-jointed in the adult, and the}" function as
powerful locomotor organs. The transition from this stage to the
adult is very slight and consists chiefly in the changes produced in the
genital segment liy the maturation of the eggs, the consequent enlargement of the oviducts, and the elimination of all traces of a separation
into fifth and sixth segments.
The rudimentary fifth legs entirely disappear in the female, and
there is absolutely nothing left to indicate that the genital segment
stout terminal claws.

same

size,

more than a single thorax joint.
Kroyer** notes that the form of the genital segment in all his specimens of females diflers from that of the male, and keeps a sexual
peculiarity through all its changes, going over gradually from an
contains

elongate-angular form into a flask shape.
And he adds: " How far females younger than those I have examined
may present on this point an approximation to the males, I may leave
to the decision of future investigators."

In the present instance the larval females, which are younger than
any he obtained, do not show "an approximation to the male," but
even the youngest of them has the distinctive angular form of its

own

sex.
« Bidrag

til

Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene,

1863, p. 152.
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ANALYTICAL KEY TO SPECIES.
1.

Abdomen

distinctly shorter

than the genital segment;

fiirca

long as wide
1.

Abdomen much

exilis

three or four times as
Wilson, 1906, p. 678.

longer than the genital segment; furca only twice as long as

wide
2.

2.

2

Carapace wider than long, semilunar; furca with slender elongate branches and
small foramen; abdomen of female two-jointed, joints equal.
tenuifurcatuf! Rathbun, 1887, p. 679.
Carapace longer than wide, elliptical; furca with short, stout branches and very
large foramen; abdomen of female three-jointed, joints diminishing in size
toward the tip
caudatus Kroyer, 1838, p. 681

TREBIUS EXILIS
Plate

XV,

figs. 1

to 7; figs. 2

Trebius exilis Wilsox, 1906, p. 194, pi.

Female.

Wilson.

and

ii, figs.

3,

pp. 675

and

676.

20-33.

— Carapace

ovate, one-seventh longer than wide, narrowed
and well arched.
Transverse grooves separating- the
cephalic and thoracic portions of the lateral areas situated far forward, leaving the thoracic portion much the longer of the two. Eyes
small, purplish red, and one-third the distance from the anterior maranteriorly,

gin.

Frontal, plates better developed than in either of the following

species, but still less than half the

width of the carapace. Third
thorax segment but a little wider than the fourth and considerably
shorter; fourth segment strongly widened between the bases of the
fourth legs. Genital segment almost a perfect ellipse, but contracted
anteriorl}^ into a
is

more than

narrow neck where

it

joins the fourth segment.

three-fifths the size of the carapace,

It

and shows neither

spines nor legs at the posterior corners in dorsal view.

Egg strings about the same width as the abdomen, but from two
and a half to three times its length, thus contrasting sharply with
Eggs of medium thickness, -iO to 50 in each string.
Abdomen, even including the anal laminae, at least one-half shorter
than the genital segment; made up of a single joint, and of the same
diameter throughout. Anal laminaB elongate, more than twice as long
as wide, each armed with 4 long plumose setae.
those of caudatus.

Second antennse large and stout; the terminal claw wider at the base
than in caudattis and relatively as long. But the abrupt bend is at the
center instead of near the tip, and this makes the claw appear shorter.
First maxillffi straight, small, and weak, the tip not much longer
than the enlarged base, and the whole appendage fused to the ventral
surface of the carapace. Second pair two-jointed, the basal joint fused

and carrying at its center near the terminal joint a
good-sized rudimentar}" exopod. The terminal joint (endopod) elongatetriangular and extending for half its length beyond the tip of the
to the carapace

mouth

tube.

This endopod

is

bluntl}" pointed

without

an}' trace of
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Maxillipeds as hi the other species. Furca narrow, the
length four times the width, the branches short, simple, divergent,
pointed, leaving a V-shaped sinus onl}^ one-fov^rth or one-fifth the
bifurcation.

entire length. Swimming legs all biramose, and the rami three-jointed
except those of the first pair and the endopods of the fourth pair,
which are tw^o-jointed. Fifth legs small and close to the lateral mar
gins on the ventral surface of the genital segment a little in front of the

Cement glands wide and reaching forward almost
end of the segment; their component cells narrow.

posterior corners.
to the anterior

abdomen,
2.1

1.1

mm.

Length of carapace (including third thorax
Length of genital segment, 1.57 mm.; of the
mm.; of eg^ strings, 3.1 mm. Width of carapace,

Total length, 5.75

segment), 2.5

mm.

mm.

Male.

— Carapace like that of the female but relatively larger, being-

more than

half the entire length.
Frontal plates wide and strongly
arched anteriorl}^; eyes small but distinct. Second and third thorax
segments relativel}' wider than in the female; fourth segment the same
width as the genital segment, and only a trifle longer than the second and

Genital segment elliptical-oblong, one-fourth longer
than wide and not quite one-fifth the entire length. Both the fifth and
third segements.

sixth legs are visible dorsally, the former

on the

lateral

margins at about

Abdotwo together at least one-half
shorter than the genital segment as in the female.
Anal lamina narrow but nearly as long as the entire abdomen, each tipped with four
plumose setfe, which in turn are as long as both the abdomen and the
laminae. Appendages as in the female, except that the second antennie
the center of the segment, the latter at the posterior corners.

men

two-jointed, joints equal, but the

are sometimes branched as in the males of the Caligina?.

mm.

Length of carapace (including third thorax
lA mm.; of genital segment, 0.5 mm. of abdomen, 0.6 mm.
Color of both sexes (preserved specimens) a uniform j'ellowish white
Total length, 2.75

segment),

;

without pigment.
{exilLs, slender,

graceful.)

Through the courtesy

of Prof.

W.

A. Herdman, of the University

of Liverpool, the United States National

Museum

collection contains a

single cotype specimen of each sex of this species (Cat. No. 32723,

U.S.N.M.) which were taken from Rlimoptera javanica

TREBIUS TENUIFURCATUS
Plate
Treb'ms ienuifurcatus

Hathbux,

XV,

figs.

at Ceylon.

Rathbun.

8-10.

1887, p. 559, pi. xxix,

figs. l-'i.

— BASsEXT-SMixir,

1899, p. 462.

—

Female. Carapace horseshoe-shaped, wider than long, and, including the third thorax segment, about one-third of the entire length.
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Frontal plates narrow and not quite half the width of the carapace;
back to the posterior margin of the first free
thorax segment; no eyes visible.

lateral lobes reaching

Transverse grooves separating the lateral areas situated far

l)ack,

leaving the thoracic portion shorter than the cephalic, as in caudatus.

These grooves do not make a prominent notch, however,
of the carapace, as in the other

two

species.

But

this

the fault of the preservation of the specimen, since

shrunken considerably

The

in

it

at the

may

edge

well be

has evidently

the alcohol.

free (third) thorax segment is wide and short, while the
longer and narrower and subquadrilateral in outline, showing

first

fourth

is

width between the bases of the fourth legs. The genflask-shaped, but its exact proportions and size can not
be definitely determined, in consequence of an injury, and also because
it is entirely covered with Protozoa.
It is certain, however, that it is
more than half the size of the carapace, probably fully three-fifths;
that the posterior corners are well rounded, and that they do not show
any signs of rudimentary legs or spines, as in caudatus. In this
no increase

ital

in

segment

respect

it is

is

similar to exilis.

The abdomen is almost linear, nearly twice the length
segment and more than eight times as long as wide.
It is jointed

of the genital

once at the center, the joints being thus of the same

length, and the terminal one bearing a pair of short and narrow anal
lamina?.

The appendages

are very similar to those in caudatus., the chief

more slender and comparatively longer.
In the second antenna? the basal joints are more slender than in either
of the other two species, but the long distal claw is considerably stouter,
being fully half as wide as the basal joints. The first maxilla^ have a

difference being that they are

swollen circular base and a long terminal portion less than one-fifth
the width of the base and bent abruptly at a right angle near the center.

The furca is long and slender, with linear rami, which are nearly
and more than twice as long as the basal portion. The foramen

parallel
is

small and almost circular.

The swimming

legs are of the usual pattern, both rami of the fourth

pair being three-jointed.

Total length 6.5 nun.
Length of carapace, including the third
thorax segment, 2 mm.; of the fourth segment, 0.5 mm.; of the geniWidth of carapace,
tal segment, 1.5 mm.; of the abdomen, 2.5 mm.
2.4

mm.

Color of the preserved specimen a darker yellow than in caudatus,
without any pigment.
{ttnuifurcatus, tenuis, slender, \\x\A furcatus, furnished with a furca.)
This species was founded by Rathbun in 1887 upon a single poorly
preserved specimen. As a usual thing under such circumstances it is
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new

But after a personal examination of the present specimen
as a

new

species

full}^ justified in

is

its

so apparent that the author considers

making

of

it

a

new

species.

identity

Rathbun
more

species without waiting for

specimens.
It is Cat. No. 6193, U.S.N.M., and was taken from a sting ray captured in Vineyard Sound, Massachusetts, by the United States Fish

Commission

in 1871.

TREBIUS CAUDATUS
Plate

XV,

Trebius caudatus

Baird, 1850,
fig. 1

11-13; Plate

Kroyer, 1838,

p. 30,

XVI,
pi.

10.— T. Scott,

p. 14, pi.

i,

figs.

14-22;

figs.

20-26.

longer than wide, somewhat

little

contracted anteriorly and well arched dorsally.

row and only

673.

—

1900, p. 155, pi. vi,

— Carapace orbicular, a

fig. 1, p.

fig. 4.
M. Edwards, 1840, p. 458.
and 4.— KrOyer, 1863, p. 149, pi. x,
figs. 3 and 4.— Thomrson, 1888, p. 69,

i,

p. 280, pi. xxxiii, figs. 3

a-A-.— 0L.SSON, 1869,

pi. II, fig.

Female.

figs.

Kroyer.

two-tifths the width of the carapace.

Frontal plates narTransverse grooves

separating the cephalic and thoracic portions of the lateral areas far
back, leaving the thoracic portion

much

not showing in the adult but visible

in

Eyes
two purplish-red

the shorter of the two.

the

young

as

spots, not fused but close together and about one-third the distance
behind the anterior margin. Third thorax segment one-half wider
than the fourth, but not as long; fourth segment spindle-shaped, being
widened considerably between the bases of the fourth legs.
Genital segment enlarged to about three-fifths the size of the carapace, Hask-shaped, the anterior end narrowed into a sht)rt neck where
The posterior corners are evenl}' rounded
it joins the fourth segment.
and armed on the dorsal surface with three or four stout, broadly tri-

angular spines which project over the bases of the egg-strings. The
latter are usually a little longer and about the same width as the abdomen. Sometimes, as in one of Kro3^er\s two original type specimens,
the Qgg strings are not as long
from 30 to 40 in each string.

Abdomen

as the

abdomen.

Eggs quite

small,

one-half longer than the genital segment and only three-

eighths as wide; three-jointed, the joints diminishing greatly in length

and slightl}" in width from the base toward the tip.
Anal laminse short and narrow, each armed with four small plumose
setcT, of which the outer and inner ones are the shortest.
Second antennae with the two basal joints thick and stout, the terminal claw long, slendei', and not more than one-tifth as wude as the
basal joints.
First maxilla^ long for a female, thick and stout, with
Second maxillfe
the base swollen into a transversely elliptical form.
elongate-triangular, with the basal joint fused to the ventral surface
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a rudimentary exopod, as in exills.

in the present species, howev^er, is bifurcate at the tip;

the inner branch slender and pointed, the outer one twice the length
of the inner, stout, and bluntly rounded at the end.

Furca small, the length only twice the width; the rami simple, short,
and less than half the length of the basal portion.
The latter is elliptical or oval with a large foramen of the same
stout, bluntly rounded,

shape.

The swimming

legs are all biramose, the rami of the first pair two-

jointed, of the other pairs three-jointed.

Fifth legs invisible dorsall}^,

but consisting of a small papilla at each posterior corner of the genital
segment on the ventral surface.
Oviducts not much coiled in the genital segment; cement glands of
the usual shape, parallel with each other, and reaching well forward
toward the anterior margin of the segment; the gland cells short and
transversely linear.

Total length, 9

segment, 3

mm.

;

mm.

Length of carapace, including third thorax
mm. of abdomen, 3 mm. of
Width of carapace, 2.5 mm.
4 mm.

of genital segment, 2.33

egg-strings, 2.8 to

;

;

Alcoholic specimens a dull yellowish horn color without any traces
of pigment.

{caudatus^ tailed, alluding to the great length of the abdomen.)

— Carapace orbicular half

the entire length, and full}" as wide
narrowed anteriorly. It is even more strongly
arched than in the female and, as Kroyer says, ma}' be called ''hunchbacked," since the posterior portion falls away rapidly. The markings
and grooves are similar to those on the female. The third thorax
segment projects behind the lateral carapace lobes considerably farther
than in the female; it is twice the width of the fourth segment, but
about the same length. The fourth segment is spindle-shaped and
about the same width as the genital segment.
'Male.

as long; only slightly

The

very small, less than one-fifth the entire
longer than wide, with the sides and posterior end
evenly rounded, while the anterior margin is squarely truncated.
Abdomen narrow and a little longer than the genital segment, made
up of two joints about the same width, but the terminal one one-third
latter is proportionally

length, a

little

longer than the basal.

Anal laminai one-quarter the length of the abdomen, slightlv diverarmed with five plumose setfe, the inner of which is
Appendthe longest and about three times the length of the lamina.
ages as in the female. In speaking of the second maxillipeds, Kroyer

gent, and each

he is "certain they are three-jointed since the base of the
claw where the seta goes out shows a distinct jointing." This does not
seem probable, and none of the specimens examined by the author
saj's that

show

it.
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The three terminal claws on the end

of the exopod of the first swimming- legs are toothed, the first one along- the posterior margin, the

other two along both margins.

The

segment shows two pairs of rudimentary legs on its
first pair two-thirds of the length from the ante-

genital

ventral surface, the
rior

end and close to the

lateral

margins, the second pair at the

posterior corners.

The semen

receptacles are sausage-shaped, the posterior portion

enlarg-ed into a

more or

less spherical sac, the anterior part

made up

of the coiled duct.

Total length, 4.5

mm.

Length of carapace,

2.3

mm.

;

of genital seg-

ment, 0.8 mm.; of abdomen, 1.10 mm. Width of carapace, 2.8 mm.;
of genital segment, 0.6 mm.
Color as in female. The United States National Museum collection
includes a single lot of this species, numbering eight specimens, which
were taken from a skate off the coast of Shetland (Cat. No. 8033,

U.S.N.M.), and are all finely preserved.
This is Kroyer's original type species of the genus; he described the
female in 1838 and the male in 1863.
It is a ver}' common species and has been described b}- man}' zoologists since Kr63"er's day, each in his turn adding something to the
details already known.
The present account has collected all these
details and supplemented them where lacking, and also supplies sevCereral new figures, bringing the account of the species up to date.
tain of the figures have been placed on Plate XV in order to facilitate
a comparison between the three species and thus bring out more clearl}'
The three species have been under the
the specific differences.
author's observation simultaneously, and there can be no doubt of
their validity.

SubfaiTiily E;i:rpj,Yr»iiORiN".gE.

Sexes similar as

in the Caligina?.

Carapace broad and compressed,

made up of the three anterior thorax segments fused with the head.
The fusion, however, is not always as complete as in the Caliginee, but
shows a marked transition in the different genera. In Alebion and
Glolopotes the three first segments are fully blended with no grooves
between them. In Euryphorm and Dysgamus the second and third
segments are fused intei' se, but are well separated from the first,
while in the new genus Dlssonus all three thorax segments are free
and as completely separated as in the Pandarina?.

Frontal plates well defined, but never furnished with lunules. The
fourth thoracic segment small, free, and furnished in the females with
a pair of dorsal plates which usually overlap the following (genital)
segnient.
This latter is large and nearly always lobed posteriorly; it
is

covered in Euryphonis with a large membranous wing made up of
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without any covering in the other

genera.

Abdomen two-jointed, elongated; the lirst joint much enlarged in
Euryphoriis and furnished with a pair of lateral wings; in the other
genera without Avings or plates.
Second maxilli© showing a marked transition from a simple, pointed
form in CalUjerla and EJytToj)hora through a blunted, biramose shape
in Gloiopotes into a flattened lamina in Alehion^ very similar to that
found in the Pandarinje.
All four pairs of thoracic legs usually biramose and armed with
plumose seta?, the lirst pair in Caligeria and the first and fourth pairs
in Glo'wpoteH uniramose.
The remaining appendages and anal lamina?
as in the Caliginte.
In development the 3'oung are ne\"er attached by
a frontal filament, but by the enlarged second antennse.

ONTOGENY.
The

history of the genera belonging to this subfamily

life

is

very

similar to that in the Caligina?, but differs in several important details,

which differentiate the two subfamilies clearly.
The flattening of the eggs in the egg-strings, the symmetrical
arrangement of all the embryos in the same string, and the change of
color due to the increase of pigment with advancing development are
the same as already described.
About ten weeks are required for
development in such species as have been observed, and all the eggs
in a given string hatch at practically the

nauplius
chiefly in
It is

is

same

time.

similar to those of the Caliginte and differs

The issuing
from them

one particular.

elongate in form, the two ends being about the same size and

evenly rounded; there is the same eye-spot and supracesophageal
ganglion; the three pairs of appendages, the first antennae uniramose

and terminating in two long plumose setse, the second antenni^? and
mandibles biramose, the exopod four- jointed, each joint bearing a
long plumose seta, theendopod one-jointed and terminating in a single
seta.

The anterior part of the body is transparent and shows the nuiscles
which move the appendages, while the posterior part is filled with
yolk granules which render it opaque.
But when we examine the balancers near the posterior end of the
body we find them quite different from those which characterize the
Caliginse.
Instead of a cylindrical base and a broad spathulate tip we
have here a longer and more slender appendage tapering directly from
base to tip like a very long and acuminate spine.
Usually also they
stand out at right angles to the central axis and are slightly curved
forward.

.1
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same variation in the color and pattern of the pigment spots as in the previous subfamily, and the}" furnish equally
good means of identification.
It is even more diflicult to hatch these nauplii and rear them through
successive moults than it was in the case of the Caliginse.
This is due
find here the

to several causes.

Both sexes of the adults in the genus Alehio7i are very active when
kept in aquaria, swimming about restlessly all the time. And they
have the same pernicious habit as Caligus of crawling up out of the
water as far as they can get and remaining there until dead and dried.
Again with Caligus^ if the female's egg-strings were nearly or fully
ripe, she usually refrained from this suicide until after the nauplii had
emerged. But the ripeness of the eggs seems to make no difference
with Ale^rion^ and as a consequence it is very seldom that a ]>rood of
nauplii can be obtained in captivit^^
The explanation of this conduct
may possibly be found in the fact that the genera belonging to this
subfamily are extremel}' sensitive to temperature changes in the water.
A rise of onl}" a few degrees is quickly fatal, and it usualh' happens
that nearl}^ all the specimens obtained during the hauling of a fish net
are dead before reaching the laboratory, even though the}' were placed
About the only
in fresh water and in an absolutely clean receptacle.
way they can be kept alive is to change the water so frequently that
But even then
there can be practically no rise in the temperature.
they do not live as long as Caligus or Lejjeophtheiriis, and make very

poor aquarium material. This is especially true of the adult females;
the males and young females are rather more hardy.
From this it would naturally be inferred that the life-history is a
difficult matter to obtain, but there is still a chance of success because,
as soon as the nauplius moults into the metanauplius, it fastens itself
Hence a
at once to its host and there remains until fully developed.
careful search of the host at the proper time is almost sure to yield
development stages of the parasite. Fortunately the hosts for the
two species of Alehion here presented are the smooth dogfish and the
sand shark, two of the most common fish along the Atlantic coast.
The eggs hatch during the latter part of June and the first of July so
that the best time to look for the development stages is during the first
two weeks in the latter n!onth. They may be found anywhere upon
the shark's body, but

seem to prefer the mid-line of the dorsal surface

Frequently they are huddled together
and are so close to one another that there is not room for
to rest against the skin of the host, and some are obliged to

just in front of the dorsal fins.
in clusters

them

all

In such instances
stand out from the surface at a greater or less angle.
they resemble a chalimus very closely since the only part of their body
in actual

contact with the host

thev float out in the water

is

much

the pair of long second antenna\ and
though fastened bv a short frontal

as
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filament.
In this condition the}^ could easily be mistaken for chalimi,
and no doubt have been before now.
From one small shark on July 4, 1904, a strip of skin an inch longand half an inch wide, taken from just in front of the posterior dorsal
fin,

contained thirty-five of these embrj^os.

On removing- them from
the shark's body and examining- them under magnification they are found to
resemble a chalimus quite

closely in their structure

and in the number and arlangement of their ap-

The

pendages.

essential

points in which they differ
are the entire lack of a
frontal
filament, which

materially alters the form
of the frontal plates and

the structure of the second

antenna\

In this bunch

of thirty-five were found
all

stages of de\'elopment,

from a metanauplius just
attached up to larva? ready
to

molt

into

the adult

form.

The metanauplius

(fig.

4) is quite similar to that

of CaJigus and' Lepeophso

thelnis,

them

as

to

nearly

be

hke

readily

recognized and yet so dif0*5

ferent that there can never

mm.

be any danger of confuThe carapace is

sion.

spindle-shaped, narrowed

both anteriorly and posteFig. 4,— The meta.vauplius of

riorly, and consists of the
head fused with the first
more complete than it was in the

Alebion glaber.

This fusion is
metanauplius of the Caliginfe, and con.stitutes a noticeable difference
thoracic segment.

between the two subfamilies.
In this particular, then, the Alehioii metanauplius
as the chalimus of the Caliginse, and exhibits

the

is

as far advanced

first

step toward
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which characterizes the more degenerate

families of these parasites.

This

very

is

first

important in its bearing- upon degeneration, since it
evidence to be obtained from the development stages.

is

the

And

is enhanced from the fact that it occurs in a species whose
form shows no appreciable diminution of bodily functions or
The adults of both sexes in this genus swim as freely
morphology.
and as actively as any Caligus. Their fourth swinmiing legs, to be
sure, have been reduced to mere stumps, and the fourth segment,
which carries them, is covered by a pair of small dorsal plates.
its

value

adult

But, even in this condition, they are about as serviceable as the cor-

responding members in Caligus; that

is,

thev are of no real service in

either case so far as can be determined.

The e3'es are situated well back toward the tenter of tne carapace
and are relatively very large. The pigment is not as extensive as in
the Caligina3, the lens being surrounded by a large, clear area.
Over
the dorsal surface also, in place of the broad lateral pigment lines and
the large area in front of the eyes, we find only isolated pigment spots
and very few of them. There is a single small spot in the frontal
plate on either side at the base of the first antenna and a narrow line
across the posterior end of the carapace near the margin.
There is a similar narrow line across the posterior margin of the
first free segment, a pair of large spots in the groove between the
second free segment and the abdomen, and another pair of spots at
the posterior end of the abdomen over the bases of the anal laminae.
This metanauplius, therefore, has very little pigment, while the same
stage of development in the Caligiuis was highly pigmented.
The carapace is followed b}' two free thorax segments and the abdomen; only the first of the free segments bears swimming legs. The
abdomen at this stage is reall}^ a fusion of the fourth thoracic, the
genital and abdominal segments, the two former being not as yet difl'erentiated.
It is as wide as the last thorax segment and terminates in
two rather short anal laminw, each armed with five plumose setw.
The first antennte are two-jointed, the terminal joint l)earing remarksette, which are not feathered as in the Caliare remarkable in several particulars among those
Thej^ are longer
of all the parasitic copepods thus fai examined.
and manantenme
than even the plumose rowing setie on the second

ably long and branched
ginte.

These

setaj

dibular palps of the Ai'gulus larva.

The^' extend outward in ever}^

direction like ordinary antennal seta3, but instead of being plumose
they are dichotomousl}^ branched toward the tips and thus terminate

web or mat very similar to that formed by certain algje.
Evidently they have retained much of their old locomotor function
which the}^ possessed in the nauplius stage.
in a flattened
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all

the specimens obtained the basal joint of these
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first

antennt^

was folded over beneath the ventral surface, as shown in the fig-ure.
That this is the normal attitude and not a folding due to pressure was
proved by examining some in an .open-watch glass, and by the fact
that many of the larvte in the subsequent chalimus stage showed the
same folding.
The second antenna, unlike the first, have entirely lost their locomotor function and have become prehensile (fig. 11). Each now consists of a long and stout basal joint, extending straight forward be3'ond
the anterior margin of the
frontal plate, and an elon-

gated slender terminal claw,
which is bent over ventral ly
into a half circle.
These second antennas extend in front

Fig.

5.

Mouth and second maxill.e of the metaNAUPLU'S OF ALEBION GLABER.

Fig.

G.

— FIK.ST maxillii'ED

metanauplius
glabek.

of

uf the
Alebion

of the carapace a distance equal to about half the length of the latter.

And when

driven into the skin, the claws afford a powerful hold and

effectually protect the larva against

removal

])y friclion

or similar

cause.

The mouth

(fig. 5)

has developed into a long proboscis hinged near the

The
somewhat elongated, and surrounded by a
fringe of long hairs.
On either side of the mouth tube at its base are
the second maxilla^ which at this stage consist of two entirely separate
rami of about the same size. Of these the endopod is short and stout
center, inside of which, at the very tip, can be seen the mandibles.

mouth opening

is

terminal,

and slightly bifurcate at the tip, the outer branch being considerably
longer and larger than the inner. The exopod is made up of
two diverging slender spines joined together at the base. In this
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metanauplius stage, therefore, the two rami of the second maxillas are
equally developed, and there is no indication of the subsequent difBut we shall find a marked chanu-e in the
ference between them.
chalimus stage.
The first maxillipeds
two-jointed with
the

The

same length.

however,
one

is

is

(tig, 0)

are

the joints about
basal joint,

stout, while the terminal

slender and

spines, the inner of

ends in two
which is twice

the length of the outer.

The inner spine

is

also slender

and has a toothed membrane along
both its inner and outer margins;
outer

the

spine

is

triangular,
Flu.

7.

Second maxiluped of the metanau-

and toothed
PLIUS OF ALEBION GLABER.
along the outer margin only.
The second maxillipeds (fig. 7) have a very stout Imsal joint, while
the terminal claw is slender, apparently three-jointed, and has an
auxiliary spine on the inner marstrongly

flattened,

gin of the second joint, this spine
being toothed.

The swimming

legs each consist

of a large disk-like basal joint and

two one- jointed rami bearing long
plumose setfe.
There is a long slender spine at
the outer distal corner of the basal
joints in each pair.

of the

first

The exopods

pair carr}^ three short

and stout spines along their outer
margins, while the exopods of the
second pair carr}^ onlv two (tig. 8).
The endopods of this latter pair,
however, carry a smaller spine on
their

outer

margin,

endopods of the

first

while

the

pair have no

spines.
Fig.

8.-

Each of these two pairs of

-The first swimming leg of the metanauplius OF Ai.EBION GLABEK.
is

legs

connected across the mid line by

The one connecting the first pair is transversely
oblong with a small posterior margin, while that connecting the second
pair is horseshoe-shaped and of aliout the same width and length (tig.
The horseshoe opens toward the posterior end of the body and its
9).
a basilar chitin plate.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06
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sides are proportionally ver}^ wide.

The abdomen has

a slight con-

on either side near the center, which indicates a division during
the next moult, the fourth thorax segment separating and becoming
There is a deep anal sinus at the posterior end of the abdomen,
free.
on either side of which are the anal laminae. These are rather small
and each carries five long and stout plumose set*.
This larva is colorless except for the pigment spots already described,
striction

but

disappointingly opaque.

is

nse), 1.1

At

mm.

Width

Total length (including second anten-

of the carapace, 0.4

mm.

the next molt these metanauplii change into a stage correspond-

ing to the early chalimus of the Caligina^.

Although they differ in many
important particulars from the form
which was taken as the type of the
so-called Chalimus^ and although
they even lack a frontal filament
which was the essential character of
the chalimus, yet it is considered
best to retain that

name

for this

stage of development in order to

avoid a multiplicity of terms. Accordingly we designate this stage in
the Euryphorinfe as the chalimus
stage.

The carapace (fig. 10) is oblong,
covering more than half the entire
body. It is widest at the center and
narrowed toward either end, the
being about the
same width as the frotital plates.
The latter are thoroughly fused with
each other and with the carapace;
Fig. 9. The second swimming leg of
their anterior margins meet in a
METANAUPLIUS OF ALEBION GLABER.
rounded projection at the center
instead of an incision, while the lateral margins project on either side
posterior margin

far over the basal joints of the first antennte.

The

is nearly straight through the
and narrow lobe at either corner Avhich lies closely
appressed to the lateral margin of the first free segment. The eyes
are situated in about the same relative position as during the metanauplius stage and are fully as large, with prominent spherical lenses.
The pigment in them is dark red in color and more abundant than in the
previous stage. The pigment also on the dorsal surface has increased
considerably in volume, and is found in the shape of spots and lines
scattered freely along the sides of the carapace, the free segments, and

posterior margin of the carapace

center, with a short
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similar to the condition found in the chalimus of

Calig-inffi.

The

lirst

thorax .segment

is

stiJl

imperceptibl}- fused with the cara-

and third segments are clearly separated f i-om it,
though the}' have become partially fused i?iter se.
The second segment has become nearly as wide as the carapace and
its lateral margins extend out over
pace, but the second

the bases of the second legs in the

form of broad lobes. The third
segment is also widened and now

swimming

bears a pair of

legs

two pairs. The
fourth and g-enital segments still
remain fused with the abdomen,
similar to the first

but have elongated considerabh',
while the constriction which indicates the future separation of the

fourth segment

is

more

clearly

marked.

The anal

are longer
metanauplius and
closer together, but the plumose
setas with which the}" are armed
are greatly reduced in size, and
there are only three of them on

than in

lamina?

the

each lamina,

all

terminal.

The

other plumose seta? of the meta-

0-5

mm

nauplius are here represented by

two small spines on the outer
margin of each lamina.
On comparing this chalimus
with that of the Caliginse we
again lind evidence of precocious
development, this time in the separation

of

the fourth segment.

The second and third segments
are fused
ilies;

i7iter se

in both

subfamno

-The (female) chalimus

in the Caliginae there is

indication

of the separation

of Alebion

GLABKR.

of

the fourth segment, while here that separation

is

clearly indicated

well-marked constriction. This would mean very little by
itself, but at the next molt, when the fourth segment is full}' separated in both subfamilies, we find it without appendages in the Caligiage but with a pair in the Euryphorinee.

by

a
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In the latter case these appendages are veiT rudimentary, to be sure,
but the,y are all the copepod ever possesses and are as full}^ developed
as in the adult.

Of

the other appendages in this Ahhioii chalimus the

are normal and two-jointed, l>ut the basal joint

first

antennae

nearly concealed

is

by the projecting- margins of the frontal plates.
with normal setfe, the long and
dichotomously branched forms of the metanauplius having entirely
a dorsal view

in

Both

joints are plentifully supplied

disappeared.

The second antennje

(fig.

11) are like those of the previous stage

and continue to serve as organs
of attachment by which the larva
is

fastened to

stitutes the

ference in

This con-

its host.

most important difthe development of

the two subfamilies.
In
the

all

the genera belonging to

Caliginai

whose

have

larvse

thus far been obtained, the chali-

mus and subsequent
the adult

stages up to
form are characterized

by the presence of a frontal filament, by means of which the larva

V

is

securely fastened.

The remains

may be
of

of

this filament

seen in the A^oung adults

both sexes and

genera, and

is

of

of its presence during
second antenna and first .max
ILLA OF THF.C HALIMUS OF ALEBION GLABER.

larva3

the

develop-

forms whose
have never been actualh'

ment even
Fig. 11.— The

all

satisfactory proof

in those

seen.

In the genus Alehlon^ on the contrary, there is no frontal filament
an}'^ period of development, the second antennae serving as the onh'
organs of attachment up to the adult stage.
The life historv of Alehlon is the only one at present fully known
in the subfamih' Euryphorinte, but we have the same evidence here in
at

a negative

way

that

we had

positively in the Caligina?.

adults in an}' of the genera thus far examined
filament; the 3'ounger adults certainly

show

ought to do

None

of the

traces of a frontal
so,

provided such

a filament exists during their development.

maxilhB are minute and easily overlooked; the}^ are quite
close to the margin of the carapace, and have the shape of a comma,
the base nearly spherical while the tip is short and l)lunt.

The

first
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made up of a stout e\' lindrical
rounded and tipped with a short triangular spine
This represents the endopod of these maxilla; as seen in
(tig". 12).
the metanauplius stage; the exopod has even thus early degenerated
into the form seen in the adult, a papilla fused with the base of the
endopod and carrying two small spines.
The mouth tube is cylindrical and nearly as wide at the tip as at the
base; the mouth opening is sul)terminal (a little ventral), and heavily
When viewed from the ventral surface the tips
fringed with hair<.
The}^ are slender
of the mandibles can be seen inside the oyjening.
The second

maxilla? are simple and

base, abruptl}'

and two-jointed, the terminal joint only one-eighth as long as the

Fig.

l'.i.—

The mouth-tube,

MA.XILLAE
GLABER.

basal

OF

A

m.\ndibles, .\nd second

MALE CHALIMUS

OF ALEBIOX

and minutely toothed along

its

Fig. 13.— The fiest

and second maxilliPEDS OF A CHALIMUS OF ALEBION GLABER.

inner margin, the

number

of

teeth being eighteen or twentv.

The tirst maxillipeds (tig. 13) are similar to those in the adult, the
two joints about the same length,. but the basal joint considerably the
stouter.
Both the terminal claws have a toothed membrane along
their inner and outer margins.
The second maxillipeds are short and stout; the basal joint is nearly
as wide as long, and is tilled with strong muscles; the terminal claw is
stout at the base Ixit tapers to a weak tip, not much longer than the
accessory spine and only slightly curved.
All three pairs of swimming legs (tig. U) are biramose and the rami
are one-jointed.
In the tirst pair the exopod is as long as the basal
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and much larger than the endopod; both rami terminate in stout
exopod and two on the endopod, with several
In the second legs the
smaller accessory ones on the outer margins.
two rami are about the same
length, broad and disk-like, and
much shorter than the oblong basal

joint

spines, three on the

They

joint.

also terminate in stout

spines, live on each ramus.

In the third legs (hg. 15) the rami
those on

are almost exactly like

the second legs, but the basal joint

very much swollen and has ol)a good start toward the
broad lamellar condition of the
adult.
The exopod terminates in
is

tained

five

spines,

considerably

those on

smaller

second legs,
while the endopod has only three.
There is no trace of the fourth
Fiii. 14.— The fikst and second swimming legs
or fifth legs at this stage of deOK A CHALIMUS OF ALEBION GLABER.
velopment.
The young male is very similar to the female, except that the
carapace is relatively larger, while the free segments of the thorax
than

are

much

shorter and the segmentation

is

more

the

distinct.

appear toward
the close of this chalimus stage, and are
distinctly bifurcate at the ends, the two
rami being very minute. At the next
molt the segment carrying them is fully
separated from those which follow it.
The posterior portion of the body noM'
rapidly elongates, and the larva advances
by several (4: or 5) molts toward its adult
form. The genital segment is separated
from the abdomen; at first smaller than

The fourth

legs

the latter, as
creases until

in
it

The swimming

(fig.

the

16)

Caliginte,

becomes nuich
legs

also

it

in-

larger.

increase in

15.— The third swimming leg ok a

and the large apron of the third
chalimus of alebion glaber.
pair becomes fully developed across the
posterior end of the carapace, completing with the latter the large
sucking disk which is to constitute the chief organ of attachment to
At the same time the second antennae, which
the body of the host.
have remained as organs of attachment through these early stages,
size,
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now decrease in size, become of secondaiy importance, and finally
assume their adult form (fig. 17).
These facts with regard to development settle several questions
which have hitherto been in dispute.
In the

place the}' fully justify the separation

first

of the genus

and

its near relatives from the Caligon the one hand and from the Pandarinie on
the other, and their establishment as a new subfamily intermediate between these two.

inte

In the genu>i A/ehion the fourth legs are so rudi-

mentary that it is impossible to tell from the morphology of the adult whether they are to be
regarded as uniramose or biramose.
Consequent!}" it has been diflicult to locate the
genus with any certainty; Heller placed it among
the Caliginse, with which it is closely afiiliated in
morphology and habits; Gerstaecker placed it in
a subfamily which he called the Nogagina as intermediate between the Caliginie and the Pandarin^.
This latter

is

ment proves.

the correct position, as the develop-

The mouth-parts and

maxillse are

Callgus in early development, but
no frontal filament, the second antenna3

like those of

there

is

As development progresses
serving in its place.
the maxillte become broadened and flattened into
Fig. 16.— a

chalimus of lamina? (fig. 18) very similar to those of Pandarus^
Alebion glaber just
ready to molt into while the second antennse are reduced to normal

adult stage, size and shape. But the female
showing the fourth
separated into a fixed form like Pansegment
and the fourth leg.s darus; on the contrary, the
already formed.
t.he

never degenerates

adults of both sexes are fully
as

lively

as

any Caligus and both swim and

They thus show characters
belonging to both the subfamilies mentioned
and constitute a well-defined connecting link
between them. This is exactly where Gerscuttle about freely.

staecker has placed them, but there are several

reasons

why

his

name

of Nogagina can not be

Fig. 17.—The

second

an-

tenna OF AN ADULT MALE
OF Alebion glaber.

accepted for the subfamily.

The first objection is to the name itself. The genus Nogagm is
made up entirely of males belonging to other genera, Pandarus, Nesi]?pus^ Deinoleus, Ecldhrogaleus^

and Dinematura.

right whatsoever to appear as a separate
as the type of a subfamily.

It has,

genus, much

therefore, no

less to

be taken
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There are more species of '"''N'ogagus'''' which are the males of Pandarus than of any of the other genera mentioned; hence we should
have the anomaly of two subfamilies one founded on the females and
the other on the males of the same genus.
A second objection is found in the fact that both Gerstaecker and
Steenstrup and Liitken are obliged to separate their Nogagun males
If this means anything at all
into two groups on generic characters.
it means that we have here two distinct genera under the same name,
and this confusion at least ought to be cleared up before the name is

—

—

used for the type of a subfamily.
Finally, in the subfamily Nogagina, as constituted by Gerstaecker,
we find a heterogeneous medley of forms which manifestly do not
belong together. As already stated, many Nogagus species are the

males of Fandarus, while others belong to the genera Nesippus^
Demoleus^ Echthrogaleus, and Dlnematura. This very resemblance of
the males would suggest strongly that
these five genera belong to the same
subfamily.
Further investigation
proves the truth of this suggestion,
and they must be classed with the
ex.
Pandarinae, as will be clearl}^ shown
under that family.
en.
But when you have removed these
five genera from Gerstaecker's Nogagina there is not a single species of
Nogagus left, and hence that name
must be dropped. Furthermore, of
the genus Dysganius, which GerFig. 18.— The mouth-tube and second maxILLiE OF
GLABER.

AN ADULT MALE OF ALEBION staecker includes in this

same sub-

family, only the males have been thus

We can not be sure, therefore, whether this is
even a valid genus, and of course can not locate it with certainty
The genus Trehkts^ also included by Gerstaecker in the
(see p. 712).
Nogagina, is classed by most authors with the CaliginfB. We have
chosen to place it by itself for reasons stated on p. 67U, but wherever
These
it may be placed it clearlj^ does not belong with '"''JVogagus.''''
eliminations reduce the ten genera which Gerstaecker included in his
Nogagina to three, and Nogagus is not one of the three.
With these three are to be included Steenstrup and Lutken's
Gloiojpotes and Dana's CaVigerla^ Steenstrup and Lutken's Dysgamus
(provisionally), and the new genus Dissonus, making seven genera in
Steenstrup and Liitken*" have already separated this
the subfamily.
group very clearly from the rest of the Caliginse but did not constitute
far examined.

aBidrag

til

Kundskab om

det aabne

Havs Snyltekrebs og Lerneer,

1861, p. 11.
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a distinct subfamily.

accordingly the

name

That we are now
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justified in doings,

and

of the oldest of the five genera, Earyphorus

(Milne-Edwards, 1840), has been selected for the name of the subfamily, which becomes the Euryphorinse.

SUMMARY.
The

1.

life

history of

the genera belonging- to this subfamily is

similar to that of the Caliginte except in the following details.

The

2.

more

balancers near the posterior end of the nauplius's body are

slender, are cylindrical throughout, and stand out at right angles

to the central axis.
3. In the metanauplius the first thorax segment is completeh' fused
with the carapace, a condition as far advanced as that of the chalimus
It thus exhibits the first step toward that precocious
in the Caligina?.

development which characterizes the more degenerate families of these
parasites.
4.

The

seta?

on the terminal joint of the

first

antenna? in the meta-

nauplius are not plumose, but are very long and dichotomously branched

toward their
thus retain

tips,

much

forming

a

web or mat like

that in certain algse.

They

of the locomotor function which they possessed in the

nauplius stage.
5.

The second

maxillse in the metanauplius consist of

separate rami of about the same size.

The endopod

is

two entirely

short and stout

and slightly bifurcate at the tip; the exopod consists of two slender
diverging spines united at the base.
6. In the chalimus stage there is no frontal filament; instead, the
second antenna? are enlarged and extend straight forward in front of
the carapace, serving as the only organs of attachment.
7. In the chalimus stage also the second and third segments are
fused inte7' st\ while the separation of the fourth segment is clearly
This is another evidence of
indicated by a well-marked constriction.
precocious development, for in the following molt, when the fourth
segment is fully separated in both subfamilies, we find it without
appendages in the Caliginffi, but with a pair in the Euryphorinte.
8.

The second maxilUe

in the chalimus are simple, the

exopod hav-

ing thus early degenerated into the form seen in the adult, a papilla
fused with the base of the endopod and carrying two small spines.
9.

the

The fourth legs when they first appear are
tips, the two rami being minute.

distinctly bifurcate at

10. This life history clearly separates the genera here included from
the Caligin* on the one hand, and, reenforced by the morphology of
are thus justified
the adults, from the Pandarina? on the other.

We

in constituting for

the two, which

Euryphorinse.

is

them a separate subfamily, intermediate between
named for the oldest genus included in it, the
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ANALYTICAL KEY TO GENERA.
1.
1.

Three thorax segments fused with the head; the fourth segment only free
2
Only the first thorax segment fused with the head, the others free; no dorsal
plates; all the swimming legs biramose, the rami three-jointed.
Dissonus Wilson, 1906, p. 716.
2.

3.

3.

One

or

more

pairs of legs uniramose, the others biramose

swimming

All four pairs of

4.

Exopod

legs

Steenstrup and Liitken,
endopod two-jointed
with the same number of joints
(rlolopotes

5.

1861, p. 698.

of fourth legs three- join ted,

5

Both rami of fourth legs
6
Setae on fourth legs plumose; firstabdomen joint much larger than second and covered
Euryphorim M. -Edwards, 1840.
with a dorsal wing or with two lateral wings
Setfe on fourth legs non-plumose; abdomen joints about the same size, without

4.

5.

3

biramose
4
First legs only uniramose, their terminal claws curved and simple; sette on anal
lamiufe short and non-plumose
Caligeria Dana, 1 852.
First and fourth legs uniramose; claws on first pair straight and three-parted;
setse on anal lamimie long and plumose.

2.

wings

Eli/trop]iura Gerstaecker, 1853.

6.

Rami of fourth legs small, the two joints fused; rami of first three pairs two-jointed,

6.

without horny processes
Dysgamus Steenstrup and Liitken, 1861, p. 712.
Fourth legs rudimentary, hidden; exopods of first three pairs with horny procAlebion Kroyer, 1863, p. 702.

esses

Genus

GLOIOPOTES

Steenstrup and Lutken.

Carapace large, oval, shield-shaped. Frontal plates wide and diswithout lunules; first antennas slender and two-jointed, like
Mouth tube short and wide; second maxillae bifurthose of Caligas.
Furca comcate and flattened, but not laminate, as in Pandarus.
pound. Fourth thorax segment free, with two dorsal plates which
cover a portion of the genital segment. First and fourth thoracic legs
uniramose, second and third biramose; terminal claws on the first legs
tinct,

three-parted.

Genital segment large, produced backward in the female on either

abdomen in the form of an elongated, curved process, carrying a serrated, styliform appendage on its outer border. Genital
segment in the male without posterior proceses, but having the styliform appendages attached directly to its sides. Abdomen slender and
two- jointed; anal laminae elongate and filiform. Egg-cases and eggs
side of the

as in CaJlgus.

{yXoiog^ knavish, and nori^^^ a drinker or tippler.)
ANALYTICAL KEY' TO THE
1.

SPECIES.

Dorsal plates on the fourth segment short and rounded, covering only a

the genital segment
1.

little of

2

Dorsal plates elongate, rectangular, covering all the genital segment except the
hygomiarnis Steenstrup and Liitken, 1861.
processes
2.

Dorsal plates semilunate, longer than wide;

smooth
2.

Dorsal plates

first

antennae concealed
huttoni

much wider than long;

armed with spines along the

sides

first

;

abdomen

(Thomson, 1889).

antennae prominent; abdomen heavily
ornatus Wilson, 1905, p. 699.
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GLOIOPOTES ORNATUS
Plate
Gloiopotes ornatiis

Female.

Wilson, 1905,

XVII,

figs.
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Wilson.

23-34.

*"

a, p. 127.

— Carapace elliptical, about

the

same length

as the rest of

the body, considerably longer than wide, strongh^ arched.

Frontal

narrow and without lunules. Posterior sinuses
large and well rounded; median lobe less than half the body width,
not projecting bej^ond the lateral lobes, concave posteriallv and somewhat incised at the center.
This lobe enlarges posteriorly until it fills the posterior sinus on
either side and overlaps the lateral lobe.
The arrangement of grooves separating the various carapace areas
is ver}^ complex and constitutes the first important factor in producing
the variegated or ornamental appearance of the dorsal surface.
Thoracic area large, oblong in general shape, and occup3nng three-fifths
Its lateral
of the width and two-thirds of the length of the carapace.
grooves have a graceful double curve, while at the center anteriorlv
is a triangular incision into which fits the posterior end of the eye
From the apex of this incision a groove extends backward along
area.
the median line nearly to the center of the thoracic area, where it divides
and sweeps outward toward either side in a broad curve. The thoracic area is thus divided approximately into quarters, each of which
is owiamented by various elevations and depressions of the surface.
The ej'e area is obovate in outline, quite small, and clearl}'^ separated
from the cerebral area in front, the thoracic area behind, and the lateplates well defined, but

on either side. The eyes themselves are distinct, situated
about in the center of the area, and inclined toward the mid axis. The
grooves at the sides of the eye area are prominent and extend forward
along either side of the cephalic area of the frontal plates. Numerous
smaller grooves branch from those already mentioned and add to the
variegated appearance. There is also a row of small spines along
either side of the median posterior lobe and a row of long and wav}'
ral areas

hairs along the posterior half of the outer

The

free segment

is

short and wide and

margin of the
is

lateral lobes.

covered dorsally by

two

broad plates which extend laterally over most of the basal joints of
the fourth legs, and posteriorly over a very little of the genital seg-

These plates are smooth and quite transparent along their
and posterior margins, but are thrown into numerous folds and
wrinkles at the center, where they join each other.
The genital segment is horseshoe-shaped, contracted into a narrow
and short neck anteriorl}^, where it joins the free segment, then widening
abruptly to more than half the width of the carapace, and prolonged
backward in a stout lobe on either side of the abdomen. The sides of
the segment are convex, while the tips of the lobes curve in toward

ment.

lateral
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dorsal surface of the segment has a few scattered

some distance from the mid-line. There is
row of .5-8 along the center of the lateral margin.
Back of these and at about the centre of the lateral lobes is fastened
a triangular flap or membrane, nearly as long as the lobe, quite narrow, and extending diagonalh' backward and outward.
It is ornamented around its edges with a row of short and stout
spines on either side at
also a

spines.

The abdomen is cylindrical and two-jointed, the basal joint somewhat wider than the terminal and about half as long.
Near the centre of the terminal joint on the dorsal surface is a large
knob, which is ornamented at the sides and abov^e by rows of short
The posterior margin of this knob looks like the second joint
spines.
in the abdomen, but an examination of the ventral surface shows that
there

The

is

hut a single joint.

anal papillw are thread-like and about the

same length

as the

They are somewhat broken in all the specimens at
command, ])ut did not show any signs of the spines toward their tips,
The first antenna? are
as noticed by Thomson in Gloiopotes huttoni.
terminal joint.

very narrow, cylindriare large and
stout, the basal joint considerabl}'^ flattened and reenforced posteriorly
b}' a short and broad spine, the terminal joint a strong claw with an
large, the terminal joint longer than the basal,

cal,

and wholh' destitute of

accessor}' seta

The

first

upon

its

setie.

The second antennte

ventral surface.

maxilh>3 are small and three-parted, the

.

two inner prongs

more acute than the outer, which is Inroad and spathulate.
The second maxiUaj are short, stout, and bifurcate for more than half
shorter and

outer branch larger and longer than the inner.
These maxilla? are very chitinous and turn dark brown in alcohol, like
the tips of the claws and the spines.
The maxillipeds are like those of Caligus^ the first pair long and
slender, the second ver^^ large and stout; the basal joint is swollen and
nearly twice as long as the slender terminal claw, which latter carries
a stout accessory seta on its inner margin.
The furca is compound witii bifid branches, between which lies a
broad U-shaped sinus; the outer branch extends outward nearly at
their length, the

right angles from the base of the central sinus; the inner branches
diverge somewhat; each is enlarged at the tip and subdivided there
The central foramen has the form of
into two short and blunt knobs.
an isosceles triangle, the apex pointing backward.
The swimming legs are very similar to those of Callgus; the two
inner terminal claws of the first pair are replaced by three-pronged
claws, the two ventral prongs being stout, situated side by side, and
strongly chitinous, while the dorsal one is slender and remains snowy

white even in alcohol (Plate XVII,

fig. 31).
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The spines on the exopods of the second le^s are stout and sharp,
and so chitinous that they turn a very deep brown.
The rami of the third legs are close together and each is two-jointed;
the endopod is considerabh' larger than the exopod, unlike the condition in most of the Caligidie, and is closely appressed to the margin
Indeed this ramus is almost exactly like the two
of the basal apron.
terminal joints of the endopod of the second legs. The exopod. on
is small and short, but has a large bipartite claw or spine

the contrary,

The fourth legs are large and stout, the basal joint
swollen and considerably longer than the three terminal ones,
which are onh^ indistinctly separated. The second joint bears a cluster
of short spines on its ventral surface near the base, and a longer and
on

its

basal joint.

much

stouter spine at the distal end.
teeth along their outer margins.

mm.; length

Total length, 11
1.6

mm.; length

All three joints carry a fringe of small
Fifth legs entirely wanting.
of carapace, 5.1

of genital segment, 3.1

mm.

mm.; width

of same.

(including the spiny

appendages); length of abdomen, 3.2 mm.
The egg-strings are a little narrower than the liase of the abdomen,
but broken so that no idea can be given of their length.
Color (of alcoholic specimens) a uniform yellowish gray without
pigment; all the chitinous portions were turned a deep russet brown.
{oi'natus, ornamented, alluding to the numerous spines and grooves on
the dorsal sui-face).

The species described by Thomson in 1889 as LepeopJdlieirm Imttoni
and afterwards rightly transferred by Bassett-Smith (1899) to Gloio2MjttH is verv similar to the one here described.
The chief differences lie in the dorsal plates which cover the free
segment, in the grooving of the dorsal surface of the carapace, in the
fringe of long hair adorning the posterior half of the lateral lobes, and
in minor details of the appendages, particularly the first antenna? and
the tripartite

A

first maxilla?.

careful study of the present specimens and their comparison with

those described by Thomson suggest forcibly that he did not have a
male and female, as he claimed, but rather two females, one with and
and the other without egg-strings.
The two specimens on which the present species is founded are in

more nearh' alike, and, furthermore,
they resemble the one which he designates as a male much more than
they do the female. The only sexual differences which he notes consist in a narrowing of the anterior and posterior portions of the bodv

the same condition, but they are

female and a diminution in the size of the dorsal plates. Such
might easily be due to unequal shrinkage, Avhich frequently
occurs even with specimens in the same vial, as every investigator who
in the

differences

handles preserved material knows onh- too well.
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Furthermore the sexual organs shown in the genital segments of
Thomson's ''two" sexes are exactly alike, which would be rather an
anomaly among the Caligida?.
The male of GJoiojwte.s Jn/gomianus was described by Stel)bing in
1900, and is exactly what would be expected in a genus the females of
which show such manifest beginnings of degeneration.
But this male is altogether different from that described by Thomson and adds to the probability that the latter is really an undeveloped
female.

This species is founded upon two excellently preserved adult females
which were obtained from the outside surface of a swordtish at Woods
Hole, Massachusetts. (Cat. No. 6209, U.S.N.M.)

Genus

ALEBION

Kroyer.

The genus Alebion was established by Kroyer in 1863 for a single
specimen which he claimed was a male and to which he gave the specific

name

earvhariad

from

its host.

This was sufficiently different from Caligus on the one hand and
from Pandarus on the other to warrant its separation as an intermediate form, and for it Kroyer gave the following diagnosis:
Proboscis intermediate in form between that of the Cahgin;e and the Pandarinae.
Palps (second maxillae) large and stout. Feet of the third (the first thoracic) pair
two-branched, the branches Inarticulate, the inner one being the smaller. The first,
second, and third pairs of thoracic feet armed with corneous bodies of a peculiar

form on the laminpe of their outer branches. Fourth thoracic legs very rudimentary,
uniramose, and two-jointed. Two teeth projecting from the posterior border of the
carapace.
Sixth thoracic (genital) segment fringed with setae. Antennal palps,
anterior subsidiary hooks

(first

maxillae), lunules

and furcula lacking."

In 1892 van Beneden described'' the male and female of a species
which he claimed to be the type of a new genus, CaJigera dlfficilis.
His figures and descriptions are both inaccurate and incomplete, but
enough was- given to show plainh" that he had secured a species of
Alebion^ and it was rightly transferred to that genus by Bassett Smith
in 1899.

Bassett-Smith himself found in 1898 what he claimed to be the
female of Kroyer's species and gave in the following year these genus
characters:
Carapace large, oval. Frontal plates well marked. Anterior antennae two-jointed.
Fourth thoracic segment with small dorsal plates. Genital segment broad, prolonged
backward in two elongate processes with the ends and outer margins dentate.
Abdomen biarticulate. Caudal plates with long setae. The first three pairs of thoracic limbs biramose, with lunate corneous bodies on the outer branches; fourth pair
of limbs quite rudimentary, hidden.

<^

Bidrag til Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene, 1863, p. 168.
Quelques nouveaux Caligides de la Cote d'Afrique, et de TArcliipel des Azores,
Plate iv. See also p. 367.
1892, p. 258.
A Systematic Description of Parasitic Copepoda found on Fishes, with an p]numeration of the known species, 1899, p. 462.
«

^

<^
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very apparent from an examination of Kroyer's figures and
liis "male" was simpl}- a female without egg-string-s,
while Bassett-Smith's was a female with egg-strings.
Any attempt, therefore, at sex differentiation between the two is
The new species here described with their entire life history,
futile.
and the true males now for the first time completely differentiated,
necessitate many changes in both these generic diagnoses, that of
Kroyer being much superior to Bassett-Smith's substitute.
It is

description that

GENERIC DIAGNOSIS.
General form similar to that of Lepeophthelrus. Carapace elliptical,
the genital segment.
Frontal plates well defined
and without lunules. Fourth thoracic (free) segment with small but
well-defined dorsal plates in the female; these plates very rudimentary
or entirel}' lacking in the male.
Abdomen biarticulate. Anal laminae
relatively verv large and armed with long seta?.
First three pairs of
thoracic legs two-branched, the exopods armed with stout, strongly
curved, corneous claws, much larger than those in other genera.
Each
branch of the first pair biarticulate; of the other two pairs, triarticulate.
Fourth legs rudimentary and invisible from the dorsal surface.
Furca lacking, but in its place appear two corrugated chitin ridges
arranged like the sides of a V, the apex pointing backward (fig. 18,
Genital segment enlarged as in the Caliginte, without any
p. 696).
traces of fifth legs.
Egg-cases and eggs as in Caligus^ usuallv quite
long.
Development similar to that of the Caligina?, but in the chalimus stage the young are attached by means of their enlarged second
antennae, and there is no frontal filament.

much longer than

ANALYTICAL KEY TO

SPECIES.

1.

Genital segment quadrangular, with rounded corners and without posterior pro-

1.

Genital segment spindle-shaped or lunate, with conical processes at the posterior

2

cesses

corners
2.

2.

4

Males; genital segment less than one-third as wide as the carapace;
joints the same width
Females; genital segment more than half the width of carapace; basal
joint nearly twice as

wide as terminal

abdomen
3

abdomen

glaber Wilson, 1905, p. 708

3.

Genital segment one-fourth longer than abdomen; the two joints of the latter the

3.

Genital segment one- fourth shorter than abdomen; terminal joint of latter nearly
gracilis Wilson, 1905, p. 704
twice as long as basal

same length

difficilis

van Beneden, 1892

4.

Males; posterior processes of genital segment shorter than basal joint of abdomen; fifth legs showing at center of the lateral margins,

4.

Females; posterior processes of genital segment as long
entire abdomen; fifth legs not visible dorsally

glaber Wilson, 1905, p. 708
as,

or longer than, the
5
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much wider

(1.5 to 3 times)

than long, with
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si)ines

the margins only
5.

Body

on
6

longer than wide, the entire dorsal surface and
margins covered with spines; dorsal plates small and close together,
of genital

segment a

little

difficllis

van Beneden, 1892

6.

Dorsal plates small and

6.

Dorsal plates of good size and close together, their bases fused; genital segment
and processes with a heavy fringe of spines
carchari<v Kroyer, 1863

widely separated;

genital

smooth

gracilis

ALEBION GRACILIS «
Plate

Alebion gracile 'WiLSO's, 1905,

Female.

segment often entirely

XVIII,

figs.

Wilson, 1905,

p.

704

Wilson.

35-48.

p. 128.

— Carapace elliptical, a

anteriorl}^

on the mid

line

little longer than wide, prolonged
over the frontal plates into a blunt rostrum

which just reaches the anterior margin of the frontal plates. Posterior sinuses broad, somewhat enlarged at their bases, and dividing the
carapace into nearly even thirds.
Both median and lateral lobes squarely truncated. Grooves separating the areas arranged like the letter H as in Caligus, but with the
sides widely separated, making the lateral areas nari-ow and the median
area ver}^ Ijroad.

Free thoracic segment nearly as wide as the genital segment, half as
long as wide, and bearing upon its dorsal surface a pair of semilunar
plates.
These are parallel to the median line and some little distance
from it, their convex sides outward and their posterior ends somewhat
enlarged and overlapping the genital segment. This latter is a little

more than

half the width of the carapace, widest at the center, and
prolonged posteriori}^ on either side into a stout conical spine which
reaches beyond the anal laminae. The sides of this segment and its
posterior projections carr}^ in the fully developed adult a fringe of
short spines while at the tips of the projections are three or four
longer ones. In immature females these spines at the tips of the projections are the only ones present.
Abdomen two- jointed, the first joint considerably larger than the
second, and extending backward on either side of the latter in a })lunt
The terconical projection similar to those on the genital segment.
minal segment is strongly constricted at its junction with the first and
It bears at its posterior end
is only about half the width of the latter.
a pair of anal lamina^ nearly as long as the segment itself, slightly
enlarged at their tips and curved in toward each other. E:ich lamina
carries four long plumose seta?.
First antennse two-jointed as in Caligus, but not as heavily armed
with spines; posterior pair with a large basal joint and a slender, simple terminal claw attached at one side.
«

For change in gender see

\^.

707.
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Proboscis slender and conical; the chitin framework is quite simple
construction and consists of four longitudinal plates articulated at

the base with the ventral surface of the carapace.

They taper rapidly

toward the tip, where they are articulated with one another in pairs,
two on the ventral and two on the dorsal surface. Between these
plates are other shorter ones which only reach half the length of the
proboscis.

Over this framework is stretched the upper and under lips. The
mouth opening is subterminal and horseshoe-shaped, the curve being
at the tip of the proboscis, while the sides extend back on the ventral
The entire opening is heavily fringed
surface alongside the lower lip.
mandibles
are
slender and somewhat spatulate in
with hairs. The
or
row
of
ten
twelve
comb-like teeth on the inner margin
shape with a
at the tip.

mere semicircular plates,
but
scarcely
raised above the ventral
normal
positions
attached in the
normal, the terminal
and
maxillipeds
are
The
first
second
surface.
and
lacking
an
accessory
spine on ita
being
stout
on
the
latter
claw

The two

pairs of maxillae are reduced to

inner margin.

The

basal joints of the first pair of legs are rather swollen and carry

and blunt projection at their outer ends on the ventral surface
where the terminal joints are attached.
The exopod is much larger than the endopod, both being twojointed; the joints are- approximately equal in the exopod and the
terminal one carries in addition to the regular plumose setfe and spines
a large chitinous claw or process which is curved down tightly against
the end of the joint.
In the endopod the basal joint is about four
times the size of the terminal, the latter being nearly spherical and
carrying a single large plumose seta on its inner margin. The second
and third legs are normal, save that in each the exopod bears upon the
ventral surface of its two terminal joints huge chitin claws similar to
those upon the first pair.
The rami of the third legs are larger than
in Calujus and project well bej^ond the basal lamellte.
The fourth legs are so rudimentary as to be entirely concealed, in a
dorsal view, by the sides of the fourth segment, and in a ventral view
by the bases of the third legs. By lifting up the latter the stumps of
these legs can be seen on the ventral surface of the free segment; they
are papillate, one-jointed, and terminate in three short setse.
The rudimentary fifth legs can also be seen as triangular stumps
near the lateral margins of the genital segment, each carrying three
a short
just

short

setje.

The furca

is wanting, but in its place is a pair of chitin ridges,
between the bases of the first maxillipeds. These start close together
on either side of the mid line and run diagonally forward and outward
toward the second maxillw. They are raised considerably from the

Proc. N.
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ventral surface and are corrui^ated like a wood rasp.
Egg strings as
wide as the last joint of the abdomen and nearl}- as long as the entire
l)ody, each containing from sixty to seventy eggs.
Total length, 10 mm. length of carapace, 5.35 mm. width of same,
4.9 mm.; length of genital segment, 3.5 mm.; width of same, 2.(J6
mm.; length of abdomen, 1.67 mm.; length of Qg^ strings, 9 mm.
Color a transparent cartilage gray, exactly like the skin of its shark
;

;

hosts.
{gi'acilis,

slender, graceful.)

—

Male. The male differs noticeabl}^ from the female in the proportion of the bod}' regions.
The carapace is orbicular rather than elliptical, being actually wider than long, while the remainder of the body
is strongly narrowed, thus making the contrast between the two very
striking.
The free thorax segment lacks the plates upon its dorsal
surface, but carries on either side a rounded, swollen protuberance,
looking like the stump of a large fourth leg which had been amputated.

The

real

rudiments of the fourth legs are borne on the ventral

surface of these protuberances and are short and very slender.

The

genital

segment

is

small and spindle-shaped and has not even a

trace of the posterior conical horns found in the female.

The rudiments

of the fifth feet are plainly visible on the ventral

surface of this segment.

The abdomen is narrow and made up of two spindle-shaped segments
same size, the anal lamina? are relatively as large as in

of about the

the female and each terminates in four plumose

The second antenna^ are used

seta^.

for clasping organs, and are hence

nuich larger and stronger than in the female, and their terminal claws
are branched like a stag's horn.

There

is

also a large claw-like spine

projecting from the outer margin of the basal joint near

its distal

end.

The other appendages are like those of the female, except the second
thoracic legs, on the exopods of which, in place of the large claws
found in the female, there is a long, conical bod}' protruding from the
outer margin of the second joint.
From the peculiar structure of tnese organs in this and the following species it seems probable that they are connected in some way
with the transference of semen to the receptacles in the genital segments of the female.
Length of the carapace 3 mm. Width of same
Total length 6 mm.
Length of genital segment 1.25 mm. Width of same 0.9
3.2 mm.

mm.

Length of abdomen 1.4 mm.

Color the same as that of the female.
Nauplius. Body elliptical, much longer than wide, with evenly
rounded ends. Eye spot rather large and of a dark brown color; the
other pigment lighter, gathered at the posterior end of the body, and
shading anteriorily insensibl}^ into the colorless and transparent region,

—
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latter fills the whole of the anterior half of the nauplius.
The
three pairs of appendages attached well forward and of the usual shape.
The first pair are not carried pointing directl}'^ forward side by side

which

but extend outward at the sides of the body like
The balancers are widely separated, elongate,
cylindrical throughout, very slender, and they taper to an acuminate
as in the Caliginse,

the other

two

pairs.

point.

Total length 0.3

mm.

Width

0.165

mm.

abundant and the United States National Museum
collection includes ten lots, as follows: From the head of an unnamed
shark fourteen females and four males, taken at Clarion Island and
This species

is

fairly

numbered 32724, U.S.N.M. (cotypes). From Mustdus cants three
females (Cat. No. 8122, U.S.N.M.); one female (Cat. No. 12665,
U.S.N.M.); one female (Cat. No. 32725, U.S.N.M.). From Carc/iaone female (Cat. No. 6205, U.S.N.M.); two females
and a male (Cat. No. 32726, U.S.N.M.). From Carcharias ohscvrm
three females (Cat. No. 6083, U.S.N.M.).
From a pollack a single
female (Cat. No. 12664, U.S.N.M.). From a species of Trygon a single female (Cat. No. 6210, U.S.N.M.).
From a Bonito one female
(Cat. No. 32727, U.S.N.M.).
In 1892 (as stated above, p. 702) van Beneden described "a new
genus" belonging to this subfamilj^ which he named Caligera^ with
the species difficiUs.
His figures and descriptions plainly show that
the eopepod was really an Alehion^ and accordingly Bassett-Smith in
1899 changed the specific name which Beneden had given in order that
it might agree in gender with the name Alehkm.
For he fell into the error of supposing that this name was neuter in
gender because it ended in "o^i," and hence he made the new name
''Alehion difficile. "
The present author made the same mistake without
looking up the derivation of the generic name. And the two new
species published in 1905 were named respectively
gracile''' and
glahrum.'^''
But Alehion is the name of one of Neptune's sons, hence
masculine in gender.
Beneden's description is not very clear, but the points which he
emphasizes are sufficient to distinguish his species from the one here
described.
In gracilis the free segment of the adult female is threefourths as wide as the genital segment, while its dorsal plates are
widely separated even at their bases.
In difficills the free segment is onl}^ a little more than half the width
of the genital segment and its dorsal plates are close together with their
bases fused.
But the greatest differences appear in the genital segment; in dfficil/s the body of this segment is longer than wide, while
the posterior processes are slender, cylindrical, and parallel.
Moreover the entire dorsal and ventral surfaces as well as the margins are
covered with a thick coating of spines.
But in gvactlis the bod}' of
rias litto7xdis

'

^''

''''
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is

one-half wider than long, and
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its

posterior

processes are stout, conical, and considerably divergent.
In this species also there are never

more than a few

scattered spines

along the margins of the segment and on its processes, while in many
specimens the entire segment is without spines.
There are also numerous minor differences in the detail of the

appendages, particularly the mouth parts and the third thorax legs.
In the males the chief differences lie in the relative size and shape of
the genital segment and abdomen as already brought out in the key

on p. 703.
From Kroyer's species,

earoJuirlie^ the present form differs in the
and position of the dorsal plates on the free segment, in the size
and shape of the genital segment, and in the detail of the appendagesIn the female described b}' Kroyer the dorsal plates on the free segment were close together, their bases fused, with an angular intervening space, and they reached back to the center of the body of the geni-

size

segment.
Bassett-Smith says of the female which he described:

tal

In outward
form the dorsal plate covering the last thoracic segment was much
There must have been two of these plates, and the
less apparent."'^
fact that he speaks of them as one would indicate thorough fusion.
Here, on the contrary, we find the dorsal plates noticeably distinct to
their very bases which are widel}- separated, while they scarceU" overlap the genital segment at all, to say nothing of reaching its center.
Again the female described by Kroyer had a genital segment more
than three-fifths as wide as the carapace, and the body of it, exclusive
of the processes, is nearh^ twice as wide as long.
In the female
described by Bassett-Smith the genital segment was two-thirds the
width of the carapace and more than three times as wide as long.
But in the present species the genital segment even of a female cai'iying egg-strings is not half the width of the carapace, and is less than
one-third wider than long.
Here again also the genital segment is smooth or has but few setse,
while in carcharise there is a heavy fringe around the entire margin
and along^the processes.

ALEBION GLABER
Plate

XIX,

figs.

49-61;

Alehion glabruin Wilson. 1905,

17

and

Wilson.
18, pp.

695 and 696.

p. 129.

— Carapace orbicular, squarel}^ truncated posteriorly.

Feuiale.
tal plates

figs.

h

''

well defined.

Fron-

Posterior sinuses broad and deeper than

in

Longitudinal grooves between the carapace areas widely
separated leaving a very broad median area.

gracile.

•

"Some new
1898,
''

1..

or rare I'arasitic Copepo<ls found on Fish in the Indo-tropic Region,

367.

For the cliange

in gender, see p. 707.
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Free thorax segment nearl}- as wide as the genital segment, twowide.
Dorsal plates rather small and nearh^ orbicuhir, separated In' a wide median space.
Genital segment half the width of the carapace, oblong in shape,
with nearly parallel sides and well-rounded angles. Its entire margin
is smooth and without any trace of the marginal fringe of spines or
the posterior prolongations on either side of the abdomen which are
tifths as long- as

present in other species.

Abdomen

two-jointed, the joints about the same size; on either side

wing or thin fold of skin projects outfrom the dorsal surface, the combined width of the
joint and the two wings being about half that of the genital segment.
The tirst abdomen segment has a convex anterior and a concave posterior margin.
Tiie terminal segment is slightl}' spindle-shaped, with
comparativeh' small and elliptical anal laminse. The plumose sets on
of the tirst joint a semicircular

ward

laterally

these lamina? are smaller than in other species.

Tlie egg-strings are

wide and about once and a half the length of the body.
Anterior antenna? two-jointed, with the teriilinal joint much smaller
than the basal and strongl}' club-shaped.
The posterior antennae have a large basal joint with a stout and wellcurved terminal claw.
First maxillipeds the same as in all the Caligina^; second pair large
and stout, the terminal claw^ strong, but not much curved.
On the inner margin of this claw near its tip is a small, flattened
flange which extends about a third of the length of the claw.
The
two pairs of maxilla? are similar to those of gracilis^ but the first pair
are even more rudimentary and can be found oidy with difficulty.
The ventral ridges between the bases of the maxillipeds, which take
the place of the furca, are similar to those in gracilis, but are considerably larger with deeper corrugations.
The basipod of the tirst pair of legs is rather small, the exopod
almost exactly like that of gi-acilis in size, shape, and armature, but
the endopod is tpute diflerent.
Its proximal joint is long with a ver^wide flange on the inner margin; attached to this flange where it joins
the basipod is a small strawberry-shaped papilla.
The terminal joint

endopod carries three seta? of equal size as in carcharise.
The second legs resemble those of gracilis very closeh' in segmen-

of the

tation

The

and armature,

Ijut

the joints are relativel}^ smaller.

exopod is narrow and
segments are much longer than wide,
thus separating the large claws with which each segment is armed.
The endopod is short and stocky and shows its segmentation distinctly.
The fourth legs are similar to those of the other species of the genus.
third legs present several differences; the

nearh' as long as the endopod;

its
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but the

fiffj legs

show a

distinct

gle triangular stump, which

is

toi. xxxi.

exopod and endopod instead of a

sin-

exceptional in females.

mm. Length of carapace, 5.9 mm. Width of same,
Length of genital segment, 3.1 mm. Width of same, 3 mm.
Length of abdomen, 2.5 ram. Length of egg-strings, 15 mm. Of a
grayish horn color, nearly uniform throughout, and not quite as transTotal length, 12

6

mm.

parent as gracilis.
{glaher., smooth.)

—

Male. Carapace distinctly longer than wide and obovate or acornshaped, with the widest portion very far back. Posterior sinuses triangular and flaring widely. Free thorax segment long and narrow,
less

than half the width of the genital segment; dorsal plates so rudias to be indistinguishable.

mentary

Genital segment narrow, spindle-shaped, squarely truncated posteriorly, with a conical papilla projecting

outward and backward from

each corner and terminating in three small spines.
These are the rudiments of the sixth legs, those of the fifth pair
appearing at about the center of each side of this genital segment and

showing a distinct exopod and endopod.
The abdomen is made up of two nearly equal segments, without the
^^'ings, which appear in the female.
The anal laminae and their set^e
are relativ^ely

much

larger than those in the female.

The second antenna? are branched like those in the male of graciUs;
the other appendages are the same as in the female, except the second
legs.
Here in place of the large claws upon the exopod we find a pair
of curious structures upon the outer distal margin of the second exopod
joint.
The outer of these is much the larger, conical in shape, nearly
and covered with small spherical warts or
is narrow, cylindrical in form, and
two-jointed, the basal joint being four times as long as the terminal,
with no peculiarities visible.
Total length, 7.6 mm.; length of carapace, 3.5 mm.; width of same,
3.1 mm.; length of genital segment, 1.25 mm.; width of same. 1.1
mm.; length of abdomen, 1.35 mm.
Color similar to that of the female.
MetanaupUus (tigs. -1-9). One thorax segment fused with the head
to form the carapace, which is spindle-shaped, the two ends about
the same size and both emarginate (Hg. 1).
Eyes very large and situated just in front of the center of the carapace on the mid-line.
Frontal plates distinct, but widely separated and folded over on the
ventral surface.
Second thorax (first free) segment wider than the
Third segrest of the thorax and abdomen, its sides strongly convex.
ment about the same length as the second, but narrower and its sides
not as convex, though still well curved.
Fourth and genital segments
united with the abdomen into a segment only one-fourth longer than
the third segment, with concave sides and well-rounded corners.
as large as the joint itself,
papillaB.

The smaller inner one

—
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and wide, each bearing four large and one small

First antennae two-jointed, the second joint terminating in very long

nonplumose setfe, which are dichotomously branched toward their tips.
Second antennae much enlarged and curved over ventrally in a half
circle.

They are the

chief

organs of prehension and are carried

straight forward side by side in front of the carapace.

Second maxilla? with distinct endopod and exopod, both of which
First and second maxillipeds two-jointed
and extending well be3"ond the lateral margins of the carapace. Two
pairs of swimming legs, each biramose, the rami one-jointed.
Total length, including second antennae, 1.15 mm.; length of carapace, 0.65 mm.; width of same, 0.32 mm.; width of free segments,
are bifurcate at their tips.

0.15

mm.

Color as in the adult, with pigment spots only along the posterior
margin of the carapace and on the abdomen.
Chalhnus (figs. 10-15). One thorax segment united with the head
to form the carapace, which is elliptical, about one-half longer than
wide, the posterior border emarginate.
Frontal plates well defined
and projecting on either side over the basal joints of the first antenna.
Eyes farther forward than in the metanauplius, but still very large.
Second and third segments fused intei' se, the former much wider than

—

the latter.

Fourth and genital segments

still

fused with the abdomen, but

much

longer than in the metanauplius and showing a deep constriction on

Appendages as before, but each first antenna is now tipped
with five short and simple setae; the exopods of the second maxillae are
now reduced to papillw on the bases of the endopods, and there are
three pairs of swimming legs all biramose and the rami one-jointed.
Total length 2 mm., length of carapace 1 mm.; width of the same
either side.

0.7

mm. width
;

of first free segment 0.55

Pigment spots now
margins.

mm,

;

of the second, 0.35

mm.

distributed along the entire length of the lateral

Otherwise colored

like metanauplius.

a large and clean-looking species and must be fairly common
since the United States National Museum collection contains the fol-

This

is

lowing lots of specimens: From the smooth dog-fish, Mustelas cavis
(Cat. No. 8123, U.S.N. M.), consisting of twelve females and six males,
taken as the types; (Cat. No. 32830, U.S.N.M.), a single male; (Cat.
No. 32831, U.S.N.M.), three females; (Cat. No. 32832, U.S.N. M.), eight
females; 6204, one female from Long Island Sound; 32833, one female;
(Cat. Nos. 32834 and 32835, U.S.N.M.), development stages, ten specimens each; (Cat. No. 32836, U.S.N.M.), tvvo females; (Cat. No. 32837,
U.S.N.M.),

five females.

males; from sand shark,

From

Squalus acanthias^ three females, two
littoralh^ three females, both

Emjompodus

by V. N. Edwards, the former 32838, the

latter 61(»2.

From

barn-
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door skate (Cat. No. 32839, U.S.N.M.), eight females; from honito
(Cat. No. 32840, U.S.N.M.), one female.
This species presents a marked contrast to all the other species thus
known in the entire absence of posterior processes on the genital
segment of the female. This segment has instead well rounded posterior corners, and there is not a vestige left of the fringe of spines
In this respect, therefore,
that adorns the margin in other species.
the four species form a well-detined series, beginning with difficili^^^
in which the entire genital segment is covered, passing through careharlse^ in which there is a heav}^ fringe along the margins, gracilis,
in which there are only scattered spines here and there, and ending
with (jlahei\ in which the spines have entirely disappeared.
far

There is also a direct antithesis in the relative structure of the genisegment in the two sexes between this species and gracilis. In the
present species the female has no posterior processes, while the male

tal

possesses a pair, although in a considerably reduced form.

In gracilis,

on the contrary, the female has a pair of stout posterior processes,
while the male wholly lacks them.

Genus

DYSGAMUS
(

Steenstrup and Llitken.

Founded on males

only.

—

First three thorax segments united with the
Generic diagnosis.
head to form a large rounded carapace. Frontal plates distinct and
prominent; ej^es large and in contact with each other on the mid-line.
Fourth thorax segment free and without dorsal plates. Genital segment
small and evenl}- rounded, without posterior lobes or rudimentary legs.

Abdomen

short, two-jointed, with small anal lamina^.

First antennae

two- jointed, joints equal in length; second pair as in Alehion. Mouthtube narrow and conical, longer than in EurypJtorus^ not as long* as in
Second maxilh\? simple, broadlv triangular, and slightly
Alehioi).
curved at the tips; maxillipeds as in Euri/phorus. All four pairs of
legs biramose, the rami two-jointed.
{dysgaijius.,

Svg, badly, and yduog, wedded, alluding to the fact

that no females were found.)

This genus was founded in 1861 by Steenstrup and Liitken upon ten
or more male specimens captured at several diti'erent places in the

These males were about the same size
and agreed fully in all essential characters. BassettSmith, the only other writer who has mentioned the genus, stated in

Atlantic north of the equator.
(3.5

18i)9

mm.

long),

that—

This genus was made by Steenstrup and Liitken from a male only; but in tlie collection of the British JNIuseum there are a large number of specimens, some with
ext'-rnal ovaries attached, which I have examined and have no d()ul)t of their
identity; therefore the genus

"A

is

allowed to stand.

"

systematic Description of Parasitic Copepoda found on Fishes, with an Enu-

meration

oi tlie

known

Species,

IS'JU. p.

-!(^(j.

A MERK'AN

NO. 1504.

And on

J EASITIC

J'

the next page he adds:

''

COPEPODS— WILSOX.

Host:

'
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Shark,' Atlantic and Indian

oceans."

This

hist

must have been taken from the

hibols of the

British

Museum

specimens, for Steenstrup and Liitken distinct!}' state that
their specimens were taken ''probabl}' while swimmino- freelv at the
surface.***'

If Bassett-Smith's observation regarding the "large number of specimens, .some with external ovaries attached," in the British Museum
be correct, there is a probabilit}- that the genus is valid. But we can
not be certain until the females are described; for the present, therefore, both the original species and the new one here described are to
be accepted provisionally.

DYSGAMUS ARIOMMUS,
Plate

XX,

new

species.

li^H. (52-70.

—

JIalt.
Carapace 0.6 of the entire length, ovate, considerablv widened and squarel}' truncated posteriorly. Frontal plates prominent
and distinct, without lunules, but with a broad and shallow incision at
Cephalic area divided by a trans\'erse groove which starts
the center.
from the lateral groove on either side at a point opposite the eyes,
and then divides, one-half passing* in front of the e^^es and the other
half behind them, in the form of two semicircles of different diamThoracic area three-hfths
eters, the posterior one being* the smaller.
of the width of the carapace, but short, with nearly straight and
parallel sides: square!}' truncated both anteriorly and posteriorly.
Lateral areas narrow and elongate, showing clearly the separation
between the head and first thorax segment; posterior lobes, with
bluntly- rounded ends just reaching the posterior margin of the thoracic area.
Tlie narrow and tapering lateral lobes which extend from
the sides of the second segment Ijackward inside of, and parallel to,
the carapace lobes are not as completely fused with the latter as usual,
but are separated from them by very narrow and slit-like incisions,
which extend inward halfway to the anterior margin of the second
segment. The tips of these second segment lol^es do not quite reach
the posterior margin of the third segment, which is considerably nar-

rower than the second.

The lateral lobes of the third segment are broadly triangular and
extend diagonally outward and backward over the bases of the third
legs.
The fourth segment is narrower than the third with prominent
and well-rounded sides. Genital segment 0.175 of the entire length,
of a plump, l)arrel shape, with squarely truncated ends; no rudimentary
legs visible.

"Bidrag

til

Kundskabom

det aabne

Havs

Snyltekreljs og Lernjeer, 1861, p. 368.
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two-jointed; joints about the same lengfth, the basal one

the wider with tapering sides; anal lamina? nearly circular

armed with four long, stout, and densely plumose
Anterior antennae two-jointed, joints about the same length,
both setiferous; posterior pair rather small, with a stout terminal
hook and a curved spine on the posterior margin of the basal joint.
No first maxilla?; second pair simple flattened spines, broadly triangular, situated at some distance from the mouth-tube on either side,
and very far back, nearly opposite the mouth opening.
Mouth-tube narrow and conical, intermediate in form, longer and
narrower than in (Jloiopotes and Euri/p/w/'us, but not as elongate and
pointed as in Alehum. Mouth opening terminal and circular, surrounded with a heavy fringe of hairs. First maxillipeds of the usual
pattern; second pair enlarged, the basal joint much swollen, but showing no sign of any protuberance or peg opposite the terminal claw.
This latter is slender, strongly curved, and reaches about to the center
All the swimming legs are biramose, rami of the
of the basal joint.
first three pairs two-jointed, of the fourth pair rudimentar}' and apparently one-jointed, owing to a more or less complete fusion of the
Exopod of the first pair several times larger than the endopod,
joints.
with three huge plumose set* on its posterior border, which are
longer than the entire leg.
There are also three good-sized terminal seta? and a large spine at
The terminal joint of the tiny endopod has also
the outer corner.
three plumose setse on its posterior border and three spines at the end,
while the basal joint carries a single spine on its anterior margin.
There is also a large plumose seta on the outer margin of the basal
joint of the leg itself, which projects out over the ventral surface of
the exopod.
Second legs of the usual pattern. Rami of the third
legs so near together that their basal joints overlap considerably.
Joints of the rami in the fourth legs so fully fused that they appear
to be one- jointed, but the arrangement of the set* shows that there
Fifth legs entireh" lacking.
are really two joints in each ramus.
Total length, 3.5 ram.; length of carapace, 2 mm.; of genital segment, 0.57 mm.; of abdomen, 0.43 mm.; width of carapace, 1.92 mm.
Color of preserved material yellowish brown, somewhat mottled, and
without any visible pigment.
{ariommus^ cxpi^ an intensive particle; ojujua^ eye; hence large-eyed.)
That the present species is distinct from Steenstrup and Liitken's
D. atlanticus is apparent from the following considerations: The
grooves on the dorsal surface of the carapace are arranged very differently, particularly around the eyes.
Steenstrup and Liitken make no
mention of any eyes either in their description or figures, while in the
present species the}^ are large and prominent.
in

outline, each

set».
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relatively larger, being- nearly six times

is

the width of the free and genital segments; here

nmch

the width of the genital segment and

only three times
than that compared

it is

less

with the free segment.

Furthermore

in atlanticus the thoracic area

evenly rounded posteriorly, while here

it

is

is

relatively

narrow and

much wider and

squarely

truncated.

In atlanticus also the free segment is the same width as the genital
segment, while the terminal joint of the abdomen is several times
In the present spelarger than the basal.
cies the free segment projects considerably
over the bases of the fourth legs, and the

abdomen

joints are of the

Specitic differences

same

may also

size.

be noted in

the structure of the second antenna^, the

second maxillipeds, the f urea, and the four
pairs of

swimming

legs, particulary the

fourth pair, which are small and somewhat

rudimentary

in the present species.

Here also these fourth

legs are connected

across the mid-line like the three precedingpairs.

Whether

tains in atlanticus

the same condition obis

not stated, but

nishes a characteristic which

is

it

fur-

quite dis-

from other closely allied genera.
Although there is but a single specimen
of this species it is well differentiated and
tinct

proves to be of considerable morphological importance, for it helps to settle the
exact relation of the different carapace
areas in these three subfamilies, the Caliginse,

the Trebinse, and the Euryphorin^.

In them, two, and usually three, of the
anterior thorax segments are fused with

Fig. 19.— The

dorsal surface of a

male dysgamus ariommvs, showing areas and segments. o, anTERIOR; m, MEDIAN, AND p, POSTERIOR TRANSVERSE
p,

2,

AND

p,

GROOVES.

p.

1,

LATERAL LOBES OF
AND SECOND
FIRST

3,

THE HEAD,
THORAX SEG.MENTS RESPECTIVELY.

the head, and there has been considerable

various authors as to the morphological significance
careful study of the
carapace of the present species, compared with that of the three
species of Trebius alread}^ described, and also with that of a mature
discussion

b}^

of the different portions of the carapace.

A

chalimus of Lepeophtheirus nordmannii, recently obtained by the
author from the United States Bureau of Fisheries, leaves little
chance for further doubt. It will be seen in fig. 19 that the carapace
divided transversely by three grooves. The
separates the frontal plates from the carapace

of the present species

anterior of these {a)

is
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is the dividing- line between the head and the tirst
thorax segment, while the posterior one (/>) separates the first from
the second thorax segments.
There is no visible groove here between
the second and third thorax segments, but in Trebius (Plate XV, figs.
1 and 2) we find that it joins the posterior sinuses of the carapace and
is approximately parallel with the other transverse grooves.
The middle groove is extended outward and backward across the
lateral area on either side to the edge of the carapace, whei'e it makes
a notch similar to that left by the corresponding groove in Ti'ehJus.
In the three species of this latter genus it can be seen that the portion of the lateral grooves which lies behind the crossbar of the "//"'
is really a part of that crossbar groove in that it completes the separation of the second thorax segment from the first.
We are thus
enabled to see distinctl}^ that the anterior and outer portion of the

the middle one {m)

lateral areas (P, 1)

is

really a sort of lateral lobe or process belonging

The remainder

to the head.

be a process or lobe

(/^, ^)

of the lateral areas

is

similarly seen to

of the first thorax segment.

In like

man-

ner that portion of each posterior lobe of the carapace which

is

inside of the longitudinal groove (P. 3) represents a lateral process or

lobe of the second thorax segment.

Neither the third nor the fourth
thorax segments have any lateral processes.

Like the original specimens of

(itlantJcns the single representative

of this species was taken while swinmiing freely at the surface during
the \'oyage of the United States Bureau of Fisheries steamer Alhatross

18ST-8S.
It is Cat. No. 327:iS. U.S.N.M.
This genus Dysgaimis
was placed by the author among the Caligintv in a key g'iven in a previous paper.
That, however, was before the present specimen had
been obtained and studied. The genus evidently belongs with the
Euryphorina^ where it was placed by (jerstaecker, as is shown by the
descri})tion and figures hei'e given, but we must have a description of
the female before this matter can be finally settled.
in

"^

Genus DISSONUS Wilson.

—

Only the first thorax segment fused with the
Generic diagnosis.
head to form a carapace, which is semilunar in shape and about twite
as wide as long.
Second, third, and fourth segments free, each considerabh' wider than long, the second one onh' provided with lateral
plates.
Genital segment not much enlarged, without plates or processes, but with the entire ventral surface sparsely covered with spines.
Abdomen small, nearly as wide as long; anal lamina of medium size
and armed with large plumose setje. Egg-strings four-fifths the entire
length: eggs large, about 40 in each string.
Antemue and mouthparts similar to those in the Caliginae and not at all like those in the
«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXVIII,

1905, p. 533.
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Second maxilla? bifurcate

and

Pandarina?.

furca wanting.
the

at the tip; first niuxilhe

swimming

legs hiramose: rami of

pair two-jointed, of the other pairs three- jointed; jointing,
setse almost exacth- like those in Treblus.

first

spines,

All four pairs of

and

{dissomis^ disagreeing or different; i. e., a connecting link which
does not agree with an}^ of the established subfamilies.)

DISSONUS SPINIFER
Plate

Dissonus splnifer Wilsox, 1906,

XX,

tigs.

Wilson

71-72.

p. 198, pi. in, figs. 34-47.

—

Female. Carapace transverseW semilunar, twice as wide as long;
dorsal surface with but a single pair of grooves, separating the lateral
areas fi-om the cephalic.
Eyes moderately large, close to the anterior

margin;

in contact

with each other on the mid-line, but not fused.

A

pair of elliptical spots in front of the eyes raised like lenses.

Second,
second seg-

and fourth segments diminishing regularly in size;
wide as the carapace and its lateral plates as wide as the lateral
lobes of the carapace.
Third and fourth segments considerably narrowed, but ev^en the fourth twice as wide as long. Genital segment
quadrangular, a little wider than long and a little narrower than the
fourth segment; posterior processes small, fifth legs invisible dorsally.
third,

ment

as

Abdomen

three-eighths the length of the genital segment, one-fourth
wider than long, with a shallow anal fissure. Anal lamina? (juadrangular, each with four large plumose setfe, three of which are terminal,
while the other comes out of the lateral margin near the anterior end.

The two

pairs of antennte like those of

(

'(fh'gus:

first

maxilUe and

furca entirely lacking; mandibles slender, three-jointed, toothed on the
inner margin near the

tip.

Mouth-tube triangular with a narrow tip; mouth-opening terminal
and heavily fringed with hairs. Second raaxillse large and powerful,
reaching well beyond the tip of the mouth-tube;" ba.sal portion enlarg-ed
and flattened, bearing the rudimentar}^ exopod; endopod triangular and
curved, bifurcate at the tip, the outer branch a little the larger and
longer.
The two pairs of maxillipeds of the usual pattern, the basal
joint of the second pair with a stout corrugated knob against which
shuts the tip of the terminal claw.
the

exopod

is

a

little

In the

first

pair of

more than twice the length

swimmmg

legs

of the endopod. and

The endopod
is three times as long as the terminal.
about the same size. The other swimming legs as in the
Trebinpe and other Euryphorintx?, the fifth pair as small papilla\ each
armed with three seta?.
Cement glands small, broadly club-shaped, and reaching but little in
front of the center of the genital segment.
its

basal joint

joints are
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Total length, 3
1.1

mm.

;

strings, 2.35

Male.

mm.; length

of carapace. 0.85

of genital segment, 0.71

mm.; width

mm.

of free thorax,

mm.

;

of egg-

mm.

of carapace, 1.75

— Similar to the female in

the details of structure.

mm.;

of abdomen, 0.34

;

vol. xxxi.

general appearance and in most of

Genital segment elongate spindle-shaped, one-

third longer than wide, with evenly rounded sides; anterior margin
reentrant, posterior one nearh' squarel}" truncated.

Both the

fifth

and sixth legs

visible, the

gins, the latter at the posterior corners.

the female, and the anal lamina^ a

former on the

Abdomen

lateral

mar-

not as wide as in

smaller.

little

Second antennae especiall}" large and stout, the terminal claw bearing on its inner margin a long curved spine, a short blunt one, and a
long slender hair. Second maxilh^ larger and more powerful than in
the female, the outer branch at the tip nearly twice as long as the
inner one.
Spines on the ventral surface of the genital segment larger
and more numerous than in the female.
Total length, 3 mm.
Length of carapace, 0.8 mm.; of free segments, 1.08 nmi.; of genital segment, 0.8 mm.; width of carapace,
1.9

mm.

Color of the two sexes (preserved material) the same, a uniform
yellowish white without pigment.
{xpinlfer, sphia, a spine;

Through

and yero,

I

bear).

W.

A. Herdman, of the University
of Liverpool, the collection of the United States National Museum
contains a specimen of each sex of this new genus, Cat. No. 32729,
the courtesy of Prof.

U.S.N.M.
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America. Description of a New, by Mar-

cus

338

bifoveolatus

ichneumonea
ichneumoneus

Hugh M. Smith and Thomas E. B.

Pope

381

habena
67

SparidiB

381

hirsutus
fulvlventris

Species,

dall

417
392, 394, 396, 417

dubitata
dubitatus
elegans
erythroptera
excisus

A

Fishes from Argentina, with Descriptions

Three

367
351, 352

„

287

Soleidse

of

351
371

clavipes

costipennis

228, 498

Review of the Flounders
and, by David Starr Jordan and Edwin
Chapin Starks
South America. Notes on a Collection of

313

chrysobapta
chrysophorus

japonica
jenynsi

Soles of Japan.

407

occultus

459

Japan

411

bridwelli

Snyder, John Otterbein, and David Starr
Jordan. A Review of the Pceciliidse or
Killifishes of

411

brasilianus
647

Skeleton of Merycoidodon, a Fossil Mammal. Notes on a Newly Mounted, by
Charles W. Gilmore
Slow Lemurs. Notes on the, by Marcus
Ward Lyon, jr
Smith, Hugh M., and Thomas E. B. Pope.
List of Fishes Collected in Japan in 1903,
with Descriptions of New Genera and Spe-

353

lauta

371

374

var. illustris

lautus
lobatus
lucae

371

312
r-,-

365

INDEX.
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Sphex mandibularis
mexicana
micans
mixta
neoxenus
nudus

410
377

394
418
418
382

opaca

379, 418

ornata
(Palmodes) morio
pensyl vanica
pensylvanicas

399

318
405

405
351, 418

petiolata

I'age.

Stromateoides cinereus
Stromateoididae

516

291

Suidae

2m

Sumatra and Borneo. Mammals of Banka,
Mendanau, and Billiton Islands, between,
by Marcus Ward Lyon, j r
Surgeon, U. S. Army. Fishes Collected in
the Philippine Islands by Maj. Edgar A.
Mearns, by Barton W. Evermann and

philadelphica
(Priononyx) bifoveolatus
ferrugineus
lEerma

359

robusta

353

rufipes

386

brasiliensis

rufi ventris

325

346

,516

Subfamily Chlorioninse. The Digger Wasps
of North America and the VVest Indies belonging lo the, by Henry T. Fernald

Alvin Seale
Sus barbatus

331

oi

335

rhionis

575

.505

256
249, 255, 278, 585, 657

248, 256, 277, 278, 279, 281, 284, 657

Symphurus

242, 243

108

jenynsi

108

singularis

392, 418

orientalis

243

spiniger

392, 394

335

ornata
plagusia

108

striatus

T

418

tesselata

108

tepaneca
tepanecus
texana
texanus
thomfc

377

Sympterygia acuta

377

bonapartei
Synaptura japonica

414

tibialis

108

72
72

234

414

ommatura

232

342

potoo
smith!
zebra

235

356, 357, 379

tinctipennis

412

vaga

419

234
232

419

Synchloe ausoiiides
Syngnathus schlegeli

435

violaceipennis
Sphyrsena japonica

464

Synodontldffi

463

Sphyrsenidfe

464

Synodus argenteus

620

Spratelloides

629

463

argyrotsenia

629

varius
Tsenioides abbotti

524

bryoponis

631

Tsenionema

062

gracilis

629

Squalus at'anthias

711

:

canis

squatina
Squatina squatina
SquatinidiE

dan.

Talorchestia

151

Edwin Chapin, and David Starr JorA Review of the Flounders and

Solas of

Japan

Thomas
Rican Amphipod

Stebbing,

R. R.

A New

501

deshayesii

501

Tardigradus coucang

Tarpon

532
615

atlanticu.s

605
605

tarsier

Wirt. Note on an Occurrence of
Graphitic Iron in a Meteorite
Tecticeps
Tassin.

515

alascensis

conve.xus

666

Costa
501

An

account of Amazon River
Fishes Collected, by, with a Note on
Pimelodus clarias, by Carl H. Eigcnmiinu
and Barton A. Bean

Steere, J. B.,

.501

Tarsius spectrum
161

Notes on a Collection of Fishes from
Port Arthur, Manchuria, Obtained by
James Francis Abbott
Steatogenys elegans

78

Talitridffi

69

69

662

steerci

Taharira

68

69

Stalactella
Starks,

463

Terapon jarbua
oxyrhynchus
Tetragonopterus cordoviv
fasciatus
iheriligii

573
1

102
4
160, 476, .507

475
82
81
82

659

rutihis

81,82

Sternarchella ischotti

665
666

Tetraodon compressu.s
immaculatus

510

Sternarchorhynchus mormyrus
Sternarchus virescens
Stolephorus

Isevigatus

90

striolatus

627, 629, 637

argyrotwnia

629, 630

indicus

63S!

japonicus

462, 629

StromateidK

Proc. N.

467

M.

vol.

xxxi— 06

48

Tetraodon tidffi

Thanaos

510
105
510
105, 482, .510

icelus

455

martialis

455

propertius

425

738
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Thanaos propertius var. borealis

455

Tlierapon jarbua
serous
Thorybes pylades

507

Three

New

Notes on a Collection
of Fishes from Argentina, South America,
with De.scriptions of, by Barton "Warren
Evermann and William Converse Kendall
.'

455

javanica

67

gastridee

Ortmann

663
249

250

bancanus

571, 578

billitonus

578

flavicollis

formosus
javanicus
kanchil
luteicollis

lutescens

napu

55, 56, 580

248, 251,

2.52,

281

248,251,252

254
56, 579, 580,

tana

463

55, 250

carimatoe

667

579, 580
248, 251, 252, 253, 280

249, 271, 285

and

Eucopiidse, by Arnold E.
23

United States National Museum. The Urocoptid Mollusks from the Mainland of
.

America in the Collection

of the,

by Paul

Bartsch

io9

Upeneus bensasi

479

japonicus
tragula
Uranoscopidse

479

Uranoscopus bicinctus

493

japonicus
Urocoptid Mollusks from the Mainland of
America in the Collection of the United
States National Museum, by Paul Bartsch
Urocoptis (Cochlodinella) poeyana jejuna

493

479

493

109

156

varie-

253, 576, 578

nigricollis

nigrocinetus
perflavus

601
248, 271, 285, 286

Tupaiidse
61, 271
United States National Museum. Schizopod
Crustaceans in the, The Families Lopho-

522
466

Tragulus annee

600, 601
249, 272, 285, 286, 601

phseura;

470

Traguli
Tragulid?e

656
600, 601

malaecana
minor

464

Trachidermis fasciatus
Trachinocephalus myops
Trachurus japonicus
Trachycorystes galeatus

gata

248, 253

155

248, 250, 277, 278

Urolophus fuscus

179

460

248, 251, 281, 653

Uropsetta

pretiellu.s

248, 253, 578

Usinosita

237

pretiosus

248, 253, 284

ravus
rubens
subrufus

580

japonica
Usinosta japonica
Usinostia japonica

237

248, 254

248, 254, 284, 286

umbrinus
Trebinse
Trebinse

iiiflata

470

ni WEB
Trachichthyidaj

249, 271, 602, 656

batamana

507
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Tupaia ferruginea

578
669

Trebius

445

cardui
Versequa

446

eaudatus

Verasper
669

681
674, 678

tenuifurcatus
Triacanthidae

165, 210

achne

670, 672

exilis

237

Vanessa atalanta

and Euryphorina?.

North American Parasitic Copepods belonging to the
Family Caligidfe. Part 2.—The, by Charles
Branch Wilson

237

679

210
164, 184

moseri

185

otakii

182

variegatus
184, 18.5, 187, 525
Vespa jamaicensis
399
Vespertilionidse
62
Village Sites in New Mexico and Arizona.

Triacanthodes anomalus
Triacanthus brevirosiris

481
481

Mammal Remains from Two Prehistoric,
by Marcus Ward Lyon, jr
647
Viverra tangalunga
61, 249, 268, 279, 285, 597

Triserlopogon

523

Viverridffi

61

86

Vubarana

620

cordovensis

87

S"

Vulpes bahamensis
Wasps of North America and the West Indies belonging to the Subfamily Chlorioninse. The Digger, by Henry T. Fernald.
West Indies belonging to the Subfamily
Chlorioninee. The Digger Wasps of North
America and the, by Henry T. Fernald..
Western Borneo. Anatomical Observations
on a Collection of Orang Skulls from,
with a Bibliography, by Ales Hrdlicka.
Wilson, Charles Branch. Norfh American
Parasitic Copepods belonging to the
Family Caligid». Part 2. The Trebinse
awd Euryphorina;

620

maculatus

Trichomycterus areolatus

tenuis

481

87

Trichonotus

616

Trichosoma

639

Tridentiger bifasciatns
obscurus
Trigla punctata
Triglidse

Tristemma
Tupaia carimatEP
castanea
chrysomalla
discolor

490, 524

490
106
106, 488, 520

133
61
248, 271

61

002

. .

291

291

539

669

I
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Xenodermiehthys

642

nodulosus
Xiphorhamphus hepsetus

642

jenynsii

Xystsema japonicus
oyena
Xystrias

grigorjewi
Zacco platypus
Zebrias

Pajre.

Zebrias japonicus
smithii

S4

234
495

zebrina
Zebrius zebrinus

232

478

Zeidse

430

478

Zeus japonicus
Zuzara

48O

Integra

12

84

164, 182

182
462*

232

o

semipunctata
Zygouectes

498

12

12
288, 289

^

